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THE GOSPEL OE ST LUKE.

THE BENEDICTION PRONOUNCED UPON HIS MOTHER
TRANSFERRED TO ALL.

(Ch. Xi. 28.)

We have already, in Vol. ii., given our opinion upon the

harmonistic relation of- the entire section, ch. xi. 17-36, to

Matt. xii. 25-45 ; expressing upon this latter passage our con-

viction that they record one and the same discourse, founded

upon one and the same incident—whether the point of time, not

definitely marked in either of the three Evangelists, be deter-

mined by St Matthew or by St Luke. Adhering, however, to

our firm principle, we give the preference to St Matthew's ar-

rangement of our Lord's discourses ; when, therefore, St Luke
interrupts the general discourse, in vers. 27, 28, by an inter-

jected word, the conclusion of which he had already given us

before, we must necessarily assume that this apostrophe of the

woman, and our Lord's answer, had occurred in the meantime.

But, whether in the midst of the discourse itself (St Matthew's

extract gives us no appropiate point of connection for it) or at its

close, parallel with what is related in Matt. xii. 46-50, Mar. iii.

31-85, and what St Luke himself has already recorded in ch.

viii. 19-21—who shall determine? We manifestly see that the

otherwise so well-informed Luke is indistinct in the chronology

of these things generally. The Iv rco XsyBtv ravroc, ver. 27, may
refer to the irnmediatelj^ preceding words, and to that supposi-

tion we would prefer to adhere ; but they may also refer to the

VOL. IV. A



2 BLESSED ARE THEY WHO HEAR AND OBEY.

entire discourse, the order of which was different from that given

by him.

It is remarkable that in close succession, or directly in con-

nection, the Lord took a double occasion to decline for His

mother any distinctive honour—once in respect to her own

person, and once in respect to the woman who blessed her in the

crowd. It is very natural that His answer should be on both

occasions alike. It has been said that the well-meaning outcry

of the woman "stands here very affectionately between the mali-

cious blasphemy and the less malicious demand of a sign." It

does, indeed, so stand here, but St Matthew shows that this was

not the historical sequence of the circumstance. And was the

outcry affectionate ? That would be the case only if it sprang

from an earnest feeling and deep understanding ; but we doubt

this very much, and for our own part see in it, not indeed a

wickedly intended, but still a most artlessly unintelligent, outcry

of mere womanly feeling.-^ Thus it would be better to say—How
serenely the Lord here stands betwixt malicious vituperation

on the one hand, and unenlightened empty praise on the other

!

The woman's " devout attention" to the Lord's solemn discourse

had apprehended no more than that this man can speak, and

teach, and preach with most wonderful force and interest ; and

this idle commendation she gives, moreover, to His mere human
personality, for she, like a true woman, pronounces the mother

blessed who had borne and bred a son like this.^ " O how must

thy mother rejoice over thee—would that I were she !" What a

mournful contrast to the entirely opposite feeling which, accord-

ing to Mar. iii. 20, 21, at this very time filled the mind of that

mother of Jesus

!

The Lord's answer refers not to that, it may be ; but it refers

to this, that His mother as such had no preeminent sanctity or

blessedness ; and it is the impulse of the Spirit which prompts

Him to take every occasion to rebuke prospectively that future

service of Mary, the innocent germ of which was heard in

such an apostrophe as this woman's. By the (Lzvovvyz stand-

ing first. He concedes all that is true and right—that to have

^ No " child-like devotion" of this " affectionate woman"—no sucli " er-

pression of a simple love" as the Lord would approve of. (Braune.)

^ Not the nurse in addition, as Thiess inferred from the words.
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borne Him was indeed her honour ; but at the same time He
corrects the false distinction established. Only because Mary
had received the word of God with such entire and unhesitating

faith, had she received that honour. " Blessed are they who
rightly hear the word of God ; and not as thou hearest it, O

* w^oman, who fallest so readily from the solemn matter spoken to

the mother of Him who speaks it !" In repudiating the praise,

and repelling all consideration for His human person as such, He
does not say

—

My word ; but testifies only that He speaks the

word of God, in the comprehensiveness of meaning which in-

cludes all that had ever been spoken in human ears, and all

that would yet be revealed for man's salvation. " My mother,"

He will say, " is only on that account blessed, because she has

heard, and treasured up in faith, the word spoken to herself;" see

Luke i. 45 ; ii. 19, 51. The keeping God's word is partly the

test of true hearing; partly its fruit and consequence, which must

never be wanting : first, however, the " provident treasuring up

of deep words" of God, which, though not fully understood then,

will be better understood afterwards, as we see in the case of

Mary herself; but then, also, the actual fruitbearing after

receiving the seed, the doing which must follow the hearing of

the word, Luke viii. 15, 21. The entire saying is itself in its

universal comprehensiveness given for the right hearing, and

pondering, and keeping of His disciples. What the conception

and bringing forth of Jesus was, in the case of Mary, the Lord
shows in its spiritual and essential accomplishment in all who
receive His w^ord for the new birth of their souls, and in this

sense become like His mother. (Lu. viii. 21.) This apparently

slight circumstance is a genuine type of what has, alas, been

realised in after times ; bearing in itself the germ of that which

it typified. Instead of doing like Mary, and becoming like

Mary, the Church turning away (in secret self-pleasing) from

the word of God to the human Child who was brought forth,

deifies the lowly one, and dishonours her lowliness by the un-

seemly and unbefitting QzoTOzog. What is the preaching of the

Reformation, as opposed to this, more than the word which the

Lord here speaks ? In their council of Trent they heard not

that voice, but repelled it with anathema —for a Maranatha to

themsolves!



4 THE FIRST WOES.

AN EARLIER WOE TO THE PHARISEES AND SCRIBES^

(Luke xi. 39-52 [Matt, xxiii. 2-39.J)

That which the Lord uttered against the Scribes and Phari-

sees in His solemn final condemnation, had been prepared for

long before ; for, while many of His longer discourses originated

in the circumstances of the moment, many of them, on the

other hand, were from time to time accumulated by Himself, and

by degrees prepared and reserved for final and most weighty

utterance. We have here a remarkable testimony and example

of this latter; the Lord speaks, in a narrower circle and in a

more restricted manner, a great part of what was afterwards

spoken in a more extended connection. These judgment-for-

mulae were formed and shaped, as it were, within His soul ; and

an occasion from without calls them, in all their preliminary

and prospective solemnity, readily to His lips. Thus it were

better for us to say, that He now anticipates this impending fare-

well of these fools and blind, rather than that He repeats later

what had earlier been spoken.

A Pharisee invited Him to a meal,^ and undoubtedly with a

false heart, as at ch. xiv. 1, and vii. 36. They watch Him in-

vidiously, to see how He will demean and express Himself;

and with all the less restraint on that account, yea, with a de-

portment which was immediately offensive, like a challenge in

their own house. He g/VsX^^V avi'TTSCiiv, without further ado,

designedly omitting the Pharisaical washing (see on Matt. xv. 2).

While the Pharisee wondered at such boldness, the Lord's

searching answer would anticipate his thoughts before they found

utterance.^ As to the perfectly j ustified " Divine dispensing with

^ And, indeed, £v ol ra AaXij^ra/, "which, without racDrct^ appears to have
reference to what had immediately preceded—" while He was engaged in

this conversation ; "—^but as this can hardly be reconciled with harmonistic

considerations, especially when the mass of matter connected together in

St Luke is taken into account, we may translate with Ebrard—When on
one occasion He was thus speaking.

2 Schleiennacher's useless refinement imagined that our Lord would
have "washed at a hl^rvou, and that the Pharisee took it ill that his oipiarov
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civilities," which the Lord exhibits, who is Lord even while He
is guest, Ebrard has well said, in reply to the unjustified censure

of the critic
—" I will warrant the worthy Strauss, that if the

Lord were at his table in the present day, He would be just as

uncivil !" Everything has its time, the cutting seventy and the

patient benignity ; and the Lord knew full w^ell what was on

this occasion seasonable. There must, indeed, have been assem-

bled around this dpidrov a select and purified company ; and the

Lord only expressed to them in His word and act, what their

secret guiltiness had already prepared for them in His heart.

The discourse divides itself into two parts, each of which

embraces three woes, ordered thus in precise and solemn number,

though not like the latter perfected seven. The former portion

is directed against the hypocrisy of the Pharisees; but as a

lawyer {vofjjizog is, as ver. 53 shows, almost the same as the for-

mer, but indicating more definitely the office) expressly vindi-

cates his own caste, the latter is directed against the conduct of

the lawyers particularly, in whom was especially concentrated

i\iQ guilt of the general unbelief of the people, and its condemna-

tion.^ At the outset, hypocrisy^ which cleanses the outside

instead of the inward part, is, without a woe and half in irony,

rebuked :—the immediate occasion being found in the washings

upon which the Pharisees laid such stress, but at the same time,

making that the type of their own proper character and conduct.

Vers. 39—41. (Afterwards in Matt, xxiii. this is the middle

one of the three subsequent and final woes.) The three woes,

which are the first here, follow for the more definite description

of the Pharisaic spirit

:

—their petty externality in the fulfilment

of the law instead of minding its essential substance ; the proud

lust of honour and rank connected with this ; although under

the covering of their hypocrisy nothing existed but spiritual

death! (Afterwards in Matt, xxiii. 23, 27, this becomes the

was not equally honoured. These two words are not to be so rigorously

distinguished ; as we have already remarked in Vol. ii.

^ The man means to say—That touches us with them (a soft way of saying

—^particularly)—for we furnish the Pharisees with their theory, which it is

our office to sustain. Is all our glorious learning nought, or of evil ? The

Lord answers at first by merely placing them also on a level with the

others ; but then in ver. 52 follows the specific portion of these theorists.
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fifth and seventh woe, but the intermediate one here has already

there been singled out in vers. 6, 7.) We see that the whole

has its own connection and orderly procedure here, though a

different one from that other ; for, it is the marvellous nature of

these pregnant utterances of the Lord that they may be strung

on a variety of threads. Now, when the hardy lawyer appro-

priated to himself what had been said, although the Lord had

only named the Pharisees,—a marvellously daring acknowledg-

ment of a smitten conscience, which straightway complains that

this charge inculpates us also—these lawyers receive their por-

tion over and above, still heavier than the former, though not

exempting them from the application of that likewise. We see

that the loisdom of God in Jesus (ver. 49) finds it now reasonable

and right to cast down the presumptuous wickedness of sinners

with especial severity ; in order to deprive them of every reason

for thinking that He did not penetrate their hearts, or was afraid

before them. And our critical prudence should also rest con-

tented with that. The Pharisees, as such, had been previously

described in themselves, according to their own spirit and cha-

racter ; the vofJ^iTcoi, on the other hand, the teachers of others,

receive their three woes on account of their dealing with the

pecple. First we have, once more, the universal and compara-

tively gentle description :—laying burdens upon others, which

themselves not even touched ! ver. 46. (Matt, xxiii. 4.) And,
as this would instantly place them in humiliating comparison

with the ancient prophets, the holy and anointed messengers of

God, vers. 47, 48, quickly pursue the topic, and with words which

in Matt, xxiii. constitute the summing up of the seven woes into

an eighth. Similarly, the charge against the generation, and its

condemnation, follow in vers 49-51, just as they follow there

in vers. 34-36. But then, as these words are not a concluding

and farewell discourse, it is quite natural (we might say, neces-

sary) that the close here should turn back as we find it does :

—

the third woe, ver. 52 (analogous to the first, ver. 46 ; there,

however, concerning the law, but now also concerning the way
of penitence and salvation in order to the elffspyjadoct into the

kingdom of heaven), first describes in all its enormity the cha-

racter of these lawyers, as being fatal to their own wellbeing,

and ruinous to others. This last woe of our present discourse
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beoomes afterwards in Matt, xxiii. the first: for the Lord seems

to recall then His former words, and, beginning again what is

in part the same discourse, commences at the point where He
had ended before.

Yers. 39-41. The vvv at the beginning can scarcely be made
to indicate, as many think, that this is a fragment of a longrer

discourse unskilfully extracted, the true commencement of which

is not given : it is much more in keeping to regard it as a T]^n

which makes severe allusion to what was just then occurring.^

The Lord sets out from that which met His eyes at the repast,

beginning at once—" I mark, indeed, that ye Pharisees are very

zealous in washing the cutside, whether of the cups and platters

or the hands of your own persons ; alas, that ye should forget the

inward part, which is the main concern, the purification of the

heart and life !" The connection of His words with the washing

of hands, which here gives rise to all, makes it evident that to

'iffuQiv vfjjctjv, hastening as it does to its great object, refers to

the individual persons of the Pharisees themselves, who deal

with themselves as with their cups and platters (and even the

singular here derives significance from this). The ra Imra
afterwards has a quite different meaning ; and to 'iaoohv Vfjbcup

instead of avTcuv can neither be explained by—" the contents of

the vessels belonging to you," nor "the manner and way in

which they are handled and used in the house !" The following

verse is very commonly regarded as a question, 6 'TTOirjcfag being

referred to God ; so Meyer corrects the Luth. version—" Did
not He that made that which is without, make that w^hich is

within also?" The inference drawn from this—Is not this also

to be purified before Him who is the Creator of the soul or the

inner man ? seems to us to be very inapplicable here. We can-

not see how the observation, which holds good of every possible

thing, and of much that is diff*erent within and without, that the

inward and outward part originate from the same Creator, should

be supposed to lead to the conclusion—that therefore they neces-

sarily belong together ! Still less can we understand why just

^ This explanation pleases us, at least better than Lange's subtle inter-

pretation, which goes at once too far

—

Even now, with all the wickedness

of your inward parts, ye care so much about external purification

!
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here the reference to the TOifjffotg should be introduced as a reason,

since He most certainly did not create the unclean inner man as

such ; and we think Luther's original text more conformable to

the sense, ahhough he uses a paraphrase which gives up the

literal words. The significant parallel, Matt, xxiii. 26, which

runs

—

Cleanse first that which is within, that the outside may be

clean also I shows us that 'ttoiuv here signifies purgare, a mean-

ing which is very suitable and alone gives the sense in its sim-

plicity. The lexicographers vindicate this use of the word, which

is found also in later languages ; deducing it from the placing

any thing in a certain condition, making it what it should be,

thus, according to circumstances, cleansing, putting right, etc.

Wahl and Schottgen cite, particularly^, 2 Sam. xix. 24. Thus

the clause is a simple position, telling these fools the plain truth

which they had altogether forgotten—that He who has done all

to, or purified that which is without, has not thereby put to rights

or made clean that which is within; but has that much harder

work yet to do!^ As it respects ver. 41, we can, once more,

scarcely understand why most expositors are so earnest in pro-

testing against the supposition of an ironical meaning (Erasmus

so understood it, and many afterwards, among whom we may
mention Lightfoot and Kuinoel) ; for we find it impossible, as

Schleiermacher also does, to understand it otherwise.^ Is not

the severity of scorn perfectly in harmony with the tone of the

whole discourse, and does not this re-appear most decidedly in

vers. 47, 48? Can we suppose that here, confi'onting these

Pharisees, the Lord would positively lay down this clause con-

* Alford wonders that I adopt this view, which gives " the most frigid

sense imaginable ;

" but our views must differ,—the reference to the Creator

seems to me indefinitely general and almost meaningless.

2 Even Xeander inclines to the ironical meaning: " But, on the other

hand, where Christ employs this mode of teaching (giving a specific in-

stead of a general precept), the peculiar kind of special injunction that

He gives is always determined by the character of His hearers ; and alms-

giving would have been an inapt injunction to Pharisees^ who, as we learn

from the Sermon on the Mount, made great show and display thereof."

—

" If the words were not spoken ironically, it must seem strange that Christ,

whose design was to aim at the disposition of the hearty should have laid

down anything so easily perverted into opus operatum." And in tJ\is we
quite concur.
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cerning the meritoriousness of almsgiving, which, however cor-

rectly to be understood in itself, ever presupposes a right spirit

of apprehension, or else is fatally abused? This would be the

only explicit doctrine and exhortation in the whole discourse,

which else contains nothing but condemnation—and this is

reason enough, in fact, for understanding it otherwise. The
Pharisees assuredly gave away alms enough, as we know, and

might, consequently, have been altogether unable to understand

the Lord. But, in fact, they understood Him much better than

His modern expositors ; for, the giving alms of the contents of

their platters/ and then saying "now all is pure, all is right!"

was just their manner. This the Lord can only be regarded as

now reproving ; it is impossible that He could be recommending

it in earnest to tliera, for they would have mocked Him with the

answer—O Master, we give, indeed, diligently and plentifully

enough ! It would be like saying to the feasters at our modern

free-mason and other feasts—Let the poor have a collection,

and the matter is pure and sanctified ! No, the Lord would

here say to the Pharisees—Your custom to purify robbery by

almsgiving, touches only that which is outward, as ye hypocrites

well know ! He expresses this scornfully in the Imperative

(which should not be advanced as an argument against the

ironical sense), and His well known application is—Do this as

much as ye may, ye will not thereby avoid the woe ! The aou

ihov (corresponding with the vvv at the beginning) speaks also

for this view ; as well as the pcadapd v[jij7v Icrrt, which indicates

the condemned, facile method of their cleansing everything in

their conduct

—

before your eyes ; with which, finally, as a final

evidence, the following ' AXk' ovoct v^jJiv comes into sharp con-

trast. This oKKa, would have, indeed, no meaning, if the previ-

ous clause did not refer to a false justification on the part of the

Pharisees. Neander says correctly—"You cannot with this

mock piety satisfy the law of God, and escape His judgments

;

but woe unto you!" Therefore we have not here, as in Matt.

^ Tfift iuovroi (Vulg. quod superest) is obviously no more than U ruv

hovruu ; it requires no explanation, that all was not to be given. Morus

adds—quantum fieri potest. We cannot understand how this iuovra, (as

Neander thinks) should be applied, like 'iacodiu previously (as contrasted

with s^adiv, ver. 39), to the inner being of the man.
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xxiii. 23, express mention of their passing over the exhibition of

the sXeog towards their neighbours.

Ver. 49. The remainder of the discourse has been already ex-

plained upon Matt, xxiii., only that " the words of the wisdom of

God" in this verse demand some comment. Hereafter the Lord

places Himself, at His public and solemn concluding discourse

in the temple, openly before them thus

—

Behold I send I placing

Himself in the stead of the God who gave them prophets and

preacher^ ; but now, at the table of a Pharisee, such dignified

majesty in His words would have been unsuitable : He therefore

veils it, as it were, in the spirit which we have before, in Vol. ii.,

exhibited as the significant distinction between the earlier and

the later discourse. It scarcely needs proof that this entire sen-

tence, which continues through vers. 50, 51, and closes with Kiycu

vfjjTv, can be no quotation of any passage in Scripture ;—though

this strange opinion has been advanced, and Morus speculates

on a lost book with this title. The Lord refers, immediately

and first, to the wisdom of God, w^ho sends that wisdom which

manifested itself in its messengers, and which was justified in

its believing children against all unbelievers ; and probably not

without allusion to ch. vii. 35.^ He then places this wisdom,

which sendeth the genuine prophets and messengers from age to

age with the simple truth, in marked contrast with the blind

scribes who boast themselves in their useless and unused key of

knowledge.^ But, finally, it is very plain (as the parallel in Matt.

xxiii., which must be retrospectively brought to explain this,

shows) that He signifies Himself in the undertone of this name :

for not merely in Him is the wisdom of God to be heard in a

higher sense than in Solomon (ver. 31, in this chapter); but

He is Himself, as all true Scribes in Israel might understand,

as the only-begotten Son of God, the personal, hypostatical

Wisdom, which speaketh in all the prophets and in all the bearers

of Divine revelation—see Prov. i. 20 ; viii. 1, 12, 22-31. Thus

^ This view, even if we look no further, sufficiently explains the expres-

sion on our Lord's lips. With any transformation of the " citation " ac-

cording to subsequent Christian phraseology (Twesten and Neander) we
can have nothing to do.

2 ^Ye have already shown, on Matt, xxiii. 13, that the knowledge is itself

the key.
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does the Lord "utter His eternal dicta in tlie style of aa ancient

prophecy," as von Gerlach says, holding fast the truth.^ One
might almost say that the Lord in His passing use of this ex-

pression would give the true key for understanding the Booh of

Wisdom, developed as it is from canonical elements, containing

the purest gnosis of Israelitish faith, and stretching forth, as it

does, in its principles, towards the New Testament revelation.

But this we would only throw out in passing, and not for captious

application.

THE DISCIPLES WARNED AGAINST HYPOCRISY, THE FEAR OF

MAN, AND LITTLENESS OF FAITH.

(Luke xii. 1-12 [Matt. xvi. 6 : x. 26-33 ; xii. 31, 32
;

X. 19, 20].)

These are no other than sayings which were uttered, according

to St Matthew, on an earlier occasion, and in another connection,

some of which also appear again in St Luke's Gospel, as ch.

viii. 17 ; xxi. 14, 15. The Evangelist here binds them together

as a connected discourse spoken in immediate connection with

the preceding. The people had in the meantime crowded to-

gether in unwonted numbers;^ whether surrounding the Lord

for His protection, as it were, against the excited and wrathful

Scribes and Pharisees, ch. xi. 53, 54,—or waiting without in

eager anxiety for the breaking up of the repast,—or, if that be

preferred, accidentally gathered together. In the hearing of

these the Lord now utters a discourse, which is strictly related

to that immediately preceding, the condemnatory spirit of which

it still retains. It is directed to His disciples, indeed, yet evidently

with a view to its being heard and pondered by the people at

large and the Pharisees. He goes on to teach these latter that

He feared not to rebuke publicly before the people without, as

He had rebuked secretly at their table, the hypocrisy which the

^ The allusion to 2 Chron. xxiv. 19, which Alford lays so much stress

upon, seems to us forced and inapplicable, since the question is still about

the wisdom.

2 The KdTX'TrxTii'j^ ver. 1, is hyperbolical ; not intimating that they ac-

lually trode one upon another.
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light of His truth detected (and in which they had invited Him
and hstened to His words); the poor deceived people, so far as

they were disposed to come over to His discipleship, He warns

against false masters ; and, finally, He solaces His disciples'

minds in the prospect of the enmity which might be excited

against them, reminding them of most appropriate sayings wliich

they had already heard, though they had not yet learned them

fully—to wit, that they themselves were called to sustain the

same testimony to the truth which He sustained, and with equal

warfare and opposition of man. Only guard yourselves against

hypocrisy, by contemplating the judgment which will finally

make all things manifest, as also by keeping in mind the ever-

increasing publicity which will speedily be given to the preach-

ing of all truth ! Yers. 1-3. " As My followers, friends, and

companions in the office of this testimony, fear not men, but

fear that true enemy and murderer of souls (see on Matt. x.

28); trusting in your God and Father, who numbereth the hairs

of your head!" Vers. 4-7. "In order to the compensation

in the judgment, the confessing Me before men, and not deny-

ing, is the great essential; he who commits an offence against

Me may find forgiveness, but he who withstands and contra-

dicts the Holy Ghost in His full testimony—ye know what I

said once before to these Pharisees concerning that!" Vers.

8-10. (See on Matt. xii. 31.) "Therefore do ye, in the time

to come, in direct opposition to the sin against the Holy Ghost,

place your absolute reliance upon the promised aid which ye

shall receive /rom Him." Vers. 11, 12.

Thus far the connection is clear. But when many, after the

interruption, vers. 13-21, find in the paragraph vers. 22-59 a

continuation of the same connection—that is, of this present

warning and instruction to the disciples, we must demur. For,

the whole has in itself too general a meaning ; nor will the re-

currence of such correlative thoughts as we find in ver. 32, Fear

not ! ver. 56, ye hypocrites ! ver. 51, divisions, dispose us to de-

termine that the whole was but one discourse. Thus much,

however, remains certain, that our Lord turns once more to His

disciples again, whiJ^ '»- ve»* 54 He appeals to the people at

large, reproving their pnarisaic thoughts. For the rest, the sec-

tion vers. 1-12 has for its leading theme hypocrisv and the fear
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of man. But ver. 15 begins a distinctive warning of another

kind, making prominent the difference between earthly and

heavenly thought ; care for the body and this life, and seeking

treasure in heaven; Christian prudence in regard to the future

recompense.

The details have been already expounded. It appears to us

certain that -rp^rov in ver. 1 belongs to •rpoo's^srs and not to

Xiyziv ; for this was not the first warning against the Pharisees

and their leaven, and any distinction here between a first time

now, and a second time to the disciples in ver. 22, seems quite

inappropriate. But that sincerity might be called the first thing

of all, and, consequently, that the warning against hypocrisy

might be introduced with a Trpcorov "rpocs^srs, is abundantly clear.

On vers. 2, 3, consult Yol. i. on the parallel passage, where there

are some specific remarks on this of St Luke ; and on the speak-

ing in closets compare 2 Kings vi. 12. Further, it is to be

observed on ver. 4, that the Lord designedly says, in special

confidence and with universal invitation,

—

ye My friends ! Ver.

10 is so strictly connected with vers. 8, 9, that it tends to miti-

gate the threatening against denial of Himself, and limits the

utmost severity of retribution to the final persistency in self-

willed and inveterate sin. In vers. 11, 12, there is opposed to

this the simple, unfearing, confident obedience under the inspi-

ration of the Holy Ghost ; intermediate thoughts may have been

omitted, since the record only makes prominent the significant

sayings as^they recurred here on a specific occasion.

THE PEOPLE AND THE DISCIPLES WARNED AGAINST VARIOUS

FOLLY. COYETOUSNESS, AND EARTHLINESS OF MIND ; LACK
OF WATCHFULNESS AND FIDELITY IN THE DISCIPLES ; FOLLY
OF THE PEOPLE IN NOT OBSERVING THE PRESENT DAY OF

GRACE, AND THINKING OF THE COMING JUDGMENT.

(Luke ch. xii. 14-59 [Matt. vi. 25-33, vi. 19-21, xxiv 42-51,

X. 34-36, xvi. 2, 3, v. 25, 26].)

After a specific parable, occasioned by an inopportune and

foolish appeal, we have here various sayings which, with some
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few additions, had been either spoken earlier, or were subse-

quently repeated. Not that St Luke or his "reporter" has

inserted a portion of the Sermon on the Mount ; nor that St

Matthew, in ch. xxiv. and in his Sermon, has borrowed various

sayings from this place. These parallels between the two Evan-

gelists should simply impress upon our minds the conviction,

that our Lord ofttimes did what every diligent teacher of unapt

scholars must constantly do—repeat in His condescending

patience the words which only by incessant repetition could be

eternally imprinted on the minds of those who heard them. We
cannot see, for our own part, why this could not have been the

case in " longer discourses, which correspond word for w^ord"

—

for those longer discourses would, of course, be less likely to be

understood, at one hearing, than the shorter proverbial sayings

;

and precisely such, therefore, we should expect to find repeated.

The idea which lies at the root of all such critical suspicion is

this, that the Lord must necessarily have been more solicitous

about the originality of His own teaching than the benefit of

those whom He taught. This may be the case with us pre-

sumptuous mortals, but with respect to Him let it be for ever

rejected as utterly unworthy ; and let every man reflect how, in

his own experience, the most profoundly pondered thoughts

adhere longest to the memory in the very words w^hich expressed

them first. All these difficulties will then vanish.

The man in the company, ver. 13, had been a foolish listener

;

and while our Lord had been speaking of matters infinitely

momentous, and finally, concerning the Holy Spirit,. /ie had been

thinking of his own, and not the heavenly, inheritance. He now
breaks out into an interruption concerning a strife between him-

self and another, touching matters of personal property. The
man of God had shown himself so fearless and impartial in his

contest with the Pharisees, that this injured person feels disposed

to select him for an arbitrator between himself and his elder

brother, who, being in possession and in administration, refused

to give his younger brother his rightful portion.-^ Now this

singular and inopportune appeal itself betrayed the improper

zeal of his ^Xsoi^gJ/a in a matter which might indeed be just

;

^ Braune thinks it probable that he wanted to share equally with his

elder brother
; but we see no reason for this.
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the Lord therefore condemns, and this was His own only function,

both the man in particular and the people in general, for the folly

of such entire devotion to worldly good. When He turns in ver.

22 to the disciples again, He does not take up the interrupted

thread of His former discourse where ver. 12 left it ; but adheres

to the subject which this interruption had introduced, though

not without retaining some echoes of what He had before been

saying. The fundamental idea, which binds all together down

to ver. 59, lies in the "A(ppov of ver. 20. The Lord rebukes

the folly of the mind which fixes its thoughts upon the earthly

instead of upon the heavenly, upon the present life instead ot

upon the future and its concomitant reckoning before God
;

warning the people as well as the disciples against it with pro-

found earnestness. First comes the peoples warning against

covetousness, with a reference to being rich towards God. Vers.

15-21. Then follows a warning to the disciples, arising out of

the former, against heathenish worldly thought and care ; a

w^arning which in their case would naturally lead to more specific

inculcation of the heavenly spirituality of mind which became

their character, and of that ivatchfulness and fidelity which was

demanded of them in the dispensation and use of the gifts ofgrace

intrusted to them. Vers. 22-53. (How the concluding wT>rds

fi:'om ver. 49 are connected with this, we shall see in the sequel.)

Finally, our Lord returns to the people, and addresses to them a

warning v/hich adheres to the fundamental idea, cautioning them

against the folly (learned of their misleaders, ver. 1) of abusing

and neglecting the day of grace ; of forgetting and putting from

them the consideration of the judgment ; and of failing to avert

that condemnation which it was still in their power to avert.

Vers. 54-59. Thus, the whole discourse sets out from the

wretched folly of men in thhiking to fill the soul with great store

of abundance;—proceeding to the corresponding/o% among His

poor disciples, in neglecting the kingdom of God in their care for

food and clothing ;—penetrating still deeper in the exhibition of

that last folly of the servants in not preparing for their Lord's

judgment;—and returning back again to the most universal

ground-folly underlying all, viz., the refusing to mark, in spite of

reason and conscience, what God is now offering to man's soul

for its satisfaction, and what He will one day require of that soul.
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Disciples and people are thus interchangeably addressed ; they

are distinguished one from the other, and yet so fundamentally

blended that each party would hear only the same things said,

according to its own specific point of view.

Ver. 14. Assuredly it is not without reproving indignation

that the di'dpcu'Trs suddenly begins
; yet not repelling him as a

stranger who concerned Him not, for He gives him much better

than he asks. Its meaning is
—" This appeal of thine is alto-

gether human in its earthliness of spirit ! Art thou bent upon
going to law with thy brother about mammon

—

in relation to that

I can help neither thee nor any other man, for to this end I did

not come into the world, and have not been commissioned of

My Father ! Dost thou not yet know Him better, whom thou

namest ^iihdazcCkog'i I am not appointed by God or man to be

a oi/caGT'/jg in general (judge or arbiter. Acts vii. 27, 35), or a

UbspiaT'/jg in particular ; My kingdom is not of this world, and I

meddle not with any earthly judgment or temporal business, so

that the enemies of the truth to which I bear witness can never

say of Me what was there said of Moses." (The form of the ex-

pression evidently points to that passage, which Stephen after-

wards referred to.) While the Lord thus declines what did not

befit His mission, He acknowledges, at the same time, by His

pcarB(TTrj(TS, the just prerogative of those who were appointed to

that end. Tlie word and the example of the Master is of per-

petual obligation upon His servants too, warning them ever

against injuring the efficiency of their spiritual function by mixing

up with it things quite foreign to its character ; for the rest,

however, 1 Cor. vi. 1-6 is by no means here contradicted, for

that which did not become our Lord in relation to " men"
without, for whom He had matter of quite different judgment,

does strictly and absolutely become hretliren in relation one to

another. Jf Peter and Andrew had not yet left all, but had

been at contention about some portion of their possessions (which

He might have permitted them still to retain), He would in such

a case—unimaginable, however, in itself—have rebuked the

contention, and have interposed between " His friends," instead

of referring them to any court of human judicature. The g(p'

vyijcig must be strongly emphasized in strict connection with the
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Ver. 15. And He said unto them ; that is, not simply to the

two brethren (for who can tell if the other was present ?), but

to all the people. He includes all who were held by the same

carnal mind as this one ; and, administerino; His office, involvino-

a much more weighty condemnation, He warns them against

covetousness ; employing a popular parable, which, preceded by

the most definite expression of His teaching (ver. 15), is followed

by the most definite expression of His warning (ver. 21). But
the instruction at the first stands only as the ground of a warn-

ing ; while the concluding warning points also to a correlative

promise. Take heed and beware (parallel with Kpivirz ap' iavruv

afterwards, ver. 57) of that TTAiovs^ia which, alas, adheres to

and endangers all ; that foolish lust of having much, and of hav-

ing more—that evil spirit and disposition which reduces all your

otherwise lawful vindication of your right and of your property,

into mere unriojhteousness ! This is the beginnino-; and at the

end we have reference to the being rich in Godj without which

no earthly possessions can save the soul from destruction. The
doctrine, which gives the reason for the opars in the on, is by
no means the utterance of an entirely new truth ; it is no more
than the simplest expression of a conviction entertained by all

men everywhere, established both by external and internal ex-

perience ; the misapprehension and perversion of which, there-

fore, can only be condemned as wilful blindness, and sinful folly.

The concise expression of the German Bible

—

Niemand leht

davon, dass er viele Giiter hat

!

—a man's life consisteth not in

the abundance of the things which he possesseth—perfectly ex-

hibits the obvious meaning, but does not correspond with the

more profound order of the original words. That order has been

found a difficulty ; and some have adopted another reading,^

while others have darkened the thought by a perverted construc-

tion. It appears to us inconceivable that \k tuv vicoL^yJjvrcav

should belong to 'Ttz^iaaiviiv, from which it is so far separated,

—

partly on account of the strangeness of the construction, and
partly because of the Infinitive being followed by \x, with its

object ; and therefore it is wrong to translate—His life doth not

consist in this, that a man hath a superabundance of or in his

^ That is, adopting airw instead of ccbrov ; but this is not sufficiently

established, so that we adhere to the usual reading as the more simple.

VOL. IV. B
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goods ! Sclileierrriaclier's view (following the interpolation of

Micliaelis aXX' Iz tojv VTTa^xbvTuv) : "Assuredly, a man must live

of the goods or of the bread which he now hath, but the 'TrspiffGSvsiv,

the having more than is absolutely necessary, is of no avail to

him"—is equally incorrect as it regards the text, and very much
more so as it regards the matter ; indeed, it altogether distorts

and ruins the profound doctrine taught. Most certainly our Lord,

who uttered the great truth of Matt. iv. 4, could not have designed

to teach anything so doubtful as that anything creaturely is

necessary to a man, whereof his life must consist: what He here

teaches is essentially the same as His word in the wilderness.

But He proceeds from that which is altogether evident, that man
does not live of superfluity, and strengthens that assertion by

further denying that a man's life consists in anything that he

may have already ; so that instead of the ccXkci which they would

interpolate, " not even " would be more appropriately supplied.

This alone seems to bring out the fulness of meaning :—The life^

of a man does not depend upon his having abundance, upon (so

that it might be said to come from) the good things which he

already possesseth. Compare the warning of Ecclus. v. 1 (fol-

lowed as it is by a saying which our Lord here refers to)—Set

not thine heart upon thy y^pTjf/bccrcCy and say not, ccvrcip?c7} fjuoi

sffTt* The thorough understanding of the sentiment is developed

in a triple progression. Let the abundance be first emphasized

;

and we are constrained to confess that the having superfluity is

not the life, since the man cannot consume all that is in his barns.

Then it must be noted, that we do not, properly speaking, live of

that which we have, be it little or much;^ thou dost not live one

day longer, because thou hast bread for another day (vers. 19,

20), but rather thou must continue in life if thy bread is to be

eaten by thee. Finally, let us seize the full truth which is inti-

mated in ri Z^cufj:—God alone gives and sustains man's life in

^ That vxupxovTu is always superfluous possession^ as Ricliter's Haus-

bibel says, we cannot admit ; but in most passages plain evidence is

found that it is the general idea for the property which a man has. But

comp. ver. 33, and then, e.g.^ Matt. xix. 21 ; Acts iv. 32 ; Luke xiv. 33,

xix. 8 ; Heb. x. 34. The expression which most fully corresponds to it is

provision^ without direct reference to little or much : comD. r« -KocpovTie^

Heb. xiii. 6.
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every sense ; as his lower, bodily life, so also tlie true life of his

soulj its rest, its confidence, the satisfaction of its every need, now
and for ever. That this is the essential undertone of our Lord's

instruction, its exposition in the parable will most clearly show.

Vers. 16, 17. A man, a rich man, to whom the Trspiffaevsiv is

not wanting, must miserably die and perish in the sudden horror

of night ; his foolish security fails to assure his life ; he has more

than he can well take care of, but will hold fast all, and solace

his soul in the thought of ample provision for the future. But

how awfully is the case reversed ! He is rich already, and is

ever becoming richer ; his great field (%iypa instead of yjjpiov, a

strictly classical distinction) has yielded largely in a year of

blessin cr and fruitfulness. The Lord selects the most innocent
C5

method of acquiring riches, that which most obviously tended to

lead the mind constantly to thankful acknowledgment of God

;

and thus makes this wretched harvest-joy all the more iiightful,

and all the more impressive a warning to every man. He thus

designedly varies the expression of Ecclus. xi. 18, where an ex-

ample is given of one who was ttKovtuv L'TO Trpoffo-x/jg zccl

(Tpyyiccg c/Jjtov, by strenuous pains and parsimony. The fruits

of the earth furnish also the most striking and apposite illustra-

tion of the truth which our Saviour enforces, since it is most

obvious that the man cannot eat the whole himself. But this

fool in his infatuation does not mark that; his r; 'pror/iacu, with

its unhappy answer, is much worse than that of the worldling

who was at least wise in his generation, Luke xvi. 3, 4. He does

not sa}^, with an earnest meaning
—

"What should I do ? but

—

What shall I do? At best it was—What should, what can I

do with it—to store it up in the most effectual manner for my-

self? Possibly his neighbour's land had not borne \\ath equal

plenteousness ; certainly there were landless people enough

around him who in their poverty would have eased him of his

care for the superabundance, and would have well known where

to bestow it. The law of Moses, too, reminded him of these by

all its provisions for the poor in connection with the gleaning,

the sabbath year, and so forth. But it does not occur to this

man that his own belly was too small for all his abundance ;
in-

stead of that he only thinks of his insufficient barns ; and the

only aim of all his prudent craft is—to collect together, and be-
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stow safely, my fruits, all which has been produced for me in my
land ! This is a man like a hamster.

Vers. 18, 19. His riches now cause him much care and dis-

quietude, before his soul can peacefully eat and drink and take

content. (Ps. xxxix. 6.) As he know^s only the pains of gather-

ing, nothing of the joy of giving ; as he is only troubled about the

Tov and lyM of a stately and secure place of heaping up ; his

abundant harvest only brings him much vain expense of time

and money. ILoc&i'kS) ! This is the scheme of his prudence ;

and the great work begins with the destruction and pulling down

of all his aTToGrizai (not merely caves, therefore). If any one

spoke to him about it, he would probably in hypocrisy and thank-

lessness say something about the "blessing of God;" but what

he said to himself runs quite differently. He calls it ra ysvyK/jOcroi

[JjOV, thinks only of the field and its produce instead of thinking

on God ; rests in the f/^ov (Ger. trans, is quite correct

—

mi)' ge-

wachsen, grown unto me) without any thought of his neighbour.

As Gothe says :
" Im Friihling denkt gleich der steife Philister

:

Das ist fiir mich und meine Geschwister ; Unser Hergott ist so

gnadig heuer, Hatt' ich's doch schon in Fach und Scheuer!"

Then will he say—These are my goods ! Twice, in designed

n'ony, aya&d : not merely as a general term like a'Tro&rjzoLi ; but

this deeper word is used instead of ^p^/xara, vird^^/fivra and the

like, in order to intimate more expressly the unspeakable folly

which takes no account of the true aya&ov. And then, w^hen the

building is done ? Now shall his soul find rest : ava'jravov points

to leisure and repose— (pays, -r/s to ample enjoyment, not with-

out luxury— Bv(t)paii/ov, finally, not simply to content and merri-

ment again, but to abiding repose in false confidence, as Luther

has it—Be of good cheer, there is no more need ! The ease he

might have much more easily obtained before ; and, w^hether rich

or not rich, might have eaten and drunken. If we go on to ask

him, once and again,

—

and then ? When the years have all

revolved, and time with thee is ended,

—

what follows? So far

onwards he ivill not carry his thought, and the foolish colloquy

with his own soul dispels and banishes all such reflections.

'^ Soul, thou hast^'—is it really and truly Having ? Much goods

—true goods indeed ? Laid up— actually insured against rob-

bery, fire, and what else ? For many years—but hast thou a
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store of years, too, laid up in thy barns ? His folly was fourfold

.

—that he forgot the Giver ; appropriated all to himself; counted

these things the food of his soul; and thought not of the daily

possibility of death. Thus did his soul repose in mammon, as if

that was the security of his life ! But his poor soul is not at rest,

and is not full of confidence ; hence he must exhort and encou-

rage it. The Lord makes evident reference in these piercing

sayings to Ecclus. xi. 17-19^ (see in the Greek), which entire

passage lays the foundation of this parable. Such people think

of their souls in the spirit of Wisd. ii. 1-9, indeed scarcely going

so far ; but they shall to their terror find out what the soul of a

man really is and must ever be.

Yer. 20. God said—^how impressively is this contrasted with

his words just before spoken to himself! And unto him! which

was either a forewarning presentiment of coming death, or may
only mean—God said unto him by the fact, GocVs decree was—
Thou must die ! Both harmonise together ; for the reference to

this night (instead of the many years) intimates the former, while

the h'TTc/ATOvaiv brings death into the immediate present. That

which God says, is done ! " O thou fool, who didst forget both

Me and thyself, with all the wisdom of thy thrifty plans !" Comp.

Ps. xlix. 11 and Jer. xvii. 11. Thy soul is required—not by a

gracious summons ; but God, the Lord and Judge of thy life,

plucks it from thee, and hurries it away. (Job xxvii. 8, PSJ'*'

which does not stand there for ^^''^\^ But God sendeth to that

end His messengers, a'Trairovaiv being, in a passage so signifi-

cant, scarcely to be taken impersonally (comp. ver. 48) ;

—

they,

whom thou, O fool, also wert ignorant of. My ministers appointed

to that end; see Job xxxiii. 22. We are taught again in Luke
xvi. 22 that angels bave to do with the dying of mortals. They

require thy soul of thee, that soul which thou didst shut up in

thy barns, which thou didst think happy, and which, belonging

to Me and not to thee, thou hast corrupted and ruined ! Thou

art responsible to Me for it ; comp. once more, the expression

of Wisd. XV. 8, ro Trjg -^^vx^? ccTrcctTTjhig X^^og. The curtain

falls upon that other " life " which awaits such a soul ; and the

discourse returns back to the goods and possessions, in all their

^ So tliat this passage is convincing proof that He sometimes allusively

referred to the Apocrypha.
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insufficiency to help—"which thou h^st provided ; provided, in-

deed, and collected together, but not for thyself, even as thy

fruits did not grow for thee. Whose shall they be, in opposition

to all the /, and the Jiy, and the having, o^thy vain words?"

Ver. 21. Most highly emphatic is the fearful reference to eter-

nity in

—

So is it I expressed by a simple ouTojg. The following

words resolve themselves into a twofold contrast. The mere

0-/](TccvpiXeiv impHes a labour and a care which after all leaves

the gathered goods in the barn out of myself; TrXovreiv, on the

contrary, is an actual condition and possession of good ; and the

ordinary phrase TrXovffiog used to designate this man in the be-

ginning is now corrected—he was not in a true sense Trkovrojv.

He who is truly rich, has his life from and in that which he

possesses—and what kind of possession is that ? The 'boffig

xvpiov which remaineth with the godly, according to the pro-

found parallel which Ecclus. xi. 17 once more affords. A man,

however, can possess his God, strictly speaking, only when God
possesses the soul which belongs to Himself, surrounds it, per-

vades it, and takes it into His own fulness ; hence it is very sig-

nificantly said 'Ttkovrm eig &iov, not to be merely translated by

erga, or as if the gathering /or God were spoken of. The true

'pry.ovTcov believes, hves, loves, loses, and prays himself into his

God, and thus he most superaboundingly finds himself again

;

but he who heaps up treasures IctVTco, obtains nothing whatever

for himself; and, more than that, loses himself and his soul to

his rigid creditor. Thus die and perish many in the midst of

their great possessions, instead of deriving from them life ! Ob-
serve how profoundly the second contrast, between iavTco and ilg

6iov, brings out the difference between the real and the specious

riches. And, finally, we should carry our thoughts beyond the

external application of the parable, which remains .in itself a

similitude, and understand it of the self-seeking appropriation

and heaping up of wise spiritual goods, stores of knowledge,

virtue, and godliness (in which even the experiences of regene-

ration may again wither away). This truth, however, only

hovers over our Lord's words, to be discerned by our thoughtful

pondering; it was scarcely intended to be taught in the present

coimection, and will be further enforced upon chap. xvi. 19.

Vers. 22-30. How appositely does the Lord now repeat to
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His disciples this section of the Sermon on the Mount ! He
perfectly well knew what He had then said, but the iLa&r,Ta,i

who now surrounded Him (never the Twelve merely, or any

fixed and permanent circle), had probably not heard it from His

lips-;—and wherefore should we hesitate to think that He would

trouble Himself to repeat it in their hearing ? The great con-

trast—the heaping lip treasures^ and not being nc7i in God—leads

by immediate transition to the exhortation, *' Take heed, ye My
disciples ; ye should be rich in God, and not heap up treasures

;

that is, ye cannot sei^e God and Mammon /" Thus was Matt,

vi. 24, brought to remembrance ; but as most of our Lord's

disciples were poor and not rich, here follows, as there, the

warning against anxious care about the sustentation of life, and

the clothing of the body. For it is the self-same heathenisli

worldly spirit which is both in covetousness and in care ; it pre-

sents in both cases the same contrast with a believing content-

ment in what the Lord gives now, and will continue to give.

M^ fJbBpifj(jPaTS r/i -^v/Ti vfjbojp—here at first the lower meaning

of -^pvx^ and Z^o)-/] is taken up ; but it does not therefore follow

that in the previous parable only this meaning was intended.

This time the ravens are mentioned, ver. 24; not so much as

birds of prey, useless and despised of men, but because of the

proverbial use to which they had been put,—God caring for their

forsaken young. (Job xxxviii. 41 ; Ps. cxlvii. 9.) We noted in

vol. i. that rfkiKiccj vers. 25, 26, can refer only to the length of

life ; and this is confirmed here by the reference to the fool who

was compelled to depart the self-same night. Ta 'Koi'Trd indicates

everything besides this \7mxi(Jtov ; if it is not in our power to

retain the spirit when God taketh it away (Eccles. viii. 8), even

for a span of time, assuredly it is not in our power to provide

for the entire necessity of life, in its clothing and nourishment

(ra 'Trdvra, Acts xvii. 25), which is to be understood as neces-

sarily to be provided by Him who gave the life itself. See in

Vol. i., our comment on the [MTeMplZ^Bcrds, which here responds

to the ccpccTravov of ver. 19. Even the heathen can recognize it

as a naturally evident truth, that man doth not live of that

which is in his hand, and that the life is more than meat ; but

the believing appeal to the Father who knoweth and who sup-

plieth their need, and their seeking His kingdom, gives a new
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and higher assurance and ground of argument to the children of

God.

Vers. 31, 32. These consequently receive, from this point

onwards, directions as to the disposition of mind which becomes

tJwn ; in contradistinction to the covetousness and care against

which the Lord had warned them. That disposition is heavenly-

mindedness, which fixes the eye and the heart only upon the

kingdom of God, the gift of the Father (vers. 31-34)

—

Watchful-

ness as the true prudence and care, to preserve this inheritance

and gift (vers. 35-40)—consequently j^Je/% in the dispensation

of the intrusted possessions of grace (increasing by being dis-

persed), which forms the final and perfect contrast with the

(Tvmysiv rd aycc^d zig ccTro^'/izccg (vers. 42-48), persisting in

unwearied warfare with the world (vers. 49-53). Down to

ver. 34 we have still repetitions of the Sermon ; although alter-

ing the connection of the words as they are found there, and

adding a sentence, ver. 32, which so aptly completes the mean-
ing of ver. 31, that we could not avoid observing, in Vol. i., that

probably St Matthew had omitted it there. It is, at any rate,

a retrospective allusion to ver. 4. Will He whose merciful good
pleasure intends to give the kingdom-^deny to its heirs their

daily bread, and leave His little flock to hunger ? This expres-

sion points obviously to nourishment and sustentation ; but the

(Jjyj (po(DOv extends further, and reminds them of the enemies who
threatened their life, the wolves of ver. 4. The Lord in His
majesty assumes the same tone to His people as Jehovah in the

Old Testament, see e.g., Isa. xli. 10-14 ; but in that He calls

it a little flock we have the Kew Testament assurance added—

I

am^ thy true, thy good Shepherd ! TLoifjjmv or 'yrotfMmv is not
in itself a diminutive (as many incorrectly say) ; but the fjjizpoi'

is added, for it remains a truth, the remembrance of which should
be mingled with all our assurance, that the number of those who
aspire to the kingdom of heaven is few in comparison of the
many. (Matt. vii. 13, 14.) Not the entire people, called

by the name of Israel, receiveth the kingdom, but the little

company, now oppressed in its midst ! These few are, further,

weak and defenceless in themselves, conquering by patience,

exalted before God through their humility alone, and reckoned
among His people :—hence in Jer. 1. 45 (where also rm\ nvy
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previously) tliey are called jNifn '•Tyv, and in Zech. xiii. 7,

Dnjr^n. It may indeed be assumed that our Lord, alluding

to these passages, intended further to intimate by the f/jipcpov, that

they are simply ytjiz^oi to whom the great lovvai vfjjTv remains

an eternal promise. The Z/jreTv, ver. 31, is no fearful, and rest-

lessly careful pursuit of the kingdom (like the STriZ^rjTsTv of the

Gentiles, ver. 30), but the childlike acceptance of the kingdom

already given of the Father. Not forgetting with this, however,

that it must be our entire and absolute good pleasure to give

Him our whole heart; and, for the sake of the treasure in heaven,

to renounce and forsake everything earthly, on which the heart's

affections might hang.

Vers. 33, 34. That which, in Matt. vi. 19, was merely the

prohibition of ^TjaccvptZ^sa^, appears here more emphatically as a

commandment to sell rd vwdp'/^oi^ro (ver. 15). As to the meaning

of this requirement, see on Matt. xix. 21. Vie have often seen

that selling, and giving alms of the produce, is, under certain

circumstances, and always according to the measure of super-

fluity, a duty which must be literally fulfilled ; having its deepest

meaning, however, in the release of the heart from the devotion

to worldly good, and in the subordination of all our substance to

the purposes and services of love. The treasure in the heavens is

the better capital which accumulates through good works wrought

in faith and love, as is fundamentally explained in 1 Tim. vi.

17-19 ; the title of citizenship, and its actual possession in the

heavenly kingdom. This is our sure and certain personal trea-

sure (ver. 34), in contradistinction to all earthly goods, lent for a

season, and in due time to be taken away.

Vers. 35—38. Further and further does the Lord proceed

beyond the occasion which gave rise to His discourse ; in order

to show to His disciples what habit of mind must ever be culti-

vated by them, if they would attain unto life :—anticipating

parables, which, as St Matthew gives them to us, have their most

appropriate place at the conclusion of all His discourses. The
preliminary general exhortation, vers. 35, 36, He here grounds

upon a promise to the faithful, vers. 37, 38, and warning to those

who forget the end and aim of all, vers. 39, 40. The essential

requisites are watching and working, both in their union and

mutual influence. The burning liglds (a slight prelude of Matt.
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XXV. 1) are the hearts or eyes fixed in the simplicity of love

and faith upon the Lord ; the clear and unqualified aim of the

whole soul, in the light of life, which thinks of nothing but eter-

nal life—see further on Matt. vi. 22, 23} The girded loins

correspond here to the whole body or conversation there
; point-

ing to zeal and diligence in good works, in connection with sim-

plicity of the inward spirit :—a figure very natural and frequent

where flowing garments were wom, as e.g., Jer. i. 17; and
referred also to the inner man, 1 Pet. i. 13 : Eph. vi. 14.^ But
here the burning of the lights, and the girding of the loins for

action, are already presupposed ; and the exhortation runs

—

Eelax not the girdle of your dihgence, suffer not your lights to

be extinguished, until your Lord cometh ! And now there is a

transition from the Father in heaven to Christ, who is the Shep-

herd of His flock, the Lord of His servants, the Bridegroom of

His faithful ones—preparing for them a marriage-feast in the bliss

of eternal fellowship with Himself. All these several presenta-

tions and aspects ofthe same truth are concisely blended together,

one running into the other in a manner which presupposed

among His immediate disciples a prepared intelligence ; and
that the Lord Himself is speaking out of the amplitude and
depth of His stores of instruction for His chosen people. There-

fore the hvc/Xmiv \y^ tojv ydfjjcov must be understood of a

feast generally (Vol. ii.), after which the Lord requires the

attendance and service of His servants
; yet not without an in-

timation in the background to the effect that it is no less than a

marriage-feast. The Iz, which is here in apparent contrast with

Matt. XXV., maintains its specific significance when we remember
that this marriage-feast begins in its glorious preparation long

before the consummation of its perfect joy ; that it is, in a cer-

tain sense, celebrated already in heaven, from which the Lord
comes back to His waiting servants. He would only find them

1 The plural Vujlits, which simply belongs to the plural address, has been

inade by Braune to indicate " the several energies of body and soul ; " but
this is a very inapposite idea, for each individual has but one light,—onu
aim, one eye, one heart.

2 Lisco's negative idea, that of removing all obstacles, is very impover-

ished. There is in the expression the strong positive notion of readiness

bo all earnest work.
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waiting and watching ; having sustained the test, they shall be

servants no longer, but shall all together be translated into

the wedding-guests of the superabundantly merciful Lord ; and

then, more than that, become the Bride of His love and His joy!

Yet does the majesty and the holy righteousness of their Lord

require that they approve their worthiness, by faithfully watch-

ing awhile for Him, tlmt when He cometh and knocketh, they

may evdicog open ; for when the hour of decision has come, be it

in the second or the third watch (He seems as if waiting Him-
self!), He waits not a moment longer, not even while the gar-

ments are being set in order, or the lights trimmed. Thus those

servants only are blessed, whom their Lord shall find watching

in longing and patience ;^ but they shall be transcendently and

inconceivably honoured by their Lord ! With a solemn ' A/x^v

Kzyo) V(JAV He gives them a promise which we may compare with

that glorious one in Rev. iii. 21, scarcely knowing which of them

js the greater; and concerning which some one has said—Let no

man contemplate it but when clothed in the profoundest humi-

iity. As among men a bridegroom might, among his assembled

guests, in the fulness of his joy, do them more than the honour

absolutely required ; and as in the heathen Saturnalia the masters

were wont to minister to their servants, so will Christ in His own
person wait upon us at His heavenly table ! If our waiting for

His coming has required us in any degree to fast, what abun-

dant compensation for ever}^ abstinence is this eating and drink-

ing in the kingdom of God ! The Lord will, as a servant, gird

Himself (ver. 35, chap. xvii. 8), will come forth to them in the

zeal of His all-devoting love; just as Stephen saw Him standing

up from His throne to welcome His first beloved martyr. He
hath already served us, ever since He took upon Him the form

of a servant ; He is continually serving us in long-forbearance,

putting on our garments and washing our feet—else should we

find it hard to believe what He here saith. But then at length

He will most perfectly serve us, pouring out all the long-restrained

^ Braune beautifully says :
—^Patience makes longing mighty, gives it

Btrength, and saves it from being overstrained ; longing makes patience

T\'atchful, and saves it from groAving torpid. Without this longing, patience

would enervate the servant ; without the patience, his longing would fret

and corrodft him.
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fulness of His heart's affection, and giving us the final and most

unreserved proofs of His love to His own, as our Shepherd and

our Host ; "TrapsX^cop, too, that is, turning to each in the great

company, devoting Himself entirely to every individual one.

The washing of the feet in John xiii. was a type and earnest of

this ; even as every renewal of His holy supper is a prelude and

prophecy of that heavenly feast (Rev. iii* 20 ; xix. 9) whereof it

is said—Eat, O friends, drink, yea, drink abundantly, O beloved I

Cant. V. 1.

Vers. 39, 40. See Matt. xxiv. 43, 44. Olshausen very need-

lessly and incorrectly refers the oi/CohiCT'Trorrjg to the representa-

tive of all unbelievers, the ap;;^^;!' rou pcofffjuov tovtov ; for this

warning, too, is addressed to the called and believing servants of

Christ. The servant^ as being installed under-lord or otzovofJbog,

ver. 42, is at the same time master of the house in his own

appointed domain : this is the obvious reason for the change in

the expression. The gracious Lord and Bridegroom represents

Himself as coming like a thief upon the possessor of all false and

unwarranted goods, upon him who holds his natural or spiritual

possessions in unrighteousness : taking away from the unfaithful

and corrupt servants that which He had given them.-^ This it

imports you to know—such is the fundamental idea of the whole

saying as it warns His servants against all a(ppo(rvvr].^

And now Peter interrupts the Lord by asking Him, whether

He spoke these things to them as disciples, or to the whole of

the people, as being the covetous sinners upon whom the Judge

would come as a thief Many think that He intended to make

a distinction between the Twelve and the rest of the disciples,

announcing that the honour promised in ver. 37 could only be

the prerogative of the Apostles. However, even if '* rj]V Tccpoc-

(ooX^jv Tamri^r refers to the entire discourse, and Peter is think-

ing of a distinction and preference, yet the essential difficulty

which occasioned his question could only apply to the last-men-

tioned and doubtful threatening of vers. 39, 40 (involving a

^ Thus ver. 39 belongs appropriately here ; and is not, as Schleiermacher

thinks, an incorrect interpolation.

^ Not as V. Gerlach would correct the German Trans.

—

Das aber wisset

ihr ja

;

—^ye know it, but look well to it. We must admit that the Lord
may come to His servants even as a thief.
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new similitude of the thief) ; and the disthiction between 'proog

rjfjbccg and TTpo; 'Trdvrag may be most simply referred to the several

applications of the Lord's words to the disciples or to the people,

as obviously exhibited in vers. 1, 15, 22, 24. Peter deems the

threatening of instant judgment too strong for disciples who had

been once made true believers, at least as they seem to be

addressed to them preeminently or even exclusively as servants

;

hence he only ventures to ask—Or even, or also, to all ?

Vers. 42-48. The Lord answers only indirectly, giving back

the question, and leaving the reply to the consciousness which

every one of them had of his own position and state :
—" AYho

then is such ?" On the repetition of the whole discourse in Matt,

xxiv. 45-51, this same formula is retained in their remembrance,

and that deep meaning in it brought out which indeed is not

undiscernible here—" Who then is such ?" This is the true and

supremely important question ; and not every one even of you,

My disciples, can give the joyful response—" I am he, the faith-

ful and prudent steward ! " The Lord grants to His Apostles

that there is a distinction among His servants, that there are

many who are set over others ; but in the case of all such He
only makes their responsibility the more rigorous. We cannot

admit, with Braune, that, on account of the people, and to obvi-

ate misunderstanding, our Lord only indefinitely explained Him-
self upon this premature question ; to us the indirect answer

seems definite enough. On the double notion of faithful and

wise, see in St Matthew, where the olzovofMog is called only a

hovXog ; but here we must regard the olx,ovo[jjog as the true inter-

mediate idea between the Lord, ver. 39, and the servant, ver.

37. He who is faithful knows and keeps it well in mind, that

he is, as a steward, only a more responsible servant, that he must

diligently execute all His Lord's commission with respect to His

house ; the unfaithful steward, on the contrary, plays the master

himself. Further, in Matt. xxiv. 48, that loicked servant is ano-

ther than the faithful and wise one; but here, in order to answer

the somewhat over-confident question of Peter by a more severe

warning, he is the same who has apostatised into a wicked cha-

racter ; for IzBivog, ver. 45, cannot possibly refer back to the

olx.obzaTToryig of ver. 39, but indicates him who had been set over

the men-servants and maidens, over the hpocTreix. Upon the
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hr//)TOiMlv, as upon all the rest, see our remarks upon St Mat-
thew ;—it is obvious that the aV/cro; here are those who have

been wifaithfid, but with an intimation that they are to be
similarly punished, at least, as those who have been from the

beginning unbelievers. This is the first answer to the question

;

then immediately follow^s a second, more severe;—If ye, My ser-

vants and stewards, should prove unfaithful, ye shall be punished

not merely Hke all those who have been called but have refused

to obey the call ; your punishment shall be all the more severe

on account of the graces and gifts which ye have received! This

additional clause is peculiar here, and demands a few words of

explanation. It is the reverse side of the benediction pronounced
in Jno. xiii. 17. The distinction between knowing and not

knowing refers, primarily, like the question, ver. 41, to that

between the disciples and the people ; then, prophetically, to that

between Christians and Heathen; further, to Christian teachers

more highlyinstructed and so-called common and ignorant people;

and finally, with more and more restriction, to all relations to

wliich it may be applied.^ 'ETOtfjja(rag, without iccvrov, appears

to point back to the parable, where those who waited for their

Lord were required to have all things readi/ for Him ; but in its

strict meaning it indicates the preparation of the heart, the readi-

ness of the individual himself; comp. ver. 40, ylvicrk hoifJjOi.

Acipf^G'srcci -TToXXccg or oXr/ag (suppl. TrXrjydg, according to clas-

sical usage as pointed out by Grotius), refers to the law of

Moses, Deut. xxv. 2, where it was appointed, with typical allusion

to a deeper meaning, that the offender should be beaten accord-
ing to his fault—-I3ipm inrLT) ^3. The offender also who, fjb^

yvovg, is yet not dismissed w^ithout punishment, but receives the

oXtyug, his ignorance being not without its own lesser guilt, is

also pretypified in the law of Moses, Lev. v. 17. Even as

every natural man should know, even of himself, the righteous

requirements of God (see afterwards ver. 57, and comp. Rom. i.

^ It seems more natural thus to regard the proposition as proceeding
from the imiversal, and applying itself in a more and more restricted sense,

than conversely, as Alford says ; who regards the saying as in its highest
sense apphcable to His Apostles and ministers, and having its apphcation
gi^adationally downwards. But the essential truth remains in both case-
the same
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19, 20, 32, ii. 14, 15, as also Prov. xxlv. 12) ; so especially must

there be presumed in the case of every servant called, a certain

knowledge of the will of his Lord. If any one has received this

in a higher measure than another, and yet has lost it again

through the folly of unfaithfulness, or the idleness of neglect, it

will not avail him to plead (jjj^ yvovg before the judgment ; that

which was given will be rigidly required, of that which was in-

trusted to him a strict account will be demanded. The position

of not knowing, may be attributed to one who has failed through

lack of investigation and prayer ; though he also is relatively

guilty, since the perfect knowledge of his Master's will was

wdthin his reach. But it most literally applies in the case of him

who knew not, and not through any fault of his own, the specially

revealed will of the Lord ; who, however, knew enough of it to

bring him within the range of responsibility. Hence, to embrace

this case with the rest, it is not assumed simply in his guilt that

he did not according to his Lord's will, but—that he did commit

things worthy of stripes. The concluding sentence assures us

generally, that in the preliminary times of doom and severance

which will precede the final judgment, the Divine righteousness

will admeasure condemnation as w^ell as blessedness, in degrees

strictly corresponding to desert.

Andnow, after havingwarningly exhorted His own to heavenl}^-

mindedness, watchfulness, and fidelity, the Lord proceeds to

establish the grounds of this last, in words which He places in

close connection with the earlier discourse, vers. 1-4. He refers to

the impending conflict between His disciples, followers, and con-

fessors, and the opposing world; in order definitively to point out

to them how absolutely needful t\\Qiv fidelity would be. He first

exhibits his own example ; His own course through a baptism

of sufferings in order to the kindling of the living and life-giving

fire; that thus His followers may encourage and strengthen

themselves in Him, upon whom so heavy a burden had been laid.

He then repeats some part of the instructions given to the

Apostles, !Matt. x. 34-3G ; thus taking up the thread of discourse

where it had been broken off at ver. 9.

Vers. 49, 50. The meaning of this profound utterance of our

Saviour's heart has been almost universally missed, and its force

destroyed, by the unwarranted connection which has been estab-
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lished between the fire and the contention and division mentioned

afterwards. That which our Lord declares to be the most essen-

tial, unconditional design of His coming, before He makes refer-

ence to the restraint yet imposed upon Him until it was accom-

plished ; that end which he elsewhere always declares to be to

save the world, and which he here so intensely desires to hasten,

must necessarily be something essentially good and unmixed
"svith evil, w^hich -svas to be brought down from heaven unto the

earth—an intimation this last which must have its force ! He
places this heavenly fire in full contrast with, and opposition to,

the waters of His overpowering sufferings which w^ould engulf

Him in anguish and death ; that fire, consequently, is in itself

—

just as the Lord longs to see it kindled—by no means "a fire of

disquietude, alarm, contention, and great change," not a " dis-

tinction of the old, that the new might be established on its

ashes "—indeed the separating and jnirifi/ing influence of fire

(Isa. iv. 4) is certainly not here the first and fundamental idea.

The SI must certainly be understood as utinam, as a particle of

desire, like the Heb. D^? ; comp. ch. xix. 42, xxii. 42, and often

in the Old Test., e. g. Josh. vii. 7, Sept. for i^} Consequently,

this fire, which our Lord would so gladly see burning over all

the earth, was not yet burning ; His baptism must first be con-

summated. Contention and persecution of the truth, however,

already amply abounded ; and that belonged, both in the case of

the Forerunner and of His followers, rather to the baptism.

What remained, then, to be waited for ? What was this fire ?

The "all-quickening fire," as Novalis correctly says, which is

opposed to the waters of death ; the fire of the Spirit with which,

according to the Baptist's early word. He was to baptize unto a

new life ; the Pentecostal fire in the pure sense of that word.

That is the " fire of divine love wdiich the Holy Ghost kindles in

^ Kot with Schleiermacher (and tlie Eng. and Hebr. Bibles)
—"And

what will I rather, if it be already kindled? Can I change or hinder

the necessary course of things?" Neander similarly—"What more do I

desire, if it burns? The aim of My operation upon earth is so far

attained
!
" Euthymius : ri xXg/ow ^iT^a ioiv ccu7i(p0y} ; tI m-'huov uvoe-f^iva h

ra Koafia. But all this is inapplicable; for the Lord, in ver. 50, tells

us that this fire does not yet burn, He has yet to endure much in order

to it. Anxiety before it, and desire for it, are the complement of each
other.
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the hearts of all believers," the first traces of which are seen in

Luke xxiv. 32, but the flame of which bursts forth in Acts ii.;

according to the sentiment of Fricker's precious hymn, which

sets the expositors right—" O dass doch bald dein Feuer brennte,

du unaussprechlich Liebender !" Most assuredly, when the light

of truth becomes the quickening fire of love, it must approve

itself to be a purifying, separating element, condemning and put-

ting an end to all false life. But this condition of its operation

is brought forward first in ver. 51 ; the discordant separation is

by no means itself the fire, it is only the inevitable method and

concomitant of its kindling and spreading; until "His sacred

flame enlightens the whole of His father's house ; the whole

wide world being quickened, illumined, warmed, and set on fire

of love ; all souls universally glowing with the holy influence."

The fire of life and love nursts forth out of the deep waters of

the Redeemer's bitter crucifixion-baptism ! (see on Matt. xx. 22.)

Here, as there, the Lord speaks of it as a sacred, mysterious

counsel of the Father, to which He Himself, for the sake of the

world's salvation, must be subjected ; but now there is mingled

with it the utterance of a presentient foretaste of the final suffer-

ing, of that anxiety, now already begun, and which was to be

consummated in such profound anguish. This is a most impres-

sive testimony, not only to a passio inclioata before the passio

extrema, but also to the actual harmony and concurrence of both

in the great, essentially one, redeeming passion. We must not

allow this undeniable cry of lamentation, extorted from the

human weakness of the Godman,^ to be taken away by an in-

correct translation, such as would make 'TrSjg Gwiy^o/JjC/j mean

—

How am I pressed towards it, how greatly I long for it ! For,

the ordinary signification of avrcr/^a^c/A is altogether against this,

indicating a pressure and disturbance of spirit,^ an intense suffer-

ing on some account (from fear, hunger, sickness; see in the

New Testament, Matt. iv. 24 ; Luke iv. 38, viii. 37; Acts xxviii.

8 ; and, indeed, Phil. i. 23) j moreover, the whole sentence would

then be a mere repetition of the former wish ; and, finally and

1 This Neander acknowledges as "the first trace of Christ's soul-conflict

m the near approach to His death."

2 It is even the technical word for constriction in breathing. Schleier-

macher has " oppression."

VOL. IV. O
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conclusively, the ffvvix^a&ai by means of the rsTigc^^ is in itself

indicated as a beginning of the fiocTrrtfffjtjCc. Most appropriately

does the Lord here utter an intimation, which, spoken aloud

before all the people, would be in any degree intelligible to His

nearest disciples only as concerning His own, already inwardly

beginning sufferings ;—-just at this point, when He is inculcating

the persistent stedfastness of all His followers against the enmity

of the entire world.

Vers. 51-53. The full explanation of this has been given in

Matt. X. Where the fire of Divine love is kindled, and peace

seeks to come down from above to the earth, this can only take

effect, first of all, in connection with divisions, caused by the

opposition of unbelieving men;^ the Lord foresaw all this, and

it was indeed His own will, since His peace could be attained

only by means of this warfare. Let them cry out against the

fire of the Holy Ghost, and bring the same water to quench it

which they poured upon His own head ;—they will not succeed

in extinguishing the work of God generally upon earth, nor will

they do any other harm to the faithful, who abide in the fellow-

ship of Christ, than to bring them through their cross, Matt. x.

38, to a resurrection unto victory.

Vers. 54-57. The Lord had now been speaking many things

to His disciples, His words stretching far onwards to the final

day of account when He should come back for His servants

(after the departure therein presupposed); and He had further

indicated the present time, since He had come now first, and in

which the hiocfJUBpifff/jog between His disciples and His enemies

was beginning to take effect (not without appeal to the people's

decision)—as the beginning of the cctto rov vvv of a continuous

conflict. All this the fjuvpidhsg, ver. 1, might have heard, and
something of it understood ; but at the conclusion He naturally

returns to this people again, and gives them, on their part, the

result of the whole warning and exhortation, as it affected them-

' The number five in ver. 52, or rather the division into two against three

(with majority on the one side), has a proverbial character. But we can-

not hold, with Sepp, that the five is aUuded to as the number of imprecation

in the East (for they are not aU five placed under a malediction
!) ; nor

find a prophetic reference, with Lange, to the five confessions in the house-
hold of the church I
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selves. Concerning the wisdom of remaining stedfastly faithful

to the end, and thus avoiding condemnation, He could speak

only to His disciples and servants ; but concerning the same

vrisdom, in thinking of that future condemnation, and thus, by-

pondering, avoiding it, the wisdom which would at least effect

the beginning of a separation for the kingdom of God, He can

speak to all the people. AVhosoever only will, may and should

come over from the multitude into the little flock ; may discern

the signs of that time in which the kingdom had made its first

entrance ; and in His own conscience so voluntarily judge him-

self as to see the necessity of seeking grace while it was offered.

Thus we clearly perceive the internal connection of this conclud-

ing word with all that had been spoken before. There are re-

petitions which the Lord utters according to His own deep-laid

plan, for purposes of specific conviction. First, we have a refer-

ence to the signs of the time ; taken, with variation in the

expression, from Matt. xvi. 2, 3, where ver. 6, the Lord warned

the disciples, as here ver. 1, against the leaven of the Pharisees:

we thus see that He, at the same time, carries back His dis-

course to its original strain, before the appeal about the inherit-

ance had interrupted it. " In earthly things ye are wise and

prudent enough ; wherefore do ye not also of yourselves judge

(without arbiters, taking good note whence the life of man truly

comes) what it would be right for you to do in this great time

of grace T' That is, in order to obtain their rights in another

process, and one infinitely more momentous than any coHcern-

ing earthly inheritance,—against the adversary ; and thus to

escape the impending arrest of the Divme justice !

When the people in Judaea saw the cloud, according to its

usual course, coming up from the west or from the sea (1 Kings

xviii. 44), they might safely predict that a shower was coming :

when the first traces of the south wind were felt, they could

prognosticate heat (Job xxxvii. 17), and it came so to pass. The
Lord now, as in Matt. xvi. 3, grounds an appeal to the hypo-

crites upon this : they could seize and rightly interpret the

external appearances of earth and heaven, but their profound

insincerity of heart, and wilful misapprehension of Divine things,

permitted them not to mark the signs of the time which His

coming had introduced ! The parallel with St Matthew, the
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reference to ver. 1 of this chapter, and the uniformly consistent

meaning of VTTOzpirrig throughout the New Testament (see again

chap. xiii. 15), ahke forbid us to accept the refinement which

would on this special occasion adopt the fundamental meaning of

the word, as it occurs in Lucian's vTO^pir^g ouzlpcov—as if our

Lord would half-ironically say,—"Ye criticaljudges and discrimi-

nators of signs !" Hypocrisy is ever, indeed, the first leaven, the

'TTpcoTOV -ipBvhog, which stands in the way of man's perception and

acknowledgment of the truth. The Lord had only taken His

illustration from the clouds and winds of heaven (already as

similitudes of the tempest of judgment and heat of tribulation);

but now He makes His words more general, and adds the (yet

more obvious, and therefore first mentioned) face or appearance

of the earth—in connection with which we may refer to the

reckoning of the harvest weeks, John iv. 35, and the like. "Ye
knoiv how to test these things ; hoiu or luherefore are ye so

foolish as not to discriminate and test this time ? Why but

because ye are hypocrites, and will not!" litis ^I'me, the time of

God's gracious visitation (ch. xix. 44) ; the manifest tokens of

which have constrained the people's voices to join with the voice

of God, in crying—God hath visited His people! chap. vii. 16,

i. 68. The Lord points, further, to all those signs of the time,

concerning which see on Matt. xvi. (Vol. ii.) ; but especially

here to the jS/a^sc^a/ of the kingdom of God, wdiicli was made
manifest in the warfare which had broken out, and mentioned

I'ust before, vers. 51-53. Can, then, the natural understand-

ing, for the sufficiency of which this text has been strangely

enough cited, test these things, and discern what is right? Assur-

edly—but, first of all, only when a revelation of God in its signs

lies obviously before it (for that is the question here) ; and,

secondly ? Alas, it might and it should, indeed ; but it can-

not and it will not, for the most part, because of other rea-

sons which the Lord here bewails, discloses, and rebukes ; it

does not draw the simple and necessary deduction from the

plainest and most indubitable premises, because—the sinner does

not conscientiously use his reason, and will not of and in

/izmseZ/" judge that which is right I This is the profound, and
appropriate meaning of the following verse as it is uttered in

this connection. 'A(p' IglvtSjv (by no means merely, as Lange
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thinks,—from your own private relations!) obviously means, first

of all, of yourselves, as in chap. xxi. 30, so that not even signs

and wonders should have been needful: but the reason why I of

myself should discern and judge myself aright, lies only in this,

that I have in myself, in the protest of my conscience against

my sin, the standard of Divine truth ; the herald of repentance

when repentance is required of me, the announcer of grace when

grace is preached to me. Thus the deep truth is just as Luther's

gloss gives it
—" Can you see how it goes with the creatures, and

why do you not see what is wanting in yourselves?" Alas, indeed,

he who sees that, and desires to see it without hypocrisy, is (as

Oetinger says) "the true philosopher, who learns that which

is right in Ids own person." Only take note (ver. 15) ; admit the

great need of your own poor souls, which can derive life from

no other possession than the proffered grace, which, when laid

hold of in faith, makes it rich towards God! Take note, before

all things, that ye have actually no right before God ; that ye

may, while in the way with Him, and before hell closes your

course, obtain justification and peace.

Vers. 58, 59. Here we find the confirmation of what we re-

marked in Vol. i. upon this saying as it is reproduced here from

the sermon on the mount :— that it is here generalised beyond

its specific meaning there, and, as it w^ere, spiritually explained.

The mere reference to placability as tow^ards a brother with whom
I may have matter of litigation, would not be a distinctive con-

clusion of this discourse,—albeit it w^as occasioned by the conten-

tion of the brothers about their inheritance—and would be an

inexplicable subsidence of the strain of it into a matter quite

foreign to vers. 55-57. But the here intensified judicial ex-

pressions (the Latinism 'hog Ipyccfftccv, da operam, probably a

Koman legal formula; as also zaraavpeti^ and Trpc^^crcup, the

officer, executor), induce us to suppose that the Lord designs to

exemplify, by the complainant against his fellow-creature in the

court of law, the guilt of want of love generally which cries out

against the sinner before the presence of God. Thus is exhi-

bited in this kvrihzog the accusing Moses or the law, which

"often personally, as it were, comes forward in the heart of

man " (Braune) ; and the Lord stringently urges upon all the

necessity of seeking the mediation of grace to interpose and pre-
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vent the impending condemnation, before the time runs out,

and nothing remains but that eternal prison-house in which all

the loveless, covetous, contentious parties alike come to everlast-

ing harm.^ In relation to this comparison and relation between

God and men, the Father hath appointed His Son to be arbiter

and mediator:—happy they who make their appeal to Him,

knowing in themselves what they themselves come short in

!

THREATENING APPEAL TO THE IMPENITENT, OCCASIONED BY

THE REPORT OF PILATE's INJUSTICE.

(Luke xiii. 2-9.)

There were present^ at that time some who had failed to mark

what in themselves demanded their own judgment and con-

demnation ; and thus came into collision with our Lord, like that

covetous man, ch. xii. 13, or that woman, ch. xi. 27. Such were

the hearers who listened to His words ! These have in their

thoughts an occurrence which had recently taken place, and had

been much talked of, in Jerusalem (as the article TTSpi tojv shows)

;

and when the Lord ends His discourse by the threatening of the

eternal prison of condemnation, they begin their hasty account

of a fearful crime which the abominable Pilate had once more

committed. It is probable that they did not relate this as a mere

novelty (to come to something new) ; but they told Him, presum-

ing that He knew it not, and as in some sort connected with His

word just spoken as they had interpreted it, how the governor of

Judaea (ch. iii. 1) had caused the blood of certain Galilceans to

^ Neander's interpretation, " the Messiah would appear against them as

a complainant," forgets the declaration of John v. 45.

2 For that is the meaning of Trupviaxv here, and not "came thither,"

like 7r/90ff5jA^o:/, ver. 31. Further, the iv ui/ra rZ Kxipa (which is different

from tKsiuu^ Matt. xii. 1, xiv. 1) in connection with this expression^ is not

to be taken in so "indefinite" a sense as such formulae generally are.

Alford thinks my connection too fine-drawn, but I can retract nothing

here. He has no proper ground for his own remark, tliat there is no such

connection at all.
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be miserably and shamefully shed in the midst of their sacrifices;

they not being under his jurisdiction (see eh. xxiii. 7-12), and

the act being in express contravention of the stipulations which

forbade him to bring soldiers into the temple. By this they would

say—"Dost thou call that a hizuiov, or should we not condemn

such an atrocity ? Is not that a sign of this time, in which the

oppressed people of God suj^er so many things from the Gentiles?

And what sayest thou to this,—thou w^ho assertest thyself to be

the Messiah and the Redeemer of God's people from the hand of

tlieir enemies?"—What He has to say, is very different fromwhat

they supposed or desired. He avoids all interference with politi-

cal matters, now as He had ever done, with as much strictness as

He had declined all intermeddHng with matters of inheritance;

for He is set, not to be the Judge of the Romans, but the Judge

of the sins of Israel. He does not even take the sacrifices into

consideration, so as to enter into the question of Pilate's terrific

desecration of holy things, and of his guilt in mingling the blood

of the victims of his own tyranny with the blood of the victims

offered to God. He immediately seizes this account of the

lamentable murder, or rather execution, in the temple, as occa-

sion for that which concerned His oflfice; He turns it to a

threatening summons to all the impenitent, to whom such events

as this should be no more than appeals for penitence, and types of

coming judgment. His answer has two complementary parts.

First, a plain and literal threatening of general destruction to all

who do not repent ; connecting this for Galilee with the report

they had brought (vers. 2, 3),—and reminding them Himself of

another similar for Jerusalem (vers. 4, 5). But then graciously

follows in His condescension a new challenge to the repentance

which alone can save—in an affecting parable, which exhibits

longsuffering as an argument to humiliation, and which makes

the transition from the people as a whole to every individual

(vers. 6-9).

Vers. 2, 3. Suppose ye! Thus does He assail in His first

word the foolish hearts of the narrators, specifically humbling

and casting them down ; suddenly passing from all which they

calculated on hearing, to the piercing application to themselves.

It was their will that Pilate alone should have received our Lord's

condemnation ; they had not considered whether, and how far,
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these Galilseans themselves had sinned against others; and

whether they, on the other hand, had not offered themselves as

victims of tyranny, and made themselves martyrs of God's service.^

But the Lord's severe and convincing language presupposes

against their loill what they, according to their own style of argu-

ing, should have thought of—that these Galilceans (in the general

turbulent spirit of their whole community) must necessarily have

committed some outrage themselves, or involved themselves in

some outbreak, which gave occasion to Pilate's wrathful com-

mand that they should be slain wdierever they might be found,

even though in the act of sacrificing in the temple. Thus, looked

at externally, they might appear to have been sinners beyond

others whom these things befell not ; but even this supposition of

their guilt instead of Pilate's, though more correct in itself. He
does not admit as right ; but tells them instead—Such are ye all,

fundamentally ! This is a holy example of the manner in which

the blinded world should ever be answered, and its condemnatory

rates of others' judgments be applied to itself. Being sinners and

suffering according to desert—this is the great point which all

alike must attend to, which must be eternally and nnweariedly

held up to their averted eyes. Although the Lord desires that

every time, and in every particular case, proportionate punish-

ment should be inflicted on specific guilt; yet He maintains in all

cases the connection of suffering with sin. Consequently—"Ifye

repent not, ye will all suffer what your sins deserve, that is, in

like manner, proportionately, perish ! T7iis is what I, your

righteous Judge and compassionate Saviour, have to say to you

impenitent sinners, on your way to judgment, if ye must have

my sentence upon these things;—nothing more than that ancient

word fjATCivosiv, which ye are so unwilling to hear." They knew

very well what this meant—these hypocrites, who would not, in

this time of mingled ruin and salvation, judge a(p' lavrojv this

hifcatov ; just as afterwards in Hades it is enforced from the con-

science of the rich, luxurious son of Abraham. " Ifye be not con-

^ Braune misses the meaning, when he assumes that these narrators of

the outrage themselves concluded the specific guilt of these Galilseans, and
were disposed to condemn them rigorously ;—for such an assumption is

highly improbable, when we take into account the tendency at that time to

regard with favour every insurrection against the Romans'.
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verted, the sword of God and not merely Pilate's is at hand"

—

see Ps. vii. 13 and the like preaching in all the prophets. The
Lord also speaks as a Prophet, when He says ojacivrug—this

not being, as many think, stronger than 6(/joia)g in ver. 5, but

the reverse ; by this latter expression He afterwards makes pro-

minent the similarity of the judgment impending over all in its

external manifestation, while ojaavrcog belongs more generally to

the strongly emphasized OLTToKzhk (ye shall suffer your punish-

ment like these), not however without pointing prospectively to

what subsequently happened. The Galilsean people were also

destroyed by the Roman sword, and, in consequence of their per-

sistent obstinate spirit of insubordination, for the most part dur-

ing the passover sacrifices at Jerusalem.

Vers. 4, 5. " Not Pilate, whose tyranny ye protest against, did

those things which ye suffer, but God, who in manifold ways

warns sinners by types and earnests of coming judgment." This

is the meaning of what our Lord now Himself relates, or brings

to their remembrance—the well-known falling of that tower upon

the wretched eighteen, whom it slew. This means to say—The
one is just like the other, whether Pilate or a falling edifice, the

hand of man or so-called accident, all is by the hand of God I

(Amos iii. 6.) However various in the kind and degree of their

guilt these eighteen might be, yet are they hurried away with an

equal doom of the Divinejudgment, the depths of which, as deal-

ing with individual men, man cannot penetrate ! Thus much is

certain—they were guilty before God; but now beware of think-

ing that the especial doom or suffering of these eighteen indi-

cates a specific and greater guilt ! (Comp. now, what is incor-

rectly quoted upon the former instance, Jno. ix. 2, 3.) It has

been already remarked that the Lord now turns from the

Galil^ean people to the dwellers in Jerusalem. We know no more

what kind of building this TVpyog was,^ than we know of the

particulars of this downfall : if we bring the wall of the pool

^ The word itself indicates any higli building, like ^"I'p, see ^Matt. xxi.

33, and especially Luke xiv. 28 ; it might, therefore, be a "garden-house of

some great man," in which a merry company were assembled,—or anything

else, for the expression in itself is quite indefinite. The description h ru

liT^ucH/i*. is highly obscure in consequence of the b, but probably refers to a

district or field, so called from the brook.
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rh€*, Nell. iii. 15 (which is the same, indeed, with n?^*) into

comparison, we might regard it as a proper tower, and admit the

probability of the assumption that those imprisoned by the San-

hedrim were confined there. This, at least, furnishes an apt

parallel with the case of the Galilasans :—in both instances they

were liable to punishment ; in the former they had fallen under

the sword of the government, in this they were overtaken by the

anticipatingjudgment of God, reinforcing the judgments of men.

'0^2/Xsra;, too, instead of afJuaprcoXoi, seems to point the same

way, if it does not merely contain an allusion to ch. xii. 58, 59.

The ofjjOicog, in this latter case, w^as yet more strikingly fulfilled

in history ;—the inhabitants of Jerusalem perished under the

downfall of the temple and the city together upon the whole

mass of the guilty (see Amos ix. 1) ; their Babel-tower slew those

who were lusting after a false freedom, as the guilty prisoners

of God's justice ;—even as finally the fabric of the universe will

fall around mankind, and in his death the tabernacle of his body

falls upon every individual man.

Vers. 6-9. " But ye have not all thus perished yet ; ye live

by the longsuffering of God, which leadeth you to conversion
;

your Lord yet leaves you a term of grace wherein He waiteth

for the fruits of repentance." The fig-tree has been generally,

and without sufficient examination, made to correspond with the

'^oii'TBg, the entire people of Israel ; and to this view Matt. xxi.

19, and xxiv. 32 have seemed to conspire. But it is not difficult

to reconcile all these passages, by supposing St Matthew's predo-

minant reference to have been to the people generally, and here

to the individual as involved in that. We are disposed to admit

that the Lord takes His allusion from the figure employed for

Israel in Joel i. 7 ; that this originated the specific fig-tree, and

that in a certain sense He does include the whole nation, as the

three years' coming and seeking (about which more hereafter)

indicates. But withal we must maintain that the whole is only

represented by the individual, and that the Lord thus makes a

transition to every afJUocprcoXog and 6(psiXsr^g among the people,

thus more severely singling them out. This alone seems ade-

quately to respond to the awakening and heartsearching tendency

and scope of the whole discourse, from the very beginning of

which these yet living are opposed, as individually impenitent
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to those already condemned and cut down; the specialising

eighteen too tending in the same direction. Moreover, it might

fairly be asked what the vineyard would be, if the one fig-tree were

in itself the whole of the nation. It cannot be alleged that the

entire earth is represented here as the Lord's vineyard (although

in Matt. xiii. 38, it is the field which is to be sown); and to

regard this feature of the parable as only intimating that the fig-

tree, the nation, was not standing in an open unsheltered waste,

but abundantly cared for and protected, is too violent an outrage

upon the uniform prophetical phraseology to be admitted. Then
the vineyard is Israel, but the fig-tree (uniting the two prophe-

tical symbols) is every individual example and illustration of the

character of the whole ; for as in another parable the one man
not having on a wedding garment does not imply that all the rest

had it, so does the singling out this unfruitful tree by no means

intimate that all the other trees or vines were fruitful. The
Lord so orders His words, that every man may immediately

think of himself; and passes in His discourse from the cutting

down of the unfruitful tree to the Sermon on the Mount and

the Baptist's preaching.

The other very usual error in the exposition of this parable,

especially in the practical exposition of it, is that of regarding

the dresser of the vineyard as being necessarily Christ, the in-

terceding Mediator at the right hand of the righteous Father.^

But in most of the parables which" precede and which follow

this, having the same character, Christ is the Lord ; and is it

not, similarly. He who is the certain man that had a fig-tree, in

His vineyard ? He is, indeed, the Lord whose coming is spoken

of, who seeketh fruit, and whom the dresser appeals to with Kyp/s,

as deeming the cutting down and condemning things altogether

beyond his own province. Even if the three years are only re-

garded as a proverbial notation of any definite time (or, possibly,

with some latent reference to the fact that after three years a

tree would give certain indication whether or not it would ever

bear fruit), yet even then the coming must refer to Christ alone;

but, for our own part, we see no reason to deny the reference

^ Many refer it even to the Holy Ghost (Lange in this agrees with Alford,

who regards it as quite clear)—but this appears to us, in a parable so Bimple,

addressed to the people, too hidden an allusion.
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discerned by Bengel and others to the three years' teaching of

Christ, the third year of which was now lapsing-—and hence we
find it said gp;^o^a/ and not rikOov. That the intercession only

required this one year to be waited for, while Israel had forty

years of suspended judgment, does not affect the matter in the

least, for the longsufiering here exhibited in its threatening

limitation can now, as ever, surpass its own limits. Who then

is the dresser of the vineyard? The definite article attached to

this should not be taken as denoting any one single labourer in

the whole vineyard, but simply associates with one tree one who
cares especially for it: and we are firmly convinced that the

Lord here, as in Matt. xxi. 33, means the guides and leaders

set over the people ; a view which brings out a very much over-

looked precision and fulness in the parable. Thus it embraces

the two ideas ; that of the responsibility of every man for his

own individual soul, and that of the responsibility of those ap-

pointed to watch over the souls of others. Their office is thus

exhibited as in a glass to the pastors of the people ; and in a

manner all the more humbling to them, inasmuch as it exhibits,

in the assumption of what this dresser had done, what it was

their duty to have done to the souls committed to their care.

Sore judgments falling upon sinners, such as those before al-

luded to, and hurrying them away w^ithout repentance, most

significantly preach to the preachers, and say—Did they perish

through your neglect? Have ye done all that it was your duty

to do to them? Thus the parable cries now as then—Seek,

with all the earnestness of your souls, to save yourselves, and to

save others, from coming judgment ! He who would have less

cause to be anxious about his own salvation, let him supplicate

and labour for the souls entrusted to his care !^ Finally, in the

deepest undertone of this most pregnant figure, the meaning is

evolved—Let every man be the keeper of his own soul, let

every man pray for the extension of his own term of grace, that

in it he may more diligently labour ! If any man complains

—

1 I must hold to this interpretation, in spite of all protest. It is not

irreconcilable with this, that the Lord elsewhere announces to the husband-

men their own coming condemnation ; He here only humbles them by the

exhibition of what should he the duty and diligence of a husbandman or

dresser of His vineyard.
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" No man careth for my soul, to convert and do me good," it

says to Him—On that very account convert and mend thyself,

labour as the dresser of thine own tree, which should be so pre-

cious in thy charge ! This last lies deep in the urgency of the

intercession, this unprofitable tree pressing heavily upon the

heart, as well as in the application of the subsequent v/ords

—

How can I myself cut it down, that is not for me to do.

This idea, however, is only in the background; the final

Izzo-^iig (mark, not I'/mx^co) is obviously the admission, enforced

from the impenitent soul, of the Divine righteousness. The tree

stands, like every one which is planted in God's vineyard, in its

owm good place, and has been abundantly cared for hitherto (at

least by God Himself through the abundant means of grace in

His very fruitful hill, Isa. v. 1) ; on that account fruit is sought

on it, the Lord asks concerning this tree which He has in His

vineyard. If He says—I find none ! it will avail nothing that

we ourselves, or others, have held the leaves for fruit. But we
must not prematurely refer this to the fruits of good works, before

that first fruit of repentance is yielded, without which all other

fruit is W'Orthless. We see plainly that this first command to

cut it down, against which intercession avails, is designed only

to convince of guilt and to threaten deserved punishment :—it

is that laying of the axe to the root of the tree. Although un-

fruitfulness in itself is sufficient cause for cutting it down, the

guilt of this unfruitfulness is increased by the significant remark

that the barren tree absorbs uselessly the good of the land, is in

the way of others' good,—a theme ample in profit for the preacher.

The digging about and dunging embrace all that may be done

externally in God's appointed way by patient fidelity ; the issue

depends upon the internal good or evil nature of the tree itself;

hence Luther's translation excellently advances to the interpre-

tation—Ob er loolle Frucht bringen, whether it will bear fruit,

—though this is not in the text. But if not—then even the

voice of love can object nothing more to its being cut down.^

It must not be overlooked, in our interpretation of this, that it

is, indeed, only the voice of Divine love and patience which is

^ "We must not add hu; once more to the dg to ^iKKov ; the meaning ia

simply inposterum^ hke 1 Tim. vi. 19.
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placed in the heart and upon the lips of the intercessor
;
just as

it is only the grace of God which digs and dungs in the labour

of His servants. It is a testimony of the Lord's patience, that

the labourers thus intercede, that they can thus in faithful

anxiety interfere. But this very same love and fidelity deems at

the end the cutting down righteous and necessary. Thus the

lovingkindness which was exhibited after the severity of vers.

2-5 returns into severity again ; indeed it is very significant that

the parable ends with this warning tone, the Lord making no

answer of assurance. That lovingkindness was plainly exhibited

in vers. 3 and 5, and is not revoked ; but as it regards the indi«

vidual, whether or not a long year of grace might be supposed

for the people, the thought must have arisen—Dost thou know
how long thy day of grace will last ? Hast thou received an

answer, if tliou shall not this day be cut down ?

The writer has been accustomed from the beginning of his

ministry to adopt this section, Luke xiii. 1-9, as the Gospel for

the annual fast-day (E,om. ii. 1—11 being the Epistle). In fact,

the whole of the Gospels could not furnish one more appropriate

for such a day ; and we shall review it in this light, that we may
mark the inexhaustible fulness of its contents, each particular of

which, as it rises prominently before the mind, might be a yearly

penitential subject. Everything is involved in it which a mission

of repentance to a people demands :—the turning away from

political relations to the real amendment of the inner man in the

sight of God, the rejection of all false lust of freedom which

seeks man's good in external things, or would restlessly seek to

help itself that way ; the judgment pronounced upon all impro-

per condemnation of others, and comparison between sinners,

while all are guilty alike and will without repentance perish,

though with repentance all may with equal certainty be saved

;

the subordination of all judicial inflictions of God and all calami-

ties by Him permitted, to the preaching of repentance to all

who behold them ; the reference to the people of the land as a

whole, as also to every individual sinner counting as one in it

;

the solemn prospective glance at the doom of Israel as fore-

shadowing and typifying the judgments of Christendom ; the

plain and the parabolical words, the gentleness and the severity

of God, the longsuffering tolerance (how many times already had
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it been said—Cut it down !), and the limits of the prescribed

period of grace ; the duty and the blessing of the cure of souls

,

the care for others imposed upon every one both as labourer and
intercessor ; and all the other gracious truths which will be found

by every man's thoughts who shall diligently seek them

HEALING ON THE SABBATH : THE DAUGHTER OF ABRAHAM
LOOSED FR03I THE BONDS OF SATAN.

(Luke xiii. 12, 15, 16.)

There were, in the midst of the mass, of the impenitent Jews,

pious souls. This poor woman is probably one of them : for

the Lord can hardly be regarded as calling her a daughter of
Abraham simply in the carnal sense, or as one of the chosen

people ; and He says nothing to her about the forgiveness of

her sins, or of her sinning no more. Further, the zeal of her

devotion led her to the synagogue on the sabbath day ; and,

when her health was restored to her, she immediately before

all the assembly glorified God with a full heart. Yet was

she plagued of Satan, like Job, not for her punishment but for

gracious test and discipline ; there is not in the entire New
Testament a single syllable which sanctions the idea that pos-

session of the devil, or a delivery to the harmful power of Satan,

must necessarily have been the result of specific guilt on the

part of the sufferer.^ On the contrary, many of those who

are healed are at once right in their hearts with God ; while

those who are in a state of frenzy so-called, are offcen found

on the retirement of the malady to have been by it and in it

inwardly advanced. Her affliction was great, for the zlg to

TocvTskeg (comp. Heb. vii. 25), notwithstanding its anomalous

position, scarcely means to say that she could 07ili/ not entirely

^ As we may constantly read now-a-days. Even Neander assumes that

such conditions always proceeded from some moral disorder. But at the

foundation of all this there lies a denial of the objective power of Satan,

and a disposition to carry these cases as much as possible into the region of

human physical nature.
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lift Lerself and look up, but that she was so entirely bent down

as not to be able to look up at all; and, consequentl}^, that in

all probability she did not perceive the presence of Jesus. There-

fore does Pie at once regard her with compassion, calls her to

Himself and heals her on the sabbath, doing the works of God
from the unrestrained impulse of the love of God. With most

majestic simplicity He only announces at first the fact—" Poor

woman thou art loosed from thine infirmity, thine eighteen years

are now ended— lift up thyself, for thou canst !" But, because

her faith still required some instrumentality in the miraculous

work, He lays His hands upon her—for that reason, and not for

the sake of the act itself.

And now the h^yjGvv6.ycf)yoq is indignant, for he is under the

necessity of beholding once more that stereotyped matter of

ofPence perpetrated before his eyes,—the healing on the sabbath !

Yet what can he do to show his vexation, full as he is of the

spirit of caste and official dignity, though devoid of all sympathy

with a good deed % He does not venture to address Jesus ;^ nor

indeed the woman, for her glorious sabbath-thanksgiving to God
repressed his direct indignation against her, by appealing to the

latent good feeling of his nature. He therefore does as all men do

who make indirect and covert attacks, avoiding the right object,

and never adventuring on the right word ; he turns, in a

manner almost ridiculous, to the whole innocent multitude, and

preaches to them, though they had nothing at all to do with the

matter, a strange, inconclusive, and most self-stultifying sermon.

He begins, indeed, in a very stately manner, with an almost

literal quotation from Ex. xx. 9, 10 ; but loses all sense of pro-

priety at once, and knows not what he is saying afterwards.

"In the six working-days come'''—hither then, if they were sickl

Thus the dck must rather on the sabbath day remain at home,

and not come to the synagogue where the power of God might

perchance give them healing? What then had the poor woman
done^ that he forbids all others to do the like in future % She

did nothing on her own part, uttered no one word of supplica-

tion ; she did no more than come forward at the Lord's bidding,

and lift herself up when she felt that she could. One hardly

^ Schleiermaclier—" lie would seem as if lie took no account of Jesus in

what lie says." This is not enough, or rather saying too much.
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knows how to understand that wonderful imperative—On the

sabbath day fju^ hpwTrivsah ! whether

—

Be not made whole, or

what ! Thus the woman would be in duty bound to reply—No,

Lord, this is the sabbath day, / am not yet loosed, to-morrow I

shall be able to lift myself up, and praise the Lord ! We see

that the man has become, in his blind zeal, a very fool ; he is

constrained in his bitterness to allow the hpccTTSvstv of the won-

derful power of Jesus, as ready to be exerted all other days of

the week for all kinds of afflicted ; but yet forbids to tJie people

their dipccTTBvsffdai, that is, their reception of God's grace, on the

ground of its being an Ipya^sc^a/

!

It is on that account that the Lord spares him in- the answer

which He, though unaddressed, is constrained to give. He ap-

plies to him personally the epithet which befitted his whole class

VTrozpiTa,^—but immediately extends His words (as in the former

case) to all people generally in the synagogue, who shared the

ruler's feeling. Consult what has been already said on Matt,

xii. 11, 12 (Lu. vi. 9), and compare Lu. xiv. 5 ensuing ; from

which it will appear that in St Luke alone we have three similar

incidents, and analogous answers. But each of the three is cha-

racteristic and individual ; the Lord in the present case naturally

says nothing about the falling into a ditch, but merely refers to

the loosing and leading away their cattle to watering ; showing

them that not one of those rigorous censors would deny to his

own property, the cattle, the care which was daily necessary,

because it was the sabbath ; though even these two simple ope-

rations were much more like working than His laying a hand

upon the sick, or than the hpaTTiVBadcct on the part of the people!

Closely and specifically laying hold of their common life and its

customs. He casts down the folly of the ruler's reply by the reason-

ableness of His own; He justifies them in what they do to their

cattle, not indeed on account of the self-interest which impelled

these hypocrites so to act towards them, but because the law of

God did not actually design that an ox or an ass should suffer

^ We do not prefer, with Bengel and others, vT^oKoirccl^ as if the ruler

had not deserved the express designation. This Plural might very easily

have been a correction added to the v^uu: the Peschito gives it in the

singular—s<5s^ rsb ; and we must suppose that the speaker, on the present

occasion, would have one word, at least, immediately addressed to him.

VOL. IV. D
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thirst on the sabbath, after having been fed in its stall. These

hypocrites might indeed, if they had been so rigorously in ear-

nest about preserving the rest of the sabbath, have allowed their

beast to wait, without endangering its life, till the first of the six

days ; or with a little trouble might have previously provided in

another way for its watering. But such earnestness was not in

their spirit. He therefore puts them to shame for their want of

love towards ma7i, and that their hearts were sealed against His

Divine a.ya&O'TroiriGoci. And in speaking of a daughter of Abra-

ham (for He sees before His eyes an Israelltess indeed). He sets

before them the strongest contrast with a mere animal ; for such

a prerogative, when a reality in the sight of God, was a very

high dignity, comp. chap. xix. 9 and John i. 47. He knows at

once, not without a Divine intuition into all the circumstances,

all that was here to be known, and all that it was right for Him
to say :—the piety of the woman was obviously to be seen and

heard of all; by a profounder knowledge He attributes the ac^s-

Hia by which the woman had become contracted or grown toge-

ther, to a TrnvfJboc, consequently to Satan in its ultimate cause ;^

and, finally, of the eighteen years He had been informed by no

man. (The Ihov contemplating the wdiole, comp. previously ver.

7, ihov rp/a sr;;, corresponds in the Sept. with the Heb. nt, e. g.,

Deut. viii. 4 ; and brings out the years prominently, as well

known to Him, or as if they were written on the woman's person.)

" Could it be forbidden to loose, if one could, a woman so fi'ight-

fully bound, on the sabbath day ? Do ye then acknowledge no

necessities of charity besides the necessities of interest ? Here is

in very deed a w^ork of necessity and a work of love!" He de-

signedly and calmly concedes to their folly that His aTToXeXvaai,

and the laying on of His hands, was a w^ork ; in order that He
may thereby make His own acts of healing, thus placed in com-

mon w^ith human actions generally under the law, types of all

works of love which His followers may ever perform. The cold

hj'per-saintly ones might say, If she has been bound these eighteen

^ The Evangelist's narrative derived the " spirit of infirmity" from the

Lord's own words. Braune thinks it a " strange expression
;

" but it is

perfectly in accordance with a condition, which was neither natural sick-

ness nor the customary possession. The Lord never laid His hands upon
the actually possessed, as here, ver. 13.
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years, surely she might wait yet one day longer ! But that very

circuriistance He makes an argument of the contrary, for he

who loves his neighbour as himself would rather say—Not one

moment longer must she suffer, if help can be afforded her!

Could it be forbidden thus to help? Obz Bs/ catechetically

answers, in infinite condescension, the inconsiderate, proud, and
unintelligent ^zi of ver. 14. Men ought was the theme there

;

so now the ought is abundantly returned :

—

Ought not, must not

she, according to the law of love, which specially ordains God's

works for the sabbath as man's labour for the remaining days,

to be loosed from this misery ? But when our Lord so specifi-

cally mentions the bond with which Satan had bound this woman,
we think that the reason must not be merely sought in the com-

parison with the unbound cattle ; but (as the Lord embraced all

things in His penetrating glance, and ever contemplated man's

spiritual relations to God) we apprehend that He secretly be-

held in this avyzvTTTZiv and avazvTrrziv a type of spiritual con-

ditions. Satan, verily, has bound wretched man like an animal

to his stall, so that he looks down to the earth ; but Christ looses

the bond, and lifts up man's face to praise His God once more.

Happ3^ is he who, after being loosed, needs no further leading ;

but spontaneously goes to the icater of life for the abiding re-

freshment of his soul !

^

^ We pass over altogether what follows, Luke xiii. 18-21 ; since we can-

not find any connection here for the repetition of these two parables, comp.

in Yol. ii. Schleiermacher agrees with Storr in referring this "ET^sys U to

the preceding, as if the Lord thus continued to speak in the synagogue

;

but we confess that we perceive no connection. And it is hard to under-

stand how this is an interpolation " gi\ang the Evangelist's view ;" that he

is commenting upon the narrative of the healing, in these parables, and by

way of appendix (as Lange thinks), appears to us a very artificial supposition.

We would rather say—if the non hquet is thought inadmissible—that vers.

1 8-21 are an introduction to the following ver. 22 :—Thus did the Lord

continue (after these His earlier parables) to sow the seed, and to hide His

leaven. But even this does not satisfy us.
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ANSWER TO THE QUESTION WHETHER THERE ARE FEW THAT

BE SAVED : THE STRAIT GATE AND SHUTTING OUT OF MANY.

(Luke xiii. 24-30.)

(Matt. vii. 13, U, 21-23, vili. 11, 12, xx. 16.)

This solemn question, addressed to our Lord while on His way

to suffer for the salvation of man, may be proposed to Him by

men, with three various designs, and in a threefold spirit. It

may be objected hauglitily or wantonly, with different degrees

of pride, down to the scornful contradiction of the word which

had already declared that there were few; it may be uttered

good-naturedly, the hard saying being rendered light by defect

of apprehension, and with vague good wishes and hopes on be-

half of self and others ; or proposed despondingly, in a more or

less disheartened spirit; almost despairing, if the Lord meant

strictly "few," but a little in doubt upon that point. Li all

these three inspiring motives, the question is really asked. Is it

assuredly so? but it is only the desponding spirit which asks in

true earnest, longing for an answer, while doubting in the very

slightest degree whether any other will be given than that which

already was latent in the question. The haughty questioner

knows better himself, and contradicts in the form of a question.

The easy-tempered spirit hopes confidently enough for an answer

which will set him at rest. We gather, however, from the

manner in which he here publicly accosts the Lord in the way,

and still more, from the answer, inspiring fear rather than con-

solation, which he receives, that this questioner, so indefinitely

introduced by St Luke,^ is not a man who has been sorely tested

and disheartened; but neither is he an altogether frivolous mocker,

for the Lord enforces upon him immediately the duty of earnest

striving ; consequently we must regard his tone of mind as the

result of the mixture of good-natured doubt with something of

1 For all persons besides Christ retire into the background ; their history

being recorded not for the sake of its reference to them, but for its appli-

cation to us, and as introducing the Lord's words addressed to us all.
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Jewish bigotry and loftiness.* Luther's translation of the con-

cise expression in which St Luke gives the question, hits its

meaning precisely ;—Lord, dost Thou actually intend to say, is

it Thy literal and earnest meaning, that few are saved? The
man had either heard with his own ears, or been told by others,

what the Lord had uttered in the sermon on the mount, and

probably, also, the often recurring declaration of Matt. xx. 16

;

there is so much earnestness in his disposition, that he cannot

altogether shake off the impression ; it follow^ed him and allowed

him no rest. The objection, however, which his question implies,

rests upon his Jewish supposition that of course all the Jews
will be safe, and consequently that there must be essentially

many to be saved. This we are given to understand by the an-

swer, wdiich with its " Ye " down to ver. 28, embraces the Jews

who stood around at the time.

Instead of an open and explicit answer, the Lord at first

evades the question in ver. 24 ; while, at the same time. He re-

asserts His former word concerning the strait gate, demanding

of every one earnest and strenuous diligence for himself. On
this follows immediately the reason of it, giving the real answer

in a twofold way : Every man may be saved, but many will

not through their own fault. He speaks further with For :

many will not enter in, though they desired it after a certain

manner, and thought themselves secure (vers. 24-28)—others

(in themselves many !) will enter in, though ye suppose other-

wise, ver. 29. Finally, in ver. 30, the warning conclusion is

deduced—Thus will the first and the last change places ! return-

ing back to the first note—Therefore strive I

Ver. 24. " Question not much

—

strive rather!" This is the

first keynote of the reply ; and it is applicable to all such and

similar questions which man's curiosity may presume to throw

out for the gratification of his curiosity, while his own soul's

^ ScMeiermacher is certainly wrong in thinking tliat " Jesus had been

accustomed to send forward messengers who should announce His coming,

and every one might observe their little success ; consequently the question

was assenting—Is it not true, that there are only few?"—This is quite in-

consistent with the answer. If we must thus seek motives, it would be

more obvious to say that the man would think—So many follow Thee in

Thy journeyings ; in what sense wouldst Thou speak of few

?
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interests are not fundamentally cared for. The question in itself

involved a double error : first, the supposition that it cannot pos-

sibly be so hard a case, since all Israel must necessarily sit down

with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom ; and then,

that the aoj^zadcci was a thing altogether taken for granted in his

own case, the question being asked only for the sake of others. •

Both these delusions are answered by the Lord's single first

word

—

ayooviZ^iuk : for its full and pregnant meaning is, Strive

—ye ! First of all, and preeminently, this referred, as we have

said, to the Jews (vers. 28, 29 show this), but then more exten-

sively to all men, as sinners and needing a aaZ^za^ai—m opposi-

tion to. whom as eternally contradistinguished from them stands

this one sinless Son of Man, whose sublime discourse never

adopts the word we when the sinful condition of man is the

theme ! To enter through the strait gate—that is now and ever

the great concernment ! Without sufficient grounds, Griesbach

reads Sv^ag here also at the beginning instead of TTvkrig : but

the variation of the phrase in the next verse is founded upon

as good reason as the literal reference to the earlier utterance

in this. Both words are pertinently chosen as related to each

other : not, however, that 'TTvKri is an external gate and ^ypa

an inner door behind it ; but 'Trvkri gives the comprehensive

idea of an entering generally (an open way for passage, a door

or pass unlocked, hence here quite parallel with the whole of

the narrow loay), while ^ypa gives more definitely the distinc-

tive idea of admission or exclusion, when the discourse reaches

the shutting of the door. Thus in as far as Trvkn here of itself

may be regarded as designating a free and broad gate, the

GTivri 'KvXri of Matt. vii. 13 contained in it an o^v(Jba)pov. Yet

was it there as here—a gate, nevertheless, which stands open

for elaeXdcTv, and that to every man, who seeks it in the right

way and truly finds it. Strive, struggle with all earnestness,

and with self-denying determination, throughout all the impedi-

ments of the whole course ^—then shall ye he able ! Thus,

this word most decisively repudiates the idea of any hidden

1 In this expression of our Lord, we have the germ of St Paul's subse-

quent phraseology, in which the idea of the athlete and the contest, with

and without figure, so habitually occurs.
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Divine decree which from the beginning excluded any man,

and by which the actual okr/oi are determined ; and refers

the whole matter to ourselves, of whom the U(Tep/^B(j0ai and

lay^vziv are predicated :—a word before which the whole brood

of human and conventional methods of evading and denying its

force should retire into annihilation.

But though most assuredly all might, and all could, if they

would, enter in, yet this true and perfect willing, even to the

final end and entrance, is a great and glorious, and therefore a

rare thing. The Lord does not merely confirm, He strengthens

also His former utterance, and makes the gate more strait than

it first appeared in the former declaration. Then the contrast

was with the many who naturally walk in the broad way : but

now, even among those few wdio care for the kingdom of God,

and actually strive after salvation—there are many who strive in

vain ! This is indeed a hard saying, and there is much that is

highly critical involved in it.^ And first, it may be said with

strict propriety that Z/iTilv is not aycoviZ^ia&ai^ and that the Lord

here, according to ver. 28, refers to that perverted endeavour of

Israel described in Rom. ix. 31-33, which passes by the strait

gate, knocks in vain at a false door, and by no means can esta-

blish a righteousness of its own, or discover a broader way than

that of regeneration through faith in Christ. For in connection

with the second zldikGilv we do not find 5;a Tr,g crrep/jg TrvXrjg,

and hence we may understand it as meaning that many will seek

to enter, by other ways broader than this, into the kingdom of

God and its salvation. But the meaning penetrates deeper, and,

according to the strict and emphatic connection of the entire dis-

course, includes the idea that there are many who even run for

a time in the right course of the narrow way (1 Cor. ix. 24),

eager to contend for the crown through the " strait gate"—but

they neither run nor strive lawfully ! (2 Tim. ii. 5.) What
then is that Z;rire7u which is false, or which avails not to the final

entering in; which, however it may resemble the lawful striving,

^ " A more direct contradiction to the destructive error of a final restora-

tion of all the fallen than these words contain, can scarcely be imagined."

So says v. Gerlach, and we unite with him in protesting against the error
;

but this discourse of our Lord, properly understood, is not one of the

strongest protestations against it.
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only engenders a false confidence, which will be undeceived at

last ? It may be replied that the many do not, properly speak-

ing, stiive, their earnestness and zeal is not sufficiently intense,^

and that may well be : but we must add—what is alas, too com-

monly forgotten,—that many there are who strive only too much,

that is, who secretly introduce into the good fight o^faith self-

righteousness in its deepest disguise, would enforce their salva-

tion by the Z^riTZiv of their own personal energy, working and

will, forgetting all the time that it is not of him that willeth, nor

of him that runneth, but of God that showeth mercy. (Rom.
ix. 16.) This declaration is the necessary complement for the

right apprehension of the meaning of our Lord's words—or we
may take for that purpose words of His own on another occa-

sion, Matt, xviii. 3, xix. 14, Mark x. 15, spoken for our en-

couragement under the form of stern requirement. The final

ovz layjjaovai makes it manifest that He is pointing, not

merely to a lack of energy applied, but also to an excess of the

wrong kind of energy:—they shall not accomplish their purpose

by all their own might, to renounce which, indeed, is the true

warfare of self-denial, and the only method of attaining to that

simplicity and poverty of spirit which can alone enter through

the strait gate of grace.^

Vers. 25-27. Hitherto the gate has been only strait, now at

length the door is shut. The Lord dilates His warning declara-

tion, predicting—first, the impending rejection of the many ; as

exhibited in a similitude wherein a renewed rejection of those

who revolt against the first is solemnly asserted :—and then, in

ver. 28, the misery of those who are thus irreversibily thrust out.

The TOTi of ver. 26 answers to the C6(p' ov of ver. 25, and in it

lies the emphasis of the whole. This has immediate reference to

their exclusion at the first period of judgment in the kingdom
established upon earth (ver. 28), and not to the day of final

condemnation. Compare on this what was said in Yol. iii. on

^ According to Roos—would enter with "slothful wishes." Or v.

Gerlach—seek it " in a certain external sense."

2 The unqualified translation of this passage which the generally pene-

trating "Kalender fiir Zeit und Ewigkeit" (Villingen in Schwarzwald,

1843. Romanist alas !) gives us— " they shall not be able, because they do
not apply force enough"—is certainly biassed, onesided, and false.
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Matt. xxlv. 48-51. Ver. 27 does, indeed, extend forward its

threatening, for the several judgments stand in close connection
;

but the being excluded is not yet, as such, eternal torment.^ The
Master of the house is risen up, after long and patient waiting,

to bring in the first concluding period of His kingdom's revela-

tion for all who have been made worthy ; they who regarded

themselves as having the prerogative to enter, and who unex-

pectedly find themselves without when the door is suddenly

shut, begin to utter most earnestly their "Lord, Lord," and

will not submit to His first rejection, for they flatter themselves

they have been in fellowship with Him, and that He must, in

spite of every appearance, know and acknowledge them. We
shall find it hard here to include in this proscription all Israel,

seeking the kingdom independently of Christ, unless we firmly

hold fast the principle that in such widely-comprehensive repre-

sentations as this, we are not to expect that every circumstance

will precisely harmonise. In the present case the accompanying

o')(/iOi are most obviously in our Saviour's view, and the discourse

connects itselfwith, and springs from, them

—

Xh^n figuratively ex-

tending its range further. The eating and drinking in the Lord's

presence (note—only kvojTriov without any internal communion)

suggests to us immediately the miraculous feedings ; but the zcci

TTtmv includes a reference to the fulfilment of that wilderness

type, 1 Cor. x. 3, 4, in the Christian sacrament ; the general

fundamental idea remains—" Yet were we admitted guests at

the sometime table of Thy kingdom and grace, where Thou

wast so compassionate and patient ! Thou hast taught in our

streets, among our houses and towns, giving Thy public instruc-

tion to us as most frequent and attentive hearers "^as was abun-

dantly the case at this very time,^ and will ever be the case with

^ And so far this is not literally one of the strongest texts to establish the

definitiveloss of salvation in the case of the many—though the final judgment

lies threateningly in the background of the former.

2 "Which adjunct idea Schleiermacher makes prominent : "this word was

spoken in Galilee, where many thus heard, and ate and drank with Him."

This is correct enough as the point of connection for the whole figurative

discourse, but we cannot admit what follows—" and stood in the relation

of guests to Jesus ! " For this is inappropriate and untrue :—who was a

guest of Jesus ? This word is therefore figurative, and reaches much further.
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many who place their sole confidence in this, down to the final

shutting of the door. But although these objectors mean to

say—Who, if not ourselves, shall enter in to Thee? yet have

they never purely and essentially done His will ; and they re-

ceive as a whole and in common (though not without degrees of

difference) that fearful word spoken before in Matt. \\\. 23 ; they

remain without as evil-doers, and through their own personal

fault.i

Vers. 28-30. Without disparagement to the much wider and

deeper significance of the first warning, the Lord now turns the

immediate application of His w^ord to Israel not seeking the

kingdom of God, or if seeking it, seeking it other^vise than in the

true way. That which He thus predicts is a repetition from

Matt. viii. 11, 12. Thus, moreover, they are not few who shall

sit down at the table (see the popular notion, Luke xiv. 15, as it

is rightly to be interpreted)—this, though intimated (and as-

serted in Matt. viii. in connection with these words), is by design

not expressly uttered here.^ The excluded now" first see (" to

their intolerable vexation"—Roos thinks) the blessedness of

those who are admitted—compare afterwards chap. xvi. 23. The
coming, entering in, and sitting down in enjoyment, is the anti-

thesis of the mere Z;/jTiiv previously used. Whether, as Bengel

suggests, the successive order of the four quarters prospectively

hints at the process of the Gospel's missionary history, which

began with the East and now rests in the South, we would leave

undecided : however it may offend some, the thing itself is cer-

tain. The Lord probably takes His last saying, ver. 30 (Jiere

uttered with a strictly corresponding zlffiv and s(Tovroci)y from an

earlier declaration which had been spoken in full as we find it

^ It is most striking that IpyuTui stands here soHtarily in St Luke, which

always designates labourers in the hire and service of another. "We never

tind "("s ^-xb so translated in the Old Testament : but in 1 Mace. iii. 6 the

expression is thus found. "We have already referred to this in our Andeu-

tungen flir gl. Schriftv. ii. Sammlung, among the allusions to passages in

the Apocrypha. Compare, moreover, Xenoph. Memor. ii. 1. 27.

—

tuu kuT^Zv

Kc/A aictvav ioyocTYiV.

2 Miserably deficient is the narrow interpretation of Schleiermacher, that

" only to the Palestine Jews was it so preeminently hard, to find this first

entrance : The others, not a few, but very many, might enter in, from aU

places and ends of the earth I"
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in Matt. XX. 16 : thereby referrincr the answer here given to both

those places in which He had spoken of the " few." It is still

remarkable, in regard to the prophetical allusion just mentioned,

that in fact, and on the whole, the Oriental first Christians have

become the last, and that the late comers from the South to all

appearance may become the first. Thus much is certain, amid

these doubtful applications, that the word of the Spirit often

embraces,, as we see in this discourse of our Lord, and generally

elsewhere, the most specific fulfilments of its meaning in indivi-

dual cases and in internal things, in immediate connection with

its typical exhibition in the general progress of His kingdom :

for the history of that kingdom is so ordered by His hand as

to be the counterpart of all His other wonderful works. (Ps.

Ixxviii. 2.)

KEPLY TO THE HYPOCRITICAL WARNING AGAINST HEROD. THE
FOX AND THE PROPHET-MURDERESS. PROPHETIC DEPAR-

TURE FROM JERUSALEM.

(Luke xiii. 32-35 [Matt, xxiii. 37-39].)

Our Lord's long last journey to Jerusalem, as recorded by

St Luke, will always retain some measure of obscurity for the

harmonists. Two things, however, are sufficiently plain :—first,

that he mentions individual occurrences without strict regard to

chronology, even repeating and intercalating some things else-

where recorded ; and, secondly, that in his account of the entire

journey, the emphasis is laid upon the Lord's going to encounter

His closely impending sufferings and death. We cannot concur

with Wieselei^'s recent scheme ;-^ and think it very doubtful

^ And particularly in his assumption that Lu. ix. 51 corresponds

with the coming to the feast of Tabernacles, Jno. vii. 10 ; for this would

be too early, being half a year before, for the dva'hrt-^tg now approach-

ing (a word which we must not explain away) ; besides which, such a

public journeying towards Jerusalem very ill harmonises with the ug h
KpvTTT^ of St John.
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whether Luke xiii. 22 mdicates the setting out towards Bethanj

of Jno. xi. 1 ; to us it seems more like an intimation of a con-

tinuous onward course after chap. ix. 51. And here in chap,

xiii. 31 the same day cannot signify a definite day of departure,

for that would not consist with ver. 22. We mention this now

preparatorily, as it will be found of moment for the interpreta-

tion of the three days.

Another preliminary question before we enter on the subject

is this,—What was the meaning of tlie warning against the

snares of Herod, on the part of the Pharisees? or,—Did the infor-

mation that Herod sought to kill Jesus rest upon any foundation

of truth ? It is scarcely imaginable in itself that the Pharisees

would w^arn the Lord with a sincere and honest intention, and

the idea is contradicted by the severe reply which they received

;

but it is almost equally obvious that the entire story was no more

than a false report. That Herod, after the beheading of John

the Baptist, should have ventured to conceive an attack upon

Jesus, accords neither with his character nor with the simple

account of Lu. ix. 7-9, which represents him as greatly desirous

to see the Saviour, a desire, too, which chap, xxiii. 8 once more

exhibits as having been permanent. Thus these two passages

of the same Evangelist forbid us to assume that Herod wished

to frighten Jesus away from his territory, and employed these

Pharisees to that end. It were better to say, that, if they did

not actually invent the Gikzi az aTOZTzivo^t (which, again, seems

unconformable with their craftiness of character), yet they had

taken up some groundless report and brought it to the Lord

—

in order that they might put an end to His too long wandering

about and evasion, and thus hypocritically hasten Him to Jeru-

salem ; with the design, further, of testing whether He would

be accessible to fear.^ This very probable supposition best har-

monises with the otherwise very obscure answer of Jesus ; which

certainly does not, as has been said, " make it very plain that

the words of the Pharisees were no falsehood."

1 "They make Herod's murderous character their pretence ; he had

already caused the Baptist to be put to death. That was a crafty scheme,

if it had succeeded. Jesus, in exhibiting fear, would elevate the courage of

His enemies, and, more than that, would have destroyed His own reputa-

tion among the people, thus making Himself an easy prey." Braune.
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Yer. 32. We can now altogether agree with Ebrard, that the

Lord, penetrating their cunning device, replied to them ironi-

cally—^' Tell this Herod, who, according to your representation, is

so crafty." " That He terms Herod crafty, as if He believed

them; and that He further commissions them to go to this Herod,

whom they thus complain of to Him ;—both these things, taken

together, intimate plainly that He perceives their craftiness."

Herod and yourselves are altogether in concert and alike—this is

the fundamental idea for our understanding of the word. They

had begun—g|sX^5 '/ccd 'Tropsvov ; and He now, in His first Topiv-

QiVTZg, immediately gives them back their dismissal. Now,
although the designation "that/oo;" very aptly describes one who
had acquired and maintained dominion, less by energetic vigour

than by subtle intrigues, and might very probably have been an

expression in common use which the Lord thus gave them to

understand that He knew; and although such a comparison

"in its ancient sense and use" might, as has been said, contain

a less offensive allusion than in our times ;—yet we cannot be-

lieve that our Lord would directly and in earnest have spoken

in such a manner of the ruler of His country, and with the pos-

sibility of their going and saying—He called thee a fox ! This

would have been unexampled in the whole tenor of our Lord's

deportment, who so scrupulously maintained decorum towards

the existing powers of the land ; always diverting the question

both from Herod and Pilate when occasion arose for speaking

against them, and for deep reasons not even using in all its

rigour His own prophetic prerogative of inveighing against rulers.

That He does call Herod a fox, however, remains certain after

all ; but the case is very much altered, and does not transgress

the limits of propriety to be preserved, if, as Olshausen says,

'* this word is in reality aimed only at themselves, under the name

of Herod—that that fox, of whom they idly reported, existed

1 Neander thinks it would have been unworthy of our Lord, to rebuke

the Pharisees through Herod, and that He woidd have told them plainly

that He penetrated their craftiness. But it appears to us that He does let

them know it, though in their own tone, and in a mannerwhich they would

well understand. Yet Neander himself says, just as we have said, that these

Pharisees probably acted from motives of their own using for their own

purposes a report probably untrue.
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nowhere else than in their own hearts." In fact this seems to

express itself in the ironical tone of the rocvr'/i itself. How closely

compacted are you and your Herod in cunning against Me!
The merely bestial, that is, equally stupid and weak, the des-

picable fox-cunning seems to form a contrast with the more in-

tensely evil enmity of Jerusalem, the public murderess of the

prophets, springing as it did from human malignity, or indeed

from the roaring lion of hell : but both are quite in concert if we
understand it thus—" Now will ye as foxes concert w^ith the fox to

affiright Me away, and speed Me to the place where more violent

attacks and indignities await Me. Suffice that the Lord gives

them to see that He penetrates their hearts' design : tells them

Himself what they might go and repeat—I regard not your wales

or your power ; Igo My way^ w^ithout any respect to your Depart

hence ! Behold, what evil am I doing, that I should fear death

from the ruler of the land ? My works, as you see them, are

altogether unpolitical and without harm—/ cast out devils (which

is your stumbling-block, but which Herod the Sadducee will not

believe), and do cures as My useful occupation ! " He designedly

omits to say anything here of His doctrine, which indeed

did not concern or trouble Herod, in order to adapt His words

still to the ironical fiction ; He does not allude to His preach-

ing the kingdom of heaven—but the Pharisees well know
wdiat His works signify and what they attest. These w^orks

1 do to-day and to-morroiu—we can find in these words only

a proverbial expression : as long as it pleases Me, as long

as it is appointed to ]Me ; and also to-morrow, instead of de-

parting hence to-day according to your will. For it is just as

plain that the (j'/jiMpov in vers. 32 and 33 are the same, as that

the expression for the thii^d day is varied in order to show that

the proverbial, and not the literal sense, is intended. Thus we
are not to think of three literal days of journeying from here to

Bethany or Jerusalem,^ nor can we admit the explanation that

on the third day the Lord w^ould leave Galilee, would end His

w^ork there ; but the expression is perfectly parallel with Jno.

xi. 9, 10, and says—I have My appointed time, in which I can

^ "We cannot certainly, with. Sepp, who is ever ready to find similitudes

and mystic allusions, discern in these three days' journeying a figure of the

three years' ministry.
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continue to walk and to act, fearless and undisturbed. Here,

however, we must add—a time which is fast running out, only

three days, that is, a few days left to run.-^ Some have been

disposed to interpret the rsXsiovfjjCci in strict harmony with the

k'TriTS'ka) ; although the very form of the word shows that it was

intended to indicate something different and contrasted. It has

even been taken transitively, and therefore tautologically—

I

finish all these works; or in an indefinite middle sense (de Wette's

translation

—

vollende ich—I perfect), applying it to the journey-

ing as not to-day, but on the day after the morrow, or when it

pleases Me.^ But how superficial is this meaning, how contra-

dictory to the following verse, where the Lord assumes for the

following day merely the same 'propsvsadcci as to-day and to-

morrow, and by no means a rzkziovv, TsXaovadcci, or anything

like a ceasing, and removal elsewhere. We see that the days

are not to be taken literally ; but the rsXelovi/jOct on an already

appointed tJm^d day, that is, a day no longer in the distance,

must mean something distinctive. Had not His being killed been

spoken of, and must not the Lord be supposed to have given a

reply to that? Does He not in the parallel clause (ver. 33),

speak forthwith of aTroXiffdat, the place and time of which were

well known to Him ? But if the rsXeiouffdcct refers to this, we
must give up every idea of a literal reckoning of the days, wdiich

would at best only reach as far as the entrance into Jerusalem.

We have, then, good grounds for understanding the Lord to say

—I die indeed, but not through the artifice of the fox Herod,

ye more than foxes ; and not yet to-day or to-morrow ! This is

the only reply of the Lord to these cunning ones, wdiich corre-

sponds with the situation of the case, and harmonises with every

other consideration :
" I do My duty, and undergo My destiny;

I distribute life—and go to My death." But the Lord designedly

^ Alford does not concede this, because of the positive use of the three

days in an afi&rmative sentence,—of which no instance can be brought where

the proverbial meaning is implied ; but we think that it is in itself highly

natural, and is attested in this case decidedly by the whole context.

2 Schleiermacher, in an oral delivery which I penned down—" On the

day after the morrow I will go quietly on My way, without either haste or

fear, without any constraint of Herod !" Almost like Dr Paulus—" I have

yet some days in which to effect certain cures, but will bring them to a close

on the third day, and then voluntarily go on My way/'
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employs a word which certainly does not in itself signify dying

;

the expression is a pregnant one, which embraces at once life or

death. We understand it less as saying

—

Then come I to the end,

than as rather saying

—

lam perfected, that is, I finish My course,

attain My goal, accomplishing perfectly by My death the great

task of My redeeming life. Thus Phil. iii. 12 is to be under-

stood, according to the phraseology of the race-course ; comp.

Acts XX. 24. (On the other hand, we venture not to penetrate

so far as to the meaning of Heb. v. 9, ii. 10.)

Ver. 33. The connection is now very clear and precise:—
"On a third day (which will not come before it should come and

must) I shall arrive at the end of My life and its work ; hut till

then (that is, yet a few days, for I mean not literally the third

day) / must walk, or even journey} Thus it is not according to

your direction, but as the Father hath appointed unto Me."

Further—" I shall not indeed remain here, whence ye would

have Me depart (Topivsadat, as in ver. 31), but assuredly go

unto Jerusalem, not however to escape danger from Herod, but

—to fall into your and your fellows' murderous hands. Do ye

suppose that I know not this ? Or that the thought of this

would affright Me ?" For one moment the tone of irony, keenly

touching their secret, is heard, before the sad lamentation of

slighted love bursts forth and absorbs all else. " Jerusalem the

holy city, in which Satan also has his course, may not lose that

honour which has been her appropriate prerogative from the be-

ginning ; to her belongs the preeminence and she shall keep it

;

there have the enemies of God's kingdom their seat, and all those

who plot against My doctrine, consentient with that of all the

prophets, concerning that kingdom ; it would to others be un-

suitable, it cannot he {ovz hhsy^ercci, comp. ch. xvii. 1) otherwise,

than that a prophet (even every one) must perish there, and not

elsewhere !" It is to be observed that as the Lord had in

Nazareth involved His own lot with that of all the rejected pro-

phets, so now He assumes the same position at the close :

—

partly in humility, partly in love, which would thus, as it were,

conceal the heavier guilt of their putting Himself to death, as the

1 That is, " on the way of My work." Thus it is not necessary to insert,

with the Peschito, an spyu^sa^xi after xvpiou—as Neander thinks the com-

plete sense requires.
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Messiah and the Son ; but it also infolds that truth to which, as

the ground of His future teaching, His own lips must bear

witness, that before His death Pie occupied preeminently the pro.

phetic office to testify, concerning Himself, in order to consum-

mate and close the prophetic position and function. If it be

asked why the Lord did not think of John, the prophet whom
Herod had put to death out of Jerusalem, the answer is at hand,

that He does thus remind them of this recent exception, as if He
should say:—" Herod has indeed put the Baptist to death, anti-

cipating and preventing your appropriate act, but that was a

specific case, against the will and course of things, an exception

which will not affect My fate ; the rule will be exemplified in

My person at Jerusalem."

Vers. 34, 35. We have already given our opinion upon the

light and venial doubt which has been raised, as to whether or

not the Evangelist Luke merely incorporated these words,

—

which in St Matthew form the final and solemn farewell of our

Lord,—because of the connection of their subject w^ith the pre-

sent.^ But now more directly considering the words, we are led

to decide, more explicitly than before, that the Lord did at this

earlier time actually utter these words. Can we suppose that

St Luke did not indeed know to what place they belonged, or

that the guidance of the Holy Spirit would not have shown him

the impropriety of placing them here, if the Lord only spake them

once, and at the solemn close ? We can, indeed, perfectly well

understand how Jesus, contemplating in His prophetic glance all

that impended over Him in Jerusalem, should have broken out

in such a cry as this, a cry which afterwards, when its sad pre-

sentiment was fulfilled, was once more uttered and recorded.^

The sense remains on the whole the same as we have expounded

it in St Matthew ; and the comprehensive glance over all the pro-

phetical missions and invitations down to this last and greatest,

makes its connection with the preceding verse very plain.^ But

^ Hence many decide, without further ado, that the words belong not

here, as e.g.^ Grotius, Meyer, de TVette, Schleiermacher, Neander.

2 This meets Schleiermacher's objection, that such an address to Jerusalem

would be unlikely in Galilee.

^ But we must be on our guard against the trifling which sometimes

connects the fox and the hen.

VOL. IV. E
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the latter clause, concerning the house left, and the seeing Him
again, must naturally have a modified sense here, receiving

afterwards its new meaning ; and there are many examples of

such wider application of earlier sayings. It is admitted by

most that 'ipri[jbog, which would indeed only suit that future fare-

well and departure, is not here the true reading ; the omission

of this here is as significant as the absence likewise of octt dprt.

The Lord now only says— Your house, around which the chil-

dren of Jerusalem were gathering for the feast, but not gathering

around Me, who have so often there taught and solicited them,'

—behold, / leave it to you, that is, soon to receive its full doom,

but now for the present I come not to-day or to-morrow into

the temple. Consequently, further,—^Ye shall, for this time, see

Me and hear Me first in your midst at the feast. It is wrong,

however, to forget that the whole of vers. 34, 35 is an address to

the inhabitants of Jerusalem in common ; and thence to refer

the last ye again to these Pharisees—" Ye shall first see Me,

when we meet once more at the feast." That is a very inade-

quate explanation of the great hosanna-cry, which neither these

nor any other Pharisees uplifted to greet Him ; it is rather the

Lord's purpose to predict here His final entrance, which He had

in Zechariah before His eyes : "O Jerusalem, thou wilt receive

Me once more, for it is so decreed, as Him that cometh (of whom
all the prophets have spoken) ; thou must festally and solemnly

receive, as sent unto thee in the highest sense,—and then crucify.

Me !" The prospective allusion to this joyful greeting in the far

distant futurity, in the same expression as St Matthew's repeti-

tion uses, is assuredly based upon its type in this first hosanna.

And now let the whole reply be glanced over again, in all its

richness of meaning:—how the Lord exhibits in few words His

own perfect knowledge of man, instantly detecting the true fox

—the precision and boldness of His instantaneous rejoinder—the

scorn which meets the cunning, the brief severity with which

He treats the hypocrites—the holy serenity which pervades the

whole, undisturbed in His firm prosecution of His conscious way
—the piercing energy of this denunciation, in connection with

^ For oTkos is obviously here the temple—and does not, as Stein most

whimsically interprets, signify "all which pertains to the happiness of

family and pubHc life
"
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the tenderness of His lamenting love, preserved down to the very

end of His toiling, long-suffering life—finally, the sublimity of

that prophetical glance, with which He surveys as well the his-

tory of the past, as the process of His own life and death, and in

ver. 35 anticipates the last and most glorious scenes of all.

A SECOND SABBATH-HEALING.

(Luke xiv. 3, 5 [Matt. xii. 10, 11.])

Whether this second conflict of our Lord with the Pharisees

on occasion of His healing on the Sabbath, a conflict wliich ex-

hibits a deportment on His part very similar to that maintained

on other occasions, but which bears essential marks of being

a distinct occurrence, is to be placed in chronological sequence

after the denunciatory discourses of chaps, xi. and xii., is a ques-

tion which is still open to discussion. The mere position of the

account does not enable us to determine positively in the affir-

mative ; though the section cannot be assigned to a later period

of the last journey (similarly with the whole of chs. xiv.-xvi.),

for the Lord appears now to have leisure for visiting houses and

imparting instruction. Grotius assumes, entirely without foun-

dation, that the host was a member of the Sanhedrim at Jerusa-

lem ; St Luke simply describes him as an a^yoov (of some sort),

who, like most such, was of the sect of the Pharisees.^ Even

after such rigorous denunciations, so rigorous that they might

have seemed to be an anticipation of His final renunciation of

them all, the Lord is seen to be still ready to accept the invita-

tions of these worse than Publicans to their tables ; and when

they exhibit their malignity He can all the more unrestrainedly

confront and correct them with the simplicity of truth and love.

If we bind closely together vers. 1 and 2, it might be thought

1 Or as a Pharisee who at the same time was an oipx^v- Thus only can

we translate it, and in no case regard rau (^ocpiaccluiu as rigidly dependent

upon oipxoiu ; for the Pharisees, as such, had no official leaders, or heads,

none at least who are called olpxovTss in the Kew Testament.
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probable that the sick man was brought by the Pharisees for the

express purpose that they might test the Lord—see what He
would do on the sabbath day, or possibly whether His power

was equal to the curing of this dropsical man. In such a case,

the kindness of the Physician towards a man who suffered him-

self to be thus misused, comes out into still greater promhience.

But the rjv ef/j'Trpoa^ev avrov does not indicate of itself anything

more than a coincidence ; and thus the Lord, notwithstanding

the 'TrapccTripstv of which He was well aware, at once heals the

sick man who appeared in His presence. The zcci riV disproves

Pfenninger's notion that the man had been brought in conse-

quence of a sympathising inquiry ; it is much more obvious to

suppose that before the sitting down (ver. 7), at the approach

and in the act of coming into the house (ver. 1), the sick man
had presented himself as a petitioner in the fore-court. We must

then regard the TDcparj^povf/jSvoi as surrounding and observing

Him from the very beginning. Suffice that St Luke designs to

tell us that even here, as soon as a sick man comes before Him,
the Lord is ready to help. On this occasion He anticipates the

polemical question which had so often been put, just in the way
in which, e.g., Matt. xii. 10, His enemies had put it to Him; and

in the manner in which He simply proposes the question it is

already answered. There are many such questions, the mere

proposal of which puts all gainsayers to silence, which we our-

selves need only to propose, if we have also the simplicity of

victorious truth on our side.

The illustration of an ox fallen into a pit or well might be

thought to have some correspondence with the malady by which

this man was perishing, just as before the binding and loosing

the animal might have been chosen with reference to the woman's

being bound;—but the circumstance in itself was of general pro-

verbial significance. The reading t;/o^ which Rettig defends in

Stud. u. Krit. (1838-4), and which, if genuine, would require ?;

fiovg to be regarded as a spurious and unapt addition, is, in itself,

despite all critical authority, so inappropriate that we cannot

admit it ; w^e cannot suppose that Jesus would require it of these

heartless Pharisees, without any qualification, that they should

treat every stranger to them with the same love which they

would feel towards their own children ! That would be quite
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discordant with His constant custom, which was to enter into

the position and adapt Himself to the character of those with

whom He contended, for their keen conviction ; and Olshausen

is right in saying that we must assume here the same conclusion

a minori ad majus, from an animal to a man, which holds good

in analogous sayings. The strange juxtaposition of "son and

ox" Rettig himself cannot admit ;^ on the other hand that of

" ox or ass " is warranted by Ex. xxi. 33, wdiich appears to be

the essential foundation of such a proverbial expression as found

also in the Talmud, comp. Deut. xxii. 4. Should it not be as

lawful to do that in love to a poor man which selfishness would

do for these two most useful beasts—as lawful as to provide

entertainment and receive guests on the sabbath day ? Is not

this rather commanded by the very nature of the sabbath, in-

stituted as it was by God's love, for the cure of man's whole

nature ?—Before, they kept silence, because they would not give

any answer ; but now it is yet more emphatic—They could not

!

No man among them was shameless or irrational enough to re-

ply—I would not do even that, but rather let my ox or my ass

remain ! or^That would be a very much more important

matter, the case of a most useful be^ist ! or even—That would

be less an act of labour than this of thy healing

!

THE UNGROUNDED PRETENSIONS OF PROUD PHARISEES AND
UNREFLECTING FOLLOWERS REPELLED. THREE PARABLES
TWICE OVER : THE BEING INVITED, OUR OWN INVITING, AND
THE REFUSING GUESTS ; THE REQUIREMENTS OF DISCIPLE-

SHIP, THE TRUE ABILITY BOTH FOR BUILDING ANT) WARFARE.

(Luke xiv. 8-35 [Matt, xxiii. 12, xxii. 2-9, x. 37, 38J).

Here, too, we have not merely a real, but also a chronological

connection : chap. xv. 1 first introduces a new scene, without

^ Sepp, indeed, quotes (ii, 337) in favour of tliis reading, a similar say-

ing from the Bava Kama 5, 6. (If an ox or ass, son or daughter, man-ser-

vant or maid, fall into a well)—but even there the pair is not so coupled

precisely, and if it were, we have no right to insert into the New Testament

a later Jewish tradition.
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Stricter definition of time. The formula (TVfSTopBvovro hi ahrcj

oy^oi ToXkoi might indeed be taken as beginning anew with the

same indefiniteness as riffav hi lyyiZ^ofreg avrco,^ chap xv. 1, but

the matter of His sayings, when viewed by a correct spirit of

exposition, forbids us to assume any such loose connection. The
Lord evidently continues to speak to the people in the same

strain which He had begun at the meal just left ; He repels, in

ver. 26, those who thoughtlessly followed Him, just as He had

before repelled the unwarranted claim to " eat bread in the

kingdom of God." We, therefore, do well to embrace the whole

section, as including all that was said both within and without

the house, under the one concise theme

—

Rejection of unfounded

pretensions, see ver. 15, in the middle of the whole. The Lord

abases ^roi«(i Pharisees, who were unjustifiably confident of the

Kingdom of God ; and also thoughtless adherents from among the

people, who regarded His discipleship as an unwarrantably light

matter. This gives us two co-ordinate portions of the discourse,

which correspond in their plan and treatment. We have three

parables for the abasement of the Phansees in connection with

the feast, and then again three parables for the warning repul-

sion of the unthinking crowds, spoken on leaving the feast. And
we can hardly think that it was St Luke only who thus blended

them in such symmetry.

Still more precisely, in each case we perceive two conjunct

similitudes in connection with a third. In the former part there

are two preparatory lessons (so to speak) given in similitudes

which spring directly from the feast, and afterwards the consum-

mating third similitude, which is evoked by the direct expression

given to the unfounded pretensions in ver. 15. The first parable

of all, springing directly from an obvious occasion given, and

already seizing the ultimate principle which gave it here its

force, is directed against the pride of the invited, and therefore

spoken to the guests. The counsels here given, seeming as

they do to exhibit common prudential maxims of life—Be not

proud, lest thou be put to shame ! Be rather lowly, so shalt

thou be honoured ! are suddenly, in the more wide-extended

^ As Sclieibel argues, who denies any connection throughout chaps,

xiv.-xvi.
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concluding lesson ofver. 11, so deepened and spiritualised, that

they in themselves appear obviously to condemn the pharisaical

pride of the Jews in relation to the kingdom of God, just as in

Matt, xxiii. 12. The second parable, vers. 12-14, is then added,

without any external challenge, and as a counterpart of the

former ; directed against selfishness in the party inviting, and,

therefore, addressed to him who bade Him and the other guests

:

—Bid not with selfish aims, but in the spirit of active benevo-

lence, and with reference to the future recompense ! In this is

condemned by a figure the selfishness of the Jews with regard

to love of their neighbour, springing from their practical ignor-

ance of the mercy of God ; and its conclusion, ver. 14, gives it

plainly to be understood that only the righteous, and not all the

Jews as such, will attain unto a happy resurrection. When, at

this point, the idly-devout cry of ver. 15, interrupts His words,

softening down if not directly opposing their intensely earnest

application, with a tacit assumption that the eating bread in the

kingdom of God would be the prerogative of all Israelites, and

preeminently of all the Pharisees—the Lord proceeds, according

to His wont, to make this stone of stumbling thrown in His way

a foundation for a further, and still more explicit, declaration.

Hence the third parable, vers. 16-24. "Verily, ye are all bid-

den to the supper of God ; but because those who were bidden

cling to self and the world, instead of truly coming in the pre-

scribed way of repentance and faith, therefore they will not taste

the bread of the kingdom of God, but others in their place
!"

The concluding lesson, ver. 24, passes directly to the undisguised

interpretation of the whole.

The Lord has gone out, and the crowding multitudes, the

oy^oi 'TToKkoi seem to say that they were disposed to receive the

invitation aright, and come to the supper as required. But He
sees through them ; and, continuing the same train of thought,

once more begins to utter the language of repulsion, humbling

and teaching those who throng to Him from the people. We
have, again, two yet more general preparatory similitudes teach-

ing the great requirements of His discipleship ; the third then

supplements them, as a warning against that apostasy which is

the certain issue of such spurious or half discipleship. In this

case the instruction^ as we might have expected, comes first in
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unfigurative words,—In order to be My disciples, it is requisite

that the dearest objects should be renounced, ver. 26, and the

Divine discipline voluntarily submitted to, ver. S7. Both these

lessons are illustrated in two co-ordinate parables concerning

building and warfare, which do not by any means (as our expo-

sition will show) mean one and the same thing, but have a

progressive idea in their signification. In the building of con-

version, the only true counting of the cost is—that a man
should see his own absolute incompetence and emptiness (or re-

nounce everything) ; the retaining of any by-love, such as

would hinder its completion, being a humiliating and disgraceful

half-work ! Vers. 28-30. In the conflict—inseparable from a

continuance in discipleship—with God who layeth His " cross"

upon us, in order to our furtherance and preservation, the only

wise condition of peace with the Almighty One is—that a man
should see his own feebleness, and voluntarily submit, vers. 31,

32. That all this may be perfectly understood, ver. 33 follows,

with a plain lesson at the close like that at the beginning—To
renounce all that a man hath is the material for building, to

pray for peace is the real might in warfare ! Finally, in vers.

34, 35 we have the tliird, conclusive similitude of the worthless

salt, which cannot be made good again, and is fit for nothing

but—to be ca&t out (and trodden under foot) ; and this concludes

by the strongest utterance of that fundamental idea of humilia-

tion and disgrace which has pervaded our Lord's warnings from

ver. 8 downwards.

Vers. 8, 10. With the malignant -raparpypg/V of the Pharisees

corresponds the gracious gxs%s/v of the Redeemer and Physician

of souls to all that comes before His attention :—He pays special

attention to the deportment of the guests in taking their places,

wherein was most plainly brought to light the deplorable baseness

of their spirit. After, as we may suppose, a long and beautiful

grace, a most petty contention arises about their several seats

and dignity ; for the excellent custom of assigning beforehand

to guests their respective places had not yet been established.
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Thus unworthily to be seeking their own honour on the sabbath

day, and that, too, in the presence of the Holy One of God,

w^hom it had been their design to entrap and abase, at once lays

these crafty assailants open to His censure, exhibits their cha-

racter precisely as lie denounced it in chap. xx. 46, and gives

Him a vantage-ground for beginning the attack in a manner

which would be likely to disconcert their plans. The Lord

avoids the appearance of assuming an unseasonable tone, and

uttering lessons designedly prepared for the assembly : He simply

lays hold of the circumstances of the moment, according to His

custom ever to seize humanity in its external exhibition of itself,

and to illustrate and pass sentence upon the internal dispositions

which the external act betrays.^ St Luke introduces the Lord's

word at the outset as a xapa/SoA?;, the form which would best

coiTespond with the decorous instruction of a guest at a feast,

and this at the same time hints at the profound spiritual appli-

cation which comes out so impressively at the conclusion, ver.

11 ; one might almost say that the Saviour now essays to heal

that far worse than bodily dropsy, the inflation of pride, the

dropsy of the heart, in these miserable men.^

When thou art bidden—simply the ordinary form of speech,

which does not involve the necessity of embarrassing the subject

by insignificant inquiries as to the individual person addressed.

Did He speak to him w^ho stood nearest, or to the chief person

present, in direct condemnation ; or conversely to one who

modestly remained below for his encouragement ? Nothing of

the kind, but as St Luke correctly and plainly writes—;rpoV

Tovg /CB?iX'/}f/jSvovg, Tpog avrovg. The scriptural foundation of

this hm, which is not limited to the Jews or to the East (which
T T ' ^

^ Schleiermacher :
" The dignity of these words appears in this, that

without any appearance of profoundness or severity, they lay bare the

secret disposition lying at the foundation of the external behaviour wtich

they condemn."
2 Kleuker :

" The morbid and restless desire of the creature in his vanity

for the better place." To what lengths this drove the later Jewish scribes,

many evidences show. Simeon Ren Schetach, invited by King Jannaeus,

placed himself between the king and the queen. Being asked why he did

so, his reply was that it wajs written—Wisdom maketh him to sit among

great men (Ecclus. xi. 1, comp. Prov. iv. 8). This circumstance is found

in Hieros. Berachoth fol. ii. 2.
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even appears In Baron von Knigge, and in Alberti's Kompli-

mentirbuch), but which our Lord has illustrated in its pro-

foundest meaning, is Prov. xxv. 6, 7 ; comp. in Ecclus. i. 29,

thoucrh the son of Sirach elsewhere omitted this amonc? the

rules of his guests. The warning, moreover, places the evil in

the strongest light by addressing the least modest, who at once

took possession of tj^v TTpcoro/cKtaiccv, the one preeminent seat,

with which afterwards rov h^ocrov roTCOV is strictly parallel.

When, therefore, some more honourable personage comes in at

a later hour,—for here also the most eminent ones seem to re-

gard it as dignified to come in last,—he who bade not only thee

with thy pride, but him also^ will naturally say, and without

much circumlocution (without even the prefatory (p/Xg which

greets the humble man)—Tvlake place for this man, as it is fit

!

and as of course it is not to be supposed that the whole company

would rise and make a general movement downward, nothing

remains but that thou take the lowest place as the result of thy

impropriety ! and that, too, very properly, with shame and dis-

grace ! The shame which does not attach to the mere sitting

below, falls upon him who is sent down from a higher place ;

and that is finely intimated in the ap^T]. If it is thy aim to

have honour in the presence of the company, it should be thy

prudence so to act as to be sent upwards rather—thus would

thy aim be better secured. This might seem at first to be a

mere common rule of discretion, which approves and confirms

the desire for honourable place ; but it appears so only until we
mark the application of the parable to the final and essential

allotment of our place in the supper of the kingdom of God—for

the third parable, ver. 16, is thus really prepared for in this first.

And it is also quite right when rightly understood—though the

ha in the application must not be overmuch pressed—to abase the

fizvoho^cc by seeking the true lo^a—If thou wilt be the first,

then be the last ! The Lord's gracious wisdom reminds us poor

mortals of those frequent humiliations which arise in the external

relations of our earthly life, as if for types and warnings. How
often is something similar to this occurring ; one who thinks

himself great meeting with one still greater of whom he thought

not, and before whom he must recede : but how inefiectual

generally are these humiliations in abasing pride, which still
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seeks other methods of exaltation, masked with yet finer sub-

tilty ! Our polished guests, under similar circumstances, act

very differently from those grovelling Pharisees, ver. 7 ; they

adopt, in their sense, the Lord's counsel, and seek for honour

with hypocritical humility. How often is this seen even in the

ordinances of religion, even at the holy Supper of the Lord ; the

same spirit being exhibited under a disguised expression, which,

in a thousand forms shows, in daily life, its undissembled eager-

ness to obtain the 'TrpcoroKXiffiK. And the sentence with which

our Lord closes is ever receiving a manifold fulfilment.

Yer. 11. The exaltation of self was at that time, the essential

spirit of the Pharisees, and of the whole people with them ; as it

is of all men generally under the influence of their inborn pride.

This foolish, unprofitable, and disappointed striving is exhibited

everywhere in human affairs before the presence of men:

—

every one desires naturally the uppermost place, at least rela-

tively to others seeking rag 'TrpojToyJjaiag, and forgetting in that

passion the rights of this or that hTtfJUorspog than himself Al-

though the Lord, speaking directly of these external things,

does not intend to be understood as levelling all distinction, but

rather confirms the outward proprieties of higher and lower in

human life
;
yet does He take occasion to denounce the blinded

folly which seeks in such externahties a vain honour instead of

the true, and in such a frivolous and contemptible way as to

need no deprivation of its object to put it to shame. But funda-

mentally all place, and position, and title are alike petty and

external. As, however, man's internal pride is manifested in

these things before man, so is it more emphatically before God ;

He knows the abject ones who cringe before their fellows, and

the indolent who care nothing about higher or lower, provided

only they have their share, both alike utterly regardless of their

abasement before the Supreme. He knows every publican and

sinner who exalts himself above other publicans and sinners worse

than himself I and it is to this that the closing saying of the

parable points;—that profound declaration which we have already

contemplated on Matt, xxiii. 12, and which we shall soon hear

again in a most impressive connection (chap, xviii. 14). That

he who presses forward is repelled, he who humbly retires is

advanced ; that pride is abased, and humility exalted ; is one
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great antithetical fact, which is pretypified in ten thousand ways

in human life, and will have its eternal consummation in every

soul at the last day. On the one side stands the Lord Jesus

Christ,^ according to Phil. ii. 8, 9 ; and on the other that first of

all sons of pride, in whom, according to Isa. xiv. 13-15, this

parable had its first and most awful fulfilment. Choose then, O
man, between the way of Christ and the way of Satan !

Vers. 12-14. The excellent John Newton^ condemned most

vehemently the vain parties and feasts of Christian people ; ap-

pealing to Luke xiv. 12-14 as a passage of Scripture which few

seemed to regard as a portion of holy writ, and which w^as more

neglected than any other:—but such sentiments rest upon a

very superficial exposition of the letter. More perverted, how-

ever, were the theory and practice of the enthusiastic Miiller of

Bristol,^ who for more than thirteen years acted literally on the

injunction of Kom. xiii. 8, and thought that every man who
willed to perform the commandments of God, according to John

vii. 17, would be inwardly convinced that every injunction in

the Sermon on the Mount must be understood literally, in the

strictest sense. But, after all, this is in any case the least which

our Lord designed to say here—that we should rather invite the

poor and the maimed than our own friends, neighbours, and re-

latives to our feasts ; indeed, the rigid literal fulfilment of this

parabolical commandment, given to be understood by us in its

spirit, would involve an unjust contravention of the instincts of

love and propriety—just as V7e have had occasion to see on seve-

ral earlier occasions. Schleiermacher, therefore, has something

like right when he says—" this would be to subvert the natural

procedure of all social life !" Bengel's remark is simple and ex-

cellent—Jesus invitationes ex necessitudine naturali et civili

quasi suo loco relinquitj ipse meliores prsecipit. Humanitatis

officia non plane tolHt. The " not " may be here, as often,

taken as not so much, not only ; and, generally speaking, the

^ To whom no man assigned in this feast the seat of honour. He waits

calmly to occupy the place which will be His, and meanwhile speaks in the

midst of their tumultuous striving a few words of penetrating truth.

2 In his very edifying letters, several times issued in German.
^ See Des Herrn Fiihrungen im Lebensgange des Georg. F. Miiller, von

ihm selbst geschrieben. Stuttgart bei Liesching 1844.
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whole form of expression has a proverbial character, pointing to

the internal disposition with the illustration of a striking ex-

ample ;—see the right interpretation on Matt. v. 46, 47 ; Luke
vi. 32-34. Nor can we agree with Ebrard, that there is no

blame here intended to the host, but only to the guests as

intending to return the entertainment ; and that the entertainer

had bidden Jesus with a good intention, and without any relative

or neighbour. Yer. 1 makes this very questionable ; the Lord

graciously leaves uninvestigated the design in which He Himself

was bidden, but we must assuredly assume from the whole

character of the feast that the host required such an exhortation

as he received, to expend in a better manner his hospitality and

generosity. There must have been friends and kinsfolk in

abundance, or otherwise the Lord's address would have been

altogether unseasonable and misapplied ; and indeed the general

claim laid to the best seats proves of itself that rich and distin-

guished neighbours were not wanting there.

The Lord designedly sets out with the double designation ap/c-

rov 71 hT'TTVov, including them both afterwards under the general

hoy^rj of any kind ; and the (ptkovg connects itself strikingly with

the (p/Xs of the previous parable. There it was assumed as the

common rule, that the giver of a feast should have his friends for

guests ; but now the discourse reaches suddenly beyond.—"But

properly these should not so much as the poor and the needy be

bidden." The gradation of the guests, as alas they are generally

invited and present, proceeds from the nearest outwards. The

(piXoi are partly to be taken as a general comprehensive designa-

tion, and partly as rightly taking precedence of relatives : cchiX(pot

indicates a nearer relationship than (j'jyyzi^sTg ; but finall}^ come

the neighbours, yet nota bene only if they are rich. It has been

thought desirable—though with some violence to the diction,

since the Tovg and the crov are wanting in connection with ys/-

roi'ccg—to refer '777^ovaiovg to the whole series together, since to

bid the poor relations, and thus acknowledge the rights of their

kinship, could not but be an excellent thing. But the general

tone of the whole discourse forbids us thus to press its individual

words. It was no harm in Tobit that he said to his son—Go
and bring what poor man soever thou shalt find out of our

brethren, who is mindful of the Lord (or in the Greek ov av
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ivprjg Tuv cchX(pa}v ^(Jbuv bhrj). The Lord condemns here only

the selfish disposition which has the expected return in view

;

and estimating the (pfkovg by that standard, counts many to be

such who are altogether without love ! He therefore refers to the

laws of Moses, with all their inculcation of charity in festal feasts

and rejoicings ; such as Deut. xiv. 28, 29, xvi. 11, xxvi. 11-13,

comp. Heb. viii. 10, and the saying constructed from them, in

Ecclus. xiv, 14. The motive of our Lord's counsel explains

at once its true meaning

—

lest they also bid thee again, and thou

shouldst thus seek to possess thy wrong recompense! This

IJjYj'TroTB is precisely the same as in ver. 8. For the temporal re-

compense is to be feared and avoided similarly with the humilia-

tion in the former case. Metus mundo ignotus, as Bengel

irronically adds. ' AvTizoCKsiv appears to be the term which

corresponds to our reciprocation of favour ; but he who has the

ability and the disposition to spread a table for others should not

remain within the circle which selfish calculation prescribes.

Matt. V. 46, but remember that infinitely better recompense,

which is held forth not indeed as a mere avrocTToboiJjOC, but in the

high declaration

—

fjucczocpiog h'/j^ The reference to eternal re-

compense is lawful and right ; we may not say (with Schleier-

macher) that there is a gleam of irony passing from ver. 12 into

the avrocTroMfjffsrat of ver. 13 ; for the Lord's words are here

subKmely real and earnest, when He finally points forwards to the

resurrection, He declares what is the goal of honour and reward

to which He had referred from the beginning, using the ortho-

dox and current language of the people, and of the Pharisees.

But when the " resurrection of the just " is appealed to as evi-

dence of His confirmation of the doctrine o^ ajlrst resurrection,^

we must demur; that is not the immediate meaning of His

words, they contain merely an intimation that only the righteous

will rise to a blessed resurrection of recompense ; as we under-

stand also in John v. 29 the resurrection of life. Comp. on

Luke XX. 35, Vol. iii.

^ Braune overlooks this IVij in the original, when he applies the German

translation—so hist du selig ! to the present blessedness of giving and show-

ing charity.

2 The Irvingite exegesis naturally enough lays hold of this—see Ueber

den Rathschluss u. s. w. II. 60.
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And now Interposes a guest with his interesting saying, ver.

15. We hesitate to admit that he was actually much impressed

(as Bengel understands the cc'/iOV(^ug^—audiens, eoque tactus);

or (as Braune thinks) that his " elevated feeling, sensible of the

incongruities and foUies of the prevalent customs, is susceptible

only to the blessedness and freedom of the children of God;"
or that he uttered (as Olshausen has it) his "joyfal enthusiasm;"

for the Lord w^ould not then have replied so severely to the well-

intended utterance of his earnest emotion as we find He did :

—

We must gather the internal meaning of such a word spoken to

Jesus from the answer which He immediately made to this man
himself, as appropriate to his own case. The man was disposed

rather, as we prefer to think, to purify the atmosphere, over-

charged by the two former parables ; and to say something edi-

fving which would not give offence to any party. His aim was

partly to redeem the rest of the company from their utter silence;

and partly to put an end to the too intense spirit of moralising,

by something benignant of his own. His words, however

piously they sound, contain a threefold latent impropriety:

—

first, his sensual conception of the resurrection of the just, the

(^ayiiv o^pTOV in the kingdom of God being used without any

qualification, just as the Evangelist in ver. 1 had used it to de-

scribe the present meal;^ then the confident assurance of his

pretensions to eat it as a Pharisee and an Israelite, knowing no-

thing of ch. xiii. 28, 29, overlooking or pretermitting the little

word ^izcctauv in ver. 14 ; finally, his indolent, contented remis-

sion of the matter into distant futurity, thus bringing the too

rigorous and critical exhortation to a close. He sits compla-

cently at his kinsman's feast, and prattles about the heavenly

table. The Lord says

—

Blessed wilt thou be, rather, if thou

doest good to the poor ; and the man immediately appropriates

the words, and gives them another turn in his pious way of talk-

ing—Yea, verily, we shall all be happy indeed, when we have

once entered there! (Meanwhile let us enjoy ourselves here

without too much of such discourse.) The cry, indeed, uttered

with a better meaning and higher intelhgence is perfectly cor-

^ Too boldly expressed by Bahrdt—happy for him -who lives to feast in

the kingdom of God.
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rect, and fundamentally in harmony with Eev. xix. 9. Hence

Joh. von Miiller, himself genuinely moved by it, remarks

—

" what blessedness, even to feel this !" It is a foretaste of that

future blessedness, to be able thus to anticipate it.

Vers. 16, 17. But since this pious spokesman of the whole

company is, alas, far from uttering a well-grounded claim to the

participation of the supper of God, the Lord makes His words

the foundation of a yet more severe continuation of His own
discourse, instead of being silenced by them. As to the relation

of this parable to its later variation. Matt. xxii. 2-14, we have

said what was necessary there. The Lord speaks here, through-

out the parable as a whole, more gently and in a more concealed

tone, than in St Matthew ; but the conclusion in ver. 24 is all

the more plain, emphatic, and piercing. The one servant, who
here carries the invitation, represents in a certain sense all the

invitations of God in general and as one whole, and is, so to

speak, the calling voice of God in itself, as uttered through all

His messengers;^ but yet it is conclusively the Son, the Mes-

siah Himself, calling men to the kingdom of heaven ; it is He
Himself who now speaks, as is plainly shown in the expression

—at the hour of supper. The great essential is coming in peni-

tence, faith, and good works, when the invitation is given ; the

being invited is nothing in itself. The point is to come now, and

not with spurious devotion to talk about a future blessedness ; for

the hour, the time of coming, and entering, and eating, is already

now. He who will not come now, will then be left without; the

keen point of the word of invitation lies in the hasteful summons

—All things are now ready ! The gracious Host tarries not,

admits no question whether He will be pleased to wait till to-

morrow or the next day. Finally, what boundless matter of

exposition and preaching in the all things which the Lord had

made ready for those whom He calls.

Vers. 18-20. All began with one consent to excuse them-

selves from obeying the gracious and earnest—Come ! None of

those who were bidden came ; hence again at the close

—

JVone of

them shall taste of My supper. Consequently it is manifest that

the TTolXo I who were called according to ver. 16, are only those

1 Eoos, " the company of all the preachers of the Gospel."
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of wliorn this can be said ; not, therefore, as elsewhere, all Israel.

or the collective number of all who were to be called througho
out the world :—this more restricted view which pervades the

parable is to be carefully observed. Its ai/hpsg lySivoi oi y.iySkr-

[jAvoi are such as were specifically and preeminently, primo loco

and in preference to others, the called oi\\\Q kingdom of heaven;

such as, in virtue of their position, endowments, understanding,

and responsibilities, occupied the same relation to the people of

Israel which these occupied to the heathen—the Scribes, Phari-

sees, and Rulers, as the leaders and representatives of the people

at large. We might say without much danger of error—" the

representatives of the theocracy," of whom not one believed on

Jesus, according to Jno. vii. 48. AYe must not, how^ever,

overlook the other side of the question, which, in reference

to the relation between ver. 14 and ver. 15, should be made very

prominent,—that these representatives and leaders regard them-

selves as the "just" and as righteous, the rich and the whole

in contrast with the poor and the maimed, as we shall see on

ver. 21. These had gladly accepted the invitation w^hich is pre-

supposed, ver. 16, as ha^ang preceded; they have prided them-

selves on being the certain and honoured guests, and have acted

as if they expected nothing better than the final happy summons
to the enjoyment of the feast :—and yet iliey come not ! It now
happens just as they themselves avow in John vii. 48, and as

the Lord here announces it as well-known ;—they began (and

continued stedfast to the end, fi'om the first to the last) to

excuse themselves osto (Jjiac, understand yv^iJjrig or (pCiJPTJg, with

one mind and one voice. Xot merely a^rd fJbtug 'zrapatT'/jasajg,

pariter et simul; but it is intimated also, that with all the

variety of their apologies as they now follow, their refusal is one

and the same, as if they had all concerted it. And wherefore so ?

The true meaning, the innermost principle of the preaching-

which invited them to come, and w-hich is here only represented

m its gracious aspect as the gospel of good tidings, is implied

and understood, though unexpressed, to be—Eepentance and

Conversion ; and this is what they unanimously decline. They

know this well, they understand the prophets* nin;"i?X MVC*

and the Baptist's and Christ's fJAravoiTTB, well enough to turn

VOL. IV. F
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from them : therefore nothing more explicit needed to be said to

these wise ones.

We must now further inquire into the specific meaning and

SDecific distinction intended to be expressed by the tltreefold

refusal ; and it is melancholy to observe how seldom in sermons

or in expositions the distinctive significance of the three answers

is retained, well-known and almost proverbial as the section is in

Christendom. This much in general is clear at the outset, that

the ground of the first is opposed to the heavenly inheritance, as

a whole, while the oxen of the second are contrasted with the

attainment and possession of better substance in detail ; and that

the marriage joy of the third is intended to be set in opposition

to the true eternal happiness of God's kingdom and God's sup-

per. Thus we have most obviously a dichotomy presented to

us—the good things and the enjoyments of this world, its riches

and its pleasure, are the things which withhold those from

coming who are dependent upon them. The earthly mind will

not part with the morsel in the mouth out of regard to that

which is promised of God ;
prefers the fleshpots of Egypt to the

manna pledged in abundance ; the husks which now fill the

belly to the ample provision of bread which abounds even for the

servants in the Father s house ; counts the pottage of lentils of

more worth, as pacifying the present appetite, than the first-born

prerogative which must wait for an inheritance in the future.

Now-a-days men speak loftily of "material interests;" and the

endless schemes of invention and industry, by which arts are im-

proved or wealth is gained, allow but little time or inclination

for seeking reconciliation with God, or the way to heaven.

Similarly, in this parable the two former recusants have the

appearance of something like laudable occupation to plead :

—

such respectable men of business must forsooth be excused

when God summons, for this world demands their most sedulous

attention and most thrifty devotion of time, in its manifold

exactions.-^ So also the learned, and even the learned in

^ Are we to regard tlie ground bought without being seen as an indica-

tion of covetousness, Isa. v. 8 ? We doubt it, and would rather regard

the purchase as a conditional one—the ihlu being equivalent to loKif^xaxi.

But we would not positively decide.
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divinity, have their profoundly important investigations in hand,

their intricate questions which they must go to prove. Alas,

]30or sinner ! investigate, prove, and test thy own heart, rather

than thy fields, thy oxen, thy documents ancient or new ! Pon-

der in thy soul the fact that thou art thyself, with all thy efibrt

and toil, only as an ox bearing the hard yoke, so long as the

answer given to the great invitation is—I must do this or that,

I must and can do no other ! But to both these, who thus have

the excuse of something to do, is opposed now the other who

has something to enjoy as his apology :—he has married a wife,

and in her he finds his field and oxen, and everything ; inde-

pendently of her he knows, thinks of, and cares for, nothing just

now. Probably it was but for one object that he married at all;

without having any piece of land of his own, without knowing

or caring how any family might be provided for after his mar-

riage ;
^ but that troubles him not now, he is without disquiet

and perfectly content. Such are the thorough men of the world,

fi-om the highest in rank down to the most squalid, who are

bending all their energies to attain the pleasure (or the pain \)

of the moment ; and are ready with their irritable / cannot

!

whenever the servant of God brings home to them the instant

appeal. To the one the wide world is his bride, in whose broad

arms he thinks himself happy ; w^hile the other weds his little

fragment. Why dost thou not come with thy wife, if susceptible

of heavenly things ; or, if she is not, without her ?

This gives us the twofold refusal, as it obviously lies before

us ; but three are specifically mentioned—how, then, are the

two former distinguished? First of all, we find on a calm and

simple inspection of the whole, that there is a progression of

contradiction and refusal to accept the invitation—each being

more decisive and infatuated than the former. The first speaks

in the most courteous manner, and, so far as the gentle request

to be excused goes, is mechanically followed by the second in a

tone far too common and too dangerous ; his h/^oo avdyfcrjv is set

against the careful avayKciZ^nv of the servant (ver. 23, which is

^ The question here is not of hindrance through marriage generally (I

am married !), but of the first tumult of wedded passion as the type of all

carnal enjoyment. This man did not lose his freedom through his wife,

save as it was his strong will to lose it.
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not the case with regard to the first rejecters), and thus his

IpctJTa} <7S has at least some specious foundation, although with

great impropriety and with resolute selfvvill he prefers to follow

his own avdyzYij never intending any other. The second dis-

patches the invitation somewhat more curtly—/ am going now
on my urgent way, and may not permit myself to be hindered

;

there rest my security and my pleasure ; let that suffice. But

the third, whose oh hvi'ccfjjcn has only the specious sound of

courtesy, says this essentially in a half mocking tone—I have a

wedding and festal merriment of my own ; no other is of any

import to me ; thou seest how it is, and mayest leave me con-

tent ! For the Jews this would point back to the law of Moses,

Dent. xxiv. 5 ; and the htd tovto suggests an apparent reason

which rendered the request to be excused unnecessary. And
with this general view accords on the whole what an anonymous

writer in the Kirchenfreund fiir das nordliche Deutschland (1839

Nr. 71) has suggested upon this exegetical problem ; viz., that

the distinguishing element of the three answers lies in the words

which express the inward dis2:)osition of those who excuse them-

selves. So regarded, it is an external circumstance which im-

poses a necessity upon the first to decline ; he allows himself to

be ruled by this necessity, and it may be expected of him that,

when the pressure of circumstances is withdrawn, he will yet

come : the second yields with more readiness and complacency

to the restraining difficulty, and does not feel disposed to sur-

mount it : while the third, and most wilful, utters his scornful

and harsh—I cannot do otherwise ! There is a certain truth in

this, but not the whole truth, nor does it full justice to the text:

for the last ov hvpccfjuoct is not so fundamentally to be distinguished

from the first 'i')(^a) avdyzriv as the expression of inner disposition,

both resolving themselves into the middle term Tel est mon
plaisir ; and further, this essay is wrong and one-sided in finding

the difference only in this, and in declaring that it is not to be

sought, where it is commonly sought, in the distinctive circum-

stances which restrained the three parties. We have plainly

seen that the possessions and the i^leasures of the world are

Ijiere distinguished ; but there must also be a certain distinction

between the two things which unite in expressing the former,

for the Lord did not make this difference without a purpose.
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Finally, then, how are the piece of ground and the oxen, as

they together significantly exemplify the former, to be regarded

in their dichotomy ? This has long been, and still is, the ques-

tion; and most marvellous have been the perversions of preachers

and expositors in their dealing with it. Luther himself strangely

erred when he regarded the former as the priests and spiritual

guides, who say—We must cultivate the land, that is, govern

the people ; while the latter cling to worldly honour and con-

sideration, hulls or oxen being in Ps. xxii. the earthly rulers

among men!!. Others have reversed the order, and referring

the three subjects to the three relations, civil, spiritual, and

household, have made the oxen (though their yokes belong cer-

tainly to husbandry) animals destined to sacrificial purposes

!

The ingenious Herberger involves himself in the snare of his

own ingenuity, when he is deluded into saying—"The Lord
Jesus, without doubt, referred to three most eminent sects—the

Essenes, who cultivated the land ; the Pharisees, who were

proud, despotic, violent oxen; and the Sadducees, who were

altogether and obscenely carnal." These are specimens of error

in the exposition which will dispose the reader to forego any

further enumeration of them. And yet the true exposition lies

palpably at hand I We have already shown that the piece of

ground indicates possessions in this world generally and in mass,

while the oxen correspond with individual property in detail

—

and this of itself might well satisfy the requirements of the sub-

ject. But this is not the only point in these full and pregnant

similitudes ;—what then is the most essential and fundamental

distinction ? The Lord Himself, as His own expositor, mentions

it when He repeats the parable. Matt. xxii. 5, and places ay^og

and IfjjTropia in connection with one another ;—why then has not

this been used as the key to the obscurity of our present passage "i?

The second of the two has also his own piece of ground, and

indeed that not a small one, for he can employ upon it no less

than five yoke of oxen ; the distinction, therefore, in the process

of development in human life lies in this, that the former settles

down contentedly in his estate^ while the latter uses his heri-

tage like a thrifty economist. Hence the full and significant

classification which the Lord makes of the people of the world, re-

fusing to come to the feast, by dividing them into—first, those who
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rest in property, or rather, in this case, acquired possessions in

the secure and joyful first feeling of possession;^ then, such as

are absorbed in commerce or business, for the increase of their

property and its revenue ; and, finally, those who, possibly with-

out any possessions or anxiety about them, are enjoying them-,

selves in inactive pleasure, simply as such. And with this well

agrees the circumstance not remarked at first, that eager activity

is first made prominent in the case of the second, in the TTopivofJijCci

which does not brook being hindered, and in the laudable pru-

dence of the hozi(Jjd(rai.

Finally, that we may not omit any trait in the parables, the

requests to be excused depict in a very striking manner the half

hypocritical, half wilful spirit of the two recusants of the former

class, who use the same conventional form of speech in their

refusal. On the one hand they admit, from their own internal

feeling (and therein differing from the third), that their grounds

of excuse are not in themselves essentially valid ; therefore each

says 'iy^z (m TrapriT^iMfov, treat me obligingly this time, let me
pass as excused. On the other hand, such a style of speaking as

the response to so glorious a summons to the feast of the King of

heaven, betrays a certain tincture of scornfulness, almost as if it

ran—I thank thee most obediently for thy offer of blessedness!

Now, however affectionately the servants of God may execute

their commission, and yield to the honest utterance of every

sincere heart, it is beyond their instructions and their preroga-

tive to grant such a prayer ; the servant cannot have any one

excused—all that he can do is, as we shall see, to tell his Lord

what has been said to him.

Vers. 21-2 o. The fundamental ideas which are exhibited in

the sudden turn wdiich the words now take, and according to

which the anger of the great Host against the despisers, passes

over into boundless benevolence towards others in their stead,

have been observed upon already at Matt. xxii. ; but "the distinc-

tive characteristic element in the present parable consists in this,

1 Which would decide what we left undecided before, that the Ihlu is not

equivalent to "^oKty.cc^siv, but is the joyous beholding of his own landed

property now obtained, the first joy of possession. Sepp, however, goes

astraywhen he speaks of the three impediments a.&—pleasure (in the country-

seat bought for that purpose!), industry, and sensuality.
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that substitutes are twice introduced here instead of those who
were first called. Those who enter in, ver. 21, are not the

heathens among the Jews, for the city is still, according to Matt,

xxii. 7, Jerusalem and Israel,^ but those among the people of

Israel who were outside the circle of those self-complacent, satis-

fied, vainly-invited men ; that is, the publicans and sinnei's of

chap XV. 1, see Matt. xxi. 31. Their figurative description points

oack with verbal precision to ver. 13, in order thus to bind to-

gether the two similitudes, and in the third to give a retro-

spective hint for the interpretation of the second—Exercise

benevolence towards the desolate and needy, even as God Him-
self does in the administration of His kingdom ! Previously, the

poor, generally, had been opposed to the rich neighbours ; and

then (in the place of the dear friends and kinsmen) in specie \hQ

halt, and lame, and blind, the wretched and the despised, whom
a dignified great man would hardly like to place at his table ; but

the repetition of these expressions now, as borrowed from the

former similitude, requires the explanation of a spiritual meaning

—the spiritually poor and spiritually rich, who gladly and at once

obey the call of God. Nor is the specific contrast with those

other despisers, which is involved in the words, to be altogether

rejected as trifling :—The poor have not bought land or oxen to

demand their care, the blind cannot go to see and to prove any-

thing, the lame cannot go so eagerly and intently here or there

;

finally, the maimed have no inducement and no ability to assist

at the merriment of weddings. Such poor and wretched ones,

or rather all such people w^ho are to be found (jovg ^r^;^©:)?

x.r.X.)y the servant brings in according to the commandment of

his lord, finding them in all parts of the city where they are to

be found

—

pvf/jcci are the smaller, narrower passages and alleys,

where such people most abound : comp. Isa. xv. 3, where we
have the same word in connection with '^Xarhaic. They come

without any refusal, and the servant reports joyfully of his mes-

^ Still less may vtq understand vers. 21 and 23 of a twofold calling of

the Gentiles, as if first those who were nearer, and already shone upon

by the light of revelation, were called ; and then afterwards those who were

further removed, locally and morally I (v. Gerlach.) So Roos : first the

Romans and Greeks, then the Barbarians. But the text does not harmonise

with this view.
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sage accomplished ; but he observes, and confidentially reports

to his master, that yet there is room. The feast and the house

are both on a great scale—and here we may think of the many

empty places of the absent many^ for whom all things had been

ready ; and still more of the large and liberal benevolence of the

great Host. A precious expression is this g'r/ roTog Iffri for the

riches of the compassion of God—especially when we note the

point too often overlooked, that it is not the Lord Himself who

utters it, but the servant, who knows his master's mind and his

master's house full well, gives the assurance first, and his lord

approving his words confirms them by repeating—that my house

may be filled I Nee natura nee gratia patitur vacuum—remarks

most beautifully the good Bengel once more. O that the proud

Jews could have conceived of this amplitude of provision in the

kingdom of God for all people ! Those who are now called, ver.

23, are actually the heathen ; and this only does St Matthew

adduce. These are yet more wretched in their need, who lie

homeless (in the sense of Eph. ii. 12) in the highways around

the city, having their miserable lodgment under the shadow of

the hedges. (Bengel—sepes mendicorum parietes.) The poverty

and abasement of these may forbid • them to believe, and their

ruined abandonment might disincline them to accept the good

tidings, that such as they are invited to the high feast—therefore

they must be compelled to come in. Observe the significant pro-

gression in the character of the three invitations :—to the first

called it is only simply said that the time was come, for more

than that would be inappropriate after their long earlier calling :

the poor and the infirm are graciously taken by the hand and

brought in, this being absolutely needful in the case of the

maimed, and halt, and blind, who would come, but hardly could :

finally, there is the avayzaZ^nv for all who were found without, in

which the invitation now supplementarily triumphs over every

false 'iyjiii avdyzrjv (ver. 18) which might arise among those with-

out. The perversion of this saying both in the theory and the

practice of the church since Augustine explained and justified

the compelle intrare by the incorrect and subtile thought—Foris

inveniatur necessitas, ut intus nascatur voluntas ! This willing-

ness to come is not to be effected by any external and actual

compulsion ; nor does the Lord's saying speak of any such, for,
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according to ver. 17, He would receive only those who come and

come voluntarily. (Matt. xxii. 3.) As those who were brought

in came in at the same time of themselves, so now, also, the in-

variable and indispensable zlaiKhlv is connected with the avdy-

tcaZpVj in order to obviate any perversion. We must understand

the word in the same sense as the Tapa/D/a^sc^a/ of Luke xxiv.

29, Acts xd. 15, that is, of the urgent appeal and supplication

which will not take refusal.-^ Where there is no proud and

refractory refusal, but only, on. the contrary, an excess of self-

abasement, and the unbelief which that engenders, saying, "I am
not worthy, nor can it be truth that I am in\dted, I cannot go

in my beggar-garments to that high table—and even though

this fundamental thought should be overlaid by the abject feel-

ing which prefers the fi'ee living of the mendicant to the table of

a king, the servant's reply is—" I cannot admit thy excuse, I

cannot cany back such a message to my Lord, thou shouldst and

thou must come ! Thy misery must be no hindrance, such as

thou art was I to bring ! That thou abidest so complacently in

thy misery, makes the matter much worse ; but to such as thou

art must I tell the whole unqualified truth !" This is the true

amyKoZ^iiv of evangelical preaching, as it admits not of being

apphed in the case of those depicted in vers. 18-20. For the

rest, that on the whole and in mass there is assumed here in the

case of the Gentiles such a compelling of the predisposed mind,

followed by such a believing and acceptance of the call, is in

strict harmony (exceptions on both sides being allowed for) with

the record of the first transitional history of the Gospel :
hence

the language of Acts xxviii. 28; Rom. ix. 30, and other passages.

It is of the call which went forth at the hour of the supper that

the parable primarily speaks—and from that time it goes fortli

more and more mightily (vi semper majore pensans moram), with

progressively greater vehemence; for the t)})-/} sroiyjos, gives a

fervent impulse to the bounty of the Lord, and makes him long

that His house may be filled. Hence, in ver. 21, gfsX^s

rccyjcog, which in the similitude woukl simply mean—before the

feast has growm cold, so that this richly spread table of grace

may not be prepared in vain !

1 Hence the current "nothigen," in the sense of einladen, which remark-

ably elucidates the idea.
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Ver. 24. It has been strangely insisted upon that this conclud-

ing word must belong to the parable ; but it obviously does not

harmonise with it, and is added to it by our Lord in His own
name, as He often closes His similitudes by passing over into

their open interpretation. How could such a sentence be appro-

priately uttered by the master of the house, and reconciled with

all that had preceded ? It is said that in the y^/V the one ser-

vant is addressed as the representative of many ; but the con-

nection between vers. 23 and 24 renders such a change in the

form of address intolerable, not to say that the simple cast of the

whole is grievously hurt by this sudden substitution of many
before unmentioned servants. To av^oid this harshness, some (as

Bengel) have supposed that the master is addressing the already

introduced poor of ver. 21. But we cannot discern what point

or force such a saying of the entertainer would have just at this

moment, whether spoken to the servant or to the guests; it

would introduce at the close of all something which, to our feel-

ing, would be slightly discordant. What does it concern the ser-

vant just now, when he is sent forth to herald a new and more

urgent invitation, that those first invited will not taste of the

feast ? Such an assurance is not only at this point discordant,

but it is altogether unnecessaiy, for the servant knew that doubt-

less already, since he had come back after an unaccomplished

errand, and was commanded to go and invite others in the stead

of those who refused—he certainly needed not any solemn 'hkyo)

ycip V(uv. And as it respects the poor who have come in, are

they to be lifted up, as it were, and have their joy increased by

a side-glance at those who had lost what they were to enjoy?

How inharmonious a close would this be, of a parable constructed

with such tender graciousness throughout ! On the other hand,

when it is placed in the lips of the true Lord, and regarded as

His intimation of the significance of His parable, it assumes all

its appropriate impressiveness and power. First comes His

ordinary Xsy^ yoip with its well-known emphasis, and then by

the vyulv the application of the lesson, hitherto addressed to one, is

extended to all the guests at that feast of the Pharisees.^ Further,

^ The ydp by no means requires us to assume this to be a continuation

of the words of the Kvpiog ; it rather joins on to the former kccI slTrty^ and
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the majestic turn given to the words at once reveals His meaning
—My supper, to which I not only invite you, but which I as the

Son, with the Father, have Myself prepared for you! Similarly,

the recurrence in the yzvaiTai, to the confident expression of ver.

15, has its significance, as giving a decisive answer to the false

confidence of that apostrophe ! Assuredly ye are all called ; if

not the only such, yet the first and most preeminent ; ye are as

truly called to eat bread in the kingdom of God as to eat bread

to-day at this table—but ye are only invited, and ye are in\^ted

in vain, for ye come not ! Verily I say unto you in this parable,

and if ye will not understand that, I say unto you over and above

this parable, that others, hitherto not called, shall enter instead

of you and taste of God's supper and ^line. The transition from

the vfjAV to the third person, the iKiivoov of the parable, is thought

to be inconsistent with this view (Olshausen regards it as decisive

against it), but we cannot help thinking that this gives a still

keener edge and delicacy of precision to the Lord's words, which

thus with a kind of irony half openly and half covertly address

the present company. I say unto you (who were intended in

them) that none of those who were bidden in this narrative (ye

know now full well that they are yourselves) shall sit at My
table in heaven. Thus the iKiivoov is, first, a conclusive refer-

ence to the main figure of the parable as exhibiting themselves

;

wdth an additional undertone (not unfrequent in His word) of

depreciation and turning away on His part ; and thus forming

a somewhat ironical contrast with the dignified av^paJv. For

these scorners, however much they may assume to be genuine

men in rank, consideration, understanding and consistent be-

haviour, are alas men also in excusing tliemselves and turning

away ; although they pride themselves, in their contempt of the

poor within and without, in that first invitation which they

nevertheless reject.

means to say—So will God hereafter rather call in the Gentiles to fill His

house, than pursue you who scorn it, with useless grace. The parable is

ended, and it all comes to this—/or ye are, by your own full determination,

those who remain without

!
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Vers. 26, 27. Although the cuvsTTopiuoi'ro of the Evangelist

points to the circumstance that he is relating occurrences which

took place in the great final journey of our Lord, and, conse-

quently, ver. 25 may be regarded as the formula of a new com-

mencement
;
yet the subject of the following discourse shows, as

we have already said, that there is an immediate connection be-

tween it and the preceding, and therefore this Tropsvsffdai of

Jesus must at least be assumed to have followed immediately on

the breaking up of the feast.-^ 1 say unto you—the great requisite

is, to come, and eat of My supper ! This we have just heard,

and now the Lord proceeds almost as if continuing the same dis-

course—If any man cometh to Me, and will be My disciple ! The
true acceptance of the invitation at the time of supper, is to come
to Him, to receive what He saith, to yield to His requirements,

and follow His teaching. Is this a mere " loose coincidence ;"

the unity of the whole being fortuitous, or the mere result of the

Evangelist's art ? We think that these discourses were thus

uttered by our Lord in innnediate sequence
;
just as we often

find, and shall especially in chs. xv. and xvi., that the Lord con-

tinues for a considerable space to dilate upon the same train of

thoughts, until they are brought to their full conclusion : and

may not this be regarded as no slight argument of the historical

certainty and authenticity of the evangelical records?^—The
essential meaning of these two utterances, so often repeated in

various forms, we have developed upon Matt. x. 37, 38. This

was His hard saying, concerning which it might have been said

by many—"He capriciously repels, instead of attracting, the peo-

^ ScUeiermaclier thinks it necessary to the style of tlie Evangelist,

that in that case the end of the meal should be expressly meiitioned.

—

In any case the real connection of the subject would fall into the scheme

of St Luke's plan ; we cannot but think it more probable, however,

that the Lord Himself continued the ideas on which He had been dwell-

ing-

- To what was prefatorily said upon this entire section, vers. 8-35, we
may add the remarks of Braune, which almost exactly hit the point : "The
Lord saw now in the people a vague and indistinct inclination towards Him-
self, as in the Pharisee He had seen a vague and indistinct aversion,"'

only that these words scarcely describe the inclination and aversion

in both cases so rash and unthinking, and in which all humbleness was

wanting.
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pie I" But in what sense the keen and rigorous expression of

"hating,"^ A6^6 only (besides Jno. xii. 2 5) used, is to be understood,

and how it is not to be understood, every unbiassed reader may
apprehend at once :—for to hate parents, wife, and children is in

itself (as Grot, says), an impium, an ungodly thing ; and to hate

one's self an aovvciTOV, Eph. v. 29. In this place let the signifi-

cant 'in Zl za,i have its significant prominence, the meaning of

which Rieger so excellently brings out :
" Eveiy thing without

us derives its power of harm from the love of our own life ; for

all external objects blow upon this latent spark, and derive their

agreeableness and fascination from their pretensions to sustain

our own life and happiness." Consequently, he who hates and

forsakes all things else, without hating and renouncing his own
life in them, hates and renounces them all in vain. Thus much
at the outset, at least as the ground and foundation of a sincere

intention, belongs to the first coming, and to the first conditions

of discipleship : in the subsequent following of the Lord, the

cross laid upon him by God, becomes more and more understood

by the disciple.

Vers. 28-30. This figure will naturally carry us back to

Matt. vii. 24-27,^ but we must not confound the distinctive

reference of the two. There, the laying of a firm foundation is

made prominent as the great essential, here the prosecution of the

building is spoken of, which has its own peculiar difficulties. It

might appear there, that the sure fomidation would secm'e every-

thing, and that all the rest depended upon that ; but now the

Lord continues the figures and adds its complement to what was

before a general and introductory saying : He tells us that any

man, even after having laid the foundation, may nevertheless be

put to confusion. Let no one fail to note this, who would rightly

understand the whole ! What, then, is in this case the building 1

^ Lange thinks it " Tv^ell worthy of observation that these rigorous words

in their most rigorous expression occur just in the gospel of the Christian

humanity"—and asks, " was it the Evangelist Luke who was bound to the

Hebraism hate ?"

2 This parallel is simple and obvious enough ; and there is no necessity

for Sepp's subtle reference to the unfortunate building of Pilate (or the

tower of Siloam !) any more than for the allusion found in the next parable

to the unfortunate campaign of Herod against Aretas. Most inappropriate

is all such learned trifling.
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Not so much the first coming to the Lord as such (which is

rather presupposed in the dekuv olzolo(JjrJGc/j), but the following

of Christ in His full discipleship, the (/juGrirTig elvut with all that

pertains to that expression. Nitzsch, in a sermon on this text/

says, " It is easier to throw life away, than to lead it christianly."

The great end is not to be gained with swift dispatch, but w^e

must build, and continue to build, till the IzreXiffCii is attained ;

the perfection of discipleship is, again to quote Nitzsch, "the great

desigji, and the great prospect, which we all have ever before

us." The expression T^vpyog signifies any high building, but it

seems to be selected with some slight allusion to that old, but

ever renewed, history of Babel ; for the children of God must

not build as those children of men did ; their building is not

to remain unachieved, it must finally in a right sense reach unto

and reach into heaven. But all half-Christianity becomes a

Babel in the end.^ The sitting down first, and considering well

from the very beginning all that is involved in the continuing

and finishing, is to commence with deep thoughtfulness, not

rashly and superficially, in contrast with that unconsidering and

thoughtless running after Him, which was witnessed at this time,

and which the Lord intends to humble and repel. The bare,

precipitate resolution is very far from accomplishing all that is

necessary at the outset ; we cannot thus build from abo^e down-

wards, as if we were already in heaven, as children begin to

paint their houses from the roof. Nor do the walls, staircases, and

doors complete the perfect dwelling-house; the IzTiKzlv embraces

much, even down to the last and smallest nail and bolt which

pertains ^poV a'7rcipri(T[J^6v, that is, to the garnishing and furnish-

ing (not to say the decoration) of the house. How many builders

of houses deceive themselves still in this counting of the cost, as

well in the actual fact as in that which it here illustrates ! A

1 Whose sermons have so much profound exegetieal value, that ws can-

not but lament his not writing direct exposition

!

2 The disciple, however, must build, fundamentally and loftily build

;

AHord's view, that the man's wishing to build the tower is itself a vain idea,

is assuredly incorrect ; not a syllable in the parable warrants that thought,

it is opposed to the essential meaning of the two simihtudes in their con-

nection (building and warfare), and is not in harmony with the phj"a.seo-

logy of our Lord and S<;ripture generally.
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building left unfinished provokes men to mockery, as does every

abortive effort of will without power, betraying a lack of prudence

Ji planning for the accomplishment of its plans ; and it is on

this, alas universal, fact that the Lord bases His parable, but only

that He may extend and vary its application. In some human
undertakings, indeed, intelhgent men would regard it as hon-

ourable in a man to desist from a project rather than to persist

in its accomplishment through all kinds of unjustifiable means
;

there are great ruins in our land which need not fear mockery.

But in the building of God's discipleship, the completion may be

righteously demanded and expected of all who have begun ; in

this case the not continuing brings its own fitting disgrace in the

sight of God and man. It is only the complete and decided

Christian who enforces the respect of the world ; but the world

is quick to indemnify itself upon those who are only half-Chris-

tians, and who visibly give up the object which they profess to aim

at : the savourless salt is trodden under their feet. Indeed, it is

a different case if they only see and are constrained to admit, that

a man, though he has not finished his building, is industrious and

unwearied in his efforts, and that however slowly he proceeds,

he IS likely with such zeal and earnestness to accomplish his

enterprise at last. But when they actually see the building at

a stand, or falling down, after it had been begun (indeed, if they

sometimes only think they see it), the man's name, " ovrog 6

ai^dpa^Trog" becomes a reproach and a proverb. Thus the world

readily anticipates and takes upon itself the judgment upon a

disgraceful incompleteness in religion ; that condemnation of a

beginning without finishing, which belongs only to God, but

which is foreshadowed and foreannounced in the true though

maliciously meant condemnation passed by sinful men. Or if

it should come to pass (though the rule here takes no account

of such an unusual exception) that under some circumstances

the children of the world should praise me for having become

rational again, and having given up the foolish rigour of piety

—then will the devil in his time take their place, and finish the

mockery in his own way.

When it thus happens to one who has actually laid the foun-

dation, we may strictly speaking say (and this reconciles our

parable with Matt. vii. 24, comp. Matt. xiii. 20, 21) that the
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foundation itself was wanting, that is, that a well-considered

decided beginning was not made in order to a thorough comple-

tion ; for the hasty laying of a foundation without due counting

of the cost is itself, as it were, a foundation without foundation.

This is in the meaning of our Lord, since the subsequent incom-

petence springs from an original lack, from a love of the world

and of his own life, which the builder has not thoroughly re-

nounced but retained. Therefore sit down before and reckon

aright, lohether thou hast sufficient ! But how then ? Are we to

finish this building from the resources of our own providing?

Far be that from us, we cannot even begin it from them. We
have not wherewith, we are not to build with our own :—to know
this, to cast away all our own materials as useless, and to ven-

ture in perfect self-consecration upon the ground of grace, is the

essential requirement, as ver. 26 has told us.-"- There is conse-

quently a concealed ironj'- in the g/ g)/s/, which points forcibly to

our own poverty ; and the true counting of the cost which the

Lord requires, is to set out with the determination to renounce

ourselves and build upon the fast foundation of grace. Lest the

first parable should be misunderstood, and this great truth not be

perceived in it, a second now follows, which more plainly brings

out this essential relation of the case.

Vers. 31, 32. Dost thou, that is, think thou hadst and still hast

sufficient, then does the Lord, in the process of discipleship, apply

to thee His rigid tests, and proves to thee that He is too mighty

for thee; He will fight against thee with His sanctifying power

and discipline, so that thine impotence as opposed to Him, shall

become manifest to thyself;—well for thee if, after that, thou

seekest peace with Him, in order to a new and genuine beginnhig.

The building, before, looked rather back to the commencement

(tJP^octo ol'/toho[JjUv !) ; but now the warfare exhibits, properly

speaking, the finishing unto victory, the winning and maintain-

ing our great object. This similitude is often entirely misunder-

stood by those who, despite the connection directly established

between ver. 33 and ver. 32 by the ovrcog, interpret the desiring

conditions ofpeace of a disgraceful discontinuance of the war and

1 Olshausen refers to Augustin, Conf . viii. 6, speaking of two disciples

—

Et ambo jam tui sedificabant turrim sumtu idonea, relinquendi omnia sua et

sequendi te.
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relapse into the world^ as if it meant :—If he has not power, he

should not have undertaken the war any more than the building,

or should now make peace again. Whatever analogy may seem

to lead to this mischievous exposition, it is altogether opposed to

the true analogy of both these parables ; for the Lord, who had

just before given up the leaving off midway to its appropriate

scorn, could not with such a tone as this in any sense counsel

such discontinuance of the war; and ra Tpo? zl^rivriv clearly

corresponds to ra 'prpog a-TrapTtaiJjOV, as does g/ Ivvarog IcTiv to

g/ lyji, this being the object which it should be in both cases ^

man's wisdom to secure.' We would rather say that the second

parable continues and expounds the former in another aspect of

the matter; bringing out, to speak more correctly, the inner

meaning of the previous g/^s/J', inasmuch as it can only come

from the sense of want, and consequent seeking of grace, from the

sense of powerlessness and consequent seeking for peace. War,

as the Lord here intends it, can only be where there is already a

beginning of discipleship :—man naturally is at peace with the

world and its prince, and does not seek conditions of peace with

God ! Consequently, that other king, with whom this conflict

has to do, can by no means be the prince of this world or the

devil ;^ but no other than God, the disciple's Lord, opposing

Himself as an apparent enemy to His children, because His

sacred and sanctifying power and discipline must ever be in con-

flict wdth all their independent life and will, until it be extin-

guished. We must understand it in the sense of such passages

as Job ix. 19, 32, 33, xv. 24 ; comp. Judith xvi. 16. God comes

with twenty thousand against our iQW thousand, that is, with

always twice our power, be we strong and well armed as we

may.^ Our ten thousand have been already received and

acquired in our previous discipleship ; it is the strength which

1 Alford here agrees witli me, and speaks of tlie ordinary misinterpreta-

tion—which destroys all the sense.

2 Braune, alas, still holds to this ; and Lange, too, who interprets it of

the " prince of darkness."

3 There is probably a subtle significance in the change of Iv and fisra,.

Man is, even in authority, as it were only one person among ("'"'"'7) his fellows

;

but God comes in kingly majesty with His ministering hosts. Or better,

with Alford :—" Can I, with {ty with all that I have, all my instruments of

VOL. IV. G
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we have, and which seems so adequate, and which we are

tempted to count our own, and use against the further discipK-

nary power of God. This is a foohsh and melancholy declen-

sion into the old, not yet wholly uprooted error, which assumes

that we are, or have, or can do, anything of ourselves in the

presence of Him to whom all power belongs—and it is ironically

exhibited in the relation between man and God being set forth

as the going out of one king against another king ! We must

begin and achieve the huildingy but never as in conflict with

Him, who alone has, and imparts the power and resources re-

quisite. In this matter all proceeds from beginning to end

only m 2^eace, in peace sued for. Not that men deliberately and

consciously purpose to fight against God, any more than they

duly considered, in the former case, that they could not finish

the building ; they simply value themselves upon the power they

have as their own, even while piously attributing it to the " rich

grace of God." It is not merely before the commencement of

conversion and the first suing for peace, that proud man thus

exalts himself, rashly declaring, when God opposes him with

His law—that he will keep it with all his heart, practise all vir-

tues and avoid all vices ; when God threatens him with tempta-

tion— that he will soon pass through it, resolute not to fall

;

when God speaks of solemn tests and Christ speaks of His cross

—that he is ready, with fixed decision, to bear and encounter

all ! But here the Lord refers to that worse folly—against

which i\\Q first supplication for peace should insure the disciple

for ever—viz., that of those who, when converted, afterwards

turn the grace which they have received and their little kingly

power against the King of kings, instead of continuing for ever

to seek in yet more perfect self-renunciation and holiness fresh

accessions of grace. Be thou ever so well equipped with excel-

lencies—He will make them into thy sins ; be thou ever so full

of good resolves—His tests will break them ; regard thyself as

ever so well furnished and armed to appear and stand before

Him at His coming—He will at last, in death and judgment,

remain mightier than thou.

war) my ten thousand, stand the charge of Him who cometh against me
with (,«£T«, being only as many as He pleases to bring with Him for the pur-

pose—see Ps. Ixviii. 17, E. Y.) twenty thousand?"
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To the pre zious disgrace of the building unaccomplished should

now, properly speaking, correspond the disgrace of going forth to

the battle in impotence and being overcome; this aspect of the

case is, however, pretermitted now as being sufficiently under-

stood from the preceding. On the other hand, nothing is said in

ver. 32 (let it be well noted I) of scorn or shame, since to pray

for peace in the presence of the more mighty one involves no dis-

grace, is rather the most praiseworthy prudence that man can

exhibit. To send an ambassage, is voluntarily and humbly to

take up the cross with which the Lord opposes us, and to bear

it in self- sacrificing devotion before our essential and true cruci-

fixion. He who is refractory against the cross, as well as he

wdio recoils before it (for the fleeing before the other king is also

in vain), appears here a ho[jjdy^og ; he who takes up the cross

submits. Thus the two similitudes are, wdien accurately regarded,

parallel with the two utterances of vers. 26, 27 : to hate the

world and our own life, is essential to the first coming, else the

cost has not been justly counted ; the cross of discipline, test

and trial in order to confirmation of faith, comes against tJwse

tcJio are following Christ, and to sue for peace is ever the only

strength in this warfare. The latter applies the test to ascertain

whether the former has been genuinely and fundamentally

done. Thus from beginning to end the cost of being a Chris-

tian is great ; and yet it is not too great for such as are

poor and humble in spirit. Peace with God ever renewed,

graciously assured and confirmed by the seeming opposition

of His grace, confirmed in obedient submission to His guidance,

reception of His sanctifying influence, enjoyment of all His

infused gifts and energising power—this is finally, and in the

highest sense, the consummation of discipleship under the

cross.

Ver. 33. By this emphatic reiteration the Lord would ask

—

Have ye truly understood all these tilings ? The ovrojg, which

must not be superficially passed over, gi^'es the express and

formal interpretation, not only of the suing for peace in the

second, but also of the counting of the cost in the first, simili-

tude ; for the renunciation of all this is ours, is the common
foundation and central idea of both ; the V'Trd^-^ovTcc are not

only the cost of the building, but the strength also for the
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war.^ Thus it is a self-renunciation, the sincere and humble ac-

knowledgment of our abiding poverty and helplessness; such as in

relation to God truth and right alike demand from us all through!

He who submits to be brought to this condition by the salt of

truth, and the discipline of God in the teaching and guidance of

Christ, has thereby himself become salt, for the riches of God's

grace and the power of His Spirit then enter into the needy and

the empty souls.

Vers. 34, 35. This saying concerning salt the Lord here

utters for the third time ; let the exposition, therefore, be con-

sulted upon Matt. v. 13 and Mark ix. 50, where it will be seen

how pointedly the latter passage especially coincides with the

connection of our present place. There it was made prominent

s,t the close, how the salt of humility and self-denial is bound up

with the true 'peace one tvith another ; here it is similarly repre-

sented, after ver. 32, as bound up with the prayed for and ex-

perienced peace ivith God. There are who would here inter-

pret the Iv Tivi apTv9fi(Tircit—wherewith, then, will the food be

seasoned ? or again—in quo cibo eo (scil. sale) utetur, in luliat

shall it be used as seasoning ? But both these interpretations

are incorrect, and the saying is assuredly the same in all three

passages, as the h rivi a}jo'0f](reTcci of Matt. v. is decisively

expounded by the Iv rivi ccvro aprv(rzrs of Mark ix. It is the

savourless salt itself which is spoken of here down to the final

ccvro : elg yriv also is not the same with dg zo'Trpiccv, for the ovrs

forbids that ; it is good neither as laid upon ground (or arable

land), nor as mixed with manure^—in brief ilg ovhh hyjjsi zTi,

g/ ytjTi ^XridyjvKi 'i^cj, it has no longer any virtue or goodness for

anything. Thus, finally, the disciple who has utterly apostatised

^ There are passages which we cannot hear and read with too keen inqui-

sition into their words. Toe. 7rp6; MTrxpna/xoi/ we have not, but the great

builder, who Himself edifies us, affords them to us ; roi 'Trpo; sipTivviv, He
does indeed assure to us who ask them, but in this case our iouzoiu is made
more prominent as the condition, and hence roi Tcpog slpTivYiu itself designates

our prayer.

2 Men do not sow on salt (Ps. cvii. 34), nor is salt used as manure,

though many strangely so interpret here. (See Deut. xxix. 23 ; Jud. ix.

45 ; Ps. cvii. 34 ; Jer. xvii. 6 ; Zeph. ii. 9.) If the noble and excellent

substance is useless for its own proper function, it is not to be used elg oLjo^o

yi'jQi.
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from his calling and the beginning of his discipleship is not to

be restored ; he is abandoned already to the scorn and contempt

of men.

HIS RECEIVING SINNERS VINDICATED FROM THE CENSURE OF
THE SELF-RIGHTEOUS. THE SINNER's REPENTANCE OR
PUNISHMENT, IN A SERIES OF PARABLES.

(Chap. XV. 4-xvi. 31.)

We would scarcely affirm, with Ebrard, that the parables of

chap. XV. are closely connected with the subject of the previous

chapter, as exhibiting in its utmost clearness and force that

spiritual poverty and sense of helplessness which Christ requires

in tliose who come to Him, and to which alone He assures ac-

ceptance ; though we are free to admit that in St Luke's arrange-

ment the doctrine of Jesus in chap. xiv. is a certain preparation

for that of chap. xv. (Ebrard, after joining these two chapters

somewhat too closely, makes the connection between chaps, xv.

and xvi. much less strict than it really is.) Nor can we accept

Olshausen's view of the contrast between the exhibition of com-

passionate love as now depicted, and the strict severity of what

had preceded ; thus making the point of junction between these

discourses the contrast between our Lord's rejection of some and

acceptance of others. For although the Evangelist seems in

chap. XV. to make a certain reference to chap. xiv. 25, giving

prominence in his present description of the crowd around our

Lord's person to the better, humbler element in it, yet the words

of cli. XV. 1 themselves have all the appearance of a new com-

mencement generally. In particular, the Trdvreg (omitted by

the Yulg.) which Luther has groundlessly translated by allerlei

(comp. Matt. ix. 10, TroXXot), must not be understood of all the

pubhcans and sinners of this immediate place ; it manifestly en-

larges the scene to embrace the whole sphere of our Saviour's

general teaching. Where and when this now specifically took

place, does not affect the question at all ; it is the constant and

ever-recurring scene, the drawing near of sinners, and the mur-
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murinir of the " risfhteous "—as it is exhibited in Matt. ix. 10,oft '

11, Luke vii. 39, and once more, in this place. Grotins rightly

discerns this tone of generality in the form of expression yjffccv

lyrylZ^ovTsg, and compa-res chap. iv. 31. And as the concise sTts

hs of ver. 11 can only indicate an immediate sequence of dis-

course (according to St Luke's habit of interpolating such re-

marks to quicken attention); so must the keen discernment of

a profound exposition come to the conclusion that the whole of

the sixteenth chapter (which closely binds together its own two

halves in vers. 14, 15, and hangs ver. 19 on the sentences, vers.

15-18, spoken in connection with ver. 14) belongs to the series

of connected discourses begun with chap. xv. 1.-^ Consequently,

chap. xvi. 1 does not introduce a general formula (though the

expression might seem to imply as much), but the Lord's address

to the disciples corresponds to that addressed to the Pharisees,

chap. XV. 3 ; just as we have once and again seen in chap. xii.

1, 15, 22, 54. Even Schleiermacher found chap. xvi. intelligible

only in connection with chap. xv. ; and it is very generally al-

lowed, because so obvious, that the disciples referred to in chap,

xvi. 1 are those who had just come to Jesus, the publicans who

stood at the threshold of discipleship. But it is equally plain

that the Pharisees in chap. xvi. 14 are continuing the mockery

of chap. XV. 2.

This is the profoundly significant manner of the Evangelists

generally, and of St Luke in particular, by formulae apparently

indefinite to carry on the most precise and definite narrative,

thus leaving something for our intelligent investigation to find

out, and accustoming us to understand the same words in differ-

ent senses in different connections. When we read with the

necessary discrimination, keeping this fact in mind, we shall be

able to lay a sure foundation for the right understanding of the

two parables concerning the unjust judge and the rich man,

in their harmony and connection ; and disentangle the former

especially from the confusion in which expositors have involved

it.

And what a mighty and gracious testimony is that which, in

1 Not, indeed, all spoken in one breath, as we may naturally suppose

;

yet, in close sequence, as a series of connected thoughts for the. same

hearers.
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ver. 2, is extorted from the lips of His enemies ! Yea, these

stony-hearted men are constrained involuntarily to greet the

Saviour of sinners with such a Hosanna, and thus unconsciously

to fulfil their duty in directing poor sinners, by themselves re-

jected, to the true source of their salvation.

This is not, indeed, their conscious purpose ; their own per-

version of mind and wickedness of will in this remarkable utter-

ance is great and manifold. " The sinners !" (or, as without the

article. Such sinners as these !) They altogether forget the re-

pentance of these sinners, as coming between their hearing and

His receiving ; hence it is forcibly set before them in vers. 7 and

10, and affectingly depicted in vers. 17-20. Their inftituated

charge— ^' He receiveth them .^"—condemns in Him the first in-

tercourse with such sinners. His having anything to do with

them at all ; leaving out of sight the fact that such sinners might,

and would, be brought to repentance. St Luke records onl}',

ver. 1, that the^ drew near unto Him that thei/ might hear Him
;

why, then, did not these malignants confine their rebukes to that

alone, even as in chap. xiii. 14 the ruler of the synagogue had

condemned the dspa'7rs'jS(jdr/j of the people ? Should He not,

then, heal them and teach them ; should He not let them draw

near and hear ? Hearing is, as preachers to the people should

have known, the only true way to the beginning of repentance

and faith, and the ceasing to be a sinner. These people came

not, as the Evangelist testifies, to see signs, to eat bread, to be

delivered from their sicknesses, but only to hear, comp. chap. v.

1. It was the Lord's deep earnestness, that truth of His (as

chap, xiv.) so rigorously decided and requiring such rigorous

decision, which ever drew to Him the souls deeply conscious of

need, while it repelled only the idle concourse of the crowd. " If

hearts are to be attracted, they must mark something genuine

to suit their case. No man tempted and tried would go to a free

liver, but to those whose reputation is that of being strict. For

from such they hope honourable and just dealing, and more

likely cure." (Berl. Bib.) The humble hear and learn, they

find the seeking and accepting grace of God in the pure truth

of His word as issuing from the lips of Jesus ; the proud and

perverted murmur and condemn, their dark understandings

darken the love of God where it would shine most brightly.
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These did not, indeed, dare to direct their words immediately

against the Holy One of God ; but they ln'yoyyvZpv, that is,

they murmured among themselves, here and there, yet so that

their murmuring should reach His ears—though He would other-

wise have known and marked it well.

In this saying of the Pharisees, which w^e must closely analyse,

in order to seize the proper point from which our Lord's long

answer proceeds, there are several distinct grounds of error,

which we may thus exhibit. First—We are not sinners our-

selves ! Then,—as St Luke himself writes in ver. 1, adopting

the current phraseology—only by gross and scandalous sins, e.g..,

by such unrighteousness as the publican's, does a man become a

ciyja^ToSkoq. Thirdly : With this they conjoin the uncharitable

and irrational condemnation of whole classes of men as such,

—

All publicans are such sinners—while the Evangelist, on the

other hand, designedly places between them a note of distinction

in his yMA. Finally : By such premises—adding to this false

major an equally false minor—they arrive at the unscrupulous

and malignant conclusion that even He, the holy Prophet Him-
self, must be a sinner too !

^' Tell me with whom thou consortest,

and I will tell thee what thou art !" This ambiguous common-

place they apply to Him as they would to any other common
man—who might have no special vocation to trouble himself

about those who need instruction and amendment. And even

in such a case their meaning is perverse, for every pious man has

in reality and in the end both the obligation entailed upon him,

and the ability to discharge it in some sense ; the rule of Ps. i.

1, as applicable to ourselves, only requires us to avoid the fellow-

ship of sinners so far as it might be a temptation and a snare
;

else must w'e in love and in pity strive to exert a wholesome in-

fluence upon them. And is the Lord Jesus alone to be excluded

from this ? They mark him out by their very emphatic o^roq^

and incautiously betray in this little word the true grounds of

their malignant conclusion, which they would not have arrived

at in the case of any other man, and w^hich wilfully forgets all

that their own eyes must have seen in His conduct and character.

" This man, who is contrary to us now, and is everywhere in our

way (ch. xxiii. 18), who receiveth not, and doth not acknowledge

US, who doth alienate the people's hearts from our chairs of in-
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stniction, and so forth. This man, whose claims we also will not

admit, and whorii we will not hear, turns on that account to the

rabble ;—it is plain, therefore, that w^e are quite justified in our

action concerning Him, for He eatetli wherever He can eat,

without making any inquiry about the company (Matt. xi. 19 ;

Lu. vii. 34)." They omit now any reference to the drinking,

because fellowship with the table of the unclean was sufficiently

defined and characterised without it, in their accustomed way of

speaking—see Acts xi. 3. And all this comes to their minds

and their lips, because they know nothing by their own experience

of the work of God in calling sinners, and have no illustration in

their own hearts of the coming to repentance of those who are

called. If they had, they would have recognised the great

foundation of all Divine revelation from the forfeiture of paradise

downwards,—that " G'o(^Z receiveth sinners !" and their allegation

against the hated ovrog (like Matt. ix. 3, somewhat more intelli-

gently than here)—would have condemned only His presump-

tion in doing what was solely the work of God. But then arose

tlie question—Is it solely and immediately the work of God ?

Were they not expressly appointed to seek and invite sinners to

come to God for acceptance ? Ah, if they had known them-

selves and the heart of God, the grace which preceded and per-

vaded even the law in the Old Testament, they would have

known that—the holier a man was, and the more like God, the

more gracious and condescending must he be towards sinners

!

If they had understood the prophecies concerning the Messiah,

they would have recognised Jesus by this distinctive,token of

His Messiahship, and would have hailed Him with another ovrog

—Yea, this man is He ! See Isa. xlii. 3, 1. 4, etc.

Thus the fundamental idea from which our Lord's entire and

ample answer—seizing and uprooting their wilful error in its

essential principle—proceeds, is no other than this :
" What is a

sinner ? How stands it, how does it go, with him in his sin, and

in his repentance in order to God's acceptance of him ? Are ye

then altogether ignorant as to this ? Ye are yourselves truly

sinners like these—now these suffer themselves to be sought and

found—but is it otherwise with you? Then woe unto you in

your impenitence !" Thus the reply given to them is, in its full

completeness, to be exhibited under two aspects. On <he one
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hand, penitent sinners are justified in their approach ; they are

shown to be literally received, even as their objection ran; they

are then further instructed for their after discipline. But, on the

other hand, it loarns sinners who are impenitent in their mur-

muring pride ; but in such a manner as to show them that the

love, which arrays before them the punishment threatened, does

yet seek them still, if peradventure they may accept instruction

and escape from condemnation. This gives us the substance of

the whole, down to the final parable concerning the rich man in

torment, and further Abraham's lesson of believing ! The central

theme is this

—

The sinner''s o^epentance or doom, by which he is

either gained and saved, or left and lost ; so depicted as to show

that the seeling love of God persists despite the stiffnecked oppo-

sition of the sinner, and still invites even after the first outbreak

of punishment. First, the sinner's repentance I And here it is

exhibited to the self-righteous Pharisees, blindly rushing to their

own doom—in order to the justification of His own conduct, and

if possible to awaken shame in their own hearts— that the grace

of the Three-One God seeks to retrieve lost sinners, receives back

again the penitent, hears ivith the perverse, and thereby still

seeks them likewise. These are the three parables of ch. xv.

Then, as the transitional middle-term between the great alterna-

tive before presented—the sinner's prudent wisdom in avoiding

punishment ! There we find it declared—in the hearing of the

Pharisees—to the new disciples, and especially to those who had

been publicans, for their encouragement as well as for their

necessary warning, that the superabundant grace of God not

only jyerniits to the sinner, absolved in the reckoning with Him,

the use of the worldly goods which had been the mammon of

unrighteousness for all purposes of brotherly kindness, but abso-

lutely requires it ; and that fideliti/ in the dispensation of this love

will be rewarded, while the opposite unfaithfulness will only in-

volve and draw after it a new punishment. This we have in ch.

xvi. 1-13, a parable of contrast, derived from the prudence of the

children of this world, and which therefore the Lord, to obviate

all possible misunderstanding, has Himself expressly interpreted.^

1 And yet how many have failed to perceive even this, and still more its

true connection with what precedes, and with what follows, as the middle
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Finally, the sinner's punishment, which falls upon him in the

kino'dom of the dead when he has persisted in scornino- the love

of God, which down to the last sought his soul ; after he has

thereby hardened his heart into unbelief of the extant word of

God, and into all unmercifulness against his neighbour. Thus it

is once more exhibited to the Pharisees, for their conviction and

warning,

—

i\\2ii presumptuous po^actical unbelief in God's revela-

tion brings upon self-righteous and hypocritical sinners tliese tor-

ments, wliich may be the only remaining way—thougli a severe

one—still, if it were possible, to luin them. This is the last of

these parables, placed, as we may hope, in its own clear light

;

and the express and msivxxdiixQ preparatoi^y address (vers. 15-18),

to those who were aimed at, is a kind of index to the true inter-

pretation, just as the previous parable received its explanation at

its conclusion, vers. 10-13.

LOST SHEEP, AND THE AVOMAN S PIECE OF SILVEK.

(Luke XV. 4-10, [Matt, xviii. 12, 13].)

Before we enter more minutely into the exposition of the two

first parallel parables, in their significant juxtaposition, we must

apprehend the fall meaning of the Trilogy of the lost and the

found again. But first of all we must notice the dichotomy

which pervades the whole (and which St Luke makes evident

in ver. 11) :—the seeking of the lost comes forward in the two

former parables which have a more directly figurative character,

though expressly interpreted for us ; the acceptance of the peni-

tent, whose coming has been prompted indeed by the seeking,

point between them. It is by no means the mere " transition from the

dogmatic to the moral" (as Ebrard says, and Olshausen too, describing

them as " parables concerning the benevolent love of man"), as if the point

of connection was the condemnation in a final parable of " a hard-hearted

indifference to our neighbour." The deeper fundamental idea is repent-

ance unto new life and new love in faith, in order to escaping from eternal

misery and need.
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and in conjunction with this the longsuffering forbearance to-

wards the stiffnecked (who is still sought by that forbearance)

appear together in the third parable, wliich is followed by no

interpretation, since parable and interpretation almost entirely

coincide.^ To the penitent " publican and sinner " is opposed

the self-righteous Pharisee as a worse sinner than he—making it

in the end very plain who the "ninety and nine just persons"

are.

But now for the threefold series, and the distinction, also,

between the first and the second. Bengel's words, which so

profoundly penetrate the meaning of the whole, say all that is

necessary; we have only to develop and exhibit on all sides his

concise hints. "Ovis, drachma, filius perditus: peccator stupidus,

sui plane nescius, sciens et voluntarius." We might take it for

granted, in our Lord's discourses, that the two former parables,

with all their analogy, are not intended to teach simply the same

thino-; but that they bear somewhat the same relation to each

other as the grain of mustard seed and the leaven, the hid trea-

sure and the pearls, in Matt. xiii. Olshausen, as if he had not

on this occasion consulted Bengel, sees the truth afar off, but

speaks doubtfully—"The second parable is obscure. For I can-

not persuade myself that it contributes no new feature to the

general picture presented by the three parables; and that conse-

quently the contrast between yvvri and av&^co'jrog, between 'hiza

and izarov is merely accidental. Yet I have nothing positive

to say as to the true explanation, and therefore leave it to those

who are more keen-sighted." He then makes a timid reference

to the comparison of the kneading woman, Matt. xiii. 33 (the

virgins, chap. xxv. 1, are not in point), on which we also took

occasion to refer to the present passage. We shall see how well-

grounded is the analogy of interpretation between the woman
there and the woman here;" and how securely we may rely upon

Bengel's explanation of the entire Trilogy, as we shall develop

it, with the consequent distinctive significance of its middle

1 In the two former parables the prominent personality is the seeking love

of Hun who had lost, in the third the sinner himself, as submitting to be

found and repenting. Thus it is speaking too indefinitely, to dispatch the

two former parables as the mere introduction to the affecting history of the

prodigal son."
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member. Can we suppose that the first and the third would

have so distinctive a reference, but the second be without it?

Can we regard the Lord as almost repeating, unnecessarily, the

very same thing ? Be it far from us to think so

!

The distinction in that ivJiich is lost is so far indicated by

Bengel, as to show that such a distinction exists. Consequently

we may be assured that there is also a corresponding distinction

in the seeker of the several instances. But the person seeking

must be God in Christ, that which is lost must be man in his

condition as a sinner. In seeking ourselves the contrasts be-

tween the lost and the seeker we must first mark the threefold

personality of the latter, the reference of which to the Trinity

Bengel has also perceived. The luoman cannot be primarily and

absolutely the church, as in Matt. xiii. For this is itself only a

recovered sheep, a piece of silver found. The Lord apprehends

the sinner (this was our starting-point) under the threefold aspect

of his sin. He first regards him as in the midst of his actual

and present course of sin, from that benignant point of view

under which he is viewed by the grace which is resolute not to

give him up, and in which he is regarded in that inexhaustible

normal passage, Isa. liii. 6 ;—then he appears as a foolish and

wandering sheep, straying shepherdless in the ways of perdition,

peccator stupidus. The Lord afterwards descends and ascends

to the 7'esult and the Jirst principle of such a condition. The

sheep continuing to stray is regarded in the one case as a trea-

sure perfectly lost; and, in the other, the beginning of his error

is exhibited, as that of a child consciously and deliberately re-

volting against his father. The foolish j wandering sheep (as op-

posed to whom those who know the way might be termed just,

i/ they knew it aright, and walked in it accordingly), are sought

again and found by the Son, who is Himself the calling loord,

the wisdom, and the way:—hence we see the sheep and its Shep-

herd, whose voice the publicans and sinners even now hear!

The sinner lying in the dust, who has, alas, reached the first goal

of his evil way (having, however, still the stamp of God upon

him, as he once belonged to God's treasured possession—glancing

forward to the third !)

—

sui plane nescius, in the "isy of (pdopd and

of Muarog (while, on the other hand, a sheep has at least some

instinct of pasture, and a kind of remembrance of the .shepherd's
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voice)—is sought again and found by the Spirit, who is the

energy of the Hfe and h'ght of God, the breath of life which first

removes the dust, the light which dispels the darkness. (Jno.

i. 4.) The Spirit is indeed presented in Scripture, from Gen. i.

1, 2, downwards, as feminine and motherly ; but it is that He
works, enlightens, and sweeps, by the instrumentality of the

church of God upon earth. Thus there is some truth in the

observation of Luther, wdio understands here "the Christian

church ;" but this icoman is not the church in herself, but the

Holy Spirit in the church, or the church as the organ of the

Spirit. She is, as the bride in humanity, so the mother in God.

The Spirit and the Bride say Come !—to the Lord. But the

Spirit and the mother speak in invitation to every hearer of their

voice—Come and join with us ! Rev. xxii. 17. Finally, whence

originated this wandering of the sinner, and this lying in the dust?

He is, indeed, no sheep, nor is he a piece of money, but he is of

Divine original. Li the beginning of his sin, he can be regarded

only as a peccator sciens et voluntarius, a conscious and voluntary

sinner. The apostate sinner—such in the origin and in the per-

manent internal principle of his sin—is first left in his liberty by

the Father, the true Creator, the eternal loill of love (the ultimate

principle in God's relation to us) ; then borne with by the long-

suffering which foresees the misery which w^ill drive him back

;

and, if he sciens et voluntariiis, consciously and voluntarily, re-

turns, graciously received again.

Thus in the first parable are properly opposed the ninety and

nine so-called just persons, who ask not for the way, who hearken

not to the w^ord, who do not draw near to the Saviour or the

Shepherd to hear Him :—it might be supposed because they are

in the right way, but that a doubt arises on account of their very

ungodly murmuring against God and the joy of all the angels.

Li the second parable they are preliminarily left out of the ques-

tion,^ but in the third the abhorred picture of these supposed just

ones is exhibited in full by the character of the elder son.

Vers. 4-7. Thus Christ presents Himself as the good Shep-

herd, who seeks the lost sheep—according to Plis humanity

^ " The two former parables ended in such a manner, that they could not

allege that they were designed to taunt themselves ; meanwhile their indig-

nation might somewhat abate.-'' Berlenb. BibeJ.
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assumed to that end ; and brings it home when found, with the

universal sympathy of the joy of heaven—according to His

Divinity glorified in the ascension. The subjoined interpretation

of ver. 7 with its ovrcog concurs with the h too ov()Ccvojy and the

distinctive future of S(rrc/J, to lead us at once to such an explana-

tion of the whole; nor could the Pharisees and Scribes fail to

discern, as the Lord proceeded and ended His words, this ulterior

meaning in parables which had their starting-point in simple

human relations. The figure of the Good Shepherdj faithfully

seeking His lost sheep, which our Lord was well-pleased to recur

to again and again, is taken from the centre of the Old Testa-

ment, where not only is Jehovah so exhibited in His relations to

the people and to individuals, but the future manifestation of His

fulness of grace in the Messiah is especially presented in imagery

of this kind. We know how^ He appears there as the one Shep-

herd who is to be raised up, the true David, and so forth ; we
have already had occasion, upon Matt, xviii.,^ to point out the

allusions in Ezek. xxxiv. :—see vers. 6, 11, 12, 16, and, at the

same time, vers. 7-10. Thus does the Lord say plainly to these

murmurers:—This, for which you blame Me, is My great work,

the work of the Messiah ; it should also be yours, but ye have

shamefully neglected it, and I must supply among the multitudes

of the lost in Israel your lack of service, restoring what ye have

ruined ! Let it be observed, farther, how the Lord God who
Himself was to come in the person of the Messiah, speaks in

Ezekiel continually of "Jiy sheep;" and this will help us to feel

the profound emphasis of the '^having" and "if he lose^^ as they

fall now from our Lord's lips. First of all, it seems to say—What
man among you would not do the same ? This is not so much
—Ye are men yourselves, and will ye in your uncharitableness

refuse to trouble yourselves about the lost and the wretched ?

But w^e must regard it as the common argument from a

poor needy animal to a man (as in the sabbath-healings) ; and,

more than that, as pointing to natural self-interestedness, in-

fluenced by which the covetous man would not lose even one

^ Olshausen, however, speaks of this parable having its original place, not

in Matt, xviii., but here in Lu. xv.—as if it could only have been spoken

once ! When will the hypothesis, which so much abhor? repetitions in the

Gospels, disappear from evangehcal criticism?
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of his hundred jhtep.^ Thus does the Lord place His own

Divine, incarnate, and unparalleled action in the most conde-

scending comparison with the most ordinary conduct of men ;

—

and there is in that comparison a certain profound truth wliich

must be understood, and before which human folly is repelled.

But the words most assuredly penetrate much deeper than that

;

for, the affectionate shepherd-feeling of ver. 5 indicates much more

than the mere care of its own property. In the centre of all lies

the profound thought, that in God and Christ love is one with

self-interest, and self-interest is one with love; no such contra-

riety existing between them as is found in the case of man. God
loveth men, and all His creatures, for the sake of His own glory

which should be reflected in them ; but this, again, is no other

than pure self-renouncing love, for He who hath not merely a

hundred, but ten thousand times ten thousand sheep, and can

always create others unlimitedly, nevertheless is unwilling to find

one wanting, and counts that as lost, in itself, wliich He cannot

feed, and bless, and save for ever. And so, in a lower degree,

but with the mind of God, should the shepherds of Israel, as the

servants of God, count the sheep as their own : see J no. x. 12.

The Lord does not expressly say—" That which I now do,

should ye have already done ;" nor, on the other hand,—"What
else doth God with regard to His people, and all mankind?"

But He rather says, and more expressively—" I thus indeed act

as maiiy as the Son of Man ; and what man in like case (although

in another sense than that in which I act) would not do the

sameV^ For the rest, it is plain that the sheep of the Lord
Jesus do not here designate, in the sense of the discourses in St

John, those who are foreseen as believers and elect ; although

many thus perversely interpret His meaning, and hence find

themselves altogether at a loss to account for the ninety and

nine. It may be said (with Richter) that all Israel is primarily

to be understood ; we think, however, that the hundred sheep

extend much further than that, and intimate—"All men are

My sheep, and therefore even ye unfaithful shepherds are such."

^ Lange pursues this thought, and emphasises it too much ; for the idea

of the shepherd's sohcitude for the completeness of the round number of a

hundred is only a subordinate feature in the parable itself ; and so of the

woman's scanty ten pieces.—Or must we refer to Anselni's full number ?
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Christ is " the Man, whose all men are
!

" Still occupied by

His gracious intercourse with the publicans and sinners who

had drawn near to hear Him, He takes the gentlest view of the

apostasy of all mankind from God and from Himself; con-

templating them under that gracious aspect which has also its

truth. " They are indeed wretched and wandering sheep ;

—

but ye are (as ye think) in the right way; may I not, then,

leave you ? This ye willingly consent to ; then let Me seek the

lost, receive those who draw near to Me, save those who hear

Me and repent, though you need it not!" It could not be but

that this most gracious beginning should immediately assume a

tone of gentle or severe irony as it regards these perverse

hearers. He does not actually leave any flock without a shepherd

in the wilderness, while He goes to seek the one stray sheep (as

Eliab blamed David, 1 Sam. xvii. 28) ;—though the parable in

its limitation does not extend to that, nor does the Lord's im-

mediate answer involve that necessity.

But now let us observe in ver. 5 the graciousness of the Shep-

herd, who is not indeed influenced by the common selfishness of

man, but by tender love to the sheep themselves ! We would

not press the allusion, with Melancthon, who says :—Est suavis

significatio inserta passionis Christi ; ovem inventam ponit in

humeros suos, i.e., ipse onus nostrum transfert in seipsum, fit

victima pro nobis ; for, the passion of our Lord is rather involved

already in the going after, till He find the objects of His love; the

retrievedones are already atoned for. But this figure of the Shep-

herd with his sheep upon His shoulder, which the early Chris-

tians so much delighted in portraying, does most expressively

paint the tender and assiduous love which the sinner experiences

on his first return by repentance. Oh that poor penitent con-

verts found always such gentle treatment from the proud world,

or even from some proud saints ! The gre^t and good Shepherd,

in the fulness of His love and joy, does not hand over the poor

sheep to a servant, who would hurry it home in his hireling way :

no, He beareth it Himself (see Isa. xl. 11), reminding us of the

leading or bringing in of chap. xiv. 21, which falls immeasurably

short, and is assigned to the servant. No chastisement for the

running away, no driving or whipping back—the poor sheep is

weary and languishing enough by reason of its wanderings (Matt.

YOL. IV. H
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.X. 36) ; the great object is solicitously to warn and to shelter it

against new dangers—" that I may not again lose thee, My
beloved and peculiar treasure, which it rejoices Me to have

found again

!

The coming home of the Shepherd precisely corresponds to His

going forth, 'ropsvsa^ai. It was not, indeed, literally said in

the parable that there was such a going forth from home (the

parallel is zaraKst'Trziv) ; but it was actually intended, never-

theless, to indicate the whole human life of our Lord with its

great aim, and is therefore to be interpreted by Matt, xviii. 11,

comp. Lu. xix. 10, where the Son of Man is said to have come to

seek and to save that which w^as lost. Thus He goeth after it, until

he find it ; that is, not merely (according to Bengel) seeking

the sinner even at the table where he sits in his sins, but in the

essential truth of His words, seeking till the death of the cross

;

seeking us by penetrating the depths of our misery and our

curse, since only there and only thus we might be found ! Con-

sequently, the coming home of the Son of Man, who had gone

forth to seek and to save the lost children of men, must indicate

His return to His own proper house as the Son of God ; to the

heaven whither He carries back His saved ones. All this is

most plainly declared, as we have already said, in the literal

words of ver. 7, Likewise—in heaven, and most significantly the

sffTDct pointing to futurity. This man, this shepherd, is thus at

the same time the Lord from heaven, so transcendently high

in Himself, yet so condescending towards the objects of His

gracious seeking ! It is a still further condescension of the great

Proprietor that He summons others to share His joy ; for He
who thus speaks to others, places them, as it were, on a level

with Himself The joy is in itself so great, that it is as if He is

not sufficient for it Himself, but increases His gladness and the

complacency of His love by the sympathy of others ! What
depths of Divine GvyzoLTa^uGig in the real truth which is un-

deniably involved in such figures as these ! The man in the

parable has friends and neighbours around him, who are his

fellows—thus deals the Lord with those who are with Him in

heaven ! Looking at the profound difference between the two

parables, we very much doubt whether here also, as in ver. 10.

the angels of God only are to be understood. Mever observes
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—Among the angels and the blessed ; Bengel understands here

in the first instance only the spirits of the just made perfect

(comparing Eev. xviii. 20), but this is opposed by the circum-

stance that the (piXoi kou yiiTOVig are obviously not themselves

TrpoJDUTOi. ^vyzc4,Xi7v is the specific expression for an invitation

to a feast, and hence the " friends and neighbours " are only

parabohcally so designated—see ch. xiv. 12. (For the poor and

the maimed cannot be invited in heaven !) Moreover, we should

not seek a profounder distinction (with Bengel) between the

friends in sentiment and will, and the neighbours in dwelling

and locality. Such thoughts may very easily be pushed too

far, as, for example, the edifying observation—What joy will

then arise, when the sinner is brought safely home at last ! (Is

there joy in heaven at thy conversion, and will there be none at

thy glorification ? Baxter.) For the Lord regards the converted

man here as already fully saved and brought home ; embracing

all in one comprehensive figure. Oh how graciously does His

saying proceed—"i^ sheep—which was lost—that loliich was so

known to you, the inhabitants of heaven, as well as to Me, in

whose fate ye share My interest, so that I may well call upon

you for your sympatliy and joy !" The fulness of the meaning

of each word has an inexhaustible influence for the heart, even

after we have clearly expounded it to our minds. Just as ac-

cording to that low analogy, which the Lord does not disdain

to use, the tenderness of the shepherd feeling may be exhibited

in man as a shepherd towards the animal creation—so does the

Lord of heaven look down upon the pitiable objects of His com-

passion upon earth. Just as we ourselves rejoice over the fortu-

nate finding of what it has cost us pains to seek, however trivial

a thing it may be in itself—even so is there joy in heaven in the

presence of God and His angels, even such is the rejoicing of the

Son of God who returneth home with the precious thing that

He hath retrieved

!

We must not pass over^ in our familiarity with the formula,

the majestic / say unto you ! which forms the sublime transi-

tion to the interpretation of this most condescending parable.

"I am that Shepherd, and this I say unto you, shepherds of

Israel ; to you who murmur and blame me I speak, the Son of

Man who am come from heaven, and will soon return to heaven
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again as My home ; I, who know full well what passes there (as

afterwards, chap. xvi. 23, what passes m hell),—I say unto you

that joy shall be in heaven over that which causeth you offence

upon earth ! Joy, not over the sinner in his sin, but over his

repentance ; though ye, in your heartless presumption, allow no

validity to that repentance, and would not that I should receive

such a sinner ! I say unto you, that he will be more than re-

ceived above, whatever ye may vainly say against it. Over one

shall there be the joy of all heaven ; and even if all who hear Me
did not repent, if only one of them repented, the joy of finding

him would repay all the toil of seeking him. Ye reject all sinners

alike in mass ; to Me every one, for his own sake and for the

sake of My love, is inestimably precious and dear." We have

already shown upon Matt, xviii. that the Saviour's joy in recover-

ing the sinner refutes the notion of any irresistible grace. Not

that the sheep seeketh the Shepherd ; unless he were sought and

called he would continue lost. But, on the other hand, he may
oppose instead of following the recognised voice of the Shepherd

;

not, therefore, all who are lost are found again, or yield them-

selves to be saved, and this is the reason of the joy yv^hich is felt

over that one which is recovered. The [Mravouu is effected by

the seeking love of God ; but does not consist entirely and alone

in the energy of that love. This is perfectly exemplified in those

others who are now brought into contrast ; the designation of

whom in the parable as " not lost" is now qualified by a tone of

lamentation and complaint in the interpretation of the parable.

A sinner who repenteth is a sinner no longer, he becometh truly

righteous;—but what of the ninety and nine just persons?

Their true characterisation has been given upon Matt. ix. 12,

13. The gracious severity of the words set out with the assump-

tion that their righteousness was valid ; but when they murmur
where the inhabitants of heaven rejoice, the question naturally

arises whether their righteousness can be genuine.^ This is the

^ The Lord recognises no just persons -who never needed, or even who no

longer need, repentance :—and every application which involves this is a

perversion. Braune, e. g., speaks of the " innocent, who have not yet ex-

perienced or become conscious of evil, and who in the simphcity of their

hearts are just before God," as contrasted with " sinners who have passed

beyond the line of innocence j "' but the former could only be the angels^
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second condemnation of the Pharisees which is hinted ; the first

having been already directed against their neglect of their pas-

toral duty. This closing sentence, further (which coincides

with ch. V. 32), proves assuredly that the one sheep cannot be,

in the meaning of this parable, the human race as requiring re-

demption ; for the ninety and nine b rri Ip'/jfJj&f are neither the

angels nor the just made perfect in heaven. He who lists may,

however, go heyond the limits of the parable, and regard the

Lord as having one great flock throughout the universe, to which

the human race, lost till He goes after it, is related as the one

saved sinner, is related to all the others as the one to the ninety

and nine !^

Vers. 8-10. We have already exhibited the essential point of

this second parable, which alas is in most sermons and exposi-

tions lightly despatched as dependent upon the former, or left

altogether unnoticed. It is not the Holy Ghost, as He is a

hypostasis in the depths of the Godhead, but as He hath built

for Himself a house upon earth, and obtained for Himself a

possession. The church as a whole and individual churches—
both are, in a certain sense, the same. The Spirit in the church,

as the true mother of that house Avhich the great Proprietor

possesses not only in heaven but also upon earth, seeks, in like

manner, the lost piece of silver, and similarly rejoices over it amid

who however occupy their own quite different place in vers. 7, 10, and

are never called just in Scripture, but always holy ones. This would

issue in making our Lord preach the doubtful doctrine that "virtue

transcends innocence," against which we cannot be too much on our

guard, as grazing the confines of the view that man's fall into sin is

his line of progress towards maturity. Righteousness in scriptural phrase-

ology is never mere innocence, nor untried and unconfirmed virtue ; and

as the " just persons" in ver. 7 are upon earth (for should not the angels

in heaven rejoice over themselves as righteous ?) it remains that it is here

only a preliminary hypothesis which is assumed, with an underlying tone of

irony.

^ " Should not that great and glorious Shepherd whose millions of bright

sheep fill the universe, leave these millions in order to seek the shghtest,

poorest, most infirm of those who need His care, and without that care

would utterly perish ; does not His boundless love require Him to go after

it?" (Kurz, Bibel u. Astronomic, S. 220). This is a thought quite per-

missible in itself, but, as an exposition of what eternal Wisdom has spoken,

it is not valid.
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the sympathies of all angels and good spirits. Thus the mean-

ing of our Lord's words, spoken for futurity (Mat,t. xxiv. 35), goes

here, as it often, or, we may say, always does, far beyond the sense

which those who heard them first were then capable of putting

upon them. Nevertheless, even then an attentive and thought-

ful Scribe might have been led by the symbolical seeking ivoman

to think of the congregation of the people of God, of the ?r]p or

nnj; of the Lord ; in the name, and as the servant and represen-

tative of which, he himself should also have sought the lost.

But let it be observed now that the house built upon earth is not

introduced till after He who had come is gone home again to His

house in heaven (ver. 7). The substitution of the piece of silver

as designating the sinner, gives us, in addition to the important

meaning which we indicated above, the idea of a progression in

his value : a lost animal, a lost piece of money, and finally, a lost

son ! ^ For, the more closely we regard and realise the sinner's

final misery and first apostasy as leading to it, the more impres-

sively does his value in himself assert itself The number hence

becomes smaller : at first a hundred, now ten, aftervrards reduced

to two. This is not designed simply to teach that the enumera-

tion in itself is not to be interpreted ; but the ten pieces of silver

indicate in passing that the woman is not so rich as to be indiffe-

rent to the loss of even one piece ; that is, one soul is estimated

by the Spirit in the church, not in the proportion which one piece

would bear to the hoard of a man with millions, but in its pro-

portion to the scanty store of such a woman as this. The church

counts her possessions carefully, is unwilling to give up anything

as lost, and speaks of it when lost with all the more emphasis as

—my piece ! As the Lord also on Matt. xxii. 20, 21 compares

man with a piece ofmoney, referring by the image and superscrip-

tion to the stamp of God primarily on Israel, and then generally

on humanity in general, so must we not altogether exclude an

analogous sideglance in our present passage. The piece of silver

lying under the dust in its corner retains its own essential value,

but it would remain dead and lost as to purposes of possession

^ Not therefore conversely in anti-climax, as we find in Stein—not only

a sheep, which has a sensitive enjoyment of its life, but even an insignifi-

cant pie3e of money ! The tenth part of her little store is not insignificant

to the woman.
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(as we speak of dead and useless capital), if it should remain

unsought and unfound.^ In a more restricted reference the

Lord especially intends those who have already belonged to the

church, and fallen in it; because in them the loss and the ruin is

exhibited in its most impressive point of view : the discourse

afterwards takes a deeper' and more retrospective view, and re-

gards every sinner as ha\dng been once in the house of God, in

the heaven or paradise of innocence—of which more anon.

Lighting, siveeping, seeking : three critical points which are not

alluded to without significance, and which point to the true

signification of the yvv/]. We cannot seek in the dark, because

we cannot see. Then the lamp of preaching must first be

kindled in the Gospel ; and the voice of preaching is the voice,

continued upon earth, of Him who is gone into heaven :—it is

the Spirit who testifies in that preaching ; but yet the church

lights these lamps, by selecting and appointing her own true

witnesses, chosen from her midst, and exercising their functions

in her name. As to individual churches, this light may in some

cases altogether disappear, but in the church never ; she, that is,

the Holy Spirit, in her, continues ever to kindle them anew.

However much the disguising dusty in its various kinds, may
itself glisten or shine—it is, and can be no other than darkness

and death ; the true light must shine upon, and disperse it

utterly. For with this light is associated, and in absolutely ne-

cessary union, the sweeping of the house in all the further ordi-

nances and regulations of the ecclesiastical economy, adminis-

tration of discipline, and exercise of supervision ; the removal

out of the way of all hindrances and offences, of all hypocritical

pretexts and concealments, so as to leave no corner unvisited by

the light, and nothing hidden in the dust :—and all this is done

by the true energy of life accompanying the true light. This

sweeping does indeed at first seem to create dust where dust was

not before, exciting it throughout the house for the sake of the

object lost ; and even so this work of the Spirit in the church is

^ This view, which is quite in harmony with our present passage, and

with the comparison between man and the tribute money, has no afl&nity

with the strange and inappropriate question of Beck—" What makes the

monej false or genuine ? Not the external brilliance, or the stamp upon it,

but the false or genuine metal of its substance."
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complained against as unpleasantly disturbing the deceitful

course of death, and interfering with the false peace and amenity

of the house. Finally, the end and aim of all this lighting and

sweeping is the real and thorough seeking for souls. We may
further say that the first is preeminently assigned to the minister

of the word as such, the second to his helpers and elders, and

the cooperation in the great w^ork of seeking to the whole

church generally. When this proceeds in all its vigour, the

church is filled with life ; and, thus living, will not indolently

suffer her treasures to be lost, but seeking and finding them

will edify herself in the Holy Ghost.

Nothing is said here in ver. 9 of coming home, for the woman
who seeks is already in her own house :—the Spirit abideth in

the church. Hence also in ver. 10 (though this is generally

overlooked) not the " angels in heaven " are mentioned ; any

more than the Future gWa/, which now becomes the Present

yivzTCii, The angels of God, although they always behold the

face of the Father in heaven, are at the same time cooperant upon

earth in the seeking and preservation of those who are to be, and

are, the heirs of salvation : they are present in the church (1 Cor.

xi. 10) ; everywhere, and here especially, there is a close connec-

tion and fellowship between heaven and earth. The friends and

the neighbours who run together after the manner of women
(very much as if to rejoice over the birth of a child, see Ruth
iv. 14, 17 ; Luke i. 58), must not be regarded simply as a neces-

sary appendage of the figure ; for, in this wondrous series of

parables, there is not the slightest touch which does not yield its

meaning. Bengel's remark upon the distinction between the

angels as " foris, habitu virili, bellis apto ;" and " domi, habitu

pacifico et feminino," may be justly deemed far-fetched ; but it

will much better correspond with the truth if we refer to the

hosts, or, as it were, the congregations of spirits.-^ Suffice, that

in each case there is joy in the presence of the angels of God
when a sinner begins his conversion, and opens his heart for

the birth of his Saviour, even as there was angels' joy in

Bethlehem
; yea, there is joy over the beginning of every new

1 ]^et it be remembered that the collective idea in Hebrew is expressed by
the feminine.
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creation, like that first joy over creation when the light sprung

forth from the darkness (Job xxxviii. 7. See Eph. iii. 10;

1 Pet. i. 12). This world is the nursery of that world ; and
every little plant is greeted as a new accession to the glory of

God, to the joy of all who are saved in Him, and to His joy, as

the Saviour, in them.

THE SEEKING, RECEIVING, FORBEARING LOVE OF THE FATHER
TOWARDS THE PENITENT AND THE SELF-WILLED, THE OPEN
AND THE CONCEALED SINNER : THE TWO SONS.

(Luke XV. 11-32.)

Ifit were allowable to introduce here the distinctions applicable

to human things, we might term this parable the crown and the

pearl of all our Lord's parables. How many words would it

require to express all the feelings of reverent astonishment with

which we ever contemplate and study it ! How simple, yet how
profound ; how transparently artless as a chapter of human life,

and yet how full of mystery as a revelation of the mysteries of

the kingdom of heaven ; how perfectly natural is the picture as a

whole, and yet how full of significance down to the slightest and

minutest features and touches; how eternally riveted on the

memory are the words, how inexhaustibly to be explored their

ever new evolutions of meaning ; with what dramatic life is all

related, so that every fresh clause suggests in itself a whole his-

tory, which one is involuntarily constrained to pursue for him-

self; and, again, with what force does every word arrest the

conscience, and point to the parabolical application of the whole;

—in short, to sum all in one word, how Divine-human is this

parable of the God-man ! So individually characteristic is it,

that no other is its fellow ; while so universally comprehensive

that " we all must find ourselves reproduced in this parable in

some sense, either as we have become, or as we have ever been,

or as we are hoping and endeavouring to be !"^ And we cannot

^ Nitzsch, in his sermons (erste Auswahl, von Bonn 1833), constructed

for academical and educated hearers, but full of the very marrow of exegesis

—^from which we shall take leave to extract much more.
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but remark how the blessed Lord, almost in opposition to His

usual manner, speaks and points so movingly to the sentiment and

feelings ; as if His affectionate love aims to affect and to break,

if that might be, even the hardest hearts. That this parable,

which Lange beautifully terms " a gospel within the Gospel,"

this universal text for preaching about the lost and recovered

sons of our heavenly Father (and the hopelessly lost firstborn in

the rich possessions of the house), should be wanting in the peri-

copse of the Sunday kalendar, is an omission which is utterly

unjustifiable on any ground whatever, which is not compensated

by the insertion of the previous similitudes, and which of itself

is ample reason for that reformation of the kalendar which

Palmer desires.

We shall not repeat what has been already said as to the posi-

tion and significance of this parable in connection with the whole,

but proceed to develop its individual meaning. We are called

to regard the Lord's complete answer to the Pharisees, in the

double picture so impressively contrasted, and which yet preaches

the one love of God :—how the manifestly apostate sinner (with

honesty, at least, in his sin), coming in penitence, is received

again; how the secretly apostate sinner (secretly in hypocrisy),

even while he is wilfully revolting against his father and his

brother, is home with in mercy, is graciously intreated, and even

still sought

!

Ver. 11. A hundred sheep—ten pieces of silver—and now two

sons : this last introduces a having of a very different kind, and

consequently, a very different, and now first perfect joy, in the

recovery after losing I The limitation in number to tivo con-

centrates the attention upon the contrast, exhibited in vers. 7 and

10, betw^een the lost and what was preliminarily assumed to be not

lost ; bringing out that contrast now into sharp prominence, as a

main element in all these parables. A certain man had two sons,

that is, he was thefather of both! To understand Christ Himselfas

this father, is contrary to the sacred propriety of all His habitual

speech, whether parabolical or otherwise, in which He never for-

gets that He Himself is the true Son ; and, as we have said, is

decisively confuted by a profounder investigation of the whole.

God, as the Father or great Creator, has sons, self-conscious, en-

dowed with will, begotten in His likeness—and these are not so
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much all intelligent creatures, though this is sometimes assumed,

as men created in Adam after the image of God; for, "Adam was

the son of God," ch. iii. 38. To say that God is originally the

" Father of all His intelligent creatures," presents us only with

a half-truth ; but to say that He is and remains the Father of

men, even in their apostasy, is a whole truth, Jas. ii. 9 ; Acts

xvii. 28, 29; Eph. ili. 15.^ Every "sinner" was once, in his

first beginning and going forth from God (even if only in Adam),

a child in the house (created in the Son) ; every " righteous

person," who comes forward into contrast as thinking himself

such, will also in that house declare and prove himself to be a

yet greater sinner himself. The universal paternal grace ex-

tends to the vilest as consequent upon that first essential birth,

while the universal ruin of sin extends to the most honourable

as consequent upon actual birth in time ; thus the two parties

are exhibited in these two sons, whose history is now depicted,

and to whom the Lord now speaks, as being originally and

fundamentally -alike before God.

Now first is the so-called si7iner placed in the true light which

Divine love sheds upon him ; and we have here depicted to us :

—his sin, vers. 12 to 16; his repentance, vers. 17-20; his recep-

tion back again, vers. 20-24. We have now, more definitely

than in the two former parables, " the gradational development

of departure from God, and return to Him by repentance and

faith;" the profoundest and inmost beginning and end both of

sin and of return, with all that in both cases lies intermediate.

First of all, and this is the distinctive starting point of the

parable, we have sin as such and in its essential self—its origin

(ver. 12), development or process (ver. 13, in the way indicated

by the lost sheep), and consummation (also ver. 13, having

reached the goal indicated by the lost money). But then is

immediately adjoined the misery which follows on sin, and is

inseparably one with it ; this also is viewed in its threefold

critical aspect :—the beginning of want, ver. 14, which is the

first consciousness and realisation of distance and estrangement;

the recourse to false help, ver. 15, which is only the continuation

and confirmation of apostasy ; and finally the aggravated and

^ On this last passage, comp. my Epheserbrief, especially Vol. i. p. i97.
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intenser want, ver. 16, which lays bare the whole depth of the

misery which it has drawn after it.

Vers. 12, 13. It is because the Lord will preserve to this

" righteous " one in the figure the pre-eminence of the preroga-

tive of the firstborn, that the younger is introduced as the un-

filial and lost son; nor need we look for any other reason

—

such as a relative apology for his folly in his youth, which was

also in its time true of the other also. By this figure of a grown-

up son, who will be a " young man before his time, and endures

not to wait for his inheritance till his father dies," who is furiously

urged by the lust for emancipation, that the Lord's wisdom, which

always contemplates the fundamental principles below the sur-

face, would exhibit to us the innermost essence of all sin in its

original source. The son breaks loose from his father; is no

longer satisfied with the common enjoyment of all his goods,

because he cannot longer tolerate the fellowship of his righteous

father, whose authority had so long constrained him to obedience;

his will is to live independently and for himself to carry away

his own goods as a spoil, to seek his miserable happiness by in-

fatuated wisdom of his own in the enjoyments of a free life :

—

and in this we see the punctum saliens in all our apostasy from

the living God, our Creator, and our Father ! His own good

things in unholy appropriation preponderate, in the mind of this

son, over the favour of his father enjoyed in filial love ; he con-

fronts that father with a selfish demand, which seems to possess,

yet is in reality utterl}^ without, reason :—and in this we see the

speedily resulting, and apparently entire death and extinction

of all filial sentiment, the root of all and every sin, more exceed-

ing sinful in this its albeit secret and deeply latent principle

than in all the subsequent wanderings and riotous abandonment

to evil which necessarily springs from it. And even if we go

no further than the external possessions of which chap. xvi.

1-13 will speak (though the words go much deeper), yet we
must regard the Lord as explaining and condemning prospec-

tively the root of the ahifcia, which clings to all mammon—the

improper appropriation of that which should be alien to us, in

contempt of our true possessions in the fellowship of God. Aog

fjuot—seems, indeed, to be the supplication of the son as follow-

ing the Udrsp of invocation ; but the {juot itself presents him as
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making a demand, and it is followed by a juristical formula

which seems to regard himself and his father as equal persons,

with equal rights. To i'/TtficiXKov fjbspog is genuine Greek (as

Grotius shows), and is used also with reference to inheritance

in Tob. vi. 12, as also to the taxes imposed on a dependent

people, 1 Mace. x. 30. The son stands upon his right, therefore,

just as men think that they have a right as creatures to expect from

the Creator an dprog s^iovaiog (and forsooth, the whole befitting

(jbspog which their ordinary life requires) ; yet is he constrained,

at the outset of his wandering, to pay an involuntary tribute

to the truth, for his prayer is

—

Give me now that which will one

day be my just portion (as if the father had not the right, as

long as he lived, to disinherit disobedient children !) " I request

that my portion be given me "—in which the demand at the

close preponderates over the petition at the beginning.^ But

this is not the sudden impulse of desire in an evil hour, which

might be reasoned with ; it is the resolved and stedfast dispo-

sition which the father had seen growing till the period of this

outbreak, and which itself silently proclaimed the sad severance

of the internal bond. Therefore the father does not place him-

self in opposition, resting upon his rightful prerogative ; he does

not become to this unfilial child a despotic and restraining

master, but remains his father still :—for a father even among

men is unwilHng to find a se7%^ant in a son (comp. ver. 19 after-

wards), and would rather let that son take his freedom, when

he knows that all his representations and prayers would be fruit-

less in keeping his child. That our heavenly Father dismisses

us with our freedom, when we would depart from Him, is the

result at once of His holy righteousness (averse from all merely

external compulsion), and of that mercy also which does not

1 The Lord exhibits here in its ground and beginning that which, how-

ever, is immeasurably surpassed in its subsequent developments in the

world at large, when the proud sinners of the last time demand from their

so-called God, now and in this life, all that they care nothing about in

another. Yet does the Lord speak prophetically for this last secular

manifestation of the evil principles of that apostate, selfish sin which would

wrest all that the future has for the present time. Communism lyingly

speaks about equal distribution among many brethren :—we know full well

that such liberalism means all for self in reality, and in any case goes far

beyond the l7r;^a?tXoy fispog in its demands.
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leave us, bat ever seeks our return. For while, on the one

hand, He bestows upon the son who forsakes His house an

actual inheritance, it is foreseen, on the other, that in his

estrangement it will be consumed, and that distress must in due
time recall the deserter. He who suffers us to go our way has

already taken care that it shall be hedged in with thorns. Hos.

ii. 6. Thus, if this third parable makes it appear at first (as Roos

says), "that the father took no more thought about his lost son,"

that semblance is soon all the more impressively removed.

And he divided unto them the inheritance. In the parable,

primarily, the elder (as first-born) obtained, or was secured in the

prerogative of, the landed possession, the proper paternal inheri-

tance; while the younger had in compensation his [jji^og dealt out

to him. Thus, all else that belonged to the father remained to the

elder
; yet as a son in the house luitli Ids father^ so that he could

yet dispose of it at his pleasure, ver. 31. It might have appeared,

indeed, that he who was emancipated according to his own desire

had more enjoyment of freedom ; but that was only a delusion of

the unfilial mind. And let the distinction—never sufficiently

noted—between the ovfficx, and ^iog be carefully observed ; for the

Evangelist, under the direction of the Holy Ghost, gives every

little word its distinct and accurate place. The idea of the for-

mer goes deeper than that of the latter. The son will have the

very substantia of his estate, that which properly belonged to his

essential personality and existence; without knowing that his

words involve (according to the moral relation between person-

ality and possession) something very different from that which a

man may eat and drink, spend and consume : of the father it is

only said that he gave up rov ^iov (as far, consequently, as the

son wished) to his discretion to be wasted. That was to this

foolish spendthrift his ovala (ver. 13); and it was this which he

squandered utterly, after having converted it all into money, and

gathered all together into a compact transportable form (as Prov.

xxiii. 21, xxi. 17, pave the way for our parable);—but we shall

see that something very different remained for him in the depths

of his father's heart. Indeed, no sooner has this fool obtained

his own, than he makes haste to show why he had demanded it

:

—(JbiT ov TToKkcig rjfjApccg he appropriates all, and goes to another

land (properly, into a certain other country), into his own free-
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dom and the freedom of his own, to become a young master on

his own account, anything so as to be out of his father's house

and beyond his discipline. And if the fjuazpav here belongs to

the %a)pav (comp. chap. xix. 12, Prov. vii. 19), and does not as

in ver. 20 stand adverbially, then it adds an emphasis of its own

—as far as possible away ! In this emphatic and most pregnant

f/jccpcpdu, which significantly combines with the last hypocritical

^arsp (used by the younger as by the elder son), the spirit of

apostasy and departure from God is exhibited as the full con-

summation of sin. The neighbourhood of the father is irksome

to the fallen child and urges him to widen his distance, until

Augustin's word seems to be fulfilled : regio longinqua est ohlivio

Dei. Now lives the sinner in that land a life which he thinks

worthy of the name ; but then begins and is consummated his

death, for his father must bewail him as dead ; he lives aaajrug,

that is, a self-destroying life, without salvation or help—and hence

this intensewordbecame the chosen expression to indicate all kinds

of external debauchery and recklessness of riot.-^ The %iypa IziivTi

is wherever such erring children have wandered from their Father^

wherever they are dwelling afar from Him, wherever they vainly

attempt to build a city, like Cain in Nod, the land of unsteady

wandering from the face of God, apart from which there is

neither life nor salvation. All creaturely possession consumes

itself in the using (Col. ii. 22) ; and all wealth must ever turn

to poverty, either by its actual dissipation, or in consequence of

the folly of covetousness which, the more mammon increases, is

the less satisfied b}^ it. Thus man in his sin consumes first of

all his earthly goods, so that he can no more find his satisfaction

and comfort in them ; but then, alas, the true and real posses-

sions which his heavenly Father communicated to him are also

consumed, the life derived from God dies out in alienation (Eph.

iv. 18)—unless a seasonable repentance saves its last spark.

So in the primitive world the first race of men squandered away

in mass the original prerogatives of natural possession, as well as

^ "AffWTo?, 6 01 ocvrou a.itoh'hvy.ivog. Aristot. Eth. iv. 1. This history-

is everywhere and perpetually finding its external realisation in the lives

of the slaves of lust. Eph. iv. 22. When people are "lords of their

means, but not lords of their desires"—waste, poverty, and ruin must

follow. (Zeller.)
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the consciousness and heritage of fellowship with God ; such,

when viewed in its profoundest principle, is the way of every

individual soul ; thus was it, more particularly (and this lying

midway between the two may be regarded as the most immediate

application of the parable), with the chosen people of God in

their apostasy. Out of an innocent child (whose first crea-

tion by God is reflected, at least, in a certain relative guiltless-

ness), out of a baptized and confirmed Christian, there comes

forth one who draws near to say farewell to his Father as in

ver. 12; an independent, that is, an apostate, self-destroying,

and lost son—such is the whole history of sin! But when

the Father first of all punishes this unholy desire by granting

it, as at the graves of lust in the wilderness. He nevertheless

deals with our inborn fireedom in long-suffering as wise as it is

merciful; that increate principle of freedom He regards in

His children even in its wanderings with a Divine paternity

which infinitely transcends any figure by w^hich it may be

illustrated.

Yers. 14-16. As lightly and swiftly as all had been gathered

together is all scattered again, wasted, spent ;^—such is the gene-

ral picture here given of the folly which thinks life long, and

never regards its end. The misery of want now begins, treading

closely on the heels of lawless riot. This keen and pressing

want of hunger marks a critical point of the similitude, wherein

it must fail adequately to illastrate the truths which were in-

tended; but the Lord so incorporates the expression in the

parable as that it preserves its appropriate relation to the nar-

rative, while suggesting to the thoughtful mind the deeper truth

which it fails entirely to set forth. For, most assuredly, that

hunger, which is the destitution of the true and only satisfying

bread, must be regarded as always existing in that land (as it is

twice defined most significantly, after its first mention in ver.

13, and then in the uhz of ver. 17 exhibited in its most impres-

sive contrast—as alienated and far from the father's house); but

that destitution becomes a necessity or a longing, a manifest

^ AisaKopTTias is obviously in ironical contrast with ffvuecyuyuv ;
and then

'TTixvrx points again to the previous oiTrocvru^ while "boiTrxvoiu yet more

ironically reprobates the spending all—for nothing

!
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Kimg, only when it is keenly felt in the soul. The Lord here

goes beyond the parable as revolving round this one son, and

obliquely intimates how the ruling grace of God sends visitations

of general calamity into the domain of this sinful world, which

make the misery felt and salvation an object of desire (comp.

Amos viii. 11). This great truth, however, is only grazed in

the broad x,ara r'/jv x^jpav IzBivriv ; and the Lord, for His im-

mediate object's sake, places the famine of the land generally in

striking connection by its kyspsro with the consummated squan-

dering of the substance of him who had wandered into it, as if

it had been the simple consequence of his reckless w^aste. And
so it seems as if we are no further to think of this Xtfjjog than

as it respects the spendthrift's participation in it, and impending

starvation. How much is shadowed forth, again, in this ycrsps?-

adcct, as to the deep internal progress of the history of the sinner !

To every one this time must come, especially to every one—as

in this parable's point of view—who has fallen into the gross wil-

fulness of outward sin. The time passes merrily for a while, but

the pleasure of life soon dies out, the possessions and the strength

are lavished away, the relishes of mad joy which once befooled

the heart are now untasted ;—suffice that that heart, the still

existent sffco oivd^ccTTog, begins now to be in w^ant, to feel the fear-

ful horror of its most bitter emptiness and distress. No matter

whether \'iewed as external or internal—for it must always come

at last to the sense of inward want. Thus we can understand

the further description of the ensuing misery. Slavery, instead

of the independence so madly chosen ; detestable humiliation

even among the associates of apostasy in this wicked world ; and

finally, the last vain endeavour to find the sustenance of life in

resources which degrade to the level or below the level of the

brutes. The colours are strong, laid on unsparingly, but in

perfect truth. The heathen land indicated by the swine,

signified to the Jews the region of sin and impurity, in the

foul shame of which this son of a very different household

must sink into a swineherd. The land, indeed, is full of such

as he (sinners are many upon earth)—that is the first intima-

tion. But the strong expression which speaks of the citizens

of that land means still more, and involves an evident con-

trast with the immigrant who had not yet become a citizen

VOL. IV. I
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therein. Those in whom the last fihal feehng (ver. 17) is ex-

tinct, and who think no longer of any former better home, are

the true citizens of this evil world ; such as would still return

like this son in the parable, are the scattered children of God in

their midst. Jno. xi. 52.

First of all, the wretched one heghming to be in want, seeks to

help himself, in perverse and bHndly persistent apostasy ; turn-

ing to resources which can only issue in his own worse miserv,

and thus drive him against his own purposes to that conversion

which is the design of God^s grace. His heart does not yet and

at once say—I will up and go to my father ! but before that

there is to be another 'Tropsvdslg. Many interpret the lzoWr,&7]

of humble and urgent begging^ which fastens itself upon another

and will not be gainsayed ;—Give me something, make me some-

thing, even though it be a keeper of swine, only let me not starve

and perish ! But this seems an incorrect anticipation of the

stages of humiliation, as they are stated with precision ; this zok-

T^oia&c/j gives us rather the twofold commencement of misery, as

resulting from foolish recourse to self for help. He enters into

stricter fellowship with the heathens and sinners of the place

(which he had in a sense avoided before, from the remains of

shame in him) ; but this fellowship of attachment of itself can

only result in dependence, he gives himself up to bondage, pledges

himself wholly to the world. This, then, is the abasement, in

which the wretched wages of sin must become loathsome to him

as swine's food, while he remembers the bread of heaven. The
world, and every one of its citizens, is a hard master, in whose

services the most pitiable wages are given, yea, not even food to

eat ; well for every prodigal who is constrained to realise this,

and does realise it ! The KSpdria, which Luther has quite cor -

rectly popularised into husks,^ indicate, according to the predomi-

nant reference which the parable involves to sinners ofthe grossest

degree, the last defilement, the bestial turpitude of the foulest

fleshly lust—although even this may assume various forms, admits

1 St John's bread, or goat's horn, the hulls of a leguminous plant which

in the East is the food of cattle and swine, and often the nourishment of

the poorest in times of distress. The Syr. has S'sn^n, which corresponds

with the Talmudical -i"^ i<ni-ri for the same fruit.
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of many degrees, and may be disguised under specious aspects.

What the beast is to man, that the carnal man, the natural man
generally with his pleasures and needs, is to the nobler part of

himself, the spirit to be awakened in conversion ; it is not, there-

fore, an external change, the alteration in objects and manner of

life simply, which is needed to turn into husks that which before

was so sweet and pleasant. (Prov. ix. 17, xx. 17.) For- if the

sinner has once reached the point at which the parable here

exhibits him, he is constrained by experience to confess the

worthlessness and the utter disgracefulness of his sinful life ; yet

this is so far from being the voluntary conversion of his will, that

he might even in this depth despise the call of the living God,

and exhort his soul to eat and drink as if at the most excellent

table ; ^ and thus, if his most outrageous desires were gratified,

arrive at a point in which he should take his place among the

other thriving citizens. We see, in this normal type of a peni-

tent sinner, that even he at least for a while desires only to be

fed with these husks ! The common translation, however, and

that which Luther has retained, is incorrect ; our feeling would

never allow us to admit—And no man gave them unto him !

As if, had only the swine's food been supplied to him, he would

not have gone back to his father ! a feature this which would

derange and distort the harmony of the whole picture. It is

indeed sa\l in regard to this prevalent interpretation, that in the

time of dearth his swine were more important to the citizen than

their keeper (but we may ask whether the herdsman was not

necessary /or them !), but such a notion introduces an incongru-

ous extravagance quite foreign to the measured character of the

whole parable. And further—who could have prevented the

swineherd from taking some portion for himself in connection

with the animals, on which supposition alone the giving to him

would have been needful.^

The general ovMg does not suit this view ; nor his experience,

already alluded to, that these zipdrtdf which the swine might eat

as their natural and fitting nourishment, could only Jill without

1 We cannot but think of that verse of the great poet—" Uns ist ganz

kannibahsch wohl, als wie flinfhundert Saiien
!"

2 Though the answer has been devised—that he would have to prepare

them by cooking for himself !
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nourishing and satisfying his hungering belly.^ This is, once

more, a piercing truth—the pleasures of sin, as those who delight

in them must find, fill but never satisfy ; comp. Lu. vi. 25 ; Jno.

iv. 13; Eccles. i. 8, and, in the same words as here, Ps. xvii. 14.

And here what sin would do, becomes its punishment—the de-

bauched and riotous liver had before filled his belly, wdiile no

animal, no swine, eats more than enough, overstepping the limits

of nature. In the similar application in Lu. xvi. 21, it is sup-

posed that many crumbs fell to Lazarus from the rich man's

table, the e7rtdv[jj^v indicating his pious contentment—and here

also we must understand that the poor swineherd ate readily of

the husks, seized them with avidity, for (as x,cct often signifies),

no man troubled himself about his case, or gave him a just suffi-

ciency for his maintenance; and this absolute use of hthcuf/jt

Alford lays stress upon, concurrently w^ith myself. Thus it is

—

No man gave Jdm anything else, any human nourishment, any

bread. This immediately leads to the 'TrepKJGrsvsi)^ clpr^v in the

father's house, of wdiich he at last thinks with a true iTidufMlv ;

and this is said also, in passing, to the hard "just ones," who
would with like scorn leave the '' publicans and sinners " to their

trough, instead of feeling compassion for their case.

Vers. 17-20. The penitent sinner now stands revealed before

our eyes ! Penitence, in its fullest meaning, or the voluntary

prosecution of the jmrpose into the great act, is the actual arising

and comijig to the Father ; but before this comes the resolution

of repentance, which is developed here with almost systematic

completeness as proceeding from the inmost soul. For Jesus

explains in this parable how far penitence must, like sin, proceed

volwitarily : and in this there is a contrast with the sheep, w^an-

dering in stupidity, and in stupidity not coming back of itself;

and still more with the lost piece of money. Yet both sides of the

question are equally true. Repentance, as a resolution, thus

develops itself:—in its origin as a return into self and remem-
brance of the father—in its most essential process as a conscious-

ness of misery, and that as the judicial consequence of sin—and

1 The contrast expressly established in the text between ys/iciaai rvju

Koi'Kiuv and ^adiov^ confutes the application which Braune makes—He
might not even like the swine satisfy himself. There is no not even in the

description.
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finally in its consummation as a turning round, a confession, and

a TOW. Or, transferred into systematic phraseology. Repentance

is first knowledge and conviction of sin, and then resolution (al-

though in that first knowledge the latent will must cooperate
;

for it is the inmost principle and root, as of the act so also of the

self-knowledge in repentance) ; but knowledge of misery, as also

of the guilt and sin which has produced it,—resolution not onlv

to return but to confess. As it respects the third critical point,

the promise of work and new obedience, we shall afterwards find

something which requires cautious handling in that.

It is well expressed in the translation

—

When he came to him-

self ! thus not before, but now at last ! Thus far was it necessary

that it should go with him ! This is the rule which has its

external exemplification in multitudes of cases :—How manv
must first go on to the most shameful excesses of sin before thev

come to know that sin I How many find not out their miserv

until after they have sought their consolation and help in the

world by the profoundest humiliation of devotion to it ! After

they have been sent, as it were, to the swine, the long unheard

and overpowered voice within them breaks out—Thou seekest it

in the world to no purpose, it is in thyself, thou art a lost son,

but still the son of 2i father ! He came to himself—this is more

accurate than Luther's popular " in sich schlagen," which in-

correctly connects the subsequent act (ch. xviii. 13) with this

simple beginning, thereby deranging the delicate connection of

the text, as well as losing sight of a reference which it contains

to Old Testament phraseology. When he begins to be in want,

he goes and joins himself to a citizen ; when his want reaches

the point of extremest outward need, he goes that better way
into himself, there finds he the right TopcvaofijUt ! See in Deut.

XXX. 1 the same intimation—When thou shalt call to mind or co

into thy heart ("^naWx na;f'm comp. 1 Kings viii. 47, Isa.

xlvi. 8). When the sinner truly goes into himself, he discerns

himself by a yet remaining remembrance to be in the deepest

reality an apostate son before God. Thus previously and in his

sin, he was out of himself, had never contemplated and known
himself in the simple truth of his condition and relations. And
let the intimation in this simihtude for the other and equally

true aspect of the matter, be also observed. The voluntary
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sinner was not altogether and absolutely a voluntary agent

(there was in his case a blinding deceitfulness of sin and Satan,

by which he had lost the power of entering into self) ; and fur-

ther, his repentance w^as not altogether voluntary, but induced

by the grace which sought him through the pressure of need.

The first utterance of his heart is an awakening right remem-
brance of the forsaken father's house. We may for a moment
hesitate how to interpret the mention of the hired servants, which

the Lord, primarily in conformity with the hteral similitude,

connects with this remembrance ; for we cannot suppose that

any feature in the parable is indifferent and without its own

proper allusion. We might rest in the general acceptation

—

How many people stilh faithfully serving him, industrious

labourers, has my father ! These would then be ^' the multitudes

of saints whom the Lord of blessedness had received to blessed-

ness, poor sinners whom He had already graciously and hospit-

ably admitted."^ But there must still be a difference between

such and the [Jbiff^iotg here. For while this lost son is occupied

in thinking—" There no man suffers want ; even the hired ser-

vants, such as I am here, are better cared for than I, most

miserable (jJcrdiog without fjbtadog, yea, even without food, which

the meanest hireling is worthy of :"—while he is thus meekly in-

stituting comparison with his own present condition, he cannot

but bring also into contrast (for he remembers his father as such)

his sycu hi as the son having an original prerogative ! To under-

stand the matter aright, we must remember too that no one

parable can express everything which is involved in its meaning;

and that remembrance which here seems to well up naturally in

the penitent's soul, is in the corresponding reality awakened by

the call of God, which goes out through all that land not

only in the voice of scarcity, but in open and direct preaching—
Return again, ye who have revolted ! But that preaching exerts

its influence only where it excites and kindles the still existing

spark—and that is the point of view which we must take in order

1 Paulus Kind-'Worte, wodurch man selig werden kann, in fiinf Pre-

digten liber den verlcinen Sohn. Cannstadt bei Eichter, 1839. Impressive

and awakening sermons, which, however, labour under the defect of neglect-

ing the individualising exposition of the text, and caring only about the

ecclesiastical and systematic theology to be evolved from it.
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to understand what is here said—this explains the sinner's under-

standing that appeal. Thus it is not as if this sinner had now

other converted sinners before his eyes ; but his reflection signi-

fies—How many orderly men (in comparison of me a reprobate !)

receive temporal happiness from God!^ And here it is undeni-

able (as in the y^u^d and the \iyjOQ)^ that the parable extends be-

yond its own limits, that is, arises itself to press towards its inter-

pretation.—The hired servants are now before the eyes of the

son, even as the father's house is not removed from him by any

distance of space.

And I, his son, perish with hunger, am dying the most frightful

death ! If this k'7roKkv[jjOci becomes a consciousness to the soul,

then is there life enough in it to seek and to find the bread of

life. Now first is the external turned to an internal wretched-

ness, and is in contrast felt as misery by the soul. The a;$g,

which is unfortunately omitted by Luther (as by the Yulg.), and

to the emphasis of which we have already referred, is certainly

genuine, and has a distinctive significance in the spirit of the

penitent's words—And I, the apostate son, perish here, because

I by my own fault am here and not with my father, because I

have chosen to leave him ! This is my sin and my misery

!

The experience of misery led first from without inwardly to the

knowledge of sin ; but now conversely this knowledge speaks

first and last of sin as the only cause of misery. ^Ylierefore am
I, wherefore remain I here ? Thus from this u^s springs imme-

diately that transcendently important and impressive 'Ai^affrdg

'TTopsvG'Ofjjai I The groundtone is*—I will arise ! for here we
have the English distinction—the future I will and not / shall.

But there is mingled with this an immediate resolution of instant

^ It were going too far to make the premature distinction—How many
merely legally faithful righteous servants, not yet children of God, are

fed by His bounty, are more contented and happy than I ! Such thoughts

have no place here.—But the interpretation of von Gerlach is essentially

incorrect, who speaks of " the lower creation of God " contrasted with which
" only sinful man feels himself in his restless sin empty and miserable "

—

thus making " the contemplation of God's creation awaken to repentance !^^

This is a notion quite alien to the parable, and untrue in itself ; for the

father's house does not include the animal world and the lower creation,

and nian does not come to repentance in any other way than by coming to

himself.
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decision which admits not of being translated—I will do it ! for

there is no mere ^'ikco expressed. In the hvoLarag (which

primarily signifies the rallying from a state of impotent wretched

despondency, though not without a gracious though slight pre-

intimation of the resurrection of the dead one, ver. 24) Bengel

sees the primovdia pcxnitentice, accurate indicata ; but we should

more accurately look for the true primordia in the earlier ik&ojv

sig locvrov. The arising and the going are again two stages,

hence repeated significantly in ver. 20. There is no despair,

which would rest in the aTroKKvfJbcci—" All is lost with me, my
salvation is impossible, I can no more return to my father

!"

When now the sinner—in a better sense than before in ver. 13

—gathers all together that he has in himself, all that remains in

him of the grace of creation, as well as all the influence of awaken-

ing, preventing grace already received—then can he do what he

will. But he must also in act go, and actually go to the father.

How many find this grievous ; how many prefer to go to some

other citizen of the country who may promise fairer and give

more than the former ! But in this going to the father there

follows of itself the true saying unto him—even if that is only

the language of coining itself, which often speaks most loudly.

Even in this " Pater peccavi "— as popular use has translated

our Lord's expression of the sinner's heart's cry to the heart

of the all-merciful Father—His shepherd-voice goes out after

the wandering sheep, putting that language into the lips of

sinful man. And what a word is this single rif/jccprov in this

place, the heartbreaking fulness of which the Holy Spirit teaches

every penitent sinner from age to age to pour forth in many
words ! Impossible is it at first to set before God all the details

of our life of sinfulness ; but this one word is enough for Him,
if it springs from the depths of earnestness, without any abate-

ment of reservation or apology. The son in the parable alleges

nothing in his own justification (youthful inconsideration, false

counsellors, or the like), and is far from Adam's ancient defence.

Gen. iii. 12, comp. Job xxxi. 33. How fundamental and

thorough the meaning of his rjfjjaprov, is shown in the addition,

without any unfolding, as it were, of his sin,—"I know what that

is, I have sinned against heaven and before thee !^^ Is this to be

put to the account of the parable simply, so that the son here
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may be said to distinguish between heaven and his human father?

Primarily it may be so—and, for the purpose of the figure, it

may run—"Against God, cryiiag to heaven, has my sin been

committed, while I have been offendino; before thee, and aorainst

thee my father; not merely the offence against thee do I feel and
confess, but above and before all the sin before God" (comp.

Matt. xxi. 25 ; Ezra ix. 6 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 9). But this twofold

expression has its distinctive meaning in the interpretation of the

parable, inverting the sense just given :
—" I have sinned against

the right and order o^ heaven, against the obedience of the king-

dom of spirits subjected in obedience to law (a supplementary

note for ver. 7), in that I have sinned against Thee, my Father,

and the Father of all spirits !" And so, further,

—

''Not merely

before all the angels and holy inhabitants of Thy house, pre-

eminently, and first of all in Thy sight. I stand here a con-

fessed, and convicted sinner ! But I dare to come, and stand be-

fore Thy Holy Face." The two sentences—I will arise ! I have

sinned ! were unconditional and decided ; but the third follows

as hypothetical, and carrying with it the latent spark of some-

thing not yet lost. Judas and Cain at once are ready to have

nothing more to do with God ; but this poor prodigal son has

twice in his penitence spoken of his father, ver. 18 (and a third

time, if we include ver. 17); and even the being called son, which

he could not hope in reply ^ from him whom he yet ventures to

address as "father," has in its undertone the timid and poignant

suggestion—Although I am thy son, was once rightly so called.

This evidently lies in the backward glance of ovairi. The prayer

descends from the tone of its first confession of absolute guilt,

in a way which was as artless as it was justifiable, and uses a

(jusiouCiig which expresses the outgoing of the heart of a child

towards the heart of a father. Instead of continuing, and prose-

cuting into all its detail, the rifjuaprov which he had confessed

—

"I deserve to be banished from heaven and from thee, to be

punished with the severest condemnation !" he takes courage to

say no more than—" I am no more worthy to be called thy son ;"

although this indeed silently says—" Anything rather than this

^ It is only this first unrejecting acceptance that he ventures to think

upon, or that he is capable of thinking upon. His thoughts do not go ou

to that consummation of which Matt. v. 9 speaks.
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lias been my desert!" Had his words ended there they would

have been a perfect model for all such sons so coming as he ; his

appeal would have been such as the ''father!''^ which he had

first spoken might have said in its own solitary and profound

significance ; the conclusion corresponding to that would have

been the fitting and permitted supplication of a returning child,

more self-abased than words would express

—

^'^uifather! Ipray

thee, receive thy penitent son again, call me son once more!"

This repentance dares to hope for, but not to expect, forgive-

ness ; hence scarcely has the son drawn involuntarily so near,

than he falls back again in anxiety, ventures not to complete

his petition, nor to close it in the way which we have indicated.

Nitzsch therefore says too much, if we take him literally, when
he preaches on this text of '^ an arising and coming with the

whole trust of repentance, and with the entire repentance of

trust." Profound and beautiful, but true only in a further stage,

be}'ond this first return. "My whole spirit cries out—Father,

make me anew, I am no more thy son !" But thus does not

the son speak as yet ; it is another TTOirjcov f/jZ which he brings,

of which anon. He feels after acceptance, forgiveness, renewal,

but at the same time with a contradiction : this and no more

can the natural reason and power attain unto

—

entire confidence

is as much an effect of grace received as enfii^e repentance.-' The
conclusion of reason from natural postulates and premises, the

heart's wish and the heart's hope of the contrite sinner returning

to a better life, approves the possibility of forgiveness of sins

with God, but onli/ the possibility—" not the fact and the actu-

ality, since even the correctest perception of the paternal graci-

ous character does not warrant the lost, son to expect forgiveness

w'ith perfect assurance, before the wiser father declares himself.

If, then, he thus goes, repents and confesses, yet must he ever

stand in doubt whether forgiveness will actually be the result.

Yea, the same reason (which deemed it possible on many
grounds) may deem it now on other grounds altogether uncer-

tain whether it may or can be so—a paradox this ! No sooner

does God forgive sin than the converted man comes into a new-

condition of blessedness, rest and peace, as if he had never

^ The repetition of the confession, ver. 20, after the father's embrace, Ls

somewhat thus to be viewed.
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sinned; the remembrance of the sinful condition is effaced, and it

appears as if he had been placed on a level with the holy, sinless

creature which had never transgressed God's commandment.

Now if the condition of these two is the same, notwithstanding

that the reformed sinner must ever be one who has been an

actual sinner—then our natural faculties cannot reconcile the

forgiveness of sins with justice, that is, w^ith the strictly propor-

tionate goodness of God. Even the Christian who knows and

believes in his heart that there will be more joy in heaven over

the repenting sinner (Lu. xv. 7)— stumbles at this saying if he

applies to it his mere reason; and is tempted to attribute to God
some sort of injustice against more pious spirits and races of un-

sinnincp intellig-ences. He thinks (viewino; the matter merelv

wdth his reason), that these may, like the elder son, have some

cause to complain against God. And so— it remains to reason

at the least an insoluble problem, how God can pardon sinners

on repentance simply and yet remain righteous towards the un-

sinning, placing those on a level wdth these." ^ We may here

see, by way of anticipation, how the error wath its subjective

truth of the penitent son's humihty has already done justice to

the proud pre-eminence of the righteous one, even before he had

begun his murmuring.

But what is this error of humility with its subjective truth, th«

exhibition of which was so needful to the objective truth of this

anthropological delineation ? No other than the intended peti-

tion with which the son w^ould close his appeal to his father, and

which is seldom understood in all its depth of meaning. We
have good grounds for admitting that " in this awakening return

there is a spark of confidence towards the injured father ; and

thus penitence and faith together concur in that first faint feel-

ing which now respects the formerly despised paternal character."

(Berlenb. Bib.) But if in this son awakening to a return, there

had been more than this slight spark of confidence in grace ; if

he had at once thought of being accepted as a son who had never

^ Thus spake some time ago an upright Christian Kantian, whose prac-

tical reason approached much nearer to revelation than that of the notori-

ous Hegelians of our time, who will have notliing to do with repentance and

\\dth—sm. See Tmmanuel, ein Buch fiir Christen und Juden. Berlin 1805,
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sinned, or had asked for and expected this at the first, then would

his penitential humility have been inwardly untrue ; and the

Saviour would not have been able to describe penitence (as He
here however does), in tliat aspect which presents it as springing

from man's capability and determination :—it would be in that

case a penitence which prematurely anticipates the influence of

the positive assurance of grace. The returning son almost dares

to put his request, but at the same time retracts it : it is impos-

sible for him to anticipate the reception of ver. 20, still less that

which follows in ver. 22 ; this, however, right looked at humanly,

is wTong before God. Make me as one of thy hired servants !

This is by no means, as well-meaning expositors have unthink-

ingly said, the appropriate promise or pledge of a new obedience

—as if, in omitting it, ver. 21, " his shame had led him astray,

and made him forget, like petitioners too often, the best part of

his resolution !" It is an error which accompanies his truth, but

such an error as seems justified in the reality of man's circum-

stances and relations, until the Father's superabounding grace

removes its grounds. It is of no avail to urge the observation

that TOisTv ug is used as tractare tanquam ; the son's 'Troiriaov

means more than this, the cJjg used with it has almost (if not, in

this conflicting sentence, vibrating between hope and fear, be-

tween the trust in mercy and the abasement before justice, alto-

gether) the force of

—

Mahe me a hired servant ! (which would

be the perfect antithesis to the above quoted precipitate—Make
me anew thy son !) On the one hand this might be regarded as

the expression of his humility, of the utmost he can think of

;

for he means to say that even that is grace, to be regarded as one

of the least of thy hired servants ;
—" for I am not a reputable

stranger who offers himself to thy service, but a vagabond who

deserves not the beggar's penny, a worthless son whom the

father's rod should meet at the door." But on the other hand he

exhibits here in the background the residual ineradicable self-

righteousness, the existence of which no reasoning can deny in

the vilest sinner, and which cannot be persuaded that its own

efforts must not retrieve the past. " And I will show thee, O
father, how I thy sometime son will work as a servant ; will merit

my morsel of bread (without -rgp/o-cov), and it may be in coming

years win back my right to the name of son !" It is the same
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tiling which we have found on another occasion in Matt. x\^ii.

26, So that here Hes the concealed transition (in their likeness

before God) from the younger to the elder son : in this his most

praiseworthy appeal the younger becomes too much like the

elder (who had never served but as servant) ; and if the fulness

of grace, which alone suffices, had not taken away this feeling,

he might have developed with time into a proud elder son him-

self! All this is described by our Lord according to the simple

truth of that which is in human nature : it is painted, however,

by His sacred gentleness in such a manner as to abate wdthout

extenuating the great guilt of self-righteous pride, as it is only

the full consummation of that delusion which exists in both and

in all sons of the Father ; to wit, that between father and son a

mutual obligation exists—the same delusion with which the de-

mand of ver. 12 commenced.

And he arose and came to his father :—this is the best and

most blessed " Said and done !" that can be in heaven and upon

earth. For, alas, between this saying "I should—I might—I will

—and again I will," and the actual doing of it, there is in the

case of many a long standing still, great thoughts of heart (Judg.

v. 15, Heb.) ; and, in the case of too many, room for irresolution

and turning back again. ^ Take no counsel with thyself, poor

sinner, vacillate not ! Come, only come, then wilt thou find in

thy Father the thoughts of thy heart, concerning thy being son

and being made servant, surpassed beyond all thine imaginings

and prayers. He came, like the kyyiZ^ovrsg of ver. 1, and this is

the pendant and complement of the being sought and found

simply, in ver. 4. He came to his father I Most gracious pro-

lepsis of the reception which ensued :—he had rightly said (and

more rightly than his final words show him to have understood

himself), I wdll arise and go to my father I Oh that every one,

in whom there is the germ of this resolution, w^ould put it into

instant execution, and become, instead of a stranger in the world,

a pilgrim unto God ! (1 Pet. ii. 11.)

Vers. 20-24. He who comes is not cast out, but received

with the full joy of his father s heart. And here we have, first,

the taking hack again of the penitent sinner in itself, as the result

^ " For it is one tiling to come to one's self, and another to come to (lie

Father:'' (Zeller im Monatsblatt.)
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of that love in tlie omniscient and all-merciful God which comes

forth to meet his approach, ver. 20. Then this is more specifi-

cally detailed : in the son's confession (without any pledge) ver.

21 ; in the Father's gracious gifts in the son's justification, full

acceptance, and sanctification, being His answer in act to the

penitent's appeal, ver. 22 ; finally, in the joy of the Father's

whole household, or heaven, vers. 23, 24. If any one should

say : Such a gracious and loving reception, so instant and so

full, I never experienced, with all my repentance ; we have only

to reply—Then must the fault have been in thyself, thou hast

not with entire determination of purpose arisen ; thy repentance

must have been lacking in something, else would the same

grace have met thee in the way. Compare such sayings of the

Old and New Testament as Jer. iii. 12 ; Jas iv. 8. The expres-

sion of the grace of God appears here twofold :—coming to meet,

and consolation; but the ground on which this rests, or the principle

from which it springs, is exhibited as combined omniscience and

mercy. The 'in fjjKzp(/y reaches very far back, though this could

not be clearly introduced in the case of the figurative human

father:—not onlyto the first goodresolution of the son, but actually

to that first fjjay.pdv, ver. 13, which this latter seems to echo. We
must push our interpretation beyond the parable, and regard it as

being said that the Father had seen the son in all his wanderings

and at his utmost distance, having accompanied him everywhere

by His unwearied grace. The seeing expresses also the knowing

all about his misery and the full earnestness of his return, so far

as that feeling was possible in a miserable sinner—what is lack-

ing in it the Father reckons in that wretchedness over which

His compassion yearns. It is not impossible that the son might

even now, when near his father's house, have remained afai^ off,

without any courage to approach it, if his father had not come

forth to meet him ! The marvellous seeing of the Father is a

drcnving too : it excited in this poor son's mind the thought—He
sees me, and regards me, as a father ! It was as if the atmos-

1 Instead of which Bahrdt surreptitiously read an ovyJri ov y.cx,Kpoiv :

" when he was no longer far from the place, his father saw him coming

—

and when he saw him now near, and marked in his pale face," etc. That

would have been the record, merely as a human narrative, but the exact

opposite is the far-reaching scope of the parable.
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phere of paternal love already began to compass him about.

Had his father kept stern silence when the son drew near to him

—what would then have been the consequence ? Might he not

have been terrified, have gone away again, or been thrown into

despair, or what else we may imagine : But he is a merciful, and

fatherly father ! Although it was only need that drove back the

runaway, although he is far from coming back with a perfect

filial trust—with neither of these things does grace upbraid him !

The father's heart in the aTrXdyyjoig oipcripfjjov (Col. iii. 12 ; Lu.

i. 78) cries over this son

—

'' He is punished enough, he has

punished himself sufficiently, let me run to him and heartily

console him !" But this first consolation does not say, or does not

yet say, Mj son ! (as afterwards, ver. 24) ; but first there is the

embrace between father and child (as in Gen. xlvi. 29, and 2

Sam. xiv. 33), afterwards the words of explanation. This true

and loving father—for we may thus extract the pathetic pith of

the parable— does not recoil from the swiny reek, does not

draw back with dignity from the tattered or naked beggar,

and is not restrahied by anything from embracing him in the

public way ! It is altogether as if he had ever been the most

loving child, and had never sinned ! and therein without any

words all is given in this first outpouring of grace ; there have

we the full and ineffiible answer to the approaching peni-

tent—I regard thee as my dearest and most faithful son I And
thus, what the son would say, is anticipated and prevented.

The well-meaning efforts which are made to explain the absence

of reference to the mediating propitiation of the Son of God, in

this instant exhibition of the Fathers mercy, are altogether need-

less ; they rest fundamentally upon false dogmatic views of this

propitiation, as if there were not existing in the Father's being

the same love which is expressed in the Son, as if the Father

needed abstractly to be propitiated in order to entertain this love

!

We are not to seek Christ Himself as Mediator in the person of

this father ; nor (though Melancthon has strangely ventured to

affirm it), afterwards in the fatted calf, as sacrificially slain.

His place here is rather to be sought in His thus authoritatively

testifying of the Father's mercy. As Nitzsch excellently says :

" If Pie seems to conceal Himself here. He is all the more mani-

fest there, where the Shepherd seeks the lost sheep. For the
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Son, who is neither an elder nor a younger, the eternal Son of

the Father, one with Him, His eye and His heart towards the

lost, is come into this world, although invisible and unnamed in

the parable, to reveal the Father where He had been ever invi-

sible and where no man knew Him ; and He is, to the children

of the law and the curse, not only a living herald of the propi-

tiable—we would rather say, of the already propitiated—Father,

but the (that is, our) propitiation itself, and the way whereby

every one of us may come back to God." The mediation of

Christ is no more denied by this silence, than the seduction of

Satan was denied in the sinner's apostasy at the beginning of the

parable. We may also say with von Gerlach, that "the coming

out of the father to meet his son here figuratively exhibits the

sendino; of the Son "—and in this comino; out to meet him, when

fully understood, nothing is said of a " necessary propitiation of

His wrath. For God was in Christ reconciling—2 Cor. v. 19."

The son, received with grace transcending all his thought,

fetched home, like an invited guest, through that final portion of

the way which would have been so grievous, receives the embrace

and the kiss with the profoundest astonishment, his deep rever-

ence forbidding him to refuse them. Now knows he, as he never

knew before, what a father is, and what such a father ! So much
the more piercing becomes the sincere earnestness of his repent-

ance ! He does not now begin to think : "Ah, since the good old

man takes it so kindly, I might well have spared myself all my
anguish and anxiety ! Let us avoid for the time to come the

folly of plaguing ourselves," etc. Earthly fathers have often alas

sons who come back to begin again with more cunning their

course of extravagance ; man in his sinful estate is indeed capable

of apostasy, but to turn at once to licentiousness the first full out-

pouring of grace, would be a satanic element in the midst of the

human repentance which involves a direct contradiction. That

which the penitent designed, in the trembling resolution of feebly

hopeful anxiety, to say to his father, the graciously received son

now says in its fullest truth ; now first has he experienced a pure

repentance and the entire abandonment of himself to nought but

grace, and hence his unwise offer of himself to hired service is

withheld. This omission of the concluding words of his intended

confession, is a feature of the highest significance ! Meyer's note
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— "The father prevented his continuing," is correct only when
it is rightly understood. We are not to suppose that between

vers. 21 and 22 there intervened an interruption on the part of

the father ; and that the son in that father's presence still re-

tained the servant in his heart, and still contemplated " some

atonement and reinstatement of his own righteousness ;"^ the

father had already, ver. 20, set his heart right upon this matter,

and so stopped his mouth, that he himself omits the words, as

contradictory to his father's kiss of forgiveness.

Thus much for the first scene between father and son ; the

narrative now concisely hastens with both to the house, where

the personages increase around them. The servants of this house,

the ^ovXoi, are more than fjuicrdiot, as the words of one of them,

ver. 27, participating in the Master's sentiments, make plain; we
may and we should assuredly think of the angels once more of

ver. 10, for they are summoned to sympathetic rejoicing here as

well as in vers. 6 and 9. They approve themselves consistently

in this interpretation as the doers and ministers of the Divine will.

This heavenly Father has in the present case (without disparage-

ment to the independent meaning of that type) 7iot merely one

blessing, like Isaac, Gen. xxvii. 38, for the faithful son ; but the

riches of His mercy and of His wisdom providently laid up the

second and the best blessing for the son recovered after being

lost. " In vers. 22 and 23 every word defines a portion of the

plan of salvation and the order ofgrace." (Richter.) The three

gifts which the father causes to be brought to the recovered and

accepted son, have received almost universally the same interpre-

tation, which is therefore assuredly the right; theygive collectively

the second, and perfect answer in deed to the prayer of the son.

I still call thee son, thou art and remainest such, thou becomest

my son again, thou receivest here all that is wanting to that

position :

—

behold, thus make I thee no hired servant, but invest

thee before all my servants with thy full honour as my son, and

they shall serve thee at my command. In the detail the robe

brought for the poor naked one corresponds to the primary jus-

tification (Isa. Ixi. 10 ; Rev. iii. 18) ; the ring (as token of the

eminent man, Jas. ii. 2 ; Gen. xli. 42 ; that is of one free in

^ As Stein now rightly interprets

!

YOL. lY. K
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contradistinction to slaves) indicates with yet fuller acknowledg-

ment, the Spirit of adoption, sonship and freedom;^ the slioes so

strikingly introduced at tlie close (wanting as a rule to slaves)

point most significantly to their spiritual interpretation, as mean-

ing the grace and power of a new life and obedience so abso-

lutely needful in order to an entire restoration. " I will provide

for it that thou shalt not walk in the new-found paths of my
household with the steps of a slave—thou needest not trouble

thyself for that!" Yea, the converted son receives all at once;

under the condition, unexpressed in the first superabounding

assurance, that he will now from henceforth sustain these hon-

ours aright and fully meet their obligations. As it had been

specifically said

—

rriv aTokriv rriv 'Trpojrrjv, that is, the well-known,

the best robe of honour;^ so similarly rov fjuoff^ov rov airevTov

(comp. Judg. vi. 25, Sept.), expressly repeated in vers. 27 and

30, that which had been prepared and reserved for a special

festivity.^ By the calf (the significance of which is more than

the mere first refreshment of the hunger-suffering son, as Roos

thinks) we are to understand no other than the heavenly-

material substratum, the expression of household joy corre-

sponding to such an earthly 'ba'TTOLvri, a feast. With this is

connected the most condescendingly communicative invita-

tion to all the servants and dwellers in the house, in strict

parallel with vers. 6 and 9,

—

svippui'dajfMSv. The Vulg. trans-

lates this by epulari, and is not far wrong, since iv(ppcii-

vsff^cct had become the usual expression for this, with which

not only does ch. xvi. 19 well agree, but parallels also in this

chapter, ivcp^av&u in ver. 29, with the express addition of

1 Does it signify at the same time as a seal-ring (Gen. xxxviii. 18 ; Esth.

iii. 12) tlie Spirit as the confirming pledge and seal of grace? Scarcely,

for the possession of the Spirit abeady contains this assurance.

2 Not hterally (as the Berlen. Bib. fables to say nothing of its taking

the calf to be the old man, the animal, which must die)—^the first or

former robe of righteousness which he had thrown away through his sin !

If we need go any further, we should think of the robe of honour hitherto

reserved for the first-born—and this would then be an impressive pro-

lepsis exhibiting the father as abeady penetrating the heart of the elder

son.

^ " It is as if the calf had been fattened for his coming ; he has the best

kept for him." Lange.
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yji^'yiyai in ver. 32. But the great festal hymn the father him-

self intones in the sublime psalm strain of ver. 24. This is the joy

of God over one of His sinful creatures—the full declaration of

that supreme love in the Son's loftiest announcement, following

and transcending the indefinite expressions—in heaven, and in

the presence of the angels of God ! Here are the two former

parables condensed into one ; for the piece of silver in the dust

was as dead (as we there rightly interpreted), and the wandering

sheep was as lost. But this beggar (so scornfully regarded by

many a lately hired servant) was no other than a son to his

father's eye ; and to the ovrog which points him out there is

immediately appended the renewed diploma of his prerogative

—

vlog fJbov—which, spoken at the very outset, would secure the

prodigal from any future scorn. But because His supreme grace

does not act arbitrarily, and because this Father of the household

condescends to make known to His servants as His friends (ver. 6)

the sacred well-grounded right (the on) of His act, that they may
hiow and sympathise with the joy of their Lord (Jno. xv. 15)

—

therefore follows the great word, which, in the record here given

by the Highest authority of the history of a penitent sinner, lose?

the remembrance of his former sin in his present repentance

and its reinstating consequences, and makes the grand result to

the father of such a son a greater and altogether unmingled joy.*

" Dead " signifies primarily in the similitude—As my son nc

better than dead to me his father, being no more with me ; and

the "lost" wdiich follow^s is then an epexegetical parallel. But
any pious father would in such a case carry his thoughts further

;

and we must also understand the interpretation of this vszpog in

the full and profound sense which it bears elsewhere in Scripture

(Eph. ii. 1, 5). It then places the strongest expression first in

this anticlimax—He had ruined and lost himself, thrown away

his true ovfffa, in that he had sinned ! But 1 forgive, and reckon

that as only having been a sad loss of my son. And the latter

expression presupposes a truth which modifies the concentrated

scriptural truth of the former ; viz., that the dead son was, not-

1 But not to the son that too b(;ld sentiment— heata culpa (quae talem

meridsti redemtorem) to which there is nothing analogous in all Scrip-

ture.
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withstanding, not utterly dead, for he might yet live again !
—

And they began to be merry :—what an -/jp^avTO is this, after

the former '/jp^ccro V(TTepBi(jdcci, including this lost son in the

joy ! With a heart how full of the highest joy springing out of

his deepest abasement, does the son now sit in his place of honour

as king of the feast in his father's presence

!

Yers. 25-28. The third narrative mio^ht here have ended

with the same conclusion as the two former : but it had pro-

mised in the commencing w^ords, ver. 11, something more : and

the other of the two sons must now come forward. The Phari-

sees had said at ver. 7, at least in their hearts,—" these ninety

and nine just persons are ourselves, however !" And again, while

hearing of the lost son—" this does not assuredly point to us !"

Another mirror is now held up before them—" But here see

yourselves !" Apart indeed from any such design, the continua-

tion of the second part is the fit supplement to the narrative of

the converted sinner ; showing " the reception which the re-

trieved soul meets with from his fellow-men " in contrast with

his reception by the Father ; and further, how that gracious

Father vindicates His son from their scorn. So far this second

part tells those publicans and sinners—Expect nothing else as

the result of your conversion ; but let your consolation be the

love of God, which will be confirmed to you despite all their

murmurings ! But we still think that, in the scope and cast of

the entire parable, our Lord's main design is to make prominent

the intreaty as addressed to these proud righteous ones, who as

worse sinners are also sought if possible with still greater love.

This second word of grace to the secretly and perversely apostate

sinners who enviously clamour against his righteousness, is ad-

dressed to them as an invitation to repentance, or, since as a

rule this result is not to be expected, as a most earnest learning

to such as despise it. We behold once more in the clearest light

of the truth which the Pharisees perverted, the sin of man (now

theirs /) and the gn^ace of God as rigidly contrasted. The sin of the

elder son before the father (as ver. 18), although hypocritically

concealed, suddenly betrays itself, and more than that, assumes its

highest manifestation in his anger at his brother's reception.

His first inquiry, vers. 25, 26, is most unseasonably unfdial, and

the simple correct reply in a clear statement of the circumstances
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of the case, ver. 27, only provokes his naughty wrath ! Then

does the father's grace bear long-sufferingly with the outbreak-

ing pride of this sinner too (such as made him, in the w^orst

sense, like the foolish sheep), and seeks to overcome him by

love. Mark the anticipating and condescending love which in

this case is once more shown (ver. 28) ; and the pride of the son,

which is now by this provoked to the uttermost, putting into his

mouth complaints of the neglect shown to himself (ver. 29), and

of the favour which his brother had received (ver. 30). Mark,

finally, the father's answer, which places all in its last and

clearest light, and gives the final lesson, by which the father

seeks to convince and win even him (and Jesus the Pharisees)

—

however certain that he will fail

!

The elder son was in the field:—does this mean that he was

among the servants diligently at work, as his hovXsucOy ver. 29,

proclaims ? It was possibly so intended, possibly only (certainly

also) as Nitzsch interprets—those supercilious righteous ones

" are not themselves personally at hand when the lost sinner is

recovered." Assuredly there is lightly hinted a distance from

the father's house and the father's face ; in which the labourer

(or stroller !), in this aypog of his father, is in danger of furnish-

ing a parallel with that other Iv ro7g ccypoTg of the far country.

"Now his elder son:"—this new starting-point of the narrative

connects itself immediately with ver. 22, " the father''—^just as

this 'TTurrip again referred back to the beginning, ver. 11. The

father of these two sons, the father of the one as well as of the

other—that is an immovable principle lying at the base of the

whole history. Yet must we observe, again, the commencing

contrast of the elder son with the ovTog o viog fJbov, ver. 24, in

which lies concealed the father's grievous trouble about that son,

over whom he could not so rejoice. It is only because such is

the state of his mind, and the father well knows it, that the

elder son is not asked, not simply to his father's councils—that

might have been too much—but not even to an expression of

sympathy before the sv(ppc/Jps(T0cci proceeds. There would have

been no interchange of sympathy, but a wicked reception of the

prodigal which his father would spare him. If that elder son

had been differently minded, the idea of sympathy would have

been more appropriate in connection with him than with the
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servants in a less near relation ; but—he is away in the field,

and there the father leaves him in his isolation and selfish-

ness ! At the punctual mealtime he comes back to the house,

but hears on this occasion something unusual—music and

dancing (or dance-music), for thus without the article as

appended by Luther must we interpret it.-^ He curiously

inquires what it is. " This is a very strange incident with us,

and something special must be proceeding! How is it that

I know nothing about it? Ah, had this feast been given to

me—but to whom else, then, can it have been given ? " His

vexation because such things go on in the house without

him, is the reason why he does not go iii and naturally

gather the reason for himself; remaining without as an unin-

vited guest, and summoning imperiously a servant to explain it

to him, instead of going at once to his father, the only head of

the house. There is no ground whatever for detecting in the

servant's reply an evil design;^ it is rather in perfect accordance

with the father's words, standing between his former and latter

declaration, vers. 24 and 32. Nor can we imagine how Lange

could discern an invidious spirit in this simple narration of fact,

which twice gives the reason with on (as ver. 24 commenced)

for the festal merriment ; or describe it as a " faulty and super-

ficial report which would foster the elder brother's unhappy

humour." Thy brother cannot mean—The runaway and repro-

bate, thou knowest who, is come back again in full state, and so

1 A note for the Pietists ! The Lord speaks just as He had often seen

and heard in the dwellings of Galilee; and in adopting this image of joy

He does not absolutely condemn festal music as the expression of man's

pleasure. He does not make it sin in itself, though its concomitants and

ends too often make it such (Ex. xxxii. 18). That (jladness which God
gives the Gentiles (Acts xiv. 17), and to the natural man who knows of no

better, is a pure type of a higher joy. The landlord who utterly abolished

(relata refero) all Hght music from his village, would prevent the young

people from understanding this parable.

2 Berlenb. Bib. :
" This is the deviVs craft to send in a man's way such as

will pour the right oil upon the fire, and stir up envy and all passions.

This is the effect of all such oblique relations, and hence the servant shares

in the guilt of the elder son." Most assuredly incorrect, and not so striking

in its error as the plain remark made before —" He may have often heard

music before, but this heavenly music makes the bear growl !"
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fortli. No, the solemn reinstatement into his filial place and

prerogative from the father's own lips has taught this servant

how he should speak ; and hence to the elder son he says—Thy
brother. " He is come— Iioiv he came is not the question now,

that is over, it is joy enough that he is here at all. Thus thinks

fill/ father and his, thus does he greet this thy brother, joyful

that he is yet alive! (which vyiaivcov here indicates—happily and

nothincp amiss, beincr alive after all; the servant has no reference

to soundness of soul, and his expressions are more common and

less comprehensively profound than the father's). Therefore thy

father hath caused the fatted calf to be killed (this, again, to the

servant's mind is a sufficient notification for the whole feast)

—

is not that as it should be, for is not the matter one of great joy

to all of us in common wath our good old master ? Or is thy

mind as the elder not at one with thy brother and iliy father in

this matter ? " Thus does the servant himself seem to propitiate

the bad feeling wdiich the harsh question of his young master

had manifested—whose temper and spirit he may have had

many opportunities of witnessing in his dealing with the servants

in his father's absence. Out of a servant's mouth this blinded

son must first hear his reproof, before his gracious father ad-

ministers it ; to this servant, as to any stranger wdio might ask

what was going on, the simple truth that here was indeed an g$g/

yjx^TtVOH, needed no confirmation or proof. But the brother and

son, made blind and unfeeling by pride, is only made wrathful

by it, and refuses to go in and occupy his own reserved seat :
—

and this remaining without exhibits yet more strongly the like-

ness betw^een him and his once wandering brother.

Vers. 28-30. The essential and wicked anger of selfishness

and hatred only exists among us ; in God our heavenly Father

there is only the principle of sunlike love, which (as Zinzendorff

says) shines all the more brightly and cheeringly upon the most

miserable and unworthy of its creatures and children—until this

very love must become to the wilfully obdurate the fire of Divine

wrath. The father comes out, interruptmg his great joy over the

one son for the sake of the other, and just as he had before gone

forth to meet the lost one : he does not neglect the misapprehen-

sion of the one son while holding fast the other—both deeply

concern his soul

—

loth are his sons I (Hence here, as in ver. 20,
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—his father.) The benignant father goes out, because tlie proud

son will not go in ; the father intreats the murmuring son, by

exhortation and gracious persuasion (see ver. 31, r'izvov) :—by
Divine grace there may be human examples of this, though rare,

ordinarily no man as a father would do this. But thus does the

heavenly Father act. He thus acted at this very time through

the gracious preaching of the Son,^ through this parable which

fell from His lips ! And when thou standest in the place of

God as His preacher and ambassador, thou must " know how-

to apply thyself strenuously to intreaty with men of all kinds,

until they come to feel the things of grace "^—and more than

that, with men who never come to that feeling

!

But what of the son who w^as so overpoweringly solicited of

his father ? His anger is the more incensed, and breaks through

all the bounds of past restraint in his father's presence. Or was

this not the first time that he thus wickedly presumed, must

other similar scenes be presupposed as having been wont to

occur? We think that, conformably with the spirit of the

parable, this was a sudden throwing oflP of the hypocritical

mask, occasioned by this circumstance, and his own anger there-

on. Suffice that this son (emboldened by his father's intreaty

—what hardness of heart !) expostulates with his father as a

servant with a master, to say the least ; indeed, he reckons like

a hired servant, and yet rebukes like that servant's master.

We see plainly at once that in his father's house he has utterly

lost the filial feeling, even as his brother far away had retained

some measure of it :—he therefore is, so to speak, the real and

more entirely lost son. His father had doubtless called him

Tiy.vov at the beginning as he now does at the close ; but he

does not answer with ^rarsp ; that word is not uttered before

his wrathful and complaining

—

Ihov—see what great injustice

thou hast inflicted on me ! Nitzsch refers to the apparently

reasonable complaint which the mere reason of the elder son

would urge (let us recall the words of the Kantian in a former

page) ; and he does this in harmony with the Spirit of Christ,

through whose voice the heavenly Father would graciously per-

^ See Vol. iii., on Matt. xxi. 37 seq.

^ Kichter's Hausbibel on this passage.
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suade the erring sinner ; but the severe truth is soon revealed

by the proud son's own words, who reveals and condemns him-

self, without needing any further testimony. I serve thee ! There

stands disclosed the perfect Pharisee, the slave concealed in the

son betrays himself in this unfilial, because upbraiding hovXiV(i) ;

the slave who through roffavroc st'/} has plagued himself with

what wearisome and harsh service ! Kot—As I alas have

been obliged ; but as if it had been an opus supererogationis

which merited a special reward. " I have remained, although

the firstborn, and of adult age, under thy paternal control

;

and have served thee diligently and usefully as thy overservant

in thy house (ordered and driven thy idle servants, and so forth).

Could I not have demanded my emancipation like this pure

brother ; and wouldst thou not have been obliged to give me
mine inheritance ? Even now thus late am I still diligently em-

ployed without in thy service

—

see that I am so !" A son, who

can speak in this slavish style, instead of entering into his father's

commandment of love—Give me, my son, thy heart ! is on that

very account worse than any (jjia&iog serving for bread :^—but we

are all the two sons of God, the one kind as w^ell as the other.

" Neither transgressed I at any time (in so many years !) any one

commandment of thine :"—here does the Pharisee still more strik-

ingly appear in the mirror which he himself unconsciously holds

up!^ Not, as Luther gives it

—

Thy commandment generally; this

is very different : this righteous one only know^s the multitude

0^ individual hrokai, which he here upbraidingly refers to; and

before performing any of them it was first necessary that it should

be expressly imposed upon him as a duty. In any case in which

his father did not positively give his command, there was nothing

in the son's heart which would prompt him to go beyond the

lovKiviiv. " I have not by one false step transgressed, or preter-

mitted :"—thus does his bUnd and rash self-condemnation run

on at the very moment when he is giving proof that the one h-

rdkr} for sons is utterly disregarded by him, when he is at once

transgressing the two laws—Thou shalt honour thy father, Thou

shalt love thy brother ! "I have not at any time transgressed

1 We are very doubtful whether a Pharisee of a letter sort, as Neander

says. The common evil belonging to the character of all, even the best, is

disclosed, and exhibited in its internal principle.
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one of thy commandments : thou hast never at any time given

me a Httle joy :"—was not this a fearful sound, as if the father

was a sinner and a debtor standing before his son and lord with

a long and evil reckoning against him ? Now are we pushing

the interpretation too far ; all is thus literally as we read it. If

the Lord were disposed for a good reason, and in the most patient

benignity, to admit a good sense in this boasting (God's service

without transgression from youth up), it icould he of no avail

;

for these holy ones themselves poison all by their murmuring
against poor sinners, who receive mercy, and the God who shows

it, by their envy and their pride, which convert all their preten-

sions into crimes, and betray the evil heart which pervades all

their apparent good works. But he must describe and paint them

as they are. And He does no more than this ; the blindest of

these blind could not complain and say—This picture does us no

justice ! What then was wrong in it to them ? That the others

are received I Wherefore then not ? Because their own glory,

prerogative and preeminence are detracted from thereby ! And
what does this show ? That their whole excellence and righteous-

ness rests upon no actual foundation of truth (else would the in-

crease of the number of the saints be joy to them as it is to God) ;

that their sole glorying over others, is their condemnation !

" They w^ould have a Heathenism side by side with their holy

Judaism, that so their innate hereditary sanctity might shine

all the more brightly by contrast"—or there must be reprobate

and rejected sinners, that so the righteous ones might appear all

the more conspicuously righteous !
" Thus are they essentially

untrue ; thus they lie in the very face of the law^, the fulfilment

of which is love ; they deny the God of grace, both by their own
selt-justlfication, and by the condemnation of their brethren ; and

unconsciously enter into a league with unconverted sinners

against him who repents !" And why is all this, and whither

does it lead? They believe in no conversion, because they

themselves have never experienced it; they mock and traduce the

gracious joys of the pardoned sinner, because they, by their own
fault and incapacity, have never tasted and felt it themselves.

"Thou never gavest anything to me," might seem to mean but

yet cannot—" And I was contented to have it so, willingly con-

tinued my unpaid service I" For this present upbraiding re-
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proach throws a dark shade over all his lustrous virtue. This

word, spoken by the elder, entirely corresponds to the "give

me!" of the younger son: in both cases the regard is fixed upon

the bestowment of good things alone, instead of upon the father's

favour, love, and fellowship. This brother, then, is first of all

like the former prodigal ; but inasmuch as he has restrained him-

self, concealed his secret spirit, and played the hypocrite for the

sake of the whole inheritance, he is much worse than he ; this

systematic hypocrisy has so hardened and blinded him that he

now retrospectively complains against his father as it regards the

distribution, which the other had only made matter of request.

"Thou never gavest'^—ah, had he but come as a son and in a be-

coming matter to ask anything his father had ! What gave he

not? "Not a single kid, that I might make merry with myfriends :"

—does not this make the case worse and worse ? Thus the

serving his father and being with his father had been no joy to

him ; all that he had done was a harsh constrained villenage,

and the reward which he had lusted for was to enjoy himself in

some permitted by-pleasures (inexpressible perverseness !) with-

out his father. Of the joy of forgiveness, such as converted sin-

ners know, he knows nothing ; nor any more of the pleasure of

keeping the commandments from the spontaneous impulse of

love. (Ps. xix. 12.) And who are i\\Q friends, whose society he

relishes apart from his father ? The same love of sinful pleasure

which drove his brother into outward excesses, gave him this

suspicious love of independent memment, and made him feel the

want of his forbidden commerce with his proper comrades.

These " friends" are opposed to the " harlots" whom he after-

wards assigns to his brother ; but, under a more decorous name,

are no better than they.

And now comes the positive injustice of the father in receiving

his brother in addition to the negative injustice towards himself

—expressed in bitter contrasts !
" So many years do I serve in

vain"—but now great gifts are ready for him lulio has come.

"And who is ^/uV—the proudest scorn betrays itself in this finger-

pointing, in such unconscious contrast with the sublime word of

the father, in ver 24—"and what is he, in comparison of myself?

Thou mayest acknowledge him as thy son ; but I will take care

never to say of such an unclean one

—

my brother. He is come.
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indeed—but how ? Constrained by distress, because he has trans-

formed himself into a miserable beggar." (It is not—is come

hackj returned again ; he has no idea or feeling of tJiat !) He
will not even recocrnise the le^ritimate distribution of ver. 12

(which had then greatly vexed him), but now retrospectively

protests against it. 2oy tov ^iov (the right reading), is an ironi-

cal continuation of o viog aov—though the narrative admitted

that he wasted his own substance. This is the same harsh, and

still more harshly pressed, position of right which had been

assumed in the younger brother's demand ; not now, however,

laid claim to for himself, but turned against his brother and his

father:

—

'•'Thou foolish father, didst then give up thy goods to be

wasted ! He hath devoured it with harlots^' (Prov. xxix. 3 ;

Ecclus. ix. 6)—intensifying the Z/jV acrotJToog in his own affection-

ate and brotherly gratuitous assumption. How came he to know

that so well ? The servant had not told him so, but his own
heart tells him what he would have done in his brother's place.

^'And for him thou hast at once killed the fatted calf, while I never

had a little kid which I might slay :—thus thou hast not merely

made him equal with me (Matt. xx. 12), though that would of

itself be against all justice, but thou hast preferred him before

me ! He is the dear child, and I the neglected and forgotten

one ; even as now all things are going on without me." Indeed,

the wretched returning one should not have turned to his father

without his earnest brother's intercession ; and the father should

not have admitted him without permission of the son and younger

master in the house ! What would, what will indeed this noble

brother sav, when he sees the robe of honour and all its other

appurtenances? He seemed to be for so many years a true and

dihgent son—but what a brother is he now ; consequently what

a son before the Father of that brother ! In this it is made mani-

fest (1 Jno. iii. 10), that is, by the lack of brotherly love, that

in him there is also no love of God. His conduct ought to have

been very different, if not for his brother's yet for his father^

s

sake, whose kindness due respect should have taught him not to

malign, and whose joy it should have been his joy as a son not to

disturb but to increase by sympathy. Could we suppose him

capable of pushing his hypocrisy yet further, and of embracing

his brother with a simulated pleasure for the sake of appearances
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before the father of both ? Thus far we are not to suppose human
nature even in the Pharisee character to go ; any more than we
could suppose, a few verses back, the once profligate sinner able

at once to turn to licentiousness the grace which had just re-

deemed him from the profoundest misery.

Yers. 31, 32. The Pharisee, in disclosing, has condemned him-

self; nevertheless the father, in the similitude, whose closing

words coincide with the reality of the true Father's words in

Christ, does not yet judge his petulant son, but goes on in gra-

cious exhortation to teach and humble him, if peradventure he

might yet be accessible to instruction ! Thus does the Father,

and He alone, interpose in the great and permanent quarrel be-

tween His two sons throughout all the world
;
yet we also, as

His servants and ambassadors, should learn of Him those words

of patient love, should know from His example how in meekness

to instruct those that oppose themselves. (2 Tim. ii. 24, 25.)

The words of the father are uttered in the gentleness of perfect

truth :
—" As it regards thee, my son, all that I have is, as it

ever has been, in my fatherly kindness made common to thee,

despite that most unchildlike selfish habitual disguisement of

feeling which I have long known, and thou hast now avowed.

But as it regards this thy brother (such he is and must be, for

he is my son, the justifying oZrog of my love prevails against

the contemptuous ovTog which thou hast let fall), it teas meet on

most incontrovertible grounds of holy right that all in my house

should rejoice over him ; it shall be so therefore, and if it please

thee not, go without once more and remain without, for only as

his brother canst thou continue my son." (And thus the par-

able as a great whole returns conclusively into its commence-

ment with the two sons). The affectionate tszpov at the outset

is not merely the expression of a yet remaining paternal love,

moved by his son's foolish words to complaint and supplication,

even as an earthly father, half angry and half grieved, might

cry

—

Child, what have I to endure from thee, how canst thou

dare to speak to thy father thus ! But with our Father, all

anthropopathical tenderness of love must be regarded as one with

the supreme dignity of righteous truth ; hence the final and con-

clusive reply here given combines strict instruction with all its

moving, awakening and humbling appeal. Let this be carefully
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noted, then, in this first mild ripcvov, which responds to the

haughty thov of the son. He did not say father, and yet is

called in tender rebuke son : that is, speaking to the depths of

his heart:—" Speakest thou now as son? Think, O my son,

come to till/self! Hast thou served Me as a son through all

these years?" Then follow piercing and convincing contrasts

with the spirit and words of his unfillal allegation of such service.

" Thou, set aside as thou thinkest, sittest nevertheless in thy

prerogative of birthright ; and hast enjoyed through my long-

suffering the constant recognition of thy supposed fidelity.

TlocvroTZ—in opposition to thy ovhi'TTon— art thou icith me!
and I am thy father ; hast thou ever been other than a son, was

not and is not that more than any of the gifts which thou hast

found wanting? Am I not better to thee than ten friends,

and a hundred kids? Wherefore hast thou coveted merri-

ment apart from me? Are thy friends nearer to thy heart

than thy father? Or seekest thou my goods instead of my
grace, mine and not me—now all that is mine is thine ! What
have thy services had to do with this? Why shouldst thou

speak of a hid, if this be so ? (Is that instead of the hushs to

thee?)"

But here arises the much contested question of the expositors

:

—how could this most Incomprehensible 'ttolvtcc rd kf/jci aci

SffTiif be applied in good earnest to this hypocrite ? However
much contested, nothing is more true, in every respect, than this

word. The first full meaning which presents itself is this :— all

is thy STi(3dKkov, is due to thee as an inheritance ! In this word,

as in the TcZVOv before, the pure truth would assume to his evil

conscience a tone of keen and reproachful irony. This son was

still his father's child through his father's longsuffering, and yet

was no longer such in his own heart ; his being called so, though

unworthy, is a token of all the richer grace. Just so all the

paternal goods were his, and yet were 7iot his. "Thou servest

me in thy sordidness of spirit for the sake of all that is mine—
and I have not hitherto disinherited thee !" Thus, secondl}^, and

in direct earnestness:—"Even now all is and shall be actually

thine, if thou amendest thy thought and becomest my child in

the best sense, responding to my waiting patience. Have not

all things always been open and free to thy desire; couldst
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tliou not, wert thou not permitted to ask me for any good gift?"

This exhibits the fatherly longsuffering as not yet exhausted

;

this dissembler is still tolerated in the house, and his right to

everything not yet finally withdrawn. But at the same time

the ra i^jA which precedes this, and which, as long as the father

lives, holds good, impresses the great truth—There is nothing for

thee but the gift of my paternal hand and favour, nothing to be

yielded at thy demand.^ Finally—though this is unspoken, left

to the inference of his own conscience, as it is the evil which he

himself provokes—finally, there impends over the wilful sinner

the danger of being disinherited and cast out, in contrast with

the voluntary departure of the other who was at least honest in

his sin. For this Father dies not. The rebel, secret or open,

against the supreme will of God's love waits in vain till the

Ancient of days (whose existence He must feel while essaying to

deny it), till the great Creator of all spirits, but especially of the

spirits of Adam's race, shall decease, and give license to the mad
heirs of all His universal possessions. At the utmost distance

from Him, as in His immediate presence ; in the depths of the

abyss, where devils murmur, as in the heavenly home wdiere

all rejoice with God and His angels over grace—everywhere and

for ever all creaturely existence abideth in His hand and powder

;

nor can any wath impunity invade His supreme prerogative

!

But thou shouldst be kindly and merry—such is Luther's

inadequate version of the text ; for the father does not expressly

utter any complaint or command, he does not retort the upbraid-

ing which he had a thousandfold reason for ; all that is latently

addressed to his son's conscience. He does not say anything

further to qualify the unretracted acknowledgment of ver. 31.

Only in the o absk(pog ffov there is a slight tone of reproachful

appeal—" Thou shouldst have been glad concerning him in com-

mon with myself!"^ But, properly speaking, the simple and

^ Thus containing an oblique denunciation of envj at a brother's good, as

CaMn expresses it :—Nulla est irascendi causa primogenito, dum absque

suo damno fratrem humaniter accipi videt. Nothing is taken away from
thee, nothing given to him but the calf of the feast, and the joy

!

2 To this points the striking observation of Nitzsch to these murmurers :

" What dost thou lose, if there be more joy communicated than that which

is in thee ? Might it not tend to the furtherance of thine own ?
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elevated g^g/,

—

it was meet, thus was it right m this house—

•

while it overturns all opposition, contains, as it were, a justifica-

tion (from the father before his son !)—an apology for what had

transpired, as the ev(ppciip0jji'ai placed first seems to indicate.^

Yer. 32 replies to the complaint of ver. 30, as ver. 31 to that of

ver. 29. The great festal hymn of rejoicing

—

on ovrog vs%,pog

rjv z.T.X. sounds out once more undisturbed ; the brother ought

to and must hear it at least from the father's own mouth, in a

richer and purer strain than from that of the servant. The
glorious 2^2/ of His incontrovertible on reaches to the depths of

the rectitude of Divine mercy and love, having just based itself

upon the convincing illustration of the human parable. It is, as

it wxre, that first question repeated—What man is there among

you, who as a father w^ould not do the same over a lost and re-

covered son ? This, therefore, is the conclusive word to the

Pharisees :
—" That which ye blame in Me, is the love, the

paternal love of God ; that which the Father doeth, that doeth

also the Son, as the good Shepherd before your eyes ; that will

the Spirit do in His church when He is gone home—even as

ye should have done it amoncp the people and in the house of

God."

A sound exposition thus sets at rest the concluding ques-

tion, with which only a perverted expositor w^ould set out— Wlio

is this elder son ? Every man who is what he was I First

of all, the Pharisees of that time in contradistinction from

the penitent and retrieved publicans and sinners of Israel.

Then, according to the never-failing wider outlook, the self-

righteous and proud Jews in contrast with the Gentiles received

into the kingdom of God—Rom. ix. 4, 5, being the explanation

of the father's w^ord in ver. 31. And is there any application

beyond ? If we only hold fast the fundamental ideas, we can

make applications enough for ourselves of a more restricted his-

torical bearing (as Keil does, contrasting the Jews w^ith the

Samaritans)—or taking into account the circumstances of our

own time (as Petersen, e.g., sees Poman Catholicism and Pro-

testantism in the two sons, Lehre von der Kirche ii. 244).

There is a most marvellous conceit which founds upon the

1 The Peschito expresses it : '^ iiii^ t«ij for us.
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mystery of this parable, the notion of an elder son in heaven,

who thus satanically murmurs at the restoration of the human
race as exhibited in the younger son's history ! But should it

not be

—

once murmured, since Satan fell before Adam, and can-

not murmur there again ? ^ That the sons of God, apart from

Adam's race, might seize upon a certain principle of right in

their complaint, if their reason were as ours, we have admitted

above ; but they are more rational than we. The holi/ angels

(whose holiness is not "righteousness" essentially before God,

and they are not the just persons who need no repentance), the

servants of the great Lord in His many mansions, who reckon

as His friends and neighbours, murmur not, but rejoice over

His grace to sinners :—and the Lord Himself thus obviated by

His own introductory words every such idle supposition. But

instead of these we may, if still seeking farther the elder son,

think of Christians who pride themselves on a Judaic right ;

—

and, indeed, we must so apply the record, for it is not a history

adapted to that time only, but spoken to us alV When we
preach to the called but not chosen, who still retain their pride

and self-righteousness, we may hold up to them the mirror of

vers. 29-31, to give them the knowledge of these three fearful

truths :—that we may think ourselves to be keeping all the com-

mandments of God, while keeping in our hearts the principle

of all transgression ; that we may boast of our own righteous-

ness, while committing in the very boast the heaviest sins

;

that we may live among all the gifts of grace in their actual

offer and seeming possession—and yet not possess or receive

them at all

!

Finally—we have not yet reached the end—let no man for-

get himself and the probable Pharisee still extant in his own

heart, while preaching thus to others ; nor forget the labourers

1 Or -^ill there be a general restoration of the human race, and then a

new faU of Satan, stumbling over that stumbling-block? Those who advo-

cate the simple and pure recovery of men and devils are wiser than that.

'V\''e marvel that Theremin, in a sermon otherwise so- beautiful, should graze

the borders of a doctrine which involves such consequences. (Predigten,

iii. Band, 1823. Nr. 9.)

2 It will be perfectly reversed in the last days, when corrupt Christendom

will be the elder son, and converted Israel the younger

!

VOL. IV. L
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in the vineyard. Here we may mention the touching incident

(now first printed) connected with the eccentric but most devout

and genuine Daniel Krummacher in Elberfeld. Being once

asked in an assembly of his brethren, discussing this question,

who was, in his view, the elder son, he solemnly said—I well

know now, for I learned it yesterday ! Being asked further, he

laconically said

—

Myself! and then confessed that yesterday it

had fretted his heart to find that a very ill-conditioned person

had suddenly been enriched with a remarkable visitation of

grace. So deep is our corruption ; so long, even in the younger

son after all his experience of grace, does that evil principle which

prompted him to offer himself to hired service, adhere to his

soul and reappear in the similitude at least of the elder brother.

It is easily stated and laid down in the theory, but hardly re-

duced to actual practice and established in full experience :

—

" The childlike^ believing men may apply their tests to the repro-

bate returned ; may, especially if they have never sinned in like

manner and to such a degree, stand mute in thankful astonish-

ment that God has done so great a thing to him ; but they can-

not count it strange that such should desire to go on with them

to the same higher, blessed, and acceptable life ; offended they

cannot be." (Nitzsch.) Take heed, therefore, ye servants in

God's house ; let the figure of the elder son administer to you

often a wholesome fear ! Such people must, however, remain

without ; for even if the all-merciful God would construct a

special heaven for them and ^' their friends" (when satiated with

the longed-for kid, the swine which no stern Moses should any

longer forbid, instead of their husks, they might enjoy them-

selves)—whence could their blessedness, which makes it heaven,

come, without the filial and pure adoration of eternal love and

grace ? Their svppaivBffdat must instantly, at the very threshold

of eternity, be exchanged for a miserable vffrepBiffdoct !

The parable breaks off, the admonished son no further replies

to his father, and his conversion is not announced. So in the

great fulfilment of the parable it is also wanting in actual life

;

if thou wouldst be an exception, and remain always with thy

Father, enjoying and retaining all that is His—^then come first

to Him in the deepest penitence, and pray, " Father, I was

called but was not thy son, I have been much less deserving of
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the name than my brother

—

make Thou me from a shameful

hired servant an honourable child—make me in Thy highest

grace what my brother is /"

THE CONVERTED SINNERS PRUDENCE IN ESCAPING FROM
PUNISHMENT WHICH YET THREATENS EVEN HIM ;—THE
UNJUST STEWARD, TRUE FIDELITY IN THE USE OF WORLDLY
GOODS.

(Luke xvi. 1-13.)

It cannot be expected from us to unravel the fearfully tangled

perplexities of the comments which, from the most ancient times

down to our own day, with theological or untheological craftiness,

with more or less of arrogance, on the one hand, pretending to

extract its only true meaning, or, on the other, with the limita-

tion of ability giving it up altogether, have darkened and per-

plexed and confused this parable of our Lord, in itself and in

its fundamental theme so plain. We shall not be expected to do

any more than give positive reasons for our own understanding

of the subject, with merely an explanatory reference to such

misunderstandings as have a foundation of truth in them, and

therefore cannot be classed among the ridiculous theories of

crackbrained men.^ We can regard only those systems of

exposition as having any claim to our attention, which are really

in earnest in endeavouring to discover the true meaning of our

Lord ; and w^e must particularly bear with those which are not

led astray by mere superficiality and incapacity to understand

exegesis at all, but by an excusable lack of right perception

where a false application on the one side or the other is so easily

made.

Our exposition can do no more than confirm the traditional pre-

dominant interjoretation of the church, the rejection of which by

so many expositors may be somewhat excused, partly from the

^ In which last class we must reckon that of a certain expositor (whose

name we would rather not mention, after the description in the text) who
refers the parable to Judas Iscariot—while another is not wanting, who dis-

covers in it Pontius Pilate

!
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fact that ecclesiastical tradition does not always stand its ground

before maturer knowledge even in the domain of exegetics, and

partly, by the lack of any exhibition of the fundamental con-

nection of thought, which for the most part pervades the inter-

pretations handed down by antiquity. The grand and profound,

though subtle, connection which subsists between chaps, xv. and

xvi. has either been altogether denied (thus closing the door

beforehand against a right apprehension), or the right connection

has not been discerned^we cannot avoid saying, because it has

not been sought with sufficient simplicity of mind. The sinner's

repentance or punishment ! Such is our simple acceptation of

the theme of the two chapters, as they set before us the prodigal

son and the rich man in opposition at the beginning and end.

And the meaning of that which lies between must naturally be

sought between those two points, and wdll be—The prudence

(ver. 8) of the sinner, absolved from the first great punishment,

converted and received into favour, in avoiding the ruin wdiich

may yet impend; his wisdom, as being not dismissed and rejected

but reinstated, in dealing as a faithful stew^ard in the affairs of

his own salvation. That the discourse treats specifically of the

administration of luorldly goods, the possessions already acquired

even as a mammon of unrighteousness, is simply to be explainedby

the condition and circumstances of the Publicans, with whom the

Lord has especially to do, in contradistinction to the Pharisees.

But the connection of the previous chapter with the present does

not consist in this, that in the former faith in the mercy of God,

and in the latter the love of our neighbour,^ is treated of; the

former teaching what the Father doeth for us, and the latter

what we should do to our neighbour ; but that -prudence w^hich,

by the gracious permission of God, uses even the Ixdyjarov,

aKkorpiov, clhzov as the materials for the exhibition o^ fidelity,

in order to lay up in eternity the re\v^ard of grace—that and

nothing else is, according to the plain words of vers. 8-12, the

^ndamental precept of the parable. How Neander can make

^ According to v. Gerlach, w'e have in chap. nxi. compassion towards

men, active charity, that love of our neighbour which necessarily results

from the love of God. According to Lange—Imparting love, as the first

fundamental characteristic of a developing salvation. But the gi\ang or not

giving is certainly not the leading idea in either parable !
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the theme tlie " blending of simplicity and prudence " we can-

not discover.

But the unjust steward ! Can his unjust and overreaching

craft be a pattern for us ? Here rises the second reason which

has prompted men to adopt other methods of explaining the

parable—the excusable, and in itself laudable objection to the

assumption that the children of the world are represented as

putting to shame the children of light, which, however, stands

disertis verbis in ver. 8. A parable can assuredly never design to

inculcate its opposite—it was scarcely necessary for D. Schulz to

demonstrate this so argumentatively and to assert it so earnestly.

But as certainly as the Lord does not (according to Julian's

presumptuous mockery) place the unrighteousness of this steward

before us as a pattern, so certainly does He exhibit for our example

his prudence as such, apart from his injustice—and this is not the

opposite of the parable ! It seems so obvious to every unpre-

judiced mind that (as Heubner says), " much profit may be

derived from the most wicked examples, they may often be

directly translated from evil to good," and Luther's good sense

has enriched this parable with so many pertinent examples of

this, that all these useless objections should have long ago been

laid aside.^ Moreover, it is admitted that the Lord Jesus has

elsewhere given us parables analogous, which no exegesis can

explain away. He compares the freely-giving Father in heaven,

ever ready to hear, with the friend who, not for friendship's sake,

but only because of shameless importunity, giveth his friend what

he asked ; and even with the unjust judge, who at last concedes

the poor widow's claim only for his own comfort's sake, and

simply to get rid of her :—now those instances are much stronger

than this, which merely teaches us poor sinners to learn of a

thrifty and prudent worldling, and exhorts us as children of

light to practise prudence in a good cause, and to be at least as

sagacious in prosecuting our religious advantage as the children

of the world are in seeking their earthly good. To the 'Troa&f

f/joiyj^ov of the former instance the zdyoj V(Jav 'hkya of this parable

^ It is not, as "Weisse thinks, an " oblique parable which does no honour

to Christ's wnsdom as a Teacher—a style of instruction which would not be

tolerated in a village schoolmaster ! " Alas, these lowminded, little masters;

would they but read and learn themselves I
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perfectly corresponds ; and not only so, this express explanation

of the Lord gives a further ground for the adjusting of all diffi-

culties, inasmuch as in the application of the parable He takes

that very thing which constituted the iniquity of the steward's

prudence, and makes it an essential duty of all God's stewards

;

—that which was infamous fraud in him becomes to Christ's

stewards the distribution of God's possessions in the name of the

All-Holy Proprietor of them all. Thus both the unity and the

contrast between the parable and its interpretation are precisely

preserved. It is sufficiently plain, as C. H. Rieger observes,

that this doctrine of our Lord " was not addressed to people of

the world, who are always inclined to put a base and shameless

construction upon His requirements ; but for disciples who had

already attained to the gracious beginning of good desires, who

had received the assurance of joy in heaven over their penitence

upon earth, and having opened their hearts to this gracious truth,

were now disposed to disburden themselves of earthly joys and

cares, and to lay up their treasure in heavenly habitations."

Consequently that " certain uneasy feeling," of which Pastor

Brauns (Stud. u. Krit. 1842-4) admits that his mind was con-

scious, preventing his yielding to the common and correct inter-

pretation, and which he too boldly attributes to the church

generally, has no foundation, and is such a fastidious nicety as

the heavenly accommodation in those other parables of the Friend

and the Judge should have altogether dispelled. The same

Brauns makes the Pharisees come forward and object—" Thou

preachest a strange morality ; such arch-knavery to be viewed

as thoughtful provision for the future, is too crude, and will tend

rather to help out the Publicans' case, than to edify their souls
"

—and we think that their IzfJjVZTrj^iZ^ziv may very well suggest

that such thoughts were in their evil hearts, but that they never

had the courage to utter such base thoughts aloud. It will be

the endeavour of our exposition to show the baselessness of all

such imaginations.

The critical Schleiermacher is not disturbed by any such fine

moral perception, but understands here an actual counsel given

to the Publicans to appropriate the mammon o^the Roman Power

to the utmost possible advantage of the Jewish people ; led to

this opposite extreme by the dogmatic bluntness of feeling which
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—in accordance with thefundamental deficiency of all his theology

and exegesis—induced him to look for the everlasting habitations

in the temporal kingdom of the Messiah. " Ye good Publicans,

favour as much as ye can the people as against their capricious

and despotic masters, in those matters which ye have in your

own province ; that so they also may favour you when a new
state of things arises !" The relation of the Publicans being

some\vhat unlimited and undefined, as is generally the case with

indirect imposts which were farmed, Christ did not charge them

to do anything actually unjust, but only to exercise their discre-

tionary latitude of power to the best advantage for the Jewish

people. "If ye thus wisely and prudently manage your matters,

ye will not be cast out of Israel, when the kingdom of Messiah

is introduced." Alas, how political is this—and therefore how
far from the meaning of our Lord, wdio is speaking here to these

sinners of a very different continuance, and of a very different

reception into abiding habitations! Nevertheless, we cannot

deny that this carnal misapprehension connects itself with a

fundamental principle of truth ; many at that time might so have

understood Him, discerning something of the meaning of His

words, but unable to free themselves from the carnal notions of

the Old Testament typical system. But the fundamental defi-

ciency in this view is twofold:— in not marking, first, that the

alojvioi GKYivai point to that same future after death (the most

essential V/Ximiv) which the following parable discloses ; and

then in not discerning that the parabolical lord of the steward

can only be, in the contrasting application, the great God whose

is all our substance, since in x,dyoj, ver. 9, Christ requires that

to be done righteously, which the zvpiog of the steward was con

strained to commend as w'isdom.

Olshausen is open to the same charge, for his interpretation

(after his fundamental character as a spiritualist), properly speak-

ing, only spiritualises that of Schleiermacher, placing in the stead

of the Roman Caesar the ;co(jfJbog or apxaov tov z6(T[J!jOV rovTov.

^ Lange adopts the above view, and finds in the rich man " Mammon
himself, the allegorical Plutus, the Spirit of gold, the genius of money, the

demon of avarice." Most ludicrous, then, is the interpretation of the call-

ing to account and the dismissal—that is, the disagreement arising between

the new principles and the old covetous nature, etc. Most strange, how-
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" Such an overreaching of the zofffjuog or the devil, as Jesus here

teaches, is the way to render back to God what rightly belong

to Him !" Here there must be two Lords in contradistinction

to one another, and the expositor speciously (and it is the

only plausible point in this exposition) refers to ver. 13—"he
who thus wisely was ha,(rzopTiZ,oov roi VTcipx^^'^^ ^^^ kv&pojTTOv

'Tc'Kouaiov truly served the true Lord ; he despises the one to

belong wholly to the other, and with the possessions of the one

labours for the objects of the other." Pity, however, for this

exposition that there is nowhere a trace in the parable of that

other true Lord, in whose service and for w^hose ends the steward

favoured the debtors; pity that when this other Lord does

actually enter in and speak, He does not say—Serve Me! but
—"Make yourselves friends, who will receive you! Be ye equally

wise as that steward in his care for himself, but let your wise care

be for eternity! Then will I also commend you for doing wisely,

even as that lord did." Where is there in all this a single trace

of two opposite and contrasted lords? Finally, does the KO(r(jjog

or a.pyj^jv rov zo()[JjOV commend the craft which takes away his

possessions for the service of God? Is it then the spirit and

temper of this world thus to deceive the Prince of this world ?

Nothing but confusion arises from this, if the word is read just

as it stands. The lord in the parable is indeed himself a child

of this world, but not on that account in the application the

Prince of this world ; but in the contrasting application Christ

Himself incontrovertibly takes his place with His—" I say also

unto you."

And who are the stewards over the mammon, that which is

least and another man's, which the glorious Lord over all leaves

in their hands, overlooking the unrighteousness which still cleaves

to it, that they may use it aright in love, that being alone the

true use of it for Him and for ourselves, that being alone its

profitable employment?—These we are all; but now j^rs^ the

Lord spoke to the Publicans who turned to Him, as St Luke

ever, is the explanation that " Jesus terms this unfaithfulness of the pious

as it regards mammon fidelity in that which is least, that is, that this is the

least thing which should be expected from a Christian !" The thoughts of

Jesus are here utterly perverted ; on this view, ver. 9-12 cannot possibly

have any fair interpretation.
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intimates in the first verse,—overlooking this we must go astray

throughout. Zyro revives the old interpretation of Yitringa,

which regards the Pharisees as beincp here described to be the

appropriators to themselves of the saving elements of the Jewish

faith entrusted to them by God, and as being exhorted rather to

deal kindly and dutifully with the poor debtors of the Lord, in

specie the Publicans; but this, in common with every direct

application of the parable to the administration of spiritual gifts

and possessions, is excluded by the simple consideration that in

His own solution of it, vers. 9-13, the Lord adheres simply and

expressly to the mammon proper, and its wise, discreet, and

faithful dispensation. There is thus much truth underlying all

this, however, that our Lord does actually include the covetous

Pharisees as the objects of His address (ver. 14) ; and knew well

from the beginning that they, if they came with the Publicans to

Him as His disciples, might thus use and apply His instructions.

But let this suffice for the prelusory polemics : let us now ap-

proach the text ourselves, -first giving our own general view of

its simple contents.

I. The parable itself exhibits to us an unjust steward, and in

a threefold point of view : first, the account which is demanded

of him ; then his prudence in extricating himself out of this em-

barrassment (of such a kind, however, that he is still the unjust

steward) ; and finally the commendation of this prudence, as it is

enforced from his similarly unrighteous and selfish lord. But it

is here taken for granted, as the teaching of the former parable,

that in this threatened reckoning the grace of God absolves the

penitents v^ho confess their sins, that they are by no means dis-

missed and cast away, but rather, as impoverished, are endowed

with a new dispensation of goods ; and here we may note the

transition to that style of contrast in which the parable er/orces

its teaching. Similarly it is presumed, that the prudence of

this steward, thus directed towards God and divine things, is the

precise counterpart of chap. xv. 18, 19. Finally, while the com-

mendation of his prudence, bestowed reluctantly by his lord,

forms the distinctive close of the whole parable, and without any

reference to the involved injustice, our Lord immediately adjoins

(as a transition to its interpretation) a corrective estimate of the

meaning and value of that praise

—

^' For the children of this
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world," etc. This He brings into distinct prominence, by His

tertium comparatlonis, tbe contrast which enters into the appli-

cation of the parable.

II. The express explanation, which He Himself goes on to

give, contains, first, the proper interpretation in ver. 9, followed

by a further explanatory continuation, to obviate all misunder-

standing, of all the fundamental ideas of the parable. This

latter goes over naturally and necessarily into a solemn warning

against an impending second condemnation, if they who were

absolved in the first reckoning should not use the gracious per-

mission and obey the rigorous command, to use the mammon left

in their keeping for the good of their souls, faithfully and charit-

ably and prudently employing it as good stewards. First : this

fidelity in giving away (the honest prudence of the children of

light), such an administration of the lesser earthly goods as is

well-pleasing to the true Lord is now a discipline, preparation,

and approval for the dispensation and enjoyment of the higlier

possessions. For fidelity or unfiithfulness (mark now the plain

and undisguised contrast !) in little things and in great, coincide

and are one in their internal principle (ver. 10) ; the use of

earthly property is thus the standard—regulating the entrusting

of the greater, essential good, that which is the true riches, even

in the present life (ver. 11), and the final hestowment of the same

as the original inheritance and actual possession in the next

w^orld (ver. 12). In which it is at the same time hinted, that

the true riches as merely entrusted may be taken away again,

as another man's, from those wdio are untrue, and unfaithful

!

Thus the discourse speaks plainly of two kinds of goods ; and

now, secondly
J
ver. 13, two masters are also introduced for the

first time—for this fidelity requires an undivided heart for God
alone, which serves God in the use of His gifts, and turns those

earthly goods to His service in the salvation of the soul which

Idolatry turns into a God instead of using aright.

Vers. 1, 2. The g'Xsyg II x,ai is elsewhere a general connecting

formula, but in this place it is manifest from the process of

thought, and especially from the continuation in ch. xvi. 14, 15

of the scene opened up in ch. xv., that a direct sequel to the pre-
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ceding is here intended. This is so manifest that Zyro, to whom
this connection does not approve itself, is obliged critically to set

aside both the remark of the Evangelist in ver. 1, and the (piXap-

yvpoi \)'7rapyj)VTi^ in ver. 14. Our internal criticism, on the con-

trary, shows us that the Ktii in ver. 1 and ver. 14 clearly corre-

spond, and that 'jcpoq rovg [Jjocdrjrdg stands related to crpoV ccvrovg,

ch. XV. 3, consequently the [jj(/Jrjrai are not this time the Apostles

and all the disciples in common, but those newly received,

the Publicans who were drawing near and hearing His words,

who indeed form the opposite party, in the present concourse of

hearers, to the Pharisees. It is a further argument for this,

that in ver. 9 these " disciples" are supposed to have worldly

goods, and indeed such as were in some way connected with

previous -unrighteousness : but this is altogether inapplicable to

the Apostles who had left all and followed the Lord. It is ob-

vious, however, that the teaching of the parable applied to all

His other disciples, as far as they were the possessors of property

;

as well as that it was designed to pierce the consciences of the

covetous Pharisees who heard it (as we remarked before and ver

14 shows) ; the Publicans, however, who must, like Zacchseus,

after their conversion have felt the question stirring in their

souls as to what they must do with their acquired possessions,

were especially referred to in this discourse. Thus, as He had

already been graciously justifying the Publicans, speaking in

their favour ; so now, as Bengel remarks. He solemnly teaches

them their new duties as His disciples, after they had through

repentance been admitted to mercy. The table at which the

Saviour of sinners eateth with them, is not always spread ; the

feast of rejoicing which celebrated the Prodigal's return must

end, and give place to the new duties of a nobler fidelity. The

VTTcipy^ouToc, however, which the steward possesses are by no

means the same as the goods which the prodigal son had wasted :

that parable referred to the resources of life, bodily and spiritual

in common ; but this, according to our Lord's express explana-

tion, ver. 9-13, gives prominence to Mammon (which involves

more than mere money). And with regard to that every man
is God's steward^ and these Publicans are regarded as under ob-

ligation of fidelity in its use, not only to the Koman Caesar, but

to the Great Proprietor of all. That which in ch. xv. 31 was
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said under another point of view, holds goods of every man in the

great houses of the Father, in the inverted sense—All that thoa

hast, is Mine !

But the contrasting parable brings before us, first of all, a nar-

rative of tJiis world, just as things are accustomed to go in it:

—

an unfaithful steward, a lord who as a rich man appears to be

very zealous for the conservation and increase of what he has,

finally a discovery of the fraud by information. There are never

wanting m the world unjust stewards^ nor spies and informants,

as they are well designated by the indefinite hisfoXrjd'/j—for

hiCi(^aXKiiv does not signify the falsely accusing or slandering,

but simply is distinguished, as a secret, envious information, from

the open and honourable zarfjyopsTv. " Men always complain

against the unjust steward ; but just because he is of such no-

torious ill fame, no one is willing to be the man." (G. R.

Rieger.) The accusation of others against this one, which in the

narrative may be supposed to have originated, after the fashion

of the w^orld, in the desire to get his place and do just as he had

done, is an intimation and remembrancer to us that similarly all

unfaithfulness is surely known and condemned before God. 'Clg

hcifTzopTiZ^cov is not as the Yulg. has it, quasi dissipasset, but

more correctly with Erasmus

—

ut qui dissiparet, he w^as informed

against as now wasting^—which in the German (als hatte er

durchgebracht—that he had wasted) does not come into sufficient

prominence. The complaint is true; all the expositors wdio will

redeem the steward's honourable character, strangely forget that

the man himself on the first notice, ver. 2, of a reckoning being

exacted, admits the guilt in his conscience, and resigns himself

hopelessly—my lord taketh from me the stewardship ! The
complaint is literally true as to his 'hiaaKO^TTiZfijv, for this hitherto

reckless and foolish spender,^ because necessity made him thrifty

and cunning, had actually laid by nothing for himself, but had

lived from day to day in unthinking extravagance of good living

—he thinks of himself as a beggar, if he must give up his office.

^ Comp. Xeuoph. Hellen. ii. 3, 23. S///3«AAov ug ^.vf/,uiv6i/,svQv t^j '7ro'hniia,v.

2 The lixax-opTTi^siu is indeed an echo of ch. xv. 13, but the wasting of the

goods here is viewed in a different and more restricted aspect. As the

deep undertone of its meaning rises the thought, that we scatter our goods,

fio far as they are God's, when we do not husband them for His purposes.
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lie has not been totally immetliodical and lawless, for there are

at least <y^a,Uj(Jja,Taj acknowledgments of debt, afterwards forth-

coming, though not registered according to strict rales of book-

keeping, and certainly not with their amounts recorded; thus he

is a dishonourable man of the middle class—there is a little

method and sense of responsibihty preserved ; for the rest he is

thoughtless, and imprudent in his present selfishness, without care

for the future. And now his lord, having his attention aroused

by many reports, suddenly says to the steward, summoned into

his presence

—

ri tovto azovcfj TTspi aou; that is, probably, not—
Wherefore do I hear? (r/for harl), but—a construction which

seems much more pertinent—" What kind of thing (r/and tovto

emphatically together) is this which I am obliged to hear of thee,

my steward ? Is it true, or canst thou clear thyself from this

imputation ? I did not, when I made thee olzovo(jjogj and have

not had reason while I have continued thee in oflSce, to think

that thou wert a licic>H,o^'7:iZfi}V ; but I hear it now from all sides,

answer me, whether I have heard aright or not." It is not his

lord's purpose in any case to dismiss him, thus making the

account demanded merely a surrender: this has been gratuitously

inferred, and an impropriety argued from it, in his lord's re-

moving the steward on the evidence of a secret information and

without any examination, thus justifying him in the conduct

which he afterwards pursued ! It is this very investigation which

is intendedl)y the ccTTohog ro'^ \oyov. Lay before me thy accounts!

We will see—then with a tone of warning on account of the

accusation, and with an eager, selfish fear for his endangered

property— i/ they do not agree, if Ifind that I have heard aright,

tliou wilt be no longer my steward. (Tlie reading ovv/^ instead

of ^vpr^ff'/} has also this meaning.)

Vers. 3, 4. Xow becomes the inconsiderate fool suddenly

cunning and wise—this is a significant crisis in the parable which

many misappreliend: The children of the world are unrighteous

and unfaithful from the beginning, they become crafty when need

urges them ; certainly, however, then ! This sudden, and after

its kind, laudable prudence of the stew^ard in forming his decision,

is described to us in the three stages of his soliloquy. First, the

clear perception of the necessity of his case, the expulsion being

inevitable, in which the question becomes

—

What shall I do?
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Then the pondering of the various methods of extrication, which

only made the case worse—The one I cannot, the other I will not!

Finally, the crafty expedient

—

Now I know (iyvoov) what I will

do, to help myself! Then follows, as an essential part of this

shrewd wisdom, the execution of his project, rofy^icog, without much
delay, vers. 5-7.

The nature of their relations itself requires us to understand,

without any express mention in the narrative, that time was

allowed the poor man to arrange his account, and that time of

course includes the whole account from the third to the seventh

verse. When God announces to us our dismissal, whether the

final or one preliminary ; when the decree goes forth upon us

—

Thou mayest be no longer steward ! Thou must die ! there is

yet given us ordinarily a time of grace, with the stern though

gracious exhortation—Set thine house in order! If the merci-

ful God says—Come and let us reckon with one another, let us

settle our account ! yet does He hear the supplication, and lets

mercy triumph over judgment. His hearers must have thought

of that, with the history of the prodigal son still echoing in their

ears if not moving their hearts, when a similar predicament thus

opens itself up before them. But here there is no father and

son, here is nothing which could immediately portray the true

relation between God and man : this narrative teaches and in-

timates its warnings by sheer contrasts. Instead of coming

truly to himself (as ch. xv. 17 zlg eavrov) the steward speaks Iv

iavTco, remains with all his thinking and deliberation the same

idle, presumptuous, dishonest man as he was : his straits only

teach him to add cunning to his unfaithfulness, or awaken the

cunning which was latent in his nature. He declares it twice,

at the beginning and at the close, that the lord taketh away

from him his office, and with it his livelihood, and that his dis-

missal is an inexorable resolution. He knows " his lord" and

his lord's care of self well enough, to prevent the entertainment

of any vain hope ; he knew that there would be no room for

confession and pleading, and he has no satisfactory accounts to

bring. Thus it is scarcely right to interpose here a preaching

of condemnation against this man because he does not contem-

plate a third method in addition to the two which he rejects,

that the true Tertium datur of acknowledgment and supplication
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does not occur to his mind amid his evil imaginations. Such

thoughts are right in the further appHcation to ourselves—Thou,

poor sinner, hast indeed to do with God, with whom there is

plentiful forgiveness !—Scarcely, however, has he fairly looked

steadily at his hard fate, than he sees (with that full and unvary-

ing hardness which we already see to be the wicked ground of

his natural cunning), that everything after all is not irretriev-

ably lost. He has heard from his Lord's lips nothing worse than

oh hvv7](T'/} 'in otzovofjt^ziv, nothing about punishment or imprison-

ment. I am yet then left with a ri '7rGr/](Taj ; and it is for me to

devise the answer.^ Two prospects rise before him

—

digging or

begging ; that is, either to begin now honourably to earn his bread

by hard labour, or with a sudden self-abasement to ask it at

people's doors. The one he cannot, the other he ivill not :
^ the

idleness of the effeminate good liver forbade the one ; the pride

of the great man, who had been hitherto a considerable house-

holder and played the rich lord himself, forbade the other. He
might have done the one with honour and decency, but the idle-

ness of the sound man says instantly—I cannot do that, I have

never learned to work heartily ! As Grotius quotes from Aris-

tophanes, Av. 1432

—

(T^caTTTSiv yap ovz eTriffrafJijai—in which the

digging is used proverbially for the most common and menial

daily labour : and we may cite as more obviously to the purpose

Faust's words—" Ich kann mich nicht bequemen,—den Spaten

in die Hand zu nehmen." Then as to the beggiiig? Of this

the sometime administrator is altogether ashamed—not with

nimia modestia (as Bengel says), and not as we have seen in

Ecclus. xl. 29-31, from a right principle and honourable feeling

—but the w^hole gives us a finished picture of a child of this

world, as he is to be seen everywhere in his thrifty cunning.

" Nothing corresponding to the particulars of this pondering

consideration can be pointed out in the application, but it is

simply part of the parable," says the Schullehrerbibel of Brandt

;

^ This is the reason of the milder expression afterwards, with which he

comforts himself

—

orocu fcsrxarccOcJ, comp. Acts xiii. 22. As it were only

—

transferred to another situation or oiKovouicc. The aorist for the presen-

tiated future.

2 Luther's mag in the old form, that is, Vermag^ is misleading as our

phraseology goes now.
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this time correctly. If, going beyond the parable, we anticipate

the application, and spiritualise or generalise this particular fea-

ture, then may we say with Jensen (Stud. u. Krit. 1829. 4)

that the impossible labour is tlie helping of self, which, in the

case of a man from whom is taken that which he had, appears to

be out of the question ; and the abhorred begging is the passive

dejection in such most miserable circumstances, like the sinner's

self-abandonment to ruin and reprobation. Thus may we, in

harmony with the Lord's design, further interpret the parabolical

words of this man, which, however, in itself is generally an apt

proverb, suiting his present condition.

On the other hand, we must regard as impertinent, and as a

'^ccpspyov beyond the requirement of strict exegesis, all the end-

less homilies about working and prai/iiig wdiich have been founded

upon these words; and all the protests, however gopd and

ingenious in themselves, against the idle and proud refusal of

the natural man to put forth his energies for himself, or to abase

himself unto prayer. They are impertinent, inasmuch as the

application to prayer would require that the dismissed man

should have pleaded with his lord, and not have thought of

begging at his neighbours' doors ; and, further, because in the

parable this ovz layjjoo and alaxvvoiMai are admitted to be valid,

and placed to the account of the man's crafty prudence which is

commended :—consequently, upon this application, there would

be recommended the laying aside of all labour and prayer, and

instead of them the dubious performance of good works towards

our neighbours, so far as that might be possible. Again, how-

ever striking in itself, it is exegetically inadmissible to place this

steward in parallel with the prodigal son, such a parallel, to wit,

as G. R. Rieger draws, exhibiting the fundamental contrast be-

tween penitence and impenitence :
—" Both came in trouble and

need, both seek to help themselves. The one uses right means,

humbles himself, applies himself to prayer, and offers himself to

the work of a servant. The other hangs upon his former repute,

is ashamed to beg, and thinks himself too weak to labour."

This and all similar well-meant preaching is part of that system

of inexact and confused realisation of its main points which has

more or less perverted even the traditional and correct interpre-

tation ; for he who forgets the tendency of the whole in the
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exposition of the details, must bear the blame if the commenda-
tion of shrewdness and wisdom which comes afterwards is found

to be obscure and inharmonious.^ It is an ingenious use of this

isolated expression, though no exposition of it, to make it de-

scribe the unwillingness and impotence of the natural man to

labour (in a spiritual sense) and to pray : as, for example, the

Princess Galitzin speaks of the "speculative understanding," as

saying—I cannot explore it, and I am ashamed to pray (in the

right place !) for what I cannot attain. This, however, has a

real point of connection, and falls in at least with the interpreta-

tion given to the parable by our Lord, which finds in this help-

lessness of the steward the lyJkiiTciv, ver. 9, of death, no time

being then left for good works in order to the attainment of the

everlastincr habitations—"where he who could not dio; falls him-

self into the grave, and in the general need all prayer (as Matt.

XXV. 8) avails no more."^

No sooner has the man in his straits realised his entire situa-

tion, than his suddenly wakening craft discovers a plan

—

'iyvoov

71 'TTOiYiaoo. In his joyful haste, and with the speed which he

knew to be necessar\^, he does not wait to propose to himself, or

state to us, the resulting decision of his cogitation, but we dis-

cover it afterwards in the actual (p^ovipjcog 'ttoisTv.^ Craft is

essentially practical as we here see—it asks simply what is to be

doney does not disguise its emergency from itself, ponders all

possible means of extrication, selects the best, and sets to work

at once upon that. All this is formally and relatively laudable
;

else, and in its true character, the craft of this worldling is as

^ Similarly we read in H. Miiller's Erquickstunden, to give one more

example out of many :
—" If tLou y.-ilt choose, then choose the two first

means ! (not the third, which the Lord also recommends ?) Beg and dig,

pray and work, open mouth, hand ready. Prayer is thy heaven-carriage,

labour thy earth-carriage, both bring much blessing to thy house, if they

are driven well."

2 Thus the artless Hiller, whose hfe of our Lord Jesus in verse carries out

Bengel's exegesis, and will always be well worthy of being read on account

of its many ingenious thoughts and turns of expression.

^ Clearly and accurately (according to Alford) 'iyuav is distinguished

from tyvuKoc. The latter would be,-—I know, am well aware ; but the

tyvav imphes,—I have just arrived at the knowledge, an idea has just struck

me, as it were, ivpvjKo.—^as we had also remarked above.

VOL. IV. M
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unspeakably infatuated in its forgetfulness of eternity, as that

rovro TTOifjffM of the d(ppcijv (chap. xii. 18). The Ivcc and orccv of

his self-complacent 'iyvuv goes not beyond this life, thinks no-

thing about that other daily impending and quite different fjui-

ra(Tr(/Jyjvcit rrjg ol/covo^jjag. He thinks he has hit it well

—

hu,

hi^cuvrai ffjS, ut sint qui me recipiant—or, looking back upon his

own thoughts—"that the people, at whose doors I must otherwise

have begged, may be glad to receive me into their houses, which is

far better !" Or, as he is now speaking with full consciousness of

his plan, he keeps the debtors in view—" that thei/, whom I will

craftily make my friends, may take care of me—I will provide

for myself hospitable homes !" To defraud his lord, even now

at the last, and to prosecute his injustice even now that it is

condemned, does not cause him shame ; this, at least, he can do.

It is altogether in vain to attempt wdth all kinds of subtlety to

justify this wise oizov6[Jbog rrjg abirJag in himself; all whose cun-

ning g;V 7"?}j^ yznav sccvtov goes only to this, how he may in some

way or other carry on his habituated easy life ; whose blind in-

fatuation only thinks of man and of this world, yea, whose base-

ness finds its consummation in this, that he in his sly selfishness

reckons upon the return of gratitude, not altogether failing, on

the part of others.

Vers. 5-7. It is not improbable that he had shown the same

kind of good-nature towards poor wretches before, in the squan-

dering of his master's goods ; so that it was a very natural expe-

dient—the children of the world at least do thus act towards one

another with all their ah{H,fa. Nothing can be more forced than

the misinterpretation which Brauns put so confidently forward,

according to which all that is related from ver. 2 to ver. 8 took

place on the spur of the moment, rather like an enchanted dream

than actual life, and in flat opposition to the scope of all our

Lord's parables. "Instantly, and before he left his lord's eye, he

conceived his design, had the debtors summoned into his master's

presence, paid the accounts thus re-w^itten out of his own funds,

thus with most excellent (ppoprjffig uniting both restitution and be-

nevolence by one stroke :—restitution, inasmuch as the debtors

never could have been able to pay anything themselves ; and be-

nevolence, inasmuch as these poor people were extricated from

greatembarrassment. Thus both creditor and debtor were touched
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to the heart, and their sympathies eiiHsted in his favour !
" This

is, in very deed, a master-stroke in the art of reading the direct

opposite of that which is \Yritten. If the steward were then so

rich, what made him think of being reduced to beg? where

then is the IfcXstTrstv which the Lord indicates in ver. 9 ? and

let every unprejudiced person think of all the other rank incon-

sistencies in this view. This would have been no compensation

to his lord, but a mystification in his very presence, which must

have excited his anger all the more. We must admit what

Niemeyer, Schleiermacher, D. Schulz, v. Gerlach, and others

have maintained, that such a lowering of the debts was within

the prerogative of an oI;covo[JjOg, such as he was at that time

—

else would the reconstructed bills not have been valid. But

this does not assuredly extend to the justification of the steward's

conduct. It was in his power and option to do so, as we see,

but not in his righteous power ; what he here does to his lord's

prejudice must always be counted unjust, and is only a con-

tinuation in his old practices of this sensualised ol'/covo[Jjog r?$

ahyJag.

The yj^iiupzikkTai are not simply contractors (as B. Stein and

Grossmann think) whose contracts the lord had already looked

into, but debtors for produce furnished and not paid for. He
asks them craftily about the amount of their obligation, though

he may be supposed in most cases to have known it already ; his

object being to stimulate their gratitude for the remission of so

much of their debt ;—is it not true that thou art rightly indebted

for so much ? He says boldly, condemning thereby himself,

—

" owest thou my lord,'^ not me ; so that he might not on his own
responsibility remit any part of the debt. " Take thy bill, which

I now restore to thee—see how merciful I am, much more than

my lord, about whom, between ourselves, we need ask no ques-

tions

—

quickly {ray^icog, raptim, furtim, which intimates, too, the

lord's absence—before he comes and sees it !) subscribe with

thine own hand a lesser amount !" These debtors, like all

others, are nothing loth to write a less amount, but, like children

of this world, very soon take the share of this advantageous

piece of villany. Two examples are recorded, which include,

under oil and wheat, all kinds of liquid and dry productions of

the soil ; and at the end, ver. 7, we may suppose

—

and thus on-
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wards through all the debtors ; for ver. 5 mentions hoc epcocffrov.

Nor does he speak to every one apart, but has tliem altogether

at the same desk, as it is critically noted in the (Tv hi of the

second instance. And why so ? Because these poor people, in

one another's presence, were abashed, and would be terrified

into complaisance by the idea of a general settlement of accounts.

Why does he not remit to any one the whole debt ? Partly,

because the lord, when he came to know that tliis man or that

w^as one of his debtors, might find an account apparently right

at hand; and partly, because he would keep the people in a

humble frame of mind still, since, if all their debt had been dis-

charged, they would have become puffed up, and forgotten to be

thankful.^ Finally, on the same principle he remits to the one

fifty out of the hundred, and to the other twenty—not (as 01s-

hausen infelicitously here incorporates) for the sake of the appli-

cation " to a discreet distribution of our benefits according to

the present need of their objects ;" nor (as Langesays, imputing

too much good to the steward) " that he first achieved the most

desperate stroke, and then gave way to something like moral

prudence.^' But the man is altogether and throughout ivise, he

acts with a crafty discretion and arbitrariness, which somewhat

propitiates his own pride on being dismissed ; thus keeping their

obligations in the minds of the debtors—" The great man could

do with us as he listed, but he gave everybody something, at

least." AVe should note that he selects cunningly the good-

natured, not so cunning as himself, whom he may " despatch,

one after the other, with the utmost possible haste." ^ And it is

just from these that he reckons upon an unstipulated gratitude.

Ver. 8. It ought never to have been matter of misapprehen-

sion, that the narrative of the parable is still going on, and that

^ The crafty man expects gratitude of itself : it is needless to interpose

(as Bahrdt does) any stipulation—"for this, as long as I live, let me have

the half."

2 But not " deceive" as Stein expresses it. He inserts also the stipula-

tion that they should receive him into their dwellings, and explains that now
these easy-minded people find themselves out of their reckoning. " It should

have been a question to them whether the entertainment of this steward,

who had been used to high living, would not cost them more in the long

run than the amount he had remitted ! " But we should not push our cal-

culating exposition so far

!
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the commending xvpiog is not Jesus Himself,^ but he who had

been thus described by the steward in vers. 3 and 5 as his lord.

Our lord continues to speak in all that follows down to rjzovov

ravroi Toivra, ver. 14. If the Evangelist were now suddenly

interrupting the narrative, how comes it that zdyd) Xsyu so

directly follows ; and whence the ori) similarly in strict connec-

tion ;—for the only other supposition, that it is an intermediate

reflection of St Luke, is surely out of the question ! It is the

-I say unto you also—which distinguishes our Lord from the

lord of the parable, in whose place Jesus Himself now enters.

Without such a conclusion one main characteristic in the parable

would be w^anting, the answer, namely, to the question—What
said his lord to such a stroke of artifice ? Was it divulged, or

not ? This last knavery also became known and notorious—the

supposition of that was necessary to the tendency and scope of

the whole, and to the winding up of the entire parable, and it is

merely hinted at as being understood of itself. While the Lora

reports the commendation which was bestowed upon the steward,

He at the same time, to obviate all misconception, condemns

utterly the spirit and fundamental character of this steward, for

He calls him again and markedly the unjust steward. To con-

strue BTrrivecrsv with rrjg ahiKiag,^ as other knavish people have

done, is most assuredly incorrect, for the most external glance

at the mere phraseology must show that olzovo[J!jOg r^g ccbiKiag

is one phrase, just as in ver. 9 f/jocf/javoi r^g ahiziag, and in chap,

xviii. 6, zpirJig TTJg aliziag. It is altogether monstrous, and

opposed to the whole current even of this world's life, which the

parable is portraying, that his lord should commend the knavery

which had been practised upon himself, the injustice as injustice

;

enough that he now leaves the cchix.ia out of the question, since

he finds, even in this knavery, one object of commendation,

which is clearly defined—or/ (ppovt[jijcog I'TToiriffiv. We have

pointed out the total consistency of the ccbiKicc of this man, in

^ It has been said that St Luke always uses this word in relation to

Jesus ! A very strange remark, and worth nothing in this case ; against

which Stein, however, has very needlessly and unskilfully referred to chap,

xii. 46, xiv. 23.

2 Even Schleiermacher thinks that we must necessarily accept this, and

leave the honest oUovofio; without an epithet I
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opposition to all the forced endeavours to justify or apologise for

him which directly contradict the express declaration ofour Lord:

—what then was there to commend in him? Was it that he did

not add murder to his knavery, and kill his lord instead of allow-

ing himself to be dismissed ? Then would it be matter of com-

mendation in every sinner, that he is not yet a devil, and has

not courage and power to sin worse than he does ! Was it that

he had some slight method in his business, so that at least ypa/vO-

(jjoira were forthcoming in the case of the debtors ? That

would be in direct contradiction to the admitted hiaf7XopTi%siv.

Or was it that he had not in past times thought of and provided

for himself? So much the worse was the recklessness of his

mad administration ! Was it that he did not go and act with

the debtors as that other wicked servant did in Matt, xviii. 28,

in order to scrape together as much as he could ? But that

would have helped him but little, since the deficit was too great

to be made up, and his dismissal was already certain ;—this

knave knows that very well, is far from desirous to show any

mercy towards them, and thinks only, as his soliloquy showed

us, of helping himself I Thus it is this, and the cunning neces-

sary to it, which, apart from all else, is the subject of commenda-

tion. Jesus now relates, that his outwitted lord (when he,

sooner or later, found it out too late) praised him for that—this

appears strange enough in itself, but is quite consistent with the

world's ways. For to the children of the world the cunning of

selfishness triumphs over right ; the main thing, and the chief

glory of a man is to extricate himself from embarrassment, no

matter how ; so that in the contemplation of successful and pre-

em.inent villany, its injury to their own personal interests may
well be for a moment forgotten. Hence the Lord in this case

cannot refrain from saying (in his heart or to others, not neces-

sarily as beholding the knave)— '^ The deceiver has at last gone

off craftily enough ; that was not a bad stroke ; I should pro-

bably have done the same myself, if I could have had the wit to

think upon it so suddenly."

In all this it is taken for granted as evident, that the com-

mended STTOiT^ffSV is the last stroke of policy with the debtors

—

apart from the proper historical matter of the parable, and what

the steward had done in the situation in which vers. 1 and 2
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find him. Every child would so read and understand the text,

and yet the craft of exposition has not seldom taken a view

exactly opposite. In particular, we would refer to a certain recent

work of an anonymous author^ devoted specially to the subject,

which has made the parable of the steward the subject of a long

examination, in connection with other high deep matters that

pertain to the doubtful questions of exegesis. This writer can-

not, at the outset, regard it as otherwise than impossible, that a

master in this world would praise as prudent an act of treachery

practised upon himself, and proceeds to give his own judgment

and view. He then felicitously makes it appear that the

steward gained his end, that is, perfectly satisfied his lord by his

accounts, and earned the commendation—" Thou art a wise and

honourable man, these slanderers have done thee grievous

injustice !" and that tliis is the meaning of (ppoi'tfjjcug STror/^ffZV,

Our Lord praised also, over and above, the unjust man, the

knave ! Then ver. 9 is perverted, in order to make it accordant,

Bz rov [Jjcc^jjctivoi being made to mean—Independently of mammon,
is another way and not by its aid ; another interpretation is put

upon the documents, and everything done to torment away the

old exposition, and to establish one utterly contradictory :—how
all this was done may be matter of marvel, but it is actually to

be read
; giving us one more example of the facility with which

ingenious men go astray upon this parable, over which a special

fatality seems to preside ! It is scarcely necessary for us to say

that in vers. 3, 4, not one word is said about correct accounts.

The soliloquy of the steward not only shows, as Jansen admits,

that his evil conscience is troubled ; but that he had resio-ned

himself to his dismissal as an inevitable calamity, having no

thought of re-establishing himself in his master's confidence, and

that his sole care now is to provide for himself after the loss

of his office. This was his aim, and in prosecuting it he acted

(Pfiouifjbojg, for (ppopj^atg has to do with the means to an end
generally, while (TO^picc has reference to a good end, as Zyro
correctly adduces what is known to every one. On the other

hand, Brauns brings forward his confident assertion that (ppovi-

f/jog never occurs in the New Testament in a bad sense, and con-

^ Beitrage zur Beleiichtung schwebender Fragen iiber Geist und "Welt,

Glauben und Schrift, Religion und Staat. Erfurt 1839.
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sequently that the oi/COv6fJjog had not been guilty of any ol6ijcicx,

as such. But Matt. x. 16 gives us the word at least as a voca-

bulum f/jZfTov, and it undoubtedly has a somewhat ironical mean-

ing as applied to the Corinthians—1 Cor iv. 10, x. 15 ; 2 Cor.

xi. 19. But we first have the vox media afterwards when the

children of the world are termed (ppovt[jbcoTSpot ; there is no allu-

sion to a bad sense at all, for the ?cvpiog praises the prudence as

something in itself good. And good it is, and must undeniably

ever be, as the Lord here testifies, exhibiting the greater pru-

dence of the wicked in compassing their ends as an example

which shames the good :—if any one has too fine a sense of

morality, or too keen a critical acumen, to tolerate this, let him

contradict the Lord Jesus if he pleases, but not misconstrue and

pervert His plain words !

In (ppoi/i[jj&)g and (ppoviiJbojTipoi we have the obvious key of

the whole parable ; he must be blinded who does not see that.

The earnest dih'gence with which the children of the world

pursue their end, to wit, to deliver themselves from temporal

calamity, may, and indeed should put us to shame, even while

we have ourselves a much nobler aim ; we should copy their

example, not indeed in their unrighteousness, but in the diligent

wisdom of the just (Lu. i. 17) ; we should make to ourselves

friends, or provide for our own reception in eternity, even

as they make careful provision for their earthly life, beyond

which they have no care. And is not this application perfectly

just—may we not preach it in every congregation, without being

troubled by any such scruples of feeling as we have referred to?

The children of this world, to which class all the personages of

the parable belong in common, pay much regard, as a rule and

in the mass, to prudence and crafty thrift—^lience the commenda-
tion of this lord. Jesus, in adding this explanation, describes

and at the same time qualifies the ambiguous character of this

praise, in order to found upon it the general application—Suflfer

not yourselves to be surpassed and put to shame by such cun-

ning ! It is incorrect to assume, as Olshausen does, that the

viol rov aicJuog rovrov are not quite identical with the '7rov7}poi,

and not absolutely hostile to the (pug, only, as it were, oscillating

between the two ; for we should thereby lose the sharp point of

the rigorous contrast, which goes to the same issue as the exhor-
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tatlon to the Apostles to be wise as serpents. It is equally wrong

to take vIoi rov (poorog ironically (as Braune does, understanding

by them the Pharisees); the contrast has the same fulness,

reality, and earnestness as in Jno. xii. 36; 1 Thess. v. 5 (Eph.

V. 8). The (pug indicates here, ^irs^ of all, truth and sincerity as

opposed to the falseness and overreaching of this world ; but

much more than that is contained in it I The children of the

world are children of darkness in their self-deception, which

makes their narrow and limited prudence unutterable folly ; and

in this view the dullest child of light is wiser than the wisest of

the children of tliis ivorld—who only thinks of and provides for

this present life. Now, this wise steward has forgotten from the

very beginning that he is only a steward, and may expect a day

of reckoning in the lower as well as in the higher sense ; it has

never occurred to him to ask—What will become of me in my in-

justice if I should die to-day or to-morrow ? Rather is it his sole

care to provide for himself a lodgment in the interim, till he can

procure another olfcovofjJa, and play the old game more wisely.

Plence the Lord's saying is only true with the addition

—

dg Ttjv

ysvedv rrjv lavrajv. Here lies the irony directed against the

wisdom of the children of the world, here is the full solution of

the question how they can be a pattern to us.^ Not, as has been

most superficially said—they are wise and cunning erga co^ta-

neos, i.e., invicem, inter se, unus erga alterum ; but assuredly

its first meaning, and that applying to both parties, is—in and

after their kind. (For this meaning of the word, see what is

said upon Matt. xxiv. 34, in Vol. iii.) Erasmus : in natione sua

—for the two kinds of children are actually of a different origin,

race, people, and kind. But again the eig is to be regarded as

essentially nXizaug, as the deep meaning of ygi/ga actually in-

volves—for their life, their space of time, the children of which

they know themselves to be, and act as such. Thus they care

for things which pertain to time, and their share of it—but let

your higher prudence provide for everlasting habitations ! They
give their best attention as a whole (not reckoning individual

^ For, as Beyschlag (Rheinische Monatscrift, Marz 1850) rightly re-

marks, it is not a picture of life in its innocent realities, but a procedure of

its thoroughlj unrighteous worldliness, which the Lord here selects as the

foundation of a parable for instruction in the things of His kincrdom.
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examples of indiscretion) to the great question how, especially

in time of urgent pressure, they shall get on for this life, and

their zeal is in itself commendable ; while ye, alas ! are far from

being so prudent in your preparation for death, and that eternal

and real life which follows it. Pastor Flattich in Wiirtemberg

explained this phenomenon,—the simple ground of which is that

the light of true wisdom unto salvation slowly and hardly enters

into our earth-bound nature, cleaving to this world—more

quaintly tlian correctly, when he said—"to be sure, the dog is

more knowing than the sheep !" This is something like the

interpretation of Ebrard, who says—"since the children ofhght

are often too much inclined, in thinking upon heavenly things,

to pretermit and neglect their earthly duties, and to forget their

worldly prudence." But this scarcely touches the meaning of

our Lord, who does not commend to His sheep the dog s wisdom

as such, who is not speaking of attention to earthly duties as

such ; but is exhorting us to give as much earnest diligence to

the pursuit of eternal salvation as the worldling does to his

temporal well-being. " Fidelity in earthly relations, and in the

administration of earthly good,*' is indeed required from us, vers.

10-12, as merely our ivisdojn, but yet it is as wisdom towards

the attainment of our eterncd and abiding good; apart /ro?7i that

the children of light may forget all earthly things in their con-

templation of heavenly—which has its place, when the question

is the highest wisdom of simplicity.

Yer. 9. The originator of that conjectural reading

—

zayai

Vfjb7p Xiyco' ov 'TroiyjGUTe z.r.X. (But do oiot ye so!) had not the

slightest notion of the true meaning of the whole discourse. Are

we then, according to his view, to retain the unrighteous mam-

mon, spending it upon ourselves or heaping it up, supposing we

have it? That is not what he means, but—we should use it for

the good of our neighbour! He takes offence at this, that

as the w^ords run, the Lord seems to counsel stealing and over-

reaching in order to make friends for ourselves—but he simply

does not read the words aright. The mammon is assumed to

be fjbafjjcova rrjg ali'/ciag/]\\si as the oi?covo[Jbog Tyjg abiyJag before.

It is evident of itself that we are not to imitate the unjust

steward (that title surely was enough !), and not to acquire the

mammon in his method ; and when the Lord goes on to say to
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MS, what now nevertheless follows, He places Himself on a

parallel with the lord in the parable, and tells the Publicans who

already had such mammon in their possession, and could not

possibly now adjust all the individual claims of others in making

specific restitution, how they shall henceforward act with regard

to it. The clear and unbiassed view which we take of His lofty

but condescendinor words is this :—As that lord discoverino- too

late the fraud, pretermitted, and, as it were, forgot it, in his con-

sideration of the craft displayed, so I, the true Lord, in the name
of My Father say unto you preliminarily,—that not only does

the righteousness of God permit, but the grace of God requires

from you absolved sinners, the prudent use, in all good works,

of that earthly property which has been in times past gathered

together by unrighteousness such as cannot now be otherwise

repaired ; and that ye use the utmost wisdom in administering

it for others, with a full faith in an eternal recompense of mercy

to ensue. Which gracious permission Flattich has this time

somewhat better illustrated by the master who tells his maid-

servant that he has fruit in his garden which she may take for

herself and distribute among other people, that his fruit may
raise up friends for the poor orphan.^ Hiller :

" God somewhat

recedes from His right, press into it thyself. He gives up His

goods that you may turn them to good account : make thyself

by another's goods rich in good works, it is no loss to Hijn, He
notes it not." If a pious king places men in the situation of

stewards over a charitable foundation, they should not accu-

mulate either for him or themselves, but keep it before them as

their one object to give out as much as possible in beneficence,

and bring as much satisfaction as possible to the charitable

wishes of the founder :—and so with God the true " rich man "

whose stewards we all are in the occupation of earthly property.

And indeed we have all been, and not only the Publicans, more

or less unrighteous in the past ; though in reckoning with us

our repentance and conversion are accepted, and it is said to us

—Ye mai/ be henceforwards, and ye must be, stewards, but

better, more faithful and more wise, for your own salvation and

My good pleasure.

* Siiddeutsche Originalieu von Barth. Erstes Heft.
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The Lord, at the same time, takes the most favourable possible

view of tlie unjust steward's selfish and earthly-prudent conduct,

when He takes as the tertium comparationis, the expression

:

make to yourselves friends ! More prudently, indeed, and more

safely, than he in the parable, who, with all his self-seeking, only

reckoned upon the gratitude of men equally sinful and selfish

with himself—so that indeed all his calculations might, after all,

have been miscalculated. When the Lord in this condescending

comparison^ sets the enjoyment and advantage of this friendship

before His disciples as the aim of their well-doing, it is presumed

and takenfor granted, even because Jesus says it, that His disciples

are only to make to themselves true friends by the exercise of

true friendship, and only to ensure to themselves a compensating

gratitude by acts of genuine love. The (ptkoi are assuredly not

(for then it would be an expression wonderfully out of harmony

with the parable) ^^ those in heaven, God and the angels" (as

Ebrard says) ; but they are to be sought among our fellow-men

and brethren. The covetous and hard-hearted man prepares for

himself in the poor whom he does not help, no other than accusers

at the eternal bar ; while the benevolent man who ministers to

their wants makes them, on the contrary, his friends !
" Many

understand well (says Zeller in the Monatsblatt) how to make
with their mammon servants, tools, and companions, but these

are not

—

friends, A man cannot buy or hire these with gold
;

he only makes himself friends by what he gives, and by the

manner of his giving it ; that is by the love with which he im-

parts his goods. He who wins hearts, makes himself friends."

This is not inappropriately enforced upon the Lord's words ; for

when Jesus begins to speak. He uses every word in its only be-

fitting and right meaning, elevating and illustrating everything

subordinate and common in the parable ; and this is the right

transition from the parable to its interpretation. Further, the

receiving into everlasting habitations intimates to us ivhat kind

of people we before all things should make our friends, the poor

children of God, tlie brethren of the Saviour, the heirs of the

^ Which, indeed, stands upon the same ground as -the exhibition oi fidelity

towards God as being prudence for ourselves (see Matt. xxiv. and xxv.),

and the general phraseology of Scripture which speaks of our acj^eaSai as

the good pleasure of God. Is this essentially different?
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iiilieritance ; as Zeller goes on excellently to observe, " not the

people who are cast out in eternity, since they will not be able to

receive guests into heaven." But again, since we are not the

searchers of hearts, and judges before the time, and cannot be-

forehand know who will be one day the inheritors of the king-

dom, our love and benevolence must be universal; regarding

every man as one called to salvation, turning away from no object

of distress who may one day, as the brother of the Judge of all,

witness and plead for us, or who, by our good deeds in the name
of Christ, might be aided in coming to Christ and to salvation.

Thus Neander is not quite right in drawing the conclusion that

good deeds shown only to the pious are here intended ; for is it

not our bounden duty to distribute our benefactions with the

view and in the hope of making the objects of our benevolence

grateful, and thus pointing to them the way of piety ?

Oiforgiveness and remission of debts the discourse does not

directly speak (though many, Jensen for instance, digress in

that direction, supposing thus that they interpret the parabolical

element) ; for it is said expressly, with the mammon—consequently

the distribution and giving away of substance is enforced upon

those who possess it, as such. 'E;s rov fjbocf/jcjvoi may be either

understood as referring to the means by which, the source whence,

we may accomplish the making of friends ; or (as Brauns says,

and, it may be, correctly) w^e may regard the Ix as a proper

material out of "Let mammon go, and make for yourselves

out of it—that is, ev rSi a^isvai zed Trapccht^ovoci—friends." ^ The
advisableness and wisdom of thus freely dispensing our mammon
for our true advantage in the interest wdiich eternity yields, is

further grounded upon the fact that it is, and must ever be, a

mammon of unrighteousness

:

—which pregnant expression,^ so

much twisted about by expositors, is very probably connected

w^ith a proverbial description of it among the Jews— "ii;5*^' pDD^

^ It is incorrect and artificial with Hartmann to regard /xecf/.ovoi; as ab-

stractum pro concreto

—

the rich—and connecting this with d'hiKiug^ to make
it—^the transitory, worldly rich. Make to yourselves friends of, or among

the rich of tMs world, that they, in your Ut^si'ttsiu into poverty, or when
old age requires it, may take care of you !

!

2 Very unnecessarily and impertinently by Stein compared with uiados

r'?,s uhiKiug^ Acts i. 18, which refers to something very different.
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according to Ligbtfoot. The most obvious meaning involved in

this, that of an unrighteously obtained substance, has given much
needless ofifence to interpreters: this certainly is the point of con-

nection between the interpretation and the parable, where we

find the steward giving away that of which he robs his master

;

and it precisely suits the Publicans as it answers the question

which they must ask, as to what they must do, as the children

of light, with that unrighteous mammon which they had acquired

before their conversion. They must do no other than seek, in

the manner most pleasing to God, and at the same time most

truly and eternally profitable to themselves, "to disencumber

themselves of the last farthing" (as Loskiel says in his "Etwas
furs Herz auf dem Wege zur Ewigkeit"). Of course it is sup-

posed that they acquire no more unrighteously ; and equally

obvious is it—for the Lord would never teach a violation of the

law of Moses (Ex. xxii. 1-4)—that unjustly gained property

must be restored, when and where it is possible ; but that, for

the most part, is regarded as possible no longer, and then con-

science itself recommends the hearty distribution to the poor

—

Zacchaeus does both at once and together. (Ch. xix. 8.)

But this first and more obvious meaning is very far from ex-

hausting the depths of this word, spoken not to the Publicans

only, but to us all, as far as we are in any wise similarly situated.

Worldly substance is termed mammon by our Lord (as we saw

on Matt. vi. 24), not as it is a creature of God, but as it is a pos-

session in our hand) and more directly as it is the false good and

the eagerly-coveted desire of our hearts, that is, as it is made an

idol:—there lies already, without its having been obtained by

any unjust dealing with our neighbour, the fundamental unright-

eousness which ever adheres to it. Mammon, as such, is never,

in the first place, righteous ; but all earthly possessions, in the

second place, in their course and process through the hands of

men must more or less certainly and manifestly become a mam-
mon.-^ Thus most of these Publicans had already, for the sake

of mammon, in the unrighteousness and idolatry of their hearts,

become the slaves of a foreign dominion against their own people,

^ " The children of light should always be conscious with regard to mammon
that something uneasy adheres to its possession," as Lange has well appre-

hended it.
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who therefore scorned and cast them out ; and so now every man

whose heart is set upon retaming and accumulating the substance

which, as he may suppose, has been acquired in legal and honour-

able ways, is only carrying on the same alr/Ja of the heart. In

sum, sin is, as matters actually are in the world, the origin and

principle of all property and personal substance ; selfishness and

self-appropriation, indirect acquisition in the sight of God or man,

idolatry and uncharitableness, adhere to it necessarily as it has

come from its former possessors, as well as in the hands of those

who now hold it. Is not this so ? The consciences of all w^ho

are truly converted to righteousness, in the possession of much
substance, must everywhere confirm this declaration. It is

" either the fruit or the seed of unrighteousness and sin "—as

Gossner says. Jurists seek for the security of title-deeds from

something external to the possessor, and aiming to go back to

the onVin of all dominium, imagine its first becrinninffs either in

an ideal condition ofnature, or repose upon a necessitated posses.sio

and its bonafides: but God allows no such rights to human hearts,

He neither utters any beati possidentes of (p/Aapyyp/a, nor admits

any bona fides for the retaining of what a man has ; his bona fides

is grounded upon his dispensing and ministering, as a steward,

the manifold grace of God. " The superabundance should be

common ; if it is not so, but is perverted to self and becomes

mine, then it becomes unrighteous mammon." (Berlenb. Bibel.)

As the parable, in its application to us, makes us all no other

than the stewards of God, it actually abolishes the idea o^pro-

perty in its strictest sense as being ours : and all retention and

accumulation ofmammon for its sake it makes ahizia. Similarly

the simple-minded Loskiel, from whom the ingenious critics

might often take a hint—" the unrighteous mammon is money
or money's worth, ivliich does not apjyertain to us of God or of
right, but has been appropiiated to ourselves, nevertheless, in

this or the other way." Either there adheres to it through the

acquisition and possession of former owners, from w'hom it has

been transmitted or has come into our hands, an injustice which

must be rectified by ourselves: or that unrighteousness is derived

to it from our own covetous and selfish clinging to it.

therefore is all mammon taken again fi'om the temporary pos-

sessor : it IS no abiding and real good, but deceives and betrays
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its lord, who becomes Its slave. (Prov. i. 19.) This is not, indeed,

expressed in the word itself (as von Gerlach: which is unrighteous

to youj deceives and disappoints you)—for cchizicc must have a like

meaning in vers. 8 and 9. But we may and we should deduce this

as a consequence, since that which is unrigliteous can only inflict

a rightful retaliation of unrighteousness ; and, as such, this

thought is the profound undertone of the whole discourse. Money
and earthly property has in itself ?2o value : as soon as any such is

attached to it, it becomes an ahijcov. That is the ahf^Xon^g

'tt'Kovtov of which St Paul speaks, 1 Tim. vi. 17, whose whole

discourse in that place down to ver. 19, corresponds generally

with the fundamental thoughts ofour Lord's sayings in this place,

and gives us its best scriptural exposition. Schleiermacher's

remark—" money has no obligation to remain with us, it is its

well-known nature to circulate," is more sprightly than devout;

and forgets that everything, as a creature and gift of God,

should be continuing and not deceive and disappoint any one, an

ak7i0iv6v (as it indeed fundamentally always is); but that the un-

righteousness which converts gold into mammon is avenged bythe

very circumstance that its expectation from it is deceived. Thus
Bengel is right, as things are among men, injustus mammonas,

quia non jure fert appellationem bonorum. Similarly Augustin

before—de mammona iniquitatis, i.e., de pecunia vel divitiis,

quse malse fuerant acquisitiae; aut etiamsi bene, non tamen veris,

sed quas iniquitas putat esse divitias, quoniam nescit quse sint

verse divltiae. (Civ. Dei 21, 27.) It is the best, therefore, and

the wisest plan, to let this " unsanctified gold" simply pass

through our hands, that the heart may not come to depend upon

it. It must be diligently given back again ! The children of

the world in gathering and heaping it are practising a self-decep-

tion which will issue in eternal want : they are unjust to that

God who requires of His stewards that their gathering should be

a scattering abroad. He is not an accumulating afdpMTTog

'Tr'kovciiog, increasing his capital, like that man in the parable !

He desires no other putting of his money out to usury (Lu. xix.

23), than the restoration to it of its true and only value, and its

diligent use for the kingdom of heaven in all the ministrations

of self-denying charity.

The prudent man in the parable provided for houses, into
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which he might be received ; and that is the reason why our

Lord here names the almiovc GTcnvag, The Israehties journeyed

into the land of their inheritance in their tents (Jos. xxii. 4)

:

and in this expression there was both a backward and a forward

reference,—even the houses of stone and the walls encompassing

their cities were still but as the pilgrim tabernacles of the wilder-

ness, an interim provision only, before those peaceable habitations

and sure dwelhngs which God's people expected at the end. (Isa.

xxxii. 18 ) TJiese are the everlasting habitations, with typical

allusion for the Israel of God ;^ yet not now precisely corres-

ponding with the parable, not received into their habitations, as

before their houses :—but those who are received themselves may

through the grace of God receive others, just in the same sense

as we may dispense to others of His gifts. The hi^oovrai must

clearly correspond with that in ver. 4 ; the recompense at the

resurrection of the just (ch. xiv. 14) comes from God, but in

connection with the testimony, desire, and supplication of the

friends who had been acquired in life ; and this is the real truth

and ground of reality in the hiyj,c>dai, " Heaven is, as it were,

the estate of the poor, out of which they can bequeath legacies

to their benefactors."^ What a most gracious representation this

is, far from being merely an unreal accommodation of the idea !

We will not disturb its simplicity of presentation by any eschato-

loorical investigations as to how, and how far, its truth will be

made manifest in a progression of accomplishment ; for these last

things are not clearly revealed. Thus much remains certaia

that both the Old and the New Testament, rightly understood

exhibit alms-deeds to us as laying the foundation of a treasure in

heaven, that charity bears its interest in eternity even to the un-

forgotten cup of cold water. (Matt. x. 42.) We may confidenth

rest in this middle interpretation, without "going astray, either

into what would be a decided, though disguised Crispinismus, or

^ Of which "Winterherg made a perpetuum hospitium, a life-song abode,

—^which alone the wisdom of the children of light should care for !

^ St Augustine in the chapter before cited : Mirari autem soleo etiam

apud Virgilium istara Domini reperiri sententiam. Nam cum Elysios cam-

pos poeta ille describeret, ubi putant habitare animas beatorum, non solum

ibi posuit eos, qui propriis meritis ad illas sedes pervenire potuerunt, sed

adjecit atque ait : quique sui memores alios fecere merendo.

VOL. IV. N
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into the papistical undoubted pen^ersion of the doctrine of merit

in good works." (Zyro.)

There is yet one expression which we have not closely examined
—oTccv lySki'TTTiri. The reading preferred by Schulz and Schleier-

macher

—

orav IfcXiTr/j ilzkzi'Trr)) scil. 6 f/jccfjuajvag (when the deceit-

ful mammon fails you, departs, and leaves you deceived ; and

the Peschito confirms this—^^DiT KDl, si defecerit; comp. more-

over ch. xii. 33, &r,ffav^ov avix.XsiTroi) seems at first sight to be

recommended as introducing the fundamental idea which we have

just been dwelling on ; but when we look more closely into it, we
must perceive that it is opposed to the internal connexion of the

whole discourse, and can only have crept in as an explanatory

gloss. First of all, the making of friends with our mammon
which is here enjoined, presupposes a distribution of our sub-

stance and a severance from it ; and we cannot suppose at the

same time any such cleaving to it as would be disappointed by an

lySKziTHv. And then this reading is in general not sufficiently

comprehensive, and harmonious with the context; for, in this in-

junction of ver. 9 every expression used in reference to the course

of conduct recommended must embrace in itself both a strict

applicability to what is laid down in the parable, and a reference

to its more extended interpretation. The orav of this verse must

correspond with the orav {jjiraaTOL^oj, ver. 4 (fi-om which simi-

larly the /Va hz^mTcct, in connexion with the crKrjVoctg is derived),

and consequently the persons addressed must be the subject of

the change of circumstances here represented as contingent

;

similarly, to preserve the conformity with the aicovtovg, this con-

tingency must be generally the dismissal fi:'om life upon earth.

And so we find it in fact in the ambiguous expression which is

pertinently chosen

—

orccv lKki'7:r,ri (or, with very respectable

MSS. IzKsi'^'/jTs) ; that is, first, when ye fall into the vff'PTBp-

iiG&ai of ch. XV. 14, become involved in utter failure like the

man in the parable ; but also as the interpretation of this—when

ye incur that certainly impending bankruptcy of life which

abolishes all personal possession, and the goods and powers of

life fail and give place to the reckoning of death ! This is the

foundation of the well-known phraseology of the Sept.

—

lySkii-

TSiv, decease (giving up the ghost. Gen. xxv. 18)—but here the

general expression falls back upon the specific defectum pati sug-
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gested by the parable. " Since ye cannot by any worldly craft

or prudence evade that, make it the care of your nobler prudence

to provide in time for an imperishable possession and an abiding

lodgment in the future yzvzd. Especially ye Publicans, whom
the Pharisees not untruly reprobate as sinners, for ye are all of

you unjust stewards of the goods both of body and soul, in the

sight of your true Lord ! And all, whoever and wherever ye

are, who cling to your mammon, with all the unrighteousness

that clings to it—think of the end !" Finally, let us steadily

regard in its true light this most gracious accommodation of our

Lord to man's innate self-regard and earthliness of thought

(found constantly occurring throughout His teaching) ; for He
here condescends to point out to us the way of true thrift and

prudence, by which we may most surely secure our possessions

against the fires of judgment, and, as it were, preserve the heri-

tage which we leave here for the superabundant restitution of

another life. (Eccles. xi. 1.) " As in earthly things ye are pru-

dent enough not to let all your goods lie at the mercy of any one

calamity. If ye really loved your money, ye would desire to

enjoy it more than merely these few years. That farmer would

not really love his corn who should not be glad to throw a few

grains of it into the earth in order to reap it again with ten or

twenty fold increase. I would counsel you prudently to ensure

your worldly goods against the spoil of time, and constantly lay

up your produce beyond the walls of this transitory field; for you

will carry nothing hence away. See how both faithful and pru-

dent the Lord is in His way of teaching, how He strives to win

you in all kinds of ways, even adapting Himself to this passion of

7nen, and showing you how you may eternally enjoy your pos-

sessions!" (This is the pithy homiletic-exegesis of G. R. Rieger,

and is not to be contemned).

Vers. 10-12. The progression and connection of thought in

this epilogue were exhibited in our general review of the whole

at the beginning, which now may be referred to again with ad-

vantage. It is not the " true charity, assuming, when embodied

m outward acts, the form of a dissipation of our goods " which

is pointed out as true wisdom, but a real fidelity (the word four

times occurs) as it respects God's commandment, which would

have His earthly goods thus applied. This is the process of the
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advancing interpretation ; for the fundamental idea of our Lord's

instruction here appears not to be the love which we owe to our

neiglibour, so much as the accomplishment, on our own part, in

the obedience of faith, of the Di\ ine will of tlie Great Proprietor,

in order to our own standing before Him in final acceptance ; in

order, as it were, to our own deserving of eternal possessions.

This true fidelity is the prudence of righteousness, for the final

account, as in Matt. xxiv. 45. Fidelity in the steward of earthly

substance is the dispensing and scattering of seed for the better

harvest which is abiding in eternity. Let it be observed, once

more, how in the inverted relation between the parable and its

i^ terpretation, this unrighteousness^ ver. 10 (in which the unjust

steward does not stand as a type), is placed as the opposite of

fidelity. First of all, ver. 10 presents a general introductory

and convincing truth admitted by universal experience and con-

scio-usness; which has its application to the province of the ad-

ministration of earthly property, and then, as a proverb and

similitude, bears a further and higher application. Count

nothing slight, be it great or small—was the sentiment of the

son of Sirach, Ecclus. v. 18. The essential fidelity of the heart

keeps this precept ; it is the same for all objects alike. Fidelity

in little things is itself something great, it is indeed the greatest

and only true fidelity. If a man begins aright with little things,

his conscientiousness is assured and disciphned for the greater

things which may bring greater temptation ; he wlio is not un-

faithful with regard to the smallest farthing, will not be so after-

wards with thousands of pounds—hence stands the first clause

in the first place. But he who is unjust in little things is un-

faithful also in much ; that is, if not at once in open apparent

reality, he will soon be such ; and still more clearly, the many
iXa^/cra already make up the great 'tto'Kv. All fidelity in great

things without similar fidelity in the little, is but outward seem-

ing ; and similarly all petty, micrological straining out the gnat

while the camel is swallowed, is no true fidelity of the heart.

Consequently also the converse holds good : He who would be,

and continue to be, faithful in that which is great, let him be so

preeminently and perseveringly in the petty details continually

occurring in life—for there is an inseparable connection between

the two! But it is not the Lord's design only to say—" Whether
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ye possess much or little of mammon^ deal with it as I now
counsel you, for two mites well laid out will gain you friends

in eternity, will bring you interest and recompense for the king-

dom of heaven." But vers. 11, 12 immediately carry the idea

further, and show that all earthly possessions generally, he they

Rothschild's millions, are only IXdyjarov—" the least thing

which God can and will bestow upon man"—comp. 1 Cor. vi.

2, 3, which almost sounds like a citation of our Lord's words.

Yea more, the whole of ver. 10 is reproduced with its application

to the domain of spiritual possessions and the gifts of grace—as

we find it in Lu. xix. 17.

All these antitheses, with their various expression, are obvi-

ously resolved into one great antithesis between the earthly and

the heavenly, the temporal and the eternal. All earthly sub-

stance, which the children of this world turns to mammon, is

in itself IXdyjCtTOV, through the deceitfulness of sin which clings

to it abi'/COVj and must ever be to the inner, immortal nature of

man, by reason of its adventitious value, and transitional posses-

sion, an aKkorptov. As opposed to this, every the faintest spark

of spiritual grace from the gift of God is ToXy ; such possessions

alone are the ccX'/jdivov which never deceives (mark now ahi%,og

ijjufjjuvoi in opposition, manifestly equivalent to dlrikog -^psuffrf^g),

and by right divine this only is essentially and eternally our

own ! The alien earthly good, not a real personal property.

which cannot become essentially our own,^ changes it owners

with every generation, when the inevitable l;cKsi'7rsiv asserts its

rights: we dwell ^'in our houses" all of us only as tenants, and

like those whom we receive (just as the D''3^^'in before God, Ps.

xxxix. 12) are only usufructuaries; and not indeed that with

free discretion of our own, for we are stewards, and that which

is another's is God's, who hath entrusted it to our fidelity, to be

so faithfully employed as to win the nobler and only real good !^

^ As Beyschlag comments upon this saying, in the before-mentioned

beautiful treatise—die GUtergemeinschaft im Lichte des Evangeliums (com-

munity of goods in the light of the Gospel) Rhein. Monatschr. 185.0. 3

—

"Thou art Spirit and life, and therefore only by spirit and life to be en-

riched : earthly property is dead matter, which leaves thee in death, and

then proves thee to have been a fool for having thought to make it thy

own, Luke xii. 20."

2 T\Tien Grotius translates ver. 11—the true mammon, or genuine pos-
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This indefinite neuter in ro aXrjdivoi^, to v(mtz^ov, stands em-

phatically significant, intimating that it is left to our own intelli-

gence to observe what that means—for it is the discretion of

wisdom which is here enjoined ! But as soon as our right ap-

prehension has reached this first stage, there is opened to it a

new view. In the words of our Lord, which retain the wise

indefiniteness of their hinting and warning character, the two

contrasts of vers. 11, 12 do not remain strictly parallel, but the

reference before intimated to a progressive confirmation of fidelity

passes over to spiritual things also. It is most assuredly obvious

that it is the gift of God's grace, the pound given wherewith to

gain other, which the Lord terms to Vf/bSTSpov ; that is, accord-

ing to Meyer's note—" that which is appropriate to your true

nature, that which was originally (in the Creator's counsel), and

shall be again (in redemption), your own, the true dominium

restituendum of the lords of the earth created in the image of

God, which was promised to the heirs of heaven by a hog haxxst

V[Jj1vP Moreover, this critical question Tig VfJblv ^ojcrei, concerns

not merely unfaithfulness in the use of earthly good, but unfaith-

fulness in regard to the earnest of that inheritance already re-

ceived in the time of probation. Wilt thou certainly retain what

thou hast, given to thee only preparatorily as a trust, and will

God then one day give thee the full inheritance of eternal life?^

Thus we see that even the true riches cannot become ours with

perfect right and full possession, before we ourselves have become

true or faithful ;—in the other case even the aXri&mv is taken

sessions, lie overlooks three things—that mammon in itself has been used

already to describe the d'hucov of earthly property, and cannot bear a good

appUcation ; that ^a^<yi/« as the name of an Idol and Master (in ver. 13

opposed to God) cannot bear a neuter adjective ; and that to dxri&ivou is

parallel with to dXhorpiov^ i/yAnpov^ ver. 10 having begun these neuters.

Erasmus has it correctly—quod verum est.

1 To which essentially belongs, in the consummation and fulfilment of

the 'Trpoandmirai Matt. vi. 33, the possession of all the riches of the world

in the restored powers of the spirit to which matter should ever be subser-

vient ; the dominion over the earth, and the heirship of all things glorified.

" We cannot attain upon this earth to a perfect possession of our lost divine

attributes and powers, because the Divinity may not commit them to our trust

on account of our external nature." (Christianse Kapplinger, Beschrei-

bungen iiber das Wesen der Gottheit u.s.w. S. 63. comp. S. 91.)
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from the unfaithful as being aXXorpioi^, instead of yielding up

to them all its fulness. This is the progression of the double

meaning in ver. 12 as following ver. 11 ; as this again finds its

fundamental reason in ver. 10.

Yer. 13. Tliis saying, as reproduced here with great signifi-

cance from the Sermon on the Blount, needs no farther inter-

pretation than we gave it there; as uttered now it forms a transi-

tion to those further repetitions of what had been earlier said,

which the Lord, vers. 16-18, designedly here introduces. In

this connection^ it has two aspects; according to the one, it says

(in Jensen's words)—" the servant of mammon makes (most

unwisely !) that his master, which he, according to his true

Master's design, should dispose of with absolute authority:"

—

do ye make mammon subserve your eternal salvation ! Accord-

ing to the other, it declares that Jideliti/ consists in serving one

Lord alone, and unfaithfulness in attempting to unite the service

of another lord :—your true Lord is God, as your true good is

the heavenly inheritance ! By wdiich, in conclusion, the dis-

course gives it to be understood that the entire parable and its

doctrine was to apply to the Pharisees also; and hence ver. 14

springs up in immediate connection with these w^ords, their

ex-f^jV/CT'/jpiZ^siv bursts forth, for their consciences convict them
of being (piXdpyvpoi. As it regards the contrastingly different,

yet essentially similar, position of the Publicans and the Pharisees,

between God and the world, Olshausen well says that "the

former (that is, those who now turned to Christ) were outwardly

most deeply involved in the world, but internally they were

under the powerful influence of a longing for the Divine; whereas

the Pharisees, on the other hand, were outwardly linked with

things Divine, as the born representatives of the Theocracy, but

their inward life was attached to the world, so that they turned

their theocratical steward-relation to earthly ends." • Thus the

Lord's exhortation cries aloud to the hearts of both, to make
their decision.

^ For tlie sake of which the oiKirvjs is here appended, first of all (for it

was to be supplied in Matt. vi. 24), equivalent to ^ovXog, in contrast with

the Kvplois ; but then also at the same time as parallel with oix,ou6f^og^ who
is no other than an olxAr-/ig after all. Which aUusion to the steward is weU
pieserved in Luther's Ilausknecht.
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THE UNCONVERTED SINNER'S FIRST PUNISHMENT AMONG THE

DEAD, AFTER REJECTING THE WORD OF REPENTANCE AND

FAITH :—THE RICH MAN IN TORMENTS, AND FATHER ABRA-

HAM.

(Luke xvi. 15-31.)

Every unprejudiced reader who is not under the mischievous

influence of the fragment-hunting, disintegrating critics,^ will

observe that this parable stands in close connection with the for-

mer ; and that their fundamental ideas lie so deep as to be per-

fectly one. The Riarisees also have discerned something, in

what had been said, appropriate to themselves ; for, they scorn-

fully set their faces as if they would justify and exalt themselves:

—but it is shown only in their features and gesture, not as in

chap. XV. 2 with a murmuring Xiyziv ; it is as if they thought

ravroc 'ttocvtoc scarcely worth a word of reply, though in reality

their courage was abashed. They would have said, if they

could have uttered it :
" Why all this trouble to teach such un-

just Publicans as these a righteousness which w^e, the pious dis-

pensers of alms, and we alone, have long exhibited !" while at

the same time they were thinking in their hearts—" and we are

shrewd enough, withal, shrewder than thou counsellest, for we

can dexterously contrive to serve God and Mammon too!"^ Such

thoughts, however, must have been transmuted in their secret

conscience into self-accusations, while the Lord, whom they had

better understood than they professed, throws His clear, calm,

and piercing words into the tumult and hypocrisy of their secret

imaginations, directing to them immediately the discourse which

had scarcely been suspended. " Yea, verily, ye too may hear

this, would that ye might ! But ye will not receive counsel, ye

^ The singular Sepp seems to have become one of these ; for we find him

Baying :
—" The parable of the beggar Lazarus seems as if it had dropped

down unintroduced from heaven among the other disjecta membra of the

discourse !

"

2 This seems more probable than the imputation in Braune :
—" He makes

light of riches, for he is poor : let him talk ever so long, he will accomplish

nothing!" The reply to their secret thought, ver. 15, will not suit the

eupposition that such was its tenor.
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will not be converted: though ye are lyyt%oyTsg where I teach, it

is not for the sake of truly oczovuvj but in order to yoyyvZ^stv and

lx,fjijVKT'/ipi%siv. Ye are rich both in mammon and in righteous-

ness ; over whom, however, there is impending a miserable

penury and failure of both!" Thus does our Lord's discourse

oscillate between the two parties around Him : it passes from the

penitent Publicans who condemn themselves, but whom God
receives and justifies, once more to the impenitent self-righteous,

who justify themselves while God knoweth their hearts, who will

condemn and cast them down. On the one side are the Publi-

cans, excluded from the rights of Israel, and contemptuously

brought down to a level with the heathen ;—on the other the

proud and secure children of Abraham, who have the Word,

but use it not for their salvation, who hear indeed, but hear not,

who believe not, because they will not repent ! Let it be ob-

served, moreover, how, in this disclosed foundation of the whole

discourse, the conclusion of chap. xvi. returns back again into

the beginning of chap. xv. ; and let us note preliminarily what

the wealth and sumptuous living of this man, with the frightful

IfckzlTTiiv predicted against it, was designed to signify for the

Pharisees and the v-^t^Xov of their zapoiui ! While it may here

be presumed, from the analogy of the elder son in the former

parable, that in the profoundest background a warning, threaten-

ing Love is still seeking their souls ; yea, that the tormenting

flame in Sheol, of which we shall afterwards hear, with the

Tszpov (jjvr,(j&rtTi of Father Abraham, may actually summon
even these to a late epy^iu^ai eig sccvtov, which the Publicans'

entering into the kingdom of heaven before them, had already

experienced for their good.

It will be seen that all the individual sayings, vers. 15-18

(which precede the last parable as an explanatory address, just

as vers. 10-13 followed the middle one), are most accurately

adapted to the innermost position of all. Possibly we have

here an epitome of the chief points of the Lord's descrip-

tion, which had other links of connection ;^ though it is more

probable that the whole was spoken by our Lord to these

hearers in this unconnected and designedly enigmatical way,

^ Not, indeed, as von Gerlach too strongly says—a brief hint of a much
longer reproof.
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for the awakenincf of their attention and the rousinor of their

consciences.-^ " Yea, ye are they whom I mean, the so-called

righteous (ch. xv. 7) ; who, however, before God are only on that

account greater sinners in the pride of your hearts, an abomina-

tion instead of cause of rejoicing in heaven ! ver. 15. For ye

scorn and reject with hateful violence, and pervert in sinful

transgression, the Revelation of the truth and love of God which

is brought plainly before your eyes. Law, Prophecy, and Gospel

in their full inseparable harmony are exhibited to you in this day

of grace, offer themselves to your acceptance—and ye despise the

grace of the Gospel, ye break the truth of the law !"^ The for-

mer is the QidZ^ia&oci sig avT'/jv of ver. 16. The latter follows in

vers. 17, 18. "For why is it that ye revolt against the preached

kingdom of God ? Because ye perceive and have heard from My
lips, that in that preaching the law is not and cannot be abolished,

hut fidjilled, Yer. 17. But ye have never humbled yourselves

under the law, your hearts being filled with pride, unfaithful-

ness, hypocrisy, and adultery ; ye have perverted and broken it

(like false stewards of the Xoyia rov hov), for the gratification of

your lust and avarice, and for your own base political ends !"

This will approve itself finally as the true meaning of ver. 18.

.

Yer. 15. The hzaiovv kocvrovg (comp. ch. x. 29) is the trust-

ing in themselves that they are righteous (ch. xviii. 9) which, how-

ever, does not fully sustain itself in their consciences before God ;

hence they all the more anxiously seek to justify themselves, ex-

hibit themselves as righteous, and acquire the reputation of being

such before men. Fundamentally no man can justify himselfbefore

God (however daringly he may use the language of ch. xv. 29,

and xviii. 11)—for God knoweth the hearts of all (Ps. vii. 10 ; 1

Kings viii. 39):—he w^ho will absolve himself is, nevertheless and

on that very account, not absolved of God. This v-^prjXov as

being the most essential, inmost idolatry, is the essential f^hiXvyf/jOc

in His sight. (Pom. ii. 22.) To if ccv^pajTOig v-^rfKov is by

no means altogether parallel with, and the same as, Ivoj'Tnov

^ Schleiermacher on this occasion says correctly
—" Christ had only to

hint what to His immediate hearers would • be, if only half-spoken, much

more intelligible than to us."

^ Roos : ye are a people prepared neither for the old time nor for the

new 1
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rm avdp&JTuv before, although the opposite is set down again as

hc/JTiov rov hov ; but as the Lord had just been speaking of

their hearts^ it means that pride of spirit which was actually pre-

sent in these perverted and corrupted olvdpotj'Trot ; and it is this

alone which is the abominable thing in the sight of that God
who looketh at the heart and not at the outward appearance.^

(Prov. vi. 16, 17, xxix. 23.) But this pride of heart exhibits itself

in a twofold manner, inasmuch as they who are inwardly lifted

up make themselves great befoi^e other men, and further celebrate

and magnify (enviously, yet admitting it) the external, or self-

arrogated loftiness in others :

—

so far Iv av&pojTTOig includes (with

a natural double-meaning which occurs elsewhere) the v-^pT^Xov

among and before men, both at the same time ; as the Yulgate

endeavours to express it by hominibus. Much that is extolled

by men, yea all that regards this outward commendation alone,

is most highly offensive to the God who searcheth the heart. 1

Sam. xvi. 7.) Thus it is here

—

^Hhat which men regard as highly

estimable in you," just as foolishly as ye seek their high estima-

tion. The reason of this, however, remains :—That which is

high, ironically spoken, that is, wdiat would be high and exalt

itself (without being raised up on high by God, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1),

and thus rob the only Lofty one of His honour ; that it is which

is abomination and idolatry in His sight. This is the v-i^c^fjuocra

of 2 Cor. X. 5, and thus appears the loftiest human virtue and

"righteousness" to be no more than a wicked pride of heart

!

Before grace has humbled and justified and exalted the abased

sinner, all the highest excellencies to which any man may
have attained, however they may have exalted him in his

own estimation, or given him value in the estimation of his

fellow-worms, are but to v-^rfKov, abomination in the sight of

God ! (So does John Newton, in his letters, pertinently ex-

1 Thus it is far from intimating what has been superficially extracted

from it—that the high, eminent, and rich as such, kings, and masters on

their chaijs, are despicable before God I Schleiermacher would find here

an obhque glance at Herod, such as might with some reason be apphcable

to ver. 18. A large portion of the Pharisees were sycophantic adherents

of his ; and it is imagined'that the Lord would bring it to their minds,

that while they were despising the Publicans on account of their serving

Rome, they themselves occupied a similar relation to the untheocratic domi-

nion of the Idumsean family.
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pound our text.) Thus profoundly does our Lord's first word

penetrate the hearts of these unhappy sinners, to whom He

speaks " as unto wise men," with His piercing—" God knoweth

your hearts
!"

Ver. 16. Let the reader consult our exposition of Matt. xi. 12,

13. The Hag 'Icooivvov (which in its conciseness emphatically

refers to something well-known, and already before urged against

them) must not be supplemented by merely supplying—"wj^re

valid till John" (then being abolished, against which ver. 17

protests) ; nor will it help the meaning to insert zvpievovfft, hsff-

TToriZ^oufft, as if the contrast were simply between the rigour of

the law and the mildness of the Gospel (for the Prophets are not

without gentle consolation) ;—but the right complement, the true

antitheton to evocyysXtXsToct is already in St Matthew '7rpos(p7iTSv-

ffoiv, which has been consequently inserted in some codd. as a

gloss.^ But this '7rpo(py]riveiv (of which Rom. iii. 21 also speaks)

is assuredly a preparation, since the law and the prophets toge-

ther do what John does at the end—prepare the way for the

grace of Christ, and that preeminently by humbling to repent-

ance. The v-il^rjXov of the Pharisees had never submitted to that

;

they cannot, therefore, and they will not comprehend or tolerate

the kingdom of God which, with its preaching to the poor,

plainly declares itself to be the fulfilment and realisation of all

that had gone before ; but it may be said of them in a bad sense

— 'TTccg Big avrriv fiidZ^erai. We shall not now repeat what was

said in Vol. ii. to justify this interpretation as necessary for the

passage here : it is obviously required by the 5g of ver. 17, and

the entire connection as it appears when closely examined. Thus

the TTag in a certain sense corresponds with the ToivTBg of chap.

XV. 1, but by way of contrast—" Among you there is not one that

repenteth to the joy of angels ; every one of you, rather, that is,

the first, the best, acts in refractory opposition. Ye rebel and

strive mightily against the kingdom of God—instead of using a

nobler violence in prayer, and striving to enter into it—in spite

of its being the fulfilment of all preparation and prophecy, the

end of all your service of God (Acts xxvi. 6, 7), and of its gra-

^ Schleierraaclier supplies insufficiently

—

6 vof^og .... IxvpUvas^

toy^voi^ for this is not the true " antithesis of ivctyye'ht^srxt.''''
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cious evangelical announcement of itself.^ Ye think, in your

scorn, that such a Gospel and such a kingdom is only fit for

Publicans and harlots. But ye are no sinners ! Is it so ? How
stands it between you and tlie law, which ye set against My
Gospel, and which ye condemn Me for breaking?"

Vers. 17, 18. Ye know by the exhibition of My leading prin-

ciples given on the Mount, or if ye have forgotten I repeat it to

you, that—I am not come to abolish but to fulfil the law ! We
do not make void the law through faith—this must be ever an

impossibility before God. Here we have the strongest formula

with an evH^O'TrouTSpoVy which exalts most emphatically the mini-

mum of " moral order " (to speak in modern terms) above the

maximum or totality of the physical system of nature :—rather

would God destroy His entire universe than suffer one tittle of

His law to fall away.^ Observe the great contrast between

'PTccpi'k^sTv (vanish away, pass, go out of existence) with the simple

'?rs(Ts7v or iKTSffsTji^ become invalidated, or remain unfulfilled.

(Rom. ix. 6 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 8 ; 2 Kings x. 10 ; Josh. xxi. 45, xxiii.

14.) " And as it does not enter my mind to desire that which is

impossible before God, to relax any of those essential, permanent

obligations and requirements of the law, in the case of those sin-

ners whom I so graciously receive as !My disciples, and continue

so condescendingly to teach (so, e.g., counselling them no un-

righteousness)— so no more shall ye be able with your (oidZ^zadai

either to endanger the kingdom of God, or to do away icith one

tittle of the law which in that kingdom is to be established and

confirmed. Though ye are actually striving, as much as in you

lies, in your cunning to do both : ye revolt not less against the

law than against My gospel, ye keep not but violate the com-

mandments of God. This very law which ye hold up to confront

Me, will nevertheless remain in force and will condemn you

with its eternal, inevitable, righteous requital, ye adulterers !
"

This gives us the transition to ver. 18, which seems so singularly

unconnected, and in which Olshausen, despairing to trace any

^ Roos Tvould very artificially defend the interpretation of Luther, which

is not in harmony with the connection—" Every man—save you, presseth

inJ" This needs no refutation, let who may supply it

!

2 See, moreover, the exposition of this saying in all its breadth and depth

in Yols, i. and ii.
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connection in its literal sense, would find a fitrure analom)us to

Rom. vii. 1-4 :—ye have become divorced from the law as from

a wife ! (On which view the marrying of this divorced wife in

the second clause would not simply be superfluous, but meaning-

less : for his interpretation of this—that while they divorced

themselves from the law in its spiritual and eternal significance,

they nevertheless married it again in its transitory aspect, hold-

ing the Old Testament economy in that externality to which

they had first reduced it—is most strangely forced and artificial.)

We have only simply to bear in mind that the oriental and

scriptural style of teaching, especially when dealing in gnomes

and words of cutting reproof, does not expressly interject the

connecting words, which, however, we must supply. Here it

should be :—" A s for an example your disorderly divorces, which

I have only to mention as exhibiting your laxity of practice (as

was said before Matt. v. 31), which the inviolable law, confirmed

with new force by Me, condemns."^ This demonstration was all

the more intelligible to them, because, only a short time before,

their national judicature, receding from the high standard of the

law of God, had tolerated the public scandal which Herod's

marriage with his brother's wife had occasioned. (Tertullian

found an allusion here to this occurrence.) Thus the reference

v\'hich Schleiermacher would assign to the whole discourse, will

hold good as far at least as this outrage of Herod gave a pertinent

exemplification. This circumstance stood in close connection

with the just-mentioned death of John, and the end of his

ministry (by which the way was prepared for the kingdom of

God and the preaching of the Gospel) ; the}/ had not, like Johii,

done their duty and boldly said to the adulterer upon the throne

—It is not lawful ! The -rag thus obtains the force of—" even if

it were the king;" similarly the striking c&TOAsXvf/jBvrjv ccpto

ccvhpog instead of vto does not merely strongly emphasize the

invalidity of the divorce, but includes the circumstance in con-

nection with Herod's crime, that a woman herself had abandoned

her husband.

^ Roos thinks that it vas not necessary here for our Lord to insert any

condition or exception (as in Matt. xix. 9, v. 32), because their divorces

were altogether, and as a whole, adulterous. "We have corrected this in

Vol. i.
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We are by no means to suppose that the rich man of the

parable was a Sadducee, as many have thoughtlessly assumed;

for vers. 29 and 31 would then be quite inapplicable. But the

Lord seems to say ;
—" Ye Pharisees live a Sadducean life like

Herod and his adherents, wdth whom ye quarrel about the law

and the prophets, and the life which is after death; ye live as if

there were none, ye do not hear the word which ye possess and

w^hich ye deal in—ye clothe yourselves and eat and drink

very differently from the preacher of repentance." Then follows

the last parable of this Trilogy, which with its avdpuTog $g ng
r}V (only observed, as far as we have seen, by J. v. Miiller) follows

in immediate connection :^

—

''But how is it with you and how will

it be ? Hear yet one thing more, in addition to all this, your

own history—and even down to Hades—if ye will continue to be

rich and highly esteemed upon earth !"^ This parable, with its

progressive application to the Pharisees instead of the Publicans,

joins on to the beginning and end of the preceding one, inas-

much as it shows a TrXovaiog in his IzXeiTreiv ; but it descends

therewith into the kingdom of the dead, just as the first had

gone up into heaven:—Joy in heaven

—

Torment in hell! It

depicts the torments endured there by one who had been a

luxurious sinner upon earth, who had refused to abase himself

but had remained impenitent and unbelieving to the end ; and

depicts it most awfully, if, peradventure, the word may yet pierce

their hearts, by the double contrast with the comfort there of the

pious man who had been so miserable hei^e. And although

there might be involved an intimation that love, even in those

depths, had not utterly given up the sinner, but was still seeking

to bring him to re/lection ; yet here, in these words of father Abra-

ham to the i/vv hi rejected son, as before in the great Father's

words to the elder son who had remained in the house, the

^ For this Sg in the middle of the discourse is something quite different

from that in gfTrg Bg, gAsyg Bi scui—see e.g. similarly at ch. xvii. 1.

2 Though this parable may possibly be fashioned upon other similar

narratives used in the teaching of that age, yet we find in it abundance

of what is proper to itseK, and profoundly new, down to the y.ioa.icc. It is

the blending of given elements, the arrangement and harmonising of the

simple ground-notes which are everywhere heard that exhibits the master of

composition.
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wariiing againfit unbeliefsounds out much more distinctively in Ine

ears of these Jews, against that unbelief which, in its process of

hardening, had deserved such doom, and brought the impenitent

man to the flame which held out small prospect of any further

salutary f/jifjbP'/](T%,S(Tdcii and i/jirocvoilv}

In the first and briefer 'portion of the parable, the scene of

which is still upon earth, there is exhibited before our eyes a

rich man living in carnality and all the enjoyment of life, as an

unfaithful steward of the law and the prophets, an unbelieving ser-

vant of Mammon^in the sharpest contrast with a poor, despised,

righteous man ; towards whom he does not act as the preceding

parable required, and therefore constantly accumulates guilt.

The inward character of both is only hinted at; just as their pri-

vate thoughts and dispositions were concealed from the sight of

men till the time came when the vale of perverting appearances

falls off, and each takes his true place and condition. First we

have this unnamed and yet well-known rich man's condition and

manner of life, indicating the end for which he lived, ver. 19.

Over against him is tlie helpless God-help, as his name written

in heaven declares him to be, ver. 20. Then in ver. 21 we have

the relation of one to the other; wherein, again, the piety of

the poor man, and the neglect of the rich man, are preliminarily

hinted at. But now comes the suddenly disclosed second part,

the essential heart of the parable—" a narrative, with its scene

laid in that other world ; and which, if Christ were speaking in

our day, would be called by our Polyhistors a romance of heaven""

^ A friend made me acquainted, during the publication of the first

edition, with a sermon of the excellent Harms on the first Sunday after

Trinity, which represents this Gospel as being inopportune and alien to such

a season. But this alien out of Hades vindicates his own significance. As

the portions selected for Trinity Sunday itself refer to the inscrutahleness

of the ways and of the nature of God, and to the new birth, in which alone

we can practically know the Three-One ; so then begins the institution of

the Church by that high teaching which places this world in its true relation

to the next, warning us that the exhortation of the Holy Ghost to re-

pentance towards God and that faith in Christ which exercises itself in love

to the brethren (comp. the Epistle, 1 Jno. iv. 16-21), is contained in that

word which we already have. This is a better vindication of the Gospel and

Epistle than that which Strauss in his " Kirchenjahr " gives; comp.

Nitzsch (Prakt. Theol. ii. 2. 391) who refers to "circumstances unknown to

us " £M the ground of the selection.
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(as Kleuker says)—we would say rather, a romance of hell I

For although it is certainly true—" so much that is deep, true,

and transcendently suggestive is said of the two great regions of

the other world, that every stroke of the delineation becomes the

basis of a widely extended system "—yet the man in his torment

must ever be the prominent central figure : the dead and buried

unbeliever (whom the generation of the children of this world,

and all his brothers above esteem meanwhile, according to Ps.

xlix. 13, 14, to be happy and approve his sayings) in the tor-

ments of the kingdom of death ! What a picture, and with what

sublime assurance and repose presented!^

Again there are two parts : the former brief and transitional,

the other being the proper and most important scene^ most drama-

tically developed. First is the change of circumstances generally,

with the ever impending lymro hi a7ro&av{iv of every-day life;

—

the one in Abraham's bosom, the other shut out from the place

of happiness which he beholds, and in torment, vers. 22, 23.

Then follows the more detailed elucidation of the Mnd, the design,

and the reason of this torment, given in a parabolical colloquy

between the tormented one and father Abraham, to whom he

appeals in vain. Two supplications are rejected. The former

for ever so sligbt.a mitigation of the righteously ordained punish-

ment contains in itself an intimation of the kind, and receives for

answer a hinted explanation of the end, of this torment. In the

prayer, ver. 24, it exhibited itself as the pain of dejyrivation, con-

nected with a consciousness of guilt (clinging, however, to the

slender service once rendered in the crumbs which had been

thrown out), but icithout any application to the alone-helping

mercy of GodJ The repelling answer, vers. 25, 26, hints at the

justice and well-adjusted design of love, in the torments which

for the present are rigidly fixed. In the second colloquy the

^ To quote Klenker (Meiischl. Vers, iiber d. Sohn Gottes, S. 194) once

more : "It was not possible that Jesus sliould assume, for its own sake, a

mien of mystery, or aim to create a mere vacant astonishment, or use the

tone of affected lamentation : for He spoke out of His own nature, even as

^sop did when he made his lions, asses, nightingales, and trees speak;

and it was not His aim to make proselytes to faith by prodigies exhibited to

the eye, any more than by those uttered to the ear."

2 It is only the addition of this third which makes the pains of hell : the

two former had been experienced both by liazarus and the prodigal.

VOL. IV- - O
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ground of guiltiness is referred to :—the request for extraordinary

revelation to his brethren (which hardly conceals his own stiff-

necked apology for himself as having lacked it) is rejected with a

reference to the word which was in their hands. The request of

vers. 27, 2S exhibits as well the blindness and obduracy of the

oflPender,as his distinct consideration and reflection upon all things,

and even his knowledge ofthe nature of repentance. The refusing

father Abraham must now give two answers, for the colloquy

deepens into an objection and contradiction on the part of him

who is made wiser in his flames. The first reply points generally

to the hearing and acceptance of that which before Christ had

been given to Israel, as sufiicing to lead to Abraham's bosom.

Ver. 29. But when the ohjectioi}, ver. 30, carries self-justification

even to this point, even while its contradiction condemns itself

(for in his blindness concerning the saving ordinance of faith

there is yet a knowledge of the way of repentance, in which man
learns to understand faith), there follows finally the conclusive

answer to the whole;

—

faith in order to repentance, that alone can

preserve the soul from future torment V But these two things are

intimated : that God's love furnishes the most superabounding

means of grace, and that these are in vain to the unbelief which

has been before hardened into reprobation. '' Hence then, ye

Pharisees, be taught by your Abraham, and use that which ye

already have, from his time down to John, in order that ye may
believe the Gospel of the kingdom (ver. 1 6), and in Him who

will rise from the dead !"

Ver. 19. A rich man: "such as we heati possidentes, whom
Thou, poor Messiah, rebukest, because Thou hast nothing Thy-

self,"—might these bold mockers have thought within them-

selves, unless our Lord's previous words had humbled them too

much. A rich man : " as that word is used in the Scriptures

from Job's time, with the bad and almost godless meaning

1 How can any one help seeing this, clearly as it stands before us! We
protest again and again against the ever-recurring interpretation, that the

unjust steward exhibits the " blessedness of charity"—and the rich man

"the curse of selfishness."
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attached to it in the Psalms and the Proverbs by the rich David

and Solomon"—^w'ould attentive and observant hearers begin to

suspect. A rich man : " snch as the great Sermon, Luke vi.

24, had denounced a woe upon"—would the Apostles probably

and other disciples interpret the words, at once discerning the

aim of their Master's discourse. (Matt. xix. 23 had ncrt yet

been uttered.) "Ai'dpcoTrog rig r^v TrXovaiog—altogether like ver.

1 before; for all olvdpM'proi are only stewards of One above them-

selves, the only God, but this one acts the God himself, and

as man thinks himself in the place of God. Nullum adest

vesticrium vel mentio transitus ullius a Pharisasis ad Sadducgeos

—remarks Bengel quite correctly ; but it is equally clear that

this Pharisee lives as a Sadduceey and consequently the thoughts

of his heart are such as will hereafter be discovered to be pure

scepticism or not believing. He is simply a man of this world,

and a sensual lover of the good things of life (lrpv(pr](TccTS Iti

T^g f/fjg Tcal \(j7rarakri^ari, Jas. v. 5), knowing nothing about

administenng God's goods as a steward; he makes good liv-

ing the end of life, his heart is altogether immersed in its pomp

and luxuriance, and hence there is nothing more just at this

point to be said concerning him. The vain preeminence of ap-

parel is first mentioned, for this with eating and drinking is

the heathenish ambition of his mammon; and his one great care

is to carry both to the loftiest pitch in the sight of men, as if for

his own precious soul. That feeds with the swine of the earth

and is perfectly content ; therefore has he every day his merry

companions around him {ev(ppain(Tdaty as ch. xv. 23, 29) : and

it is all XafJjTTpMg too, so that he does not merely riot, but osten-

tatiously exhibits his riches and his costly apparel, like King

Ahasuerus of old : if his seats are not of gold his vessels are ; if

his curtains and fringes are not of purple and fine linen, these

adorn his own great person. These are all fine strokes in the

delineation, each having its significance. The purple was the

colouring of a woollen fabric, the byssus or fine linen was

weighed against gold by reason of its resplendent whiteness.

The combination not only was beautiful (hence they are always

united, from Esth. i. 6, viii. 15, with blue and ivhite, down

to Eev. xviii. 12) ; but it was the emblem of high dignity, so

that kings and priests could not outvie this fortunate one, who
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thougli neither of these himself, was a rich man to whom every-

thincr was accessible and conceded. It never occurs to his mind

to think how many Lazaruses he might have clothed with the

price of his sumptuous array. Moreover, he is not a mean and

parsimonious man, for he enjoys his substance, parts with it freely,

and has open house with grateful guests always round his table

;

neither is anything said of aZiyJoi, in the acquisition of his wealth,

or of any obvious want of charity or mercilessness ; nothing of

notorious sins or blasphemy, although he is depicted with accu-

racy down to his clothing :—so that we may not unnecessarily

imagine anything of this kind. Thus he lives and glitters

XcifJUTpajg in his royal magnificence zad' rifJbspaVy as if his days

would never come to an end, a blind (ppovtfJbcoTccrog etg rrjv

ysnoiv r^jv iavTOv. The people deem him fortunate and happy :

and many look enviously at his palace.^

Vers. 20, 21. And now in strongest contrast, in a certain

sense (to quote Neander) "serving as a foil to the worldly rich

man," we have a pious man "stripped of all temporal good" in

the profoundest and most abject misery : on both sides there is a

description, as the zad' Tjfjuspocv previously taught, of a permanent

condition and state of mind. But the 'Trrcoy^og rig has a name, for

his name alone is written before God and mentioned with honour

by Christ—such is the first and most obvious meaning of this

most striking designation by name in the middle of a parable. Or
miglit it be implied thereby that in this case the parable actually

presents a historical fact ? Is the name mentioned by Jesus "as

the authentication of an actual incident?" (Roos.) The fathers

many of them were of that opinion, and Theophylact found evi-

dence that there was at that time in Jerusalem such a well-known

Lazarus. Calvin is very decided on the same side, on the ground

that throughout the entire Scriptures we never find a man men-

^ Professor Weisse doubts not—if we may quote such words—that " this

perverse description must be put to the Evangelist's account, who would

not lose such an opportunity of venting his spleen against the rich and dis-

tinguished in this world ! " But where do we find a word about " the rich

man being punished only for his riches, the poor man rewarded ojili/ on ac-

count of his poverty ?" What doctrine can be found here which is " more
poor and barren than the coarsest heathen notions of moral retribution

after death !

!

" Would that these worthies would only read in the New-

Testament what they, find written there !
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tioned by name in- a parable; but this is not sufficient reason to

reject tbat which may be a solitary exception. It is possible that

Christ may have seen such an occurrence, not merely including

the death of both, and the funeral pomp of the one, but even the

recorded continuation in the other world which was not hidden

from His eye : but it is highly improbable and out of keeping, to

suppose that He would single out and make prominent by 7iaTiie

one case out of many similar constantly occurring, as if it had

been a rare and .special event. Further, if the poor Lazarus had

been a notorious person, he would scarcely have been found

remaining to the end at the gate among the dogs ; and the

publicity of his name would be opposed to that obscurity and for-

Qotten condition among men which the Lord evidently intends

to mark as the principal feature of his case in this world,

—

only Himself knowing and mentioning his name prospectively.

Finally, if Lazarus must be regarded as a historical personage,

much more must the rich man with his jive brethren : this ap-

pearance of reality in the narrative has been seized upon by

many, but the truth will be seen when we come to consider ver.

28. Though the Lord might assuredly have sometimes incor-

porated true histories in His parables (in the higher sense they

are all sucli)
; yet must we maintain, on the other hand, that

in no parable did He ever specify any one single circumstance

of actuality alone.

Tiiis poor man lay before the rich man's door, or properly

'^vXcuVj that is, the chief entrance and colonnade of his palace

:

iP'il^XriTO means more exactly that he was cast down there (as

(^i^KriiJjai is used of the sick, whom their sickness casts down,

Matt. viii. 6, 14; Mark vii. 30). Here there is possibly an

additional emphasis—He was laid there by the people, who thus

discharged themselves of their obligation
;
pacifying their con-

sciences by placing him at the rich man^s gate :
" Let him be-

hold the poor man as he goes in and out ; let him see before his

very eyes what kind of people there are in the neighbourhood of

his rich house, and take him in /" But the rich man did not take

the advice of Ecclus. xiv. 13-17, although the misery and end

of man was thus daily obtruded before his eyes : it is a plain in-

dication of his guilt that there Lazarus zccff r][Mpccv lay and con-

tinued to he. For it is the permanent condition of the poor man
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which is depicted in the parable : not that he was often laid be-

fore the gate of the rich man (as von Gerlach says)—but he was

thrown there once for all. To lie excluded in the dust before

the door of the festal conviviality—that was his dwelling : ulcers

which he cannot hide, and which invite the dogs,—these were

his covering (full of sores for rfkzcoi/jivog), this his costly attire :

a craving for crumbs, which at least was never fully satisfied,

—

this was his banquet ! Naked, outcast, forsaken, and hungry,

withal in the skin of Job ! All this obviously paints only his

outward condition^ but it intimates at the same time his frame of

mind ; and both are exhibited to us in the symbolical, therefore

not historical but parabolical, name. That name is probably

a Graecised ^'wh^,^ but it also has the sound of "ity ^h (Chald.

^7), and thus describes, by its double-meaning, both the external

appearance and the inner state of the man so named : before

men he is helpless, and he is at the same thrown before the gate

of His mercy for God to help. He now sees afar off the table at

which he could not sit, and from which he could not eat :—the

converse of what afterwards took place. The learned are still

contending whetlier any crumbs fell from that table for him :

but they should reflect that according to the whole cast of the

parable the man does not linger a few days and then die of

hunger (which would have been recorded as the climax of his

misery) ; consequently his l7ridv[M7v must have received some-

thing to appease it, by which it was only not satisfied even to

X,oprcc(T0^uoii. Neander is wrong when he says that in his pin-

ing hunger he longed in vain for a crumb. Many Codices

would repeat here the zai ovhsig khthov avr^ from ch. xv. IG

( Vulg. et nemo illi dabat) ; but that is evidently an uncorrected

gloss. It is to be taken for granted that he enjoyed something,

though only and hardly the crumbs which sympathising servants

might gather from the leavings of the rich man's table : for it is

his habitual condition which is here depicted. He is at least

tolerated before the gate, is not cast aside as being in the way

;

but neither is he lifted up into a better place, v/here he might

1 Which is nearer to the form Aa^apo; than
^l^f?^.

Abraham's servant, to

whom many refer the alhision (as the hero of many Jewish tales !)—on the

other hand many of the fathers correctly speak, in connection with this

parable, of the poor Eleazar.
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receive better attendance : the rich man must have seen him
just as in hell it was brought to his remembrance, but only with

absolute indifference : full of himself he troubled himself about

no one else. He certainly did not himself send him the crumbs.

He did not command the offensive exhibition to be removed out

of his way : for nothing availed to carry trouble to the hard

heart which was covered with purple and fine hnen ; warmed
indeed with wine, but cold to all sympathy. He did not say, in

passing, to any of the people who with alacrity did his bidding

—Take this hideous object away ! The servants, without any
merit of his, threw to him the scanty -^r/^iov occasionally ; but

the meanest kennel of their master was too good for him to be

brought under its roof. Then come out to him the dogs, which
had more than crumbs for their fare (as many a rich lord now-
a-days fattens his horses and dogs instead of feeding the poor),^

supplying the lack of men : this is the obvious meaning of this

trait of contrast in the picture, and settles the question raised

by the critics whether their licking was sympathy or greed, miti-

gation or exasperation of his pains. The dogs, with the article,

are not merely animals as opposed to men, the unowned and
hungry street-dogs of the East (Ps. lix. 15, 16) who might not

only have licked his sores, but done far worse to him ; but they

belong to the house and establishment of the rich man, as

Matt. XV. 27 teaches us that even in the East other dogs

had " their masters." These knciv him, according to the wont
of dogs, and their half-friendly, half-instinctive, dog-nature ap-

proves itself (unconsciously, of course, in this rebuking figure)

more full of sympathy than the swine-nature of their lord, think-

ing of nothing but the trough. Olshausen thinks that theii

licking the wounds denoted their eagerness and greediness rather

than their sympathy, because dogs bear in the Old and New
Testament a character exclusively evil, and certainly are never

used as the symbol of fidelity or even kindness ; but to this we
reply that they are not said as dogs to be thus S3^mpathetic, but

(and let this exquisite touch in the signification not escape us !)

^ My practical theological readers may be supposed to know Pestalozzi's'

Lienhard und Gertrud. This will remind them of it. That little book does
not teach sound dogmatics, but there is much good in it, which they may
comprehend and apply better than Pestalozzi himself.
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their true Master sends them to His poor Lazarus, because there

is no one to bind up and mollify his wounds
;
just as aforetime

He sent the ravens to feed the Prophet.^ " To make his suffer-

ings endurable to Lazarus, it pleased Providence to make the

dogs propitious to him : and thus to put men to shame who

abandoned him in his misery." (Miiralt in a passage to be quoted

again.) So that Bengel is not correct here

—

Bpy^ofMvot, venien-

tes, non Lazari sed sua causa, quasi cadaver esset ;—and after-

wards—dolorem exasperant.^ For, as dogs solace their own sores,

so their licking would mitigate the smart of the wounds of

Lazarus. Finallj^, that our Lord did mean to express alle-

viation ive are convinced by the a-rgXs/^oi' itself; and still more

clearly by the decisive ccXXa zat, which would be meaningless

if an exacerbation of his pain was intended.^ The poor abject

man cannot drive the dogs away, nor would he, for they do him

good ; if he could only [petfood enough—that remains his only

desire and lack, more humanly expressed than a similar one of

the lost son, ch. xv. 16, who even amid his husks thinks still of

his former good fare, while he is compelled to discover what does

really satisfy and what does not.

Might not this Lazarus, then, be a sinner in this state ? Oh
yes, for he might have raged and blasphemed in his heart, as it

is in Rev. xvi. 9-11 ; he might have given way to murmuring

and envy; he might have aied aloud for the help which was due

to him while there remained any breath in his body. But all

this is denied of him in the narrative ; his calm patience, which

we all the more are conscious of because it takes no pains to

exhibit itself, and into which his wounds and sores have purified

the soul which had been rebellious and sinful before, is intimated

in that single word Iti^vh/jOji/, which is far from being '^ almost

without specific meaning," and indicates far more than the cir-

cumstance (as Ebrard thinks) that he failed to get any supply.

^ Melancthon adduced this parallel.

2 Gersdorf and many others : they increased the misery of his situation !

Stein thinks that this would give the best point of connection for the cessa-

tion from his troubles and miseries in ver. 22 :—but there was misery enough

before, and without this, as we know full well.

3 How this aAAcd ««< designates the dogs " as wretched competitors of the

helpless man," I canuot understand, though Lange says it.
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He did not, indeed, get enough to supply and assuage his need

:

but that he only desired that partial supply, that he was content

to eat it with the dog as with a companion, that he did not envy

or condemn the rich man within the house before him, that he

did not murmur and send forth his cries, but only sighed out his

unsatisfied hunger :— all this is the essential grandeur and glory

of this wretched man's character, who lies there with Ids sores

(mentioned, at the end, as his only heritage !) a mass of misery,

in that profoundest distress which makes death welcome (Ecclus.

xli. 1, 2), and of whom it is not once said that he had desired

deliverance or death. For in his self-abasement, Abraham's

bosom was not counted upon so assuredly as it was by the rich

man in his blinded pride.

Ver. 22. So much the nearer to him was the redemption and
consolation which awaited him, and for which he in patience

waited : but to the other the torment of want ! But it came to

pass

:

—by this trivial formula of narration (corresponding to the

former

—

The7'e was a certain) is designedly introduced their

di/ing ; that great transition, and reversal of positions for eternity

which is in this great world of confusion daily taking place ; of

as universal occurrence as the contrast everywhere seen between

rich and poor, and which the commerce of the world is constantly

rendering more wide, can nxake it. He who upon earth was

number two, nay, the lowest of all in tlie roll, has now the pre-

cedence^ for his comfort makes haste. The beggar died—how do

we rejoice in this as the end of all his trial and need ! But his

sorrow, tribulation, and misery are to come to a blessed and

joyful end. There follows immediately something transcendently

beyond that. What became of his body, from which the stink

of corruption already issues ; whether there is any one to say-
Let us bury the body, or whether the corpse is again contume-

liously thrown anywhere, is not now recorded, for it is no more
matter of concernment to him. The essential Lazarus^ who was in

that body,

—

kou ccvtov sublimely recognises a personal immortal

continuance of being, according to the simple consensus gentium
in human language—is suddenly given to the charge of other

hands, and transferred to other regions. He had no brothers

upon earth like the rich man, nor had he any friends, nor any
mammon with which to make to himself friends ; but the dogs
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give place to the angels^ who had long ago rejoiced over the

repentance, and afterwards over the patience of this sinner, wait-

ing upon it with longing, ministering spirits of the most miserable

man who should ever inherit blessedness, and expecting their

permission to carry him there. They appear, as it were, attend-

ants and helpers in his real birth into life. He who had lain

there forsaken, is now carried, carefull}^, tenderly, and with high

honour, so that no finger may come too near to the wounds of

the soul (corresponding in susceptibility with those of the body),

in the moment of their eternal healing. One angel, as Chrysos-

tom preaches, would have been strong enough for this service,

but it is the joy and emulation of the angels in common to bring

one sinner out of his last prison-house into the wealthy place.

They carry him into Ahraliam's bosom, which was most proba-

bly already in Christ's time the Jewish designation of the place

of the blessed fathers in Hades,^ since we can hardly suppose

that our Lord is here introducing a new designation. As St

John lay at the table Iv toj y/o\'7too rov 'ly](TOv, and the eternal Son

Himself, before time began, was Big rov Tcokntov rov Tarpog ; so

shall they that are of faith be blessed with faithful Abraham
(Gal. ill. 9), who is called the father of them all, and can receive

them into everlasting habitations. (Hence ver. 23, b ro7g

xoKTOig which at the same time includes the idea of fellowship.)

The outcast has the most exalted ministry and fellowship : the

abandoned one enjoys the most intimate communion with all the

princes of God, in whom Israel boasted. This is very different

from lying at the gate upon earth, and is even more than only

sitting at the table with Abraham, Matt. viii. 11 (which meal,

moreover, has another reference, and belongs to the (^ccffiXsia

upon earth, not to the other world ; hence Bengel is inexact

when he says—sinus prsesupponit convivium ; convivium, reg-

num ccelorum—for here the discourse is of Hades).

But the rich man also died, not merely when his time came as

it cometh to all (Job xxi. 23-26), but, as the condensed narra-

tive signifies, only a little afterwards ; his death speedily ensued.

This Lazarus before his gate was probably the final probation

of his life, to try whether such a sight would move him to reflee-

* According toLightfoot ori'^ns Vi V"!!;? was equivalent to Paradifia.
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tion ; or was he the last and only intercessor who lengthened his

day of grace, for the crumbs' sake, which were imputed to him?

Suffice that he died : the bitterness of his death is veiled—how

under his silken covering he found that medicaments could not

save him, how he thought one moment with the heathen king

Agag that the bitterness of death was past, and in the next was

ruthlessly seized by the unflattering devil and hurried away.^

And was buried—doubtless with great pomp and splendour,

which however in vain would conceal his equality with the

poor beggar in death ; if funeral orations and monumental in-

scriptions had been in vogue then, in both it would have been

said—Here rests one, who is now eating and drinking at a

higher table in Abraham's bosom ! Such was the last of him ;

hurried away with such fatal falsehoods in his ears, there soon

remains of him upon earth only—There ivas a certain rich man;

till that itself, with his name, is forgotten. And is the history

ended when we hear that he also died ? Oh no, as in relation

to the dying and the being buried, so now there follows yet one

more fearful and direful and.

Yer. 23. And in hell,—that is, in the realm of the dead, in the

other world—it was otherwise with both respectively ; the liappy

man is now in torments, the miserable man in Abraham's bosom.

And both ijnmediateli/, without any sleep of the soul or any pause

of interval—their dying is the turning-point of their destiny

!

A common realm of the dead, in which here first both are found,

is intended in this expression ; and they who regard kv too clhp as

already equivalent to kv Pa(Ta>voig, and as the antithesis of zoXTTog

*Aj8paa/>t/, do so simply because they do not understand what

^ A question which may be pretermitted by him whom it offends ! In the

case of Lazarus the carrying away of the soul by the angels takes place

immediately after his dying ; in the case of the rich man, the burying comes

between the death and the torment. Does this intend at the same time to

give us a profound intimation that, instead of the being hurried away by

the devil of which we spoke, the spirit in the case of the latter still hovers

about the corpse and the sepulture, scarcely able to get entirely free, and

long shivers before the commencing contrast between the glory and the

tonnent? "It might seem by certain experiences to be established that

this is one of the most dreadful sufferings of the sundered spirit of tlie sin-

ner, to remain by its corpse, and to be constrained to be, as it were, partaker

of its dissolution." (Kerner's Blatter aus Prevorst ii. 136.)
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oi^j^g or b\ii^ is. The same Lord Jesus Christ who speaks in

Matt. xvi. 18 of the gates, and in Eev. i. 18 of the keys of hell,

uses the word in both passages according to its well-known signi-

fication for all the world ; only that He, the conqueror and

living one, contemplates dying, death, and the realm of the dead

in itself as being part of the dominion of the devil, and as ex-

hibiting the subjection of man to his authority in a prison-house

on account of sin. The necessity of dying, the being held cap-

tive in the realm of death, is the mournful fundamental idea of

the expression ; and it is very consistent that the Lord should

speak concerning Lazarus, already in a place of peace and joy,

without mentioning that dreary word ; but now, when it is to

be taken in its evil side, it comes forth into its own promi-

nence. (Let Bengel's note be understood and carefully noted 1)

Assuredly we must admit here a transition into the narrower

and evil signification of the word (such as necessarily afterwards

became universal in the phraseology of Christians) ; but we
cannot admit that it was according to a phraseology then

already in use (of which this would be the only instance) which

made clhrtg, by metonymy of the whole for a part, simply equiva-

lent to no less than yssvva or rdprccpog. A heathen, speaking

of the final consolation of a blessed man in the Elysian fields

(which also belong to Hades) would have similarly expressed

himself; for, as the uTrodccmv of the poor man has in itself a

different and more gracious tone than the ccTredavs zoct of the

rich man, so is his place in the region of the dead no longer, as

it were, the kingdom and domain of death. Although, for the

rest, Grotius is perfectly correct in saying—fuit h clhj^ etiam

Lazarus, disterminatis clhou regionibus.

The New Testament, like the Septuagint, derives from

heathenism the word, and also its fundamental idea as grounded

upon internal consciousness and even external perception (ap-

pearances of the dead and insights of the living, which are

never wanting in its hterature) ; and thus confirms its identity

with the Old Testament b\^'^. The etymology of the two

words remarkably corresponds, notwithstanding apparent dif-

ference, and is less uncertain than manifold in its meaning ; for

they are actually two pregnantly mysterious words adapted to

the views of the ancient world with respect to these deep things.
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Apart from other baseless subtil ties,^ h)i^^ is, first of all, the

unknown place, the undefined whither after which man asks;

but at the same time, in an undertone of meaning, the condi-

tion and place of asking and longing to those who are found

there. Again, as bi^^ signifies to demand, it is the realm which

inexorably requires the living and is insatiable in its exaction (as

Lutlier says upon Ps. xvi.) ; but at the same time a reckoning

is demanded of those wdio dwell there (f/jsra hi tovto pcpiatg,

Heb. ix. 27) and it is the prison of the true Inquisition, of pro-

found and most righteous investigation. Similarly, ahrjg bears

the well-known general signification of the unseen land—" the

no place, the land of forgetfuln ess, the region of shadows and un-

realities—and at the same time (which is less generally recog-

nised) the land where no man can see anything (the lifting up of

the eyes and seeing, in our parable, in one sense is consistent with

this, in another, forms a contrast), a land of obscurity in opposi-

tion to the light of the living, the life of shadows, the " twih'ght

of severed existence "—and thus, finally, it is the place" whence

there is no j^rospect or hope of return.^ The old theologians had

a much better accquaintance with the nature of Sheol than the

more modern ; though sounder views are beginning now to be

admitted in the place of the rash and hasty negative dogmatics

of the Reformers.^

Abraham himself, in this general sense, is in Sheol, like Jacob

and Joseph, Gen. xxxvii. 35 ; and Samuel also is there where

Saul Cometh to him, 1 Sam. xxviii. 19. Kai kv tSj ahy] is the

general antithesis to their earthly life, the lifting up of the cur-

tain upon the scene beyond ; if this had itself signified—" in

1 Of wliich we only mention Kanne's derivation from a root cognate

with H5-J, the place of rest and stillness, Ps. xciv. 17, cxv. 17) which says

too little and is too gentle) ; and then Gesenius—tandem indagasse sibi

videtur ":»^y*^, cavitas,—which is too external and local, and, properly speak-

ing, without any contents. Or it mustbe regarded as remaining ever hollow,

never full, as an insatiable abyss, Prov. xxvii. 20, xxx. 16.

2 See V. Meyer's Blatter vi. 229. Other echoes and allusions in the word
we now pretermit : see Kerner's Blatter aus Prevorst iii. 93-95.

^ We may refer especially to three books—von Meyer, Hades. Frankf.

1810 (Salzmann.) Was ist der Tod, Todtenbehaltniss u.s w. Strassburg

1810. Konig die Lehre von Christi Himmelfahrt, Frankf. 1842. Against

which de Yalenti's Eschatology urges an unfounded and perverted protest.
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the place of torments," there would have been evident an

abrupt and violent change in the language ; and the solemn b
ficccToipoig, which with its V'7rdcp')(^ajv first introduces the absolute

issue of all, would introduce a weakening tautology. But the

discourse goes on most simply and lucidly thus:—"And when he,

the rich man, had all the honours done to his buried body, how
was it with his soul which not the less on that account was tJiere

heloio ; how did he take his place there ? In torments I
"^ With

almost ridiculous force of language and dogmatism de Yalenti

explains this hell of the rich man to be " a New-Testament de-

scription of the place and condition of the eternally damned,

such as cannot be interchangeable with the Old Testament

Sheol," and thence regards Lazarus as a "New-Testament

saint made perfect," and the rich man as an absolute contemner

of the Gospel ! He wilfully overlooks the fact that the entire

parable as a narrative belongs to a period before the death and

resurrection of Christ (through which first the Old-Testament

Sheol lost its sole prerogative) ; and that, in ver. 29, the revela-

tion given before Christ is appealed to, most decisively and

designedly, as already sufficient. Similarly must this period be

regarded as before the resurrection of all the dead to their defini-

tive judgment ; the discourse consequently refers only to an

interval and middle state, just as before the habitations or taber-

nacles, albeit eternal, yet as tabernacles referred to an interim.

The detailed exposition of all that follows will variously and de-

cisively confirm this view. Nor can we derive from it the notion

that there' is a torment of the wicked which falls short of eternal

condemnation ; according to the sentiment of one who has been
" taught by a continual study of the Scriptures, and reflection

upon the Divine nature, to think, or at least to hope (!) that the

Divine righteousness would never affix to the transitory errors

and failings of this short life, the doom of eternal woe."^ There is,

1 Thus there is no ground for Hengstenberg's assertion (Ev. Ejrchenz.

1849. ss.) that the word Hades is used in the New Testament only with re-

ference to departed sinners. In Acts ii. 27-31 the Old-Testament phrase is

recognised and affirmed ; and, further, Eev. xx. 13 means the realm of the

dead simply, as is plain from ver. 12.

2 As Rossler of Merseburg publicly expounded this parable, and, at thfe

wish of very respectable people, printed his sermon.
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indeed, a KokocGtg almiog which no investigation of Scripture, and

no reflection upon the righteousness of God, can explain away; but

that is not the subject of the discourse which we now expound.

The sometime rich man is regaixled as being, in the first tran-

sition and on his first entrance into this place, dark and involved

in self; but there immediately ensues a liftirig up of his eyes, a

contemplation and pondering of the condition in which he now
is,^ and that not induced by desire or curiosity, but enforced by
torment

:

—it is this which drives him to the first involuntary

perception of the horror of his condition. Every lexicon will

tell us that ^dffavog in its original and fundamental signification

indicates a testing and investigation ;^ and then subordinately

the pains which ensue as the tortures which extract confession.

If the apphcation of this sense to our passage is declined, on

the ground of New Testament usage, we are constrained to

admit that there is strong apparent ground for doing so ; since

^d(Tavog, Matt. iv. 24, is used for the sufferings of sickness,

^aaaviZfi) for the being tormented and suffering without any

adjunct idea, in Matt. viii. 6, 29 ; Luke viii. 28 ; Matt. xiv. 24;

Rev. ix. 5, and ^aaavKriJjog for eternal woe, not only in Rev.

xviii. 7, 10, 15, but also actually in Rev. xiv. 10, 11. But, on

the other hand, it is overlooked that even in the New Testament

the fundamental idea of the word is not unrecognized, as the

title given to the tormentors, (^affocviar'/jg, Matt, xviii. 34, shows :

whence Wahl says quite correctly, with reference to this wider

application of the term :—tortor quasstionarius, qui interest tor-

turge, ne adversarius servum ultra modum prasscriptum vexet

quique testatur de enunciatis a servo pretiumque hujus gestimat,

si per tormenta ita Isesus est ut domino fieret inutilis. We
think, however, that the aim of this torment to work repentance

is not so much indicated by this plain, though uncertain and

ambiguous term ^ccaavoi," as by the process of the whole subse-

1 This only is meant, and not,—as Lange interprets it, one cannot tell

why—an outward looking, high and beyond himself.

- Hence it is found simply (ieHaecuou Zi^ovcci rvjs '^larsojg or rov "Triarov Hvcti^

to give proof of fidelity.

^ As Meyer's note : "refining, testing" (and elsewhere "in the furnace

of purification"), since the predominant tone of the word is only parallel

with oQvvui^xt ver. 24, and llvvoiaxi ver. 25.
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quent colloquy; we must aver that at least there is a slight

preliminary allusion in the word which gives an intimation of

a torture which may extract an acknowledgment before God,
who searchetli the hearts. In this certum tov of Hades (ver.

28, Tov TOTTOV 70VT0V—as Lazarus also experiences an a^si^g;]^-

&ijvai), which implies in itself the soul separated from the body,

each man comes to Ids own place (Acts i. 25) according to the

law of affinity—as he has fitted himself; and according to the

law of retribution—as he has deserved : consequently in the

case of the unbelievers and earthly-minded the torment which

commences is self-understood.^ Now all is over with mockery,

a fearful reality and earnest begins ! He who probably had

scarcely known what want, sorrow, and woe meant, now suffers

them all in immeasurable extent in consequence of this sudden

i^Xs/Vs/v, this bereavement of every object which could satisfy

the desire which still remains ; through the removal of every-

thing in which the wretched soul had found its life. " Suppose

the case of a child, who, as a punishment, must give up his

plaything, with the apprehension of never having it restored,

and observe how he cries and laments, how he shrieks and

rages as if impaled, while there is no positive woe in the case

at all, only a mere deprivation and sacrifice of self-contentment

and personal feeling." (Von Meyer.) For the desire remains,

the thirst without water, the craving and nothing to supply

it. In addition to this, the envious soul beholds others enjoy-

ing happiness which it cannot have, and this increases the

torment (in various degrees, the lowest of which would be the

knowledge of that happiness in others ; here, however, it is in

higher degree, a kind of beholding it afar off) ; and there is the

misery of being constrained to say—I might have been there

too ! For, finally, this consciousness gives birth to the direst

torment—It is my own fault

!

Against that easily-contented and impoverished, not to say

wilfully-restricted exposition which allows Neander to say that

^ Though the text has not the article with /Saauuot as with Ko'hTrog' Klipetui^.

Luther's " in der qual," in the tornaent, we may interpret as above, but

must be on our guard against pressing it to the extreme of Theremin's

—

*' the torment, that is, the only torment which deserves the name absolute

and eternal torment 1

"
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it is foreign to the scope of this parable to give us any clue to

the nature of the future life, we have only to quote the honest

Val. Herberger—" we have in this parable a veritable window

opened into hell, through which we can see what passes there."

The Saviour, indeed, does more than merely paint pictures upon

the veil ; He removes it entirely, as far as ice with our present

eyes are capable of beholding. With all the indefiniteness,

figurative character, and enigmas of the delineation, we have

declarations and solutions enough in its few words. They teach

us of a passing over of the dying just as they are, with their con-

sciousness, sensibility, and memory; an existence independent of

the body, yet with thought and sensibility analogous to that per-

taining to our incorporation in the body ; they reveal to us a

place of consolation and a place of torment (not merely hell in

their own breasts, and the torment of remorse, but a flame !)

—

both conditions and both abodes are rigidly defined and sundered,

and yet not utterly without communion; finally, that the lot of

the miserable is most decisively apportioned, yet not at once and

as yet unalterable. In the broad, common region colloquies are

possible to both ; this is here only intimated to us in Scripture,

but, notwithstanding the parabolical nature of the whole, we can-

not but think that the conversation held must correspond to

something possible, actual, and real. We must attribute it to

the eschatological dimness ofthe evangelical fathers ofour church,

who had too much to do with the 'Trpojroig to see far into the dis-

tance of truth, that Luther and others following him, could so

rationistically say—" this whole conversation passed in the con-

science, even Abraham's rejoinder was only the voice of an

accusing conscience—Oh that I had believed !" ^ Strange indeed

would it be, if this instruction could come to the ignorant man

in such a fashion out of himself, his condition and its influence

identical ! Thus the Lord assuredly goes on to speak of an actual

Lazarus, whom the rich man now sees and recognises because he

had seen him on earth (by no means merely thought that he would

certainly be in Abraham's bosom) ; and with equal certainty the

person and voice of Abraham is not merely an imagination of the

toimented man. How this speaking could take place in that state,

^ To which von Gerlach gives his adhesion.

VOL. IV. P
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how far its figurativeness is to extend, we know as little and sus-

pect as much, as will be seen hereafter in the elucidation of the

finger and the tongue.

Ver. 24. Instead oftruly returning into himself, like the prodigal

son, and thus finding his own heart so as to call upon his God,^

he turns, with a persistence in his ancient tendency, to that which

his eyes behold though only from afar. His punishment is his

woe, and not his sin : he prays not for mercy, but for water.

The " have mercy on me '* was well in itself, but not addressed

to the right father. That which had been in life the ground

of his presumptuous confidence (See Lu. iii. 8), is the starting-

point of his cry now : thrice does he cry and appeal with

a vain

—

father Abraham ! against which, if he had hearkened

to the prophets, Isa. Ixiii. 16 would have been an effectual

protest. Thus he furnishes the one solitary scriptural example

of the invocation of a saint, and that a very discouraging one.

(Job..v. 1.) Although he sees only from afar, cctto [Jboipcpodiv

opa, he discerns and knows Abraham in the midst of his

company, and among them even Lazarus himself. The truth

which is thus clothed in a parabolical vesture gives us sufficing

assurance that in the next world there will be a knowledge,

that is a recognition, of others' persons. Whether he had

asked and heard and thus known how the beggar was named
upon earth, is a point not decided by this : the naming is

more probably the parabolical method of conveying the re-

cognition of his person. Why, then, should father Abraham
send this Lazarus and no other? Bengel thinks^adlrjc

vilipendit Lazarum herns, deeming him good enough to be

sent on such a mission ; and Lange even discerns in this " the

most refined and subtile master-trait of the whole parable,

that the rich man should treat Lazarus in the spirit of an uncon-

scious continuation of his old earthly assumption and prerogative."

He thinks that " he regards him still as a born servant of the

rich—and grudges him his rest even in Abraham's bosom!"

^ For that he absolutely could no more do this, because God was to him

already in his final torment a consuming fire, is fundamentally untrue:

applying the orthodox standard improperly. He cannot do so yet,—that is

certainly true ; nevertheless, he is supposed to be capable of calling upon

God, and probably did in the end.
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For our part we regard all this as not merely too finely drawn

and far-fetched, but as utterly false. Has not the rich man been

by this time constrained to acknowledge that high honour and

dignity in which he now beholds Lazarus? Can we call it

scornful treatment to desire from his finger one drop of mercy ?

We take the answer to be two-fold :—It is because he knows this

man and can point him out ; and then also, it may be, because he

had lain before his door, and had received an occasional crumb

from his table. This latter supposition w^ould, indeed, indicate

the obstinate pertinacity of human nature in clinging to the

slightest straw of merit ; be that as it may, it shows supplemen-

tarily that Lazarus had not been altogether unobserved by the

rich man. Suffice that the rich man is now in his turn a beggar

at the gate of him who once begged ; and his soul does not

loathe to lick the finger which had once been rfkzct)(Jjivog. As

Lazarus aforetime in the deep feeling of his abasement only desired

the crumbs, so does he now not cry for deliverance, but only for the

slightest mitigation of his agony with the tip of his finger; for the

conviction of guilt in his conscience (by which he anticipates the

judicial sentence of ver. 25), forbids him to ask more.-^ And is

there a tongue and a. finger in Hades, as there were eyes before ?

This is not, indeed, used in the sense of perfect corporeity, for

that has been put off"; it is not on that account, however, a mere

figure, but indicates a certain corresponsive corporeity of the

soul, with which it is already and essentially invested as in its

etherial garment, and in the analogous after-feeling of which

the disembodied (though not altogether unembodied) soul can

alone go forth, and be susceptible of its new existence. " The

various energies and faculties, which find their outward expres-

sion in the hands and feet, and so on, are essentially in the inner

corporeity ; and the external bodily organs are but the patterns

and expressions of that." So says the speculatist in von Meyer;

and the excellent father Zeller, otherwise no friend of such spe-

culatists, seems to agree in the sentiment :—" In our corporeal

1 It is impertinent to say that he still feared any farther touching on the

part of the aforetime unclean! For now everything is fundamentally

changed : Lazarus is now the rich and pure, and the man in torment

knows this full well.
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life it is not the eye of the body, properly speaking, which sees ;

but the soul sees through the eye. It is not the bodily tongue

which speaks, and so forth. Thus there exists a spiritual capacity

of seeing, hearing, speaking, which may find its operation and

act without the organs of the earthly-corporeal body." We
would add to this that it must assuredly have its operation thus

when the soul lives in a disembodied state ; and further that it

can only be conscious of itself in the analogy of corporeity, since

the laid-aside body again to be put on constitutes the formal life

of the soul, which can only by this consciousness maintain in con-

tinuance during the state of interval its individual personality.^

As in the heat of fever the mouth and palate are scorched and

dried up, so the tormented one feels the raging of the fire on the

tongue ; but this is distinctively mentioned as the a^pov of the

languishing, thirsting mouth for the touch of the tip of the finger,

not without a concomitant, profound allusion to the awful retri-

butive change which has passed upon that organ, once so dainty

and luxurious !
" That which may be regarded as the tongue

of that soul, which had once derived so much enjoyment from it,

and now suffers so much misery !" (Kleuker.) After the with-

drawal ofthat mortal draught which had been used, as a wretched

succedaneum, to satisfy the desires of the soul, there remains the

internal fire of the full, unsatisfied and raging thirst of the spirit:

and, besides this, and corresponding to it, there is an external

flame—let the emphasis of the Singular in this expression be

carefully noted ! It is not that he is " alone with his naked,

empty, and miserable I; and suffers torment in the flames of lusts

and passions which he has carried with him ;" as he was never

left alone upon earth, but always accompanied by the condemn-

ing and persuading influence of God, so the same influence now
returns upon him in righteousness. In that state all disparities

are reconciled, in strong contrast with the inequahties of this pre-

sent condition of things : the outer and inner world perfectly

correspond to one another. Nor must it ever be forgotten that

^ The condition of those in the realm of the dead " is, indeed, indepen-

dent of the body ; but all the organs of the body, eyes, ears, tongue, have

left hehind their traces and operation in the souV^—^the dead " carry with

them the fashioning of their former condition." (Oetinger.) Dreams fur-

nish us a mysterious analogy.
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in the personal life of tlie creature the inner world is never to be

regarded as if independent of God and His universe as the other

factor.^ The pious Lazarus would have remained undamned in

patient endurance even in these ^amvoig\ but even at Abraham's

table the rich man would have been ill at ease, so that its provi-

sions would have only added to his raging fire.—^That which he

suffers is, indeed, a worse outbreak of an inward poison than all

bodily sores upon earth ; and because in spite of all his sense of

guilt he cannot truly confess and pray, his frightful confession

at first is merely—I am tormented in this flame I In which is

painted the same horror of his inexorable present condition which

is afterwards uttered again-.—in this place of torment

!

Ver. 25. Brouwer well says : Abest a responsu divitis omnis

crudelitas aut injuria ; blande miserum hominem alloquitur patri-

archa. Not like the ant in the fable, who tells the cricket that
*

he may now dance afler having sung so long ;—not hke the

blessed mocking the damned in the Koran ;—nor even with that

"sorrow of the blessed over the lost" which Klopstock sings of;

but Abraham speaks to his wretched, tormented, and imprisoned

son in calm and measured words, dignified and well-supported,

full of tenderness and fatherly condescension. He does not

harshly and concisely reject his petition—This should not and

cannot be ! but graciously speaks of the ground of rigid justice,

of the design of sharp pain ; and himself begins to point out and

facilitate the topics of his remembrance, making this, as it were,

his own counter-request. The Tsy.vov, iJjvr,(j&yi7i\ which comes

first is, indeed, much more gracious than that of Josh. vii. 19

—

"My son, give, I pray thee, glory to the Lord God of Israel, and

make confession unto Him : and tell me now what thou hast

done !" For inasmuch as Abraham still continues the father of

this unworthy son (Jno. viii. 39), not simply according to the

flesh, for that relationship holds good no longer now,^ but in that

^ Not as if tlie innnense Xot-I had been spun out of the petty I, but the

I sprung out of the Xot-I existing before it, and ever maintains its rela-

tion to it. Alford asks here very excellently :
" "sphere hes the hmit between

inner and outer to the disembodied ? " This remark holds good especially in

the case of these, wMle it has its meaning now and universally.

2 This concedes no such recognition of sonship after the flesh, as the

Bupphcation appealed to ; so that no carnal Jewish hearer might say, as
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fulness of love and graciousness which his faith had wrought in

him, and which had gone with him into another world,—this

" TBKVOV " is a manifest parallel with the longsufFering loving-

kindness of the true Father in ch. xv. 31. That which thou

askest should not be granted, in essential justice, ver. 25, nor can

it be, from external circumstances, ver. 26. But this therefore

is not rigorously asserted : in its stead there is besides all this {sTt

TVAi rovroig), with an almost apologetical tone of grace—And
even if we, Lazarus and I, were ever so willing to help you, we
cannot go over to you ! Remember^ that is, ponder, think within

thyself, go on to think as thou hast begun :—^for he can do this,

since nothing is wanting either to the remembrance of the past,

or to the seeing and feeling of the present. This is the more

definite end of torment as intimated in the first word—In Hades
there is time for this ! This fjjvyjffdyjrt, recordare, of course

refers preeminently to the past of his vain carnal life, and the

guilt contracted there. As we find preparatorily in this world

that in old age the memory is very remarkably quickened with

respect to the remembrances of youth ; so we may suppose that

when the roaring cataract of earthly things is still, and the ever-

new and ever-shifting scenes of this sensible world disappear for

ever, that the internal voice of the soul will be distinctly heard

:

the voice of that soul which forgets nothing, but preserves all

things in the treasury of its essential memory ; and that then all

will find the truth of the opium-eater's representation, that the

whole of the past life may be lived over again, and that all the

most petty circumstantialities and the most insignificant occur-

rences may rise in the most- lucid distinctness before the eye of

the soul.^ But on this account we may regard the f/ji/rjffdrjrt as

demanding not merely such a glance backward at the past ; but

refiection upon this is supposed to go further, and the remem-

the Talmud afterwards,—at least the preputium is not restored, lie is called

son still ! Against this supposition the continuation of Abraham's words

gives ample testimony—son or not, this avails not here, where thou receivest

thy due

!

1 This book, " Confessions of an Opium-eater," has appeared in a German
translation (by Amalie "Winter, "Weimar 1840). The author, resting upon

his own experience, expresses his conviction that to the human spirit lor-

getting is a thing impossible, and that the dreaded book of accounts is a

man's own soul.
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brance becomes pondering and consideration, in the full sense ot

the word ; and the pvv hi presents forthwith the proper object of

that thouorhtful and anxious reflection.

" Thou in thy life-time (before this state of death), even down

to the burying of thy body, receivedst thy good things, that is, all

which thou countedst good, and desiredst, and didst adhere to as

such—thou didst grow old in the enjoyment of thy days, and

never for a moment wert afraid of hell and the grave." (Job

xxi. 13.) It is not said

—

from God ; for the offender must think

of that himself, and bring it to mind that his possession in this life

was the substance and treasure of God (Ps. xvii. 14) : hence it

was enough to say—Thou receivedst, reflect from whom ! This,

alas, he had forgotten while in life, albeit he may have often

uttered the hypocritical ascription of all to the " blessing of the

good God." At the same time ccTTiXal^sg rd ayocda, gov here is

quite equivalent to aTrkxzic tov fjjiffdov crov in Matt. vi. 16.

" Likewise Lazarus evil things "—thus concisely by design : for

it was not properly his evil, and it was in an altogether different

sense that he received it—he patiently accepted and endured it

all. These ra ocyocdcx, and ra %,cc/Coi in all their complex contrast

embrace the abundant matter of consideration which remem-

brance and reflection would awaken ; while to us who hear the

parable, these extreme opposites in the allotment of wealth and

poverty indicate the diversified distribution of earthly good in all

its intermediate degrees within the widest extremes. The ex-

pression of this first response sets out with an enigma, which it

is for our reflection to solve. It is well with the wicked, and evil

with the good—this is a pure contradiction, in which our thought

finds it impossible to repose ! The solution is at once facilitated

by what is immediately added

—

in their life-time, that is, in this

world, and not for ever. (Let it be noted, by the way, that this

parable protests against the delusion that great distress must

necessarily presuppose great guilt ; as if a Job is to be compas-

sionated or condemned on account of his boils.) But we ask

further: Wherefore is it evil with the pious man even for a

moment before eternity ? and then we learn, secondly, that it is

only of the seeming appearance of things that the word speaks,

and we reflect that external evil is, as the appointment of God,

essential good ; while good is not in itself evil, except when we
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take it to ourselves as our good, the evil being the result of our

method of receiving it. Abraham himself was rich in his life-

time, the blessed of the Lord ; but on receiving God's gifts, he

knew better what was true blessedness than Laban did. Hence

he can now say to this his son—Curse not now thy former

wealth and prosperity : that was in itself good, equally with the

evil things of Lazarus which have opened his way to consola-

tion in my bosom. The speculatist before referred to, says :

" Every evil, regarded from the right point of view, ceases to be

evil. The fool and the wise man, both are a contribution to the

great whole. God is just. He is love, order reigns in all His

works. Disorder is in us, and has its origin in our lack of true

knowledge." On which Meyer remarks : "And since this great

disorder so arose at first, God must restore all things to their

first eternal order again, by seeming disorder, which, however,

is the purest consistency." Thus God appoints nothing but

good, and hence the of/jolcog in this most glaring contrast

assumes its true importance, the deep meaning of which we must

not be hindered from perceiving by the popular German trans-

lation dagegen, on the other hand.—Thus, humanly speaking,

it is better to suffer for a while in order to eternal consolation.

If once more it is asked—and this introduces the last solution of

the mystery—wherefore did not the Lord afflict the rich man
with sores in his palace, or cause his riches to melt away, in order

that he might earlier have learned to reflect ? The answer is

plain : he might not have reflected even then, for God knoweth

the hearty ver. 15. He distributes his good in the form of good

things or evil things, with the highest wisdom and righteousness,

according to the need and corresponding disposition of every

man, and with the most profound adjustment to every case.

The rich man's character of soul required from God that the

harder problem of life should be set before him—to receive riches

and fortune without damage to his soul. If he has solved it

wrongly, did not God know that he would have still worse

endured the probation and test of Lazarus ; and is it not possible

that by the bitter contrast of ensuing torment alone he was yet

to be won ?

" Bat now he is comforted and thou art tormented, as thou

seest and feelest ; thus it isy for thus it is meet at the hands of
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that God from whom each of you receives the righteous recom-

pense of His justice." (2 Thess. i. 5-7.) Even the Old

Testament saints in Sheol (of whom only we can think in con-

nection with Lazarus in Abraham's bosom) do not by any

means possess merely a " painless, pleasureless, and di^eary rest

in the realms of the dead " (as de Valenti says in direct opposi-

tion to the Old Testament), but are graciously comforted and

quickened and solaced. Abraham rejoiced beforehand in the

day of Christ (Jno. viii. 56). But in the tormented begins

even there already the eternal justice of retribution and com-

pensation : how much she hath glorified herself, and lived

deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her ! (Rev. xviii.

7). Why is this? Remember, my son, saith Abraham, think

upon it and thou W\\t discern that thy present torment is just,

and therefore t?ie best thing that God can and will send thee :

thus may thy pondering find the right way out of this present

into another /w^wr^. "For the vvv hi does not constitute an

irrevocable and final end, if there is yet left him a fjji/'/jffd'/jrt.

If a father graciously says to his son under chastisement, " re-

flect, my son ! " there glimmers through all the punishment the

distant design of love, and in the very words there is an ex-

hortation to a right return into self, and to an earnest [jAra-

voeiv. The tormented and so far disinherited man is here dis-

missed with a w^arning similarly indefinite with that which the

son who was in the midst of his father's possessions heard in

the former parable : in both cases a long-suffering and enduring

love cries

—

Son ! Though repelled and outcast he is not yet

entirely abandoned to despair. But will he who heard not in

time past, hear now ; will he come to reflection who, during a

whole life-time, when it was easier to him, reflected not ? The

relation between There and Here is in this case similar to that

between repenting in the propitious days of health and amid the

pains of sickness : the exceptions of a late repentance are pos-

sible, but yet improbable and rare. On the one hand it might

be asked : Would not this man,—when he is brought by his

own torment, and by the distant sight of another's consolation,

to the 'TTiikaOai of ver. 31 ; when it is brought visibly, palpably,

and experimentally home to his conviction, that there is a

liWng God, as gracious as he is just, as just as he Ls gracious,—
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become a penitent sinner, in his repentance giving joy to tlie

angels in heaven? On the other hand, this true narrative

shows us at the outset, that a fool like this man in his torment,

though he may hear Abraham at least, and Moses and the

prophets too, whom he may and should remember, yet hardly

hears to receive instruction, contradicts instead of humbly learn-

ing, is only at first provoked to pride by " this place of torment,"

and finds it hard to reflect or moralise in the fire. Suffice that

the matter remains undecided, and it is the design of Divine

wisdom in this record to leave it so :—let us not go beyond that

word, and enforce upon it the certainty either of his eternal

damnation, or of his final restoration.

Ver. 26. Between us and you—a sudden multiplication of

persons on both sides :
—" Look around thee once more, after

having looked afar off; thou hast also a fellowship of thine

own, even as we are in fellowship here. And if I myself would

come to thee or to you, we cannot!" A x^^ijjCX, {iJiya between

the blessed and the miserable, even in the interim condition of

Hades, is fixed, which cannot be overleaped, either by pre-

sumption on the one hand or sympathy on the other ;—that is,

obviously, a yawning, profound, bridgeless interval of separa-

tion. To see and to speak to one another over this profound,

remains possible ; but while there is this wide latitude among
the disembodied hosts, all htccf^almv and hiaTTBpoiv is forbidden :

— OTcog (Jjrj hvvuvrai. Thus the interval between Gehenna and

Paradise is not, as in the later Jewish fable, merely a hand-

breadth (Eisenmenger ii. 315) ; but there is a ^j^ac/Z/a, which is

generally the signature of the ro'TTog for the disembodied souls,

in its vast extent and limitless desolation : just as the heathen

speak, using the same expression, of their Hades (see, in Grotius,

Hesiod Theogon. v. 740) naming the '^(jxffyijoc fjusya. Not as

if the power of God was unable to fill up even this y^afff/jcc ;

but it is not in the power of the dekcvrsg to pass from the one

side to the other ; the mere willing of " we " or of " you " cannot

avail against the fixed necessity of the vvv hi which makes the

gulf.^ One, indeed, as we now know, having risen from the

^ Neither wandeln in a visit, nor hiniiherfaJiren in perpetuity—as the

German text would intimate: but the original merely strengthens the
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dead, passed over this gulf when He descended into hell, and

preached to the dead : His mercy opened here a new way.

And while the gulf between the believing and the unbelieving

upon earth is just as great, the repentance of the heretofore

unbeliever makes a bridge over it; and to this Abraham at

the same time directs his remembrance :—There icas once no

impassable ')(ji(j(jja between Lazarus and thee ! Hadst thou

then gone over to him, in lifting up him out of his misery to

thyself!^

That he himself is now tormented he has well known by sad

experience from the beginning : nor is he ignorant of the inter-

posed gulf which he is reminded of, since he could not emerge

from the flame; and he therefore asked that one should come to

him for the mitigation of his woe. His conscience did not per-

mit him even to think of asking for an entire deliverance from

it : with all his sense of guilt, he could not pray in penitence

:

and in this we may discern the inward ground of the real per-

manence of that external gulf He now resigns himself (half-

proudly) to the declaration—" thou art tormented," and this is all

at present ! But a glance upon his fellowship around awakens

a new thought within him; one which is good in itself, but

which, however, he turns to evil by appending it to something

which is not good.

Yers. 27, 28. The undertone of this second, and apparently

unselfish request, is in reality a murmuring objection tending

to self-justification, which, emboldened by Abraham's words,

he now ventures indirectly to urge, preparatorily to the bold

nay which is confidently thrown out in ver. 30. " Had I but

rightly known ; had I had sufficient testimony that such a place

of torment as this, in all its frightful actuahty, existed for all

lix/Bxivsiu by introducing the Tripccv into the second verb. Moreover (as

Konig critically remarks) the notions of above and below are not made

prominent, kxtx is not substituted for Zici ; for both places are in the

lower world.

^ The i7T7ioiKrxi holds good for the vZv, now commencing, and not soon

to end, but sU dsi is not added. This expression alone, consequently, does

not preclude the supposition that the supplication which followed was the

commencement of a better mind (as Alford says) ; though there are other

reasons which oppose it.
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who repent not!" "If it is hopeless for me, yet would I pray

thee, father, for my brethren, also thy sons—this will be a

more acceptable request to thy graciousness." He has the

clearest consciousness of all which he has left behind in the

upper world; he has a perfect remembrance of his growing

up, and his brothers in his father^s house (he names Abraham

father only, w^ithout this personal appropriation) ;—but he

neither knows nor names that third and only true "Father"

(chap. XV. 18-20). Miiralt, with an otherwise admirably pro-

found penetration into the spirit of the entire parable, has -^^ery

incorrectly understood this individual point: for he supposes

that the rich man is here speaking of God, as their common
Father, and of His people or family upon the earth :—this is so

unnatural and alien to the narrative as to need no refutation.

The father whom he mentions is his natural father, in the same

sense as the brethren ; and it is all but plainly stated that he no

longer lived, when he goes on to say—I have five brethren ; for

this means—I hav^e yet (in life, as the soul cannot cease to think

according to its habituated manner)—consequently, a father no

longer living. Alas, for this father ! Where is he now, on this

side or on that? Possibly he was happy, and his degenerate

son must now remember him with new anguish ; he has for-

gotten to seek for him in Sheol till this moment. Why does

he not forthwith ask—send me I that I may most fervently and

earnestly warn them, as a brother his brethren ? In part, be-

cause he dares not think of this on account of the conclusion au

^g o^yvao'a/; in part, because he has no desire for the yet

greater torment of recognition, nor for that short respite, after

which the return into his woful confinement would be all the

more horrible. But it was with Lazarus that he began his

former request, and he adheres to Lazarus still : a preacher

to his distinguished brethren who would not have been in old

time honourable enough; but coming from the dead would invest

him with ample dignity, and insure him profound respect. Our
feeling revolts against the latent villpendere which has been dis-

cerned here, as if he should say—" He who is least among you

may surely forsake his high consolation for a while, in order to

prevent others from falling into torment." We suppose that a^

Abraham had said nothing about a gulf between the under and
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upper worlds, the petitioner thought nothing would stand in

the way of his being sent thither, "And although that might not

depend upon the will of those who wished it, and not all who

would go can, yet thou, the Prince of the house, and the receiver

of the guests at thy table, hast surely the prerogative to send

him. That he may testify to them ; that is, not simply that he

may give them intelligence of that which they have heard of

already, even as I did ; but that he may enforce it, and urgently

warn them—Believe my testimony, there is awful justice in

Hades, the "legends about hell" have their tremendous truth!"

O ye soft and sentimental preachers, discharge as sent of God
the mission upon which Lazarus was not sent ; keep not silence

concerning hell and destruction, but testify with becoming ear-

nestness to the earnest realities of that other world

!

As it regards the five brethren, it is well known that many are

disposed to find an allusion here to the five sons of Annas whom
Josephus mentions (Antiq. xx. 9, 1) ; in which case the man in

hell might be Caiaphas, the son-in-law of Annas, and therefore

the brother of the five. Thus they regard the historical cha

racter of the parable as ascertained, and account for the mention

of the name of Lazarus,—a most perverse idea! How utterly un-

like the constant dignity of our Lord's teaching, would be all

such offensive personality as this! and even apart from that, how

marvellous would it be that the Lord should record the doom of

Caiaphas in hell during his life-time, and include his whole story

in the vague av^pcoTTog Is rig t^v 'ifkovaiog ! Finally, the death

of Caiaphas did not take place before the death, descent into

Hades, and resurrection of the Eedeemer, and ver. 31 therefore

refutes the idea : besides which, it was impossible that our Lord

should describe the guilt of Caiaphas as consisting in this, that

he had been a sensual man, and that—he had not heard Moses

and the Prophets. Consequently, the number here is only sym-

bolically significant as in chap. xv. 4, 8, 11. The five with the

one are together six, over against whom as the seventh Lazarus

stands in many respects. This Lazarus, consequently, is not a

historical person : at most his name is chosen with some such

additional allusion as ver. 31 may disclose. The brethren of the

rich man are at the same time his true brethren in affinity of

disposition and manner of life ; so that the preacher may point
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his application and say—He has yet many brethren more ; Oh
hear, hear, all ye whose consciences tell you that you are they

'

As it regards the good will of the dead man, that his brothers

might not through a sinful impenitent death come into the place

where he now is, appearances are deceitful now as they were

upon earth. At furthest, we could only detect in it some natural

feeling, a certain carnal family-love to the brothers of his own
dear self; such, moreover, as would have no value before God, and

avail not for himself. They who are disposed to go further, would

say with Miiralt :
" Love belongs to his natural character ; and

this circumstance makes it plain to us, that the whole is a re-

presentation of a meritorious, and not thoroughly wicked, kind

of man." But we think that this goes much too far : it is too

much to attribute even that softness of good-nature, which would

not have others suffer, to a man who could let Lazarus lie suffer-

ing before his eyes ; and assuredly he knows nothing now of

God and God's mercy, of genuine Divine love. Or might this

Egoist, in the process of his discipline of torment, have learned

some httle sympathy with others (although, in the Ji^^st begin-

ning of it, he might not even have looked round to see if others

were there with himself) ? Thus Olshausen thinks that " in

this prayer there is clearly expressed a loving remembrance of

his brethren, as well as the germ of faith in the compassionate

love of God," and not merely as now arising, but as " still re-

maining in his soul." We doubt whether this is the obvious

meaning of the parabolical exhibition in our Lord's intention;

and agree with the Berlenb. Bibel (which indeed restores him
in the end), that his continued petitioning, instead of reflecting

upon the " but thou!" which had sounded in his ears, indicates

only " the perfect unrest and confusion of the condemned man,

wherein he is ever seeking something which he never finds, re-

volving like a wheel in the torment of his self-will, torturing

and consuming himself." If it was with a view to apologize for

himself that he offered the second request, its meaning cannot be

pressed beyond a desire to lighten his own misery ; for if seliisii-

ness had brought him into this torment, we can hardly suppose

that the beginning of this fire would melt it away. The brethren

(whom his influence or example had helped to lead astray) will

only increase his torments by their reproaches ; or, by their
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fellowship, aggravate the frightful contrast with their former

reckless fellowship in the merriment of life : for here that saying

does not hold good—solamen miseris socios habuisse malorum !

This his selfish and prudent prevision is well aware of; and in

thus interpreting his thought, we do him only justice, giving

him neither too much nor too little.

Ver. 29. Abraham, in his discreet dignity, does not repeat his

gracious rkzvov ; as the bold and urgent petitioner had repeated

his Tarsp. He points the too forward or rather too backward

applicant to the already sufficient revelations and means of grace:

that is, of course, to those pre-revelations and preparations for the

gospel which were mentioned in ver. 16; for this history must

be placed in a time previous to its full estabhshment. Thus does

the parable significantly revolve round again into the former con-

demnation of the impenitent and unbelieving Pharisees : but as

their ^laZ^ia&ai against the kingdom remains unmentioned, it is

perfectly free from any tone which might hinder its influence

upon its first hearers, the enemies of the Lord Jesus ; and it

fastens conviction all the more firmly and deeply in their con-

sciences, inasmuch as the cause and the guilt of their last unbe-

lief in His gospel is traced up to an unbelief of earlier origin,

and in an earlier object. Abraham speaks as Jesus speaks else-

where, Jno. V. 39, 45-47, comp. Isa. xxxiv. 16. He places by
his instant 'iy^ovai, persons whom the petitioner very well knows,

in opposition to the person whom he asks for:—"They have (in a

much stronger sense than that in which thou sayest—I have five

brethren)—they have had hitherto, and still have, without the

additional testimony of one returning from the dead, valid wit-

nesses enough ! Not only have they the law and the prophets

in the Scriptures so denominated, but with them they have Moses

and all the Prophets themselves (who are now here with me), as

much as if they were personally living in their midst ! For, in

their spiritual heritage and use, a witness to the truth continues

ever to live, although he be dead : thus Moses no less than all the

Prophets is a forerunner in the faith (Heb. xi. 24-27), a preacher

of life after death (Lu. xx. 37). Let them hear these ; for faith

cometh ofthe voluntary hearing and acceptance of testimony, and
IS not the result of seeing manifestations, visions, signs, and
wonders. But no man is constrained to beheve ; for, enforced
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repentance is no repentance, faith such as that of the trembling

devils is not the faith which renews the fallen nature of man."

Should not a people seek unto their God ? Should they ask for

the living of the dead ? (Moses and the Prophets are the living

unto God !) Wherefore to the law and to the testimony ! Ac-

cording to this word, in which there is no wizard deception and

no delusion of spirits (as in questioning the dead there may be!)

Isa. viii. 19, 20.^ This testimony is sufficient, the wisdom of God
is equally displayed in refusing and concealing as in the more

abounding revelations. In regard to His Israel, the children of

Abraham, the extant revelation ofthat time was sufficient for the

degree of blessedness to be obtained at that time (Abraham's

bosom) ; certainly sufficient for the avoidance of torment. Thus

the dogma of the practical sufficiency of the word of God is

taught by him who himself before Moses and the Prophets

received the simple word of the Almighty in order to his walking

before Him in perfectness. As it respects the poor heathen, it

remains certain that they have no such word, no preachers and

witnesses: and for them the request has its force : send unto them,

—not messengers from Hades, but ambassadors of the kingdom of

heaven. (Rom. x. 14, 15.) Yea, even with regard to the

blinded Jews, we can scarcely say now what held good then

—

that they have Moses and the Prophets ; as far as the being able

to hear them goes. Where we can suppose them now to hear

Moses and the Prophets, they would be sufficient in this day as

of old, to lead them to repentance and faith, yea to lead them now

to Christ.^

Ver. 30. Excited rather than humbled by the protest and

reproof which he received {azovadruffaVj that is, at the same

time,—thou also mightest and shouldst have heard !) he becomes

1 See the true interpretation of the original text in my "Jesaias,

nicht Pseudo-Esaias," S. 239.

2 Alford's well-meant observation seems to us unfounded :
—

" This verse

furnishes a weighty testimony from the Lord Himself of the sufficiency then

of the Old Testament Scriptures for the salvation of the Jews. It is not so

nowy The difference does not lie in a less sufficiency of the Revelation,

but in its more clouded and darkened possession. Even now every genuine

Israelite becomes a Christian, when Christ presents Himself—or without

that attains to salvation in Israel's faith. Christ sees him under his fig-

tree, before Philip calls him.
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more bold and confident, and his parching tongue throws the

oii-^i ofhis contradiction over the gulf, into father Abraham's face.

Yery likely he had many times in his life upon earth proudly and

contemptuously arrogated to himself " Moses and the Prophets

whom we Pharisees hear !" though without ever actually hearing

them. Hence he has become so infatuated that he will not rightly

receive instruction even now. As the works of the blessed dead

follow them, so follow this man his ignorance of the way of sal-

vation, his neglect and practical contempt of the extant word,

his self-will and self-vindication, his pertinacious demand of signs

and wonders from the mighty hand of God. In his folly he

thinks, like many others, that God might regard it as necessary

to preach with other lips, and to use other extraordinary and

fearful means independent of His own wise ordinance, as if

man were not free in order to a free faith ; and without under-

standmg that a mightier power than that which the grace of God
applies, might be much more likely to quench the smoking flax

altogether. ''If one went unto them from the dead—even though

it were not Lazarus :" this is the last and lowered petition which

scarcely seems to ask at all, but rather goes on with the self-indi-

cating general assertion—"then would they (properly—will they)

repent ! without that assuredly not any more than myself, who
had not that extraordinary call." Here mark how he takes it for

granted, though on grounds only wdthin himself, that for 7iim it

is altogether too late ; and how he utters his own condemnation

with his own lips,—even when in the very act ofjustifying him-

self and charging God with neglect—making mention of thaf

little word which but seldom in earlier times, and when it would,

have availed, had passed his lips. He has not been altogether

ignorant ; thus much at least he has heard, though not with obe-

dience, that all depended upon repentance; and he is constrained

to utter this now from the depths of his heart. If thou didst

know that, why didst thou not repent ? No one comes into tor-

ment without having more than once or twice received, both from

without and within, the exhortation to repentance (Job xxxiii.

14-18). Repentance—that is quite correctly the sum of the

law and the prophets, but only the first part or the half of it

;

hence Abraham, not as the "representative of the law" (accord-

ing to Olshausen) but as the father of behevers, and representa-

VOL. IV. VI
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tive of the Promisej which was before the law, supplements and

completes it by pointing to faith.

Ver. 31. He does not indeed say, in the transcendently meek
answer which the bold man receives, the great word TKTrBVffovat

itself, but '7rBt(T0'/](rovTat, which is, however, essentially the same.

This latter does not designate, as it might seem, any persuasion

to be effected by the appearance of the dead (which w^ould, of

itself, do no good !) but it means an actual internal principle and

living commencement of all true faith in the whole united testi-

mony of Moses and the Prophets—the yielding to and accepting

their testimony as a truth which is to be obeyed. The five

brethren glory in being believers, but their so-called 'Tricrnvziv is

by no means a '^eiad^jvcci, it has never sprung from or deepened

into a 'TTii&iG&ai ;
just as their already condemned brother had

been an " orthodox " Jew, and yet had never believed. Con-

science cries loudly in us all, as even in all the heathen—Repent I

But when the word of revelation solicits and corroborates this

cry of the conscience, it adds the great and preeminent exhor-

tation of its preaching—Believe in Kim who, nevertheless, as thy

God, is merciful, and graciously speakest w^ith thee, O sinner

!

The willingness to repent becomes then the ear for the right and

perfect hearing of this word. Thus, father Abraham himself,

whose teaching the rich man possessed through the history of

Moses, had borne witness against his folly upon earth by that

"faith which was reckoned unto him for righteousness;" and all

these things, never altogether unknown to him, would be wakened
into vivid remembrance by the (Mr,(j&riri which the tormenting

flame suggested. This conversation with Abraham, however, is

not to be regarded as bearing only this signification : it is also a

parabolical vehicle for the representation of an influence of the

Divine word which continues even in that world, of the preaching

of the blessed to the miserable over the gulf, about the procedure

of w^hich we have no adequate conception. Hence w^e must

simply regard the colloquy as being, what it essentially is, the

communication and explanation of solemn truth.

The most weighty final declaration, beyond which the conver-

sation could go no further, is to the effect—that even repentance

in itself is not sufficient ! As at first repentance itself only pro-

ceeds from a faith in the severity and truth of the law, so again
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does it lead to a faith in the promise of grace to which the Pro-

phets especially bear witness, and becomes in the time of fulfil-

ment a repentance for the kingdom of heaven's sake (Mark i. 15),

according to the word of John and of Christ. But both hang
inseparably together ; there is the strictest connection between

the preparatory word and that which brings its consummation,

between the previous and the subsequent faith, between the

ancient testimony and the new superabounding wonders. If

they hear not the first, neither will they be convinced of the last,

and be brought to true faith. " The true susceptibility for the

acceptance of the witnesses of the resurrection must be mediated

and produced by a true fidelity in the school of Moses and the

Prophets." (Lange.) The warning prediction of a refusal to

believe is true in far the greatest number of cases : properly speak-

ing, it is always true, for the apparent exceptions, as in the case

of those who were murderers at the Crucifixion and believers at

Pentecost, are to be explained by the assumption that in them

there was, nevertheless, a preparatory hearing which was not

found in the case of others. For those who have net believed

the ancient wonders and the ancient words, the new, greatest,

and most impressive miracles and words are vain; they who have

neglected the right Beginning in God's alphabet will never come

to understand the End, unless they are taught by that end to

recommence with its first letter. " If thy five brethren are

stronger spirits than Moses and the Prophets, they will most

assuredly not believe one of the dead ;—a phantom from the

realm of shadows would assuredly bear but shadowy authority

for people, whose souls have more tongue than reflecting reason."

(Kleuker.) We would rather say—more tongue than ear

!

Tyre and Sidon might believe if they received signs and won-

ders ; for they have not yet disordered and beclouded their

spiritual apprehension by unbelief in a preparatory word : they

have not, through persistent opposition to the truth, through ever

learning but never coming to the knowledge of it, rendered them-

selves unapt to faith, like Jannes and Jambres in Egypt, where

Moses himself was in person. (2 Tim. iii. 7, 8.) The icord

itself comes out of the other world speaking of the state beyond

;

and God's living ones in the scriptures live it and speak with far

more emphasis and force than if a spirit visited us from Hades.
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This parable wliich we here have, is a most impressive revela-

tion of a spirit :—Lazarus is continuously sent in it to us,

serving with his sores to point the world through successive

ages to the way of eternal consolation ; and has been the means

of founding many a Lazaretto, monuments of honour to his own
name.

For the rest, Luther's marginal gloss is quite unsound :
" here

we are forbidden to believe hobgoblins and appearances of the

dead"—for it does no more than prophecy ovh\ Trsio'drjfTOi'rciif

assuming this 'ttskj^^Jvcci to be something good in itself, but by

no means declaring the appearance of a departed spirit to be

impossible, or an occurrence which never took place. There is,

as we have said, no gulf between the earth and Hades, only the

concealment of a veil.^ But inasmuch as we all have assurance

enough in the Word concerning the condition ofthe dead (though

not specific charts of their domains, or answers which may gratify

curiosity as to how they may employ their tongues and fingers

there), nothing more copious or precise would avail to supply

the deficiency of man's repentance. It may, indeed, appear to

be otherwise in the case of some of om' own times, for whom mag-

netism and spiritual noises may appear to have paved the way to

faith ; but that could have been only a corroboration of the

word in which they were not altogether disbelievers, and Abra-

ham's precise and solemn utterance remains unaffected in its

simple truth. Did Saul repent, when Samuel, coming from the

dead, preached to him the same truth which he had preached to

him when living ? Have all, or indeed many, of those believed,

who have verily persuaded themselves that they have seen such

apparitions? What avails, then, "second sight" to those disso-

lute men of shattered nerves, to whom ordinarily such things

occur ?

Finally, let it be observed that Abraham in the Idv rig sz

vifcpoju actually admits the sap rig of the request;^ but actually

^ Of wliich even the poet can say, " Leicht aufzuritzen ist das Eeich

der Geister, Sie liegen wartend imter diinner Decke," u. s. w. (Easily

entered is the realm of Shades, and thin the veil "svhich hides them from

our view.)

2 And not as Schiller's bold saying represents, " Sechstausend Jahre hat

der Tod geschwiegen , Kam je ein Leichnam aus der Gruft gestiegen, Der
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going beyond, Inasmuch as \z vz^paJv ccjuarfi is something very

different from, and greater than, an apparitional manifestation

ccTTO vzz^Sjv. God ivill even do that, the required sign of Jonah
will be given —and to those who have been hitherto unbelieving,

it will be given in vain. In this last rig there lies an intimation

which to many of His hearers was even then intelligible, carry-

ing back this entire connected discourse to its beginning again,

and revealing that it was the ourog of ch. xv. 2, by them rejected

and scorned, who should rise from the dead. Even before this

an actual Lazarus rose out of his four days' grave before their

very eyes ; the name might have been selected, doubtless, with re-

ference to that event,^ but the main and most important reference

is to Christ Himself. Not as if Lazarus here, poor and afflicted,

was intended to be a type of Christ, who had not where to lay

his head—(according to Yitringa, to whose fancy the sores of

Lazarus are the blasphemies and sins of men which he bore
;

the death of the rich man, the downfall of the Jewish polity; the

request for the sending, the vain desire of a Messiah ; the five

brethren, the Babylonish Jews ; the licking of the dogs, the con-

version of the Grentiles)—but we shall see presently at the close

whom He exhibits as the contrast of the rich man, and may
observe now thus much, that Abraham's rig does omit the person

of Lazarus, as he had already fulfilled the request. Suffice that

a resurrection from the dead did take place and was amply
attested, but yet they believed not (see Jno. xi. 53, xii. 9, 10

;

Matt, xxviii. 11-14); nor was Herod the Sadducee transformed

by it into an orthodox Pharisee. Therefore the Lord did not

appear, when He had risen, to all this people : that would have

been still less helpful to their faith than the testimony of his re-

surrection preached to them.^

Meldung tkat von der Vergelterin ? " (Six thousand years hath death

deep silence kept : Came e'er one back from out the deep abyss, to tell of

doom?
1 TVhich -would, however, require a better foundation than "Wieseler's,

who (Chronolog. Sjnops. S. 322) derives it from the circumstance that just

at that time the death of him of Bethany had excited these feelings ! 'We

confess, for our own part, that we cannot sympathise with such an

allusion.

2 The unbelief of certain people is incurable. " It might have occurred

to them, even after death, to endeavour to persuade themselves that there
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This Kesurrection of Jesus is not a naked argument of im-

mortality in the sense of the Eationalists : that truth needed

not such a demonstration, and the rising again of this solitary

virtuous Jewish Jesus, seen only by few, would have been but

a slender proof; but the manifestation of this Only one before

and after His death has its deep root, both as a power and a

doctrine in the word of prophecy, torn asunder from which and
regarded alone, it loses its significance to the unbeliever in that

word. (Comp. v. Meyer's Bibeldeutungen s. 149.) This is once

more plainly attested in our parable, as it is attested by the ful-

filment in fact of its ov^e 'Treiffdrjaovroci down to our own day.

The superabounding grace of God even towards the dead,

corresponding to the raising up of Jesus for the living ; the

highest and deepest love of the Son which led Him to descend

into Hades to the tormented, to make Himself known even to

them ; the descent of Christ into hell ; constitute a subject of

engrossing interest, kept here entirely in the background, but

wdiich forces itself nevertheless upon our thoughts. The Living

came there to the dead, as here in the upper world the Dead came

to the living. But will they who sometime believed not, when the

longsufFering of God waited (1 Pet. iii. 20)—believe when the

Living preaches to them in the realm of the dead ? This is the

great question. The preaching is recorded, but not their be-

lieving in it ; thus in this parable, as throughout the entire

Scripture, the voice of warning closes all and leaves its echo in

our ears.

Have we now fully expounded and sufficiently explained this

parable ? As a history which goes into Hades, using a figura-

tive vehicle for tlie representation of man's condition there,

assuredly we have ; but the parable is not yet fully exhausted,

was no continuance of life, no hades, no resurrection ; as in dreams men
liold long conversations, which have no meaning, and exhaust themselves

in disputations to which a turn in the bed puts a happy end.—TVe read in

Swedenborg, that many of the separate spirits imagine that they are still in

life •, and refuse to believe that there are spirits and another world around

them." Blatter aus Prevorst iii. 117.
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for the first act of it upon earth requires its interpretation. In

St Luke we find these three parables united, which seem to be

histories and yet are not such. If the good Samaritan has a

further and higher allusion, and the figures of the Pharisee and

Publican in the temple signify more than the mere delineation

of two then existing types and historical examples; most certainly

in this parable we should not limit ourselves to the mere integu-

ment, and, following the common current of exposition, regard it

as preaching only about the externally rich and poor in this

world. It is altogether inadmissible to make the rich man (as

Schleiermacher does) '^ a representative of the house of Herod ;"

we have discerned in him from the very beginning a Pharisee^

whose assumed prerogative over the Publicans it was preemi-

nently to hear !Moses and the Prophets. But we fall very short

of its meaning if we restrict the parable to that allusion ; and

forget that it has a deeper application to us Christians^ especially

in its internal significance ! Yon Gerlach reminds us that these

parables were pointed at the Pharisees, as it were through the

persons of the discijyles; but we are reminded again most emphati-

cally that they were directed also through the Pharisees to all

His disciples ! For ch. xvi. 1 holds good of all our Lord's dis-

courses. ^Ye have intimated our view from the outset, as Bengel

aptly and concisely expresses it on ver. 19 : Dives, exemplar

pharisseorum ; Lazarus exemplar pauperum spiritu. But the

Pharisees are of very various kinds and aspects ; and are them-

selves again to be regarded as a symbolical type, going beyond

and yet resting upon, the specialities of their relation at that

time to the word at that time spoken : just as we learn on

another occasion, ch. xviii. 10. We have nowhere found so

profound and clear an application of this parable as that given

by the repeatedly quoted Miiralt, whose work, L'instinct divin

recommende aux hommes, v. Meyer has translated (in the Bl.

f. hoh. Wahrh. vi.)^ We may therefore do well to hear him.
^' This enigma of the buried rich man, unrightly termed wicked,

and of Lazarus covered with sores and with contempt, is well

worth the attentive notice of all whom we too readily term

^ The author possesses, as a rarity, the profound psychological treatise of

that writer, quoted by Meyer—Lettres sur les Anglois et les Francois.
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worthy and estimable people ; it is especially intended for them

The external riches are a figure of the internal ; and the sores,

by which the body is purified, signify something analogous in

regard to the soul. The most sensible men mistake their friends

in this condition, and condemn them instead ofcomforting them."

It is so, alas, and the sad and " specious bye-path of merit," the

subtle trust in the excellence and holiness of these their spiritual

treasures, is so deceitful, that many in this condition go astray,

and mistake even themselves. For it is not the common Phari-

see alone who is pointed out and warned in this parable, but

those who are most eminent also : not only those who luxuriate

in art, science, and learning, but also even the proud sitters in

our most holy Christian sanctuary. How many a Menkenian,

or in its worse form CoUenbuschian (this will be understood in

Wupperthal, and, it may be, elsewhere), clothes himself self-

sufficiently in such priestly and royal attire, looking down upon

the poor around who can go no higher than pray for—the forgive-

ness of sins! In how many a priest, w^ith or without ofiice,

breaks out the Pope which, as Luther says, is latent in every

man ! How many a man has so far declined in his " consecra-

tion," that he can only now enjoy himself at his own rich table,

and laud his own good things to his wondering guests with the

most abundant variations of the cherished prayer—"God I thank

thee," etc. ; forgetting the miserable at his gate, as well as his

own wretchedness ! Such people have repented once, and there-

fore they are Abraham's children. But they have gradually

come to neglect " daily repentance and contrition," till the com-

plete old man emerges out of their regenerate state once more,

and now—acts his pride in the garments of a Christian ! They

have indeed whatever may be had, Moses and the Prophets to-

gether with Christ and His Apostles, and the Apocalypse which

reveals all that may be revealed ; but they hear no longer what

They say, because they deem themselves already so well furnished

with everything good. Happy that sinner whose sores break

out for his spiritual healing : thrice happy would that proud and

rich sinner be if he could become in time a poor Lazarus in God's

sight, before his rich garments are torn of and his full table

disfurnished for ever ! Woe to tie converted publican and sin-

ner, if the poison still remaining should break out in the disease
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of spiritual pride, and he, too, should become a ri:h mariy him-

self such a Pharisee as those who once despised him!^ These

are the voices with which this inexhaustible parable cries out

from both its opposite sides, for the warning of Christendom :

may its expositors and preachers find a better hearing for them

than they have done hitherto ! It cries on both sides

:

—for,

as the unjust steward is first of all exhibited to the Publican-

disciples, and yet may be regarded as full of keen application

to the Pharisees ; so this figurative rich man, though most im-

mediately a mirror for the Pharisees, is full of warning also

for the Publicans. If Peter, as the prince of the Apostles,

according to the meaning of his successors, had regarded the

"hundred-fold houses and lands" responding to his "what

shall I have therefore?" as a spoil which he might prematurely

acquire in this world and not in the world to come, thus

perverting the servus servorum into a title of lordship—he

might indeed have been the incarnate Pope of this parable;

for the papacy is the colossal historical collective-exhibition of

the transformation of the poor Christian into the rich Pharisee.

As the parable of the steward had obviously for its first inten-

tion to warn the converted publicans against a second punish-

ment ensuing upon unfaithful administration of worldly good

;

so this last parable subordinately shows them, at the same time,

this second punishment as the result of a greater unrighteous-

ness, of unfaithfulness in much :—if the true riches entrusted to

them must be taken away again as another man's,— all, that

is, which they have but do not rightly use. This is the con-

summation of that which is hinted at in the well-meant offering

himself to hired service on the part of the prodigal son ; who

exhibited in that a germ of danger which gQ^ace must take away,

or he would become again a proud fulfiller of the law in his

father's house. Wherefore, ye disciples, when the Lord speaks

to the Pharisees, take good heed yourselves lest ye also con-

^ Compare also Matthes "Weyer's ingenious and pregnant oral sayings,

-^liich toucli the heart of true Christianity (herausgegeben v. Kanne, Xurnb.

1817). There we find—" Li the spiritual carnal life a man lives in honour

and joy, and is clothed in purple, like the rich man. Dying to this higher

life of carnality, he becomes poor, hungry, fuU of sores, sorrow, and tribula-

tion, like the wretched Lazarus."
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demn them without thinking of the application of His words

to yourselves—for so doing ye would become such as those

Pharisees yourselv^es

!

THE TRUE FAITH WHICH OVERCOMETH OFFENCES.

(Lu. xvii. 1-10.)

(Matt, xviii. 6, 7, 15, 21, 22, xvii. 20.)

Whether the connection of this with what precedes rests upon

historical sequence, or is the result of the Evangelist's selection

and arrangement, cannot by us be satisfactorily determined
;
yet

-rpoV Tovg {Jja^TjTag appears to intimate that it is to be read and

understood in direct union with what has just occurred, while

the brief sl'Trs U without zai or any other definite note, simply

says—On another occasion, a little time later.—The article in

Toi (Tz^ocvhccka seems to presuppose something out of wdiich the

question of offence suddenly springs into our Lord's discourse

;

but this may itself be explained variously :—either as referring

to some offence which had arisen from previous discourses, of

which those which we have heard were made prominent ; or as

having been occasioned by some specific occurrence which, in a

time of such general stumbling, and surrounded by such men

as our Lord then saw around Himself, was constantly liable to

take place ; or, as the simple emphasis of the expression renders

most probable, the reference is to those well-known azMaXcc

which, alas, were certain to corner which would everywhere be

found in the path of His servants, and of which, therefore, He
might speak in such absolute terms. It was doubtless in the

design of the Evangelist, as being his own first view, that we

should regard the offences here alluded to as exemplified in the

murmuring and mocking Pharisees, who would keep back

others from that way of penitence and faith which they would

not enter themselves ;—just as the rich man in the parable had

been a misleader of his brethren (comp. Matt, xxiii. 13 with

Lu. xvi. 16). Here we may apply the principle which J. v,

^liiller lays down for all similar caseS;—"Even if the Lord
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had uttered these words m another connection, it was doubtless

His intention that they should descend to us in this connection

too."^ But we cannot agree with him in declining to apply

this to yer. 1, while he asserts it of ver. 5 ; nor can we think

for a moment that the Apostles' prayer for the strengthening of

faith was an unconnected fragment inserted here without any

specific relation to the context. The y.c/J of itself, ver. 5, most

manifestly indicates such a connection with the preceding sub-

ject. Did the Lord design by His words, vers. 1-4, to bring to

their consciousness the necessity of a strong, patient, benevolent

faith, in order to the overcoming of the evil world, and the

amendment of erring brethren ? If this discourse followed close

upon the former parable, the close of which had pointed so

strongly to faith, assuredly He did; and in any case we are

always justified in regarding our Lord as constantly aiming, in

all that he said, at the increase of His disciples' faith. We may

easily apprehend that the Apostles would so interpret His lesson,

and be led by their Master's high requirements to that internal

principle without which they could not be met ; even though

they did not revert to father Abraham's injunction—whose

Tiikadc/j, indeed, had an entirely different reference, that is, to

the saving of their own souls.

Enough : we embrace the contents of the entire colloquy,

vers. 1-10, under the one general superscription

—

Of the true

faith which overcometh offences. The Lord proceeds first to

speak of the offences ; asserting both that they are in them-

selves inevitable in this evil world ; and further, that the solemn,

judicial Woe does not the less on that account rest upon that

man, by whom they come. Vers. 1, 2. He then goes on to

speak of truth and love as the only means of overcoming these

offences, by and among His own disciples. Vers. 3, 4. The

general warning, Take heed to yourselves I which is uttered to

all who were His disciples, is followed by the specific injunction

of truth in the rebuking of sin, and of love in its forgiveness :

—

And this latter being the more difficult, is again and more

definitely enforced as an indispensable duty in ver. 4. When

1 Indeed, it is further His will that we should not merely thus take them,

but that we should proceed from the exemphfication then given, to the

general truth and its apphcation to ourselves.
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the Apostles answer Him by that appropriate petition, which

touched the very vitals of the question, He further speaks, as

the connection will make evident, of that true faith, in the third

place, which can alone give birth to such truth and love, in the

endurance and forgiveness of evil. Faith in itself lays hold,

generally, of the omnipotence of God in order to the victory

over offences, makes that possible in God's power, which is

humanly impossible ; and even a little true faith, if it be con-

sciously and courageously exerted in the matter, is sufficient to

that end. Yer. 6. But—and this is the subtle, much mis-

apprehended turn given to the whole discourse ^—inasmuch as

it does not avail only to pluck up external trees, which ofttimes

simply adds to the offence, but to obviate and prevent sin in its

root, therefore the true faith which in this overcometh is as diffi-

dent as it is confident, as humble as it is bold, perceiving and

realising both the real need of the world and its own undeserv-

ingness, yea, its own absolute worthlessness independently of the

grace of God, by -which everything good is effected.^ This is

the profound meaning and connection of the parable concerning

the labouring servant, to whom in strict justice neither thanks

nor reward is due for the performance of his bounden duty. In

the application, ver, 10, the kyj^Cioi carries the argument further

than the limits of the parable itself; for %ce in the sight of God
are without power and worth of our own, in a much more un-

1 Julius Miiller, with many others, denies any connection whatever. On
the other hand, C. H. Eieger traces it incorrectly :—The Lord gives it

to be understood that many seek a gift which they have not yet humihty

enough to receive and worthily to use. That would be such an absolute

and peremptory refusal of the well-intended and laudable petition of the

Apostles as we cannot admit. Lisco, similarly (who mixes up the lunatic

of Matt. xvii. with this discourse, moreover assuming it to be identical with

that of Matt, xviii.), thinks that' the Lord's reply was a rebuke to their

unwarranted demand, which referred only to faith in the performance of

miracles ! No, their request finds a better solution in its connection with

vers. 1-4. The same expositor (in his parables) finds in the irpiakg a self-

complacent reference to the degree of TrloTiq which they already possessed,

and a demand of its increase by way of merit, such as the Lord was con-

strained to repel ;—but all this is unjust to the Apostles, and involves an

entire misapprehension of the parable of the servant.

2 In the other part of His answer the Lord enforces the 'purity of faith.

Koos.
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conditional and absolute sense than can be predicated of any

servant in relation to his master.

Vers. 1, 2. See already, Matt, xviii. 6, 7. 'Avsvh^crov is like

ou/C hhsx^rccty ch. xiii. 33. " It is not otherwise to be ex-

pected ;" not merely (as Eichter and Lange say) it is to be as-

sumed, presupposed ;—but the hv of the expression points to the

thing itself and its persistency ; hlsx^rai has an impersonal sig-

nification

—

res ita admittit, it may be ; hence bh^^fJAvog is just

equivalent to being possible, admissible, feasible. In harmony

with this, let not that deeper signification be overlooked—The
destruction of the world,—its offences being at once, by powder,

and without endeavour for its amendment, punished,— is incom-

patible with the w^isdom and love of God. (On the probably

spurious rov, see Winer Gramm. § 45, 4). Happy is he, there-

fore, who does not take offence at the longsuffering and patience

of the Saviour of the world, and who does not himself increase

the sum of the offences which are, alas, inevitable ; Woe also, at

the same time, to every individual offender in his own guilt

!

And hi ov obviously signifies the world in all its individuals who
are individually to be judged ; as also the indefinite expression

(and yet more plainly tco av^pdiTrcu szstv&f, Matt, xviii. 7) itself

forms a transition to the little ones of ver. 2, the disciples and

brethren, who, as they are not to be offended because weak be-

ginners, so they are themselves to take heed (ver. 3) lest they

keep alive the offence by lack of truth or love, and to be careful

that they do not themselves make a new offence. We were

taught in Matt, xviii. that in the (jjizpoig we are not simply to

understand actual children, but slight and feeble believers,

who yet in their childlike humility, are to be esteemed as great

;

so that this emphatic rovroov by no means indicates (as Grotius

thinks)—in medio fuisse parvulos. We might almost regard

this rovruv as immediately following upon ch. xv. 16 ; and

assume that Publicans and sinners, as contrasted with the

offence-occasioning Pharisees, and in their commencmg weak-

.ness of faith, were indicated, as being then present . though

without any such allusion it may be explained as a general
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reference to the (jjizpoi, who (like ra aaoLvbaCkoL) were ever pre-

sent to the Lord, and not without a designed reminiscence of

His earlier words in Matt, xviii. 6. Finally, and concurrently

with this, it signifies

—

These despised of the world, and lightly

treated, so-called little ones ! For, the impetuous and super-

ficial spirit of censure cries—Wherefore are they so little and

so weak, as to take offence at everything ? Who can be always

taking such thought how he acts towards them *? But the Lord,

on the contrary, exercises Himself and requires from others, the

most solicitous condescension to those who are thus little and

weak ; He declares every one of them to be as precious and in-

violable, as every one who causes their offence is guilty.

Vers. 3, 4. See, once more. Matt, xviii. 15, 21, 22 ; the

" seven times " of which, by Peter deemed sufficient, our Lord

now echoes. But the addition rrjg ^f/jspocg (certainly genuine

in the former clause, if not so certainly in the repetition) most

solemnly strengthens and intensifies the number used, just as

in the former instance the seventy-times-seven did. In ver. 3

He turns His discourse to the fjuiPcpoTg so much offended in

this evil world, and gives them the warning TTpoffiX^rs iavroTg ;

and this means more than merely—Take heed of these Phari-

sees and of the wicked world ! or even

—

Separate yourselves

from them ! (as if to fly from the stumbling-blocks and offences;

but is not that impossible ?) This is only the transition from

the previous words, and the words which follow adjoin some-

thing much broader and deeper. Take heed to yourselves :
—

first, guarding against the causes of offence in the world ; and

then being cautious not to take offence, and that at brethren,

from whom its skMv is equally ccPii/hzzrov ; and, finally, in order

that ye may not give offence yourselves, take heed of the zoff^Jbog

and dv^paoTTog among you ! All which we have opened up

already on St Matthew. We cannot concur with Olshausen,

in making our Lord's keen and searching words distinguish

between the malicious azavhockiZ^ziv of the Pharisees, and the

afJbccprdvitv of the brethren springing from infirmity ; He rather

regards every o^fJbccpria, as a azdvlakov, which must for the sake

of truth be resisted, but also in love, in order that new sin may
not rise out of it. We find nothing here of a " gentle repre-

hension and persistent forgiving" (as contrasted with rigorous
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seventy and abandonment of a sinful brother to his sin, which

alone must be guarded against) ; for iTrirlfL'/iffov is sharply

enough expressed, even in the case of brethren. (We have not

here the eXsyt,ov of Matt, xviii. 15, taken from Lev. xix. 17, for

this is a different point of view.) If even thy brother aggrieves

thee with his sin, that is a sad case, but then the principle

applies— Suffer not thyself to be offended, offend not thyself!

It is not for thee, indeed, to judge him (Rom. xiv. 13) ; but to

set him right and amend him in the patient longsuffering of

love. (1 Thess. v. 14.) But merely to be patient and keep

silence, submitting to it resignedly because he is a brother—that

would itself be an offence. The hyccitri begins with oCkYfiivnv^

and this speaking the truth must be at the outset sufficiently

earnest, without any weakness or false kindness of toleration,

wdth rebuke and threatening of the sm, which otherwise may
proceed to a w^orse extreme ! Leave nothing on thy part mi-

done, that may excite him to a true f/jsravosiv ! Thou art sup-

posed, indeed, to have already forgiven him in thy heart ; but

thou must enter into the assured peace of forgiveness with him

,

no more remembering his sin for reproof, only when he gives

assurance of repentance. (Luther misapprehends this in his

translation—If he amends himself!) Should we ask further

—

How am I to know this, not being able to read the heart ? then

comes in the reason wdiy in the following verse sciu f/jBTCCfofjCryj

is substituted by its explicit explanation in the simple Xiysiv*

(MTCcvocu. Seven times in a day to sin against his brother, and

again the seventh time after being six times forgiven, bespeaks

not mere infirmity ! Nevertheless, thou shalt not refuse thy

forgiveness, if he only conquers himself so much as to say for

the seventh time his [mtccvocJ. That does not mean—If after

so many sins he gives thee ample proof that he actually repents.

The church may demand this in the name of the Lord, having

a higher prerogative and deeper insight ; but thou, an indivi-

dual brother, must be contented with the apparent and visible

STiffrps^stv? But this permits no license or lightness ; for if the

^ The l-Tr/ffg or -ttoo; as in the Rec, which the Viilg., Luther, and Meyer

retain, is a gloss which is so far correct as it teaches that the £7riarp£(pei>

here is not of itself the undiscernible return to God, the true repentance of

the sin !
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six times before the seventh should excite suspicion against the

(jjZTCiVOOjj the seventh return and declaration of repentance is, on

the other hand, such a token of self-humiliation as must remove

that suspicion. This is not a Xiyziv mockingly and carelessly

thrown out ; nor must we forget that the i7ririi/jyj(rov on every

repetition of offence, and before every repeated u(psg, will neces-

sarily be more severe. Let it be observed, finally, that the

Lord indirectly exhorts also the sinning brother to an humble

conversion and confession ; He will have His disciples, as

brethren, never weary of avowing their faults and praying for-

giveness, even as they are never weary of exercising forgiveness.

Beautiful picture of a church and its fellowship, as it ever ought

to subsist ! The lack of truth in rebuking and confessing, and

still more the lack of rebuking and yet forgiving love, is the

secret reason of all offences in the churchy as in the world itself I

The apostles, the Twelve as a body, make answer to this,^ and

we must consider them as remembering their calling to stand

before a w^orld full of offences, illustrious examples of such fidelity

and of such love ; and probably as bearing in mind also what

was said to themselves in Matt, xviii. concerning the future

church. We may suppose that they were in common deeply

penetrated by this hard and severe saying, that they spoke to

one another about it, and then that they bring their concerted

supplication to the Lord by the mouth of one of their number .

and thus the connection becomes so much the plainer. The

translation " Licrease " presupposes too clear a knowledge on

their part, that it was their own existing, albeit weak, faith

which was to be intensively increased from within ; on the other

hand, 'Trpoahg is spoken of an increase to be added rather from

without, though the prayer is not offered with a thorough under-

standing how that may be. But not the less on that account is

this word analogous to that normal saying, Mark ix. 24 ; since

it is only an existing faith wdiich can thus pray for an increase

1 Actually the only example of such a common appea^, thus described, on

the part of the Apostles ; hence Schleiermacher thought it a suspicious ex-

pression, as foreign to the primitive records.
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of faith.^ This believing desire for a greater and stronger faith

is the grain of mustard seed, which presently plucks up other

trees by the roots ; and itself grows, if we continue in such de-

sire and prayer, into a strong tree. What a strength of faith is

to be presupposed already, in their confiding in the Lord that

He could add to them more faith ! Indeed, if any man, being

an entire unbeliever, should say

—

Give me faith as a free gift

and from its very beginning ! that would be no more than

mockery, responded to throughout the Scriptures by repulsion,

as by father Abraham in the other world.

Yer. 6. But the Lord does not repel the request of the

apostles ; He actually grants it. He does increase or strengthen

their faith ; although He can do this only by first encouraging

their confidence in the already existing grain of mustard seed

(see upon this at Matt. xvii. 20), and then by abasing in order

afterwards to lift them up. AVhen He assures them that even

a slight and weak faith is, through its internal principle and

energy of life (a grain of mustard seedy not a grain of sand),

strong enough to do great things, if a man only possesses it,

holds it fast, and uses it. He thereby contradicts, at the same

time, the external Trpoadsivoci of their request, and tells them that

they had already not received too little. ^vzd[Jjivog is scarcely

the Mulberry tree, which was very rare in that country (though

this has been a meaning strenuously attached to this terminus

without affix); but it is the expression derived from the Sept.

and vulgarly used, though without precision, instead of avzo-

(jjopccia or (rvzofjjopioc, ch. xix. 4. For the Lord is here speaking

proverbially of plucking up trees, as in Matt. xvii. of plucking

up mountains ; the figure is varied here, because tJiis tree stood

before is eyes. The thick-stemmed Sycamore His, like our oak,

wide-branched ; and has in consequence strong and deep roots,

so that it is significant of something very great, to say to this

tree as to that mountain

—

kzptZ^aj&'/;Ti. Still more—Again take

root, be planted
J
there to remain and grow. And where ? 'Ei' r^

^ The anonymous writer of Die Evangelien, ihr Geist, ihre Yerfasser,

und ihr Verhaltniss zu einander (Leipz. 1845), regards the Jewish Apostles

as saying—Give us faith in addition to our legal holiness ! And the reply

denies to them any faith at all—If ye had it ! Woe to the writers of such

books full of offence

!

VOL. IV. fi
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^aXaffffri ; that is, not on its banks, but actually in the sea, the

tree is to take root and stand ! In the same sea, into which the

man with the millstone about his neck, is cast ! This is more

than sinking mountains in the sea (^latt. xxi. 21), or as when
men, having gold as grains of sand, abohsh whole hills :—it is a

perfect ahuvuTOV in the course of nature, and (as Bengel observes)

becomes thereby a type and symbol of the spiritual, supernatural

abiding of believers, firm in the tumultuous shifting sea of this

world, full as it is of ofience and sin. Thus the bidding the

trees without to be removed and to be planted elsewhere has

more immediately to do with external azMaXoc, which would

^e compelled to retire before the might of all-powerful faith, if

and in such cases as it might be advisable to command them

thus : the love of enduring faith, which in longsuflPering strives

to amend the sinner, works still deeper ; and it is of that our

Lord proceeds to speak further.

Vers. 7-9. The true and perfect /a^VA which overcometh the

world, is a firm Q^eliance upon the power of love, received from

God and by Him implanted in the soul ; consequently it is con-

fidence in the power, and yet higher confidence in the humble

power, of love.-^ This lies in the expression But, with which

our Lord continues His discourse :—loving from the love of

God, is more than the laying hold of His Almightiness ; it is

faith which overcometh, hut in the humility of enduring love,

not as an imperative master, but as a ministering servant. It

is the taking away of all self-confidence and of all pride which

increases the faith, thus becoming so much the more pure in its

energy. " The lack of faith has its ground preeminently in

self-righteousness, in the reliance upon our own merit." (V.

Gerlach.) Ye are in all your influence and acting no more

than servants of God—now how stands among yourselves the

relation between servant and Lord? The servant is not at

once treated as a master, but must perfectly serve till his time

of rest comes ; and that is his duty as a servant, for which he

is entitled to no praise. So likewise ye: All those things which

are commanded you, ye must do—that is your obligation—and

^ The power and energy of Christian souls infinitely transcends what the

proud song says—" TVo Kraft und Muth in deutschen Seelen flammen 1"
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in doing all ye are, over and above, no more than unprofitable

servants ; that is, ye cannot place God under any obligation, or

do Him any service of yourselves ; worthless in yourselves, God
must first give you, and then preserve in you, whatever capa-

bility ye possess.

It seems to us a perfectly useless question, to ask whether

there was any among the Apostles who had a servant ; for g|

vijjojv addresses them simply as men generally. Between rig and

oV there is to be supplied, of course, an IgtL The discourse

does not refer to hired (jjiaSioig or fjuKrOajroTg, to whom Kom. iv. 4

applies, but to servants who, either by birth or purchase, are the

personal property of their master, whom he hath, or possesses,

who could only demand for all their labour their meat and drink,

in order that they might be able to perform that labour. In

that case, each man must unhesitatingly perform the duty de-

volved on Idmself (ra 'biccrayjivra, ver. 10) ; the ploughman

not desiring the herdsman's duty, nor the reverse. This is the

obvious reason why two are mentioned, the one having a harder,

and the other a comparatively easier duty ; for the herdsman,

especially the careless and idle one, might seem to the plough-

man to have an enviable place. Moreover, both these duties

taken together symbolise the apostolical office, in which, how-

ever, the liriGKO'Triiv would seem the more difficult task in com-

parison of the preparatory toil of the husbandman. It is for you

only to perform faithfully and patiently the duty incumbent

upon each. Count it not your chief concern to accomplish great

things by strong faith, to celebrate glorious victories during a

short warfare to be suddenly followed by triumph ; but the great

point is an unwearied continuance through the whole day's labour,

fully and righteously measured out. Count not the time long

before the rest cometh, or the great reward. Let your faith

patiently hold fast the word of promise, which the Lord hath

given to you His servants

—

afterwards ye also shall eat and drink!

This is and must ever be [jATa recurcc, not an evdecog; for this

antithesis of itself shows that sudzcug is to be construed with the

following words, and that to read ipg? zv&iojg together is incorrect.

(Nam sive hoc sive ilhid herus servo dicit, dicit ei statim, ut in-

gressus est ex agro. Cito cupiunt accumbere, qui missis ceteris

officiis fidem sibi summam conferri oportere putant. Placent
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autem Deo, qui modeste incedunt, nil postulant,Q„anter.)

The servant's rest and refreshment come afterio-^ ^hat is,

when he hath done all; and more than that, what^^^g jg only

his food, not obligatory thanks. First must all hi^-^g^riedly

done, which the Lord requires ! Hast thou all tii^y long

ploughed or fed cattle in the field, and then comest Lg there

yet remains an evening work, within the house, which
-^g^ also

be done. Zeller makes an interesting application ofjg ^q the
" inner world of the heart," in which there is no going oVht-

way to sit down at the table when we come from our extt^l

calling and sphere of labour, but we must gird ourselves, serv

the Lord, and prepare ourselves for the time when He will receive

us to His supper. We doubt whether just this was intended b

the parable. Either we are to limit its interpretation to the ide

of obedient service rendered to the very last, as the one point c

comparison ; or we must regard the day as the whole period c

life, the hicczovsiv then being its concluding work, that of sanctify

ing and finally preparing the soul for the Lord and His table

—

such a final preparation as follows the external labour of a life,

and is the finishing task which consummates obedience and

patience. Suffice that while this feature of the parable seems to

have an indistinct allusion to a deeper meaning, the main point

in it comes out in all its distinctness—that when the dai/'s work

is already done rest does not immediately follow, but there is a

new girding and serving unto the end. For even in the eating

and drinking, the Lord comes first, then the servant ; first the

master's Zzi'^rviiv waited on, then may the servant also—eat and

drink. Finally : Doth the master thank that servant ? ^ Is he

indebted to him for this, as the one is master, and the other ser-

vant ? With great condescension, but at the same time with

convincing, though gracious abatement of all His servants' pride,

this Lord Himself answers by His ov hozSj, as it were,—This is

at least my frank thought, can ye assert it to be otherwise ? The
Lord does not design, in these words, to commend the common
practice of men, who, maintaining only strict right in their com-

merce with one another, as a rule thank not their faithful ser-

^ The question with ^59 does not require an affirmative answer here ; as

this rule must not be rigorously applied to the inexact phraseology of the

New Testament,
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vants ; He takes the case as it is, and uses it as a similitude tt^i-

the illustration of a higher truth which is shadowed forth in it.

For the rest, and independently of the parable, it is a matter in

itself sufficiently plain, that no man ought to regard himself as

so absolutely the master of any other man ; that no man should

count his ploughmen and herdsmen as being no more than the

field they labour in, and as only to be fed like cattle for his own

profit. That the supreme, all-holy Lord, whose absolute pro-

perty we are, in body and soul, by creation and redemption, does

not thus regard His servants, but rather that He does super-

abundantly both thank and reward them, has been earlier shown

in another parable, chap. xii. 37, which must be taken as the

complement of this. But this is here concealed in the back-

ground;^ for, the present parable is obviously dealing with the

prerocrative and obligations of servants as such.

Ver. 10. As long as we regard our performance, past or

present, of that which is commanded us, under any delusion of

its meritoriousness, such a peremptory declaration as this of our

Lord befits our slavish thought :—such only, no more and no

less, is the meaning of this rigid and severe sentence, in which

we have indeed much to abase us, and the humihation of which

is long necessary. Luther has this marginal gloss ;—^' Plere

Christ speaks most simply concerning external works, and in the

manner of men"—that is, according to our slavish thought.

Elsewhere He graciously calls us not servants but friends (Jno.

XV. 14, 15) ; but this holds good of affectionate and humble

children, who know well that He hath chosen them, and

ordained them, that they should go and bring forth fruit. And
with this the other point of view, concerning the obligatory

obedience of Christians as servant's, Eom. vi. 16-22, is perfectly

consistent. Of this we need constantly to be reminded, on ac-

count of our tendency to abuse our freedom in the grace of God

(1 Pet. ii. 16) ; this we ourselves gladly acknowledge as obedient

children (1 Pet. i. 13, 14) ; and far on into the Apocalypse

^ liotpiT^&av duocTTidoci (with wMcli the TTctpi-hdc.)]) of ch. xii. 37 is paral-

lel) might here be said properly to mean

—

Come hither^ and eat with me at

your lord's table ! This is the prerogative of the children, not of the servants

while they remain such. Mensae servos adhibere manumissionis erat species,

as here the jurist Grotius remarks from Ulpian.
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" servants of God " remains the title of honour given to the

sanctified holy ones before the presence of the supreme Majesty,

Kev. i. 1, vii. 3, xix. 5, xxii. 2. Not to serve Him, not to per-

form as our absolute and bounden duty, all which He has com-

manded us, would entail a Woe (1 Cor. ix. 16), would make

us ourselves a shameful czdvlc/Xov ; but the opposite never con-

stitutes a ground of merit before the Lord. To esteem the

words of His mouth beyond what we are bound to do, melir

denn wir schuldig sind (as Luther's incorrect translation of Job

xxiii. 12 runs), or even in love to perform more than is expressly

commanded (as Neander intimates, perverting the whole)— is a

matter of absolute impossibihty. There are no works of super-

erogation in the sight of God. The fulfilment of the law in

love remains ever a debt never to be fully discharged, urging

upon us incessant obligations to yet " other commandments."

(Rom. xiii. 8, 9.)

Thus, the application goes beyond the analogy and similitude

of human things. For a faithful servant is among men profit-

able to his master (Philem. 2 euy^priffrog)) and may, by the

service of his loving zeal going beyond his absolute duty, deserve

his master's thanks ; yea, even the slave, however rigorously re-

garded as a mere personal property, is yet a benefit to his owner,

so that if his hand should smite him to death he w^ould lose his

worth in money, and do himself harm. (Ex. xxi. 21.) Further,

we are both to our neighbours and to the world of service, as the

salt of the earth, and the light of the w^orld; and so far are service-

able to the great and good blaster of the house, as being vessels of

honour for the purposes of His love. (2 Tim. ii. 21.) But, as soon

as the question arises, whether God is indebted to us in any de-

gree, the answer is eternally,

—

^ovXci a;^ps7o/ \c)[JjZV. Nothing

is to be qualified in this strong expression : it does not signify

here idle, indolent servants (Syr. quite incorrect vh^^'2, N^nN) ; for,

they are regarded as doing all; nor is it merely abject^ lowly, or in-

significant. (As the Sept. translation hyj^mg for 72C^, 2 Sam. vi.

22, has been strangely adduced,where David will behad in honour

of the meaner maid-servants through his own humility.) So also

"' unwortliy " is not enough—as Neander e.g. translates. But

even as the Lord w^ill in the great judgment cast out the servant

who is worthless and unprofitable for the service of His kingdom,
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so must vje all on our part be fully conscious and acknowledge

that we never could have been in any sense profitable to God,

—that He never needed us, His worthless creatures, but that

all which we have was received from Plira. The Etymologicum

magnum explains ay^pslog simply and well

—

ov (JjTJ 'iy^zi rig

yjiziav, and so it is betwixt us and God. See the true interpre-

tation in Job xxii. 2, 3, xxxv. 6-8, xli. 11; comp. Ecclus. xviii.

6. For Acts xvii. 25 holds good respecting all that man may
present to the great Supreme. Is He then to tlianh us because

we did not rise up in rebellion against Himself? Is He under

obligation to give us recompense because we yielded up ourselves

to be dealt with in mercy, to be saved, to be prepared for all

good works, and to be made capable of them?—The Lord does

not introduce the servants as saying, under the baseless delusion

of presumption—We have been of great service to thee ! nor as

saying, in the well-grounded truth of an humble avowal—We
are far from having done all, much has been lacklxig ! (Ecclus.

xviii. 5). He actually allows it to be taken for granted in the

orccv^ that they might have done all ; but only to place in their

mouths all the more earnest confession of their obligation, to

convince them that the ^(psiXofJAV TroiTJffoci takes all glorying away
from the TTZTTor/jzaiMV. For although this Trs'Tror/jzaujBv Trdi'Tcc

becomes at length a glorious truth in the saints made perfect,

whose sins are all expiated and covered by the ^i^catcofjjaroc of

faith (Rev. xix. 8), yet is this only by grace conferred on such as

were aforetime worthless and unprofitable. This is the last and

deepest meaning of the words, and in it the truth of the saying,

2 Cor. iii. 5, finds its superabundant justification. Thus was

it that the greatest of the Apostles avowed himself ever the chief

of sinners ; and he that is righteous remembers abidingly his

shame. (Job. x. 15.) How many times since the first forgiveness

have we all had to cry before God and man

—

(Mravooj ! How
often have we had to urge our TpoaOzg '/i(jav Tiriffriv in His

presence, whose persevering intercession alone has preserved our

faith from becoming extinct ! chap. xxii. 32. We are only, and

never can be more than vessels ; whatever good is in us for His

service, He must first pour into them : as He gives us life

freely, so must He give us power to labour. Therefore all the

thanking must be on our side, and our only giving is— to give
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God the honour; as the following narrative in the same cnapter,

vers. 16, 18, shows. And not merely as the eyes of the servants

look unto the hand of their masters ; but we poor sinners must

also, and more than that, wait upon the Lord our God, until

that He have mercy upon us. (Ps. cxxiii. 2.) But, finally, these

Apostles themselves, in the complete performance of their aposto-

lical functions, are no other than—the useless and unprofitable

servants, sinful men, whom He had made into such successful

fishers of men. As every TTSTor/jzafJUSV in external ivorks is alto-

gether nothing but sin and shame against the true a^pet'kof/jSif, so

this expression of our Lord's, which Stein calls a " genuine Paul-

ine saying," applies—and not merely by an impressive (Tvy%,ocTci-

(oaffig to this standing-point (as liuther s gloss explains it), but

essentially and preeminently, though alas in experience too often

overlooked—to all our acting and obedience from faith itself.

Faith is in itself no merit before God, but it is the work of

our receiving, laying hold of, and retaining the Divine gift and

grace—that by which w^e become profitable to ourselves, by which

we only meet our most true and profoundest obligation, since

to reject the grace of God is the most daring rebellion of His

miserable creatures.

THE THANKFUL ONE : THE UNTHANKFUL NINE

(Luke xvii. 14, 17-19.)

We must leave it to the harmonists to settle the chronology

of this journey of Jesus, as well as to determine how it stands

related, as compared with Jno. xi. 54, Matt. xix. 1, to the end

indicated in Lu. xix. 11 : suffice that this also ca?ne to pass in

His last journey to Jerusalem. Passing through the midst, be-

tween Samaria and Galilee, that is, upon the border ; as He was

in the way towards entering a certain village (for lepers were not

permitted to be very near the gates), there met Him ten un-

happy men, whom misery had united as misery often does those

otherwise sundered ; even the unclean Samaritan is admitted on

the border into their company, and they are all unclean together.
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They stood afar off as they were bound to do, lifting up with as

much vehemence as possible their eager voices (in the case of

him who was healed, ver. 15, it became a loud voice); they pay

Jesus, whom they seem not to have inquired after before, and

but little to know now, the honour to term Him iTnardrccy as if

they would be His disciples—and ask Him to have mercy upon

them ! Certainly there is faith enough here for the beginning,

if we think upon the saying of that king of Israel, 2 Kings v. 7,

although it is but the faith which need constrains. The Lord

saiv less this than the misery itself which troubled Him ; and,

as the healing of a leper was one of His first miracles after the

sermon on the mount, so here, at the end of His career. He
heals ten with a single word, without a touch ; and, speaking

as it were in passing on, does not even say zadocpiad/jriy just

as if the matter was self-understood. But all the more on that

account He veils the great work of His own honour, and orders

all things wisely for all sides :—He prevents all ostentation,

exercises their faith through the promise scarcely expressed on

the condition of their going (in Matt, viii., on the contrary, the

leper was first healed), and gives to the priests now at the last

the same testimony of their rights which He had given from

the beginning. And it should be observed here as well as

there, with what persistency He deferred to the existing or-

dinances of God even in their deep degradation and perversion,

as witnessing against the spirit of separation which would falsely

vindicate itself by His example.-^ The plural roTg ispsv(Ti is very

appropriate, since while the ten were to go at first in a body, after-

wards every one was to go to his individual priest, not all together

in a too imposing hodj. And was the Samaritan to go to his

^ Schlatter pointed a good application (see his sermon in Brandt's Magazine

i. 2): "From the laiv upon this subject we must perceive that this requi-

sition to show themselves to the priests would redound to the honour of

Jesus ; not only must His enemies be constrained to admit that the law

was not dishonoured or abrogated, but rather vindicated by Him, while its

impotence to do anything for the healing of man was established." It is

somewhat trifling with the text and weakening its force, to make the ex-

pression an assertion which recommends any special direction of souls, as

if the Lord could be supposed to point these whom He Himself had healed

for further counsel and consolation to the clergy (in this case not likely to

afford it !).
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Samaritan priest? That is a hard question, inasmuch as we

need not assume in an unqualified manner that Jesus was sup-

posed to see that one was a Samaritan.^ In the first edition I

gave my decision (with Tertullian) that Jesus would direct the

Samaritan also to the only recognised true priests, ro7g hpevffi,

then in Israel ; but I am now doubtful on this point, and can

scarcely be content with that view. It might be said—why

should He not in such a difficult case (and it may be presumed

that the Lord penetrated the subject as such), without further

entering into the matter, allow the Samaritan ordinance to pass

as valid for this occasion ? Why take such an occasion to in-

stitute an objection against the theocratical constitution which

the Samaritans in some sense thought they retained ? (Comp.

Sepp ii. 454.) To direct the poor man to the Jewish priests

would not only have been highly paradoxical, but severe to the

man himself, since he would be sure to meet with only an un-

friendly reception ;^ and that would have been contrary to order,

implying a i^eforming tendency in such matters as our Lord

never elsewhere interfered with. Let the reader consider both,

and decide for himself!

As they went they were cleansed, even as it is with us when

we walk in the path of obedience, if our faith lays hold upon the

not instantly fulfilled promise. Thus all these ten have believ-

ingly laid hokl on this gracious word; they entertain no Naaman-

objection fatal to their own hopes ; and therefore it is done to

them presently according to their faith. The thankful one had

not yet gone far, as the history evidently shows, connecting with

the VTrdyziv of the beginning the immediate Ihojv on Id&ri with

an instant VTrearpz-^ps. The whole narrative is set before us

with the consecutive clearness of the report of an eye-witness.

Thus the man was yet so near that as soon as the Iza^ccpla^yiffav

became visible and felt in his whole being, a matter of indubit-

able certainty, he could at once turn back to Jesus. Those

^ As Neander thinks, that Jesus " took this occasion " to counteract the

Jewish prejudice against the Samaritans.

2 For to say with the good Roos—" the care of God over him would pro-

vide that he should be admitted into the temple," where no Samaritan

might ever go—is altogether to forget our Lord's systematic principles of

propriety.
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who suppose that he had been by this time to the priest/ for-

get that the brief narrative with its double zoci lyhzTO would

be marvellously protracted, and that they must keep the Lord

standing before the entrance of the callage during the whole

time. And the entire tone of the record precludes the sup-

position of V. Gerlach that the Samaritan had gone on with

the rest to Jerusalem, and, afterwards returning, had met Jesus

in the neighbourhood of the city. Yet how often is this notion

enforced in our sermons on the subject ! We are convinced

that the turning hack was the instant result of the thankfulness

which carried away his feelings, and that the others with colder

hearts went on as they were bidden.^ We might, indeed, find

some sort of apology for them in this commandment of the Lord

which they so punctually obeyed ; but the Lord looks deeper,

and values this obedience but lightly. He also regards the

occurrence as having a typical significance. He beholds in these

nine, contrasted with the one, the thanklessness of men as a whole.

He sees in them the ingratitude of heart which many whom He
had before healed had manifested, never having yet learned to

glorify God ; and regards this incident but as a prophetic type

of what will also ever take place. Gratitude is the " beginning,

middle, and end of all true human morals," or rather devotion

(see Heb. xii. 28 rightly translated) ; ingratitude is the origin of

all heathenism according to Rom. i. 21, and the root of all apos-

tasy in Israel according to Deut. xxxii. 6. All true thankfulness

goes straight up to God, even while, as this honest Samaritan

shows, it does not forget the person of its helper and benefactor

;

hence also the Lord, Himself as the Son meekly giving the

honour to His Father, makes prominent this very ^ovvai ho^ccu

TCtj 6boq. This is what He everywhere seeks, desirous everywhere

to find it ; hence the svpi^r^ffccv. Not as if He was eager to re-

1 Especially Sclileiermaclier, and on the strange ground, that "a leper,

in exceedingly few instances, was in a situation to judge himself whether

he was clean." Then here might be one of those few instances.

2 The Berlenb. Bibel even supposes that the priests might have restrained

them from returning, but that the one leper overcame the impediment.

This might do for the nine, but better still to impute to them the cold

calculation that there was time enough for thanks, when they might meet

Jesus at the feast.
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ceive thanks for Himself! As everything may be perverted, so

this has been perverted by misunderstanding to imply that the

Lord exliorts to the diligent exaction of all thankful obhgation,

and to the reproof of all ingratitude ; whereas the whole history

teaches us in brief these two things—to avoid, and to be patient

with, ingratitude.

The Lord had counted the ten, and kno^vs very well that all

had been healed. But He reckons still the unthankful nine, as

it were, with some further design : they are still held bound.
" Ho^v will they appear, when they must stand before their bene-

factor?" His love asks after them now, in disquiet because of

their sin
; just as He will one day as Judge put the fearful

question which has not forgotten their ingratitude. He knew
beforehand that the ungrateful always abound, and there was
nothing in this unexpected ; but for the honour of God and the

good of men. He seeks and desires man's thankfulness.^ He
thinks, while His glance goes beyond and deeper than this pre-

sent incident, of the many who have received bodily benefits

without acknowledging the gift of God—and further, of those

who have enjoyed the baptism of regeneration, have gone away
in the peace and consolation of the atonement, but have after-

wards forgotten their past sins, and so lived that even the Phari-

see's prayer, ch. xviii. 11, would not be true upon their lips.

Have they not refused to be found as turning hack ? For here

the Lord points impressively to the evil which is prominent in

the case of these healed ones ; their thought instantly was how
most quickly to go forward, first to the priests, and then to their

homes, and to the occupation which had been suspended by their

leprosy :—thus does man's foolish mind ever falsely look forwards,

instead of first returning haclcwards into a profound and thankful

contemplation of the grace and gift of God. Gratitude is the

true turning back of the heart. And is it only this stranger,^

who received his benefit from his chance fellowship with Israel-

ites, and who might easily have thought that he got his healing

1 Steinmeyer's sermon (Beitr. z. Schriftverst. i. 218) is too refined in

making the requirement of gratitude on the part of Jesus an act of humility

and seK-denial, as it might be among us.

2 '' KWayvjr.q—which expression seems to mihtate against the usual de-

rivation from an admixture of Israelites and heathens.
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merely as included with the rest,—and whose ignorance as to

true worship (Jno. iv. 22) might have excused him if he had

been wanting in the ho^dZ,uv rov ^sof,—is it only this poor

Samaritan, who, albeit Samaritan, is found to be so powerfully

moved by gratitude ? Here also, agam, our Lord points out the

true ground of this gratitude and His own saying—thankfulness

is infrequent because humility is so rare. The faith of the nine

looked more at the power, and of their theocratic prerogative in

it ; the Samaritan, on the other hand, apprehended and em-

braced the compassionate love—and his thankfulness overcame

all the " restraint of being the only one," and acted quite diffe-

rently from the rest. We see that there must after all have

been something good in Samaria: here and in Jno. iv. our

Saviour's parable of the good Samaritan has its justification.

Arise—remain not lying at My feet ! Go thy way now to the

priest, thou wilt carry thy offering with a full heart ! Finally,

the customary, oft-repeated word

—

thy faith hath made thee

whole,—has here a specific emphasis. Has not their faith also

made the nine whole; how else were they cleansed? But thy

faith, thou Samaritan unsound in the faith, is that true and

genuine faith which I seek for, and therefore thee alone hath it

truly saved !

WHEN COMETH THE KINGDOM OF GOD ?

(Lu. xvii. 20-37.)

(Matt. xxiv. 23-28, 37-41, 17, 18.)

That these sayings are not merely collected together by St

Luke, we shall be surely convinced by a right apprehension of

the connection of the whole discourse as delivered by our Lord.

But does the sequel down to ch. xviii. 14 continue the connec-

tion, as others think ? It seems exceedingly probable, inasmuch

as ch. xviii. 8 still speaks of the coming of the Son of man ; and

then the parable, vers. 10-14, returns back to the first secret

commencement of the coming of the kingdom of God into the
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individual heart, in the already existing separation between the

two who come to worship in the temple. But these relations may

have been devised by the controlling Spirit with or without the

consciousness of the collating Evangelist, the formulae of con-

nection, ch. xvii. 20 and xviii. 1, 9, not of themselves indicating

any strict historical sequence.

With the mocking impatience of unbelief in Him, whom they

have in their midst but will not hear ; of unbelief in the miracles,

concerning which the people could testify that w^hen Christ

Cometh He could do no greater (Jno. vii. 31) ; and with injurious

malice in the guise of docile inquiry, these Pharisees demand in

bitter irony, and after having already received their answer in a

thousand facts :—When cometh this so-called kingdom of God,

so long announced as at hand and already come ? (The where

is self-understood—among ourselves!) Because they would have

another salvation than tliat which saved from sin through faith,

they regarded the testimonies and appeals which miraculous

benefits to the sick so loudly uttered in its behalf, as nothing

worth ; almost at the end of their time of visitation their eyes

yet behold nothing, and they ask in their murmuring—Will it

then be soon ? When shall we see only its beginning % Cer-

tainly we must regard this as the predominant spirit of their

question (as formerly in Isa. v. 19), for St Luke concisely men-

tions the Pharisees ; although in the case of many it might have

more innocently proceeded from that Jewish ignorance gene-

rally, which ch. xix. 11, and even Acts i. 3, 6, testify to have

been shared, in some degree, by the disciples and Apostles them-

selves. The Lord's love cannot be embittered. His patience

cannot be exhausted : He answered them, concisely indeed as

became His dignity in despatching their bold and abrupt words,

but most profoundly and pertinently giving them the fullest

satisfaction of their inquiry. The answer speaks of that which

the question referred to, the beginnings of its first coming, but

correctingly refers the " kingdom of God " to something very

different from that which the question intended. He might else-

where, and on another occasion, have said

—

Your kingdom ol

God, that which ye expect, cometh never! But the coming

true kingdom {His own, which their taunting unbelief inquired

after) is still the same with that which was falsely expected, since
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tlie Divine promise at least lay at the foundation of their hopes,

and thence only could they have its terminal designation : His

grace brings and offers the true gift for the satisfaction of their

erring desire. Let us then be thankful to the wicked Pharisees

for so full and good an answer which they procured for us, and

which may we be able to put to good account for ourselves

!

In order to indicate thisy the Lord, after His first reply, turns

again to the disciples ; and in a sense blending all together, since

in ver. 22 we find that they are dealt with as still, like the

Pharisees, overlooking and neglecting the present day of grace.

He gives, consequently, on occasion of the Pharisaical question

(for the slightest touch causes His doctrine to pour graciously

forth in all its fulness, always giving the remedy for that sore

need in man which utters the challenge) a 'preliminary instruc-

tion to His disciples concerning the entering in of the kingdom of

God, But by this He does not intend merely its first introduc-

tion at the beginning, its essential coming, but also that future

full Revelation (chap. xix. 11) for w^hich He well knows that

the disciples' question w^aits. Hence His discourse falls into

two parts, the second of which gives in preparatory detail, though

only by way of intimation, what was afterwards to be brought

into full light as the answer to another question of the disciples,

in Matt. xxiv. Such is the true relation between this and the

later discourse.

Thus we havefirst the rejection ofthe falsely-conceived question

concerning the kingdom of God then actually present, and allu-

sion to the misunderstood, unobserved beginning with which it

comes. The kingdom of God cometh (now and always, regarded

in its first coming) not with observation and external show—it

cometh not thus (in My own person and manifestation), ver. 20;

and not as thus come shall it be announced (its true messengers

and witnesses after Me shall not thus announce it), ver. 21. But
it is, even with reference to these foolish questioners, already

present

—

Ivrog v[Jjojv\

Then comes the preparatory instruction to His listening dis-

ciples (which the docile Pharisees, if such there were, might also

hear for their continuous answer) concerning i\\Q future manifes-

tation of this now hidden kingdom. Here, first, is the general

contrast :—the days will come which, after these present " da^j^s
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of the Son of Man " are oVer, will bring to manifestation His

day; but this is first future, and then suddenly manifested.

Vers. 22-25. Such a day will, in their necessity, be desired in

vain (first of all as one of the former days) ; and will be falsely

offered to a premature satisfaction ; nevertheless it will break in

—as the lightning at last, but only after a first coming, manifes-

tation, and period of the suffering Messiali I This is, at the

same time, a perfect elucidation of that which had been spoken

to the Pharisees, and there now follows for the disciples especially

a closer detail in the style of prophetic intimation. At the day

of the Revelation of the Son of man—which is preceded by

similar days of preparation—unexpected judgment will break in

upon a secure world instead of the expected salvation, as all the

previous typical epochs teach (vers. 26-30). Even the saved

will be able to save themselves only by a perfect devotion and

abandonment of all earthly and personal things (vers. 31-33).

Finally, the separation between the condemned and the saved

will become manifest even to the severance between the nearest

intimates ; for that was already existing, though unobserved, at

the beginning of His kingdom and reign, vers. 34-36. Does

not thus the close go back to the beginning again ? And is

there not a distinct connection of thought in this perfect solution

of their question ?

But the blessed disciples are not yet content, and their

curiosity asks further concerning the 'ttov of these things ; they

then receive preliminarily, as the third and briefest portion of

the whole discourse, a yet more curt and repelling despatch of

their question than even the Pharisees had received :—they are

pointed hack to the whole previous development in order to the

judgment, ver. 37. Which utterance now given first, is brought

out into its full prominence afterwards in Matt. xxiv.

Vers. 20, 21. Although what the Pharisees term "Me king-

dom of God," and what the Lord so terms, are very distinct, and

even placed in opposition, yet the Lord graciously uses the ex-

pression common to them both :—not as admitting the validity
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of their meaning, but because they rightly hold that which,

though as a promise misunderstood, waits for a corresponding

fulfilment. The hingdom of God cometh ! This assurance given

in Israel, and indeed to the orthodox in the community, is ob-

viously a confirmation of the great expectation of a kingdom, in

its foundation and uncorrupted meaning ; comp. chap. iv. 22,

where the o'ihaf/jSV embraces all that was yet pure in the doctrine

and knowledge of Israel. The expectation is justified (Acts

xxiv. 15), the hope of Israel (Acts xxviii. 20) is no delusion;

and we ourselves as Christians are referred to a further waiting

for the manifestation of Christ and His kingdom. But this

'TCi^oahi'/j.GQaLi has become altogether false when it degenerates

into a -rapar^jpsTi', the noting and observing of the eye of

sense, the looking out for externally great things and for

the setting up of a kingdom like the other kingdoms of the

world, such as forgets the essential nature of the kingdom of

Godf and what is the true a'cur'/jpicc of men through His re-

deeming mercy. This TapccT'/jprjcrig, the universal expectation

and inquiry of the Jews, had frequently come into conflict with

our Lord, as we find in the often-mentioned 'TTCcpaTrjpslv of

the Pharisees ; and it now finds its full expression in the

blind -roTS which overlooks that which was now present and

obvious among them. Thus the answer runs first:
—"The king-

dom cometh not for such observation and espial as yours, not as

corresponding to such a lust after externally glorious things,

generally not as ye Jews suppose, and quite differently from

your expectation." But this meaning passes over into one more

general, which the ^sra, as well as the omission of any v[jjoov,

indicates :—not with any such observable pageantry or even ex-

ternal evidence {'7rapccr'/ip7^(jig may also signify—id quod observari

potest), that men must observe it whether they will or not, as if

it must make itself noticeable and known like any other |3a<r/-

Xiioc. Luther's otherwise excellent rendering " with external

features"—" mit aiisserlichen Geberden," does not precisely hit

the point, in as far as it expresses this second sense without in-

cluding the transition from the former out of which it springs,

omitting that rejection of aU false -rapar^yps/V which we think

essentially included. Pity, that we dare not change such ex-

pressions as these in our people's Bible, else would the double

VOL. IV. S
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meaning of " mit Aufsehen" perfectly correspond to the sense.

Even the second meaning would be better secured bj " augen-

scheinlich;" for " Geberden" are always external, and with it

creeps in the notion of man's appearance, involving the preacher

of rumours, the devotee, etc.—whereas Luther's meaning is that

the kingdom itself cometh not, doth not increase with external

manifestation. The |3/a^2(T^a/, Matt. xi. 12 (see our exposition),

with all its self-demonstration and even violence of entering in,

imports less an external exhibition than a loud call, has less to

do with seeing than hearing, and has its powder in penetrating

the inner heart and conscience. For this kingdom—thus further

develops itself the far-reaching meaning of the great word—is

now at the first, and will be for long ages through, as far as it is

coming^ only a concealed preparation for a kingdom which is to

be externally manifest ; consequently it is not in and for itself

any external constitution, any visible church, although it is ever

caUing out and raising many such ; it is no ready when and no

geographical where, it is therefore no state, either State-church,

or church-State, it is not limited to place or land. ^'It cannot

be marked out on the map," says Roos. The making a demon-

stration and exciting rumour is not its usual rule or essential

method, for it cometh not with legal works, nor with externally

striking " awakenings, conversions, separations, societies," al-

though all these are connected with it, and, indeed, testimonies

of its inner existence.

When it is come, and wdierever it is come (this is involved in

the continuous oy5s), those who shall rightly speak of the king-

dom of God in its reality, that is, all who better understand this

word, and use it more properly than ye, its witnesses and

heralds, shall say concerning it no Ihov ojhi or I'bov Izst: even

as I Myself, its first Promulgator, say not of that kingdom which

is come in Me—See here, it is Myself; but only intimate to

faith—the kingdom of God is already come, it is already among

you, and in your midst ! Assuredly, on the other hand. Preach-

ing has at all times cried Behold ! Lo there ! (Isa. xl. 9, 10, xli.

27), and the church bears her witness to all ears and to all eyes,

with her a)5s or \z{i\ but the sure and certain substance of this

testimony remains ever the preaching of the word :—Where

the Gospel of the kingdom is preached in the church, and
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tliroucrh her missions works its way into all the world, there

finally comes the kingdom raising up many an overlooked lySt

to confront the presumptive uhz. If its true messengers sent

forth should not or may not say—It is here or there ! so conse-

quently other men also, though they might desire to do so in their

misunderstanding, cannot say so with essential truth. All this

lies in the simple and pregnant spoCai, which excludes every

humanjudgment, according to appearance, concerning the When
and the Where of the kingdom of God. Let it be observed here

preparatorily :—first the kingdom cometh, then it is as come

actually present ; where then is the application of the true Ihov

connected with the Icr/v, which may not be lost sight of?

Assuredly in the hearts of believers; yet it is not in us fi^om the

beginning, before its coming to us and in us, for this would con-

tradict this coming ; least of all could it be already in these Phari-

sees, who bring their unbeheving 'ttotz to the Lord, and ask the

King who has appeared when His kingdom should come ! Con-

sequently the \vTog V[JjCuv cannot have this unqualified meaning,

but only lead the way to it, as we shall go on to prove at large.

Three statements are consequently to be accurately distin-

guished in this compressed sapng :—the first speaks distinc-

tively of the proper commencement of the coming ; the second

of what may be said when it comes, or rather is come ; and the

third gives, after a twofold repudiation of error, the true infor-

mation in answer to the question which still remains—Where
then Cometh it? The first clause refers preeminently to the

time of Christ Himself, which already typifies and enfolds every

future coming of the kingdom in any particular place during

this first period " on earth." The " Son of man," or the ex-

pected Messiah, the incarnate Son of God, came just as a son

of man, that is, not as Israel expected Him, not as the thoughts

of all the world would have supposed that He must come.

First the still Christmas-eve ; then the humble appearing unto

Israel after long concealment ; then, accompan^nng all His con-

tinuous sicrns and wonders, and which even these did never

remove, the veil and obscuration of His abasement to the lowli-

ness of common humanity, so that, notwithstanding all. He
might ever say—Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended in

Me! Then the Good-Friday with its Ecce Homo! {Lo here!)
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with the question of the earthly vicegerent to the King of truth,

turning away from such a kingdom as His with the offence of

the cross ; then, indeed, the resurrection, but still no manifesta-

tion before all the people ; and the equally noiseless ascension to

heaven ; and finally, the Pentecost, visibly, indeed, and loudly

enough, saying—Behold here lives in us the crucified and exalted

One ! Yet even now, with no " See here ! or see there!" in the

sense of the Pharisees, but only a Word, and in and through that

an inward influence of the Spirit I As long and as often as the

world asks, in the sense of the Pharisees, the answer is ever

—

Not thus I The second clause, again, indicates immediately the

apostolical period, which is continued onwards through all times

to the final Revelation. Assuredly the Apostles, and all their

successors, were confirmed by the power of the Spirit, were

approved as the witnesses and ambassadors of the kingdom of

God, by signs and wonders, which attested their preeminence

over the powers both of nature and of the world, and which be-

coming ever more spiritual became ever more real, convincing,

and historical; yet there was in them no form nor comeliness, no

marks of greatness or glory for the world's eye, any more than

in their Master. Even they, scorned and cast out, were 'rdvToov

'TTSpt'^T^fjjCi 'icog aprt. Paul before king Agrippa and his 'TroXkr,

(pavTccalot, bound like his own King ; a man who had done no-

thing ^vorthy of death, and yet is not set free ; a preacher of the

Truth who, royally in his bonds, wishes for all who hear him,

to be that which he himself was ! The same Paul again in the

metropolis of the wdiole world, a preacher of the kingdom of

God in bonds ! Peter in Babylon instead of Jerusalem, the

writer of epistles to the elect pilgrims of the hiccffTfopoi, who are

partakers of the sufferings of Christ in hope of the glory that

should be revealed, who are vilified of the heathen, persecuted

by the raging lion, but yet are submissive to all the powers that

be—and can he be the prince of the church and the Pope?

John also, in the solitary island of Patmos, a companion in

tribulation, and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ,

receiving the apocalypse in the Spirit, and by the same Spirit

testifying to the church from the Lord—Behold He cometh, and

every eye shall see Him ! himself beholding it already—Behold

the tabernacle of God ! And this ccTropcdJ^v^tg again, what a
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fTzdyhoKov for the world and for Christendom, apparently border-

ing on the limits of the apocryphal ! Such was the aspect and
form of His kingdom at first, and such must it be till the Lord
comes again, no longer to rule merely in the midst of His foes,

but to make them all His footstool. Till then the Jewish and the

heathen world may put their question and demand as here, and
all the misunderstanding and impatience of Christendom may
join them, and the answer here given retains its permanent and
deep significance.

Alas how often has the w^arning of this silencing answer been

misunderstood or forgotten ; how often have even Christian men
(as presently ver. 23 prophesies) held out to the ^apaT'/]p'/;(jig a

false gratification ; but as soon as, as often as, and wherever it

has been said "lo here, or lo there it 2s/" there, on that very

account, has been the kingdom of God no more. (For which
reason the Lord carefully avoids appending the Iffriu to this a)5s

?i l;cs7 in both verses ; for it is nothing but a mere Ipovffiv thov,

which was in the former case at once rejected as worthless by the

ovU.) The King seemed to have come at the destruction of

Jerusalem, but it was not yet the true coming of His kingdom ;

Rome succumbed with her majesty before the Cross, persecution

ceased, and Constantine gave to the church visibility, peace, and
dominion, but all this proved soon to be a false Ihov ojh. Men
thought they had the kingdom, and found it a popedom, to which

Jer. vii. 4 finds sad application. The reformation erected anew
the banner of the Word of God, and sang for a while

—

lie is

icitJi us now in His own way with His Spirit and with His gifts

!

The kingdom must now abide with us ! But has it therefore

remained with either Lutheran or Eeformed church as such

;

has it remained in the Enghsh mixed church, whose proud
" with us !" is contested by a thousand varieties of dissenters,

and disproved by a thousand infirmities? Let all this show
with what absolute propriety and right the Lord's ovhl spovat

w^as spoken, apphcable as it is down to our own day. The king-

dom of God, we say it once more, for now there is need, can

absolutely not be any constitution or organisation of external

continuance, in the fashion of earthly kingdoms and states ; it

cannot be any ecclesiastical state, or state-church, or Christian

empire,—generally speaking it can be no church as such, although
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all these in tlieir shifting forms may serve as instruments and

materials for its consummation.

When, where, and how cometh then the kingdom of God?
It is, indeed, truly in the world, and has been since Christ hath

come. He does not go on to say

—

Foi' it doth not come at all,

will never come as a present reality ; but a distinctive and con-

clusive for brings with it its own Ihov, the absolute and only

truth of which turns all the others to a lie. What then is this

true saying in the mouth of Truth, which is to be further

affirmed and incessantly testified? He spoke then to the Phari-

sees—The kingdom of God is hrog Vf/joov. To understand this

let us begin with the lariUy which as the evident answer to the

TTore sp^/^ercci must mean—It is already come, already present.

Where then, and how, for these Pharisees ? Just as it is else-

where testified to them—Because Christ is come, because He
liveth and worketh in their presence and in their midst ! Thus

the expected time is already come. (Jno. iv. 23, v. 25.) So had

the Baptist at the beginning announced to tliem

—

(jAffog vfjucuv

'iciTYi'/CiVj and the Lord Himself said at the end

—

In [Jjizpou

XPovov ro (pcug b vyiAV Igti. (Jno. i. 26, xii. 35.) There we

have most assuredly the first signification of this hrog here, as

alone, rigidly understood, it can suit the vijmv, to the plainest

apprehension. Compare, moreover, Luke vii. 16, h vfjuiv}

That is, as Schleiermacher at first rightly expresses it
—" the

kingdom of God is being built up in the same sphere as that in

which ye also live"—although he then very superficially goes

on—" in that of instruction and communication." The miserable

perversion of Hegelianism, which hangs upon this hrog vtjSjv the

assumption that the kingdom of God is no more no less than

something in the interior of every human spirit,^ is contradicted

by all Christendom, by all scripture, by every testimony of the

1 As also the pertinent parallel expression, wliicli Alford quotes as de-

cisive, in Xenoph. Anab. i. 10, 3, »7J^oc ko-I ruvr-nv haaccu {o'i"E?^7^yi<jss) kxI

rccKKa. oTtoaa, euro; uvrav kcci ^/^pyj/xocra x,ccl oLudpaToi iyiuovro 'Trccurce, kauaccv.

2 On which seems to border the generally doubtful, often unscriptural

Rud. Matthai, when he maintains :
" The kingdom has leen long grounded

in the deepest interior of all men's spirits in all times, although only through

Christ it may rise into their higher consciousness.''^ Never is it to be testified

as an sutos v(x,uv till Christ has come to a people, till the preaching and

embassage have brought and offered Him.
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Divine Spirit. This vijjojv rather embraces for the first the Phari-

sees generally as a basis, then in them the people whose repre-

sentatives they were ; and in these contemplates for its wider

meaning the entire of humanity, which might hear the answer

when it should put the question : within, that is in the midst of,

within the circle and among, the Pharisees, the people of Israel,

humanity at large, the kingdom of God is set up :—^just as

Christ then stood in the midst of the questioners lurking around

Him. Thus the kingdom is everywhere near at hand, where

men can ask concerning it because it has been preached; it comes

down really to us without any looking for its coming from afar

or from heaven, in order that it may be in us ; this its coming

and presence is only to be sought within the domain of ordinary

life. But when it thus proffers itself and is among us, it will

actually come into us and there establish itself, and build itself

up, internally approving and manifesting itself. And this " in-

wendig" (internal) (by which Luther once more seizes the second

meaning without the point of connection with the first from which

it springs) can never be regarded as an erroneous translation
;

all the less as IvTog (which in the only other passage of the New
Testament in which it is found. Matt, xxiii. 26, is essentially

equivalent to sffojhv) is here evidently opposed to every s^cuhv of

an observable, visible Here or There. All the saying and point-

ing, from the Ihov of the Baptist pointing to the Nazarene (in

which the finger of God's Spirit, referring in all the prophets

to the great Fulfiller, was, as it were, embodied) down to the

witness of heaven and earth around the cross and the sepulchre

;

and all the hrog VfJbojv of the doctrine which filled Jerusalem,

of the church which consisted of multitudes saved by the only

name of Jesus in their midst, all had been in vain to the un-

believing Jews ;—and why ? Because in them there was no

faith which came in seeking and receiving to meet the testi-

mony ! Thus have we a transition to this other meaning of the

expression ;—The kingdom, as coming, as come, that is, acknow-

ledged (for the question is about that !), consists absolutely in

nothing external as such ; even My Person in the midst of

you is nevertheless no better than not there for you, because

and in as far as I cannot in you bear witness to Myself. If it

comes not to that point with you, if ye seek not and find not
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the kingdom there—then is all your questioning, expectancy,

and observation vain
; ye lose the answer, and that which is

actually in your very midst ! It might, and it ought, and it

would become to you, as generally to all, an hrog. Thus (as

chap. xvi. 15, h av^p&j'roig) there is a pregnant double-meaning

in the concise expression, which our innerhalh (yet better the

Swiss innert), loithin, might reproduce ; he who would wilfully

reject this, must consider how his exposition, only seizing the

one sense, can obtain its foundation for the other. Lange (ii. 2,

1080), for the rest agreeing with what is here advanced, prefers

to find the one, proper, simple ground-thought which he supposes

the word must have expressed, in the proposition that the king-

dom of God generally and everywhere is a matter of the internal

man, and we cannot contend against him on that point
;
yet it

does not appear to us how the Lord could say this to the Phari-

sees with an unqualified s<rr/v, without the former meaning as a

point of junction for this latter :—It is already secretly present

within the circle of your position and circumstances, even bear-

ing its own witness io the inner spirit of each. Olshausen sees,

and states this clearly, when he sums up the progressive declara-

tion which is involved in the three clauses ;
—" The Lord, in the

first place, annihilates their expectations of its glorious mani-

festation (which were comprehensively expressed by the term

TrccpDCT^pyjaig) ; in the second place, the Saviour withdraws the

kingdom of God from the visible world, as it exists in space

;

and in the last place, He transfers it entirely to the inner world

of spirit.^^ Thus the emphasis falls upon the Ivrog, in connec-

tion with which the viJbcov must not be especially urged (as

Schaubach, Stud. u. Krit. 1845, rightly says)—yet the v[i,oov is

however said, as paving the way for the other deeper meaning.

But he who insists upon explaining v^SJv by the assumption that

IvTog is merely Iv fjueaco, must reflect that even then the answer

might be taken as a concise irony

:

—It is in your midst, and yet

for you it is not come, for it must first he in you before you can

find it needless to come to Me with your question about the

'TTOTi !^ He should consider also, what Olshausen expressly de

^ " For the kingdom of God is internal among you—^but because it is not

Pharisee, in thee^ thou wilt never see it
!

" Driiseke.

\
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clares,^ " that the Redeemer by no means intends to represent

the Pharisees as absolutely excluded from the kingdom of God,

but would rather indicate to them the possibility of their enter-

ing into the true and spiritual kingdom : that is, if they would

stoop to seek it where, by its very nature, it must first manifest

itself, in the depths of the inner life." Yes, verily, this is the

secret, most heart-piercing, and gracious point of the answer,

which otherwise (let the expression be pardoned) would seem to

despatch their mocking question in the same style,^ if it did not

just by this enigmatical hrog direct them to look for its hidden

meaning. Now if one of these questioners turned to his own inner

being to seek the kingdom there, he would find indeed no Christ

in his spirit, but the Christ before him would then become a

Christ for him, and that because in him. Thus Braune says

correctly :
" There might coexist with the most unlikely be-

ginnings and most suppressed thoughts and feelings, the possi-

bility of its appearance and entrance," manifesting itself even

there, where it excites opposition, and Christ is yet ruling in

the midst of His enemies. We would add that even the carry-

ing away, and the involuntary pondering, of the instruction

which the Lord gave in His reply, was for all these questioners

the slight, rudimentary, first ep-^sadcct of the f^ccaiXstoc in their

inner spirit,^

The question which the Jews still urge, and which, founded

upon the good warranty of the promises of the Old Testament,

has been developed into an unbelieving delusion as to their

accomplishment, runs thus :— When will the kingdom at length

come ? The Christian question which has similarly degenerated,

though based upon a similarly good foundation, runs on the

other hand:

—

Where then is it come? (To which the Lord,

ver. 21, at the same time already began to reply.) It is far

easier at first to answer the question, ivhere it is not. TVe must

pretermit, lest our comment should become preaching, the

1 Only that we take it cum grano salis, without heresy !

2 Where is it then? they ask. Ye have had it long enough, He rephes.

2 But when Shaubach discerns in the first meaning of these words "among

you " a contradiction to the declaration that it was not local, not Zh vj

tKsi^ he falls into a misapprehension, which we obviated above by the ad-

mitted " lo here !" of the preaching and offers of the kingdom, testifying

of its coming.
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manifold, almost inexhaustible exposition of this

—

not here or

there ! We testify merely once more as the last thing which

the Lord declares—that it is nevertheless here and there, more

and more everywhere upon earth ! Where then ? Where the

Gospel is preached! ch. xvi. 16. Thus cometh the kingdom,

thus it is come and is ever coming ; it is proclaimed and offered

at once as already having entered in, and as ever in the act of

coming. But only where the word is preached with the out-

pouring and influences of the Holy Spirit, with those operations

and energies which have never been suspended since the day of

Pentecost, yea, since the beginning of our Lord's own preaching

(Heb. ii. o, 4) ; for here holds good 1 Cor. iv. 20. " If our

Father in heaven giveth us (in our human spirit) His Holy

Spirit, so that we believe in His word and in it li\e a Divine

life"—then cometh the kinordom of God in us. If His ambas-

sadors first receive the Holy Ghost, and then become witnesses

for the Lord even to the ends of the earth—then will it come to

all who hearken to the Holy Ghost. (Acts i. 6, 8, v. 32.)

Where the Spirit is, there is the kingdom ; this is its true

characteristic in opposition to all externality without the Spirit.

(Rom. xiv. 17.) " Its glory is in the hidden life of Christians
"

—and in their word, their confession, their works, and their life.

The preaching approves itself to be God's word concerning

God's kingdom, in the consciences of all, even of the unbelievers.

(2 Cor. iv. 2, V. 11.) It is in strong demonstration of the Spirit

and of power, but then it may be said again—See and observe,

how inicardly in the heart this power of the Spirit lives and

works ! The kingdom of God externally exhibits itself in truth

only as an internal principle ; and all its outward expression

and externality is, alas, still mingled with infirmity and baseness,

and sometimes concealed amid the specious lies which confess

not the truth, but hold it nevertheless in unrighteousness—so

that it has never yet been a kingdom in the external full reality

of this word. And if thou askest after that, thou must be ever

directed from all that is external to that which is within.

Is this, then, always to be the case, and is the kingdom ever

coming never to be entirely come, that which is internally pre-

pared never to be externally consummate ? Assuredly it ivill,

for the preaching of the Gospel and the Spirit witnessing in those
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who believe it, testifies it from the beginning to be a future

kingdom, one which will truly correspond to all ';rapaTfjprj(rig in

its even external characteristics—The great and notable day of

the Lord must come ! (Acts ii. 20.) Of that the Lord goes on

to speak.

Vers. 22-25. To the disciples He discourses of that future,

as to the Pharisees of that which was already present for them.

'Y^KiVGOvrcci '/]fj(jipai, a new antithesis to the heretofore lariu.

Nevertheless as that which was spoken to the Pharisees con-

tained what was appropriate to the disciples also, so now in the

transition to the disciples the words are so ordered that the

Pharisees may receive them too, and ponder what is brought

out into sharpest prominence in the first of these verses. For

what are the days of the Son of man ? Most obviously this is

first of all a continuous explanation of the indefinite expression

which the first answer shaped according to the question had

used

—

kingdom of God ; consequently it is an avowal and testi-

mony that Jesus would have His days {li^^I, life-time or age,

vers. 26, 28; Matt. xi. 12) regarded as the time of the Messiah,

that is as the introduction of the kingdom of God. I am here,

Daniel's Son of man ; consequently the kingdom is come. He
does not, however, enforce this clearer utterance directly upon

the attention of the Pharisees, but meekly turns His words to

the disciples, in whom He might presume such faith in His

person. Those who would understand by [jJav tojv rjiMpaJv the

beginning already of the day of final manifestation, ver. 26 (as

if—Only a dawn at least of that great day), disturb the wdiole

chain of thought, according to which the now present days of His

bodily presence, in the future vainly wished hack, are closely

connected with the hrog 'jyjojv lari ; and besides a so modest

desire of the future of the Lord can scarcely be thought of in

any certain sense. The matter, as far as we may understand it,

has this bearing:—The disciples and Pharisees will (in a different

degree on either side) wish back these lesser, and slighted days

of the Son of man—slighted, though in a different way, by both.^

For those days of distress and perplexity (of that rejection, ver.

"ih, and of that judgment which will thence follow) which can

alone satisfy the signification of sksvaovrai ^[JSjipat (comp. ch. xxi.

^ Xeander : desire to have Himself only for one day in their midst again.
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6, 22, 23), the disciples will desire through their infirmity, that

the Bridegroom taken from them were with them again as before;

but the Spirit will comfort them and point them forwards instead

of backwards, will reveal to them the returning " Son of man,"

as Stephen and John beheld Him, and teach them to wait for

that one great, and all-important Day, vers. 24 and 30. But

the Pharisees, and the unbelieving Jews generally (with whom
the disciples in their weakness of faith are classed), will then dis-

cern too late that they have neglected the day of Christ (Jno.

viii. 56) : they will seek in vain their rejected " Son of man" or

Messiah, and find Him not. Thus this saying has a force for

them like Jno. vii. 33, 34 ; and seems still to cry out—While ye

are spending your time in questionings, I am passing away and

the day of grace is going !

Now first ver. 23 turns directly to the disciples : the general

interpretation of what is here said may be seen upon Matt. xxiv.

23-27. Let not your longing for Me be seduced by any delu-

sive gratification ! Such cohz and Izzi is not the right,^ therefore

let it not interrupt or divert you in the slightest degree from

your way of patient faith (jjuri aTrikd'/jri), nor let it hurry you

with impetuous earnestness to follow after a great delusion (jjj?ib\

h&)^7irs). For My coming will, like the lightning, be sudden

and indubitable. The expression Ix, ryjg v^r ovpccfov eig ttjv v-tt'

ovpccvov is to be understood by supplementing %^pa, of the op-

posite ends of the earth, as the parallel passage in St Matthew
shows

; ^ VTT ovpDCVOV is neither the whole earth as Bengel sup-

poses, nor is it a single land, as if the revelation of Christ ex-

tended from one land to another, as Grotius interprets, misun-

derstanding the lightning ! The Lord speaks here of the day of

His coming and manifestation in a prophetically indefinite man-
ner; and in these preparatory words blends into one the distinc-

tive epochs, the discrimination of which His subsequent prediction

in some degree enters upon. But in ver. 25 He gives the great

decisive explanation which would annihilate all false Tdparr}-

prjffig, that the Messiah must previouslyj in His first manifestation,

^ Alford finds here " a warning to all so-called expositors, and followers

of expositors of prophecy, who cry iloif Lit and ilav gxg;, every time that

war breaks out or revolutions occur." "Well said, for English Christians

especially !
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suffer and be rejected ; see already upon Matt. xvl. 21, xvii. 12.

And inasmuch as He sets this over against His last parousia,

this TTCihTv and a7rohoziiJja(j&r,vai at the same time embraces the

whole period of His Cross-Jcingdom, rcl ilg Xpiaroi^ TradrjiJjara,

1 Pet. i. 11.

Yers. 26-30. There immediately follows a second great ex-

planatory declaration, that His " days" in the second sense will

only bring judgment to the unbelieving world instead of the

rejected, and hitherto vainly expected, redemption. Once more

we have, what in Matt. xxiv. and Lu. xxi. is more distinctively

developed, the destruction of Jerusalem and the final judgment

typically blended together in one. Only thus much does the

once more repeated rifMpai of the plural intimate, that before the

rifMpcc of ver. 30, there will be interposed periods of preparatory

warning, preludes, times of approaching and ever-increasing

judgment and manifestation, which will, however, down to the

last be slighted and misunderstood. As to the particular detail,

see on Matt. xxiv. 37-39. Eating and drinking, marrying and

giving in marriage, first; for sensuality was the fundamental sin

of the antediluvians, which will assuredly be reproduced in the

last days. Only here are adjoined the days of Lot with their

higher culture in buying and selling, planting and building, which

again will be reproduced in the wide-extended institutions of

universal industry filling the earth which is no longer to exist :

thus together all sensuality and all worldly culture are included.

Kara Tocvray ra avrd, that is, after this model and type will be

the last judgment : generally upon the secure world turned into

a Sodom like the Flood, but with fire like that which consumed

Sodom before established as a VTrohir/iJuo:, (2 Pet. ii. 6; Jude 7).

Yers. 31-33. Moreover that in this preliminary, indefinite

view, there may not be altogether wanting a hint at the destruc-

tion of Jeruscdem the holy city, the Lord here already utters

what is more plainly stated concerning that in Matt. xxiv. 17, 18,

—although even their first hearers might have connected this

with the parallel of Sodom if they had thought of such threaten-

ings against Jerusalem as Isa. i. 9, 10, iii. 9 ; Jer. xxiii. 14

;

Ezek. xvi. 48. For the rest, the utterance proceeds in three

clauses : first, the typical warning—let not him who fleeth turn

back I which looks forward to the typical coming of Christ in
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judgment upon Jerusalem, but indeed does not mean that alone;

then a corroboration of this by a plain typical backward glance

at Lot's wife; and, finally, the undisguised expression of the

fundamental principle—more than once repeated already, Lu.

ix. 24 ; Matt. x. 39, etc. etc.—which will then hold good in its

strongest sense.-^ There is, however, in this an advancement

upon the former warning ; the subject previously was the judg-

ment upon an unbelieving world, but now the danger is alluded

to which threatens the fleeing righteous, if they tarry ; as after-

wards vers. 34-36 a final and rigorous separation even between

the closely linked labourers in the kingdom is threatened. As
they w^ere not to come down from the house-top to fetch their stuff

from the house, so they were not in fear disobediently to tu7m

hack upon the judgment at their heels—as Lofs wife had done,

whose history Wisd. x. 7 had early thus symbolically explained.

Vers. 34-36. As in Matt. xxiv. 40, 41, to which let the

reader turn back. Here as there, we find a twofold reference :

first, an assurance that the redeemed of the Lord will live and

move down to the last in the midst of the world, will have the

society of life Ivrog rov zog[JjCV (but as the children of the king-

dom, so that the inward separation already exists); then, para-

bolically, the intimation that even the labouring servants and

handmaids of the Lord will not all be found prepared. The

order of Matt. xxiv. is reversed, and there is a third member
added here, and placed in its strength of meaning, first :—the

bed indicates the closest fellowship of life (as in marriage), then

the mill a fellowship of labour which is in some sense intimate ;

and finally the being together in the field (without any mention

of labour) indicates any kind of fellowship generally.^ Oh ye

impatient questioners as to the when and the where, separate

yourselves not externally before the time !—It is further observ-

able, that the Lord once at the beginning speaks ofa night instead

of His " day," ver. 30. This is not casually introduced from the

1 It -^vould be instructive to collate (as Braune does in a tabular form)

thefive^ properly six^ variations of the expression, each one with a distinc-

tive emphasis. Matt. x. 39 ; xvi. 25 (Lu. ix. 24) ; Mark viii. 35 ; Lu.

x\ii. 33 ; Jno. xii. 25.

2 Ver. 36 must not thus be given up; it has not simply passed over from

St Matthew, but has been omitted because of its similarity with the first.
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allusion to the bed, but the tuvtv} tti vuzri, emphatically taking

the lead, is descriptive of the world^s condition when the lighten-

ing of the day of Christ shall burst upon it ; thus it is not pi:operly

(as Grotius supposes) the nox atra calamitatum, for the judg-

ments are rather already ^[jApcci of the Son of man, but the dark-

ness of sin and unbelief, comp. presently ch. xviii. 8, and 1 Thess.

V. 2-8.

Ver. 37. This ttov of the disciples, to which a ottov plainly

replies, has been erroneously regarded as the undefined outcry

of apprehension—How is this ? when can this be ? They ask

strictly concerning the tvhere, because their Master's words have

been hitherto so local^ and the undertone of their question is

—

Can it be that this shall happen in the holy land, in Jerusalem

itself? In which appears a delusion in them similar to that

which caused the Pharisees not to ask about the where of the

kingdom, taking that for granted. The Lord here preliminarily

answers by a concise, prophetical-typical, enigmatical word, the

true meaning of which we have unfolded upon Matt. xxiv. 28 ;

it remains only to remark how that meaning here applies in its

simple ground-thought—everything in its time and order, every-

thing as it is meet ! Ask not curiously after the Where, the

How, or the When, but see, where the corruption of death is,

there will the eagles come !^ Where it is night, the lightning

gives its frightful glare ! Let it be your only care to be found

as the living, and as the children of the light

!

THE IMPORTUNATE WIDOW BEFOEE THE UNJUST JUDGE.

(Lu. xviii. 2-8.)

Hear now, what the true and faithful Witness, the only be-

gotten Son, saith to us concerning the Father ! This goes far

beyond the analogy between our paternal love and the Divine,

between our friendship, loth to rise at midnight, yet overcome

by supplication, and the Divine : we have now the boldest word
used in this kind of analogical argument, which no man would

^ " Now should the Apostles discern how the Jewish people appeared in

the sight of God." Roos.
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have dared to use concerning the holy God and righteous Father,

had not the Son of God Himself given it to us ! But with all its

condescension, the highest majesty is yet vindicated, which can

never deny itself or derogate from its own dignity. It is this

which is gloriously illustrated in the inexpressible and adorable

benignity with which the righteous Judge of all the earth appeals

to us short-sighted mortals—If I were such an unjust judge as

those w^hich ye have upon earth ! But am I such ?

Vers. 2, 3. A histoiy this, too common in the affairs of this

evil world, and even in those of God's people Israel, as the pro-

phetic denunciations against the corrupt judges, and promises to

the oppressed widows, abundantly show ;—two well-known per-

sonages, therefore, appear upon the scene, with a third—the

enemy—in the background, as we may now observe preliminarily.

Judges and officers were to be appointed in Israel in all the gates

of all their cities, who should judge the people with just judg-

ment (Deut. xvi. 18), and in the time of Jesus we find still exist-

ing the judicatures mentioned in Matt. v. 21, 22. But this

fcpiT'^g r^g alixJag despises all those injunctions which were

given to the judges in the law (Ex. xxiii. 6-9 ; Lev. xix. 15 ,

Deut. i. 16, 17 ; comp. 2 Chron. xix. 6, 7) ; and that not .from

any forgetfulness of duty, but with a bold and proud confidence

rebelliously spurns it all—I know it all, hut I fear not ' (The

possible sometime punishment !) If there were only the fear of

God, the beginning of wisdom and the foundation of the suppli-

cating trust of faith, that of itself would teach him to have re-

gard to the urgent supplications of a poor mortal, the cry for

right and the complaint against injustice. But this is meant in

the delineation of this bad character, in its wider sense, as it

expresses the thoughts of his own heart in ver. 6 ; and not in the

other sense which brpi'TTBC^dai might bear as a stronger word for

reverence or awe, see Matt. xxi. 37 ; Lu. xx. 13 ; Heb. xii. 9.

The presumptuous man thus inverts the true relations of the

two sentiments :—the higher dignity, which demands considera-

tion and regard, he only thinks of in connection with man ; and,

as it regards God, thinks only of the power to be feared, which

he first scorns as the less thing, and then afterwards declares to

himself that not even has he respect for anything human—as

more immediately concerning him. Ah, thou proud worm, who
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settest thyself up for a god, because thou art a judge in a city !

Hess is far from extracting the meaning when he superficially

says :
—" he had neither religion nor honourable feeling." For

(Po(^s7(rdui Tov hov after all only suggests the slightest beginning

of all religion ; while kv&^oo'TCOvg IvrpSTSc^a/, on the other hand,

expresses not merely the fear of people's judgment, the restraint

of regard for others' estimate, but the respect for anything apart

from self, and then the consideration to regard and alleviate the

misery of others, the hearing of their supplication, and fear of

their righteous complaint. What worse could be recorded of a

man than this ? And yet there follows the much worse thing,

that lie Imnselfm the daring of his heart thus speaks of himself!

Over against this man there is the widow, as such troubled and

bowed down, and besides that, as is too commonly the case,

oppressed by an enemy :—not a hard-hearted believer, or any-

thing of that sort, wdiich might allow it to be supposed that the

right was not on her side, and that the judge could not be in-

duced to bend to her request by sympathy ; but he is a perse-

cutor, against whom she has cause of just complaint

—

IzbizTiCtov

UjZ. Schleiermacher would understand this—Give the verdict

at any. rate, be it for or against me, that I may know^ the end of

this wearisome litigation ; but he forgets in this unhappy viola-

tion of the spirit of the parable, that in the parallel ver. 7 'jtoiCiv

TTiv lKbizr,(jiv, both the certain right and the great distress of the

petitioner are taken for granted. It is better to translate gene-

rally—Do me right ! in which the consequence of the judgment,

her being saved from oppression, is of course included. Thus

she came to him, that is, repeatedly, for she is to be an example

of the (jjTi iTCKOLyMv :^ and that is here assumed as afterwards in

vers. 4, 5. Consequently ri^y^iTO is equivalent to ventitahat (by

which she complied with her own obligation in the city where a

judge dwelt) ; and the ovx, rjdiXrjcrzv is a continual refusal of her

request and repulsion of the applicant. The enemy was not

necessarily mighty or influential (considerations which the proud

judge did not take into account, and which would rather have

^ On this word, whicli occurs also as lyKuxelu, from the uncertain and

various derivation, see my exposition of the Epistle to Ephesians, ch. iii.

13. It signifies

—

to desist^ give up^ especially through lack of strength, to

yield in fight ; also, to be overcome of evil, to succumb.

VOL. IV. T
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moved him to maintain his official authority by a rigorous sen-

tence), but might have been the judge's friend or favourite ; or

the poor widow had no largess to bring, without which it was

not his fashion to undertake a cause, or she could not pay the

costs ; or it may be that when she came first he had no inclina-

tion to pursue his function, and afterwards persisted in refusing

for the sake of proud consistency. What else could a poor

widow expect from an unjust judge ? Nevertheless she does

not desist from urging the judge even as the enemy did not de-

sist from urging her ; she does not abandon the hope of pressing

through every obstacle by the tenacity of her cry ; she adheres

simply (possibly with something of hope in God at the bottom,

or if the parable must abide in the mere human domain, with

eager expectation of man's help in her need) to this one note

—

Art thou not placed here as a judge to do right and execute jus-

tice, especially to the oppressed widow (as many times in Moses,

from Ex. xxii. 22 to Deut. xxvii. 19; then also inculcated often

in the prophets), and therefore to me ! just as in chap, xi., the

one makes his appeal to the other—Art thou not my friend !

For the rest, it must be observed in reference to the interpre-

tation which follows, that the widow represents, not so much an

individual soul oppressed and bereft of help, as the people, the

congregation of the elect, the church apparently forsaken of God,

especially in the last time, as predicted in ch. xvii. ; so that in

this point we see the connection of the discourse which is either

continued in itself, or attached designedly by St Luke. Although

the church is ever the hride waiting for the marriage and entrance

into her home, yet is she, as otherwise described in Scripture,

the widow, forsaken and solitary {T\'Oty\V, Isa. liv. 1), a prey to

her persecuting enemy. AVe note well, too, who he is :—the

same, of whom Eichter's Hausbibel says that he is a yet greater

jurist than all the Popes and all the Napoleons—the antichrist

with Satan behind him.

Vers. 4, 5. 'Et/ yj^ovov^ though elsewhere yj^ovoq signifies a

long time, does not mean in St Luke's phraseology the per mul-

tum tempus of the Vulg., but rather the aliquamdiu of Erasmus,

or what the English Bible translates " for a while." Msra 5g

ravTcc only indicates generally a certain space ; but this formula,

as well as the se^ise of the whole parable, rather requires us to
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suppose a proportionably hasty overcoming of his inflexibility

through her incessant coming, and ever-urgent supplication

—

for the shameless man could not long endure this, as the words

spoken in his heart betray. These words, however, must be

carefully observed, and an undertone will be perceived in them

which most expositors overlook. First of all, assuredly, the

Cyclopaian arrogance^ of this language spoken h iocvTou exhibits

his shamelessness in full perfection ; for he is thinking of God's

undenied existence and presence even while he contemns Him,
and puffs from him all mankind (DHB n"'D^, Ps. x. 5, xii. 5) when
an unfortunate child of man thwarts his purpose. And thus he

will as godless and as shameless apologise to himself, as it were,

for acting inconsistently in once doing right, overcoming the si

by a hidys. Did he refuse before, and that absolutely—where-

fore will he now do the right? Because this widow troubleth

me (this exacting I is more than God or man !)
;—compare ch.

xi. 7, 8, and note the slight oblique reproof which these words

might suggest to the Apostles, who once. Matt. xv. 23, presumed

to impute to Jesus the being accessible to such a motive for

helping a poor woman ! This becomes intolerable to him, he

must make an end of it, that she may not by incessantly coming

with ever-waxing boldness utterly destroy his peace. We un-

derstand VTrcu'TiciZ^Biv (literally to smite so as to discolour, and

especially the face, then used proverbially as in 1 Cor. ix. 27)

as a strong expression of vexatious harassing ; as we should

now say—"the woman torments me to death!" Not that he

actually feared violence ; slg rzkog does not mean that in the end

she might even proceed to blows, but as belonging to \pyp(jAvr, it

implies ceaselessly coming, in which sense it is a translation of

^'^?^' (Syr. is here quite correct—py ?D3). It is this incessant

coming which he terms VTrcoTridZfiiv or ohtundere, and he will

endure it no longer. Quite correctly has Luther for l?coifcr;(Tci)

—Ich will sie retten, it is my will to right her, I will [MToi

^ Ov ydp KuKXairi; Aiog odyilyfiv d'hiyovaiv^ ovti 6iZu f/.XKapav^ STntvi 'ttc'Kv

ipipTspoi slfisv' Ot'o' ecu iyu Aiog S)C^o; cc7^iva.fi€uo; 'ZTS'^i^otfiTiV oihs aov, lv8

krapoy^ d fivi 6vf/Js /as ks>.sv?/. Odyss. ix. 275-278. Now latterly omi philo-

sophers and critics have become such Cyclopes with the one eye of their

6vjii6;^ just as according to Seneca Epist. 29 (cited by Eyth) philosophy

influenced one—ut sine metu deorum honunumque vivas

!
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rocvTcc do what l-r/ xpovov I would not—tel est mon plalsir, or

with the Cyclops

—

0vfJb6g fjbs zi>svzi. That is, so thinks the

darincp man that he means, hut it is nevertheless not so; rather

is his &v[J!jog overcome as himself confesses, he can endure it no

longer and must make an end of it. And why is that ? Might

he not have thrown off the burden by preventing her coming at

all, inflicting upon herself the blows :—Wherefore then did he

continue so long to hold on to the mere "I will not!"? What
makes him feel her coming and beseeching to be as blows in his

face? We see, in short, that the man is not so utterly without

feeling, not so hopelessly wicked as he had predicated of himself,

and as the Lord on that account had spoken of him as being ; it

is not quite true that he feared not God nor regarded man. For

he actually regards rrjv x^9^^ ravryjv^ a poor, helpless woman,

who besides that ran to him with her trouble ; he has within hint a

respect, not confessed to himself, for the supplication of a wretched

woman for her rights—for he is a judge, and it cannot but remind

him of God, w^hose prerogative it is to hear the cry of the afflicted

widow and the fatherless child. (Ex. xxii. 22, 23.) Here we
find, then, in the midst of the apparently aw^ful contrast, a secret

transition to the application, and a ground whereon to rest it :

—

And shall not God who has placed this almost inextinguishable

feeling in the heart of man, which prevents him from finally

rejecting persistent supplication, not Himself hear our prayer^*^

He who planted such an ear, shall He not hear? (Ps. xciv. 9.)^

Yers. 6-8. It might seem that the application should obviously

be—^Behold here what the poor widow did ! But more to the

point, more striking, more convincing, and more in harmony with

the distinctive tendency of the parable, is the impressive inference

from the szhtPCTiffoo of the judge, whose cchizioc even in spite of

himself is obliged to give way, to the willingness of God to rescue

man, and especially to help His crying elect. Shall He not

avenge V and, moreover, wdiom? Even the poor woman goes to

^ This, at least, corresponds better to our feeling of the subject than to

regard the judge as Kpnvig rvjs dlipcUs absolutely, and to the end utterly

without feeling ; or, as Alford says—^his very iahUviais was d^ixiXj because

he did it from self-regard and not from a sense of duty.

2 This is of itself much stronger than the German—SoUte Gott nicht

auch ?—Should not God ? The reading Trotrjcei is acknowledged by Winer,
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Him also as a Judge; but He is much more than that upon the

throne of His kingdom : for here are His own elect, loved from

eternity and called according to the purpose of His grace, to

whose good all things must minister, and for whose salvation's

sake the times of judgment and calamity are to be shortened

!

(Matt. xxiv. 22.) They must indeed for a while suffer from

the Enemy, but they cease not to cry for help before the throne

of the Highest

—

Day and night being a proverbial expression

most significantly used for the TrdvTon of ver. 1. (Lu. ii.

37.) He who prayeth hy niglit can be no hypocrite before

man in his prayer ; his soul is possessed by such fervour

towards God as permits him not to rest. Further, the (jtj?i

Ixy.aySiv^ which w^as not tautological at the commencement,
appears now, in the light of the parable, to denote the ever-

increasing vehemence and zeal of a fervent and impetuous ^oolv.

Let there be no darkening question here interposed—Art thou

who criest certainly one of the elect? It is enough just to

convert the proposition—Those who cry day and night unto

God are by that token the elect ! They implore not the \kIi-

KTiffig of God simpty, inasmuch as they suffer oppression and
wrong fi'om the evil world and its prince (Ps. ciii. 6, cxlvi. 7);

for they know well that this injustice is, on account of their sins,

no injustice as before the highest tribunal of God. But their

faith in the promise, through which they have received the elec-

tion of grace (see presently ver. 8), pleads with a sacred impor-

tunity, such as the Lord in ver. 1 impresses with intensity in

the expression 5s7V, for the merciful deliverance which is their

appropriate right now as being the elect, as much as the \x^i

itrifsig was the due of the poor and oppressed widow. That

Ix^iKTiaov yji corresponds with the prayer in the Psalms : K^mv
fJA y.vpis, Ps. xxvi. 1, liv. 3, sig rtjv lizriv [juov, Ps. xxxv. 23 (oV/

STToirjCrag rrjv y.pi<Tiv [/jOv zcci r^v lijcriv (JjOV, Ps. ix. 5), comp.

furthermore 1 Mace. ii. 67.

How does the Lord then point the application ? Assuredly

what is involved here is the crying day and night, the waiting

among otters, to be the rather admissible, though Lachmami prefers

'jiroiviavj : but both readings would in truth concur in the same sense.

^ Strangely by Schleiermacher made to refer, in spite of the aim of the

"whole parable, to the blending of working with prayer

'
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in faith for the certain answer to the question

—

Will He not

grant the request, and avenge ? For there is in the g^; ^poi^ov

the appearance as if He would not ! But now w^hen the Lord

indicates this point of incidence between the parable and its inter-

pretation, He designs to make prominent in it the contrast for

stronger assurance, and as preparing the way for His own Xzycj

vi/AV. Luther's translation of that most important, and most

profound additional clause :
— " und sollte (er nicht) Geduld

dariiber haben?"—"and have patience with them?" is most

assuredly incorrect, and contains no clear sense at all ; apart

from, the fact that (Jj0^z^o9v(JjZiv does not signify the merciful

hearing of the request, but obviously a tarrying and putting off

to grant it. Others read it as a question—" And doth He linger

or hesitate about it? • No, He certainly doth not, but is willing

at once !"—But this would be contrary to that doctrine of the

Divine delay and lingering which we find recognised in other

parts of Scripture, and even in some of our Lord's other parables:

the appearance, yea, the reality, of such delay is essential here

to the entire matter in hand. To change the reading fjjCiPCpo-

^vybcov for f/jCCPcpodviJbBT,^ w^ould not essentially affect the sense.;

and we cannot but think that it corresponds with the funda-

mental idea of the parable, which is concentrated upon this point,

to regard the zai as here standing for ;ca/Vsp ; and hence Me^^er

corrects it—Although He forbears towards them ; and the Engl,

transl. has very properly—Though He bear long. But it is not

just as Hassler seizes it—For He is forbearing towards them, not

troubled and harassed by their unjust importunity. The most

obvious and plain sense of this well-know^n f/joczpo^vfjuiiv^ must

ever be the letting them pray on without granting their prayer,

the lingering with the help, the keeping silence (Ps. Ixxxiii. 2),

which causes the impatient petitioners to cry out—Alas, O Lord,

how long ? How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost Thou not

judge and avenge our blood? (Rev. vi. 10.) Why withdrawest

Thou Thy hand, even Thy right hand? pluck it out of Thy bosom

^ Whick Bengel prefers as insignis lectio, and says : Prioris membri

verbum in textu transit in participimn fioavrav, alterius membri verbum

stat immotum, f<,xKpodv/u,e7^ longanimis est ?

^ Lange says

—

Tiocliherzig^ large-minded, witk a heavenly greatness of

mind and requirement—^but this is luigrounded.
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—and make a?i end ! (Ps. Ixxiv. 11.) But we see (as Roos hits

the point most pertinently) that " what in the unjust judge is

hardness of heart is in God forbearance "—since wisdom and love

move Him for good reasons to delay His relief, and protract their

prayers. This forbearance is not to be regarded here, first of

all, as forbearance towards a wicked world, lengthening the

Hmits of probation (2 Pet. iii. 9), though that also is combined

with it; for the W ccvroTg shows the elect to be its object. There

is a mystery here, the solution of which is left to the enforce-

ment of a faith which will not be baffled by it ; an indication of

important reasons j which God must have for such delay in the

case of His own elect. If we seize this aright, then may we go on

to observe, penetrating still deeper, that there is now a collateral

idea which was urged prematurely before :

—

'^Although He in-

deed does not help, on acconnt of His being fatigued with their

prayer"— for He significantly abides the crying much longer

than the unjust judge ; it is to Him the pleasure of His love to

be urgently and fervently, and perseveringly prayed unto ; He
would be overcome by the true Israelites as He was by their

forefather Israel
!
^ Thus we see that He does not once drive

away His petitioners as the judge had done many times ; He
merely keeps silence, and does not grant the request, though

He patiently listens to the pleading continually. Here find

we the " exceedingly refined meaning of fjjoc?cpo0u[jjsh " which

Olshausen refers to, which, though as a fact seemingly discour-

aging, itself becomes an argument of confidence

—

^'Thou heaj^est

my request, however, therefore Thou wait assuredly gi^aiit it
!"

For faith thus tested and disciplined can cry, " It w^as only to

purify me wholly, that thou couldst delay so long !" The
patience of the Lord towards the world is at the same time a

patience with us in order to our salvation : see 2 Pet. iii. 15 as

following ver. 9.

Oh how will He then avenge and vindicate His own elect, and

how speedily ! Oh how will He reveal Himself in superabund-

ant kindness to the desolate one, when the reproach of her

widowhood is remembered no more, declaring Himself to be her

Bridegroom and Husband ! (Isa. liv. 1-5.) Every act of sal-

^ Lange, according to his view above—" though He deals with them in

His great and incomprehensible way."
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vation, and every urgent request granted, is indeed in a certain

sense a coming of the Lord, oftentimes taking place when "least

hoped for, and when the energy of faith and prayer was almost

extinguished "—and this preliminary application may be there-

fore justified !^ But the I'zl rrjg y^g is not only a coming from

heaven, a descending with His saving power generally ; but it

signifies the coming of the Son of man, that is, in His personal,

visible presence (chap. xvii. 22)—as everywhere so here it is to

be eschatologically understood. We have already referred to

the question whether a connection with chap. xvii. may be here

established ; the avToig, chap, xviii. 1, cannot be said, " without

doubt," to continue the former discourse, still less must the ;ta/

be pressed to mean item de prseparatione ad futura ilia. It may
be so, it may not : for gXsyg hi TCdi is after all the general formula

for something new, as avrolg is a general definition of the dis-

ciples. We can very well understand, wdthout any other aid,

W'hy in this last period of His teaching (since Luke ix. 51) the

Lord often came back to His Parousia.

The Iv Tay^i may be regarded as the Divine measurement for

the whole period of forbearing delay. He cannot hasten to

deliver His people, and reveal Himself sooner than this wise

f/jOczpodufJUsTf prescribes (hence, e g., Rom. xvi. 20). His opera-

tions are ruled by His prudence, one thing after the other, every-

thing must be done that is preparatorily required ; and in the

end this Iv rdxst will have its proper and essential truth, in the

sudden conclusion of all :—this fulness of meaning the same ex-

pression is found to bear in all its comprehensiveness in Eev. i. 1.

^^But will the Son of man, wdien He cometh, find faith?" Thus

generally taken the word would be too rigorous, especially after

the crying saints have been referred to ; and it seems to verge

upon an entire failure in the work of redemption. This is not,

however, the language here used ; the article in rfjv TiaTtv points

especially to that faith of imwearied and unweariable prayer,

as it were, that absolute, perfected, consummate, faith which

the parable has set before us. It is true, viewed under two

1 As Baxter (Saints' Rest) begins his book : When the Son of God come

with recovering grace, and discoveries of a spiritual and eternal happiness

and glory, He finds not faith in man to beUeve it—with a spiritual applica-

tion to the Lord's coming into the heart.
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aspects, first, that the slightest, weakest faith (often being en-

couraged as such) has, as being faith, much power ; and then,

on the other hand, that "a slender, tottering faith is something

infinitely little, yea as nothing, when we compare it with the

great substance of the Gospel, with the immeasurable love of God:

—the father tells his child that he has learned nothing when he

has only learned a little, and that he shows no obedience, when

his obedience is but slight" (Roos). We think, moreover, that

the Lord in His gracious strictness thus puts the faith of His

elect in question, only that He may found upon it a great assur-

ance, and say :—The Son of man, on that account, will not push

His delay to the uttermost, for then even His elect might not be

saved, they themselves might fall altogether into the Iz/cccfcelv

of despair, as if there were no Judge in heaven, and as if there

did not sit upon the throne of grace a Redeemer who long ago

judged and triumphed over the enemy ! Let us ever humbly

mourn over our want of faith, and acknowledge that the \fc6izr}-

aig rojv e-ycXsfcrajp will finally spring from that unmerited grace

which will put an end to their trials, and that it will not be the

result of the eiforts of our wrestling prayer alone.^ For the

avTiht/Cog, as he has the power upon earth, so has he to the last a

minimum of right against the elect, which, however, the consum-

mating mercy, which always and conclusively perfects our faith

in answering it, will utterly annihilate and extinguish ; so that

we shall obtain justice against Satan, and rejoice in it for ever.

Thus will the Lord judge the cause of His people, and make

them to rejoice in His mercy. (Ecclus. xxxv. 21.)

THE PHARISEE AND THE PUBLICAN.

(Luke xviii. 10-14.)

The TTSTreidorBg i(p' Iccvrolg, who trust in themselves, in the fixed

and presumptuous imagination that they are righteous, have not

the 'TTtartg which the Son of man seeketh upon earth ; their un-

qualified assumption on laubh lizociot is contradicted by the

^ For it would be blasphemous to say " Faith doeth it all !" If Jehovah

had not mercifully said "It is enough," Israel would never have overcome.
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counter-testimony of their undeniable l^ovhvsiv rovg XoiTOvg—
words which, in this superscription of the parable, sound almost

like that previous haughty clv&^ooTOV ovx, hrpBTrof/jCct. These

self-righteous ones to whom the Lord spoke were not Pharisees

;

for in that case (as Schleiermacher scarcely needed to insist)

the figure of a Pharisee would not have been held up to them

as a similitude.^ The Trpog Tivag indeed continues within the

circle of the avrolg ver. 1, and refers to certain disciples^ whose

spirit is thus indicated as being peculiar, improper, and perverted.

We can scarcely assume that these rivzg had given occasion for

our Lord's words by any outward expression whether of trust in

their own righteousness or of contempt toward others. The 'Trpog

is, as in ver. 1, the Evangelist's intimation of the tendency and

aim of the parable, the superscription of which is thus given ;

and he bids us understand that it was not intended merely for

those who were then addressed, but that we must find the rivkg

of the Lord's application among His disciples of all time, and

possibly in ourselves:—and it is to this that the significant article

in rovg TSTroidoTCcg, and the present g/V/ belonging to it, seem

to point. It is often said, one expositor echoing another, that

these proud fjUKd^jroci might, after hearing the preceding parables,

have declared their spirit in some such way as this—" If prayer

be the question, we can pray well enough, better than others
;

and as to faith, that is not lacking in its" and so forth ; but we
regard such a connection with what precedes as neither indicated

in St Luke's words, nor probable or indeed conceivable in itself.

Assuredly the brief, condensed, and diffident prayer of this first

publican-repentance, does form an excellent pendant to the per-

sistent crying of God's elect ; and, taking the two parables to-

gether, we have in conjunction the boldness of faith and the

^ Lange, indeed, opposes this obvious and often-repeated remark, by
putting the converse ;—in that case, he says, no Publican can be sup-

posed to be present, and no Priest or Levite when the parable of the

good Samaritan was delivered ! But, apart from the incongruence of the

last example (for the Priest and Levite there are not the central figures),

this argument overlooks the distinction between the mere listening of

the Pharisees and Publicans, and their being expressly the persons ad-

dressed in the parable. Assuredly we think that the Lord would not

have addressed to Publicans, as Publicans, a parable concerning a justi-

fied Publican.
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depth of humility which co-exist in all true praj^er ; but all

these allusions and coincidences, like those before mentioned,

must be referred to the tenor of St Luke's purpose, accord-

ing to which he, from ch. xvii. 1 onwards, binds together, in

a profoundly pregnant design, individual subjects of various

kinds, and not in immediate historical sequence. (See further

ch. xvii. 11, 20, xviii. 1, 10, 15, 18, 31, 35, where are merely

parallel formulae, quite distinct from those which we find in ch.

xix. 1, 11, 28.) If, on the assumption of a historical connection

after ch. xvii., the Pharisees would have to be regarded as among

His hearers, this of itself would not, as we have already said,

prove anything to the contrary ; for Olshausen's assertion goes

too far when it declares the exhibition of a Pharisee in a -rapa-

^oKt] before Pharisees themselves to be an altogether inadmis-

sible theory.

Our Lord, moreover, persisted in His unvaried, unbroken,

uniform controversy with the Pharisees, from the Sermon on the

Mount down to the final Woes. But this parable has too often

lost to our ears its simple power and grandeur, in consequence

of our neglecting, through our very familiarity with it, to trans-

pose ourselves into its scene and realise its living impression

upon those who heard it first. The simple narrative begins

with the every day occurrence of two men going up to the

temple ; though the sharp contrast which is suddenly called up

to the mind (a Pharisee and a Publican, sounding very much

like in India—a Brahmin and a Pariah!) would excite the

attention to a high pitch,- and lead the people to expect some-

thing anti-pharisaical in what was to follow :—though the righte-

ous man comes off very well at first, his thankfulness before

God seems well-grounded, and all that he says in his prayer is

Hterally true. The hearers around must have said—"Verily

they are just such, these holy men, even so do they in their

very hearts regard their righteousness ! And does not all this

avail before God?" Then comes forward in contrast with him

the penitent, broken-spirited Publican, and so graphically drawn

in his reality, that one cannot but say—Such a Publican must

often have exhibited just that same penitence, since the kingdom

of heaven commenced among men. Many among the listening

people (for this parable we feel was spoken openly before all)
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might say, yielding to their first impulse—"Now this poor

sinner will be a^so justified and accepted with the other;" and

with what a flash of sudden amazement would they hear the

supreme utterance of God's own decision on the prayers

—

This

man justified and not that ! This unveiling of their hearts before

God is almost like the sudden withdrawal of the veil of Hades in

eh. xvi.; onlj^ that the prayers themselves, the contrast of which

must have seized all consciences, had prepared the way for it.

Yer. 10. Two 7nen go up to pray

:

—in this simple introduction

the right hearer will discern the aim and spirit of the whole ; for

whatever one man may be in the estimation of others, "his

name hath been named already, and it is known that it is maw,"

that is, a sinner before God, who " cannot contend with Him,"
but must sue for mercy (Eccles. vi. 10). The Pubhcan's prayer

is the only true prayer, not simply as the genuine expression of

a first repentance, but also as the continuous ground of all

prayer. But the name of God is not at once uttered, it is left

to the petitioners themselves : they go into the temple, that is,

their contemplated "praying" appears at first as a similar exter-

nal work in both cases ; the process of the parable w^ill show,

whether they both did actually go to God and truly pray to Him.
And it was altogether right in both cases, for the house of God
is especially a house of prayer, and remains so even in the New
Testament, where, however, Solomon's word concerning coming

to hear (Eccles. iv. 17) has much more weight than in God's

ancient typical service it could have, before the Word of recon-

ciliation was set up. A Pharisee and a Publican—this sounded,

to the people long bound and habituated to the teaching of their

judges (their Gooroos, to refer once more to India), very much
like—A pious man, a saint; and a right proper sinner! We
can scarcely realize vividly enough how astounding was our

Saviour's declaration of war against the Pharisees; not less

directly in the teeth of all prejudice and habitual custom than

when afterwards His servants went forth announcing among
the heathen,—that their gods were no gods ! For the specious

sanctity of such devotees is more dazzling, and less revolted

against by the instinct of the conscience, than all the names and

glories of false gods.—These two men presenting their prayers

will probably suggest Cain and Abel (just as at Matt. v. 23^

—
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but which is in that case Cain? The Publican, who yet strangely

dares to tread the sanctuary ? Let us hear what and how they

pray, and mark how great a difference there may be in the pray-

ing of two different men.

Vers. 11, 12. The great man has appropriately the prece-

dence, and he was first named. But before we hear him, w^e

must look at him, and so livingly reproduce the scene before our

eyes. Then follows immediately, and very significantly for the

ears of those who hear aright, 'TTpog iccvrov, whereas we should

have expected Trpoffev-x^sadcct Tpog roi^ hov ! The prodigal

son came zig iavTov, the unjust steward pondered prudently Iv

iccvTM, this man turns back again still, even wdien designing to

pray to God only, ^rpog iavrov—these are three not capricious

gradations of the expression. But we must not, if we rightly

understand this, construe the TpoV lavrov wdth 'irpoariV'/^TO, for

that would not harmonize wdth the tccvtcc additionally following:^

but it belongs to the ara&iig, as the corresponding fjbuxpohv

iffrcog shows ; and both design to set before us the two men in

the most expressive manner, as the Lord proceeds to set forth

their several prayers as heard by God. What then may be the

precise meaning of (rrahig, standing alone, in regard to the

former ? Alford thinks that, as contrasted with the iaroog after-

wards of the Publican (who stood merely, and remained as he

came in), it is equivalent to placing himself in position (answer-

ing to being seated of the other usual posture)—in a studied

place or attitude. This is involved in the expression, as we shall

presently admit, but scarcely in the expression as it stands alone

and without the additional clause, which, apart from that, will

not harmonize with -rpoo-^jy^sro. Externally the position of

both seems just similar, for each stands apart by himself—but

what a difference under this seeming similarity ! We must

^ Thus neither with Bengel—^peues se ipsum orans, sibi auscultans^ quasi

neminem ferens sibi proximum (he supposes—ne Deum quidem in orando !)

—nor invalidating the real emphasis which is in the expression, as Olshausen

does : 'Trpoarivx^ro Trpo; tccvrou simply as equivalent to ''sVa "^tts. Alford leans

this way, giving dyxvuKTovvrsg 'jrpog kuvrovg^ Mark. xiv. 4, as a parallel

:

but the plural there makes the case very different

—

among themselves. "We

may obviously suppose that he did not utter his prayer aloud in the temple,

without resorting to this ; and it is very wide of the truth to interpret it,

that he did not dare to let such a proud prayer be heard I
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somewhat anticipate in order to catch this striking trait in the

delineation of their character. 'Ecro/j in itself indicates tne

prodigal's unstudied stariding immediately after his entrance into

the sanctuary; indeed it is almost left uncertain whether the

fear-stri(*ken man entered at all dg to kpov ; the (jbafc^okv might

be taken in a more emphatic sense—He dared not enter in,

deeming himself unworthy ; for his earnestness in prayer looked

towards the sanctuary of God, from which his humility felt itself

justly excluded. On the other hand, the (rradstg signifies some-

thing intentional. Be placed himself (chap. xix. 8)—and we

naturally ask, where and for what purpose ? The answer is

—

in a separate place, alo7ie by himself, which 'TTpog iocvrovy as the

external expression of an internal involution in self, must

imply ; even if, as Rosenmiiller observes, Tpog iavrov should

never mean solus or seorsim, like zocd' iavroVy this lies in the

symbolical significance of the word. Thus it is not as von Ger-

lach says (though otherwise rightly interpreting)—" he placed

himself apart boldly, in his usual place ;" but he turned only to

himself (not to God), withdrawing himself into himself (from

others), consequently carefiilly retreating from the impure neigh-

bourhood of the other despised offerer of prayer whom he met

there, exhibiting himself apart, as much as possible, from all

others as the w^orshipper, the righteous man (as the Publican

terms himself the sinner) ;—thus he stands not, properly speak-

ing, before God at all, but only before men,^ and does not even

confound himself with other Pharisees, who are included among

the " other men" of his prayer. It was an offence to him, at

first, that he was obliged to go up with the Publican at all, and

with all the more solicitude, on that account, he takes his own

proper place.^ Thus both stand apart, each for himself; but the

one is designedly in the spirit of pride turned to the contempla-

^ So that the same sense comes out vrliich has been sought in Trpocnv^csaSeci

Tpog sotvTov^ only more conformably with the occasion and the phraseology.

2 Does the Lord mean to say—separated from the unclean Pubhcan

according to the usual custom ? Grotius denies this, and says—nam mos

id ferehat, ut publicani in atrio Gentihum, Pharissei in atrio Israelitarum

starent. But it is this very custom which our Lord paints, only that He ex-

hibits this Pharisee, who would have a distinct atrium justorum for himself

Apart from other people, as carrying the matter beyond mere custom.
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tion of Jiimself, the other involuntarily in the spirit of humility

remains far off from that God in heaven whom he truly suppli-

cates.

And now for the so-called prayer of that one. Tojyra ^rpoc-

YiVy^ro—profuse and stately enough, at least in comparison with

the Publican's 'hkyiiv bursting from the depths of his heart in

one deep sigli, concerning which we might suppose the Publican

himself saying—" Alas, I a sinner also went up (but once, or

this time in full earnest) to pray ; but as I stood there, I could

not pray^ I could only utter one word—God be merciful to me
a sinner !" The Pharisee is not thus embarrassed :—let us hear

him ! First comes the unrestrained and bold invocation of the

name of God—so far well, happy they who lay hold of their

privilege of entrance into His presence !
'^ I thank thee"—that

comes next, and, as it might seem, still better ; for is not thank-

fulness to God proper, and seasonable, and blessed in all places

and at all times ? The angels only praise God, they have at least

in their happy sufficiency nothing to pray for ; we men have to

thank God for the double benefit of creation and redemption
;

and that may be a high and heavenly prayer which, forgetting

petition, lifts up before the presence of God thanksgiving alone.

Still more : this holy man praises not God for any earthly blessing

which might have been vouchsafed, nor for any common benefit

or aid such as less pious men than he might be ready enough to

acknowledge to God's glory ; but he thanks God for this, that

he commits not sin, that he is not a sinner like other men. And
is it for God's grace that he is thankful, that grace which had

brought him to this, which had saved, and purified, and preserved

his soul from sin ? Ah no, far enough is he from that; for what

read we next? That I am not as other men are—in this treach-

erous, this presumptuous am, the wretch within suddenly shows

himself as he is ; and all that good beginning is resolved into

mere hypocrisy and factitious conventionality of words I Only a

deceitful compliment to God, assumed to give his words the form

o£ prayer. We mark at once, as the degenerate prayer goes on

from worse to worse, why he has not anything to supplicate like

other men have, and why his "/ thank thee!" is a mere empty

form of words, in which God only is the receiving party. Genuine

thanksgiving, even if it begins, must proceed onward to confession
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—for I am worthy of nothing, less than the least of Thy mercies.

Turn to 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10, and see how another, once Hkewise a

Pharisee, thanks in genuine gratitude the grace of God that he is

what he is, a labourer above all the rest of the Apostles. But our

Pharisee knows nothing whatever of sin or of grace in relation to

himself. "I am a righteous man fundamentally, and since I am
such, I was never anything else." The wretched man intends to

pray, and has made his beginning with "O God;" out since he

finds himself wanting in nothing (nay, out of his external tccptoc

oVos zTa)(jjOci he can give his tribute), he passes by praying alto-

gether, and proceeds forthwith to thanhsgwing. But even in this

there is nothing but himself for him to think of, himself, the com-

plete and consummate Pharisee is all :—that he is not like other

men ! Yes, it is even literally—not SjffTTsp ol XoiTOt tSjv kv-

OpcuTTojv ; for he despises rovg XotTTOvg totally and in mass. There

are only two classes of mankind in the presence of God, and him-

self alone constitutes one ! If we do him injustice, his own
foolish lips are to blame :—indeed he seems to have lost all pro-

priety and rational understanding in what he tells his God.

Alas, thou prodigy of mankind, thou single and preeminent

mail I didst thou not go up as man to the temple to pray, and

art thou no longer a man like other men ?

Let us hear further :—who are then the other men, like whom
he is not ? Nought but sinners ; and he can most magisterially

describe and condemn them in all their forms. And does he

then so accurately know all other men, far and wide, their life

and their hearts ? As to their hearts, he thinks as little as he

does of his own ; but he has seen sins enough externally com-

mitted among them (that is assuredly true !) ; in himself, how-

ever, he has seen none (and that, alas, God pity him 1 is true

also). Extortioners they are—selfishness places thatyZ/'s^, mam-
mon being its supreme good, and the aggression of others upon

that being the most grievous offence ; we will leave it unde-

termined whether there is here a secret sideglance at this Publi-

can, whom as his abhorred fellow-worshipper he has in view

from the beginning. Then come the unjust of manifold sorts in

common ; and then again immediately (for he must sum up

hastily in order to arrive at himself), that one more great

scandalous sin may be named—very familiar to his thoughts,
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though he repels it from his own soul,—the adulterers. But

the enumeration is very far from running through all the com-

mandments and prohibitions :—idolatry at the beginning, and

evil desire in the heart at the close of the decalogue, never occur

to his thoughts. If we could suppose God to answer him by

setting before him the true catalogue, with the question appended

in each case

—

Art thou not such thyself? at least in ^ly sight ?

then might a revealing light have penetrated to his soul, and he

might have recognised in himself the extortioner, and even the

adulterer (according to Jno. viii. 9, and especially in the spiritual

meaning). But he has never allowed the word or prohibition

of God to speak to his conscience, and therefore he can speak

to God wdth yet greater confidence ; reaching the climax of his

presumption when he scornfully points with his finger, and

utters those fearful words of vanity (Is. \v\\i. 9 ; Prov. vi. 13)

—

Or even as this Publican ! In all this he condemns himself;

for it is his miserj^, not to be like other men who are conscious

of their sin, and that he does not pray like this petitioner stand-

ing before him. Invading God's prerogative, he gives judg-

ment before either he or the other had been answered ; he has

no eyes and no feeling for the humility which loudly speaks in

the external appearance of him who was truly praying ; for what

is prayer to Jiijn, what can he know thereof even while he is

appearing to pray? Thus his inmost thoughts come franklj^

and plainly out into expression in this first portion of his prayer,

—in that he is no hypocnte, but " sincerely trusted in himself

that he was righteous, and therefore he tells that to his God in

the prayer which God alone heard." (Wesley.) The Saviour

shows in this parable, how " the internal character of the soul

reveals itself in prayer, that is, when it is uttered not according

to prescribed forms, but in its owui words and without dissimula-

tionr (Roos.) There is a profound gentleness in the circurri-

stance that this parable, which graciously would create shame
in the sinner by the promise of mercy, does not exhibit one of

those hypocrites who could never have undertaken to say before

God that they were not as other men, but one of the better sort,

one who in his profound self-deception may he regarded as sincere}

^ "And in tliat fasliion there are sufficient found to imitate this Pub-
lican, as they pray their Our Father ; they have heard the word that God

VOL. IV. U
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The Lord makes the experiment with such an one, whether he

would learn wisdom by seeing himself thus exhibited in a glass

(for the parable is doubtless intended for Pharisees generally);

and to His disciples He exhibits such a character in parable,

confronted with which the sincere " God be merciful to me a

sinner!" might lead some of them to smite upon their breasts,

and be a deductio ad ahsurdum. In the hearing of men, many
Pharisees among His own disciples might be very ready with

their " merciful to me a sinner
!

" at the same time that they

think in their hearts, " I thank thee that I am not like the child-

ren of the world and other natural men : "

—

both a mere form of

speech, the first in that case the worst of all.-^ This man here

under the law has not gone so far ; He would, indeed, justify

himself before God (ch. xvi. 15), since he altogether forgets

that God knoweth his heart—and how ill he succeeded in that

!

He places the abused name of God first, which taken in vain

at once condemns him ; the lying thanksgiving follows ; and,

finally, his contempt of others, and uncharitable condemnation

of his neighbour whom he sees before him in God's presence,

makes evident the groundlessness of his 7rs7roi0'/;(Ttg ; as the

violation of the second table ever presupposes a trespass against

the first.

But the Pharisee-prayer has also a second part, a second table,

in which the beloved I, not like unto other men, must come

forward with its evidence, and impute to self all its authentic

righteousness ; so that instead of receiving his thanks God Him-
self must conversely be made its debtor. (Isa. Iviii. 2.) After

he has repelled every imputation of violating the prohibitions,

he does not pass to the positive ordinances of rectitude and

mercy (not knowing anything of these, as it seems) ; but,

is ready always to forgive poor sinners, and they have learned to smite upon

their breasts, and in word and gesture closely to copy the Publican, so that

one might swear, even they themselves might almost swear, that they are

precisely in the state of this poor penitent. But all, meanwhile, is mere

deception ; they are Pharisees like the other, no better." So Luther in his

sermon, fundamentally expounding the narrative as a parable.

1 For " this self-deception, such a self-justifying estimate of self is

possible, without any rank hypocrisy : it is to be found, alas, only too

often among so-called excellent and sincere men." (Zeller, Monatsbl.

1844. Nr. 10.)
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making a great leap over this chasm, mentions at once the

works of supererogation I His prayer, as a whole, may be

variously arranged. First of all, he shows what he is, then

what he does, and yet again what he gives. Or it may run

thus : My conduct to my neighbour—all this I am not ! My
service to God—I diligently fast, and beyond the command-
ment ! My fulfilment of the law—I go beyond its require-

ments, tithing even in things doubtful ! (ch. xi. 42). He now
reaches the end, and knows no more ; even the alms (which,

indeed, might be part of the fasting) are remarkably enough

pretermitted while he thinks of his mint and cummin ; as to his

official duty to help other people, so that they may become such

as he is (Acts xxvi. 29), of that he has not the most distant

thought. Even the fasting, which should have led to his internal

mortification in order to true prayer, he despatches or achieves ^

twice in the week as a work of supererogation (Mondays and

Thursdays beyond the commandment, according to the then

custom). On the Sabbath itself he enjoys all the more com-

placently his meal ; and the question may arise, whether or not

with apTCiyyj za) ccK^ccffia, Matt, xxiii. 25. (Thou Sunday-

Christian, dost thou pray only once in the week, when thou goest

into the temple?) Finally, in his beautiful conclusion, Tavra

o(ra, ZTaJfJjKi, he reposes serenely, over against the God whom
he invokes, on his mammon {jactat possessiones) ; as we
popularly lay the emphasis upon the last word—of all that I

possesb ! When we look narrowly it is not yJiKr^yjOLi, but

x,roj(J!jai, that is, " of all which I acquire, obtain by my efforts,

produce;" thus making the words still worse in their signifi-

cance, for he procures for himself all that he possesses. Even
this zrojf/jcci, which might have at last driven him to a repetition

of his thankfulness for what God had given him, stands in blunt

contrast with his svy^ccpt/TTai aoi :
—" TJianh thou me for what I give

out of my acquired possessions!" He can connect God and his

own poor, wealthy /with its appendage, much more comfortably

to his own mind than can the Publican, whose own probably

^ And, indeed, without much difficulty, like the Romanistsjiow. "What
was easier in the warm East, and where the day ended at six, than to fast

a whole day? The great meal of the day would be in the evening."

(Braune.)
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not inconsiderable itavTOL Zaci ztSji/jCH begins to weigh down his

heart.

Ver. 13. That the proud worshipper had most formally and

ceremonially prayed, with uplifted eyes and hands, we ma^

gather from the contrast which is now given :—the humble man,

remembering in the temple God and His throne in heaven (Matt,

xxiii. 21, 22), and the invocation of that God being a great

reality in his mouth, regards himself as unworthy even to lift up

his eyes (Ezra ix. 6. Prayer of Manasses ver. 9, comp. with

Prov. XXX. 12, 13) —ovh\ rovg 6(p^aXiJi^ovg, not even his eyes, not

to say his hands, which the Pharisee stretches forth as a model

statue of devotion. We strongly doubt whether it may be said that

" the Publicans in Jerusalem were not so utterly godless, but

that they remembered to go up to the temple at the time of

prayer;" for these "sinners" had the reputation of not being

hypocrites in their sinful life, and the appearance of a Pubhcan

in the temple might have been a very infrequent thing. The
Pharisees were at home there, and their piercing glances would

repel all whose thorough earnestness did not drive them to the

house of prayer ; and, as a rule, he also whose profound sense of

need did not urge him would the rather absent himself, as his

coming w^ould never be imputed to him as an act of righteous-

ness w'hile he continued a " Publican." But this one has come

under the mighty impulse o£ sl first repentance, and as the whole

makes evident, has gone up his sorrowful and burdened way; so

much the more does the nearness of God in His sanctuary seize

upon his spirit, so that it seems to him as if every man who be-

holds him sees into his sinful heart with the eyes of God Him-
self^ The concentrated pang of deepest shame so keenly afflicts

him, that he, without well knowing what he does, adopts and
uses the ceremony of repentance in profound sincerity—he

smites upon his breast, as the people did afterwards under the

cross (ch. xxiii. 48)—with the ancient expression of sorrow and

^ Remark, that the Lord vindicates yet the sanctity of the temple as the

house of prayer, and does not make the Publican pray there in secret.

(Bahrdt was very infehcitous in his observation upon this ; commending
the Pubhcan because, rejecting aii positive rehgion, he is exhibited as

uplifting his heart to the great AHfather, with an humble sense of human
infirmity

!)
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bitterest complaint, see Nah. ii. 8, comp. with Lu. viii. 52, xxiii.

27 ; Matt. xi. 17. Uhi dolor, ibi manus. He has looked in-

wardly, and feels that God looks inwardly to his sinful heart

;

and therefore, as he w^ill not lift up his eyes, so he will not open

his mouth to recount and confess his individual deeds, the count-

less sins of his life : it does not enter his mind to come before

God with an enumeration—This, and this, and this, have I done !

For that might be, as, alas, it is with many—But other things

I have not done, sometimes I have done good things, I am not

altogether sin and evil ; believe that, O God ! Ah no ! he does

not even dare to say, in all the full bitterness of the word, what

he most unconditionally avows and gives to be understood—I am
a sinner. To!j afJjCcprcoXcu—in this r^^ there is not the compari-

son which cold observation has detected in it

—

tm kciS V7rsp(^oX^v

afJjCxpTcoXM, Oh no, he makes no comparison here !. The Phari-

see, although (TTiyjBig Tpog iccvTov, casts his eyes around, to mark
who was present to behold him ; but the Publican has no glance

to throw anywhere, he thinks of no other person under heaven.

He is thus saved from the error of beginning to think—" Would
that I were like other holy and righteous people, like this Pha-

risee !" " To the Pharisee all are sinners and he only is righteous

;

to the Publican all are righteous and he only the sinner.""^ There

stands the great word in the parable, in all its luminous force, for

ever uttering its mighty testimony from that broken and smitten

heart ; a word which the Pharisees pass by ancj never find, and

which the disciples of Christ are tempted too often to forget to hold

fast, as the Apostle Paul did, to the end of life

—

I the sinner!^

^ Which Thomas Scott, on his death-bed, most impressively remarked

upon. Alford (against GresTvell, and without noticing Scott's life, which

mentions the circumstance) denies any emphasis in this r<y, with that philo-

logical tenacity which he sometimes manifests. The parallels to which he

refers, ch. vi. 24 and xi. 46, are not decisive in his favour. At least ch. vi.

24 retains a similar emphasis ; and the singular here is something quite dif-

ferent from the general distinction of a class by the article.

2 Westermeier in his Fortsetzung der evangelischen Hauspostille von

Uhle. Roos, too, says with great simplicity, and for our time almost pro-

phetically—" The Publican does not say, I am a creature dependent upon

God," etc., etc.

^ "We do not agree with Lange in his contradiction of this general view

of the parable:—"The first repentance and conversion is not depicted
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But before this word of penitence has escaped from his over-

charged breast and come to his lips, h\^faith has ah'eady discovered

how it may be uttered before God without despair. His shame

is not fear or horror ; for he, ignorant PubHcan as he was, has

apprehended and understood better than the scripture-learned

Pharisee, the gracious promises of the earlier covenant ; and he

has embraced them with his heart. Be merciful to me ! Thus
does he urge in his prayer, most probably witliout knowing it,

the beginning of Ps. li., and in the selfsame spirit of penitence

and faith. He places this between God and himself the sinner

;

and thus, with infinitely more boldness than he was conscious of,

he perfectly fills up the wide gulf between. Whether in the

expression used to that end, ikda&riTi {ikdazzd^ai, e.g., "iM Heb.

ii. 17), we have here intimated a hioidedge on the part of the

Publican of a " necessary propitiation " in order to the forgive-

ness of sins,^ so that we may ground upon his words, as a locus

classicus, our dogmatic theories, is exceedingly questionable.

It is assuredly at first no more than the unbiassed apprehension

in his correct feeling of the term of the Israelite phraseology

for the forgiveness of sins, M^hich afterwards his better knowledge

might explain. As elsewhere the Sept. has a(piivai<> and very

commonly 'iXzcov shui (see e. g. Heb. viii. 12), for ni^D (con-

donare, properly disburthen, remove the load, cognate with vho

and ?7D), so also we find it translating sometimes lKd(TfcZ(T0ccty

as in Ps. xxv. 11 ; Dan. ix. 19. Let us not disturb, by our pre-

mature and inapprapriate dogmatizing, the incomparably profound

and affecting unity of this most simple of all penitential prayers,

which condenses into its heartfelt brevity the quintessence and

sum of Ps. li., and which is either the easiest or the hardest

here, this Publican is ah-eady a man of prayer ; all through his pious pil-

grimage his petition would be ever for mercy, and even as a ripe beUever

would thus enter into the house of mercy, profoundly humble." Quite true,

and beautiful as an apphcation for us—but as the first meaning of the

parable ? The Lord makes use of well-known characters, when He speaks

of a Pharisee, and a Publican ; and no man would have thought of such a

rare thing as a pious piiblican^ ripe in faith ! The whole representation

assumes that he comes for the first time, and stands before God as a type,

the sinner.

^ Comp. e.g.^ Sanders Papstthura, S. 35, according to which the Publican

thinks of the typical mercy-seat in the HoUest :—^hardly !
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prayer, as it is apprehended by the heart. For the heart of such

as this Publican it is for ever easy and obvious enough ; almost

the only perfectly sincere outpouring of the most internal sorrow

and supplication of the wounded heart. One glance upwards^

which the heart sends without the eyes—one glance inioardlij,

where the sinner has sinned against heaven and before God—one

groan breathed upwards again

—

nothing more—brings down the

reconciling grace for his justification : then can he joyfully lift

up his eyes, and utter now his own genuine—God, I thank

Thee!

Yer. 14. And now let us feel the sublime majesty of this Akyco

vf/AV in the mouth of the Son of man, as it indicates God's

answer to the respective prayers of these men !
" / tell you, for

I know ; I have seen, I have heard, all this, in many such a

case, and in many such prayers." The Lord not only knoweth

what is in man, but what also is in the heart and counsel of God
concerninor man : here He shows Himself to know what God
worketh in men, and what He giveth to them. The Publican

h justified, the sinner is acquitted and pardoned, as soon as and

because he has sighed for it. The simple, and indeed singular,

ri S/CsTvog is probably the true reading (quite corresponding to ch.

XV. 7) ; but the MSS. have variously changed it for ^jVgp, ?} yap,

etc. ; and many are even of opinion that Trocp szsTvov or vTSp

\yMvov was originally found in the text. The yap which Gries-

bach admitted, would simply, according to Winer, indicate the

question

—

Or the other ^ But this so entirely disturbs the em-

phatically decisive distinction between the two, that even Winer
prefers the emendation ^rsp. Suffice that its most obvious

meaning is assuredly just the simple Hebrew jp, and means to

say—this man was justified before the other ; that is, the other

was not I For which Luther aptly compares Matt. xxi. 31.

How could such a Pharisaical prayer as the one here described,

attain to any kind of htzatova^cci ? The man literally supplicated

nothing, least of all justification ! We cannot therefore imagine

how von Gerlach can say that " all justification before God is

not denied to the Pharisee, he is only placed below the Publi-

can !" Was it then that he had only ^'little forgiven" in his

thoughts, like that debtor in the other parable, which is incor-

rectly paralleled with this ? When the application of the parable
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can Ije safely detached from its original historical- typical figure,

as it Is described in the strongest lines by our Lord, and we can

clearly discern how far the "Pharisee" may reappear among our

Lord's own disciples, then shall we be able to see the milder force

of the not undesigned comparative expression.^ If a hshzataj'

fjbsvog again begins to trust in his righteousness (Ezek. xxxiii. 13,

'Trk'TTOihi), the consciousness and the possession of justification

begin to depart from him ; and he recedes in comparison with

the Publican who comes first before God. Therefore despise

not such, and never forget that the same grace which ye have

received is ready to be offered to the very first and faintest /Xa-

uQriri of the most abandoned reprobate, with the same fulness of

love which ye yourselves have experienced.

The contrast and conflict of the two great parties which our

Lord so truly describes, goes on through all ages of the church

and people of God ;—the trusting in icorks and personal merit

down to its most subtle forms, and the appeal to free, uncondi-

tional grace. Most assuredly our Lord takes one side in His

decisive word ; and as it respects the great demarcation of cha-

racter before God, this alternative holds good in all its rigour.

But w^e must be on our guard against perverting the parable,

and ourselves distributing all men dogmatically, as they are

actually found in various degrees of progress towards that great

final demarcation, into the two classes, whose extremes stand

here before us in their two exemplars ! The young man, for

example, who comes forward a few verses further on in the same

chapter, who had kept the commandments, and to whom,
nevertheless, something is lacking, is in truth neither like this

Pharisee nor like this Publican, but his character is conceived as

in the intermediate transition. Finally, in its deepest principle

we think that they are not always " two different men " who
thus "move onwards to the courts of the common temple ;"^

—

but they oftentimes come together in one and the same man, so

that the Pharisee and the Publican put up together one marvel-

lous prayer. Not merely as Westermeier has it, " The mouth

1 Which Tertullian reproduces—^justificatior Pharisaeo. Cyprian—magis

quam ille.

2 To use the language of a miserable hymn, which has been fabricated

upon the sv^ords of our text.
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often says—God I thank Tliee ! but the self-seekmg heart turns

round and gives itself the glory. The confession is—We are all

sinners ! at bottom, however, all are indeed sinners, but ourselves

not." But in the poor heart itself the two voices conflict with

one another long after regeneration, like the accusing and ex-

cusing in the natural conscience. And it is the masterpiece of

the Divine grace to consummate at length the great distinction

between the two : His (jja'/C^oOv[Jjicc bears, forgives, and heals,

even when as yet it does not find t'/jv 'ttIgtiv, the pure trust and

reliance upon the foundation of grace without any pharisaical

corruption. It is this which the great utterance at the close is

designed to teach us, concerning the being exalted and the being

abased, which we have already expounded upon Matt, xxiii. 12,

and Luke xiv. 11. In Luke xiv. it proceeded from the expres-

sion of pride or humility, but here their internal principle and

root is disclosed ; Matt, xxiii., how^ever, shows for the warning

of the disciples themselves, that the exaltation and abasement

embraces a long process, and many various degrees, before the

end of either is attained.

Another feature there is which must not be overlooked. The

Publican went down to his house :—this is not intended simply to

round off the narrative which commenced with their going up to

the temple; but has a significance of its own. And, first of all,

the Lord thereby commends, by a silent antithesis, the Publi-

can's having sought God's consecrated place of prayer, and not

having hastily sent up his prayer at his receipt of custom, or in

his chamber. Or if the reader thinks commendation here too

much. He does not blame him for it. Further, this Kari^ri in

its strait connection with hihizaicof/uivog indicates that the Lord

refers to the consciousness of both, in which the one experiences

and is sure of his justification, the other not. Thus the Pharisee

goes down as he came, without having silenced that evil con-

science which, in spite of all his candid pride, secretly troubled

his peace ; indeed there impends over his head, while he thus

continues to exalt himself, a fearful humiliating blow which will

finally ahght upon his head, and crush him into the dust. But

the Publican, although he returns to his old dwelling (that is,

as a bye-thought, although he remains a Publican)
j
goes on his

way as a new man, no more a sinner ! Justified at first, he is
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therein, and it will be soon manifestly seen, sanctified also

;

furnished and ready now to say—God, I thank Thee, that Thou

art merciful to me ! In this gratitude he performs all good

works, of which he had promised nothing, for grace now begins

and goes on to exalt him. He gives to his God not a tenth

merely, but all that he has, all the pleasant fruits which now

grow in his new paradise. (Cant. iv. 17.)

THE TARRYING WITH ZACCH^US.

(Luke xix. 5, 9, 10.)

According to His design, the Lord had only passed through

Jericho, as the 5/^p)^sro of St Luke intimates at the beginning,

thus harmonisinop the accounts of the two blind men whom He
met on entering and on departing from the city,—see our re-

marks in Vol. ii. But, always seeking souls, a sinner suddenly

arrests Him in His way ; and in order to ensure the finding of

this soul He very gladly interrupts His ^ii^yj(j&c/j to interpose

His ^il (JjZ fjjzivai. And behold there was a man, civtj^ and not

a'^dpa^TTOC, that is, a man of consequence, for he was a chief

among the Publicans.^ And the same man (Erasmus : et idem,

in addition) was, as it appeared, rzc/i—yet did he desire to see

Jesus ; and that not with Herod's curiosity, but with a longing

after salvation which places him by the side of the Greeks in

Jno. xii. 21. He was nearer to Jesus than those poor strangers

at the feast, but has been long in beginning to concern himself

1 "We may leave it "witliout damage uncertain, wlietlier an actual farmer

of the revenue, a puUicanus, or only a chief receiver of the revenue (a comp-

troller who received the dues from the jJortitoribus and rendered them to the

general-farmer). Although, according to the rule of the Romans, only

a Roman Eques was generally a farmer of the revenue, yet we find in

Josephus that Jews sometimes attained to that dignity—hence it was quite

possible in the case of Zacchaeus. (The Jewish name is found 2 Mace. x.

19 ; Ezra ii. 9 ; Nehem. vii. 14.) For the rest, Jericho, as a great mart and

place of transport, and then on account of its dates and balsam (on which

there was a special impost), might well be the seat of a general office of the

Publicans.
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about Jesus; his time, however, is now full come. It is strange

that he had never yet become acquainted wdth the person of this

fi'iend of publicans, whose passage through that country so near

to Jerusalem, must have been frequent ; but we find that he

would see rig hffri, though the sequel shows that he was in-

fluenced by a deeper feeling than merely that. He is not poor,

and not needing the Lord's help like the blind and the lame

who fly to the Son of David for compassion ; but his soul is the

seat of that penitence of the publican which impels him to seek

for grace. He must have heard much of the kindness and the

strictness of this Jesus, who had not long before called Lazarus
out of his grave ;—but now he will and he must see Him for

himself. And what then ? The excellent Schubert (in the his-

tory of Jacob Haufer) does him injustice when he says that the

desire of Zacchgeus was to have a good view of Jesus. Probably

it was his design afterwards to venture on such an approach as

that of Nicodemus, or in some other such wav as mio^ht suit

him ; what might follow was indistinct to his mind, fo?^ the pre-

sent he would not intermingle with the company of His followers,

certainly not press forward into the immediate presence of Jesus,

for he does not presume to think of detaining the Lord w^ho is

passing through, by publicly and pressingly obtruding his own
heart's need. Thus there is a befitting humility in this emi-

nent man, who deems that an invitation to his house would not

be honour enough for the Lord ; a kind of diffidence of the

right sort, the first commencement of a coming like Nicodemus

from afar. At the beginning of His official career Nicodemus
comes to the Lord from the high council, at the end of it

Zacchseus comes from among the publicans. Zacchseus has

less in him than Nicodemus, for he will merely at the first see,

and not approach—so it would seem ; nevertheless he has at

the same time more than Nicodemus, and is more easily en-

tirely w^on. The publicans enter before the pharisees, sinners

before the righteous, and this is once more seen here ! As a

token of his inward earnestness, better th^ai Nicodemus, Zacch^us

comes in open day, in the middle of the town ; although not in

the presence of all the people (for he runs before), yet not with-

out spectators, for the high official is not above climbing into a

tree as one of the curious, sight-seeing multitude. As he was
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little of stature, he thought that among the people (h.'xo like |p

instead of gWa) he could not attain his end;^ there was no

stone, no block, to help (as Pfenninger expresses himself), nor

was it necessary, for there grew the sycamore tree just athand.^

He hastens to climb up, that he may have a secure place before

the crowd comes ; and thus behold Jesus, unmarked either by

Him or by the multitude.

But he is seen by Him, who also beheld a Nathanael under

the fig-tree. When Jesus came to the place. He looked up—
why did He this, for there was no imaginable occasion to do so ?

He teas sensible of his presence there—as Luther's translation has

it, but the bBzv (like the i^a^y, ver. 41) includes a looking before

the descrying. The Lord perceives the man who was as much
as possible concealed, penetrates the secret of his heart, calls him

by name, invites Himself to his house :—now the Lord was not

accustomed in such journeyings to look up into all the trees, or

to oifer His visits to those who were wont to gaze at Him from

their branches. Thus it is not " petty and foolish, to seek any-

thing wonderful in all this" (as Schleiermacher scrupled not

before his auditory to say) ; but there is in it a real wonder of

grace, the guiding providence of the Father guiding a soul to

His seeking Son. The Lord might indeed in the ordinary way
have known the name of this chief among the publicans, and

might indeed have seen and remarked the man who nevertheless

knew Him not ;^ but that He should now look up, and find him

in the tree, still more that He should penetrate his heart in order

^ How often does the multitude hide from us the person of Christ ! The

multitude of the indifferent, the followers without earnestness, the watching

enemies ! These are the true little of stature^ however lofty and great, who
are so " petty of spirit, that they cannot even leave the crowd, in order to

see and to seek the Lord." (Gossner.)

2 The sycamores are not very high (that would have been unsuitable in

this case), and therefore all the easier to ascend ; hence travellers report

that they are often resorted to for pleasure, and beds hung among their

leaves. Gossner says further—" Little soul, is there then no tree grown for

thee, which thou mayest ascend, and thine eyes behold Him who bringeth

srtZvafiOTZ to thine heart?"

' That he acquired the man's name (as Neander thinks possible) from the

people standing round, having observed him casually, is not to be supposed

:

—any such interposed question cannot be conceived of in the account.
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in so extraordinary a manner to offer him salvation, sui passes

most assuredly what is purely natural. Zacchceus ! Thus He
calleth one of His sheep by name, crying into his inmost heart

—I know thee, I know what thou desirest ! Thus does He
summon the diffident man with wholesome promptitude to

announce his decision before all the people ; and overpowering

his fear, invites Himself to the house to which He had not been

invited, thus anticipating in His grace the desire of the man who
had not dared even to draw near !

^ Maize haste, and come
down. Not altogether without a gracious though shght blame

of the strange method which he had taken ; we may indeed

symbolically generalise the words :— " Leave all thy own inven-

tions and devices in thy fearful coming—/ come Myself to thee .'"

Climbing up and coming down, everything has its time

!

Zacchceus had gone before in haste, but the Lord is more in

haste than he ; for there would be no time for any later visit,

this was the last passing through Jericho, and now was the time

for one last testimony before His entrance into Jerusalem, one

final public testimony to all the people before His passion, in the

conversion of a publican. I will come to thee at thy house, where

thou wilt better see Me and hear Me ; I will tarry, and interrupt

My journey by resorting to thy dwelling ! (MsTva;, equivalent

to KaToXvtrat, ver. 7.) Not merely I will, but / must. What
dignity in answer to every objection of precipitation and surprise

in this CTTivaag and 5s7; and at the same time what an impulse

of love, which testifies that it must be so, that it is bound thus

to tarry in the way ! For it is in the Lord's commission to act

thus, as it is stated afterwards in ver. 10.

Zacchseus is not terrified, protests nothing good or evil, is no

longer ashamed ; but he is instantly won, and with joy receives

his high guest, whom he may lead to his home. Each had found

what each sought—the Saviour and the sinner. But that the

Good Shepherd has found a stray lamb, that the Merciful One
should now begin again to exhibit His mercy, excites new mui-

which gives the looking, the seeing, and the address, simply. Any such,
" What is that man's name?" would be altogether inconsistent with the

dignity of the everywhere typical conduct of our Lord.

1 The only case in which we read this, but not, probably, the only in-

stance in which it so occurred.
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muring among all the beholders of this remarkable scene ; that

is, of course, only among that all which was composed of mere

beholders, those who were accompanying Him, ch. xviii. 39,

and the inhabitants of Jericho. " He is gone to be guest with

a man that is a sinner ! " Oh wretched and blind people, tc

murmur at that ! An ar/j^^ but yet an a(jj(x,^TcSKog because a

publican, and even a chief among the publicans—there is the

deep-seated delusion of the people, condemning the whole class

without any respect to the character of the person. On another

occasion they might have spoken more respectfully of an ap;^/-

TzXoovrig, but now, as it has to do with Jesus, he is no more tc

them than a rsXcur/jg zccl afMa^^rc^Aog.

The narrative, which is itself hastening towards Jerusalem,

leaves it to be understood that between vers. 7 and 8, we are

to interpose the whole time of the zaTCikvffai ; for Zacchseus

cannot have advanced so far as to speak as he did, before the

Lord's visit, and as it were precipitately at the very door.

There is more than this presupposed, also, in the Bi(rrjX0s, and in

ver. 11, just as in ver. 28, the journey is regarded as continuing.

Schleiermacher thought, like many before him and after, that

the ycara7^v(T(yj must be taken as a tarrying over night (which

the people hastily presumed when they spoke) ; and consequently

that it was on the next morning that the proceeding of ver. 8

took place.^ But the ff'/jfjjspov, ver. 5, did not stand in such

close connection with the [Mlvai as this assumes ; rather must

we regard the (rrjfjjSpov, both of ver. 5 and ver. 9, as indicating

that one and the same day of grace which had come to Zacchgeus

and his house, and which was so prominently intimated already

in ver. 5.^ A sojourn through the night would scarcely have

been so hastily dismissed in the crrahlg hs ; and ver. 28 con-

tinues the record of the hripx^TO after the interruption with a

definite sf/jTrpocTOsn.

But what must the Lord have spoken in the house of Zacchseus,

whether His visit were for one hour or many ! This host cer-

tainly acted more like Mary than Martha; for withwhat confidence

of new life does he stand forth, after salvation has come to him !

" With one that is a siiiner—do the people say ? Yea, verily I

1 Many even add that it was the Sabbath, and a day of rest.

3 This Neander urges against Schleiermacher.
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have been a sinner, but He, whom ye blame for not having de-

spised me, hath taught me righteousness." Thus as a new-born

child he justifies the wisdom of God, thus does he bring the

quickly matured fruit of a still repentance which had received the

blessing of grace, in a public avowal of penitence, of faith, of

new-found righteousness. He does not address the mockers

—

for whose sake, however, now at the close, he speaks these words,

not within the house, but outside (azovovrojv avrSv ver. 11)

—

but his new Lord, from whom he cannot separate himself, whom
he joyfully calls his Lord, and in whose honour, and to whose

praise he now makes his vow before the people. In his wealth

there is much unrighteous mammon, and much of other men's

goods, the restitution of which in the proper place must be ever

impossible ; his conscience teaches him what the parable w^hich

he had not heard had counselled to converted publicans. Not
indeed all that he had, but yet the half he gives to the poor :

hiha)f/ji is distinctive ; it is as good as if done, for he now assumes

an obligation before the whole town, the poor of which will soon

claim its fulfilment. And if I have taken anything by false ac-

cusation,^ I restore fourfold ! and for meeting his official respon-

sibihties, as the Lord had not called him from his office, he

retains the other half. It is quite clear that the g;' rivog ri does

not involve anything like a bold challenge (as 1 Sam. xii. 3),

or even express a doubt whether any such could come forward

:

but, on the other hand, it is equally clear that he is not conscious

of overreaching having been his common practice, and it is his

intention conscientiously to watch against it in such matters as

had afforded occasion for it in his earlier thoughtlessness. In

every case in wdiich I have overreached, I will make compensation;

if I have done it (alas, indeed, sometimes), here let a new right-

eousness begin ! Now, then, he is a righteous man according to

Ezek. xxxiii. 15. Now does he voluntarily and joyfully deter-

mine to do more than what the law, which grace does not super-

sede, requires of him.

^

^ '2vKo(pxvrs7'j^ usual in Sept. for p-?, retains here as in chap. iii. 14 the

subordinate idea of apparent right ; connected with self-interested informa-

tion or denouncing.

2 The reference to a Roman lex de furto which prescribed fourfold resti-

tution disturbs the significance of this beautiful saying, and is not strictly
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The Lord answers, as He was addressed,

—

Tpog avrov, actually

speaking to Zacchseus ; but with an indirectly expressed testi-

mony to those who are around, He confirms in His good pleasure

the confession and vow ; rather He crowns it by the fullest assur-

ance wdiich He now gives, putting it upon its right foundation,

and at the same time appends a testimony to His own Person.

The new righteousness of the sinner has a good foundation—
thus must we understand the not unmeaning ori.^ Salvation is

come, for the Saviour has entered ; hence there is joy in the

tabernacles of the righteous. (Ps. cxviii. 15.) Again there is

almost an open—/ am He ! almost a gracious illustration now
in the last days of His life of His name of Jesus. This day, for-

sooth, for other days will now soon come ; at the same time, now

first to-day the day of grace hath dawned upon this man and his

house ! It was before—To-day I must abide in thy house ; this

is not all that the expression now involves, but it gives an intima-

tion to Zacchseus, that he must henceforth guide his whole house

to salvation and peace ; comp. ch. x. 5, 6, and what Was said

upon Matt. x. 13, 14, in Yol. ii. The reference to the house as

the foundation, as of human, so of political life generally, and of

the church to be raised up, begins thus early to occur in the

Lord's discourses, and then runs through the entire New Testa-

ment. Do ye despise him as a publican ? But I say unto you
—he was yet a lost sheep of the house of Israel, though given up

by you in your loveless bigotry, having his own claim to the

Messiah, the Shepherd :
^ and now he is in truth through faith

a recovered, renewed, and genuine son of Abraham. (Comp. ch,

xiii. 16.)^ The Son of man is come for Israel, and indeed for

pertinent, since there was a lex de publicanis whicli was content witli the

restitution of the simplum, after the expiration of a year. The law of

Moses (Ex. xxii.) requires only in a special case, ver. 1, fivefold and four-

fold restitution (hence 2 Sam. xii. 6) ; else, as in vers. 4, 9, only-a doubling

was required in compensation, just as was customary in Athens. This

Zacclireus goes beyond, and doubles again.

^ " Just because this day salvation has come to this house !" Lange.
2 1 have not gone in to a Gentile !

^ This view of the losing and finding again justifies the second sense, with-

out any necessity for a ysyoi/s having been used. Most strangely did Eras-

mus refer the uvros (in which the oc.fA.upTu'hog dvvip of ver. 7 is evidently made

prominent) to o/'x.a), translating—eo quod et ipsa (domus) filia sit Abrahse J
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the world at large, not only to save the lost sinners generally as

ye all are, and those given up as lost by yourselves (as this pub-

lican was), but also to seeh them, to enter in unto them before

they can invite Him or receive Him. Thus we maj^ dogma-

tically say, in a sense not to be unconditionally exaggerated, that

" compassionate love effects as well the beginning of the higher

life as its full consummation, so that all is its work." But we
have already declared in relation to this utterance, and now
freely repeat it, that God seeJcs in man something which comes

to meet His eternal love with the susceptibility of receiving it,

and with all His seeking is far from always finding it, and con-

sequently that it is not always produced by Him.^

PARABLE OF THE SERVANTS OF THE NOBLEMAJN WHO GOES
AWAY TO RECEIVE A KINGDOM.

(Ch. xix. 12-27 [Matt. xxv. 14-30.])

The disciples themselves were involved in the erroneous ideas

of ver. 11; and that notwithstanding all the Lord's declarations

concerning His impending passion: see ch. xviii. 34. The Lord

^ "We may be permitted in a note to remark upon the wise and compre-

hensive discrimination which selected the history of Zacchseus for the Gospel

of Consecration-day, in connection with the Epistle, Rev. xxi. 1-5. In

the latter we have the consummation of salvation in the new world, the

tabernacle of God, of which all houses of God typically prophesy ; in the

former, the gentle commencement of salvation in the individual, in the

midst of the confusion of the old world, in the hastening of the Redeemer

to His cross. There all is new and openly revealed, here we have the new
heart with its first confession wrought by secret grace. There is the taber-

nacle of God,- here our own house, whose best guest is the Son of man abid-

ing in it. There we have the word of preparation for the bride's throne, here

the first call of the Saviour for the seeking of the lost. What would be this

salvation, if it did not come to me and my house ? This is the beginning

to that end—behold the tabernacle of God among men ! Hence also the

intimation to press through the interposing tumult of the people, to press

forward to Jesus Himself; the exhortation to charity to the poor; the

mention of external sonship, the priority of the seed of Abraham; and

finally, in the background, the warning of judgment against the old Jeru-

salem. Two exhaustive ecclesiastical Pericopse !

VOL. IV. X
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therefore adds a public and plain parable in connection with His

public departure from Zacchaeus ; not the only instance of es-

chatological discourses, first pronounced in a wider circle, and

then reiterated to the disciples : see Lu. xii. 36-46. Jesus has

just testified (not in the house of Zacchaeus, but at his door,

where the people, not having dispersed when He entered in, were

awaiting His egress, comp. ver. 28) for what purpose He had

come, and what was the true acoTTj^ia for the children of Abra-

ham. And as they heard such things, so contradictory to all

their expectations of the Messiah, He appends to this utterance

before the people a parable, which should be also an appendix

to all the previous announcements of His passion and departure

which the disciples had heard. This is the meaning of 'prpoadsig

SITS and rccvra, ; the latter is not intended to indicate that He
had previously continued to speak on the subject. The excite-

ment of expectation is strained to the utmost by His public

approach to Jerusalem, where His avowed enemies were gathered

to wait for Him ; and He speaks of His coming death but as a

setting out on a journey from which He wull return. Thus He
shows how this first coming of the Son of man to seek the lost,

this coming of salvation into the hearts and houses of penitent

sinners, is related to the expected kingdom of Him w^ho was to

come. He gives, further, to the converted Zacchaeus, an admo-

nition similar to that which He had given to the converted pub-

licans in the parable of the steward ; only that as his conversion

had been a deeper fact, and he had already, by anticipation, dealt

rightly before all men with his unrighteous mammon, the Lord
at once passes over to the administration of spiritual goods,

which in that parable (ch. xvi. 10-12) had only been hinted at.

The h \\ayjaTM 'Tricfrog here, ver. 17, is intended to recall that

discourse
; just as we have the cities here instead of the habita-

tions or tents there.

When in Matt, xxv., after a short interval only, the Lord
repeats what is here said to His Apostles, we must understand

Him as impressively intimating :—It still holds good, and ye

must not forget what I said before in Jericho to all the people

and yourselves ! And in St Matthew the delivery to the ser-

vants on occasion of the setting out becomes an actual fact,

while here it is a prophecy. This relation of the two discourses,
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as well as all the fundamental ideas of the essentially similar

parables, we have already discussed upon St Matthew. The
side-glance at the punishment of the citizens who protested

against His dominion, as well as His entrance upon His king-

dom, is there omitted ; and these, with the other variations of

the parable, have their profound significance, as we have already

shown.

Yer. 12. Is E'j/sv?;?, private man of eminent lineage, not a

^aaiKivg by birth, and his (^aaiXsia therefore a subordinate

jurisdiction ? Assuredly not, but the word contains a concealed

(Jtjziaffig with reference to His heavenly origin. The kingdom

here spoken of belongs to the Son of God, a born King, as an

Allodium ; it is, on the other hand, a Feudum which the Son of

man is to receive : there remains the testimony, too, that in the

person of this Son of man these hozouprsg (ver. 11) have actually

before them their future King. Nothing is said here of a going

away to receive a kingdom in another place, in heaven (as Koos

mistakes) ; but it is a departure in order to receive the crown

and return. The groundwork of this part of the parable is

derived from the political relations between the power of the

house of Herod and the superior authority of Rome. Herod,

under the government of Antigonus, journeyed to Rome, pri-

marily and ostensibly seeking the (BccffiXsia, for Aristobulus,

but was himself consecrated king in the Capitol (amid idola-

trous rites !), and after three years of troubled war, obtained

possession of the kingly authority with which he had been in-

vested—an exceptional instance—as no more than a private

tvysr/]g. And, more to the point, his son ALrchelaus, mentioned

in his will, went first to Rome, where the emperor adjudicated

between his claims and the claims of Antipas, mentioned in a

previous will. But the Lord's kingdom is confirmed before the

highest throne on manifold grounds of right :—as the Son of

man He is invested or rewarded with the crown, for His worthi-

ness' sake; as the Son of David He receives the patrimonial

heritage, which belonged to Him from eternity as the Son of

God by right of eternal birth. The going away to heaven, to

the Father, is a Tropzvsffdo^i eig X/^pocv i/jcczpdv ; for that world is

an actual region opposed to this, and we cannot but think of

ch. XV. 13, where the departure of the son from his father's
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house into the world is similarly described. Not merely is

^' heaven, to many confessors of Christ, a far, unknown, in-

different land" (as Lisco here preaches); but Christ Himself

anticipated the hard journey of death through the rent veil of

His flesh.

Yer. 13. It has been already remarked that the ten of His

(collective) servants is equivalent to the article in Matt. xxv. 14,

and has the same meaning, as also in the case of the ten virgins
;

Schleiermacher incorrectly supposes that these servants might

not be the highest, and not the only ones. Every one who ad-

heres, in fidelity and obedience, to the future King, and thus is

distinguished from the opposing citizens, is in the widest sense

His servant and true minister ; and is entrusted with office and

work in the preparation of His kingdom. Hence it is not the

Twelve whom the Lord mentions ; for then the people would

have thought of the Apostles, and Zacchseus would have deemed

himself excluded. In the meantime the departing Lord puts

into the hands of His adherents a little authority and a slight

gift, as the test of fidelity ; and this appears under the figure

(almost like a parable within a parable) of a sum of money to be

traded with.-^ The question may arise whether the i^vcl is the

Hebrev/ mina of a hundred shekels, or the Attic of a hundred

drachms (about £3 of our money) ; but the parallel of the

talents, and the general selection in the parables of money then

current, are in favour of the latter. In relation to the Lord

and Tcarot rrjv Ihtccv hvvocfJbtv every one received alike; in relation

to others there is a difference in each case :—and this is indi-

cated by the variation in the parable as repeated. " Occupy,

trade till I come—in power, judgment, and recompense ; " em-

phatically said in contradistinction from

—

till I return. So at

least in the common reading ; more properly it is, perhaps, kv u

sp-)(^Mf/jCct— While I am departing and returning, while I am on

my journey.

Ver. 14. These lesser gifts, to be used in calm diligence, the

^ lipccyf^arivia&cci is found as the peculiar expression for commerce in the

Kabbinical i*^'^'??;^?^ 'Trpctyf/.ctrdci (even Eccles. v. 9, etc., in the Targum),

G'^u'Oi'^S, 'Kpa.y^a.nvZt &*"il3'''t2'25^3, 'TrpocyfA.cx.rivryjg^ etc. The conjecture of

Michaehs, who detects an error in the translation for snisia portiones, is re-

futed by vers. 16 and 18.
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King lias apportioned to His faithful ones ; instead of weapons,

against the rebellious people, who will not bear His dominion,

and whom He bears with for a long time, till His return. Sin-

cerus Bibliophilus (Die Leipziger Religionsfrage : Wie diinket

euch um die Hollensfahrt Christi ? Magdeburg 1844) finds here

the descensus ad inferos intimated, and understands by the far

country the region of the dead—but this is a well-meaning error.

The above is the only view which suits the receiving of the |3a<7/-

Xg/a, the establishment of which is regarded as upon earth.

Elsewhere the Lord has hinted at the descent into hell, as in

Matt. xii. 40, and most plainly in ver. 29. The confused state

of the Jewish land, split up into factions, and vexed with parti-

zanship, had led to a deputation of fifty persons being sent to

Augustus to complain, though vainly, against Archelaus—(who
had restored the country w^asted in war, especially round Jericho,

where he had built himself a stately palace) : and thus does the

Lord illustrate the enmity of His people, of the TroKiTcci of His

^ccaiXeia, as being a solemn and formal protest sent against

Himself to the throne of God ! There was in ver. 7 an outbreak

of this enmity, which would not have the Saviour of sinners

(ovTog, ch. XV. 2) for the Messiah ; but here the Lord signifies

the utmost daring of their contradiction after His own death

{p'jrlaa) avrov), the opposition of Jerusalem especially to the

apostolical witness :—this reaches the presence of God,^ and is

regarded by Him as a 9rp2(7|3s/a, is received at once, and rejected.

We must note the scornful rovrov, and the ov &iXo[jjiv which

gives no reason for their complaint—" He is contrary to us, he

is not a persona grata, we hate him, for all his love
!"

Vers. 15-19. See upon St Matthew the notes upon what

recurs there. The S'7rcx,viK&{iv x,ai involves in itself an obvious

iymro, for the supreme liege Lord, the Father of the Son, re-

ceives not, like Pilate, the protest of those who hate His Son.

But He having received the kingdom, does not at once return

in all His authority to take vengeance upon His enemies ; but

graciously judges and rewards first His own especial servants,

dependents, and confessors. Oh that He had only to praise and

^ This feature in the parable refutes the exegesis of the little book before

mentioned—which in itseK may be highly recommended. "What would be

a protest sent to Hades ?
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reward! The hocTrpccyf/jareOsffdcci, which only occurs here In

the New Testament, means elsewhere—to propose, undertake,

arrange, and execute a plan, but passed naturally like negotiari

into the meaning of negotiando lucrari; just as we might say

—

what business each had carried on. And, with reference to the

verbum simplex in ver. 13, we might attribute to the 5/a the ad-

ditional idea—what each had carried on in the meanwhile, through

the whole intervening time. The faithful servants humbly and

rightly ascribe the increase, not to themselves, but to the Lord's

pound

—

TrpoffBipyacraro, "See what Thy seed has grown to!"

But the Lord did not seek the rozog for Himself, as He might

seem to do by His accommodating Himself to the delusion of the

slothful one (ver. 23) ; but the diligent retain their acquisition,

and receive a great reward besides. (Let the designedly strik-

ing TO apyvpiou of ver. 15 be rightly understood, and further the

JW yi/co—that He might know how each had acted therewith.)

In St Matthew the first dispensation of gifts is various, and the

reward of increase the same in all ; here, on the contrary, the

pounds are the same in the case of all the ten, but the reward is

different. And this is a significant variation for the two sides

of the question, according as the difference of the result depends

upon more or less diligence, or otherwise springs from equal

diligence in the use of differing gifts. The former is made pro-

minent here, and therefore the second does not receive, as in

Matt. XXV. 21, 23, similar commendation with the first, but

merely a brief pcoci av yii^ov. That which is elsewhere promised

generally to the V'ttofjAvovrsg as a av[jj^o(,(rikzvziv (2 Tim. ii. 12),

appears here as a manifold gradation of dignity, for the more

mediate future of the kingdom is here spoken of.^ The cities,

the government, the administration of which the King now dis-

tributes to His tested and approved servants (much more than

the receiving into habitations), are indeed in the territory of the

rebels which has nevertheless become His kingdom ; and con-

sequently indicate a further continuance of their active service,

in the analogy of their former service, in the established and

manifested kingdom. On the one hand, this distinguishes it

1 " Ten minse would scarcely purchase a house ; and the superabundant

recompense of grace is ten cities
!

" (V. Gerlach.)
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from the final consummation of all In equal glory ; but, on the

other, it may not be said that even now " the servants are ap-

pointed to rule over the hosts of the enemies of Christ." For

the enemies are already destroyed, rooted out of the land ; there

remains between them and the servants only the great middle-

class of the undecided, hitherto not led to salvation ; among

whom the true " vicegerents of Christ " will have enough to do,

while they are spreading the holy land over all the earth. liev.

ii. 26, XX. 4 (Ps. cxlix. 6-9, in a good sense). It will be easy,

peaceful, and blessed work with them, to rule, and feed, and

guide home the remaining sheep, when the wolf is gone, and

Satan is bound

!

Vers. 20-26. References to wrapping up and depositing

money or other precious things in handkerchiefs are frequent

enough ; what might be subordinately hinted at, o^'er and above

this use, in the (TOvMpiov, we have mentioned already in Vol.

iii. ; though the word, its etymology being forgotten, designates

a handkerchief of any kind. J. v. Miiller's note " this is the

body "—may be regarded as trifling, just as is Chrysostom's in-

terpretation of the earth in Matt, xxv., as the earthly sensual

heart. The indolent leaving unused, the foolish hiding up, is

the gist of the figure. The judging of the wicked servant out of

his own mouth and confession, generally a common principle of

justice (Job xv. 6 ; 2 Sam. i. 16), has an application here dif-

ferent from that of Matt. xii. 37 ; for here it is the mildest judg-

ment, which, accommodating itself to the position of the defence,

finds the crimination even in that. The TrapscTTMrzc are essen-

tially ministers of the King distinct from these servants, who
execute His commandments, and who are brought with Him

;

that these venture the objection—Lord, he hath already ten

pounds (and ten cities besides !), is not to be attributed to oblique

envy, but to mere astonishment at the strangeness of the judg-

ment. Thereby the great distinguishing principle which follows

in ver. 26 is only prepared for and made prominent ; and in

such a manner that the Lord Jesus makes a sudden transition,

in the interpretation of all, to Himself as the fiocfTiXzug.

Ver. 27. Thus, in His own person, majestically making the

prediction present. He pronounces now this judicial sentence

npon His enemies; instead of which we significantly find, on the
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repetition of the parable in the circle of the disciples, the (here

presupposed) casting out of the unprofitable servant. " My ene-

mies, citizens who should be My subjects, who consequently are

rebels against My Qaaikzla—My hand now findeth them out

!

(Ps. xxi. 9.) They would not My dominion unto their salvation

—I judge them out of their own mouth." (Chap. xiii. 34.)

But this involves a most fearful irony, for there is another jSac/-

Xev(TCii which they must endure !
" Since they would not have

the Lamb, the Lion will tear them."

And when He had thus ppohen^ had thus judicially in His own
revealed royal person decreed the destruction of His foes—He
vent onward to Jerusalem, there to deliver Himself up as the

paschal Lamb into their hands !

THE ENTRANCE INTO JERUSALEM : THE STONES CRYING OUT.

THE GREAT DESTRUCTION.

(Luke xix. 40, 42-44.)

We have already explained upon Matt. xxi. 2, 3, and must

here assume as known, the desicrn and sicmificance of the Lord's

kingly entrance into Jerusalem, this first and last public and

festal proclamation of His coming and honour ;—as partly in-

tentional on His own part, and partly permitted with regard to

others. Some, the most audacious, of the Pharisees, although

they do not venture themselves to suppress the voices of the

multitude of His disciples, reinforced by the multitudes of the

people, yet appeal to Himself and require Him—not to permit

such impropriety ! Not so much that " they were filled with

anxiety, lest the great outbreak should take place at once," but

vrith infatuated, scornful bitterness :
—" Suffer not thyself to be

called that which thou art not ! Take heed to thyself, we warn

thee of the shame and the punishment which the beginning will

involve !" For all this He has the right answer at hand.
" Should these whom ye call My disciples, but all of whom I do

not reckon as such, as they now encompass Me with shouts

—

keep silence ? I say unto you^—you who not only hold your

peace, but even protest—it is nevertheless the voice of truth in
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their mouth, this IoqcI testimony, so hateful to you, is decreed

for this time, it must be so and for your sakes ! This blind

people—Oh that they were all ^ly true disciples and subjects !

—know not what they cry,^ but are constrained to bear their

witness this day. Therefore, I tell you—lacking them the stones

must cry out, would proclaim in your stead and in theirs, what

the great question is between Me and Jerusalem !"^ This is,

primarily, a common proverbial expression, similarly humiliating

as in Matt. iii. 9 ; comp. 2 Pet. ii. 16. " Ai'e ye then of stone,

that ye feel not the truth, and haraionise not with it ?" Yet we

are not to understand in the 7Jdoig, " even the most obtuse

"

(according to Neander), stony hearts to be aroused ; still less

(according to v. Gerlach) that God, if humanity remained in-

sensible, would give to inanimate nature hearts and voices for

His praise ; or, as Hess puts it in the strongest way, " these

stones around, which have witnessed so many of My deeds, echo

of themselves My honour and My praise !" But the indication,

immediately following, of the stones of the temple and of Jeru-

salem to be destroyed, ver. 44, gives us the right clue to our

Lord's meaning when He uses the prophetic future :
—" These

will soon cease with their Hosanna, without any injunction of

Mne, they will soon exchange it for Crucify Him I fulfilling

your desire, and obviating the danger you fear—but the7i will

there arise a very different witness to ^ly kingly power, which

will cry out very differently against your unbelief!" For in the

background of this proverb there hes a hint of a saying in the

Scripture, which we must consult in connection with this passage.

The prophet Habakkuk, after he has announced, in ch. ii. 4,

life to the just by faith, and the opposite to all proud opposers,

when He that cometh will come without delay,^ turns in ver. 5 to

1 Not " seized by a sacred inspiration," else we should have to understand

this word as a prophecy from Divine impulse.

2 The Fut. 3. Pass. KiKoot^ovroci is in this verb the usual form instead of

the unused regular form ; as in other cases, when the Perf . acquires the

signification of the Present, it is also used,—formed from the dor. verb.

^.iKoayo). Hence it is not necessary or proper to refer to the Attic signifi-

cation of this paullo-post future—it should and it must so be. (Erasmus :

mox clamabunt.)

8 See my exposition of this passage, as cited in Heb. x. 37, 38, in the

Hebriierbrief, ii. 74.
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the prediction ofjaclgment upon Babylon, yet in such a manner

as to include in his far-reaching threatenings a denunciation of

similar doom upon unbelieving and unjust Israel. What woe

should then break in upon the empire of robbery, upon the

magnificence founded upon spoil ; how should then the fearful

account be demanded ! For lO^tpny, ver. 6, is not thick clay or

mud, according to the Syr. and Vulg. (as also it is rendered

D^D h^ 2V in the Eabbin. Commentaries), but as the Targumist

rightly expresses it—^nin P]ipn pigneratio, copia seris alieni quod

quis contraxit. Now must the spoil be rendered back ; suddenly

rise up ^^DtJ'J, that is, with prophetical double-meaning—those

who bite thee, and thy creditors ! Thou shalt be robbed of that

which thou hast robbed—in righteous recompense. The nest on

high is not secure enough. Ver. 10 says—Thou hast consulted

shame to thine house, brought disgrace wilfully upon thyself, by

cutting off many people ; thou hast thereby sinned against thy

soul (comp. Prov. viii. 36), or, thine own soul, thou thyself hast

sinned, and incurred this penalty—which better suits vers. 4 and

5. And now for the words of ver. 11 : For the stone (each one)

shall cry out of the wall, and the crossbeams of the woodwork

shall answer it, agreeing to testify against thee ! These are not

the stones and the beams of the cities laid waste by Babylon,

which complain against the destroyer (as in Sallust the devastated

walls, and burnt beams of Saguntum manus Punicas ostentabant),

but the firm and well-built stones and beams of the house, vers.

9, 10, built in wickedness, of the city, ver. 13, established in vanity

and bloodguiltiness,—"proclaim the guilt and shame of their origi-

nal." They should cry out and witness (comp. ch. f. 2) ; and that

not merely as poscentes justitiam a Deo ut suo loco restituantur

(as Burk quotes), but in the laying waste of their bootless labour

(ver. 13), when the individual stone comes out "T'lpp, and every

beam }^j;^, they will cry out ; and the doom will bear witness of

the guilt ! But the Lord will then appear in His holy temple,

that all the earth may keep silence before Him ! ver. 20. Let

it be observed, then, with what profound significance the Lord

uses this expression to indicate the destruction of this Jerusalem,

transformed as it were into Babylon ; how in this preliminary

word He already announces the judgment which presently comes

distinctly before His contemplation.
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The jubilant cry had begun when the procession reached the

KOcroi(^cc(rtg of the Mount of Olives ; the Lord comes now nearer

and nearer to the citi/, as it is here termed not without emphasis,

the holy city, the city of God in its external glory. He beholds

it from that very position where afterwards it was beleaguered

by its enemies, at a similar paschal feast. His eyes, which every-

where look for faith, which had looked through its streets and

into its sanctuary for faith in vain, now beJiold the city near,

and in its naked reality. No external appearances of glory,

where the way of peace is not known, can deceive Him ; no

Hosanna of His disciples can give Him joy, for thus cometh He
not and the kingdom of God. In the midst of the acclamations,

which He does not repress, His heart breaks out in lamentation

over the people of this city and the city of this people—Have I

been so long with you and ye have not known Me ! Do ye thus

surround Me with Hosannas, who will so soon crucify Me ?

Not that a "silent flow of sorrowful tears mingles with the

general festivity;" not merely that He ehcczpuffSVy as in Jno. xi.

35; but much more than that, He 'izXavffev, iveeping with the

lamentation of consummate sorrow, and stt aurfjv ! It is said

in the letter of Lentulus that Christ never laughed, and we could

believe that; weep indeed He did, much oftener than we know
of. At the grave of Lazarus the Lord saw Mary weeping, and

the Jews who were with her weeping too ; but here He alone is

the weeper amid the universal joy. But now, as then, He thinks

not of His own honour or of His own sorrow ; the tears of the

sympathising High Priest even now, before Gethsemane, concern

our sins, which are His sorrow and His heart's deepest woe.

" The man of God wept "—that was a great thing as said of

Elisha, when he beheld in spirit the evil which Hazael would

inflict upon Israel. (2 Kings viii. 11.) The Son of God wept

over the guilt and doom of Jerusalem and her children—and

that is infinitely greater, a f/jVffrfjpiov '7rpo(popi?c6i>, to which cor-

responds an Ivhtd&zrov in the depths of the (TTfkayyyoc oIzTtpfJtjcuif

Tov &iov. Love, after doing all in vain, can only weep ; were

God to become man. He could but do this ; rather God is man
here and therefore weeps.^ In what multitudes of His members

1 Compare the beautiful observation of v. Gerlach, against the error of

universal restoration, as ajjainst the other error of predestination. Jesus
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upon earth have these tears since continued to flow ! And " how

many have been converted by these tears of our Lord, in the

place of those who would not then convert!"

Ver. 42. Passion permits no parable, as Hess remarks, and

mighty indeed is the passion which seizes the Lord's heart, when

He first looks upon the scene of the events which were then to

transpire. But the first, and the predominant question, is lamen-

tation ; just as in Matt, xxiii. the undertone of lamenting love is

heard even amidst the predominant anger against those who
would not be saved. The construction of the former clause with

OTi and g/ together is to be narrowly observed. The on, coming

first, gives, as it were, an answer to the astonishment of those who
saw and heard Him weep :

—

Therefore I weep, tliat is the cause

of my tears ! The g/ is evidently equivalent to utinam, as in the

Sept. for V, and as in Lu. xii. 49, xxii. 42. Luther's transla-

tion by wenn (if) involves the easily perverted, and often abused

idea, that apology, and not accusation, is to be sought here. In

truth, this is a lamentation, the bitterness of which is its accusa-

tion. Nor is it right to say that our Lord here regards their

guilt "in its mildest form as ignorance," for He has already

spoken in ver. 27 of their not willing and their refusal; conse-

quently He here means no other than wilful, self-condemned

ignorance—else wherefore the terrific judgment? Ah if thou

hadst known—only then wouldst thou have escaped the judg-

ment—then could I have saved thee from it ! Even thou entire

Jerusalem—is this in contrast with the multitudes of disciples

who were greeting Him as their King ? ^ Scarcely : for even

these Hosannas were not the result of a real knowledge, and it

is this word which has here the emphasis. Or does the Lord
oppose the preeminently corrupt inhabitants of the metropolis

(as Hess thought), to the Israelites who followed Him from

Galilee and the land generally ? We think not, for to us this

pccct involves no such comparison. The Lord is thinking alto-

gether and only of the citi/ over which He weeps, as the elect

did not weep through " shortsighted grief," instead of contemplating the

ultimate disappearance of all sin and all misery. Eather does He give ex-

pression to God's sorrow over the lost

!

^ Or—Thou also, as thy King. (So Lange, though far-fetched and con-

fused on the whole passage.)^
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metropolis and nevertheless the murderess of the proj. hets, about

to reject and slay the Messiah Himself. The first kolI conse-

quently signifies—O that thou especially, whom it concerns and

who needed it so much ! (for even tliou^ or it is no other tlian

thou who art blind !) The following Kaiys then adds—^And

truly, or even now at least in this day of final invitation ! In

this thy day. To interpret r/fjjipu as merel}* time, is also inexact

;

for although all the rjfjApcci rov viov rov avdpcj'Trov constituted one

great time of grace " for which two thousand years had been

preparing " (Tholuck), a zcctpoc ryjg I'lriaKO'Trrig as afterwards

more generally embraced in ver. 44, yet the Lord had now in

His soul this one last day of gracious offer, the day of His en-

trance into Jerusalem as a King into His own city—not without

allusion to Ps. cxviii. 24. This was thy day ; then came thy

King to thee yet once more in meekness, as the Prince of peace,

offering peace to thee :—and yet thou remainedst in thy enmity,

discernedst not toL 'irpog slp'/;vrj'^ crov, and knewest not to be the

true Salem of thy Melchizedek !^ Oh what could not the Lord

have done, what achievements wrought, with this excited people,

had He only become, but not in righteousness, thei?' King and

their Messiah ! But it was not this which would subserve their

peace—this He knows, but not they ! Therefore they plunge

themselves into ruin through their foes, instead of receiving His

peace. This last and vainly obtesting lamentation repeats now
at the end what Moses in the beginning (Deut. xxxii. 28, 29)

had proclaimed and denounced against this people. But now it

is hidden from thine eyes—although thou seest with thine eyes

" thy King riding upon an ass "—although thine eyes have seen

the wonderful works which are praised (ver, 37), and among
them the resurrection of Lazarus ! (Jno. xi. 18, 19.) It is hid

through thine own fault, according to the righteous judgment

of the Father, who can make His revelations only to babes.

(Matt. xi. 25.) Hidden from thee is thy sin. My salvation and

My peace, hidden from thee the word of prophecy in thine hands;

hidden therefore is the swiftly coming judgment. For this

1 Not only Sepp, but "Wetstein also, recognises the profound allusion to

the name of the primitive, holy city of peace

:

—Utinam quae diceris Jeru-

mlem re ipsa esses Jerusalem, ac videres ea, quae pacem tibi prasstare

possent

!
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latter is i.ot to be excluded, as the continuous on of the follow-

ing verse shows. The Lord takes this last expression from

Isa. xxix. 9-12 ; a chapter to which His ensuing announcements

point our attention.

Vers. 43, 44. " Because thou hast neglected thy day, the day

of peace, days of conflict, tumult, and abasement will come (as

ch. xxiii. 29)—they will break in with frightful horror upon

thy blind security," as is expressed in the additional STi (re.

Now comes the plain and undisguised description of those days,

as they are even now before His eyes ; the tres gradus angus-

tiarum in living presentation, as they lead to that final con-

summation—not one stone upon another ! IViine enemies—
thus does He plainly designate the Eomans, whose Caesar they

vainly prefer to their own King (Jno. xix. 15) : for they must

be understood in these words by every reader. Yet should it

not be alleged against Him that He does not at once name them,

since it is very far from His design to summon the people to a

conflict with that power to which He assigns the final victory.

They will cast a %apa| about thee, an encampment, a line of

circumvallation, most firmly fortified ;—not always the case in

sieges, but predicted here in expressions which have a typical

meaning, even as they were literally fulfilled in due time. Let

Isa. xxix. be consulted (on the prophetic reference of which see

Vol. iii.), where Ariel is threatened, the city where David dwelt,

in which year is added to year of vain revolutions of feasts.

Note there the "multitude of thi/ strangers" ver. 5) ; and (ver. 3)

^^*^ ^^^y ''^"l^*'!?
Sept., %,ai ^cckoj Trept (TB %apa;ia—which in its

first fulfilment, is again expressly remarked in Ezek. xxi. 22.

And from this verse is taken the TTipi/CVzXcuaovfftj which is carried

on in the (rvvs^ovcrt as 'TrdvToQiv, see there 1^^3. But it gives

also an echo of the old denunciation of Moses, ^nytJ^'bn '^ "ivni,

Deut. xxviii. 52. The avvix^iv implies an entire inclosure and

shutting in, thus anguish being added to anguish and without

hope of salvation ; and Titus, as we know, caused the entire

city to be surrounded by a wall of thirty-nine stadia when the

materials of the ramparts failed him. Ka/ kha(piov(n as—such is

the end of all thy proud magnificence ! 'E^a^/^g/v is generally

to cast down to the ground, and is then used of demolished cities

—to make them even with the ground, ai^so Karco (rrps<peiv. See
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Isa. xxix. 4, TpoV to £^oc(pog, and Deut. xxviii. 52, H*!"} ly. The
same word applies, in another sense, to the inhabitants put to the

sword, and in its most fearful meaning, to the little ones of Jeru-

salem dashed on the ground—see Ps. cxxxvii. 9 ; Isa. iii. 25 ;

Ezek. xxxi. 12 ; Hos. x. 14, xiii. 16, Sept. A spurious reading

referred the ri^uoc crov h (soi back to ver. 43, not being able to

connect with them the lhcc(pi%ziv. The Lord, who here, as eveiy-

where, utters the language of earlier prophetic contemplation,

concentrating all aspects in one human view, embraces in Tszvotg

a comprehensive meaning : first, by a usual expression, the in-

habitants of the city ; then the other children of the land gathered

together in one at the feast (at the fulfilment nearly two millions

in all) in the metropolis, as the sv (7o/ indicates ; and finally, the

actual children of this present generation, as appears in ch. xxiii.

28, 29, and as was firightfully realised in their khoi(pi%sii' after

the typical judgment denounced upon Babylon. (Ps. cxxxvii.)

Last of all, not one stone remains upon another—and of this we
have already spoken on Matt. xxiv. 2. Then indeed will the

stones cry out ; then will each one of them bear witness—I also

am from the walls of desolated glory, am a witness that He
whom this city rejected was and still is her King.-^

The close of the prophecy returns back into the commence-

ment of the lamentation ; but now with the wrathful judicial

word instead of the fruitless wish of love. " Ah, hadst thou

known ! Therefore, because thou hast not known ! Because of

that, and not because of all thy sin and transgression I If this

day thou wouldst receive Me, all would be atoned and forgiven."

But the Lord knows that this will not be, and therefore speaks

of the future as if it were the past : He embraces the whole time

preceding the judgment as the time of gracious visitation,

although He especially means the days of His manifestation.

There are for every land and every people, and even for every

soul, definite times of visitation, of which one must be the last

:

—hence it concerns all to know, as well the grace of the visi-

tation, as also that that grace has only its appointed time. Jeru-

salem knew neither, and was hurled to the dust—but her King

^ "WTien Frederic the Great asked Professor Gellert—What he thought of

Christ^ he replied—^What thinks your majesty of the destruction of the

city of Jerusalem ?
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and her Saviour icept over her ! With what joy will H^.^ <^^hose

love wept over the impending downfall of the old Jerusalem,

glory in the new Jerusalem perfected at last ! (Isa. Ixv. 19.)

Thus speaks Baxter ; but better still will Bengel's exclamation

on ver. 27 of the same chapter harmonise w^ith our thoughts

—

" O meek and gracious King ! But who will be able to endure

the sword of His mouth, when He shall be seen upon the white

horse (Eev. xix. 11)
!"

We conclude with the admonition which the mercy of these

tears of the Lord Jesus, sealing the grace and the truth of all His

sayings, urges upon many who will read this book. Know thou

the day of thy visitation, that so thine enemies, to w^hom thou

mayest now be betraying thy King, may not, in the judicial

anguish of death, encompass and hem thee in on every side,

tormenting thee till thou art cast down into the abyss !
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PEEFACE.

I NOW advance ^^•itll my readers, in this volume, which is issued

in a second edition, to the exposition of the most profound,

subhme, and distinctive discourses of the Lord Jesus, as they have

been preserved for us by His Spirit in this " the only true, and

gracious fundamental Gospel" The Lord is my witness, and

I take comfort in once more repeating it, that in entering this

innermost sanctuary, at the threshold of which we paused in

awe, I am conscious of a deep and becoming dread in the pre-

sence of Him wlio speahs, which throws its restraint upon all that

I write concerning His words. The Lord also knows that the

seemingly unmeasured severity with which I am constrained to

oppose many in this age, springs from a conscientious and lowly

subjection to Him, who Himself must alone vindicate His own

words.

It is, indeed, a lofty design, to expound the Gospel of that

Evangelist who, initiatissimus mente et tenacissimus' verhorum

Christi, has the special prerogative to enshrine in Scripture all

that the Logos made flesh, the only begotten of the Father, tes-

tified to the world concerning the mysteries of His person and

redeeming work ; as well as all that He finally poured out of

the depths of His own heart into the amazed hearts of His first

disciples, for the future interpretation of the Spirit of truth when
He should bring His words to their remembrance. Li a man-

ner different from the synoptical Gospels, the Word itself in this

passes out of the original letter into spirit, and is so raised and

glorified that the Word sufiers, and lives before our eyes. In a

measure beyond theirs, the presentation, according to the Apostle's
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mind, and the immediate outgoing of the Lord's own Spiiit, are

blended together : in this Gospel, indeed, they melt perfectly

into one. Whosoever is of the truth must everywhere feel the

breath of the Lord, who is the Spirit, and hear His voice crying

—Thus have I spoken, thus I speak ; and with all such this has

its full force.-^ We have not merely (as de Wette says) " certain

discourses of Jesus, which beam forth more than an earthly bril-

liance," but from beginning to end it is the heavenly light of the

testimony of Jesus to Himself, pure and unsullied as the Spirit's

influence through mortal mediation could give it. He who shall

fix his thought upon that special miracle of inspiration, by which

St John in his old age was enabled to present so luminous and

objective and living an exhibition of this dramatic Gospel, will

more and more unlearn and reject the indiscriminate use of the

expression, " Johanngean representation." On this account one

would be rather inclined to read with attentive mind only for

himself, and to beseech every other in the words

—

Tolle, lege !

Yet the dispensation of Christ's kingdom requires that they be

expounded in human words by one man to another, so that the

gifts of the Spirit in all may be mutually furthered and com-

pleted.

But where shall such exposition of such a word begin, and

where shall it end ; especially in a time like this, and amid

theology such as that which now surrounds us ? How shall we
win an entrance for the Spirit's testimony into the minds of men
such as we for the most part now find them, in their cloudy con-

fusion, or in their contemptuous self-defences ? All things in the

Lord's word are spoken to the conscience in order to faith, piercing

and convincing in order to life ; but the guides of our schools,

and not only they but those whom they have indoctrinated and

spoiled, resent it with indignity if the expositor speaks in the

spirit of the words which he expounds. What they want is a

mere grammatical, historical exposition which shall avoid all

^ Not, by any means, that in this Gospel John has superseded Christ

;

no longer a disciple but founding a sect of his own
;
going beyond the

Christ of whom he writes ! (Lange, Leben Jesu i. 101.) But Chilst bears

witness to Himself through John, and gives to His servant the pen of a

marvellous writer, and the power to sink deep into His Lord's word, and

work, and life, and person, and heart.
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interference with themselves, and leave their own hearts alone.

One must preserve, forsooth, the decent gravity of the teaching

tone ; and carefully eschew all " preaching," w^hile ev'ery word

that he handles is preaching most mightily and loud ! Again,

these w^ords are in themselves so pregnant, profound, inexhaust-

ible, and mystically deep, that the beams of the light of the

w^orld create in our sight, and to our blinded eyes, only the light

of the moon, and we have to wait for the eagle eye of St John s

final church before the full light of the Sun will shine. Many
readers, however, for whom we would gladly write, do not under-

stand this, and wdll only be contented with such sure results as

are perfectly plain and evident to themselves, with such a trans-

lation of the marvellous words into their own ordinary speech

as leaves no difficulty behind. We must give one single mean-
ing to every single word, to be measured by the narrow standard

of common reasoning, though the all-comprehending Logos is

speaking with all the fulness and profundity of His meaning

!

The poor expositor, aiming with as much precision and plainness

as possible to indicate the rich contents of one brief saying, finds

himself involuntarily drawn out into a manifold amplitude of

thoughts and words : but this offends our age ; the day of modest

folios upon the sacred text is long gone by, and the impatience

of the present day must have everything swiftly adapted to

pocket use ! Books are so much multiplied that there is no time

to read, to study any one in particular. Every author speaks

into the tumult of the market-place; and loses the attention of

that better class which he vVould address, because even these in-

nocently think it their duty to expand the range of their know-
ledge, rather than explore its depths. Once more, the plain

sayings which issue from the lips of Eternal Wisdom contain

tlie answer to all the questionings of speculation, the province

of which is essentially only to question ; they contain all the

treasures of that Theosophy which is conversant with the

mysteries of God the Father and Christ. But even the best

speculation of our day is, with few exceptions, deeply tinctured

with a pantheistic, deistic, or rather spiritualist infusion ; enter-

tains a kind of horror vacui (scilicet pleni) for all that is mystic

and theosophic ; and is thereby rendered quite unsusceptible to

the true perception of the mnermost realities of the words of
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Christ in St John ! In all these cases we cannot fall to give

offence at first, rather than assistance : we must not only be

prepared for this in many instances, but, however desirous that

it were otherwise, must make it our purpose and aim.

Feeling, as I did, that in dealing with this Gospel the method

and style must necessarily be somewhat different from that which

was appropriate to the more obviously intelligible first Evan-

gelists, I long wavered, in the first edition, between two plans.

I must either decline, to a greater extent than was thought pro-

per in the former volumes,^ all reference to ancient and modern

expositors, and thus allow the Word itself to evolve its own inde-

pendent meaning, and exert its own unqualified influence upon

the whole being of the reader in the words of exposition ; 07',

yielding to necessity, must enter more fully than formerly into

current exegetical systems, and conduct my own with still more

reference to the names and words of other men. It w^ill be found

that I have decided on the latter course, though it has been with

much personal reluctance ; deeply conscious, withal, how feeble

has been my endeavour to realize the ideal of an exposition of

the Gospel of St John, such as it floats before my mind ; an

exposition which should objectively exhibit its contents and un-

fold them with the highest artistic arrangement and language.

I may hope that I thus conciliate that class of readers which

would throw aside an exposition of St John similar to my Epistle

to the Hebrews, as being mere " harmonizing;"^ yet it is equally

my desire that that other class of practical people, unversed in

the learning of the schools, whom it is my special desire to keep

in view, may not find too much extraneous matter.

Meanwhile, I can still conscientiously avow, after seven years,

that I have to the best of my ability taken the Lord Himself as

my pattern. We see Him, especially in this Gospel, condescend-

ing to contend with the most alienated opponents, but yet elevated

above all the strife of controversy ; maintaining the truth, and

pursuing His inferences with the most imperturbable and absolute

^ The second edition, however, even of the earlier volumes, hcas extended

this kind of reference, in order to prepare a uniformity of character in the

work as a whole.

2 Who, to this day, decline to receive my " Epistle to the Hebrews" as

a commentary.
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utterance of His own a^^;Jy aiJj'/jv. He wlio cannot in some de-

gree imitate that model, mider the sanction of the Lord's name
and commission, had better refrain from employing his pen upon

those words which St John has delivered Ix, (jjCipTvpiccg dg [Jjccp-

rupiav. If there are any who cannot tolerate this witnessing

positiveness in the exposition of the Divine testimony, who think

the controversies of man about the words of the Son of God,

however perverse, less presumptuous than the boldness of that

believing apprehension which sinks deep into their meaning,—

I

can only say that I write not for them ; for, being emancipated

by the grace of God from bondage to a proud and contentious

school-theology, my only ambition is to be a listening disciple,

and speaking witness, of my one and only Master.

I may venture to make some remarks upon the position which

my own insignificant person occupies in the books of others;

constrained to do so by its anomalous character. Indeed, the

exposition of St John which I now send forth seems to require

the accompaniment of an open and explicit avowal of my re-

lation to that theology of the schools, and theological science of

the learned, with which the longer I study it the less I can

agree. I utter this as my frank confession, partly of what I be-

lieve, or rather what in believing I know ;
partly, of the distress-

ing observations which I cannot but make of my contemporaries.

As to the former, it abides firm in the siiiht of God, in the liixht

and life of His Spirit *. as to the latter, how gladly should I think

myself deceived

!

I hope to have already shown that I neither fanatically despise,

or wilfully neglect, scientific and learned investigation : that I

do industriously seek out, and frankly accept, whatever truth is

discerned and uttered by others; and that I am very far re-

moved from a bigoted limitation to the narrow range of my own
vision, or a foolish contempt for external auxiliary apparatus.

No one, not enjoying the leisure of academical life, could reason-

ably be expected to have done more than I have done in read-

ing, studying, comparing, and collecting.-^ It only remains for

me to protest, once for all, that my opinion never was what Dr

^ Since then other writings have proved, and -with some effect, that I

may be trusted even among the scientific and learned, though my aim is

to represent and sustain a much higher cause than theirs.
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Dorner/ with a preconceived distrust, seems to suppose ; and do

honestly admit, that "renuente philologia in Scriptura S. nil

audendum.."^ But while I do so, I must in two brief positions

give my estimate of a certain " Science," which lords it so des-

potically just now in the domain of theology.

First : Science, as science, does not bring salvation, any more

than man can be justified and regenerate through mere learn-

ing. But, to save themselves, and if they are true divines to

save others, must ever be the fundamental matter, even for

divines, being themselves but sinful men. This is the standard

bv which I value science : as far as it subserves that end, I

^ In the treatise de oratione Christi eschatologica, p. 85, a very compre-

hensive tract, thougli it does not acknowledge the hermeneutical principle

of a typical j)erspective in all prophecy.

2 The protest thus formerly given may still stand on account of many
others. What was declared in the first edition of Yol. ii. to be "so rigor-

ously philological," meant only " incorrectly inferred," since the philological

argument was conducted by the help of InUical phraseology. In opposition

to him, I termed pTiilolofjical the useless reference to profane Greek in cases

where the Scripture has impressed its own peculiar stamp upon the words.

Even if Dorner, better versed in profane literature than I am, should be

able to establish the contested translation of yvjia, by classical authorities,

yet I maintain that I have decisively^ and in a manner more conformably

to the passage, established it from the Scriptural n'-.n to be a generation

continuously propagating itself. (In the second edition I strive to make
this quite clear.) I had asserted, Yol. iii. p. 291, that the bibhcal signi-

fication, and the etymon of the Greek verb, could not be at variance, when
I said—"a meaning which, independently of this, may properly belong to

y£z/£a." Dr Umbreit, in his otherwise favourable review of my "Psalms"
(Stud. u. Krit. 1836 s. 655), blames me for " not seldom, against my own
will, violating the laws of grammatical-historical interpretation." But if

examples had been adduced, it would probably have appeared that the

general acceptation of what is grammatical-historical in the domain of the

Bihle^ itself needs amendment ; that there the grammatical-historical ex-

position must necessarily become a spiritual-symbolical, and thus again a

mystical-typical ; and that thus only we arrive at the genuine spiritual-

grammar of the Holy Ghost. I may be allowed to refer to the development

of my hermeneutical principles in Tholuck's htt. Anzeiger, 1836, Nr. 57-60.

My critics have been free enough to condemn me, but I have seen no evi-

dence of errors, either philological or historical, in this department. Even
de Wette, in his severe polemical attack upon me (Ueber die erbauHche

Erklarung der Psahnen), has not undertaken to allege against me any

errors in the criticism of the language.
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esteem and use it : and bj this standard I condemn it, when
useless or hurtful.

Secondly: Science does not create faith, hut faith creates

science} This thesis, which belongs to the essential preparation

for a TCd^ib^cx, Xpiarov, must not be disputed about, though it may
be opposed. If there be found one who can in earnest do the

latter, to him the true church of believers and saints in all acres

cries, as he approaches the threshold

—

' Ayeot^ijArp'/jTog [Jj?/ elffiro} !

By the grace of God, and through a confirmed faith in the

Holy Scripture,—a fiith which, when I began to write in 1824,

was as fixed in its principle as it has ever since been—I am alto-

gether free from those shackles which too great a fear of their

fellows has imposed upon most of the learned, permitting them

only to proceed in the track which the contemporaneous Areo-

pagus of science prescribes and sanctions.^ I have a thousand

times observed, during my continuous study, and have deeply

deplored, how often the most learned and acute of them fall into

the commission of the greatest "follies in Israel," simply' from

their deferring to their own or others' fallible authority, instead

of bowing down their hearts and consciences before the sole

Word of God ; and this has perpetually strengthened my deter-

mination to renounce all learning and teaching but that which

proceeds Ix, 'Trlarzojg slg ttigtiv. I had rather keep silence alto-

gether, excepting in my pulpit and ministry, than fall in with

the practice of the learned, which still, though perhaps more

latently, predominates—that of subjecting faith in the Word to

the conclusions of science.

1 cannot prevail upon myself to exhibit ostentatiously, and at

the expense of usefulness, any such "learned material" as I may
have, and by wdiich, doubtless, the " operation behind the scene

is better brought to perfection." I would rather use it with all

industry, in paying attention to books which, within the schools,

^ This means much more than Bacon's aphorism of religion being the

aroma which preserves science. The assertion of Thiersch agrees with it

—that times when the fervour of rehgious testimony fails are generally

marked by a dechne of theological erudition. But our position goes even
further than this.

2 So that many divines take different forms in their revised works, just

as science is changing around them.
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may be scarcely or not at all noticed. For it is, indeed, tho

great error of many theologians, and an error which heavily

avenges itself, to read and regard everything theological merely

ex professo, shutting themselves up from the testimony "which

comes from an}^ other faculty than their own, however harmoni-

ous and co-operant it may be.

With rei^ard to the unbelievers of this acre, I recrard it as mv
vocation, without dictating to others their duties, to set forth a

positive exhibition of the spiritual and believing ajyj^rehension of

Holy Writ. There lies, in my opinion, much more apologetic

and vindicating power in this spiritual interpretation, than in the

diffident criticism which is ever seeking to find a groundless

"standing point;" and which, with its godless, heathenish exe-

gesis, stands nowhere but is always falling deeper, just denying

the faith which it professes to maintain. As it regards the ortho-

dox of this age, I feel myself called to be the exponent of the

essential unit}/ and integritif of believing exposition, in which the

ypa^p'/] and yBypwTTTai remains ever firm.-^ It is with great pain

of mind that, after seeking long, I find scarce any of this ;" hence

it is my sad lot to find myself in opposition to both sides, the

orthodox as well as the other. But what remains for me to do?

I confess it to be the one necessity of my life, and he would be

my true comforter who should, by the judgment and testimony

of truth, release me from it. But I cannot, out of regard to my
contemporaries, take any other ground than that which I occupy

in God's sight : and that I cannot I humbly say—thank God

!

I say wliat I have to say without any desire to conciliate

respect, or win praise for my own poor self: on the contrary,

desiring from my very heart such controversy as would be pro-

fitable both to my cause and myself, I never sang for academical

1 To awaken attention to what the title of Bengel's Gnomon (containing

in itself more than many an entire commentary) expresses : the simplicitas,

profunditas, coucinnitas, salubritas sensuum coelestium. Note well the

profamlitas joined to the simplicitas, and similarly, instead of the practical

the salubritas. Finally, the condition is presupposed, to derive all this ex

nativd verhorum vi.

^ On that side, where it should first of all be sought for, we find it not,

but ecclesiastical authority introduced in spite of a boasted bowing to the

authority of God's Word ; and thus in the strongest manner are the princi-

ples of the evangelical church denied.
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laurels : the melody would have been but poor for that.^ Cus-

tomary compliments are easily dispensed "svith, when one aims

at nothing of the kind for himself; it seems as unsuitable for

the booksj as for the pulpits, of " the ministers of the Word of

God. The author of a certain book closes a preface which be-

gins and continues with the emphatic I, by assuring us, " that

he would not place himself in opposition to any man whom he

could not respectfully shake by the hand, though an enemy,"

but such gentle controversy in the domain of God's saving truth

lias no charm for me. Preserving my sole reverence for the

Highest, my courtesy is such as is taught in His supreme court;

and with regard to other men, it consists in this—to state my
acceptance of their views with all simplicity of speech, or to op-

pose and rebuke them by name, as cause is given for the one or

the other.

As it regards that latest criticism of the Gospels—which in

the preface of the first volume I termed criticism run mcicl, and

know no better name—such as myself need not meddle with it,

more especially as it finds answer enough in other quarters. It

^ This expression was enforced from me by one of my critics, -vvho, with

evidently good intention, uttered his captatio henevolentun by wishing me
" such a mark of acknowledgment." Considering the tendency of my uni-

form hostility to the mere learning of the schools, evidenced uniformly from

the time of the preface to the first issue of my " Andeutungen," this was,

to say the least, inappropriate, and essentially uncourteous. I have every

respect for that truly lionourable dignity (the highest in evangehcal Chris-

tendom), which formerly through its pressure upon the conscience provoked

the hostility of the Reformers against the triple crown. But the possessors

of this dignity will admit that it does not weigh so heavily now, but is sup-

ported with the old Erasmian propriety. But seeing that it is chstributed

generally in deference to position and place, and attached promiscuously to

every high office in the church as a mere badge of honour ; seeing that it

is too often pirostituted, as many deplore with myself, upon objects most

unworthy (an example of which, instar omnium, the " affentheologie " of a

truly profane Philologist, who could not, indeed, read the word x.ccza. u'tzoko.-

"hv^hiu^ reminds us of) ; it may cease to be an unpardonable thing that those

who are running the race, which all should run, with their eyes fixed upon

a higher (ipu/ishv^ should attach no importance, either for themselves or

others, to a mark of honour so doubtful, except in its own appropriate

sphere.—I thus wrote formerly ; and although shortly afterwards constrained

to receive myself this badge of honour, it may stand as the permanent ex-

pression of my mind.
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flatters Itself, in its arrogance/ that it has undermined to its very

fall the Gospel of St John, a book which has, beyond almost

every other in the world, or even in Scripture, the double seal

of external and internal authentication : and because I have

passed it by unregarded, the little contribution which I have

offered meets the reprisal of contempt. For my own part, I

have something better to do than to engage in the task assigned

to others, and which they are discharging—the task, namely, of

dealing with those whose infatuation w^ould reduce the Lord of

glory, on whose breast St John lay, to a legendary mytli born

of the mists of a later time ; His words the mere historical and

symbolical substratum of Gnostic systems. Oh that those,

however, who do meet these adversaries, would meet them

alioays in the authority of that troth which is like the sun in

heaven, and in the full assurance of that faith which dictated

the postscript

—

Ovrog Itrriv 6 [jja6riTr,g 6 [jjapTvp^>v 'prepi rovrcov,

fC(/j ypd-'^ccg ravrcc zc/J o'lhafJAv, on ak7iOr,g lariv 7} (jjCiprvpia

avrov. Would that these bold champions would anxiousl^^ take

care lest they themselves be guilty of construing the Word too

*' scientifically," and lest they yield to the temptation of meeting

their adversaries on common ground !^

Those who believe and see show too much sympathy with the

herd of the blind. Not thoroughly rejoicing themselves in the

self-evidencing light, and not industriously availing themselves

of their own privilege, they seek to bring them to see by mere

"scientific disquisition," whereas the only method of helping them

is to utter from the heart and experience the rudiments of in-

struction which are laid down in Heb. vi. 1. This is a heavy drag

to the prosperous progress of an orthodox theology, and a pene-

trating insight into the meaning of Scripture. For as there is no

knowlediie which is indifferent as it rei]jards faith and unbelief,

^ Which Hilgenfeld has since raised to its highest pitch.

2 As Thiersch still does,—the first edition said. Luthardt himself lays

himself somewhat open to my complaint, and I may use to him his own
words :

" If a man stumbles at the great reality itself, there is an end of

discussion : for these great universal views are diametrically opposed."

Even this saying would sound better, if relieved of its learned tone :—If a

man stumbles at the person of Christ, then do Faith and Unbelief come in

direct conflict.
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SO there is no merely scientific method of leading the obstinately

unbelieving to faith. It were a happy hour for them if, instead

of books of scientific polemics for their benefit, the Preacher

of repentance would apply his remedy. But there are evil ones

whose case should be met otherwise even than by the preaching

of repentance. A time will come when, if our books survive, it

will appear utterly incomprehensible that Christian learned men
of this age .could deal so mildly, tamely, and respectfully with the

children of Satan, provided they were only clothed in the gar-

ments of learning, instead of rending their slight rags and cast

infT them into the ^rinnino; faces of such as mock their Lord.-^

It is no part of mi/ vocation to contend about the authenticity

and authority of that Word, which has ever, in all ages since it

was written, most mightily sustained its own claims in the con-

gregation of believers, through the Holy Ghost. Its " inspira-

tion " is to me a truth and a reality, in which I live, and from

which I speak, according to 2 Cor. iv. 13. Though not con-

scious of being naturally unsystematic, and in the fundamental

matters of faith especially being devoted to unity and simplicity

;

yet I do think that the necessities of this age are better subserved

by an exegesis which exhibits the living spirit in the Word, than

by newly devised systems and formularies. Were I to enter

upon the latter, the word " Inspiration " itself, which must be

used for preliminary explanation, would not hold its ground.

Then must the marvellous m.ystery of the y^oc(p7j OiOTTVcvarog

be explored, which, with its infinite variety of degree, and per-

fectly harmonious organism, must be sought in the central midst

of Scripture itself and its own self-evidencing testimony ; in a

manner very different from that to which the Schools have been

wont.^ The time does not seem come for me or for others to

^ Such facile antagonists force one to think of the variously told legend

of the hermit who would convert the devil. To say the least, the funda-

mental principle of that extreme anxiety for adjusting and negotiating

with such men, is a deejD denial of that great and awful contrast which the

last judgment will bring out for ever. Anton GUnther utters it:
—"Chris-

tianity is only one great Fact, which cries from heaven : just as all history

is only one great Fact, which however cries to heaven." Vorschule zur

spek. Theol. I. 84.

2 And to that of GaiLssen also, whose forced and violent defence of

Theopneustia provokes opposition, -without any true insight into the thing
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construct sucli a new and sufficing system of inspiration, which

would be like a new confession rising out of that spiritual inter-

pretation of the holy Word which has been ripened and confirmed

by long experience. The faith which is to be presupposed, and

which rightly appeals, to the substance of the old creeds, may

suffice to establish the Scripture as such in the belief: to per-

ceive the full meaning of that Word, and embrace the idea of

Scripture in all its comprehensiveness, is not the beginning or a

condition to be pre-established, it is the last result and precious

fruit of its living appropriation to our own souls. The other

method presents us, like most systematic theology in general, the

curious conclusions of human impatience : we must be content

with negation and defence for a while ; we take simply these

two negative positions, that the true theory of inspiration neither

abstracts and separates " the inspiration of Scripture from the

inspiration of the life" in the Talmudical manner (as Lange^

says) ; nor does it create a mere inspiration of persons and offi-

cial-life out of a specific inspiration of Scripture.—I have not

neglected, in fine, to give here and there explanations which in-

dicate the true way and strive to pursue it ; for example, in the

Excursus, Vol. iii. p. 192, comp. p. IGO.^

The review already mentioned^ says that "the subjective Chris-

tian life and thinking of the author, and of the extant church of

the awakened, is tlie primary factor " of my exposition. Now I

enter my protest, first against the merely extant church as coupled

with the strange and almost pietist addition of the " awakened^''

itself. It is not necessary for the actual readers of my writings that I

should repeat a request which has been made elsewhere (Deutsch. Zeitschr.

1851), that I may not be confounded with him, or such views confounded

with mine. But there are some mere preface-readers, for whom I may

mention it here.

1 To a correspondent, who requested it, I gave a more full reference to

passages in my works, bearing upon this point :—Andeutungen, 2 Samuel,

s. 452-485. Keryktik § 30. Psalmen, Einleitung. Reden Jesu vi. bei

Luc. xxiv. 27. Der Weise ein Konig p. 8. Jesaias s. iv.-xviii.

2 In Tholuck's litt. Anzeiger 1844. Nr. 68-70, to the expressions of

which this preface particularly refers, because it contains the most express

characteristics of that school theology which protests against me, as I protest

against it. No personal opposition to the critic as such will be discovered

;

but a general defence called forth by a particular occasion.
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and then especially against the primary factor. TJiis last is no

other than the exegetical development of the meaning from the

Word itself, into which it is my object to sink deep with my
readers. If any man does not find this " genetic'^ development

of the spirit in the book as a whole (allowing for the admitted

errors which the personal prejudgment of every uninspired man

may occasion), I cannot forbear from expressing my fear that

the fault is in his own eye, or the spectacles with which he

reads.^ As far as regards his ^^ subjective " let me ask whether

any one has ever discovered the art of altogether going out of

himself; and whether this high-sounding declamation about un-

prejudicedness, freedom from bias, objectivity and so forth, is not

often merely the lamentation over its own emptiness, of a subject

which is entirely shut up to the object, and has nothing in itself

at all. And does not the best-aimed method of teaching, which

would most go out of itself, and is most universally susceptible to

everything external, necessarily impart only that which the sub-

ject possesses in its own knowledge and experience ? Just as,

and in as far as, we have the word dwelling in us (Jno. v. 38),

are we able to understand it ourselves, and expound it to others.

The expositor who cannot comprehend this limitation might as

well lose all idea that he remains a distinct and individual per-

sonality. Now it is to indicate this that the name is set down

upon the title wdth " expounded by" before it, and not " revealed

through" as in the case of Swedenborg. But as it respects the

Church, I w^ould ask my beloved Critic, both as a fellow-believer

in Christ, and as the representative of a not unorthodox theo-

logy, whether he would seriously desire that his theology or

exegesis should be fundamentally independent of the Church of

the believers of all times ? This more or less manifest separ-

ation of the Schools from the Church, we (for I may here

confidently say ice) hold as a most deplorable mischief of the

pseudo-scientific tendency ; inasmuch as many a precious gift

of the Spirit in the body of Christ is lost to it through the

limits of what is to be received as true interpretation being

so cramped and restricted. They cannot, or they will not,

^ "While there are many, not measuring according to the common stan-

dard, who think they find in my work a strict and rigorous development

of the spirit of the Scripture.
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acknowledge the living tradition of the understanding and inter-

pretation of God's Word in the church of the spiritually taught^

the stream of Avliich flows down from the beginning to our own
times, but the existence of which seems to have been unknown
to Ernesti in his chapter de interpretihus eorumque usu, and

has not been taken much account of since. There are those

whose knowledge of anything is knowledge only when they

have it in a book, or rather when they find it in the book of

some learned man. But this is simply narrow-mindedness, for

the domain of true science is everywhere, and there especially

where the object it would understand is livingly exhibited. And
has not the Word of God from the beginning lived more in the

church than in the schools ? Is there not a vast fund of

spiritual knowledge and perception among the orthodox intelli-

gent laity of the present day, beyond the region of book-learn-

ing, which would be found to be wonderfully harmonious in its

results, falling back upon the deep fundamental principles of life

and of spirit? It is because this is not acknowledged that we
find expositions and principles of exposition, which are univer-

sally accepted and admitted among the orthodox laity, quoted

with nonnullus lahet by even the best and most learned, or as the

very noticeable and remarkable view of a certain N. N. Then
it happens, as with the Reviewer alluded to, who marvels greatly

(without weighing my deduction from scriptural usage, and the

context of the place) that I should have returned to the ex-

ploded view which makes ygvsa, Matt. xxiv. 34, the race or

people of the Jews : while just at the same time Dr Dorner re-

establishes this very view upon fundamental philological prin-

ciples, and asserts it as "proved."^ Is it a great injustice, then,

on our part, if, without paying too much respect to the " ex-

ploded" on the right, and the "• proved" on the left, we seek for

light in the Word itself first, and then go to the exegetical tradi-

tion of believers generally? Be it that this or the other point is

given up in the Schools (such, for example, as the personal

^ "We find him also, on his part, saying to others of the learned

—

miror^

non ausos esse, traditioni recentlorum falsae aperta fronte contradicere. He
even explains how it is that this " error nostra £etate apud Theologos, non

philologos frequentissimus" is passed on from one to another in an accumu-

lating tradition.
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reference of the seed of the woman or the Shiloh to Christ,

Solomon's authorship of the Ecclesiastes, the ancient composi-

tion of the book of Job, the application of Ps. xxii. and other

similar subjects in the Old Testament), this would have but

little weight. The spiritual perception which the Holy Ghost

imparts, and which renders the Church's orthodoxy very much
independent of the professors' chairs, grows continually from age

to age, and is a perpetual offence to the schools. All true faith

v/ill also become knowledge ; although as faith it depends not

on knowledge, and yields not to it. Did not the first, and most

ancient theology of Christianity, stand to the original apostoli-

cal faith of the church^ such as it existed in the ecclesiastical

praedicatio, in similar relations as afterwards Scholasticism to

the Catholic faith of the church? And is not this, when
rightly understood, the true relation of the living object to the

thought and investigation spent upon it ?
^

What says the Word ? is the question of the expositor. But
that of course means—What says it to me f And then follows

as a necessary corrective of a narrow subjectivity—What does it

say to me, in common with the whole church, of which I am
but a member ? What has it said to that church through all

ages ? Though this may point to the path of history, yet the

goal of that path is no other than this—What does the Word say

thus specially to the church, as it now is, to the believers of my
age, to whom I would expound it, not as a teacher standing

above and independent of them, but as a ministering member of

their company?^ Then should we have the consciousness of

1 "WTiicli regarded new systems of dogma and doctrine, wlien they were

not repelled as heretical, only as t%u ry;; iKK'hmlocg y.vartK'^u sp^ur^usvacci

7rcip<x.Qo(riu.

2 As when, for example, the Missionary Church understands a mission-

text, or pastors apply consohng promises, etc.—which miglit possibly be

demonstrated to be incorrect, but their application has the first prejudice

in its favour, against the Schools which are removed from common life and

experience.

^ To expound the "Word to unbelievers^ that is, to attempt to bring them

to a full understanding and acknowledgment of it before the true criticism

which sits in judgment upon itself has paved the way, is no better than a

labour of Sisyphus, to which the half-believing condemn themselves in

their own folly.

VOL. IV,
'
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the present church, so far as it may be rightly discerned by the

subjective expositor according to fundamental historical prin-

ciples, as the secondary factor of exposition added to the primary

matter of the Word itself. I have a better right to call this

" genetic-historical," than others what they so term. How does

the Word speah through me from the church to the church f That

is my exegetical principle, and relying upon that I hope still, as

I am thankful I have heretofore, to administer some help to the

ministers and preachers of the Word, who often find so little ex-

position which they can turn to profit in the most learned and

critical commentaries, so much v^hich speaks its own condemna-

tion in its inapplicability to the pulpit.

From this principle follows of necessity the
'^
form selected"

with its " peculiar and specific hybrid character." The ancients,

as we well know, gave their exegesis, for the most part, the same

form, combining contemplation with profit : if it now appears to

be a mongrel style, this must be the result of the unhappy sepa-

ration between the chair and the pulpit. It is with design and

on principle^ that I have abandoned the unhortatory and

barren method of the School, which so carefully guards against

every warm and heartfelt word. In the treatment of the living

Word of God this can never be other than a most unnatural and

unseemly method, even in the works which are most preemi-

nently learned. Is it not bad enough, brethren, that speculatists

and dealers in antiquity should lead their readers such round-

about ways on barren heaths :—shall we divines also imitate

their example ?
^

A truly theological interpreter should, in my conviction, be as

rigorous as possible in hearing his witness to what God's grace

has taught him. With that, he should also be as large-hearted

and sympathizing to all sincere seekers as the love which his

faith teaches him requires ; he should have an answer ready

for everything that is vovvix^g written or spoken. But, as his

^ "WTiich explanation, though already given, the critic who condemns me
takes care to withhold from the public.

2 It is rather our aim " to expound the Scripture in such a manner that

every hearer or reader may feel convinced, that this applies to himself also

—mutato nomine liistoria (not here fabula) de te narratur ! " Baader,

Fermenta cognitionis 2 Heft s. 15.
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principle is aXrihO so v h ccyd'TT'/], he should oppose the error of

by far the most, not merely by setting mind against mind, but

by detecting the sources of that error ; he should affectionately

denounce or sharply rebuke, since his God hath instructed him/

those sins of the heart which too often lie at the root of the

errors of the head. This was the method of the Lord Himself

and His Apostles—and was their method unscientific ? That

style of theological writing which declines to do this, through

consciousness of lacking the hidzpicrig ttvsvi/jOctcov or the l^ovffioc

requisite for it, may fall, amid the rude contrasts of this age,

into the danger of threshing with much emphatic noise mere

empty straw, and of drawing water in the sieve of the Danaides.

With very sincere respect for Dr Ullmann,^ I cannot but

think that his expressions in the matter of Fisher's scandal

(Stud. u. Krit. 1845, 3, 666) are very significant—"In this

case it is not so much a question of freedom of thought, as of

scientific and academical decorum, o^ dignity, and moral feeling in

the domain of science, that is concerned." He shows afterwards

that his meaning was not objectionable, and that he did not

suppose that Fisher might have said luliat he did, with any dig-

nity of moral sentiment : but I may take occasion, for my own
part, to ask whether our academical decorum is justified in pre-

supposing or expecting any moral feeling in a case in which it

could not 'possibly exist. It might indeed be strictly decorous to

try to cleave the thick heads of those who cling to their stupidity

with rough wedges. I think, indeed, that it is quite dignified

and fitting, even in the department of scientific teaching, when
the Lord's teachers have not mere heads alone before them,

always to speak out of a full and earnest conviction and feeling

to the convictions and feelings of others. This has been thought

in me the presumption of a " paroenetic schoolmaster-tonQ " (it

might, at least, have been " preacher-tone ") ; but I am pro-

foundly convinced that this, in the heart's emotion from which

it springs, is far less presumptuous than the school-master-tone

of the learned republic, which I have avoided, and others have

found wanting in me. If any over-sensitive reader should be

^ See Isa. xxviii. 26 ; but in the original, or the corrected translation.

^ Who gave us, for example, that inestunaole saying—" the academical

teacher has not merely heads before him, but perfect men."
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offended, because I occasionally address him in personal appli-

cation as a reader of my exposition, or rather as a hearer of the

word expounded ; and cannot bear the honourable and respect-

ful " second person," which is, indeed, the classical formula

dicendi in academical use ; I can say no more than that I de-

plore from my heart all such prudery, and must on that account

all the more earnestly assault it by direct application.

There are plenty of books, in which matters are handled in a

very dignified, scientific, and fundamental way, as it is termed,

and with many names and quotations and exact "investigation"

introduced and discussed ; but the reader who is truly investi-

gating the deep meaning, and does not admit the presupposi-

tions of their science, is no wiser than before, unless he can

meekly repose upon the assurance—^Dr N. N. has thus and thus

decided ! In opposition to this so common superficial manifold-

ness and distraction, I take as my motto, and beg my readers to

take, what Hamann^ says—"one eye closed, if we would see

piercingly, with simplicity, that is using an eye which is directed

to Him who is ever the great reward of that simplicity." It is

not in my power to give universally self-evident results, for the

collective sharp-sighted ones on the right and on the left. It is

in the power of no man,—but I have not from the beginning

thought of or attempted it. If I speak with confident boldness

from my own conviction, let him contradict still more boldly,

whom I do not convince. As to the " purely critical investiga-

tions," which are open to every man, a Bauer as well as a

Bengel, a Baur^ equally with a Hengstenberg—but there are

many intermediate gradations—I only admit and respect them

in the purely indifferent Externis, But these are elsewhere

amply provided for ; the hewers of wood and drawers of water

in the sanctuary are much more numerous than the priests, even

such as, out of mere pleasure in such service, busy themselves

with wood that cannot be burned, and water that cannot be

used, from which therefore the sanctuary can derive no advan-

tage. When the Externa are brought into their true relations

1 His writings by Eoth, Th. 1, S. 344.

2 Wliose distinction from the former exliibits, according to Seidel's Zeit-

gedichten, only the right and left of the polished and the rougli—" Linie

nennt sich schlechtweg Bauer^ Rcchte vornehm Bjur ohn'E '
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with the Internis, as in sound theology they must be, then does

" criticism" determine either for faith or unbelief. And I re-

gard it as a work of highest necessity, or at least of most bene-

ficial complementary value in this age, rather to labour for this

separation than to conceal and soften away its necessity.

After these explanations, as sincere as they are explicit, I may
ask my dear reader belonging to that most numerous class of

the learned which I have described, either to reject me alto-

gether, if they can answer that to their consciences,^ or, instead

of condemning me for exclusiveness and lack of fundamental

sympathy with the position of others, to enter graciously them-

selves into the everywhere manifest principle of my book. I

may, with all modesty, beg to deprecate for myself the measur-

ing with their measure, the same against which I protest. But 1

must heartily greet all other readers whom the Lord may bring

to me from among the well-instructed of the church, and pray

them to receive the gift which I present according to my best

ability, and to extract from it all that which the Spirit of the

Lord shall authenticate as truth for their instruction and life.

To Him, the King of Truth, whose great words I have dared

to expound, and whose lightest sentence outweighs all the books

of men, be it commended—to bless that which is true, but to

forgive and render harmless its human defects.

It will be found that I have diligently investigated what has

appeared in the interval of the two editions, and have otherwise

added much. I have only done this, however, so far as it coin-

cided with my plan, which did not include treatises on the

genuineness, plan, peculiarities, or systems of this Gospel, by

such men as Kostlin, Frommann, Keuss, and Schweizer. How-
ever ready to do so, I have found but little to retract or correct,

very much rather to maintain and defend.

Only the first part of Luthardt's most excellent work had

appeared before the manuscript passed from my hands, a loss

which the Postscript will in some measure repair.

^ For example, my book on the "Words of the Lord Jesus has no existence

for Meyer and Bruckner ; there is no such expositor as Stier.





THE GOSPEL OF ST JOHN.

COirVTERSATION WITH NICODEMUS. THE NEW BIRTH: THF.

GIFT OF THE ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON : BELIEVING AND COMING

TO THE LIGHT.

(Ch. iil. 3-21.)

He who was in the beginning, and from the beginning was to

come ; concerning whom the preacher in the wilderness, baptiz-

ing only with water, yet announcing the Spirit, testified that He
was preferred before himself, because He was before himself

—

has now at length come. The true Light, which should lighten

every man, and which in Israel His own inheritance had been

already coming into the world, has now appeared in human per-

sonality ; dwelling in a tabernacle like our own, as the life w^hich

had been from the beginning. The Word was made^es/i: the

Lord whom they sought, and the Messenger of the Covenant

whom they dehghted in, had come to His temple and to His own.

He whom they knew not had appeared among them ; He whom
they had not apprehended, either in prophecy or fulfilment

;

whom they had not discerned either in Micah and Isaiah, or in

Bethlehem and Nazareth ; their Messiah, whom they would

rather have hailed as the likeness of a Gideon or a Samson.

But the strong man came in the form of human weakness, to

wage a very different war than that against Midianites and Phi-

listines. John stood and cried, concerning the lowly Nazarene :

Behold, this is He ! Behold the Lamb of God I

To those who listened to him, the Lord Himself gave His own

invitation, Come and see ! and they came and saw ; John, who
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HOW bears witness to the glorv of tlie Only-begctten, being the

first of all, and wdth him Andrew, coming before his brother.

That other, the son of Jona, then comes ; is instantly penetrated

by the Lord's eye, and receives that new name which both gave

him warning, and expressed his dignity. Jesus Himself then

calleth Philip, who again removes the offence of Nathanael in

Nazareth by repeating, Come and see ! From that time they

began to come to Him ; and all who either came as Israelites

indeed, or became such under the piercing and pervading light

of His countenance, saw thenceforth the glory which surrounded

the Son of God, the King of Israel, saw the heaven opened, and

the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of

man.

Heaven had been once open at the Jordan : the Spirit had

descended like a dove upon the spotless Lamb, and without

ascending again. The angels had once ministered to the Son of

man, who in obedience conquered Satan, for our sakes declining

to contend with him as the] Son of God. Now began a series

of heaven-openings 'and angel-ministries ; not as literal and ex-

press as those two calm beginning-wonders ; but signs and

wonders still, which manifested forth His glory, and declared to

every guileless observer—This is the house of God and the very

gate of heaven ! The kingdom of God is at hand, is come !

It w^as not in festal solemnity at Jerusalem, but in the quiet

Galilgean wedding company that the first sign was given. He
who was supposed to be Joseph's son, but who w^as to be no

longer the son of Marv in the full sense in which Pie had been

such, manifested forth His glory when His hour was come, and

with such attractive grace that His new disciples clung to Him
with growing confidence. It was the glory of one who was not

come to curse but to bless ; whose purpose was to baptize with

the spirit of power, and thus refresh His disciples with the new

wine of everlasting grace. And what could He desire more than

that it should already flow, although the right hour was as yet

far from being come when the fruit of the vine should be drunk

new in the kingdom of God.

The glory which was full of grace was now, as ever, full of

truth and righteousness : the kindness and love of God our

Saviour, while it brings salvation, fails not to correct and rebuke
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all uno-odliness. The wicked works of the Rulers in Israel are

not to be tolerated, even as was the saying of the master of the

feast in Cana. He who was to baptize with fire had also His

fan to purge His floor : and if the salutary fire of the Holy Spirit

was repelled as an .offence, it must turn to an unquenchable con-

suming flame. At the passover in the temple at Jerusalem,

when His hour was once more come, He showed by His first act

of auiliority^ accompanied by a marvellous word, that He had

come for the purification of the sons of Levi. He then publicly

manifested forth the majesty of His holiness, just as in the quiet

circle at Cana He had manifested forth the holiness or conde-

scending love of His majesty. Alas ! they brought not to their

Lord their offerings in righteousness ; for they had transformed

the Father's house into a house of merchandise, and the house

of prayer for all nations into a den of thieves. Therefore, as a

true zealot. He used the scourge of small cords, drove them out

and overthrew the tables—Take these things hence I caUing God
now, in the hearing of the Jews, as He had done eighteen years

before in the presence of His parents, His Father ! But the

Jews at Jerusalem were not like the disciples at the Jordan;

they lost the word which He spoke in their resentment of the

act which He performed, and desired to have a sign shown to

them ! And He, who well knew the words which His disciples

remembered, themselves already forecasting their meaning while

they compared Him whom they had found with the Scriptures

concerning Him ; He, who not only knew them but compre-

hended their depth and uttermost meaning, that the pure zeal

of God's house must consume Himself among His brethren to

whom He w^as a stranger, and His mother's children to whom
He was an alien, in order that the new and living temple might

rise to life out of His own death ; He gave them that sign of

signs, which has been, is, and will still be the seal of all former

revelations, till the new temple has risen in all the proportions

in which St John beheld it. But they could not understand,

because they would not, that mysterious word which pointed

from the shadow to the substance ; in their stiff-necked resent-

ment they would neither humbly receive it then, nor reflect upon

it afterwards ; they gave a petulant and perverse answer to the

mild rebuke of the patient Lord ; and, not daring to lay hands
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on Him, they left Him with the contemptuous words of their

own wilful offence.

But Jesus tarried longer at the feast, and performed, as the

men of this generation desired, more than one miracle ; so that

many who beheld believed on His name. But their faith was,

for the most part, not a recipient faith, which discerned in the

miracles the glory of His grace and truth, not such as would

give them power to become the sons of God ; but a JoAvish,

Galilsean faith, living on signs. Therefore did Jesus put no faith

in their faith : therefore He did not entrust Himself, and the

mysteries of His person, temple, and kingdom, to all those who
were disposed to entrust themselves for a season to His guidance

as a teacher sent from God. For He knew them all, and the

guile which was in them, just as He had known Nathanael in

whom there was none : He needed not that any should testify

concerning individual man, because He knew what was in man
generally. He who w^as appealed to after His ascension as

knowing all hearts, already in His humiliation knew, in the pure

and perfect wisdom of the Son of man, the evil imaginations

which lodged in the treacherous and deceitful hearts of the sons

of men. He desired more than that faith in His name wdiich

might assume it as a merely useless badge ; the trust He sought

for was such as would bring soundness to the diseased, salvation

and blessedness to the sinner. For He came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister.

But he likewise discerned and watched for the most concealed

spark of the glimmering flax in the heart of man : not only not

to quench it, but by the modulated breath of His Spirit, blowing

according to the wisdom of His love, to fan it into the glowing

flame which consumes all evil. As, on the one hand, therefore,

He did not commit Himself unto many who might appear to

others possessed of all the essentials of faith, knowing the evil

thoughts of their hearts ; so, on the other hand. He committed

Himself, and the mysteries of Plis kingdom, to many in whom
faith and unbelief were so strangely blended as to baffle the

judgment of any merely human skill, because He discerned amid

the ashes in their hearts that faint glimmer which needed only

the penetrating breath of the Spirit to enkindle it. Knowing
thus, not only what was in man, but what had been and should
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be again in human nature, with the process of God's method to

secure it ; all men who came were alike to this Master of mas-

ters, to this Teacher who had come down from Heaven, and was

more than any mortal teacher. All were on the same level to

Him : Jews and Gahlseans ; Pharisees of the high Council, who

understood the testimony of their Scripture sufficiently to come

to Him, if they would ; and Samaritan women, praying on their

fathers' mountain, drinking of their fathers' well, without know-

ing the God to whom they prayed, and without knowing the

gift which God and not their father Jacob had given, how far

that gift extended, and to what higher satisfaction it directed the

spiritual thirst of man. For the Son of man gave every man
his due ; and knew how to reveal Himself to every spirit accord-

ing to its capacity and need.

Such is the central thread of the profound and suggestive

connection, which St John takes up and carries on when he

says, ch. iii. 1,
—" But there was a man of the Pharisees, Nicode-

mus by name, a ruler of the Jews : the same came to Jesus by

night." The well-disposed reader will not only have tolerated

and appreciated the preceding introduction as a fit commence-

ment of another volume ; but will also allow us to extend it

still further by such remarks upon the person and words of

Nicodemus as are absolutely necessary for the exposition of the

very first words which the Lord addressed to him. We must

be permitted to treat this conversation with Nicodemus, at the

outset, with more fulness of detail than what will follow, as being

a kind of programme to the discourses of Jesus in His zvayyikiov

"TrvsvfJbccrizov, this esoteric mount-sermon, night-sermon rather,

of the fourth Evangelist.

He who was now come knew what was in man : knowing

what was in the men to whom He came. He knew what was in

them who came to Him, And now came one such man to Him ;^

^ For sucli is tlie significant connection of this uv^paxog with ver. 25 in

the preceding chapter : it does not stand, as Klee observes, after the old,

rash fashion, in the place of dvyjp rig, ^^^. It is obvious, moreover, that an

individual is brought forward out of the collective idea of mankind, and that

this idea of the individual is not to be lost sight of : Yet the emphasis is on
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concerning whom we should not find it easy to form an opinion,

just because we cannot generally detect the fundamental charac-

ter common to all men, under the special characteristics that he

may assume. Now this was obviously a man of a particular

characteristic : he was of the Pharisees ; of that same proud sect,

sanctimonious in good works and high science, from which, being

the chief section of the Council, came those who were sent with

a question to the Baptist, ch. i. 24. He was of the Pharisees, from

whom the Lord, soon after His first appearance, withdrew (ch.

iv. 1) ; whom, with the Sadducees, the Baptist, when he only saw

them coming, had called a generation of vipers, classing the

h}^ocrites with the freethinkers ; the corrupt trees, which became

such and bore the fruit of eternal death, because they would not

discern the good fruit of the good tree ; whom the mild and gentle

Lord more than once denounced by the same name which His

severe forerunner had applied to them. Of the Pharisees

—

against whose leaven the disciples of Christ were at the very

first warned, and over whom Pie at the last pronounced those

seven woes, followed by an eighth, which corresponded to the

seven benedictions, followed by an eighth, which were pro-

nounced upon the poor in spirit, and made them the salt and the

light of the world. Such was the party to which this man be-

longed. Yet this does not give us absolute information concern-

ing him, for it is only fair to ask the question—Were all the

Pharisees rich ? Does any particular order, however definitely

marked out by its characteristics, preserve its identity in all its

individuals ? We know, indeed, what not merely the pride of

the Jews, but the voice of Jesus Himself, pronounced concern-

ing the publicans and sinners, classing them with the heathen,

Matt, xviii. 17; and yet we find a Publican going down
from the temple justified (Lu. xviii. 14) ; a chief of the publi-

cans coming down with joy to receive Him who came to seek

that which was lost, and incapable of positive deceit (Lu. xix. 6,

8, 10); yea Matthew himself, who left the seat of custom and
became an Apostle ! So also was there among the Pharisees a

the idea of man, thougli Lutkardt groundlessly opposes me in tMs. I can-

not think that the transition from people in general to the acquisition of

tnis one in particular, is the main element of progress here, simply because

Nicodemus himself is the representative of many.
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Saul, who, though a persecutor, scorner, and injurious, did all

ignorantly in unbelief, with a kind of conscience before God in

his sin, directly opposed to the impious wickedness of others of

his class (Acts xxiii. 1)—hence we find that to him the manifes-

tation of the Rejected One was enough to secure him speedy

and great mercy. Between the honest Pharisee Saul, and rich

"whited walls" as Annas or Caiaphas, how many degrees of

difference intervened ! At what point in them stands the man
here named Nicodemus ? ^ We know not as yet before we read

further : the name Nicodemus of itself tells us nothing ; and the

Pharisee only indicates it as in the highest degree probable that

he did not come to Jesus (according to Draseke) with an " un-

prejudiced spirit," but that he was in some degree influenced

by the common prejudices and errors of his class ; that he was

not free from the general error of regarding the external rather

than the internal ; further, that he was involved in the obscurity

of theological theory; and shared in the general contempt of

the common people. For all this seems to be intimated by St

John ; although we might be led to presume, from the connec-

tion of his hints, that in this case there came from among the

Pharisees, a man, simply considered as such, into the presence

of Jesus.

The superadded title of honour, ap%a;v raov 'lov^aicuv, does not

give us any more specific information. It does not here stand

generally as in Lu. xii. 58 ; nor is it scil. avvayojyTJg as in Matt,

ix. 18, comp. Lu. viii. '41 ; but it designates a member of the

Sanhedrin as in Lu. xxiv. 20 ; Acts iii. 17, iv. 8 (Jno. \ii. 26,

48), for in ch. vii. 50, he is speaking in the midst of them. But
when we reflect upon the exasperation of the rulers in conse-

quence of our Lord's rigorous condemnation of their regulations

^ A Nicodemus, son of Gorion, distinctively named Bonai, appears in the

Talmud, an assessor of the high Council, one of the three richest men in

Jerusalem (comp. Jno. xix. 39), and who was still hving at the destruction

of the city, being also a disciple of Jesus. Sanhedr. Fol. xliii. 1. Aboth
Eab. Nathan cap. 6. Tract. Gittin Fol. Ivi. 1, etc. (See at large in Sepp

ii. 200). It is remarkable that Nonnus calls Nicodemus -^roA^A^io? dv/jp.

"With all this, hovrever, the age does not agree. It has been needlessly

sought to make the name a translation of ^^'-a, or a Grsecism for 2"~3, and

the like. Grotius referred to the Greek names which for a long time had

been usual among the Jews.
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m the temple, we cannot but feel our wonder increased, ana

understand the emphasis of the expression :

—

This man, Pharisee

and Ruler as he was ! came to Jesus (or according to another

reading, crpoV avrov).—Finally, we have some light upon his

person and character, and first of all, favourable. Thus he could

not have been of the worst, or even the w^orse kind of Pharisees,

for he comes to the bold, mysterious young Rabbi who had

cleansed the house of His Father, and had declared His purpose

to erect upon the temple destroyed by the Rulers of Israel a

new and better temple ; and saying and doing other marvellous

things. It would not have been unreasonable if he had wished

to call this doubtful Rabbi of lofty pretension before himself:

but it was to his praise that he voluntarily came to Him, and

not for the value of any official inquiry, not for the sake of

criminating Him by His own words (the entire narrative dis-

claims this), but seeking on his own account, as an individual,

for that instruction which he is desirous to hear. The circum-

stance that he came hy niglit^ is in favour of this. This is ob-

viously rather a gracious token of deep desire, than a blameable

evidence of human fear : at least if we contemplate this man, in

relation to his colleagues, with such gentle judgment as becomes

ourselves. Herder is not wrong wdien he says that it is unreason-

able, as the circumstances w^ere, that we should impute to him
his fear as a charge ; and G. Miiller observes that the honour-

able though timid man came with a sincere and conscientious

spirit to Jesus ; which timidity, again, Olshausen too elaborately

justifies wdien he attributes it to a probable softness of constitution.

We have already seen, from our Lord's first gracious reception,

that a sincere desire lay in the depth of his heart ; and would,

therefore, be on our guard against reckoning it as a fault that

he did not as entirely and instantly throw away the prejudice of

his error against a Nazarene as another Galllsean w^ould have

done. Especially would we forbear to speak of him as a des-

picable time-server;^ who thought that if nothing came of his

interview with this personage he would not be compromised with

^ The express words of the Evangelist refute the fanciful notion of

Tischendorff in his " Nicodemus," that he half-fortuitously and undesignedly

found himself at the house of Jesus, on his way over the Mount of Olives.

2 As Eichhorn termed him.
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the world. For his word and act aHke show his time estimate of

this worker of miracles ; nay, the confiding boldness shown in

coming by night itself has some touch of the confidence of faith.

But Hezel's remark, on the other hand, is unjustifiable, that " it

would have been simple and imprudent to have gone to Jesus

by day, thus needlessly hazarding reputation and all. Jesus

had indeed wrought miracles, but the question was as to the

inner nature of His doctrine, and Nicodemus was right in pri-

vately investigating that!" This is no gentle judgment, but a

warped and crooked idea, itself coming in the dark.-^ Nicodemus
is neither a time-server, nor a blameless seeker. It is not to be

denied that some slight evil attaches to the coming by night, as

is ever the case in matters pertaining to light, and a visit to a

teacher come from God was certainly no business of darkness

and night. Without referring to our Lord's intimation on this

subject when Nicodemus departed, we may notice that the

Evangelist twice afterwards refers to his visit by night as dic-

tated by fear (comp. Judg. vi. 27), and in contrast with his

subsequent confession. When, by uttering his modest question

whether our law judgeth " a man " before it hears him, he drew

upon himself the mocking imputation of being a Galilsean, St

John describes him as o iXto vvzrog (ch. viii. 50) ; thereby

intimating that such a testimony to the " only begotten Son

"

was still too diffident and too obscure, too much akin to the dis-

ciple's denial, " I know not the man." But the reproach is

rolled away, when, drawn to Himself by Him who was lifted

up, Nicodemus comes over to the Galilasans, and in company

with that other who was a disciple of Jesus, but secretly for

fear of the Jews, makes his open confession of allegiance to his

King:—he is then described as o \\&ojv vvzrog ro TpMTOV, who
came by night at first, ch. xix. 39.^ Hence it is also to be

^ StiU worse is what Balirdt puts into oiir Lord's own moutli :
—" No

apology ! I object to no man's concealment of his better views, while he is

unable to perceive the evident and preponderating advantage in them."

2 This variation in the progressive reference to Nicodemus decides us to

reject the reading which would insert, as Luthardt does, an obscure Trponpov

in the former passage. We hold with Baumgarten-Crusius that " the com-

ing by night is a standing predicate of Nicodemus in this gospel. The repe-

tition of it implies a contrast with his former fear; hence, according to

sound criticism, a Trpci/Tov stands in the second passage." Schleiermacher
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learned that it less becomes the learned and the rulers than

others to come by night, and then, fundamentally instructed,

to put such timid questions about "the man." However, if

one is yet only in the night, the coming to the light cannot be

wrong.

All this, however, gives us a very indefinite view of the true

character of Nicodemus : but his first words of introduction and

the course of the conversation will disclose the rest. The silent

brevity of the Evangelist purposely deters us fi:om seeking, at

the first, a full description of his character. The Word of God
generally, and each of the gospels in particular, declines for good

reasons to delineate to us perfectly the subordinate personages.

In the life of Jesus, all besides Himself appear only in the light

which is reflected upon them by Him, His words, or His acts.

His word—and His act is also His word, even as His word is

His act—aims to speak to us in this day, and exerts its influence

upon us: and, therefore, food is not over-much ministered to

our fatal " historical meaning," which sets aside that truth, and

w^ould only give heed to the ancient narratives as such. We,

sirs, we are the Nicodemus, just as far as the Lord's word to

him suits ourselves ; just as we are the Samaritan w^oman, the

nobleman, the impotent man at Bethesda, and so forth. Only

in proportion as we discern, through the application of Plis

words, the Nicodemus whom they aim at in ourselves, shall be

understood to any useful purpose w4iat passed with this master

in Israel. That is a miserable science which loses self in the

thought of him, and forgets (to quote Richter's Hausbibel) " that

what Jesus says to this Nicodemus, He is saying to most of

our theologians." Not only do the Evangelists set forth all

/ important persons—and such, more or less, are all w^hom the

Spirit deems worthy of mention—as symbolical representatives,

spokesmen, and leaders of their ow^n spiritual class ; but Jesus

denies tlie fear, as there liad been as yet no expressed sentence either for

or against Jesus, and supposes that Nicodemus chose the late hour in order

to secure an undisturbed and solitary interview. But this is a thoroughly

characteristic notion of its author. We very much doubt, finally, whether

the Ilirschb. Bibel, and many before it, are right in maintaining that Jesus

already spent His nights outside the city (as ch. viii. 1, 2 ; Lu. xxi. 37),

and that this is intimated in Jno. ii. 24.
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farther discerned in every individual the type of his kind, and

so ordered every one of His eternal words, that they should be

adapted, not to the casual peculiarities of the individual before

Him, but to the essential characteristics which would perpetually

recur in endless examples. To discern this is exposition : to

fail in the personal acceptance into the soul of what is thus

set forth is—the vice of science falsely so-called. This, with

much else, St John had hinted at when he said,- He knew

what was in man.

Yet we read, finally, in ver. 2, with what words the Nicodemus

of our history approached the Lord ; they are the same with

which many to this day approach Him. Rahhi I This intro-

ductory salutation has more than the ordinary meaning, and

seems to import something of acknowledgment and approxima-

tion. He knows not how fittingly to introduce himself to this

mysterious One, but chooses, without hesitation, nay with full

sincerity, this honourable title, without waiting for the approval

of the faculty. To have followed up this title, however, by any

expansion of it, or by any mere complimentary greetings, would

have been altogether too circuitous for an unbidden guest at

night ; he must, therefore, introduce himself immediatel}^, and

state his purpose. Thus he proceeds,

—

ive know, oiharMv} To
whom does the loe refer, in the second sentence, in which, com-

ing alone, he seems to connect others with himself?^ Much
might be said and speculated about this, did not the know be-

trav. " We know " is throughout the Gospels the current,

proverbial, and characteristic formula of the Pharisees, the pre-

eminently wise in Israel. The people, from whom, indeed, they

withheld the key of knowledge, knew nothing of the law ! (chap,

vii. 49). This proud oihafJAu was twice thrust in the face of the

blind man, who, however, learned how to give it back vigorously

enough (chap. ix. 24, 29, 31). The little word was taken up

1 The conjectural reading oIjoj fiiu, has no foundation, and has long been

rejected.

- Baumgarten-Crusius (like Lightfoot before him) disposes of it by re-

garding the plural as merely the expression of determinate conviction, as in

chap. xxi. 24, and 1 Jno. iii. 2, v. 20. But even in these places one does

not speak for himself alone ; and in the present chapter vers. 7, 11, 12, in

"svhich Jesus uses ye and ive, give a different view.

VOL IV. 2 A
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by the people, following the fashion of their superiors : the

parents of the blind man think this the best way to defend them-

selves against the wise men (chap. ix. 20) ; and the inhabitants

of the city, while they speak of their rulers, use naturally the

same expression (chap. vii. 27). Yet have we here the Pharisee^

even after he has honoured another by the name of Rabbi

!

But what is the meaning of the word in this present case ?

When the Pharisees said—We know, it signified—We Pharisees

know : w^hen the Rulers said it, it signified—We Rulers know.

What significance does this give to the expression here ! The
iirst Ruler and Pharisee who comes to the Rabbi who had risen

in Jerusalem for instruction and reformation, makes his confes-

sion in the name of the whole order and jurisdiction to which he

belongs :—We know that Thou art come to us sent with the

authority of God ; we, the appointed guardians of the temple

with w^hose office Thou didst so boldly interfere, the guardians of

the prophetic institutions, whose right it was to ask of every

man whom God has sent to Israel—Who art Thou ? Yerily

Nicodemus spoke the truth : they all did know it, at least in the

same sense as the Gentiles knew that there was one God (Rom.

i. 21) ; that is, they might have perceived it, if they w^ould, sig-

nified plainly in His works. The first commanding word which

He had spoken, when in the temple He put forth His authority

with the full dignity of perfect right, so keenly penetrated their

consciences ; and the word wdiich followed it shed forth, not-

withstanding its obscurity, such convincing beams, that they

dared not actively oppose Him any longer, but could only en-

deavour to evade His meaning. And the miracles which were

performed immediately afterwards were as incontrovertible tokens

to the Rulership of Israel, long unaccustomed to such things, as

to the curious common people. They therefore did know, what

one of their number here confessed ; had it been otherwise they

might have already avenged their insulted official dignity upon

the young Galilagan, who must have answered their judicial

summons. But instead of this a Ruler comes by night, who
has resolved upon uttering this o'ihccfjbsu as the confession, so to

speak, of the conscience of his order. The others were so little

disposed to such confession, were so much occupied in endeavour-

ing to confirm their own arguments against it, that Nicodemus
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only ventured to come secretly to Jesus. So far as this goes he

said (as Luthardt remarks) more than was strictly warranted

by truth. He knew himself, however, not to be the only one

whose conscience was constrained to feel the Divine claims of

Jesus, and therefore could speak as he did, thus generally

But was he not more probably the only one who dared to utter

his conviction, who was ivilling to know and avow Him ? We
might have thought of Joseph (Lu. xxiii. 51), but St John

notes his secrecy and fear in a yet more decided manner, when

he first came at the burial, chap. xix. 38. The officers, more-

over, are reminded, when they failed to lay hold on Him who

spake so mightily, that not one of the rulers had believed on

Him (chap. vii. 48). We can scarcely think that Nicodemus

spoke in the name of many more who were inclined to faith :

for he would not have used this we know ! in common with the

mass of people who confessed His claims. After the crucifixion,

the followers of Jesus very gradually revealed their confident

we to a stranger who won their confidence (Lu. xxiv. 21, 22) ;

but at this time it had not reached a point of self-consciousness

which would permit its being used to Jesus Himself. The vje

of Nicodemus finds its only imaginable and deep foundation in

his official relation, and in the feeling of his order. He thus

modestly intimates his own rank, and dignity, and title ; but

also, half from custom, half from design, retreats behind a com-

munity, to which he would be disposed still to belong, even at

the moment when he is taking the first step out of their conven-

tional track. The learned member of the Faculty, and of the

order, does not immediately shake himself loose of the proud we

from which his own I is fast emerging, not even at the moment
when he is making an admission with which his order has no

sympathy. Even now that he is come to learn and pay homage,

there is still the tone of recognition—something savouring of

favour and protection from the high court, one of whom Nico-

demus feels and represents himself to be.

We know ! That was the lofty word of the learned. But
Nicodemus comes not to Jesus in the spirit of explicit sincerity,

as Nathanael did, who, though he comes with a question, has

made up his mind upon the matter ; he comes with a good in-

tention indeed, yet on the other hand retreats under the cover
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of others with whom he is linked, and consequently exposes him-

self to the anomaly of accosting the Rabbi, not in the language

of a learner, but of a master, and in language undecided and

hollow, which his next words directly contradict. We would

do him no injustice when we ask

—

What it is that he knows in

common with those who know. "Or/ cctto hov lX'/]Xvdocg !

This would appear to intimate more than the simple meaning

of Rabbi with which he commenced, though its emphasis has

not been sufficiently estimated in exegesis. To come—signi-

fied, in the first place, to appear publicl}^ in some official charac-

ter, or for some great work, as the Lord had just done. The

same Lord speaks thus (chap. x. 8) concerning all who had

come before Him as shepherds ; and thus no very great sig-

nificance was in the word itself, since every Rabbi who had

gone through his probation was said to come into his office, and

appear unto Israel. But to come from God—that had a known
and acknowledcved and solemn meanino; : a formula which must

not be pressed down to mere equality with ccTTSffTccXf/jivog Tccpci

0BOV, chap. i. 6. It could not have referred to the mere authen-

tication of this mission according to Divine ordinance in Israel,

for an apparent violation of that ordinance had just been seen.

The expression cctto 6zov must have signified, when used by any

Israelite, and more especially Nicodemus, at least a man of God,

sent from on high to the people with the authority of a prophet

over kings, priests, and rulers. But he does not use the estab-

lished form of speech

—

sent of God, but, come from God, which

was the form of words exclusively dedicated, through the whole

of prophetic Scripture, to that One, loho was to come} It is

only once used with reference to one other, him who prepared

the way for the messenger of the covenant, the greatest of the

prophets, and the only one concerning whom other prophets

^ It is inexplicable that nearly all expositors forget this here. ScUeier-

maclier, however (Homihen iiber Ev. Joh.), expresses it simply " He who
was promised by all the prophets." My reviewer, Miinchmeyer, forgets

that I do not lay the stress upon the mere iT^rihvShcci (though this is- not

used concerning the prophets in so pregnant a sense), but upon the whole

phrase a-s-o Siov iT^YiXvdxg. Assuredly the word l^i'kYiKv&ha.i, 1 Jno. iv.

1, is used in another meaning, and with a reference inappropriate to our

passage.
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spake. (See Matt. xi. 3, 9, 10, 14, 18, 19.) Now this one had

come, announcing himself as the forerunner of the Lord who was

at hand. If a second came after hira, who could he be but that

One whom the two great utterances in the temple had already

almost disclosed to Nicodemus.

The more thoroughly we understand how closely this acknow-

ledgment approximated to the fundamental meaning of the ovrog

Iffri, on the very border of plainly avowing it, the more sensibly

alive shall we be to the remarkable and sudden descent of

his contradictory words, when he utters the strange ^/^ac-

KaXog. I can only attribute it to a lack of living familiarity with

biblical language, that no expositor, as far as my knowledge

goes, has hitherto discerned and clearly pointed out this. It is

like coming down from the elevation of the boldest faith to the

most feeble sophistry ; it is the most cautious retraction, as rt

were, after the most public avowal of a testimony. And here we
most decidedly detect in Nicodemus something that is ever useless

and baneful. He thinks that he has said too much, and has

indeed said too much ; yea, he can but say too much, let him end

his sentence how he may, because he began it with that wrong
word—we know. Mark this, ye who boast that ye know ! Had
he set out by declaring

—

we believe (ch. ii. 11, 23), or, as that

would not have suited the we, by simply saying—/ believe, or

am disposed to believe, how much better would this have been,

because more true, and more lowly ! But now his Professor-

saying—o'/^apogf, OTt aTO Giov sXfjXvdag recoils upon himself as

soon as it is uttered in all its dignity ; for he is now speaking

in the presence of One whose eye penetrates his heart, and
before whom he is conscious of a feeling of perturbation entirely

new. True as was his dihafjjzv as the expression of his own, and

others' conscience ; now when it springs from his lips as a per-

sonal avowal, he turns quite round ! No, he cannot go so far at

this first tentative visit ; he finds it necessary to warp, and soften

his words, to accommodate them to the narrow idea of the schools—iK'/jXvdccg hlddfcccKog. This is an altogether unisraeHtish and
un'scriptural idea and expression—" a teacher come from God"
—standing here alone in the whole Bible, as it came to the lips

of the Master in Israel when he was suddenly retracting his open

avowal. The prophets may indeed be termed sometimes teachers
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in subordinate respects, but we never find this term used as the

main designation of one who was sent from God ; for, God sends

not any one in an extraordinary manner merely to teach, but to

foretell, to bear witness, to prophesy, to rebuke, to console.

When the Prophets began to cease, Israel had only teachers, as

Ezra (Ezra vii. 11) is first so called. But the Scribes and

learned men in the time of Christ were not so foolish as our

Christians are now, who know nothing but of a teaching Messiah :

they expected a kingdom, a new order of things. Divine miracles

and gifts of the Spirit. Nicodemus, however, by this unhappy

perversion, unwittingly betrayed himself and his fellows, by show-

ing how much they would have to depend upon new knowledge

even in the kingdom of the Messiah !

And now, as his introductory words fell into so pharisaical a

tone, he must continue in the same, and append to his strangely-

extorted o'ihaiMV an orderly and fit reason for it, which may
solve, if possible, the anomaly in the collocation of " come from

God" and " teacher." It is with this object that he adds so

formally the otherwise trite conclusion : for no man can do these

miracles that Thou doest, except

—

God he ivith him I It sounds

almost as if he would justify his previous admission to some one

who should follow and contest it. How stiff and pedantic does

the veteran Scribe appear in comparison with Nathanael, and

the full utterance of his heart—Rabbi, Thou art the Son of God !

We may supply his meaning thus :—I had almost said too

much—but thus much is my stedfast conviction, that Thou art a

"Divine teacher," as I have ample grounds for thinking so.

Ovbz]c hvvccTcci—here he speaks more positively, and with a tone

ol general assertion, which admits no dispute. He goes on first

with TCivra—these things, such miracles of healing, testifying in

such abundance, and w^ith such dignity, as Thou not only hast

done, but art still doing in daily succession. (Ch. iv. 45, xv.

24.) Such was the correct paraphrase of Nonnus

—

rcch Travrce,

TToXvrpOTra da,v[jjCiToc. But although this working of miracles of

itself placed Him who wrought them above all ordinary prophets,

he proceeds to add that impotent and almost empty conclusion —

eoiv (JbTi
f,

6 hog [just avrov. This fjbsr avrov is far from being

the Tocryjp h kfjuoi of ch. xiv. 10, 11. It is true that St Peter

begins his preaching (Acts x. 38) with some such humble pre-
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paratory word adapted to the commencement of faith in his

hearers, and was justified in doing so in their case, even as the

similar conclusion which the common understanding ofthe people

drew from miracles as a proof of coming from God, Jno. ix. 16,

33, was right ; but Nicodemus has not here their justification.

His (Mrd is actually the correction of the a-ro &iov lkr}^v&ug

which he had before uttered, and seemed to him better to har-

monize \Ai\\ li,0(/Mza\og ; but what he says is essentially no

more than what might have been said of every devout Israelite,

and consequently his public words are altogether inappro-

priate to this great worker of miracles. It is (as Lange says)

" the unconscious contradiction between the pathos of his first

avowal, and the expression of reflection and fear, which played

it false."

The address of Nicodemus, therefore, has tvjo parts, the turn-

ing-point being the ungenuine and too cautious retractation.

The outset was sincere and praiseworthy, an avowal of the insur-

mountable conviction and secret presentiment of his own mind

and of the minds of his fellows. But he did not set out with the

right word, he did not declare himself as beheving, or desirous to

believe, as marking or suspecting the truth, but brings into the

presence of Him who was come from God his knowledge as if

issued from the seat of the Scribes ; he further kept himself, the

man, too much in the background, making too prominent the

official and dignified we

;

—and thus, while the utterance of his

avowal, extorted from his hidden presentiments, skirted the very

edge of the name Messiah, it falls back and deplorably sinks

from this height to the level of the strange hiOcc(T/caXog. A
teacher—who doeth such wonderful miracles that they them-

selves prove God to be ivith him, simply, that is, with Him who

came from God !
^ In him we have the representative of all the

men of knowledge, who have almost unlearned the necessity of a

faith which springs fi'om the heart ; and even when the force of

conviction has pierced their inmost soul, the utterance of their

avowal must be disfigured and cramped by fearful reference to

^ Zeller (Beuggener Monatsblatt 1849, 3) mentions the peasant-boy in

Saxony who, on being asked if he had learned anything about Jesus at

school, replied, yes ! What then ? " That he was a good teacher of the

people."
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its various relations ; who, instead of yielding themselves up as

children and disciples to the influence of the truth, anxiously and

apologetically give the reasons why they have come to the resolu-

tion of admitting it to he truth.^ Finally it deserves to be noted,

that while Nicodemus by so confident a testimony asserts himself

to be able to convince all his colleagues, he yet dares only to

avow that testimony by night.

The answer which H. Lossel gives to his own question, whether

Christ had ever to do with a Rationalist, is on the whole correct:

" Assuredly He had in His dealings with the Scribes and Phari-

sees generally; but we will pretermit them, as being wholly

turned away from the principle of faith, and fix our eyes upon

one only, who acknowledged Jesus,—we mean Nicodemus. His

avowal is the same as that of our Kationalists, and if we follow

the conversation between him and our Lord, we shall find the

entire character of the Ruler delineated." We must, however,

complete this by saying that he was inclined to believe, more in-

clined than he himself knows and says, that he is by no means a

" friend of light" a non lucendo, but that he was as honourable

and sincere as an aged Pharisee and Rationalist could well be.

He does come actually to God in his soul's strivings, when he

seeks out Him who w^as come from God. " The old man's

humble greeting desires only instruction, but the earnest desire of

his soul for life is plainly manifest." (Lange.) Or as Fresenius^

applied the text to expound the difference between awaken-

ing and conversion, acknowledging the awakening in the case of

Nicodemus, although he before had slept like all unconverted

men
;
just as the greater part of the Jews then slept, and, in

addition to that, the deep and double sleep of a Scribe, and a

Pharisee and a Ruler.

The Lord, the true Saviour, who was come from God to be

more than a teacher, then pierces the secret soul of the man who

^ Draseke, in liis sermons on Jesus and Nicodemus (Liineburg, 1828),

did his best to exhibit the " Yolksbesieger" as worthy of praise and imita-

ton in his contempt for the world, but was constrained to say more than

he intended in those significant words—" Nicodemus looks at Jesus, but

his regards are also in another quarter."

2 Whose select heihge Reden uber die Son-imd-Festtags-Evangelien have

been new edited by Dr J. Fr. von Meyer. Frankf. bei Bronner, 1845.
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stood before Him, seizes his spirit vibrating between humble

sincerity and proud fear, and exhibits to him his entire ignorance

of that one thing which was needful. He places him, by one

mighty though gentle word of His Spirit, in the position and

posture of mind in which he should have come at the first.

Yer. 3. Expositors are accustomed to ask, if the Lord's single

answer was a reply to the previous words. The saying concern-

ing the new birth begins something entirely new, and w^ould

seem to have a novel, hard, and repulsive sound to the guest wdio

had just laboriously achieved his introductory speech. Is it prob-

able that the Evangelist has omitted anything, such as a more

specific question of Nicodemus, or any preparatory sayings of

the Lord, or, as Klee thinks, "all the observations and rejoinders

by which the discourse had reached the present critical point of

its evolution ? " We deny this entirely. For we must firmly

maintain, as the reply to the needless question as to the source

wdience St John, who was not present, derived this conversation,

that he received this important chapter, as he received his whole

Gospel, from the Holy Ghost ; and consequently, that we can-

not suppose him to have omitted anything essential to the clear

understanding of its contents. To such a conversation as this the

introduction and the starting-points are preeminently essential;

as, in general, are the process and connection of the thoughts

and sentiments. Though w^e must admit that we have in the

evangelical records of our Lord's discourses, extracts only of their

fundamental contents, without the individual w^ords in detail;

yet in those important conversations in which every word and

every answer is of moment, this principle must only in a very

slight degree be admitted. This is especially true of St John,

who gives such conversations in their finished lifelike form, as we
see beautifully exemplified in his fourth chapter. The ccTTZzpid'/}

zoii Si'TTSV is here, if anywhere, a literal reality. But again : did

Jesus interrupt the speaker, who intended to proceed and ask

further questions? The answer does indeed critically meet

his w^ords, and attach itself to his expressions with all the force

of antithetical rejoinder. " Thou art a teacher'^—then / sai/

unto Tliee ! " No man can do these miracles that Thou doest.
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except God be Ayith him"

—

No man can see the kingdom of

God, except he be born again ! But we must regard the

former sentence as finished before the rejoinder is spoken

:

the Redeemer cannot be supposed to have ever interrupted

the meanest person in the midst of his words; and there

was both Divine and human propriety in not breaking in sud-

denly upon the address of Nicodemus at this time. If any

account must be given of the apparent abruptness of the

answer, there would be more truth in supposing that Nicodemus

paused in confusion before his words were finished. And,

in fact, the want of harmony between the question and its

answer, lies not so much in the inappropriateness of the latter as

in the defectiveness of the former. What was the real object of

Nicodemus in thus coming by night ? He has not clearly ex-

plained, and would have found it very hard to answer the

Lord's ri ^Tjrg?^, if His kindness had not refrained from utter-

ing it.

The simple man is glad that he is extricated from the embar-

rassment of the first failure. His perplexity heightens before

the gracious but solemn eye of the Light of the w^orld which

tries his heart ; and he beholds with abashed contemplation the

great worker of miracles, in whom he involuntarily discerns

more than a teacher with whom God is. He silently stands be-

fore the presence of Him whom he had sought, and his whole

aspect uttered the explanation and conclusion of his first words
—" This is wherefore I have come to Thee, that I might hear,

and learn, and inquire, and seek : show me Thyself, and the

kingdom of God, whose King I could fain regard Thee to be !"

This man of the Pharisees stood before the Saviour of men,

somewhat as that man of Macedonia stood before Paul, and

cried to Him from his inner soul, which the Lord penetrated

through the veil of his words and secretly replied to,—Teach

me ! Help me ! What could be said to him but the funda-

mental words which would teach the true and only help for the

soul of man, and the meaning of which would dawn upon the

newly-awakened desire to learn them ? It is not doctrine but

life that is concerned here (as Ebel of Konigsberg expounds the

text)—I bring not new doctrine only, but will make new men
—wholly and essentially new men, and this is the first sentence
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m the Divine catechism ! Luther—" My doctrine is not of

doing, and of leaving undone, but of being and becoming ; so

that it is not a new work to be done, but just the being new
created ; not the living otherwise before the being new born."

Then and only then wilt thou see, and experience, and realize

all that which is now beyond thy possible knowledge. Oh that

the followers and ministers of the Saviour pursued ever the same

course in their dealing with such souls, and would always thus

direct their unconscious longings to its true object, and trace

them to their right source !

Nicodemus, indeed, knew but little better than that Mace-

donian people whose representative appealed to St Paul, what

his real need was, and what he should ask of the Lord. What
IS yet lacking to me ? This question, which no longer sprang

from the mere scribe, had firmer hold of his heart than his con-

sciousness could reveal to him. Which is the right way into

the kingdom of God? or. How may I enter into it? Such

questions came not to his lips. As a Jew, a Pharisee, and a

Kuler, it was already a settled point that, whenever that king-

dom should appear, he must, by essential prerogative, belong to

it. Thus it would appear that his design was to put some deep

questions as to the character of that kingdom, now apparently

so near, and concerning the relation of Jesus Himself to it

;

those heavenly things, in short, which therefore the Lord men-

tions in ver. 12. It was not that he came to investigate the

doctrine of Jesus, whether it was in conformity with His

miracles
; yet as far as he comes to investigate, his purpose was

to inform his mind. His desire, as far as he was conscious of it

himself, may be expressed in the two unuttered questions—Art

Thou in truth He whom I had almost acknowledo-ed Thee to be?
CD

And what, then, will take place at the opening of this new
kingdom ? Deep in his heart however—and this is the great

point—there lies another better desire. He is already kindled,

and touched by the influence of the Spirit ; this secret impulse

gave him no rest at night, sent him to the Lord, and it was this

first germ of the new birth which He regarded when He spoke

so suddenly and so plainly concerning it. It was with him, as

with many of his kind : the heart sees further than the head,

the inner man better than its outer utterance ; he comes with
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some measure of hmnility, else would he not have come at all,

but that humility is unhappily veiled in the appearance of

pride ; his deepest desire is towards spiritual influence, but it is
j

misapprehended by himself, and degenerates to carnality. The/
Searcher of hearts discerns all this, and beholds his secret

susceptibility. He will attract yet more entirely this secret

yearning, and at the same time overturn the hurtful impedi-

ment of knowledge : He therefore directs one word to his head

and heart alike, the paradox of which stimulates every thought

and feeling in both, and which should be the starting-point of

further discourse.-^ All further circuitous bye-phrases are at an

end, and the poor sinner is brought, with all his half-proud

embarrassment, directly to the great matter for the sake of

which he had been unconsciously led to Christ by the Spirit.

Not a word is spoken of the impropriety of occupying the night

which closed a day weary with good works :—it was at least

late evening, the time of sleep. Jesus was not only ready,

even at night, for all who might seek Him ; but Himself sought

the lost, wherever they were to be found, even at the time of

mid-day repose, as afterwards at Sichar. This not being men-

tioned in the Scripture, the expositor has nothing to do with it

;

save that the confidential, nocturnal hour would have been yet

another argument for hastening, without any delay, to the great

and fundamental subject.

Nicodemus appeared before Jesus with an "acknowledg-

ment which had evidently somewhat complimentary in it,"

paying Him honour and respect, which did not, however,

spring from the right source. Jesus therefore diverts him to

^ Lossel speaks rather one-sidedly, and too much in that Pietist tone

which He elsewhere rebukes—" Does He not here cut off suddenly, and

ex abrupto, the poor threads of reason, as if Nicodemus had never yet

begun to spin aright? Does He appeal here to the head, or to the

heart ; to the reason, or to faith ? To the Jieart, beloved, for we see in

Nicodemus (whose reason immediately stood still !) that the reason derives

nothing from the faith."—Not so, my beloved, for we see in all the

Lord's discourse nothing but rational thoughts, and the heart can oilly_^

derive its influence through the reason placed in its right position.

We prefer to say with Draseke—The Lord gave him such matter of

thinking and investigation^ as his whole Pharisee-life had never given hirn

before.
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the consideration of Nicodemus himself. " Say nothing now
of ^le and My being sent from God, but think of thyself!

Thou thinkest that thou knowest much, and shalt learn more

from Me : now I will tell thee what before all things thou

must understand, if thou wouldst know who I am, and what

thou hast to expect from Me. First must thy own need be

known, then will it profit thee to hear of a helper and re-

deemer. Thou wouldst begin at the omega, I will begin at

the alpha, and thus teach thee the whole alphabet of My doctrine

in that one word horn againj^ This is taught, first, in hard

and mysterious figure, in order to humble the master in Israel,

who understood not this, though as a man he needed it, to

the position of a learner: the discourse afterwards rises by

degrees to a less figurative, simpler, more intelligible method of

teaching.

Vv^ord answers to word, so that there is no room for any

omission. The afjjr^v afjb'/jv of Him who came from God over-

powers at once the dihcc[JAV of the master in Israel ; O that in

our day the wise would let the Amen of the true and faithful

Witness overpower them ! /, the teacher come from God, as

thou hast confessed: O that all who call Him their Teacher

would become attentive learners, when He begins to speak ! I

say unto thee, who didst enter with thy emphatic lue, yet disposed

to hear Me rather than others : I discern thy integrity despite

evil appearances ; I will answer tldne inner man, which utters a

better question than thy lips ; I will confide to thee the best in-

struction which I have for thee. This is indeed, at the outset, a

most solemn word ! Thus does the Lord draw him out from

behind his ive, while He speaks out His own I : and places him

immediately and at once among all mankind, without distinction

— lav [jjTJ rig.

We now have reached the fundamental word of this won-

derful discourse

—

fyBi/j^r^drt clvco^iV. But this avojhv, the verbal

ambiguity of which St Chrysostom left undecided, makes us

pause to ask whether we are to interpret it " again " with

Luther, or ^'from above " with the greatest part of modern ex-

positors. We see in it, and we may say it at once, a snare for

interpreters, such as is often found in Scripture : and for our

own part hold with Luther that this is the catechetical word in
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the churcli's elementary instruction upon regeneration} "Amdev

might indeed be equivalent to oupccvodsv, as in ver. 31 of this

same chapter, in ch. xix. 11, 23, of the same Gospel, and

similarly again in Jas. i. 17, iii. 15, 17 ; Matt, xxvii. 51 ; Mark

XV. 38. This would appear, indeed, to suit the connection,

especially ver. 2. In that case the " born from above " v^^ould,

in addition to the other references already mentioned, contain an

answer to the "come/rom God;" signifying that not only must

every teacher in His kingdom, but every man who would enter

or see it, be of God. And in this case, further, as the " enter

into " of ver. 5 would illustrate the " see " of ver. 3, so also

would " of the Spirit " explain the " from above." For the Son

of man does, indeed, bring down from heaven the Spirit of

regeneration, vers. 13, 31, 34. This interpretation, also, would

make prominent a thought which in itself is of great importance

;

—that w^e cannot of ourselves, by our own knowledge and will,

press into the kingdom of God ; but that that kingdom comes

down to us, through a heavenly new birth by the Spirit of God.

Hence Origen, Cyril, Theophylact understood it ovpocvohv;

Erasmus rendered it e supernis : and even Bengel declares in its

favour, supposing that Nicodemus had lost sight of the oivoodiv,

in fixing his wondering thoughts exclusively upon the fyei/vj^dr,,

Liicke reUes much upon St John's phraseology, in which the

being born of God occurs, but not regeneration ; Baumgarten

Crusius thinks that the connection of the conversation decides

for it ; Lange determines for the ovpocvo^ev ; and even Otto von

Gerlach abandons Luther's exposition as the church has con-

firmed it.^ But w^e do not : for it is obvious in ver. 4 how

Nicodemus understood our Lord, and there we find merely yepajv

cl)V and hivrepoi/. This, however, would not be decisive, if it can

^ Many congregations, however, read in the Zurich translation—^von

oben herab (from above). But de Wette did not venture to utter "von
neuem" (again).

2 On the other hand, Kleuker aflBrms
—"from the beginning:" and

Neander is not induced by Liicke's reasoning to prefer " from aboY©."

Luthardt, too, justifies the reasons—^which I have here developed. Hil-

genfeld, adhering to his birth "from above," distorts the sense, under-

standing nothing of the being born again; and foolishly explains the

condition to be that man must anew belong to the pneumatischen Menschen-

geschlecht

!
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De supposed that Nicodemus misunderstood them. Now if the

Lord used the direct expression '•'from ahove^^ Bengel's idea of

its being overlooked by Nicodemus would be out of the question

:

he would assuredly have been first obliged to ask concerning this

dvadsv or ovpai^odsvy and could not have thought of entering,

being old, his mother's womb—which is only the expressive

" denico " made more strongly emphatic. If the Lord used an

ambiguous word like dvcdhv, the misunderstanding might have

arisen which was corrected in ver. 5. But then the Lord must

have spoken in the Greek tongue, for in the Hebrew or Aramaic

there does not exist, as Grotius forcibly showed, any such

ambiguous expression : but in a conversation with a member of

the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem, the Greek language is not to be

thought of. Lamped non verosimile says too little, for the

ambigua vox is in the case of our Lord's language simply

impossible. Li spite of all this the Lutheran Boss will not

translate with Luther : but among many other things which he

properly maintains, he will not make aucodsv a Shibboleth.

This is our main reason for accepting the rendering of the

ancient version, such as the Yulg. renatus denuo, the Syriac

^^T} I? (i^ which Baumgarten Crusius finds, without any reason,

a third), and in the same way the Copt., Arab., with Nonnus,

and so forth. But why did St John choose the ambiguous

oivcohv to express denuo, if he only designed to convey If ap%fc
TToiXiv, or ^wTSpov ? Because the avayspvaadoct of later Christian

usage (1 Pet. i. 3, 23, comp. 7ra'kty'yBVS(Ti(Zj Tit. iii. 5) could not

have been appropriately put into our Lord's mouth ; and mXiv^
and hevrepoi^ do not express with sufficient emphasis the mean-

ing of avu^sv, "from the beginning" (Lu. i. 3, Acts xxvi. 5), or

altogether anew (Beza : derechef), on which account Gal. iv. 9,

and Ecclus. xix. 6, unite the words TraXiv oivco&iv, returning

back to the aroi^ioig. Further, it might be asked why the

^ Tit. iii. 5, in connection with uvctKuluuaig^ does not refer to tlie first

birth of Adam from God, as Koenig (Menschwerdung s. 24, 43) strangely

maintains. Braune (Stud. u. Krit. 1847, 2) refers to the 7r«A/v ylvsadxt

of the LXX., Job xiv. 14, although without necessity in a word which was

very famihar in profane literature. All the more objectionable is it that he

will explain the olucu^su of Jno. iii. 35 by the U kov^ 1 Jno. iii. 9—^probably

without having seen the reasons which I allege as opposing this.
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Saviour, if, as we said above, He would make His expression

correspond to the osto dsov of the inquirer, did not say plainly

l/C ^sov, or the equivalent of the Greek ovpavohv. Others may
find, but we cannot, the idea of being born of God developed in

this whole conversation : the subsequent conversation does not

expound the birth from on high, but enforces the truth and

reahty of another birth, after the analogy of the first physical

birth, that is, vers. 6-8, of being horji again. St John's

phraseology, upon which Lange lays such stress, furnishes no

other instance of this, simply as the 1%, 6eov yippuc^at does not

recui in our Lord's words. This latter belonged to the aposto-

lical development of Christian language ; but the being born

again or anew was a phrase already extant among the Jews, to

which the Lord here attached His own word in order to be under-

stood hy the Pharisee. It is well known that at the baptism of

Proselytes (see such passages as Ps. Ixxxvii. 4-6) a new birth

into the family of Abraham was spoken of; that the converts

were regarded as new creatures (n^"*in nnri), as new-born babes

(comp. 1 Pet. ii. 2) ; and that even repentance was generally

compared to the being again born as children.-^ With this

the expression in ver. 5 g| vbccrog well accords ; reminding of

baptism and repentance, but quite irrelevant to ovpavodsv. Thus

the apparent grounds for the opposite view are invalidated, and

we must regard this place simply as parallel with the saying to

the unhumbled disciples in Matt, xviii. 3. In this latter passage

the correlative idea of cojwersion to new life may be more promi-

nent : in the passage which we now consider the essential prin-

ciple of that external change is more expressly pointed out.

The hirth is a figure ; nay more, the physical birth is only the

type of that more essential birth which is unto the life of the

Spirit. Mere change of life suffices not, nor any mere change

of thought ; for the perfected (jbiTavoia must spring from a new,

and mysterious princijnum.^ This cannot otherwise be stated

:

^ -T^i3 a'pn iV\s3 n'ltonnn^ ^"^^^ hnwh ^3>a—a penitent man must belike one

to-day new-born. Jr. GilDborim, Fol. xix., Col. 3. Thus we have here the

y^sravoix, which is so remarkably wanting in the whole Gospel of St John,

apprehended in its full results, in a Rabbinical expression.

2 If our Lord, by being born again, means only reformation of life, in-

stead of making any new discovery, He has only tlirown a great deal of

obscurity on what was before plain and obvious. Wesley.
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the necessary ordinance of nature in reference to human birth,

as appointed after the Fall, Gen. iii. 16, is shown to have a

prophetic reference to the new birth of the sinner. As no man
can behold the hght of the living without being thus born, so

can no man in the kingdom of God without this new birth. It

is impossible in the nature of things. The Lord says not may^

but opposes to the "no man can" of Nicodemus another '^ ca7i"

yet more emphatic and sure. The mystery and marvel of its

origination, both in the case of the natural and the spiritual

birth, is lost in the first creating fiat of the omnipotent God.
That origination is in agony and sore travail, as chap. xvi. 21

describes it; there may be "gentle new births as there are

easy births," yet is there the struggle of life with death. The
new life is only born at first, in order to continuous growth

;

but the germ of all increase is given at the birth. Many other

relations and analogies might be traced, of which, however,

Nicodemus understood but little at the first. Enough that the

Divine Teacher gave him the most solemn assurance that every

man must experience this new birth, even though he be a master

in Israel : and in ver. 7 this most absolute necessity is impressed

especially on himself, and such learned in Scripture as he.

In the term hingdom of God the Lord lays hold of the Jew,

by the fundamental idea of his national expectation and hope.

This expression, " not current elsewhere in St John " (it occurs

in a different relation chap, xviii. 36), indicates that the Evan-
gelist is giving here the Lord's own discourse, as it was adapted

to His hearer, without modelling it according to his own style

of writing. The prophets had predicted this kingdom, the ortlio-

dox doctrine had shaped its idea into expression, the Baptist

had announced its coming and nearness, but it was for the Spirit

alone to open the new eye to understand the Gsov in its connec-

tion with the misunderstood (^ccfftXucc. The seeing is the result

of the being or existing, the child must first be born in order

to see. For Nicodemus it signified :—Thou canst not form a

right idea of this kingdom, or appropriate and understand it

when it is taught to thee, until thou becomest an altogether

new man, essentially, and from within.^ This is the answer to

^ I must maintain this distinction between iosh, and tlai'kklu in ver. 5,

though perfectly aware that *J«;j in scriptural language signifies to experi-

VOL. IV. 2 B
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his well-devised question :—In these things a living perception

and experience alone avail; without that I stand befoi;e thee,

and thou seest Me not, I may speak to thee, and thou wilt not

understand. Thou askest—^how and wdien cometh the kingdom

of God ? Whereas it is already nigh thee, yea, without thy

knowledge it is already begun in the principle of thy eager

question.-^ Thus thou canst not w^orthily acknowledge Me as

the King,—even shouldst thou call Me yet more distinctively the

Messiah, the Son of God,—while thou interpretest those words

according to the carnal reason of thy people and thy order, ac-

cording to the system which a pei^verted misunderstanding of

the prophecies has formed. Thou knewest not w^hat thou saidst

at thy first coming. Thou canst not see and comprehend those

greater signs and wonders which the Saviour performs in the

souls of sinners, until thine own soul, through entering the ele-

ment of repentance unto faith, hath learned what thy need of

such a Saviour is, and what that restored kingdom of God over

men is, which is opposed to the Jewish notion of a worldly

dominion. Without the early beginnings of a renewal of the

nature, there can be no understanding perception, and still less

can there be any saving and renewing faith : that first repent-

ance which responds to the command (jAravoun contains the

influences of the Spirit which are unto the new birth. None
can experience Divine things, by mere learning and knowledge

of themselves. " The kingdom of God is nothing into which a

man can think, or investigate, or study, or read, or hear, or talk,

or discuss himself: man can only experience his way into the

kingdom of God." (Drdsehe.) To see the kingdom of God, is

a phrase which includes all from tlie first perception and ex-

perience of the beginnings of that kingdom up to the full par-

ence, or attain to. But it is not without reason that they are distinguished

here; and the seeing placed first, in order to showits dependence upon

experience, and justify the Lord's words. Luthardt's critical remark, that

this style of opposition was used because Nicodemus had supposed that he

saw the beginning of the kingdom in the miracles, leads, as far as it is cor-

rect, to the same conclusion as my exposition.

^ Such a presupposition^ that the kingdom of God is actually near, and

already begun, must be regarded as involved in our Lord's answer to the

question which might be asked, how one may or may not be able to see.

Teschendorjff's paraphrase excellently supplies this.
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ticipation of the blessedness of eternal life. It is therefore

fundamentally equivalent to the entering in of ver. 5 ; to have

a right idea of it, and to participate in it, are one and the same

thing. There is no such thing as " seeing the kingdom of God
at a distance," as Braune energetically says. That which was

typically exhibited to the patriarch Jacob, when God revealed

to him in a dream that influence of His heavenly might, which

descending upon earth to bless, and guide, and guard, His own,

makes earth again the house of God and the gate of heaven,

was no other than the kingdom of God then shown to him

(Wisd. X. 10) ; and as Jacob attained to it, in the lesser degree

of the Old Testament, when in wrestling prayer he became

Israel, so also must we all in the full consummation of the New
Testament experience.

But Nicodemus at that time understood not all this. He
seizes only the paradox of another birth thus unexpectedly thrown

in his way. Without calling to his mind what upon this subject

he must have heard, or read, or known ; without giving himself

time to consider that this word was not so severe as it seemed,

since to be horn could not be required of any one as a command,

rather promised and bestowed as a gift ; he breaks out at once into

the unadvised utterance of the first impression made upon his mind

—as in ver. 4. He must reconcile his thoughts to something

which his experience through life had never brought to his mind

before ; and he finds himself very unapt. No man ever thus

spoke to him before, such things had never entered his mind,

either as a disciple in his youth, or as a master in his age. He
had come joyfully and confidently that night, with the conscious-

ness in his soul that he was coming to the light, and with more

sincerity than his reverend fellows : doubtless he anticipated with

eagerness the answers, and disclosm'es, which he should receive

from the marvellous one. If his own unabsolved conscience

somewhat disturbed his joy on entering, yet might he expect to

be praised for his avowal ; and if he did not give pleasure by

his visit to Him who was come from God, yet he might assume

that the only ruler who paid Him honour would receive some

slight honour in return. And now the wonderful one by the

answer to his very first words heightens his perplexity, and re-

pels him with such a strange and embarrassing word ! He thinks
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that he has both learned and taught much concerning the king-

dom of God, and now, without any respect of his person and

dignity, he is told that he has no eye wherewith to see this king-

dom, until he is born again, and begins to live anew ! He
might have entered into the general meaning of the expression,

if his thoughts and feelings had been tending that way. For

he was not ignorant of many sayings of the scribes, and of the

Scripture, which might have aided him. The discourses of the

prophets, which he himself had not always literally understood

;

yea, the entire system of the teaching of the day, so full of

figure, parable, and proverb, should have saved him from the

danger of so entirely misapprehending the mysterious figure of

the Divine Teacher. He does indeed mark, in some slight

degree, whither the words tend ; but he does not spend a second

thought upon this, so entirely is his nature excited, and so en-

tirely has he lost his presence of mind.^ Hence he commits

the same error, though in a lighter degree, as his colleagues

shortly before in the temple ; he will not understand, and takes

offence at the letter of the unwonted words. He acts somewhat

like the Samaritan woman afterwards when the living water was

offered to her ; and like the people, still later, when the bread

of God, sent down from heaven, was set before them. The
learned man does not go beyond the unlearned, in his dealing

with spiritual discourse concerning those heavenly things, which

are designed to become earthly things also, and have become

such already for our need. He actually falls behind them.

For that woman did say

—

Sii', give me this water; and the

multitude did say^—Lord, evermore give us this bread ; but this

learned man does not call Him Lord, and when his learning

fails him does not humbly ask, but erects himself in his ignor-

ance, and begins to dispute—How caiL^his be ! Is such a thing

as this possible ! Thus did the masters in Israel deal with the

profound contents of the Old Testament, and beheld not in

them the kingdom of God. So deal still the successors to their

wisdom in our day, and ask in their folly concerning the open

testimony of the New Testament to the mysteries of the king-

^ Bengel also, animosius objicit. Ebel yet stronger, " wlio does not detect

the injured ruler, who expected that an acknowledgment of the Nazarene

"W ould meet with a different return ?
"
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dom of God—What do these things mean? And even the

convinced Nicoderauses among them cannot deliver themselves

at first from the delusion ; cannot free themselves fr^om the " fond

bias of the learned to dispute" (as Zeller calls it), till God in

His grace give them better views.

Thus we can neither say that Nicodemus did not understand

the Lord, nor merely that he would not understand Him. Both

are involved together, and as in his first words he was unable

to give utterance, clearly and fully, to his inmost thoughts, so

in his second saying we have not his sincerest feeling. He
perceives something, but not enough to fix his mind upon ; a

certain ofi*ence at his unflattering reception adds to his confusion

and perplexity. In order to say something, he utters hastily

what first came to his lips ; what seemed to him the surest ex-

pression he could use, but was, in effect, the most foolish and

unbecoming answer which he could have given ; he childishly

asks—How can a man be born when he is old ?

His offence betrays itself, with involuntary natural feeling, in

the repeated Ivvarat, which the^Lord had given him back, and

which, after the fashion of disputants, he once more retorts.

This was not the way to speak to a teacher come from God

!

He saw clearly that the Lord's Xsya; aoi aimed at himself; but

he does not bring his own I out of the general mass, as the

Lord had designed. The question would have run much better

and more simply—How can / be born again ? and that might

have brought him to a clearer consciousness, and more collected

comprehension of the Lord's meaning. But he falls into the

predominant habit of the scribes, w^ho made the most concrete

matter abstract, as long as they could ; and conceals his convic-

tion of the personal reference to himself under the clause y'i^uv

&)V, that is, when a man is so old as I am. It must be remem-

bered that yi^uv is more than merely adult, it refers to the

advanced age of Nicodemus.^ But as soon as he has uttered

this first sentence, it happens as it happened before ; he is not

satisfied with it, and it must be amended. In the former case,

he had said too much and must qualify ; in this, the objection is

1 Not including, however (according to Lampe), a moralis indecentia,

that an old man shoidd begin quite aneWy for so much as this Nicodemus did

not yet understand.
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not strong enough, and he must strengthen, if he would sustain

it. For to the simple question—How can a man be born when
he is old! a most obvious answer was at hand, which must
have been whispered to his conscience; just as many other

objections to truth have only to be uttered, and their ground-

lessness is immediately felt by the objector. That simple

answer was—The words have a figurative signification, and
none other possible ! But though Nicodemus must have taken

shame to himself that he had put the question, yet he will not

confess to himself, still less to Jesus, that he had understood it

in any degree aright : he is disposed to proceed with a kind of

contradiction, and improves, as he thinks, but in reality renders

more offensive his first words. He hangs petulantly upon the

letter, throws into his words the faintest tinge possible of irony,

in allusion to the sacred verili/ of the Divine Teacher, and

goes on with his stronger protest—Can he enter the second

time into his mother's womb, and thus, according to Thy express

word, he horn ? While he thus seems to take the Lord's

words on their absurd side, he only makes himself pitiable,

and feels this as he proceeds to his second question. The
dvuhv which the Lord had used, and which made prominent

the idea of a new beginning, thus serving to explain the

yswri^Ti, was something quite different from the substituted mere

hsvTSpov, once more, a second ti?ne altogether over again like

the first. But Nicodemus is not thoroughly in earnest with his

saying about entering a second time into his mother's womb
;

his second sentence, like the first, wavers undecidedly between

its two clauses ;—he does not altogether say what he would, nor

does he speak out what he would say, but his whole address

savours of the fear, and the obliquity, of coming by night.-^ This

psychological apprehension of his state of mind alone saves us

from the two extremes of interpretation—on the one hand, that

of supposing Nicodemus obtuse enough actually to understand

the Lord's words literally, and on the other, that of attributing

so lofty a conception of His meaning, that he could himself con-

fidently continue His figurative language. Schleiermacher (and

^ Even Draseke, " as is the wont of lofty ignorance, which u'culd not lie,

but cannot do otherwise than he, because it mistakes itself."
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after him, Baumgarten-Crusius) is an example of the latter, and

represents Nicodemus as sufficiently clear in his views to say

boldly :
" How shall the kingdom of God become established

among men, if those who shall see it must renounce their wdiole

past life, and put on a life altogether new ? For this is hard to

ilian, when he is old," etc. To express this more plainly—How
can such a fundamental change upon the fully formed thought

and character of a man, as may be likened to another birth, be

possible ? How, for example, can it be predicated of an ojd man,

such as I am, that he should begin all again, as a little child ?

That would be as little possible, using thy figure still, as for me
to enter once more into my mother's womb !—Ebrard, though

he perceived the confusion of thought in this, has not precisely

hit the mark w^hen he says, " in such cases one involuntarily

speaks as if adopting the obvious literal meaning of the words,

and showing that this will not suit, uses it as an indirect illus-

tration of the deeper meaning." For all these enforced exposi-

tions rest their measure of truth simply upon the fundamental

darkness of the man's inner mind ; he utters words of objection

which are not carefully pondered, and they fall back upon his

own heart. We should interpret the whole with knowledge of

human life, and some penetration into the phenomena of man's

soul, and shall thus better understand not this only, but many
similarly graphic records of man's sayings in Scripture. Such

Nicodemus-questions are those which are so plentiful in our

days—Am I then only a miserable sinner ? Must God's Spirit

alone work within me ? Is not this happiness and joy blame-

less % and so on, questions which are answered in the feeling of

those who put them, as soon as they are uttered.

Thus, then, Nicodemus has put all his questions. He has first

made prominent, as afterwards in ver. 9, the proud, and curi-

ous How of all those whose boast is to know, and to seek to know
—How can a man be born? There is, however, something

modest in the curiosity, for the 'TTojg presupposes the possibility of

an explanatory ovToog. But, in his second question, his much
more highminded word hvvarcci stands alone, without any qua-

lification

—

Can he enter a second time? He will thus in his

blindness see the possibility of a thing which he shows to be

impossible, before he will admit it as a reality.
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Ver. 5. The Lord foresaw, and designedly extracted from him,

all these words. He leaves unnoticed the 'Tcojg and the Ivmrai,

but once more asserts what He had said, with an appended ex-

planation. He knows well how to answer every man in the most

intelligible and profitable manner. He takes Nicodemus' ques-

tion in a different sense from that in which he seemed to mean
it, and goes straight in His simple dignity to the man's inner

soul. For He knew full well that " the questioner was better

than his question," and that, however much it resembled it, the

question was not one of haughty repulsion—" If we have to wait

till people are born anew, the kingdom of God appears to be a

hopeless thing !" He does not condemn, therefore, the apparently

proud recoil, because He sees that the questioner is already self-

condemned ; He rather lays firmer hold upon his soul, for He
knows that, under the semblance of recoiling, it has actually

drawn nearer to Himself. Just so we shall find in the case of

the Samaritan woman, that He draws her more effectually to

Himself, the more apparently she seems to be alienated from

Him. In His meekness and patience He does not impute to

Nicodemus his unreasonableness, perversion, and folly ; He re-

peats His repelled but tenacious Verily, which He, the Eternal

Truth, must so often repeat to erring men. We see the same

profound condescension and forbearance in His third answer,

ver. 11 ; each of the three instances being pointed by the deeply-

significant 7\.iyci) (TO I.

The objection of Nicodemus unconsciously confirmed what

Jesus had said : the experience of the natural man attests that

the old stem cannot be bent, the matured nature cannot be

reversed ; and this is simply re-stated. But instead of the general

dvccjhv of the beginning, against which Nicodemus' contradicting

hsvTSpov had stumbled, an explanation is now added—sf vharog

xcci TrvsOf/JccTog. To the insight and apprehension of the Tcjg this

explanation might, on the one hand, appear dark, while it, on

the other, clearly and expressly indicates that the yzvvTjQri refers

to a spiritual birth of the inner man through the power of God's

Spirit. The repeated "kiyo} ffot signifies, at the same time, with

regard to this—Hear rightly what I have already said, and what

My meaning was ; couldst thou not, or wouldst thou not, take

note of it ? If the word had been merely \k icviviiiarog, spirit-
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ually or by the Spirit, that is, of God, it would have appeared

both for Nicodemus and for us much more plain, as coinciding

with many Old Testament sayings concerning the converting,

yea, new-creating operations, of the Divine Spirit upon men.

But the water preceding seems to introduce a new obscurity. It

only seems to do so, however. The whole course of the colloquy,

as we have understood it hitherto, must have prepared us to

observe that.Jesus no longer intends to make it difficult for Nico-

demus to understand His words; but that, after having provoked

him to outward contradiction and inward discernment, by His

just darkly veiled saying, He will now render His meaning

plainer and utter the second ' Af/jrjv as 'bihmzoiXov aphpcc hi^d(T-

Kctjv, according to Nonnus. We must reject, therefore, in seek-

ing the first and piimary meaning, all those far-fetched inter-

pretations of the water which could never have entered the mind
of Nicodemus ;—such as an inward birth of repentance ; or a

first negative stage in the new birth related to the second and

positive process, as the water which cleanses is related to the in-

vigorating, life-giving Spirit ; or some supernal water, that is,

fundamental element, of the new creature. The Lord first of all

mentions this water as conveying to Nicodemus himself an idea

which would aid his understanding, or (according to Draseke) as

being '* a sign in the times, with which the new birth was just

then closely connected," pointing obviously and immediately to

the baptism. If the idea of the 7ieiv birth referred, as we re-

marked on ver. 3, to the phrase used concerning proselytes who
were baptized, what was more obviously to be thought of than

that baptism' with which John had so solemnly baptized all Israel

for the kingdom of God? The Evangelist also, in his first

epistle, V. 6, 8, designates Christian baptism by the same simple

word vhatp. But it is not the Sacrament of the New Testament

which is here immediately intended, since the baptism presently

afterwards mentioned (ver. 22, ch. iv. 1, 2) was only a continua-

tion of the preparatory typical baptism of John. When he heard

of being born again of ivater for the kingdom of God, it should

have flashed upon the mind of Nicodemus with as much clearness

as if spoken—Didst thou not then think of him who came in

the wilderness. My forerunner? Nicodemus must have been

abashed that he should have forgotten the import of what had
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occurred, and tliat he should, in his confusion, have put so irra-

tional a question after it had been so publicly testified that the

Jews must become new men, even as they required it of the

Gentiles, when they baptized them into Jews.^ It is highly

probable, yea certain, that Nicodemus had thought little of the

Baptist who wrought no miracles, and had acted as in Luke vii.

30. This disregard the Lord exhibited as a neglect of a Divine

ordinance to wdiich even the Messiah Himself had been subject.

And in fact if Nicodemus had, with such earnestness as his was,

confessed his sins and been baptized in the wilderness, he would

have been better prepared to come to Jesus now. In this we
find a universal intimation for the Nicodemuses of all times and

of all religious views, that they should not think it enough to

come to the workers of miracles ; that they should not, because

they are rulers or scribes, reject any teaching which is appointed

of God for their salvation, any humbling external usage, the

meaning of which commends itself to the conscience as truth.

But this of itself is far from exhausting the depth of our Lord's

meaning in this word, for all His Divine sayings reach beyond

their first application to those who heard them, having the future

church in view. Especially is this the case with those first tes-

timonies, which broke forth from the long-restrained fulness of

His soul, and to wdiich this utterance, spoken in personal colli-

sion with a representative of the best, and most instructed

Judaism of that age, manifestly belongs. In the addition zod

Tvevf/jarog there lies a prophetic reference to that baptism which

w^as afterwards elevated, as the fulfilment of its type, into the

initiatory sacrament, the distinctive introduction into His king-

dom ; and which in Mark xvi. 16 is so solemnly established as

the external condition of salvation. Nonnus only follows the

well-founded tradition of the most ancient exposition, when he

says that Jesus fore-announced to Nicodemus ^ccTrrtfffJbccrog hhov
cciykYiv. Moreo"v er, let the Baptist's intimation be recalled, ch. i.

33, and let it be marked how the Lord unites the two things,

water and spirit^ which in that discourse had been put in con-

^ For all considerate criticism must admit that some rite of washing

corresponding with the later baptism of proselytes was abeady extant when
John appeared, or otherwise John's Baptism would lose its most significant

point of connection
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trast. Ye must be born again in a baptism, which is not merely

with water, external and typical, but through the Spirit inwardly

and essentially purifies and renews ; in a baptism of the Holy

Ghost—which I, the greater than he, will soon introduce, as it

was predicted. {Herder : the baptism of John is not enough !)

We may resolve the juxtaposition thus—Of water, which brings

the Spirit ; or—Of the Spirit, which is the true water. In any

case there is no gV hd huolv,^ but the external and internal bap-

tism have both their legitimate place, and Meyer's note runs with

entire correctness—" Jesus speaks here concerning a spiritual

baptism, as in ch. vi. concerning a spiritual supper ; in both

places, however, with reference to their visible auxiliary means,"

though we would substitute for this last expression conditions

and instruments.^ The Lord even places the water Jii^st, so

that Wesley's inversion is incorrect—Unless he experience an

inward change through the Holy Ghost, and is then also bap-

tized. Nor should we with Cahdn (by h §/a hvo7v again) make

the water a spiritual and internal baptism. The word is as

fully sacramental as that of Tit. iii. 5, Xovrpov TraXr/yBViaiac,

which involves and includes Christian baptism.

Having thus surely defined the first meaning of the words for

Nicodemus himself, we may then, but not till then, seek to dis-

cover those deeper references for all futurity, which are the

VTrovoia of this most solemn utterance, but which we w^ere com-

pelled to dechne, when they prematurely obtruded themselves

upon our attention. Very many false expositions derive their

error from their onesidedness, either hastily extracting the deeper

^ Liicke says riglitly concerning this ancient vie\r, which erroneoasly

appealed to Matt. iii. 11, that we may now regard it as done away—^that

is so far as it assumes to give the first and only meaning. Else we must

be cautious how we reject the fundamental truths lying in many expositions

which authenticate themselves at last by a deep accordance in the central

meaning.
' Hilgenfeld finds the Lord's Supper and baptism very decidedly intro-

duced in St John's Gospel, but his grounds are very peculiar. His remark,

however, upon our text is quite correct :—^these words are so definitely

referred to baptism in the citations of Justin and the Pseudo-Clementine

writings, that it requires some boldness to aver, as Neander does, that the

mention of water is only something subordinate, to impress by a symbol

the power of the Spirit.
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meaning without heeding the intervention of the external, or

carelessly neglecting the deeper meaning in undue regard to the

external element. The water-baptism is itself a symbol or word

of high significance, which in the " water" tells us of something

more than water, and it is to indicate this that we find here and

elsewhere vhoj^ instead of f^ci7rrt(TfjjGC. Wlierefore, then, is the

water prescribed? Because as the water of baptism it is de-

signed to signify that living water which is the gift of God

—

thus making the two discourses in chs. iii. and iv. parallel—that

water which is itself the Holy Ghost according to ch. vii. 38, 39,

or rather the symbol and instrument of the infusion of His high

influence. In the passage just quoted, as in the entire Jewish

ceremonial to which it attached itself, we are referred to a long

series of Old Testament sayings, among which Ps. xxiii. 2, xlii.

2, 3, Ixv. 10 (Cant. iv. 1,5) ; Isa. xii. 3, xliii. 20, xliv. 3, Iv. 1

;

Jer. xvii. 13, may be especially consulted, and compared with

Rev. xxi. 6, xxii. 17.

Further, the operation of the Divine Spirit in the regeneration

of man is first of all a purifying energy in connection with the

expiation of guilt (Eph. v. 26 ; Jno. xr. 3), the condition and

foundation of which, on our part, is repentance;—hence the bap-

tism of John was no mere empty ceremony, but for the penitent

an actual half or initiatory baptism. This penitence, again,

as it is a believing appropriation of the ivord which bringeth

mercy, may be regarded as an external baptism, which may be

likened to the baptism orwater.^ But then the vivifying energy

of the word penetrates the soul as the perfect bath of regenera-

tion and renewal, of quickening and invigoration,—as the figura-

tive bath of water acts in the lower life—and this is the true

ground of all sanctification unto such good works as are wrought

in God. Both stages of the washing away of the former life

(Acts xxii. 16), the death and destruction of the old man, and

the attainment of a neio breath of life, are expressed in the mys-

terious formula water and spirit; just as we find them both

expressly according to their order in Ezek. xxxvi. 25-27, the

only prophecy of New-Testament baptism, comp. Heb. x. 12.

^ The word is a baptism, hence Luther correctly gives his comprehensive

interpretation of our text—" Preaching and baptism, and the Holy Ghost

connected with them."
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But, finally, it is here as in all the figurative language of the

Divine economy ; the final fulfilment is performed and latent

in the first rudiments, and in baptism the final glorifying re-

generation of the body in the resurrection is foreshadowed. The
word and symbol of water prophesies of something which, both

for the individual and the whole renewed earth, is analogous to

the first period of creation (2 Peter iii. 5) : for there are yet

waters above, that is, elements, corporeities of a higher kind :

see Gen. i. 7 ; Ps. cxiv. 3, cxlviii. 4.^ Let him who has even the

slightest idea of the correspondence and typical relation of the

two worlds, the higher reflected in the lower, the future reflected

in the present ; let him who has any realising idea of the niX"iii

^n''p£)i of Ps. cxxxix. 14-16, discreetly consider the &{iov in the

<pv(Ti%,6v of physical birth. For that actually takes place g|

vhaTog za) Trvsufjuccrog : the fruit, already in the moment of con-

ception created of water and spirit (as Gen. i. 2) through the

conjunction of the aura seminalis with the receptive fluid, is

afterwards nourished in ivater (liquor amnii), attaining to full

life and breath when it finally enters the air of this world.^ So
the earth is for the body of death, for the embryo souls which

have not yet reached their full development, the mother-womb

of us all (Job i. 21 ; Ps. cxxxix. 15), while for the new men
properly so called there remains the city above (Gal. iv. 26)

—

and thus there is so far a literal hvrspov zlazk^iiv.

But let us leave all this, and fix our thoughts on that which

is obvious and clear. The man, and much more the child, can

scarcely hope to understand the physical mysteries of his birth
;

let us therefore give our attention all the more earnestly to the

solemn conclusion

—

ob hvvocrai zlaiKdiiv eig r^i> ficcatXeioiv rov

0SOV. We have already had occasion to observe that the Lord
thus makes Ihzh and zlffik&iiv coincide and illustrate one another.

^ Andreas "Wagner's Gescliiclite der Urwelt lias done justice to this

biblical Neptunism, in opposition to the Plutonian geology which Goethe

never would tolerate. Comp. Rothe's Ethik. i. 142, concerning the primary

fluids.

2 Against Nasse's theory, that it is the first respiration which informs

with life, Ennemoser maintains a preparatory breathing of the foetus, and

quotes as proof the position of Geoffrey St HUaire that in the liquor amnii

there is present a respirable gas. (See Ennemoser, iiber den Ursprung und
das "Wesen der menschlichen Seele ii. Aufl. s 72.)
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There is no such thing as attaining to a preKminary critical

inspection and knowledge of the kingdom of heaven from with-

out, a theoretical acquaintance with the domain of the Spirit by

chart without travelling in it ; the coming indeed in a certain

sense must precede the seeing, chap. i. 39, 46. Mark this, ye

premature investigators of revelation ! Ye can only see when
ye have come and entered in ; and how many a Nicodemus is

only beginning to come, nor will understand until he has come
effectually. This rests upon a truth which is fundamentally

presupposed, though many find it hard to receive it, that man,

according to his first and natural birth, is essentially outside the

new element of the ficcffiXsia, rov dsov and of the 'Trvsvfjua, ; that

there is in him an inborn character opposed to the kingdom of

God, and thus that an entrance into it is possible to him only

through the merging of the old birth in one entirely new. And
it is concerning the fundamental necessity which lies at the

foundation of this ov Ivvarai^ with its redoubled 'A/^^f, that the

Lord goes on to speak, w^hen He places the flesh in sharp con-

trast with the spirit.

Ver. 6. That which is born of the flesh is flesh ! This simple

declaration, which should have been quite intelhgible to the

scribes of Israel, introduces a new, and convincing element of

clearness into the dark discourse. Oh that all our modern

scribes, who have the New Testament added to the Old, could

learn from their united teaching, and fi'om their own essential

inmost experience, the meaning of that little word capl ! He
only who knows what that means will be preserved from taking

offence at the ^s7 y2w/i&7Jvai dvcuhv. The Saviour, speaking to

one who w^as a son of the Old Testament, takes advantage once

more of a reference to that preparatory revelation ; just as He
had previously taken for granted the existing idea of an ex-

pected kingdom of God, and of an operation of God's Spirit

in connection with that ordinance of baptism for the washing

of sin wdiich alread}^ existed by scriptural warrant in Israel, but

had received through John the confirmation of express Divine

sanction, and as He had further taken up the very words which

were then used in regard to the becoming a new man. Let us

then place ourselves with the master in Israel under the old

economy in order to understand this new word of our Lord.
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The definite article in both cases, r^g aapzog and rov "TrpsvfJba,-

Tog, of itself suggests this, noting something that was already

well known, and present to the consciousness of him who was

addressed. The auxiliary middle-term g| v^arog the Lord now

entirely drops, since, on the one hand, the external baptism,

while it is the symbol and sacrament of the internal, is yet as

external not so absolutely necessary, and on the other, all the

profound and essential truth in the vhojp is involved and included

in the TTHvyba.

The first occurrence of words in Scripture has its peculiar

significance, as we have often said and demonstrated. When
God beheld in Adam created good by His hand that first thing

which was not good, a deadening sleep (the prelude to his

future death !) fell upon him, the woman was taken out of his

side, and the^^^sA was closed up instead thereof, so that the man
also said, '' this is now flesh of my flesh, and we shall be one

flesh ;" and since that first mysterious occurrence of the word,

the expression has ever borne in it the accessory idea of weakness,

unfitness for the condition of perfect self-contained strength and

manhood, and in addition to that, for the most part, of sinful

lusting and contradiction against the holy law of the Creator. A
second time we find it used in the equally mysterious account of

another and peculiar progeny of sin (hamartigenie, as Nitzsch

says), the mixture of the sons of God with the daughters of

men—men are flesh, My Spirit therefore can no more rule and

control in them. From this time we learn that all flesh had

corrupted his way, and even after the flood we find that still

Vn^y^p jn Dnsn :h "iv;^—from his youth, that is from his very birth.

The passage most decisive in the Prophets for the interpretation

of the word is Isa. xxxi. 3 with its twofold contrast. Human
nature is not simply morally weak, but bestially corrupt through

inherited and accustomed sin ; when the Spirit of the Lord

bloweth upon it in revelation and judgment, all flesh withereth

like the grass, and all its glory like the flower of grass. Isa. xl.

6, 7. If all flesh is ever again to know and rejoice in the salva-

tion of God, and to receive the Lord as a Saviour and Redeemer,

it must be by the fulfilment of Joel's prophecy, chap. iii. 1 ; the

Spirit from on high must not merely rebuke from without by

law and commandment, but inwardly renew, and make clean,
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and rectify, what was radically wrong; that Spirit must be

given unto men and transform them into other men with other

hearts. Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27. David, in Ps. li., is conscious of

all this, and pours forth accordingly his earnest desires. And
may not the Lord be regarded as having referred Nicodemus

to scriptures like those with which he should have been familiar ?

But how hard the avowal

—

o'ihcc[/jSV on <rap5 ifffjuev ! To f/syep-

pyjfMvov with its definite article expressing the widest universality,

makes it plain that man as such, and every man is intended,

but it comes home to the mind and conscience of Nicodemus

with all the force of a keen personal question—Dost thou not

know, thou man of the Pharisees, that thou art flesh in com-

mon with other men, and what that imports V It is not Tag 6

yzyzvvrii/jivog as afterwards, ver. 8, but more emphatically and

definitely in the neuter ; and thus is asserted that most import-

ant and incontrovertible principle, which holds good also in the

higher and lower orders of the creature, and in all nature, that

everything born is in its true quality just what its source and

original is—from flesh only flesh can come, and from Spirit only

spirit ; from the earth only the earthly, and from heaven the

heavenly ; from corrupted man only corrupt humanity, and from

the Holy God alone that which is holy and meet for His king-

dom. (Compare the Baptist's word, afterwards, ver. 31.) Nay,

it is yet stronger : that which yzyivvyiyAvov is altogether flesh,

flesh once more like that from which it is born, and not merely

fleshly—although this, when it occurs, is to be understood like

the former. Further, it is a reply to the foolish objection of

Nicodemus—even if a man could be born of his mother's womb
a second time, what would he be but the same flesh again ?

Without the Spirit, thy new life would be just like the former

over again ! There are two births, and the former is only one of

them; the second is strictly another, distinct, and opposite birth.

Thus does the Lord teach the man in the scribe, whose foolish

wisdom had unlearned or neglected the simplest elements of

scriptural instruction concerning the simplest facts of humanity,

^ Lampe cites a passage from Euripides, Electr. Act. 2, where the

word involves such an avowal

—

xi Is axpKsg^ ui Ktvoci cppevau dyuT^fcetr

dyopoig slaiu. But this in its connection, and in the heathen point of view,

signifies something very different.
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and more especially tlieir practical application to himself, ex-

plaining to him by degrees the great mystery of a new birth of

tlie Spirit, concerning which every master in Israel should have

already known enough to enable him fully to understand the

rest when it was set before him more plainly. He illustrates the

idea of a new birth by the similitude of the former : but the birth

of the spirit by contrast with it.

The neuter here embraces, as Bengel strikingly observes, ipsa

prima stamina vitje, Lu. i. 35. That which is bom of the flesh

is in the very first beginnings of its existence, on that very

account, nothing but flesh, even before it has become the man
iL'ho is born : it is born in guilt, conceived in sin, mortal flesh,

" fashioned to be flesh in the time of ten months, being com-

pacted in blood, of the seed of man, and the pleasure that came
with sleep." (Wisd. vii. 2.) For there is no king that had any
other beginning of birth (Idem, ver. 5), nor any scribe or ruler

;

the first voice which he utters is cr^-ing, as all others do, in tes-

timony that another evil thing had come into creation. The
impersonal neuter points to these hidden beginnings (to which

the Evangelist had referred in his antithesis, ch. i. 13), just as

they are indicated in Lu. i. 35, and Matt. i. 20. But pointing

forwards also it inexorably includes every personality of man,
all that is born of woman by the will of man, and the entire

man just as he is born, so that there is nothing in him which

does not lie under the decree—this is flesh born of flesh ! The
spirit in us, inasmuch as it originates from God, may in a sense

be exempt ; but (contrary to the denial of Hegelianism) even

this is not, so far as it is now boim into the flesh. Therefore it

is infected through and through with selfishness and vanity, dis-

obedience and pride. And all that which a certain class in the

present day vaunt as " the spirit" does indeed belong to the

former portion of the sentence, in contradistinction to the Spirit

of God, from whom alone regeneration comes. " All that man
purposes as of his own will, and performs as by his own power,

can but hinder and interrupt the new birth." All the love of

the natural human spirit is now selfishness or caprice ; all its

strength, skill, and power is simply impotence as it regards the

one object of its return to God ; all its science and wisdom mere

folly and blindness in things which are Divine and heavenly.

VOL. IV. 2 c
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Let no one condemn this as a hard saying and inflexible dog-

matic ; it is the solemn, clear, and merciful testimony of the

only begotten Son of God, who was born in our flesh and con-

descends to our infirmity ; who was Himself without sin, and

therefore most keenly perceived, most sharply resented, and most

fundamentally revealed the sin which existed in humanity, re-

lated to Himself and confided to Him. Yea, inasmuch as He
is not speaking only of sin, but of infirmity also, when in a

scriptural sense He opposes the spirit to the flesh, He has within

Himself experience thereof, bearing by participation with us the

fruit and consequence of our sin in His flesh, but overcoming it

by the eternal Spirit. He is not indeed one horn of the flesh,

and therefore in ver. 7 can only say v(jja.g : He descended indeed

into human nature from heaven as the Son of man, through the

operation of the Holy Spirit in Mary His mother , and accord-

ing to His higher nature is ever not only in the kingdom of

heaven, but in Heaven itself, ver. 13. But not the less on that

account is He an actual Son of man and Man, inasmuch as He
is at the same time in the fiesli, in our flesh, into which He had

come, 1 Jno. iv. 2 ; Rom. viii. 3. Thus He has given us to

know in the days of His flesh (Heb. v. 7) His weakness in His

obedience, the recoiling of His flesh from the agony of a

voluntary performance of the Spirit's will. Matt. xxvi. 41. See

here the most mighty and effectual demonstration of the all-

comprehending truth of the position

—

that which is born of the

flesh is flesh : thus much, no less than all that is in every one of

us ; thus much, something at least in the Holy One born of the

Holy Ghost. So much did He contract from the flesh, at least,

as its passive resistance to the Spirit. What can ye say, ye false

masters, against this avowal and acknowledgment of the Holy

One which is also confirmed throughout the whole history of

His passion ; against such personal testimony from Him who
hath joined Himself to us as much as our redemption required,

and therefore all the more solemnly speaks that which He
knoweth, and testifies that which He hath not only beheld with

eyes of Divinity in us, but hath also for our sake seen and ex-

perienced in Himself ! The mystery of original sin is so plainly

revealed that, as Luther says, du es an deiner Nase greifen

kannst, you see it plainly in your own face ; so plain, indeed,
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that something, in some sense connected with it, adheres even

to the sinless Holy One of God, something, however, for which

theology, anxious to escape error, has found no name I

But in your case not merely is the flesh weak, but the spirit

is not willing : the I of the inner man is carnal, sold under sin.

Would you deny this as if unconscious ? Is it not undeniably

true that your experience, in all the conflict of the law of your

mind, acknowledging the goodness of the Divine law, with the

law in your members, invariably forces on you the conclusion

—

We are but flesh and blood, and all that is of flesh and blood in

us, must ever fail of the inheritance of the kingdom of God

!

There must be another experience through a new birth, in order

that you may be able to add—but that which is born of the

Spirit, is spirit ! Not, assuredly, such spirit as that which so

terms itself, not that w^hich the "flesh of this age" is perpetually

proclaiming as such.

Ver. 7. Nicodemus kept silence a while, "sunk in thought"

—

a pause which we could desh'e for many of our readers. The ijjr,

0KV(Jbcc(Trig with which he is immediately addressed indicates that

Nicodemus sinks into astonishment before the gradually dawning

light of the Lord's words, so that he remains without a ready

answer. The gracious Lord, who hastens nothing, allows him

a short space for this wholesome sentiment, before He with

afiectionate blame recalls him from it. He penetrates him with

the searching inquiry—Is it not true, that it is so ? Is it not

true in thine own case ? Touched as he is, he cannot answer

Yes, but his earlier spirit of contradiction is quite cast down
He ma7wels at the marvellous word, which begins to disclose, to

hint more impressive signs than those by which he had dis-

cerned, as he thought, one come from God. He is in a fail

way to do what until the moment when he came to Jesus he

had neglected, and what the whole design of the Divine words

aim at—to turn his knowledge inwardly upon himself, not

merely to avow what he with others knew concerning another^

but what is in his own soul because it is in man generally, as

the Lord knew it'without human testimony. He is in the way
to become conscious of that awful distance between the condi-

tion of fallen nature and the requirements of Divine truth and

righteousness to which all his past dealing with Scripture, and
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his own conscience, should have ah'eady led his mind ; and he

is very near to the perception that no man can, and lohy no man
can, stand accepted before God without an absolute and funda-

mental change. But even now that his heart is beginning to

guide his understanding, that reason^ which had never pene-

trated or understood these things as yet, interposes its hindrance.

He must even yet marvel^ though now in silent and thoughtful

astonishment, before it had broken forth in foolish and precipi-

tate words. (The Lord's word does not refer to that saying in

ver. 4, which was rather a GKdvhoCkiX^za^ai than a davyboZ^ziv.)

His subsequent question already springs to his lips—how can

these things be ? but gives place to the other—are these things

so ? Have I, then, all my life long known and yet not known

this fundamental concernment? The Lord anticipates him,

however; helps forward the secret movements of his spirit

towards the full light of convincing truth, and by this [JjTi docv-

f/jccffrjg seems to say to him—-Receive this testimony wdth con-

fidence, for it is true : listen only to the voice of the Spirit who

speaketh in My voice, and not to the thoughts of thy own foolish

mind ! Think not that strange concerning which My word

hath tivice been—^Yerily, verily, I say unto thee ! But gainsay

no longer, and wonder not that /, to whom thou camest for

Divine instruction, have said to thee, without any distinction or

exception of person, what I now for the third time declare, and

I believe not in vain

—

Ye must be born again ! All ye who

are born of flesh, not I who am come from heaven, and am
born of the Spirit ; ye Jews and men of Israel not less than

others, as John did rightly baptize you for the new creation of

the kingdom of heaven
; ye rulers also, who utter your oihaybiv

so confidently, though your knowledge is only fleshly of the flesh,

so long as it discerns not itself, and seeks not in self-knowledge

to find the Spirit ! Gainsay it no longer, and wonder not that I

have, as it were, confronted thee again and again with lotv (/jT]

rig—ov hvuccrcct ; receive it, for it has all the absolute force of

an unconditional As7. Truly the mystery of which I speak

is for wonder and astonishment, and he who does not thus

begin will never apprehend it aright ; but this amazement of

thine is not of the right kind, for thou art marvelling that

thou dost not understand and didst never till now know of
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this mystery, instead of marvelling at the great mystery itself

thus brought near to thee. If thou canst not yet comprehend

it, yet receive it as the voice of truth : for there are many things

in the world which thou hearest, and hast no doubt about, yet

understandest not their secret principles. As, for example, what

now follows.

Ver. 8. Up to this point the Lord had designedly thrown a

stumbling-block in the way of Nicodemus' understanding, in

order to humble him by his own foolish words, and make him

susceptible to further discourse, while His last answer was, to

that end, all the more penetrating and convincing for his heart

and conscience. Now that his conscience becomes conscious,

and only his reason marvels at the mystery uncomprehended, it

is time to administer some further help to his apprehension of its

meaning. This is ever the most effectual method of preaching

the mysteries of truth to those who are susceptible, and in spite

of all appearances such did the Lord discover Nicodemus to be.

But the Teacher from God does not enter upon any attempt to

demonstrate the nature of light to the capacity of blindness

;

He does not speak as if He either could or would explain to

demonstration for the thoughts of flesh, the whence and whither

and how of the Spirit's influence, and satisfy the question

trembling upon his lips

—

liow can these things be ? For every

one who knows anything of Divine truth might reasonably ask

—and how could this be done? The point of the Lord's

answer consists in its convincing Nicodemus that, as there were

many things immediately around him which he knew and

understood not, he could not reasonably marvel that some

things incomprehensible pertaining to higher matters were pre-

sented to his mind. Even natural reason can perceive thus

much, that it is not absolutely necessary for the acceptance in

faith of the testimony concerning the mysteries of the kingdom

of heaven, that those mysteries themselves should be pene-

trated ; that the incomprehensibleness of the truth and evidence

of anything is no disparagement of it in matters of higher

experience as well as in lower ; that in all experience generally

the perceiving and hearing and accepting upon faith is ever

essential; and that consequently it is in the highest degree

irrational to doubt, hesitate, and deny, when a higher experi-
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ence is in question, simply because the manner and process is

not understood. Thus must we through reason die to reason,

even as through the law we die to the law. (Gal. ii. 19.)

Thus we discover that faith alone is rational and intelligible,

that it is the true science and erudition to learn and be taught,

and that the reason which vaunts itself so much is most perfectly

unreasonable.

When that long-tried sufferer, who, sore troubled in the land

of counsel^ murmured at his trials because he could not discern

God's counsel in them, Zophar vainly reminded him—Canst thou

by searching find out God ? canst thou find out the Almighty

unto perfection? It is as high as heaven ; what canst thou do?

deeper than hell; what canst tliou know"? The measure thereof is

longer than the earth and broader than the sea. If He cut off, and

shut up, or gather together, then ivho can hinder Himf For He
knoweth vain men (^^^^"''np) : He seeth wickedness also ; and will

He not consider it? For vain man would he wise (acts as if he

had true understanding, which, however, he first has to seek, t^\

y^) 2inj),—though man he horn (so dead and blind to spiritual

things) like a wild ass's colt. When the Lord answers out of

the whirlwind, making His appearance as the Prseses disputa-

tionis, and puts a termination to the philosophical prolegomena

to the book of Moses in this porch of the sanctuary,^ His words

run in the same strain—Who is this that darkeneth counsel by
words without knowledge ? Gird up thy loins like a man (if

thou wouldst as one oppose Me)—for I will demand of thee, and

answer thou me I Where wast thou when I laid the founda-

tions of the earth ? declare, if thou hast understanding I Know-
est thou ? Hast thou perceived ? Canst thou

? Declare thou, knowest thou all this ? And in all these

the tempted man who fruitlessly disputes about the mystery of

1 This is the significance of the iook of Job in the Canon, as Moses

must have obtained and composed it in the wilderness. The time will

come when this will be understood, and such fundamental wisdom of

original revelation will cease to be ascribed, as it is now by some of

the best, to a later poet in Israel ! Oh that the Lord would give me
time and strength before I go to my grave, to express my living ap-

prehension of the meaning of this book of Job ! But this I must leave

to others.
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his afflictions—for such is Job in the most universal sense

—

hears questions uttered to him from the lower creation
; ques-

tions not merely concerning the foundations of the earth, the

depths of the sea, the path of the light, and the place of dark-

ness, but also concerning snow and hail, rain and dew, thunder

and lightning, down to the dust growing into hardness, and the

clods cleaving fast together—those most familiar objects in his

path which are as much mysteries to him as the bands of Orion

and the sweet influences of Pleiades ; concerning the lion and
the young ravens, the wild goats, the unicorns, the peacocks, the

behemoth and leviathan—all as incomprehensible to him in the

lower symbols as their antitypes in the world of spirit. See here

the true use of natural history and geology as the modest pro-

poedeutics of the revelation of God, very diflPerent from that a la

Ballenstddt. Then from the creation referring to the Creator,

it proceeds

—

Who hath put wisdom in the inward parts? or

who hath given understanding to the heart? (ch. xxxviii. 36.)

Gesenius, indeed, in his Lexicon which anticipates exegesis,

rationalistically perverts this—quis renibus tins indidit hanc sapi-

entiam ? The ninp are rather the reins and mysteries of nature

in general, in which we suspect the wisdom which we cannot

recognise without the Creator's interpretation : ''pi^ ^ is the idea

manifest in the ninp, or the comprehensive form of the (paivo-

fjijsvov,^ the distinguishing nj"«3 of which He only can exhibit

who inlaid that into it. In short, Job is cast down by the

exhibition of the incomprehensible things ivhich are even in the

lower creation, and is constrained to answer—Behold I am vile
;

what shall I answer Thee? I will lay mine hand upon my
mouth. Once have I spoken; but I will not answer: yea,

twice, but I will proceed no further. / know that Thou canst do

everything, and that no thought (however wonderful) can be

withholden from Thee, (n^jp ^sp IVZI^ i6.) Therefore have I

uttered that I understand not; things too wonderful for me,

^ Which Jerome, after the Eabbins, makes into a cock. Michaelis and
Cocceius find in it the Samaritan ^"35 oculos

!

^ This is somewhat suspected in the 'ttuikiT^tik'^ sTriaT'/jjUY} of the otherwise

strange Sept. Oetinger interpreted—Who hath inlaid the wisdom of the

sensus communis in the innermost mystery ? but understand "the mysteries

of the material worli" Comp. Auberlen S. 70, 150.
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which I knew not. / have heard of Thee hy the hearing of the

ear; hut now mine eye seefh Thee. Wherefore I abhor myself

(as it becomes sinful man before God), and repent in the dust

and ashes (of my impotence and mortality ; '•ripnp, give myself

to bewail it by that fjuerdi/otcc which is ever in itself the only key

to right understanding).

Just as Jehovah speaks there, the only-begotten Son speaks

here to the contradicting doubter—The As? which thou hast

heard remains firm : wouldst thoii understand it altogether and

beforehand ? wouldst thou know the whence and the whither of

the Spirit, and knowest not the origin and the end of the com-

mon wind ? wherefore dost thou not marvel concerning the air

which breathes around thee, and of which thou livest?—The
Lord derives not his example from the stars, nor from the multi-

tude of earthly things around ; but He takes that most obvious

and most immediate thing, the air or breath without which we
live not from our earliest birth, which surrounds us always,

penetrating our bodily frame without ceasing ;^ and points to the

mystery of the free motion of this earthly air, assuredly one of

the most remarkable mysteries of lower nature. And this is

all the more striking an example, inasmuch as almost every

language has used, in unconscious truth, the air in motion, or

wind, as the symbol and figure of that Spirit of whom our Lord
is here speaking. Thus the word "Tn/ivf/jcc leads us to its lower

signification, which again refers back to the higher. The Spirit

washes and purifies like water, as we saw above ; it further in-

vigorates and vivifies, as the breath of vital air keeps alive the

body from the instant of its birth, (am-ipv^tg, Acts iii. 20.)

Hence at the day of Pentecost wind is the representative of the

Spirit's influence, and in the Old Testament a wind of the Lord
and the Spirit of the Lord are convertible terms (1 Kings xviii.

12, comp. Acts viii. 39), as in the beginning when He brooded

over chaos. Now because the Greek 'prvsvf/jcc and the Heb. nn
alike signify both wind and spirit, and the Lord seems design-

edly to use the ambiguous word, it has been thought by many

^ So far Draseke's reference to respiration is not utterly a misappre-

hension. With equal propriety might the doubting question have been

just—^how can a man be horn generally ? Yea, how can anything live ?
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that He means only the Spirit, and they translate—der Geist

geistet, the Spirit breathes His influence, where He wilh But

this premature interpretation lets go here, as in the vhu^ of ver.

5, the middle-term which was designed to aid Nicodemus' under-

standing. And it is evident from the nature of the case, and the

process of the whole conversation, as it is obvious from the words

which follow, that the Lord uses a real comparison in this ovrug

—50, like the " spirit" or wind of nature which thou hearest, is

(the Spirit concerning whom I speak, and therefore also) every

one that is born of the Spirit. The identity of the w^ord for both,

in consequence of which the mention of wind was a continuation

of the discourse on the Spirit, makes the comparison all the

more striking ; but it cannot be reproduced in translation ex-

cepting through a paraphrase—the natural spirit, that is, the

wind, breathes or blows also in such a manner that thou canst

not understand it.^

It is needless to ask if a night-wind was audible at the

moment, for the comparison is sufficiently express without that

both in the word and in the matter. It is more important to

observe that 'Trvivyba is properly only the more gentle motion of

the air, not the cLviiiiog or stronger gale ; though this distinction

also escapes in translation. Luther's translation "sein Sausen,"

instead of " seine Stimme," is not to the purpose, rather damag-

ing to the sense, even without reference to the ambiguous (poivr^

as applied to the Spirit. Though the blowing is to such a degree

that it is not merely felt on the hand or face, but the sound of

its gentle murmur is heard. (1 Kings xix. 12. ni^T npm ^ip.)

" The Holy Spirit also begins His influence with the gentlest

whispers." ^

But now for the question as to the meaning of what follows,

—

Thou canst not tell whence the wind cometh and whither it

goeth. (Iloy is equivalent to to/', as always in New Testament.)

It might have been replied, with more than Nicodemus' hardness

of apprehension—It comes from the North quarter and goeth to

the South, as the weathercocks everywhere tell us. But inas-

^ livivf^oc occurs only Heb. i. 7, in the sense of wind ; and 'Tirvfiv^ here

associated with it, nowhere else.

2 Nonnus says excellently

—

uy^c'^o'''^^ ^s ((luvYig ^ipr/ig Siohiuiu. /3c/'^/36*

Uf>covitg»
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much as there is a 0sXzt in this ttvsTv, as well as and besides the

not-known 'tto^bv zal 'ttov, it might on the other hand have been

thought that the Spirit only was signified. But we must endea-

vour to understand the true emphasis of the word know, and

those other little words whence and loJiither, as the Lord uttered

them, or at least intended them to be understood. How often

does the proud physical science of the children of men imagine

to itself that it knows something concerning the (pocivof/jsvoig^ to

which it has only given a name, though only their most external

influences and their most obvious manifestations are seen. But

science knows and understands nothing of the internal connections

and secret principles of things. It is one thing to say without

hesitation—It comes from the North or the South ; and another

to comprehend the ivhence of it coming, that is, in what place it

originated, and from what causes it is precisely what it is. No
meteorologist can understand the derivation of wind and weather,

however confident his predictions may be : he may guess, and

speak his guesses as if it were his knowledge, but such knowledge

is in reality too high. God alone knoweth, who hath made the

weight for the loinds, and weighed the waters by measure ! (Job

xxviii. 25.) Whatsoever the Lord pleased, that did He in

heaven and in earth, in the seas, and in all deep places. He
causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of the earth (as-

cending upon our horizon) ; He maketh lightnings for the

rain (causeth the electricity to send down its influence); He
bringeth the wind out of His treasures. (Ps. cxxxv. 7 ; Jer. x.

13). The original and ^gvo^QV genesis, the true nnpin of anything

in nature, we understand not anywhere or in anything ; as it is

said further—Hath the rain a father ? or who hath begotten the

drops of dew ? out of whose womb came the ice ? and the hoary

frost of heaven, who hath gendered it % (Job xxxviii. 28, 29.)

These sayings of Scripture, or rather of the Lord in Scripture,

express not the limited physical knowledge of the then inspira-

tion of the Spirit, but spring from eternal wisdom, which would

cast down much of our modern physics into the dust, if it were

only heard and acknowledged. The " treasures of God," out of

which He bringeth the winds, are not the mythological basis of

the cave of ^olus, but the cave of ^olus and many a like

mythus showed itself in its humble presentiment of the GaviJua-
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GTOV and Q{iov to be essentially much wiser than the speculations

and schemes of our Christian Physics.

There is in the wind especially a distinctive and fundamental

mystery of nature : we speak of it as moved or moving^ the air in

motion, but what the principle of that motion is, and whence it

originates elementally, we know not. The wind is, more pro-

perly speaking, the mover and exciter itself, spiritus commotor

et rector, power without matter ; it is, as it were, the spirit of

nature itself;^ or one of its most eminent messengers, or the

bearer (cherub) of the high commissions of the Divine power.

(Ps. civ. 4.) The wind is " in and of itself the mighty breath of

God," and although we liken, following scripture example, any-

thing that is idle and naught to the wind, yet does the stormy

tempest tear up mountains and break in pieces rocks, which no

element can do—such a weight hath the Lord made for the

winds, and such power Hes latent in them.^ The Scripture gives

us some hints to be pondered concerning the quickening wind,

in the chariot of God seen by Ezekiel, chs. i. and x. But all its

mighty powers are connected by the same principle with its

faintest movements, only just audible and scarcely otherwise to

be perceived : and the same Lord whose voice is heard in hurri-

canes and earthquakes announces His presence also in the faintest

whispers of the breeze. The air, as the substratum of the wind

and on the very verge of matter imponderable, is itself full of

mystery, being the sustenance, in some sense, of animal and even

vegetable life. The motion of this air or its blowing is the most

express symbol of the free impulse of concealed power (and is not

that the proper idea of 'TrvsvfJbo, ?), and whenever we come in

contact with that, our knowledge is at an end. The wind

bloweth (as the Spirit breathes) where it will ; that is, of course,

where God will originally, for He bids it come and go, and it is

1 Comp. (Dvaig, generation, birth, nature, with (pva^ fuo in its funda-

mental meanings, (pyo-oc, cpvaxco.

2 Comp. von Meyer's Blatter fiir hohere Wahrheit, vii. Seite 43, 67, 90.

Further, what Beck throws out (Bibl. Seelenlehre S. 27-29) concerning the

element of spirit which breathes through the physical world as wdnd, the

motion of air as the first and last influence of physical life. Kahnis says

truly—" the wind is the natural symbol of the Holy Ghost, not only in mere

language, but according to nature."
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His purpose which it subserves in heaven and upon earth.

Finally, since we cannot comprehend the ivhence so as to inter-

pose our own will, and interfere with the assigned course of

natural manifestation ; still less can we understand and control

the icliitliery the end and aim of the free impulse, so as to bend it to

our own views. (We may use the wind for our mills, and organs,

and sails ; we may, indeed, artificially, regulate it, but we cannot

turn it in the direction we wish.) The wind which listeth is free,

unmanageable, working mightily in its influence, and in all in-

comprehensible. For in all things the whence is only to be

understood from the whither, the end from the original, life and

death only from birth. When the Preacher is warning against

over-anxious and subtle inquiry about things which admit of no

certainty, and says—He that observeth the wind shall not sow ;

and he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap (he, that is, who

is over-anxious beforehand as to its being favourable)—he adds

with a strict connection in the thought—As thou knowest not

what is the way of the spirit (or the loind), nor how the bones do

grow in the womb of her that is with child ; even so thou knowest

not the icorJcs of God who maketh all. (Eccles. xi. 4, 5.) We
can scarcely think that in those words to the Scribe the Lord

refers to these words. We are free to find such allusions else-

where ; but here the same Spirit is merely coinciding in similar

words with His former meaning. Assuredlywe can no more under-

stand any birth, or our own, than we can the bii^th of the wind

;

and thus the individual man and the whole human race re-

mains, in its beginning and end, a concealed and impenetrable

mystery.^

Having made some advance towards our Lord's meaning in

mentioning the mystery of the wind to Nicodemus, let us now
proceed to the further application of the similitude, and inter-

pretation of the example—as our Lord anticipated it from the

beginning. It was not merely zocra 'TT^otrcoTTOTrouav that the

Lord ascribed a will to the wind as the spirit of nature, but be-

^ " Man, the cio'svti of creation, is himself (that is, now in his degrada-

tion) the greatest riddle of creation. He stands upon an islet between two

eternities, upon a bright point between two nights which have neither be-

ginning nor end, and knows not whence he comes nor whither he goes."

J. G. Miiller.
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cause this semblance of independent will is actually the impress

and expression of the Divine, creating will of the Holy Ghost.

The Spirit breathes essentially where He will (1 Cor. xii. 11),

and we hear His voice, which second expression is therefore ex-

pressly selected. Nicodemus then indeed heard the voice of the

Spirit, which in the words of Jesus so mightily and keenly ap-

pealed to him ; and the Lord's saying, thus mingling figure and

interpretation together, pointed his thoughts that way. For the

question is here of perceiving or hearing, feeling and experienc-

ing the power and influence which is undoubtedly present and

excited upon the soul. The hearing is, as it were, the lowest

degree of feehng, through the vibration of sound, from a distance;

and every voice is in some sense a blowing of spirit upon myself.

Where a voice is heard, there must something breathe and make
the sound ; and thus the Spirit of God is recognised and per-

ceived by His voice. Faith cometh s| azorjg (Rom. x. 17), and

that not the external voice of words necessarily or alone, but, at

the same time and sometimes only, the internal hearing of an

inward voice. The close of the sentence has a very deep and

manifold reference :

—

So is every one that is born of the Spirit,

that is, thus is it with the Spirit ; consequently thus does it pro-

ceed with the being born ; consequently, further, with that which

is born, which according to ver. 6 is itself spirit again. Our
Lord assuredly, first of all, means Himself (using a condescend-

ing expression, which ranks Him as originally and first born of

the Spirit among those who are born again),—Himself, wh.ose

voice Nicodemus is now hearing, and His present testimony,

which the hearer now begins to feel in its power as a testimony

of the Spirit, now indeed begins rightly to hear. This mav
grate upon our ears, accustomed to other visage in defining our

Lord's person, and we may very properly wish to avoid thus

speaking of Him as ranked among those born of the Spirit ; but

when we realise the circumstances of the moment and place our-

selves in them, we shall be constrained to observe the obvious

naturalness and necessity of our Lord's thus speaking of Him-
self. We found in ver. 6 that He there in some sense referred

to His own person ; and in ver. 11 it will be made evident, by
the opposed we, that He had spoken of Himself in ver. 8 as born

of the Spirit. Nicodemus had indeed asserted that he knew the
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Lord to have come from God, when he had only seen the

miracles ; but now he also hears the words, out of which the

Spirit breathes upon him, blowing he knows not rightly whence

or whither—for he was far from yet understanding the " from

heaven" and "to heaven" which were afterwards in ver. 13 set

before him.

But we may not suppose that the Redeemer spoke only of

Himself when He said

—

Tag 6 yeysi/vrii/jivog. He, indeed, is the

only Son of man who is of the Spirit from His mother's womb,

so that He never needed ToiXtv or hivrspov yzvvyi&rjvai (apart

from that Umgehurt, that birth out of death which He under-

went for us upon the cross) ; but every one who believeth on Him
and receiveth His Spirit, becomes like Him in His humanity,

restored into that condition in which Jesus was from the begin-

ning as the first-born of many brethren. Our Lord's expression

thus contains an assurance of the highest moment, which defends

us alike against the supernaturalist dogmatic of Reinhard, and

the candid avowals of Michaelis ;
^ attesting to us that the Spirit's

influence and witness to Himself is given in appropriate voice,

which in its kind is audible, and not only to those who are them-

selves born of the Spirit, but perceptible also to those who are

near, or in contact with them. Thus we may confidently declare

and appeal to every man

—

azoveig, just as the Lord does to

Nicodemus ; for where the Spirit willeth to blow (and that is,

in fine, everywhere), there He bloweth verily and in truth !

" The Spirit and His influence must be discernible as Divine,

not only to the possessor, but to those wdio are round Him.

The opposite opinion is fanatical, and leads to enthusiasm."

(Pfenninger in Repertorium fur denkende Bibelverehrer ii. 1

.

135.) We say more plainly, it is heretical, predestinarian, and

destroys all general invitation. Bengel expresses it very beauti-

fully :—homo, in quo spiritus spirat, e spiritu respirat. Round
about the place where the Spirit is are the tokens of His breath,

just as every one feels the wind upon his person, and according

to its strength and his own keenness of observation, its voice is

also heard. The assurance of 2 Cor. iv. 2 holds good for ever

;

^ Dogmatik S. 92. "I honestly confess that I never received any such

testimony of the Holy Spirit."
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and especially in the case of opposers, who resist in unrighteous-

ness the spiritual truth which attacks them, and 1 o some of whom
it was plainly said—"We are His witnesses of these things; and

so is also the Holy Ghost, whom ye will be found to fight against

as diO[jjdyj)i, not hearkening to us, and to God, whose witnesses

we are !" (Acts v. 32, 39.) Where the Spirit thus announces

Himself, He manifests the freedom and power of His authority

and will, being as certainly perceptible to our observation, as in-

scrutable to our understanding. And man, instead of hypocriti-

cally, foolishly, and petulantly inquiring into the possibility of

such influence, should hear and attend, and yield himself up to

its experience, not thwarting, but co-operating with the work of

God upon his soul : more than this he cannot do towards his

being begotten and born of God^s own will (Jas. i. 18), which

is the final ground of the new birth. So runs it—Let every

man be swift to hear, when the Spirit breathes !

So is it with every one that is born of the Spirit, and thus it

is with the mediation of every one so born betw^een the Spirit

and other men. But marvellously manifold, and utterly inex-

plicable to us are the diversified voices, testimonies, instrumenta-

lities and methods, inward and outward, by which the Spirit

finds His way to the heart of man, seizing this man in one w^ay,

and that man in another, defying all investigation and question,

and reducing all over-curious subtilty, as well as all rash oppo-

sition, to silence before the great truth

—

to Tnvf/jcc Ztcov diXst

Ti'sT. Much might here be said concerning all the methods of

the Divine grace in the conversion of man, and all His ways in

eflfecting man's regen-eration, as we have them dealt with, though

only in faint echoes of the thunder of His power, in the books of

Reiz, Tersteegen, Schubert, Kanne, and so forth. So also of

that which immediately follows—the free process of the spiritual

life, by reason of which (as Draseke says) " the physiognomies

of the new birth are as diversified as those of the natural man."

Saving, however, and keeping inviolate, the essential unity of

the one Spirit ! The Spirit comes from God, and will come to

us—when we begin to understand that, and to breathe in the

new life, to see the new light, then are we already born ! Al-

though the original whence of this life in free grace, and the

whither unto eternal life—remains for ever a mystery hid in God.
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The struggling Nicodemus is now at least half conquered and

convinced : he ventures no longer to deny and cc ntest as at the

beginning ; he repels no longer the voice of the Divine Teacher

speaking every moment more audibly to his understanding and

to his heart ; he becomes more and m-^re conscious of the light

and life of the Spirit in Him who speaks, of His authority from

above, and of His Divine Power over himself. He begins to see

a great and new light, He begins to experience a mighty and

new life. " Though he does not yet apprehend Christ's word,

Christ's word apprehends him" (Lange). There is in him a

certain inclination to submit himself to this great As7, to yield

his mind to further instruction and influence ; he almost pos-

sesses what had been proffered to him. But the'inveterate habit

is strong, he is unaccustomed to admit truth simply into his

hearf. and conscience; he still supposes that the great matter

must be one of knowing, and fixes his mind upon understanding

the hoio. The actual longing of his heart is consequently masked

in his thought and words ; taking the form of his ancient head-

religion, or (salva venia, ye learned !) coloured by the tincture of

his learning. Thus he thinks—"could I but understand the mat-

ter, and the means which lead to it!" And this it is to which

he next unhappily gives expression

—

liow can these things he ?

The abashed ypcii/j^ccTiug is now almost thrust out of his chair,

but cannot, however, with all his voluntary submission to the

'TT^evfjjCiy abstain altogether from bringing forward once more his

'jrSg and his hvi^arai : but it is no longer uttered in the spirit of

contradiction, it has no longer in it any magisterial opposition

to the Teacher sent from God. It is rather the lingering, depart-

ing scruple of doubt

—

how might this be possible ? He does not

go so far as to make prominent his personal / of open confession

and prayer—that would have been too hard for the ruler and

scribe ; he does not say—How can these things be to me ? Tell

me, and help me further ! He does, however, give up that first

proud ive, and the sincere internal sentiment of his abstract and

theoretical question is a concrete and practical prayer.

Every natural man is in a certain sense like this resisting and

inconsistently acting man. In the case of all of us, even when
we are entirely sincere, there comes forward the secret impression

in the soul—which is graciously pardoned by the Lord, because
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being what we are, it is natural and necessary to us—that some-

thing new, inexplicable and unheard of, is to take place upon it.

The old nature asks like the old Sarah, who, half in the joy of

faith that she will have a son, laughs at tlie strange and mar-

vellous promise

—

Shall I of a surety (Di^X Pj^^n) bear a child (or

be horn again), which am old ! The mildest form of this en-

counter of doubt, in connection with perfect faith, is the virgin-

language of the handmaid of the Lord, the word of Mary—How
shall this be {'Trojg hroci rovro) seeing I know not a man V
Nicodemus does not speak with such entire submission, and

yet he submits. " I know not how this may come to pass, which

Thou requirest of me, or rather dost promise to me ;" in this con-

fession he is altogether right. But Thou knowest full ivell, speak,

Lord, Thy servant heareth—this is what his soul struggles to

say. He has apprehended this much, that the dvcudiv yivvTi&yjvai

can be no hzvn^ov sheXdeTv zig r^v zoikiav rrjg [Jjrjrpog, but must

proceed kz TrvBVfJtjarog : he therefore says now, having caught the

sense of our Lord's last exposition,

—

ravrcc yina&ai. How can

such things as these, with all their adjuncts, be accomplished

—

the Spirit moving upon, and speaking to us, our hearing and

receiving, and then the distinctive being born again as the re

suit?—Some have thought that Nicodemus is here once more

confused and lost, knows not what to say, or how to answer, and

therefore, not master of his own thoughts, simply repeats what

he had objected before. But this repetition, in its significantly

varied form, is not so incongruous and merely superficial as

it might seem ; it most aptly and expressly exhibits the internal

feehng and posture of his mind. He now " lets alone the great

matter of the new birth, which, though not understood, he yet

accepts in faith ; it is only about the how of its accomplishment

that he seeks to be informed." (Luthardt.) Hence it is better

to say, that he now earnestly iriquires instead of opposing, that he

is now intent upon hearing the voice of the Spirit, and that he

from this moment does actually hear the great testimony con-

cerning that Son of man, who, being the only-begotten Son of

God, brings down and bestows life upon the world. From this

moment he says nothing more, but has sunk into a disciple who

1 " Nommlli reprehendunt omnem qusestionem, quae fit per qnomodo ? at

Maria ipsa qiisesivit : quomodnV Beza.

VOL. IV. 2 D
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has found his true teacher. Therefore the Saviour now gra-

ciously advances in His communications cf truth : He once more

solemnly'-, and in conclusion, brings to the mind of this master in

Israel, now become a learner, his own not guiltless ignorance, in

order that He may then proceed to utter out of the fulness of

His Divine knowledge such further testimonies, both of earthly

and heavenly things, as His docile scholar may to his own profit

receive.

Ver. 10. Tavru, responds directly to the ravra, of Nicodemus'

question, which is the last rejoinder of this closely-connected col-

loquy. Thou knowest not these things follows up, first of all, for

his instruction the sincere confession to which he had now been

finally brought, and which makes reparation for the o'l^afjuev of

his first introduction. And thus it means—Dost thou admit that

thou knowest not either the how or the what of that influence

which the Spirit of God in us can and must exert, any more than

whence the wind cometh or whither it goeth ? And dost thou

at length voluntarily declare—I know not! asking for thine

instruction, without any further contradiction ? But this recog-

nition of his present modesty, approaching as it does a tone of

commendation, is connected also with a gentle reproof, which is

evident in the reference to his first confident entrance, and is

expressed in the addition—^Art thou the master in Israel, and

knowest not these things ? The article being prefixed obviously

intimates—Thou who in this character, 6 hihoi(Tzcx,Xog, didst come
into My presence (Erasmus : ille magister), thou who as a wise

'hihixGzcc'kog didst confront the hthdazaXog cctto hov with thy ready

o'ihccijbevy as if thou wouldst represent, or couldst instruct, all thy

fellows ; thou who didst then oppose Me with thy 'pr^g hvvccTui of

contradiction, which afterwards sank down into the TrSjg hvvuTOit

of humble inquiry ! We cannot fail to perceive a certain tinge

of ironi/ in this answer, though unmingled with the slightest

bitterness of severity ; it is a gracious and benignant correction,

which by the emphatic thou (2i) si) seizes and holds fast the

already convicted spirit of the man. We may leave it ques-

tionable whether the 'bihd(Tza},og contained any allusion to the

title which Nicodemus had first given to the Lord, though the

reciprocal and interwoven references of all the various expres-

sions in this conversation render it highly probable. "Didst
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tliou desire at first, even while calling Me a teacher, to be the

teacher of the two, abruptly correcting My verily ! verily I

—

and hast thou now come to the consciousness of thine own
ignorance, admitting Me to be the only teacher ? " ^

But there is, further, not merely a recalling of the dignity

which had been assumed^ but a recognition, also, of the position

and office which Nicodemus really held.^ Jesus terms Nicode-

mus rov 'hibdazoCKov "for the sake of contrastj^ as Winer well

says ; of contrast, that is, with Jesus Himself, and with his own
ignorance ; at the same time including the universal contrast in

which the order of which Nicodemus is the representative stands

with the Saviour. Schmieder also (in the Programm fiir Pforta

on Gal. iii. 19, 20) rightly remarks, Hie a Jesu non Nicodemum
solum, sed omne Pharisseorum et ^ K^yJovToJv genus spectari. It

is not therefore simply urged against him as an objection. Thou
earnest as,—Thou wouldst have represented thyself,—and (in

this sense) thou wast—but it makes the admission, thou art,

and on that account his official designation stands in full

—

rov

*l(rp(x,r;X. Nicodemus, as an instructed minister among God's

people, as one appointed to be a learned teacher of others, might

have known and oua;ht to have known somethino; of these matters.

All the masters in Israel like himself might and should—not,

indeed, have understood and fully penetrated, for no man can

do this, but—have known, in another signification of this word,

that of which the Lord was now speaking ; they should have

had some knowledge of that which is the radical need of human
nature—a change and new birth of man through the renewing

power of the grace of God. The Lord now passes over to this

other meaning of the word " know," in order to instil into the

mind of Nicodemus the conviction that such entire ignorance

^ " Two great doctors meet in this Gospel, the one from Jerusalem, the

other from Heaven." Val. Herberger.

2 But not, as Scholl and Baumgarten-Crusius derive from it, a reference

to any special title (the a^^^ in the high council or the hke) which Nicodemus

might have borne in the Synagogue, the Sanhedrim, or among the people.

This is as unfounded in itself, as it would be beneath the dignity of Jesus

on this occasion. It is equally unnecessary to refer to any peculiar celebrity

of Nicodemus' person in the current estimation of the people, to wit, ille

doctor, cujus tam Celebris est opinio—as Melanchthon is termed the doctor

of Germany ! Jno. vii. 52 scarcely accords with this.
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ir^ a man like himself must involve him in blame, since it could

not but have proceeded from previous and censurable neglect.

It is all well that thou hast not understood the how, and art

brought to confess as much ; but that thou shouldst have till

this day known nothing of the what, as now appears from thy

words, cometh of evil, and is thine own sore fault. The new
birth is not only possible and a reality, but for you that are born

of the flesh it is absolutely necessary ; and that ye should all,

if ye know yourselves, have well known, especially ye who are

taught of God and teachers of the people ! Thus the ruvrcc

which the Lord gives back has a special and distinctive emphasis,

as the Lutheran "das" aptly expresses it—this fundamental

matter, this essential doctrine ! For nothing comes home to us

more closely than this ; the knowledge that we are flesh sits as

close to us as our flesh itself; to this yv&jdt ffsczvrop no theology

or testimony of heavenly things is directly necessary ; it is

nothing more than a part of correct anthropology. He who has

only in addition the knowledge of the law of God arrives at the

position of Rom. vii. Even he who teaches another doctrine

than ours must, when he gives instruction in mere natural

morality, admit the conviction of radical evil, of the impotence

of man, and the requirement of Divine help.

But here is a Master in Israel, the people fore-prepared through

the law and the promise for the grace of the Spirit! It was

only through severe conflict with God and man in sorrow and

repentance that Jacob, who had sinfully and precipitately in-

vaded the blessing, attained to his new name and his new nature:

and this had been from the beginning typically presignified in

the name Israel. But the master in this Israel knows nothing

of the fundamental significance of Israel's call, and providential

guidance, and destiny : the guide knows not the way himself

!

Did not the curse of the law point back at the very first to a

before-promised blessing ; did not the first vford uttered upon
Sinai appeal to an internal redemption already effected ? Did
not Moses at the close of the lawgiving indicate the end of the

law, the word which was nigh to the mouth and to the heart,

the word concerning the new creation through faith, the true

circumcision of the heart'^ (Deut. xxx. 6-14, comp. Rom. x.

1-8, Jer. iv. 4.) Was not that itself the promise of the new
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covenant, in wblch the Spirit was to come into man's heart?

(Jer. xxxi. 33; Ezek. xi. 19, xviii. 31, xxxvi. 26, 27.) Was
not the entire prophetic scripture pervaded by a perpetual refer-

ence to this great blessing, pointed to by a consecutive series

of intimations which the veil of the letter could scarcely hide

from the open eyes of willing hearts ? Yea, the new hirth had

been already plainly spoken of; and not only for the Gentiles

(Ps. Ixxxvii. 4-6), for Ephraim also is rebuked, as an unwise

son, for remaining so long in the mother's womb—see Hos. xiii.

13, according to the correct translation. All these passages,

however, the plainer as well as the more obscure, were not

understood by the masters in Israel of that time, because they

understood not the scriptures in general, neither the law and

to what end it was given, nor the promise and what it involved.

Israel knew not the signification of that circumcision of which

he boasted ; just as now the baptized know not the meaning of

their baptism. The guides and leaders of the people, the ortho-

dox Pharisees, knew not the scriptures nor the power of God,

any more than the unbelieving heretics : hence the oft-repeated

protests—Have ye not read? How is it written— ? What meaneth

these—? If ye knew— ! Go ye and learn— ! And thus the word

which the Lord now speaks to Nicodemus is no other than one

of the accustomed proverbial expressions of the Scribes, used by
them in their blind contentions/ and which the Lord gives back

in its most significant and truest sense—Is your wisdom so foolish,

that it has forgotten and overlooked that which is of fundamental

importance? And is it possible that because ye are masters,

and in knowing and teaching have unlearned the art of learning,

that ye manifest such ignorance ? So, indeed, alas, it was. In

this also was Nicodemus the representative of all the teachers of

Israel, in whose name he came before Jesus, and to this the

article before lihdffzoCkog points our attention.^

^ See the Talmiidical formula Midrasch ^lischle 9, 2. Nedarim Fol. 49,

2 ; and especially what Liicke after Lightfoot and "Wetstein quotes from

the Echah rabbathi, Fol. 66, 2.

2 According to Beza Christ had elected Nicodemus to this conversation

(and drawn him to that end !)—^ut ex iis quae respondit Pharisseiis, intelli-

gerent discipuli, quam corruptus esset ecclesise judaicag status, quam crassa

ignorantia laborarent etiam in specie sapientissimi

!
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Oh that the school wisdom of the present day were less igno-

rant than it is upon this same fundamental doctrine ! Oh that

there were not so much necessity as there is for the Lord to

repeat His cry—Art thou a preacher in the congregation of

Christians, a Doctor and Professor of Theology, the trainer of

future preachers, and knowest not these things! Of a truth

every candidate for confirmation might know and should know

more concerning them than the former masters of Israel. But

if many of our present masters know them not, the ordinarii as

well as the extraordinarii (to say nothing of the young licenti-

ates), the ordainers as well as the ordained, it is not for us to

depose and set them aside, any more than our Lord did in the

case of either Nicodemus or Caiaphas ; but we would especially

impress upon the attention of all those true Nicodemuses who

may be found in their ranks, what the Lord from heaven pro-

ceeded on this occasion to say.

Ver. 11. The third ^AfJbrjv, ccfJb^Vy Xzyoo ffot from the mouth of

the true and faithful Witness; and this indicates the third instruc-

tion, the third great ansiver to the question which had now be-

come a question indeed, proceeding from an humbled man. The

first had been an anticipatory assertion to Nicodemus of a gene-

ral kind on his first entrance ; the second had confuted his objec-

tion by a direct explanation ; this third answer embraces all that

follows to the close. Until now the Lord had been speaking

concerning the Spirit of God, of whom every man must be

born in order to enter His kingdom, and of the absolute neces-

sity of this new birth ; but now the discourse proceeds to the

Son of God, who, as the Son of man, brings the Spirit from

heaven, and by a profoundly mysterious lifting up, procures the

communication of that Spirit ; and so, finally, the Father be-

comes the subject, whose spontaneous love to the world sent

this life-giving and saving grace of regeneration among men.

Up to this point, the need had been dwelt upon, now comes

the satisfaction of that need ; the As7 had been insisted on

against all 'Troog hvvarcct, and now the free offer of what this

hvvccToci involves, is made to every one that believeth ; but in-

termediately/, and as a necessary transition, comes in a reference

to the Mediator of such superabounding grace in the person of

the only-begotten, who came down to fallen man's estate, and
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tinder the necessity of another solemn As? was lifted up a sacri-

fice for us. The first part makes prominent the mystery of that

new birth which is necessary to every man ; in the second is

pointed out the mystery of that death of the heavenly Son of

man upon the cross, through which our full regeneration becomes

possible ; in the third, finally, the simple mystery of that faith

in the crucified is opeiily declared, through which that regenera-

tion is perfected in its actual effects in the light and life of God.

Thus does the sacred discourse advance from that which is most

difficult and obscure (which nevertheless appeals to our most

direct need, and consequently seizes our inmost feeling, con-

science, and consciousness) to that which is most easy and ob-

vious ; it descends from the rigorous exclusion and condemnation

of all flesh to the gracious invitation and benediction of all who

helieve. It is in this view the proper counterpart of the Sermon

on tlie Mount, which conversely proceeds from the general

invitation of all the poor into the kingdom of heaven, to the

description of the strait gate of regeneration, and severe

threatening of judicial exclusion. The order of the Sermon

is adapted to the mass of disciples, and indeed of all who are

true hearers among the multitude of the people, inasmuch as

the beginning of spiritual poverty may be presupposed in

them, and there is no master-prejudice or darkness in them

which requires to be previously cast down ; but in the case

of this ruler, the scanty portion of whose humble poverty of

spirit, impelling him to come, was overlaid when he had come

by the pride of his knowledge, it behoved that the severity

should first be exhibited, and the awful closing of that door be

announced, which should afterwards be graciously thrown open

to his humility.

The Lord's purpose being now to speak of His own person,

He immediately follows the Verily by We, which, however, ap-

proves itself by the entire context, and by its strict connection

with "hkyoo aoi to refer solely to Himself. It had previously run

—

A man—ye—thou—every one. And as now the supply of the

great need of humanity is to be pointed out, it is thought fit to

sum up and confirm once more the testimony concerning this

need, in order that the discourse may then rise from that

which is already an earthly certain matter to the heavenly Son
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of man in ver. 12. "O oihaiMv XccXovfLSv 7C. r. \. holds good

first of all concerninf^ that which had been spoken and testified

hy Jesus in the previous part of this discourse concerning the

new birth.

Whom could He then design to associate with Himself in

this plural of the first person ? Luther did not shrink from

explaining it—I with John the Baptist and all My prophets

,

the Hirschberger Bibel—We, the sent of God, among whom
thou numberest Me, especially the Baptist, inasmuch as he also

announced the new birth through baptism as a part of God's

counsel. So also most modern expositors ; even von Gerlacli

has it—John the Baptist and I ! Certainly the Lord had re-

ferred to his testimony in Israel by the expression " water" in

ver. 5, and might therefore have appropriately said—Ye receive

not our testimony, ye do not submit either to the typical and

preparatory water of the forerunner, or the self-evidencing and

mighty spirit of Him for whom John only prepared the way.

This reproof would then be only the more explicit declaration of

that which had been before hinted at ; for Nicodemus was there

implicitly reproached in some sense with not receiving the

testimony of John. But this exposition loses all its speciousness

and likelihood when we examine the passage more narrowly ; it

will appear unimaginable that the Lord from heaven should

include Himself with His own messengers in one common we,

and more especially in opposition to others ! We have already

intimated our conviction (upon Mark ix. 40, Vol. iii.) that our

Lord never did, and never could, use this we in external rela-

tions. Such a conjunction of Himself with an eartlily man, as

here it is asserted with John the Baptist, would be without

parallel in all the discourses of Jesus ; indeed, it is absolutely

impossible to accept it if we solemnly ponder the first clause of

the sentence which follows. Did John speak that which he had

known, in the sense in which the Lord did ; that is, did John
testify that which he had seen ? He spoke indeed with the

expectation of faith concerning Him who was to come, just as all

the prophets of the Old Testament, to whom he yet belonged,

had done ; he prophesied, indeed, of Him whom he had not yet

seen and known, till he saw the Spirit descend, and was then

enabled, strictly speaking, to 6ear witness^ John i. 31-34. The
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emphasis of the words which our Lord here uses leads us to a

knowledge from higher experience, and it is assumed as an axiom

that by experience alone can anything generally be truly known,

taught, and testified.^ But that experience which is here con-

cerned, is the perfect and distinct experience which the Spirit

gives, and which, before Jesus came, no man had ever received

in its fulness ; that seeing of the kingdom of God w^hich, according

to ver. 3, is in our case one and the same with entering into it.

Hence arose the obscurity of all earlier testimonies concerning

the new birth in comparison with this present witness. Is not

the least in the kingdom of heaven, who seeth in it that which

all the prophets and righteous men did not see, greater than

John, that greatest prophet who stood at its threshold ? It is

altogether out of harmony with all this that John should be

represented as speaking and testifying what he saw and knew,

even as the Lord Himself did. Neither are the words of John

himself,' as they are recorded by the Evangelist in the same

chapter, in keeping with such a notion ; his saying, perfectly in

accordance as it is in other respects with the Lord's, must be

taken as an appendage and explanatory supplement. There we

find John declaring expressly what is written in ver. 27. The

things of which the Lord says here iojpcc^cccf/jSV) are indeed first

of all the eTriystcc already testified ; but these must be regarded

partly (as will be shown hereafter) as connected already with

the STTOvpaviotg, and not to be apprehended by any mere earthly

experience ; and, further, the whole sentence refers already by

anticipation to the heavenly things which He &jv h tcj ovpavSj

seeth and hath seen, ver. 13. It is impossible for any man with

unbiassed mind to deny this connection of ver. 13 with ver. 11.

The Baptist again declares expressly that which we read in

vers. 31, 32 ; and hence Liicke (with whom Briickner agrees)

^ TVTiich Baiimgarten-Crusius by a strange refinement so applies as to

reject altogether the reference of oihcAy.vj and iapocKuutv to Christ ; since

Christ in other passages is said to have seen only the i'7:-ovpa,vict, while

here the sTriysict are spoken of. He apprehends this last correctly in

part, and sees that it is Christ who speaks in 'ha.'Kdvy.iv and ^aprvpovy.vj
;

but he introduces a compHcation in the passage of two subjects—that

which man (men generally) know and can see I teach—in common with

all who proclaim the Di\T.ne kingdom ! This is a view of the passage

wliich this c^enerally keen expositor may well be left to maintain aJone.
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thinks it much more natural to take the plural as rhetorically (?)

used for the singular, as perhaps (merely perhaps ?) Christ, ver.

32, in opposition to the Baptist, indeed, in another (?) relation,

is characterised as one who preeminently testifies of heavenly

things, loliat He hath seen and heard. Yes verily, there must
ever be an express distinction between the mere speaking (teach-

ing) of all earthly men, albeit in a relative sense we may and
must speak of the testimony of the prophets sent of God, and
that most essential witness of the only One who speaketh of

Divine and human things from that immediate sight and know-
ledge of them which was eternally natural to Him. This [Jbap-

rupsiv, which the Lord here arrogates to Himself, is manifestly

the same with His '

Afjj^v, ccfjb'/jv, Xsy^ (TOi, to which the njn^ DW
of all the Prophets never attained. But he who receiveth this

one witness—the Baptist further says—setteth his seal to it that

God is true : for He whom God hath sent (in this preeminent

sense) speaketh the words of God (immediately and as no other

can) vers. 33, 34. Thus we may presume that the inclusion of

John in the reference of the words of Jesus is refuted by John
himself. But still less could the ancient prophets be included,

for though they from afar pointed prophetically to the regenera-

tion, they never could have borne witness to it as being in the

fullest sense a matter of experience to themselves.

The most universal acceptation of the ice, as merely viewed

in its connection, would manifestly require, however,— We that

are horn of the Spirit. Accordingly we who are believers in

Christ may noiv, inasmuch as Christ is in us, meekly adopt

the same words, and proclaim this tve in opposition to the world

without ; but at the time ivhen they icere spoken there were none

who had yet believed unto the new birth, none who were

altogether born of the Spirit save Jesus only.^ Further, let

^ Wesley's comment—I and all that believe in Me—is premature, if

meant for exegesis and not for a merely practical and edifying applica-

tion. Similarly Lange is more poetical than expository when he says

—

" a whole world of future behevers in His breast !

" But Sepp's is the

most marvellous perversion, who says in his so-called scientific criticism

of the Gospels, that John mingles here his own reflection with the sayings

of Christ, using the tve concerning himself and all believers! (Leben
'

Christi vii. 253.)
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all that preceded and all that followed be considered, In which

the Lord continually utters His own personal and independent

testimony—I have told you, I tell you, ver. 12 ; no man but

He that came down, the Son of man, ver. 13. Let chap. i. 18

be also compared with chap. vi. 46, v. 40. "O oihafMv \oCkov-

fjjiv^ zou iojpdzafJijSV (jjaprupovfJAV—what an announcement

and superscription is this for all the future discourses of

Jesus !

!

But why then, if He only speaks of Himself, does He yet

speak in the plural? Liicke's mere "rhetorical" cannot cer-

tainly satisfy us—as St Paul often uses the plural in speaking

of himself. We think that it may be partly explained by con-

sidering that He alone, until this time, represents the one part or

class of humanity in His own person ; that He is the only one

who liveth in the Spirit, who said, ver. 7, to all others, As7

VfJiioig, which you in vers. 11, 12 is again used in contradistinc-

tion. But it must also be remembered that His " oihccf/Av
"

(and this is its specific emphasis !) is directly opposed, and in

the same terms, to the ^' oUaf/Av" of Nicodemus, ver. 2. How
could this have been overlooked in a discourse which is full of

simple antagonist sayings ! Th.e Lord does not speak rhe-

torically, but Pie does speak proverbially, as if He had said—

I

also will utter My " we know "—and with a propriety very

different from yours! Thus there is in it some tinge o^ irony

against all, whether of that day or this, whom Nicodemus re-

presents.^ His word runs—Thou art the teacher, and with all

thy profession of " we know," knowest thou not these things ?

Verily, I say unto thee—We are the true teacher, as thou hast

used the word without knowing its real significance ; Mine is

the true ive, and thine must retire before it ; ye " know " and ye

"speak" much, which ye have nevertheless never seen (chap.

V. 37, 38 ; Col. ii. 18), and just on that account your know-

ledge is unsound. We, however, profess not merely " to speak

of something which we know" (this is the meaning of the

former sentence in its f/jSicoffig)—but there is a superadded ear-

^ For among us also there are many masters who speak for long hours of

things which they do not know, and testify of things which they have

never seen. (So Zeller in the Beugg. Monatsbl.)
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nestness, and the foundation of this is shown, there is an *
AfJufiV

in the 'kiyco co/—We testify, that which we have seen ; and My
'A[Jj7]V, which involves a We which brings every other into sub-

jection, can never be repelled in any such way as thou thoughtest

at first—ver. 4. This sacred and supreme authority our Lord

asserts for His oion ivord, against all who proclaim their know-

ledge
J
while He uses their own formula in holy irony; and would

that we could fasten it with nails upon the hearts and con-

sciences of all the Nicodemuses among them, so that it should

pierce them as oft as they fall into their vain reasonings and

proud assertions. But this can only be done by the Spirit for

them who hear Him. And this reflection leads us finally to an

under-meaning of the We, which is perfectly natural, and by no

means to be peremptorily rejected ; a meaning which of course

could not be immediately obvious to Nicodemus, but which

yields itself to subsequent reflection ; and that is (with Bengel)

—I and the Spirit !^ This harmonizes well with what had pre-

ceded—Thou hearest (even now) the voice of the Spirit—it is

indeed an explanation of it. The apostles said—We are His wit-

nesses of these things, and so is also the Holy Ghost! (Acts v. 32.)

The Lord Himself, moreover, speaks similarly of His own, and

the Father's, testimony, Jno. v. 32-37, viii. 17, 18. In the

latter passage, particularly, "I and the Father" is almost pa-

rallel with " I and the Spirit ;" save that here this is condensed

into the We, just as in Jno. xiv. 23 we find such a We actually

used concerning the Father and the Son. In this discourse to

Nicodemus, which may be classed among the most profound and

pregnant of all the discourses of Jesus, and which is, moreover,

arranged, as we have remarked, according to the three hypos-

tases, we may safely recognise an intimation of the personality

of the Holy Ghost. But this lies only in the mystical back-

ground; we may by no means put a stumbling-block in the

•way of the learned by superficially and mechanically interpret-

^ Draseke ventures to maintain that not only Jesus might, but must

in this saying have had the Father in His thought, who testified for

Him; and the Spirit, who should testify of Him. More rightly this

last should be—^who bare witness in Him. "We cannot understand

the seeing concerning the Father; but concerning the Spirit, comp. Jno.

xvi. 13.
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ing—We, that is, the whole Trinity ; We, which we are one in

Me!^
And ye receive not Our witness ! This present tense rejects

any reference besides the time immediately present. The Lord

strengthens the mighty emphasis of His testimony by this com-

2:)laint?' This charge is the never-ending compassionate lamen-

tation of eternal Truth itself, that the Lie will not acknowledge

its truth ; the sorrow of the living Spirit, because the dead and

the deaf hear His voice, and yet will not hear it ; the supplica-

tion of the Only-begotten, who has descended among sinners,

that they will not turn away their ears from His Divine-human

words to their eternal destruction ! And ye^—thus does the

Lord place Nicodemus once more, after He had singled him out

with a most distinctive Thou, in ver. 10, in the fellowship of

his contemporaries ; for even his question in ver. 9 was far

from being a full reception of the witness. Let it not appear

strange to us that the Lord should seem in any degree to repel

him who had now come near, and require yet more from him

who was now so much humbled ; it is with the utmost gracious-

ness that He does this, in order to win him over entirely, and

Plis countenance and tone of voice could not have been repulsive.

We might even presume that here, as well as before and after

vers. 10 and 12, a question is to be understood—And can it be

that ye receive not even yet Our witness? The meaning of the

words is assuredly that of a question ; it is, as it were, a request

urged upon one who stood procrastinating at the door—enter

in ! Why standest thou without ? Receive My testimony !

Else can I say no more,—and shall I not then pass on from the

earthly to the heavenly things? Wilt thou, indeed, not be-

lieve ?^ It is evident that ver. 12, under the guise of repulsion,

1 As nevertheless Alford, entirely misconceiving it, quotes my opinion.

2 Sepp perceives here a most evident anticipation of his own reflecting

displeasure, which the Evangelist in his old' age with " almost feminine

lamentation" may have interwoven with the words of Jesus ! TTe say

again—And wiU such a critic charge the Protestants with their trespasses?

^ Which does not (according to Okhausen) intimate that the discourse

suddenly passes over to others who were present—^probably his companions

!

* In so far the subsequent words of the Baptist are not quite parallel,

though their phraseology is the same, when he sets over against the hyper-
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has this encouraging and attracting sense ; for the Lord, in ver.

13, actually begins to speak of heavenly things, and thus mani-

festly presumes upon faith in the hearer.

Yer. 12. Believe ! This new and great word, which now

takes the place of " know," was prepared for by the middle-term

"reception of the witness," and in part explained by it also,

though the perfection of faith embraces much more than this

beginning.^ And is it not in the highest and only sense rational

to receive the witness of One who speaketh that which He
knoweth, and testifieth that which He hath seen, because He
is come from God, as we ourselves are constrained to " know"

and acknowledge by the evidence of His works ; to receive the

witness of such a Son of man, who places Himself in opposition

to all other men with equal graciousness and dignity, speaking

to us words of the Spirit in which we hear a new voice speak-t

ing to our inmost being, confirming and fulfilling all former

anticipation, knowledge, or testimony among men ; to admit

and appreciate the witness of Jesus concerning the salvation

provided of God for our fallen human nature, and to listen

as disciples to this great Teacher—no longer basely repelling

His patiently reiterated 'A/O/^i',
'
AfJb'/jv by our infatuated 'Tfojg

hvmTOct ? Is not such faith a becoming acceptance and appro-

priation of the gift of God, wdiile all unbelieving contradiction

is mere unreasonableness, and all falling back upon our own

o'ihufjjep, rovT^ 'iffrt ovtc oiha(Mv, ob f/ii^ajffpcofjbev sl lie, or a wilful

bankruptcy of our understanding ? Alas, that it were only the

detriment of the understanding, and not, as it is, the condemna-

tion and ruin of the whole man !

The Lord goes on to speak further upon that unbelief in

regard to things obvious and close at hand, by means of which

the poor, complacent men, who trusted in their knowledge,

barred themselves from the perception of "higher truth ;" and

bole—All men come to Him (ver. 26)—the lamentation of liis zealous

sorrow—^And no man receiveth His testimony ! ver. 32.

1 Hence it is at least inexact, even altogether incorrect, to hold with

B. Jacohi (Stud. u. liiit. 1835, 1) that ''the '^riaTsuaai is a -hxfielv r'h'J ^ctp-

TvpUvP Let it be observed how the Lord immediately goes on from this

first stage of the meaning, to that of which it is the condition, but con-

tains much more than it—itiaitvuv ilsctinov^ ver. 15.
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in doing so, He now distinguishes between the gT/y^/a and the

gTO'jpav/a. He does not say indefinitely—according to Luthers

translation—about earthly and about heavenly things : but He
declares that He will speak, that is, give utterance to, testify,

teach the heavenly things, just as He had already spoken the

earthly things. In both cases, therefore, the things which are

signified by this ra must be distinct in their several connection;

as well afterwards as before. It is not y^iVa or y?;ia, as Origen

remarked, but sT/ys/a, a roTg ItI yrjg sri hiaTpi(^ovGiiv ui/0pcj'7roig

hvvard 'JTapJa; rs zai vori&r,vai. Of what has the Lord, then,

been speaking, concerning which He says ii'Trov ? Of the new

birth of the Spirit, and thence immediately of the Holy Ghost

and His wonderful influence. And does this belong to earthly

things ? The doubt concerning this has led many to refer the

\vords only to the parabolical manner of speaking about it,^ to the

similitudes of birth and of the wind ;—an interpretation which is

by no means conformable to the full discourse. For the earthly

things themselves are spoken just as the heavenly are. Jesus

does not speak indeed of eating and drinking, of gold and

wealth, of politics and commerce ; His discourse refers not to

such "earthly things," but to the earthly in and amid the heavenly.

And is not the new birth something earthly in a relative sense,

inasmuch as it immediately concerns man upon earth, is an ex-

perience which he must pass through in this his lower state, and

the intelligence respecting it near and intelligible to him through

the urgent and continual impulse of his need ? In this we dis-

cern a sublime paradox, that the Lord now describes as an

I'Triyiiov, and places among the initial lessons of His doctrine,

that which had been before He came the ultimate, high, and

dimly seen end of all scriptural testimonies.^ For now He is

^ Chrysostom quoted by Klee :

—

-d ol iTriyetcc IvraZdcc nui; yAu Trspl toi

d'jiuov (^occri'j slpy.a&xi, Tovr eartv' it y,eti C'Troosiy/ax cItto twj iTriysicov 'iOCJK».

^ Kot, as Hegel thought, that the iTrlyncc -were the doctrines Tvell known
in the Jewish rehgion, which had already come down, as it were, from

heaven to earth ; while the iTrovpxvtoe, are such as Jesus brought with Him
from heaven direct ! Nor, with Lange, that the former were the truths

already upon earth, naturalized (?) in the Jewish community. For we see

very plainly that the oiuuhu ysvur.dr/jxi in its simple expression is something

which the Saviour has brought new from heaven.
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come, the Son of man from heaven, the First-born of the Spirit

in human nature ; and the Spirit now speaks as He had not

spoken before,—more penetratingly, with ampler revelation
;

more convincingly, with more abundant promise and gift. The
new birth is, indeed, at the same time, an BTOVpai'iov (as Origen

further remarks, see in Klee) inasmuch as it came from heaven

as the gift of God to man : but the thing itself, and the doctrine

respecting it, constitute but the first step of the ladder of heaven,

which evermore stretches higher and higher towards heavenly

things. The act itself takes place in margine coeli, as the begin-

ning and foundation of religion upon earth ; the doctrine con-

cerning it seizes our conscience as a first and elementary truth,

has its similitude in our former birth according to the flesh, in

the motion of the wind and the living breath of all physical

nature. This is the true sense of what was before quoted ; in

connection with which we have only further to remark that

according to the Lord's word there is a 'TTiffTBusiv required

even for the iTi'/sia. Is it not by a certain faith that I appre-

hend my own physical birth, and my own living and breathing

afterwards ? Is not everything in the region of the lowest and

most common, strictly speaking earthly, experience, based ulti-

mately upon the reception of a testimony concerning things in

their <7r6hv and ^oD utterly inexplicable ? As thus the earthly

here points to the heavenly, the most natural thing to God's

highest wonders in creation; so again the first thing in heavenly

doctrine and gift by the analogy of similitude as well as because

responding to our urgent needy sinks down to us as a true

The Lord appears, in His conclusion a minori ad majus,

to have Wisd. ix. 16 in view, where ra It/ yrjg and rd hs iv

cvpavo7g are just in the same way opposed to each other : but

here the apphcation of a statement which has its obvious

and humbling meaning for every sincere inquirer in all cases,

has a much deeper sense ; it here contains nothing humbling
or repelHng, but contains an earnest solicitation to that faith,

to which are then promised further heavenly communications.

For conversely he who has received and experienced the first

will be further willing and able to advance, 1%, 'ZiG'TSajg ug

'TTiariVj to higher things. The lieavenly tilings have here, accord-
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iug to the deep and ample comprehension of the expression, a

very wide and very various signification : first of all, referring to

that which Nicodemus expected on his first coming, but further

and preeminently, to that which the Lord, in a manner far beyond

his anticipation, has to say to him and will say. The question <^cug

'TTiarivazTZ ; points certainly to such communications, premature

and therefore impossible, as the blind presumption of the con-

fident scribes would desire to receive ; in entire ignorance that

a man can know nothing until he has learned to believe, and

that much even then is for ever beyond his faith. Can the

Lord give us to see those mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,

or of heaven itself, which He hath seen and heard^ in the

bosom of the Father, before we have entered in through the

right gate of regeneration, and thus through faith have obtained

with our new life a new eye to receive its light? Even then,

is it possible for us to apprehend anything heavenly in human
thought and human words, otherwise than in the similitude

of the earthly things? Are there not still remaining things

app'/]Tcc, for which the language which is limited to earth has no

terms, and which could only be uttered in lingua angelorum?

This is the ultimate reference of the far-reaching word of Jesus

in this sharp contrast; not that He means, however, at first,

the things apprjTcc (concerning which Himself, and the whole

scripture, is silent) ; but as the Son of man speaking to the

children of men He puts the possible case gav siVo; vfJuTv ; the

koiv being as much w^ithin the bounds of actual possibility as

the g/ had been just before. It is not therefore involved that

"He was not disposed to communicate the Divine doctrine;"

—for He immediately makes a transition through the zoci of

the following verse, in which heaven is thrice mentioned, to the

utterance of the heavenly things.^ In order to the perfect

1 In connection witli which Voss (Satanologie, Rudalb. and Guerike

Zeitsch. 1851, 4 S. 711), refers to things such as are mentioned in Lu. x.

18 : but he was thus constrained to maintain that among the iTrovpotutos.

was to be placed the vanquishing of the devil. Something like this has

been discerned as the most hidden intimation of ver. 14 below, but there

the heavenly Son of man is the only subject.

2 Luther also :
" Here He begins to speak of high heavenly matters."

Lampe : ilia regni coelorum mysteria, quge Jesus in sequentibus proponere

volebat, de ccelesti sua origine, etc.

VOL. IV. 2 E
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witness concerning the new-birth, such a witness as should

attain the Saviour's aim, there was necessary the further testi-

mony concerning His heavenly person^ through wliich alone

that gift comes unto us. Hence He is constrained to unfold

this again in ch. vi. 51-62 to the contradicting and contentious

people; just as now, in order to win Nicodemus, He passed

over to the same doctrine.

Jesus, in His twofold nature as the Son of man and the Son

of God, knows and lias seen both the earthly and the heavenly

things, whether as they follow one another here, or as they both

already coincide in the doctrine which He now first brings down

from heaven to earth ; and thus knowing them by His own true

discernment and experience. He can and will speak concerning

them. What remains for man when He begins and goes on thus

to testify % Believe I Receive His testimony ! first of all His

testimony concerning the flesh and its corruption, which indeed

scarcely needs " faith " in the slightest sense ; then the promise

of that possible renewal ; and then with faith most properly so

called {ilg avrov, ver. 15), the word concerning Him, through

whom this renewal comes. And this progressive faith must ever

be the condition of all true, practical, and theoretical knowledge

of the kingdom of God, and man's entrance into it. He to whom
it is not yet a matter of faith that having been born of the flesh

he must and may be born of the Spirit, will be unable to acknow-

ledge and receive Jesus as come from heaven to that end ; and,

again, he alone who believes Jesus on the assurance of His own

word and testimony, will yield himself to be brought to regene-

ration. For both pass reciprocally one into the other, and are

strictly united in fact, as they are in this discourse to Nico-

demus.^ The German translation, which gives it—How would

ye believe, if I did tell you ? does not strictly correspond with

our Lord's meaning: it rather misplaces the sense, since the

Lord only intends to say

—

Wilt thou then believe Me yet

further? thou givest Me but slight encouragment to proceed,

2 Draseke says very beautifully, "he wlio will not lelieve it, let him
experience it!" and then adds immediately, "But what do I say? luill not

believe it ? and nevertheless experience it ? No, that cannot be. I must

retract. If thou hast not a will to believe, the capacity to experience is

also of necessity wanting to thee '

"
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and yet (ver. 13), I will and I must forthwith utter to thee

an l'77ov^(x,viov\ This is the mystery of the heavenly origin,

dignity, and authority of the Son of man proposed to faith,

with the continuation of the wondrous redemption accomplished

by Him upon the Cross. Without faith in this there is no

regeneration !

Ver. 13. The declaration to be believed embraces vers. 13-15.

The new birth which is necessary for all men upon earth, and

which is possible through the Spirit from heaven, becomes actual

only through faith in the Son of man, who unites heaven and

earth, who came from heaven, is in heaven, and goes back to

heaven again ;—a faith which obtains a new life for him who
possesses it. The Zpi}?} ccImvioc is here at the commencement

emphatically "the new life of God in humanity." The ascend-

ing up into heaven, of which this verse speaks, is obviously a

general expression for the fetching or bringing down from above

:

no man, independently of Christ, can obtain and appropriate to

himself this Spirit and this life. The first preliminary knowledge

cf Divine things, as man's folly without communion w^ith the life

and spirit of God labours after it, must be wrested from heaven

with such Promethean or Titanic efforts : see the passage in Bar.

iii. 29-31, which refers to Job xxviii. and Deut. xxx. at once.

But this apocryphal illustration of holy sayings is superficial in

comparison of the marvellous word of Solomon's prophetic wis-

dom, which accords precisely with our text, and in which the

Proverbs unite with the Psalms in heralding the Son

:

—we mean

Prov. xxx. 4. Though in this passage reference seems only to

be made to the bringing down of the knowledcre D^i^ r\D^nno o — : T : T

D''tnnp mentioned in ver. 3, yet the prophetic word points to the

condition as well as to the consequence of this knowledge, the

possession of a new living power : Who taketh the icind in his

hands? Who bindeth the water in a garment? We are con-

vinced, indeed, that the strictest connection subsists between this

word of Solomon and our Lord's discourse to Xicodemus : the

ypaf^ had laid down the former as Trpo'thovaa, that the Lord

might now make His appeal to it. We can scarcely call it an

allusion, it is rather almost an interpretative quotation, when He
speaks here to the Scribe of a Son of man, and (afterwards, ver.

16), of a Son of God, who thus bringeth down the Spirit and
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the water of regeneration. The Spirit in Solomon signified,

indeed, by the Tpn the true wind or spirit of life, which none else

can gather into his hand and power (Prov. xxvii. 16), into his

D^jan that he may thence distribute it ; and by the water which

should be bound into a garment (Isa. xl. 12) He signified no

other than that above-mentioned essential water of the regenera-

tion which is the covering of our inward nakedness. The myste-

rious andsublime question which is then asked—What is His Souls

name ? is incontestably the only passage in the Old Testament

where we read, without any point of connection with mortal type,

of an equal eternal and almighty Son of God, who establisheth

the ends of the earth ; Ps. ii. 12, with its absolute "il and the

Si 'Dirr^D '•nK^'tjJ which becomes God alone, is the only other near

approach to it. To this most solemn saying, which in its original

place also casts down the presumption of ignorance by uttering

the mystery of all mysteries,^ the Lord undoubtedly refers the

Scribe, according to the connection of His whole discourse con-

cerning the water, the wind, and the Spirit ; and this the Scribe

would, most probably perceive.

None of all the saints had hitherto possessed this knowledge,

this life, as the Son now bringeth them both in one ! Oy^s/?

avcif^s^^zsv sig rov ovpccvov, that is, no man, no mortal ; for the

discourse is now of men : the angels had ascended and descended

upon and in the service of the Son of man from the time of

Bethel, and from the beginning upon the children of men, Jno.

i. 51. ^Ava^i^Tjzzv stands thus indeed aoristically, since from

the fact declared that no man had ascended,^ it might be assumed

that no man ever can or will by his own power. Besides which

that other passage of Scripture may be compared, which the

Lord at the same time refers to and explains

—

niyo'^n ''[y-TTOT ^^

Deut. XXX. 12 (Rom. x. 6-8 interpreted of Christ). But on

that very account, because this aorist passes out of the preterite

into the future, and because the following sentence by its g; ^^
asserts that of the heavenly Son of man which the former by its

^ Compare the exposition in " Die Politik der Weislieit," which I have

since published. Barmen, 1850.

2 Thus not even .Moses, as the Jewish fable on Deut. xxx. 12 (then prob-

ably abeady extant) says.
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ovhig had denied of all mortals besides/ an unbiassed and pene-

trating critic like Liicke should have hesitated to say that " the

perfect tense and the entire connection makes it impossible that

we should join with the old expositors in referring this to the

ascension of Jesus after His resurrection !" We can still less

understand how Olshausen also, and Tholuck, could reject that

interpretation : for if the second member of the sentence does

say that the Son of man is no such mere son of man as others

are, who should need to go up first and yet could not, but as

one who, having descended, yet remained ever in heaven,—it

was in close connection with this that He who had come down

should go back again where He was before. Let us take ch. vi.

62 (where again the tvsv[Jj(z ZjuO'ttoiovv, ver. 63, is the immediate

fruit of His ascension), in conjunction with this saying, and we

shall observe how remarkably the Gospel of St John, while it

does not historically record the Lord's ascension, yet has noted

down the prophetic testimonies of it which fell from His lips.

Further, in what but this consists the connection of the v-ipad^-

i/cci of ver. 14 with these preceding words, that it indicates the

marvellous way of His ascension through the death of the cross

by the emphatic ovroog ? Thus the second Adam, bearing human

nature in Himself, representing and renewing it in His own

person ; the Son of man (see ch. i. 51 earlier, and all that we

have before remarked upon this expression) testifies to Himself as

one zKTccf^dg \k rov ovpuvov {oltto &zov gp%o/y^svo? in the highest

sense), concerning whom alone may be said with perfect truth

and in no "seeming" sense, what Socinus here maintains accord-

ing to his own view—qualis descensus, talis etiam ascensus. This

personal Son of man, in whom the ava^i^rjKZv must be fulfilled

as certainly as the zaraf^dg, is som^ething very different from

that abstract and general idea which Ebrard finds in our text

—

" thus it is only the mind which is derived from heaven, and is

therefore heavenly, that is, capable of ascending to heaven !"

The majestic 6 ojv h toj ovpavo^ is, finally, of deep significance
;

attributed as it is by our Lord to His whole life in the flesh

^ Rightly of all, in the meaning whicli it here has. For what befell

Enoch and Elijah was not the uvuftxat'; of a Son of man, out of his own,

and at the same time God's power, but an oiva,7^Yr<^is.
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between the zaraf^aivziv and avot^aivziv. Can we regard,

with Bengel, who quotes ch. ix. 25, xix. 38 ; Luke xxiv. 44

;

2 Cor. viii. 9, this o oov merely as standing for og ^v? We
should not regard it, in that case, as involving what some have

termed an idle and inexplicable tautology ; but the OTOV tiv to

Tporepov would, as in ch. vi. 62, receive from it an additional

emphasis, the ascending which was to all others impossible being

to Hiin only a natural return to his home. A deeper feeling of

the emphasis, however, leads us to recognise, with many other

expositors, an actual oid in this place ; the last sentence seems

thus to elevate the meaning to a climax, and further, the idea

which it involves of a heavenly man (1 Cor. xv. 47-50), one who
unites in His own twofold nature into one person God and man,

and thus makes up the otherwise insuperable breach, is perfectly

suitable to the profound connection of the wdiole discourse.

Whether the indication of this central thought in the passage,

according to which the outgoing of the Z^ct)^] alajviog from the

person of the heavenly Son of man, vers. 15, 16, would be ex-

plained just as in ch. v. 25, 26, is a mere "perplexing assertion,"

as Hofmann (Schriftbeweis i. 116) thinks, we leave to the

reader's calm consideration.^ Upon ch. i. 18, also, even Winer
does not hesitate to translate ojv as a continuous present ; there

as here this alone gives the true foundation of the discourse.

God brings heaven with Him wherever He comes : the essential

Son of God equally so ; He remains in heaven "even in His

condition of humiliation, through heavenly society (ch. i. 51),

and inw^ard communion with the Father." Such a constant

continuance is very much more than that Socinian raptus in

coelos, which the avot^k^rizzv has been made to signify ! This

Son of man is not only in the kingdom of heaven, but He is

already of His own being in heaven itself ! If now through

Him our conversation may be said to be also in heaven, what
must have been the full meaning of this word in relation to

Him whose fellowship with the Father was never suspended

!

1 Although Luthardt repeats the same protest after Hofmann. What
we mean is critically intimated in Nonnus

—

ii ^^ SiaKsTiOs ovrog, og ddxv-
armv io f^op(pviv ovpccvohv kutsjSxiusv dvihcc aecpx.i avvd'xrav duGpu-Trov

fcovos vio;^ og darspoeuri fis'hu&pa Trdrptou ovlug l^wi', a,luvtog ccidipex,

uuiii.
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Yet we must be on our guard, on the other hand, against

making this expression a reason for denying, or even qualifying

the Kivojffig and zpv-ipig by which the Lord was really h aapyJi,

and that consummate glorification which first awaited Him at

His ascension. The grasping at once all these wonderful anti-

theses in the person of Christ is the deep problem of our intellect,

a problem which cannot be solved below by the profoundest

theosophy, least of all by the human philosophising theology.

While we are permitted humbly to investigate this mystery, let

us never forget or weaken the force of that TnarsuBti' ug avrov

of which alone the Lord now goes on to speak. To believe is to

accept Him who has come down, so that He may enter into

us ; to hang upon Him, to yield ourselves up to be drawn and

to be filled by Him, to become one with Him, as He is one

with the Father. Though no man of himself has ever like

Him gone up to heaven, yet all who are His through faith shall

with Him, and after Him, enter into the kingdom of heaven,

into heaven itself.

Pause, ye fourth-part, half, and three-fourths orthodox of the

present age, before this first public and complete testimony of

Jesus concerning His own person, in order that everything

lackincr may be added to your faith—fall down before Him and

worship ! And observe attentively how, and for what reason.

He thus testifies of Himself, not for His own sake but for ours

;

only declaring to us the gToypav/ov in order that the l-r/ys/ov of

the new-birth might become possible to us. He who ojv b ra

ovpocm and at ^he same time truly ajv ev accpKi, as One who had

come into our fiesh, a son of man and thus a Son of God become

of this earth, in whose person, consequently, all STrovpcivici be-

come iTriyzicc for us;—this Jesus, who here speaks, possesses

indeed the Spirit in the profoundest cchvrov of His Godhead as

it regards Himself, but /or us He must Plimself first obtain that

Spirit, that is, by the glorification and spiritualisation of His

flesh make the Spirit communicable for all flesh. This takes

place through His own new birth in the death of the Cross (as

we are constrained by analogy, h oiloicIjUjOlti to speak) ; it is

there that He makes first the full descent to us, thus experienc-

ing a glorification in which we may be lifted up together with

Him. " The Son of man who was in heaven, passed into the
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heavens according to the Divinity of His nature, but the earthly

Son of man must even, as Moses had pretypified in the serpent,

be thus Hfted up." Thus, and not otherwise, do the man of

flesh and the man of Spirit, which have been in contradis-

tinction from ver. 6 downwards, perfectly coincide. The Spirit

of God in the humanity of Jesus killed and made alive, and

thus new-born, becomes a water (or matter, tincture) of life,

which may proceed from Him to us. Let it be observed how
this brings out by anticipation the profound meaning of the

SvTcog in the following verse, a meaning which indicates the

essential correspondence between the type and the antitype,

the real reference in the figure of the serpent to the person

of Christ.^

Vers. 14, 15. To this place belong the beautiful words of

Kahnis :
" The Holy Spirit is the substance of the new king-

dom. But, while Christ lives upon earth, He is not fully

poured out. ' He is only present in Christ. Christ is the life.

Therefore Christ must die, in order that the principle of life,

released from His person, to which it is attached, may develop

its energies around. The dialectics of Jesus in His conversa-

tion with Nicodemus, are the dialectics of the whole gospel.

Jesus resolves the kingdom of God, the essential matter of His

doctrine, into Spirit and life, but the condition of this, again, is

faith in His person, who is the life : and thus the gravitating

point of the Gospel is the person of Christ. With equal correct-

ness, Baumgarten-Crusius says that from this point the dis-

course proceeds unbroken in its reference to that for which ver.

13 had paved the way, the person of Christ ; His work having

previously been the subject. We would add to this that hitherto

the transition had been from the person of the man needing re-

generation and coming to Jesus, to the matter of regeneration

itself; and this again leads back the discourse to the person of

that Son of man, through whom regeneration comes to us. Yet

more explicitly : the discourse now begins to deal with the cen-

tral mystery of the kingdom of God, the being who, between

heaven and earth, earthly-heavenly, mediates between both, that

^ Compare, if you have the means, what we said four and twenty years

ago, in the Andeutungen fur glaiib. Schriftverst ii. S. 72-77 ; concerning

the conversation with Nicodemus.
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is, with redemption through the death of Christ. But of this the

Lord cannot and will not speak expressly and openly, for many
reasons which are generally given ; if the disciples could not at

the close bear to hear of His death, and could not conceive in

their hearts the idea of the cross when He spake a word con-

cerning it, how could He now^ suppose Nicodemus capable so

early of understanding it ? Yet He does not leave Nicodemus
without an intimation w-hicli is given to him, as being a Scribe,

and in order to assist his comprehension through the medimn of

Scripture. We have found a reference before to Deut. xxx. 12

and Prov. xxx. 4, as two most clear and undoubted explanatory-

passages ; but now, on the other hand, the Lord refers to one

of the most obscure of the types ; one, however, wdiich Moses

in the most remarkable and striking manner exhibited to the

people of Israel.^ That Moses, in whose writings the Pharisees

and Scribes found so much wdiich they understood not, pro-

phetically pretypified in this act something of high import ; and

the Lord by His interpretation gives us one more assurance

that there is a systematic typology which has a sure foundation.

For this Kadoijg, like the Sjcr'^rsp of Matt. xii. 40, and all similar

words in the mouth of the Lord or His Apostles, does not

indicate a mere capricious resemblance or comparison, but

furnishes an actual interpretation and solution of Scripture.

We pause not to prove this over again here, but only throw it

out by way of anticipation as the foundation of the subse-

quent lit.

The words of this utterance are in the highest degr.ee simple

and clear, but the matter itself which they declare is so much
the more deep and inscrutable, as it is the central mystery of

the kingdom of God, and of Holy Scripture : all dogmatic
j

theology is involved in the right apprehension of the saying—

1

lifted up as the serpent in the wilderness. Thus much we must I

observe at the outset with unbiassed minds, that the continuous

}cai of this verse is equivalent to an explanatory namely ; only

the one heavenly Son of man ascendeth into heaven, and even

He only by such a lifting up. For it assuredly admits of no

doubt that the v-^pud^vai in its most ob\^ous meaning thus con-

* Bengel : Est hsec prima, quae a Domino facta legitur, Mosis mentio.
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nects itself with the preceding words, any more than that it then

carries its meaning much deeper and further. To apprehend

this, however, we must first carry our researches into another

field, and go back to the history, the zc/Jcug referring to w^hich

becomes the substratum of a marvellous and pregnant ovroog.

In the fortieth year of Israel's wanderings in the desert, when
the possession long-deferred w^as about to be entered on, the

Lord gave the people victory over the first Canaanite king who
opposed their progress. But they murmured still even to the

last, and repeated the ancient cry of repining for which their

fathers had died—Wherefore have ye brought us up out of

Egypt to die in the wilderness—us, the children of our fathers,

to whom it was promised that we at least should live and possess

the good land ? We see that Moses does not lead this poor un-

believing people further ; he does not bring them to the goal.

Chastisement is incessantly renewed as their sin takes new
forms, increasing in its rigour as their sin increases. The Lord
has large store of instruments with which to inflict it. On this

occasion He sends poisonous serpents with burning bite, such

as, according to both ancient and modern accounts, infest the

Arabian desert ; though that which w^as there " an ordinary

occurrence of nature, is now elevated into something extraordi-

nary and frightful." A new anguish of death falls upon them

through their sin ; the tents of Israel are filled with the stricken

and dying ; new confessions are made—We have sinned ; and

Moses is again appealed to for his intercession. Then does mercy

once more manifest itself for their health, but through the medium
of a sign, the like of which had never been known before. The
Lord's silence upon the subject is a strong assurance that Moses

% God^s command lifted up the serpent. He presupposes this

as well known ; but it is not without design that He mentions

Moses, to whose revelations and teaching He would point the

master in Israel, Moses who w^as the minister of the law and of

wrath, but also the announcer and prophet of the coming salva-

tion. He points his attention again to a dccvfjjocffrovy concerning

which, however, thus much had already come to be acknow-

ledged, that it was in its time a avfJufioXov of the aurripia,, which,

according to Wisd. xvi. 6, 7, the Lord God alone could give to

His people.
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And should we limit ourselves to this general reference and

application of the sign ? The nature of a symbol forbids that

we should, for the external and present element in it always

involves an interpretation and application for something beyond

in the future ; and true biblical science must learn to discern

whither all the symbols of the Old Testament tend as types.

Even the Cabbahst interpretations had brought the brazen ser-

pent into connection with the Messiah ; but we have here the

express testimony upon the subject of that Messiah Himself

come in the flesh.

Certain it is, at the outset, that Dp'^V iriN D"'C^ does not express

so much as Dph or nSi6 ; the Dp was a pole, and indeed no less

than a standard (comp. Jahn Archaologie ii. 2, 465, and Jarchi

on Numb. xxi. who explains it by xrD"i^2, pertica) ; the article

which is added in the repetition of the phrase (DSn-py iin)o^b''1)

giving us plainly to understand that this was not a standard

now for the first time prepared, but the already existing central

main standard of Israel which may be presumed to have been

in the midst of the camp. This does not, however, exclude the

idea, it rather involves it, that the serpent similarly was a sign to

be looked at, as every standard is ; and here evidently a most

significant sign, since God appoints nothing arbitrarily and

without a deep meaning. Hence there is immediately to be

discerned, when we look away from or more narrowly into the

external circumstance, a (TVfJjjBoXov, or as the Yulgate somewhat

indefinitely, though not inaccurately has it—pro signa. For D3

and rii5< are of themselves and independently related, comp.

Numb. xxvi. 10. The serpent was lifted up upon the D3 and

itself was a Dp, in order that all Israel might look with faith upon

it for the promised healing. This is the first point, but in the

thing which God set up to be looked at, there lay a prophetic

signification, and that is the second. The view which is now so

generally and fondly held^ wars against the whole character of

the Old Testament, against all Scripture, against the principle of

1 Sclileiermaclier : thus lifted up, that is, generally exliibited to men as

a saving sign. Ebrard : Christ is exhibited by God to men as a Saviour,

in the same manner as the brazen serpent was exhibited for the people's

healing ! Hofmann : Just so has the Saviour .of the world been publicly

set forth, that man might behold His sufferings and His death.
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all our Lord's and His Spirit's interpretations in the New Testa-

ment ; the view, namely, which refuses to allow of any deeper

truth in the type, but insists that the tertium comparationis is

merely the most general and external matter, the suspension or

open exhibition. (Isa. xi. 10, concerning the Messiah : Op 10
D^sy.) In this manner men weaken and etherialize this great

and solemn though difficult saying, and call it " holding fast

the most spiritual sense of the figure"—while we conterd that

the whole body of this shadow, so to speak, its outline and figure

too must correspond to the substance in Christ. It may well be

that Nicodemus at first thought only of a "coming manifestation

of the Messiah's dignity ;"^ but that was only the first dawn of

intelligence ; both to him and to us the Lord's word had in-

finitely more to say. Nor will Luthardt's opposition turn us

away from a profounder apprehension ; and we are convinced

that there are multitudes of believing inquirers into Scripture

who will lose in due time the residue of their opposition to such

mysticism as this.

The article of itself tov o<ptv—too seldom observed, and, alas,

w^anting altogether in our common translation—points not

merely back to the w^ell-known history, but stands in a close

parallelism wdth rov vlov rov avdpajTrov, so that (as Jacobi says)

the Lord assuredly must intend to indicate "' not only an

analogy in the v-^^cucrtc, but an analogy also in the o(pig" The
veteran Hiller of Wiirtemberg^ urged, with the utmost simplicity

and point, that the two subjects for which one and the same

predicate stands are by that circumstance placed in close corres-

pondence, as in the case of all similar explanations of types ;

consequently the serpent is most assuredly as much a type of the

person of Christ, as the paschal lamb, the rock, Jonas, and so

forth. The meaning is no other than this—The serpent repre-

sents Me, it is Myself ! He who looked at it lived—he who
believed on Ilim—are expressions which perfectly coincide.

Israel perishing in the wilderness is a type of humanity in its

misery, and this belongs to the setting of the figure ; but the brass

^ Ammonius : to v->^ovadcx.i^ lfi(pxi/'^ kocI eTriaYifiov ylyviadxi.

* Who defended his interpretation against Dr Huth of Erlangen in a

special treatise. Stuttg. 1759.
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seems merely the indifferent material, one kind of which must be

chosen, and certainly does not (as Fikenscher thinks) precisely

intimate its indestructible continuance. As it regards the re-

lation which must then be traced between the Hebr. K^'nJ and

nc'm (to which Numb. xxi. 9 significantly points) we freely

confess that it is beyond our comprehension ;
^ and must merely

suggest the correspondency which has been traced in biblical

symbolism between brass and the false gold of corrupted earthly

humanity.^

Menken, in his well-known treatise, which, with all its dog-

matic bias, is always acute, takes his stand upon the first impres-

sion and apprehension of the Israelites, and makes prominent

the paradox as itself suggesting its interpretation, though he

arbitrarily assumes too much for the standing-point of the Old

Testament. It cannot even be proved that the Dp had been a

banner of Jehovah, of the Messenger or the Messiah, and in

this we agree with Jacobi. But the choice of any figure

generally^ was itself sufficiently remarkable, and especially the

choice of the serpent-figure ; while the exhibition of this para-

doxical sign of healing just at the end of the wandering and

on the very border of the promised land, at a critical and signi-

ficant turning-point of their history (wliich, as far as we know,

has not been observed upon by any), furnishes a new element

for the expectation of a profound meaning. The Israelites might

not form any images after their own mind, either of the gods or

of their own God, for purposes of worship ; still less, magical

figures for protection and help after the manner of the heathen

;

yea, they might not devise to themselves even common symbols

of instruction, such as those with which the ancient world

abounded. Nevertheless God reserved to Himself the right to

give them symbols for their w^hole symbolical and typical dis-

1 Since such combinations, as Kanne (Christus im a. T. ii. S. 122-128)

imputes to us, go beyond the bounds of rational investigation.

2 Thus wrote to me the late v. Meyer :
" a symbol of the earthly and

human, consequently of the human nature of the Redeemer, as gold is the

symbol of the Divine." Comp. hereupon Bahr's conjectures on the Symbolik

des mosaischen Kidt i. 285.

From which Justin Martyr also against Trypho sets out, in the GOth

chap, which treats of this.
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pensatlon, and this was one of them. Israel well understood, in

opposition to all superstitious error,^ that the cure came not hid

70 dzojpov(jjZvov, but from God, tov tccvtcvv ffcoT^pK, rov pvouiivoif

Ifc TTocvTog KCcx,ov (as the Book of Wisdom says) ; God had

already, in the beginning of their wanderings, testified—I am
the Lord that healeth thee! Ex. xv. 26. But the "apparent

contradiction between the sign of healing and the healing

itself" opposed to their faith ! Hiller :
" it was against all the

convictions of the people that God should exhibit an unclean

animal in their pure encampment, where the tabernacle of God
was, to His pure people as a sign of their healing." Gossner :

" The Israelites might have thought—why should we gaze upon

the serpent, the fearful and hateful animal? What could

this do but make us worse. We cannot endure this." More,

indeed, than unclean and hateful generally, it was just such a

serpent as those poisonous ones, through whose bites they were

perishing ! This was tlmi their first and most obvious thought,

not immediately that of the devil as Menken prematurely main-

tains—" from Genesis to Revelation the serpent is the symbol

of Satan through the whole Bible." Is there no exception to

this, is there no manifold application of this symbol in other

cases ? We must, however, admit that there lay in the Divine

intention an undertone of reference to the serpent in paradise

which the people might afterwards understand, as they knew
by tradition, independently of Moses' narrative, the serpent's

history ; the serpents sent for punishment looked back to the

original of sin, they were a revelation of the sin in its corres-

ponding chastisement, and pointed to the primordia of the

evil which had now broken forth with such malignity. The
application of the serpent as the " symbol of the healing art,"

as with CEsculapius and among the Egyptians (for which

Winer decides), can have no place among the Israelites,

whose symbols and types form a system exclusive, compact, and

one in itself. Thus the serpent-symbol assuredly stands in one

great series of references, in harmony with the first essential bite

^ Dei mos non est, sed diaboli potius, se obligare pacto ad signum et rem
externam, ut ea extante ex opere operato ipse operetur mirabilia. Cocceii.

Ultim. Mosis § 1064.
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of the serpent, with sin and its poison, with Satan and with

death.

This, then, being admitted, and even stoutly maintained,

there arises on all sides a spirit of contradiction which argues

upon that very ground that the symbol of Satan^ cannot by any

possibility be made into a figure of the Saviour at the same time.

Here Menken and Kern, Liicke and Sack, with many others,

are at one, and we have Hofmann finally deciding in his often

too peremptory and unguarded manner, that " the comparison

between the Son of man and the brazen serpent is altogether in-

admissible, since the former is in the likeness of those who are to

be healed, the latter, on the contrary, is the similitude of those

which caused the malady."^ We simply, however, appeal with

Hiller to the fact that, according to all the rules of language,

the Lord does incontrovertibly thus connect together rov o<piv

and rov vlov rov ccvdpooTrou i^ we appeal to the simple feeling

of a thousand readers who would be very hardly persuaded

that only one predicate is here attached to two quite diverse

subjects, and that only the v-^l^co&TJvai is referred to in the

ovrug. We must learn to estimate rightly the character of a

scriptural type ; that within the circle of one fundamental idea

it admits a wide comprehension of significance; so that sym-

bolical language is not to be closely and logically pressed, but

apprehended in its depth and amplitude, with a certain indefinite-

ness pervading all its precision. He wdio will not, or cannot,

understand this will never be a sound interpreter of the types.

Hence we set out with its widest comprehension, and say

with Jacobi^ first of all
—"As the serpent was from the be-

1 TVTiicli Yitringa sees in the brazen serpent, following the precedent

of others (Fr. Burmann to wit), and keenly and earnestly defending his

view.

2 '\;\r]iat follows, "since the serpent of brass was incapable of suffering,

being without hfe," forgets in the heat of argument that a figure never

has the life of the thing represented, and yet as a figure represents the

thing itself.

^ Hence Euthymius simply recognises as well this reference as the

included allusion to Satan : ix.ii f/.iv^ k-Trsl ^i o(pecjs vj /SAa/Sw, S/ o(Pias kocI ^
dipocTTiioc' ivroitj^cc Se, k'TTSi ^i oLvdpciTov 6 ^xvxros ila^T^div iig rov Koaf^ou, S/

dvdpu'Trov Kccl ^ ^UT] 'Trocpsyiusro.

* In his posthumous sermons, i. 251.
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ginning a type of sin, which poisons the heart of man, so the

serpent Hfted up was to the people an humbling .sign of their

transgression"—a representation of their guih in connection

with the remedy, and in order to it. We ask—Is it not so

in the Cross of the Son of man ? Further, a fgure of the

evil brings its cure—and is it not so in the Cross? Deeper

still : " the poison itself was cured through the poison being

changed into its remedy,"^—and is it not so on the Cross?

"As then the remedy of God so profoundly abased itself as

to operate in the form of the poisonous animal, so does the

Eternal Remedy now condescend to ransom the world in the

form of the deepest curse of the world, the crucified."^ All

this is sound and true, but has not yet reached the central

point of the type, which cannot consist solely in such abstrac-

tions and generalities, but in the concrete personality of Him
who is shadowed and typified. All the wonderful influences of

tliis most wonderful paradox must have their root in the persori

of Him who thus, hanging on the Cross, became the healing of

humanity. He becomes such as the Son of man, according to

His own simple and significant declaration, that is, gv of/bOiMfJUCcTt

aapzog uf/jccpriocg (Rom. viii. 3), in the form of^our sin, and

death, and curse—for men too are called in Scripture serpents,

and a generation of vipers. Chrysostom, and afterwards Bengeh

said justly—As this serpent, without poison, is Christ the Man
without sin, but made sin for us, that we might ovroog be

healed ; surrendered to death and Satan that He might ovToog

overcome Satan and death. This is the marvellous mystery of

the brazen serpent; and thus most accurately, perfectly, and

plainly does the type correspond with the Antitype. "That

the serpent at the same time reminds us of that which had

seduced men, strengthens the idea of the representation ; it is

the symbol of the sin, which takes the place of the sin itself."

(Von Gerlach on Numb, xxi.) "The serpent suspended sig-

nified that the power of the serpent-poison was overcome."

(Tholuck) And all the more obviously if it was the standard

of war and victory upon which the symbol, turned into healing,

was hung. The serpent, that is, the sin which broke forth

1 V. Meyer, Bl. fiir hoh. Wahrh. ii. 103.

2 Lange Leben Jesu ii. 503
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througli it upon humanity, its bite and poison, is overcome and

done'away; not indeed as Menken, Hasenkamp, Collenbusch,

and Irving, with error ever deepening into the most perilous

heresy, will have it, as if in the body of Jesus the original sin

of all humanity was concentrated, for it is still no more than an

oyjoiuiMO^'i but it is as truly as wonderfully done away by

means of this crucifixion of the old man in eiffigie, through con-

emplating which new life springs up within him. Finally, it

is in fact as if Satan himself hung upon the Cross, the original,

hereditary Enemy being overcome, and held up to scorn and

derision, and open show (see Col. ii. 15). All this in its com-

prehensiveness lies in this voluminous type, which furnishes the

second great promise after the Protevangelium in paradise,

being a continuation and exposition of that ; and all finds its

fulfilment in the Person of the Crucified. He who thinks this

too ample and manifold forgets that all the diverging radii are

one in the centre : the brazen serpent can no more be success-

fully expounded otherwise, than the mystery of the Cross can

be folded into one partial and restricted dogma.

OvTojc, that is, by a marvellous and yet most actual, Divine

paradox, sin is taken away, even while it appears to break out,

and exhibit itself in the most awful forms ; thus death is put to

death by a dying One (Augustin ; appendltur mors ut nihil

valeat mors)—thus is Satan overcome, even while he is exhibit-

ing himself to the world for the last time as its conqueror and

possessor, but only in the form of a vain image of terror ; this

is the reality of its Lord and Destroyer ! Thus only comes

healing to humanity sick of sin and unto death ; ovtz (^otccvt]

ovrs [jjCcXayf/jCc (Wisd. xvi. 12) could afford help here, no herb

grows in rerum natui'a to avert otherwise this death, nor any

other mollifying unguent in all the pharma(;y of heaven and

earth for this sore. But the Son of Man in His boundless con-

descension to our low estate opens through the Cross a new way
to heaven for Himself and for us with Him,
The v-^l/ovadoci of Christ, once more, must be regarded as re-

ferring, through its connection with the foregoing, to His ascen-

sion; comp. chap. viil. 28, xii. 32, 33. But just as in those

other passages, there is here a comprehensive allusion to that

crucifixion which was analogous to the suspension of the ser-

VOL. IV. 2 P
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pent. " In any case the Evangelist everywhere by this repre-

sentation shows that he thought of the death of Christ, and of

no glorification without this,"—is the admission even of Baum-
garten-Crusius. But we are well assured that the Apostle's

apprehension and interpretation of the words of Jesus must

accord with the exact meaning in which He uttered them.

" I go not back to heaven except by death,"—this is the plain

intimation of our Lord, capable of being understood as well by

Nicodemus here as by the Jews in the other passages, through

the current phraseology for crucifixion;^ in this case, indeed,

made still more obvious by the lifting up of the serpent. The
cross w^as not, however, "a manner of His death in itself in-

different"—rather it was highly significant, and in many re-

spects, which we need not now repeat in particular, Christ knew
of His cross from the beginning, as we here see, and indicates

here, as elsewhere, by this marvellous discourse concerning His

vypovffdocty that great and profound truth which is thus expressed

in Christian phraseology

—

Crux scala coeli. Here also, as else-

where. He immediately subjoins to His saying concerning His

heavenly dignity, another which refers to His preparatory suf-

ferings ;—^Yea, there is before Me an exaltation, but "it will

take the form of the deepest abasement." (Jacobi.) Would
not Nicodemus in his after-meditation be reminded of Isa. liii.,

of the previous "IXO nnil ^m D^l^ which is immediately, as by

an ouroog, followed by the abasement ?

The mysterious and absolute As?, which the Lord already

utters long before Matt. xvi. 21, and to which His ehst after the

resurrection, Lu. xxiv. 26, has only to look back, is here, as well

as in other related passages, based upon the cited scripture^

though Liicke as vainly as arbitrarily denies it; it consequently

indicates the ti/pe of the serpent as the prediction of the Divine

counsel, and is altogether equivalent to a tva, TXTjpcu^ri y} ypccpy}.

The Scripture here, however, is only indeed the testimony,

convincing to Israel, of that everlasting counsel of God, which

again rests (in connection with the full freedom of redeeming

love, ver. 16) upon the necessity in the nature of the case, which

1 Syr. Ksp* the cross, Chald. Pipjr to hang, Ezra vi. 11 ; comp. Targ. Esth.

ix. 13. The amphibolia in our Lord's use of the word has its remarkable

preparation in the typical narrative of Joseph, Gen. xl. 13, 19.
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rendered such a salvation necessary. That is to say, and this

alone comes here into prominence, on the part of man, who
can only thus be remedially restored to spirit and life, to a

new birth ; for the second ^{i is at the same time not merely a

parallel, but a consequence and development, of that first As?
V[jjoig in ver. 7. Anything like arbitrariness in the Divine will

and act is not to be thought of in relation to these words. As
the ground of the necessity that a heavenly Son of man raust

for us, that is, in the fellowship of our nature as its representa-

tive, re-open heaven by the energies of His own life and spirit,

lies in the impotence of our flesh ; so, further, the reason that

even this sinless Son of man can be exalted only through the

cross, on which He is made sin, lies manifestly in that flesh

which He in 6(x>oioo(Jj(x> has taken from us, in order thus to enter

into spiritual relation with our race. We must not therefore

shrink from regarding, though in rigorous conformity with our

sacred text, the death of Jesus upon the cross as a birth also

in analogy with our own new birth effected through it ; that

is, indeed, as the full birth and manifestation of His miraculous

person, of that twofold mediatorial nature which already existed

in His first birth. Every son of man must go through the

cross. A dying precedes the new birth, and the dying of

Christ must first have an actual fellowship with that death

which is necessary to us, in order that it may become life to us

through our fellowship with Him. This mysterious doctrine

of redemption is incontrovertibly found in the testimony to

Nicodemus, nor need we shrink from repeating our earlier

remarks upon this subject. " The Lord says nothing to Nico-

demus about disobedience and compensation sensu formali juri-

dico, but He speaks of the flesh, and of the regaining of life

sensu essentiali physico. He speaks of the gift of the only-

begotten Son, lifted up by the cross as the Son of man, in

order that we by faith in Him might be capable of having life

;

for giving and having are, in ver. 16, most strictly connected

together. He says nothing of a righteousness which required

His death, but utters that great word concerning the love of

God which gave Himself to man ; as it regards righteousness

and judgment, He only says that the light reproves the dark-

ness, and that he who hateth the light, after its full manifesta-
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tion in the world, falls still under condemnation. Finally and

especially, He says nothing about the necessity of opening the

hands of eternal love by His own death, which those hands

themselves inflicted ; but the whole discourse points to this,

that tlie hand of faith, which is all that is left to man, must be

opened again to receive and to embrace eternal life. For, from

the beginning of His words He lays the foundation of His

teaching here, not upon an inability of God, but upon the

inability of man^—We w^ould now, however, more fully than

we did then, acknowledge the strict necessity of admitting, and

of constantly presupposing, the other side of the question, the

holy justice of God in connection with such love (the ovrcog,

ver. 16).^ Meanwhile the Lord's example should always be

followed by us in bearing our testimony in His service ; that

is, when we would win the souls of Nicodemuses, we should not

overwhelm them with elaborate systems of satisfaction, which

go straight to the mysteries of the highest heavens, but should

rise with them thitherward, as the Lord here does, from earth

and from man himself; we should not direct their thoughts

instantly and precipitately to the adytum fori Divini, but first of

all to the adytum naturce humance.

Even in regard to this testimony, notwithstanding its laying

hold upon our awakened sense of need, it is of essential necessity

that we believe. Our Lord, however, in His mg 6 Triffrivcov sig

avTov speaks not of that faith which first receives the word

spoken, and which is only a commencement and introduction,

but of that full surrender of the soul to the person and operation

of the apprehended Redeemer setforth which further proceeds from

it. This is the first zlg avrov in the lips of Jesus, though the

Evangelist has given it before, chap. i. 12, ii. 11, 23. It signi-

fies more than holding a thing true, more also than believing

^ So that again it is incorrect to say : Poterat enim sine ullo adventu

Christi (sine cruce) solummodo loqui Deus et solvere x,oe.Ta,pxv^ sed spec-

tandum est quid hominibus sit utile, neque quid sit to Ivpxtou rov Osov.

(As Gelpke in Rolu' cites from Athanas. orat. 3 contra Arianos, ed. Col.

torn. i. p. 430.) For the Creator cannot be regarded as working other-

wise than in correspondence with the nature of the creature ; but has

voluntarily bound Himself, in the act of creation, to the laws which are

inwrought into the creature's existence, in all His subsequent relations

with it.
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a man and what he sa3's, because he says it ; it is perfectly

parallel ^vith the Old Testament n)n'2 nom n'\r\''2 pDNH, and vindi-

cates again to this crucified Son of man His Divine honour and

dignity; comp. chap. v. 23, xiv. 1. This faith can and will

only have place, the Lord designs to say, when I am lifted up,

and am exhibited to faith as the Crucified, and through the

suffering of death crowned with glory and honour. Jno. xii.

23, 32. It is a faith in the Crucified as such, not merely quoique

but parceque. It is analogous to the beJwlding of the serpent in

the wilderness ; for it is first on the cross, and only on the cross,

that the crown of glory shines forth in the midst of the crown of

thorns ; and in Pilate's superscription is heard the voice of God
—This is My Son, a Prince, and a Saviour ! It is the trust in

need of those who are tormented with the bite of the serpents,

and lying in the agonies of death, which now contemplates the

sign
; y/ithout any vain reasoning—How may this be ? But on

that account it is immediately experienced that it is so, " The
encampment of Israel, with its serpents and corpses, was a

figure of the world" (Richter's Hausbibel). Yet more, as von

Gerlach beautifully expounds on the Old Testament :
" With

every new wound there came ever new healing ; through look-

ing at the brazen serpent it is not said that the fiery serpents

were immediately destroyed, but that their bite was rendered

harmless. Here also lies a typical meaning." That is, the I

temptations and the conflicts of sin continue among the regene-

rate, and their help is found in continually repairing to the cross. 1

The spiritual Israelites are still, even after many victories, weary

in the way and tired of their manna ; they must, therefore, still

feel for their discipline the bite of the evil serpents, from which

that lifted up upon the standard can alone save them.

Thus it is not by one instantaneous transition, but gradually,

that all who believe on Him do not perish in that death

which is the wages of their sin, and into which the flesh, the old

man, is fallen. That which in the type was recovery and preser-

vation for temporal life (he shall live. Numb. xxi. 8), is here

exalted into Z^ojrj alojviog. This is again the first mention of that

deep word of promise, which is assumed from the Old Testa-

ment; but that which is there postponed (Dan. xii. 2) till after

the resurrection, is here brought nigh and becomes a present
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gp^g/i/;^ here, as everywhere, it signifies the immediate heginning

of the new life of God's Spirit in the soul, in the new birth

through faith. The difficult now^ becomes easy, the impossible

possible ; every man, who in entire confidence of faith receives

this new life coming to him from the Crucified is saved from

eternal death,—that fearful antithesis which, as the kernel of the

k'TCokTiroLi, is hinted at in silence.

Right gladly would we now read on without interruption,

following the scriptural discourse as it unfolds itself before our

eyes ; but criticism stands in our path, and throws before us its

little impediment, which we must first remove. What follows

is no longer, forsooth, the discourse of Jesus, but the continued

addition of the Evangelist !
" The colloquy with Nicodemus

breaks off at this point ;—the night conversation with this signi-

ficant reference to the future was suspended"—writes Jacobi, as

if the matter were conclusively settled. A strange break this,

an ungracious dismissal of the poor scholar, with that crux in-

terpretum mundi resounding in his ears. Either some external

occurrence occasioned this interruption, and then the Evangelist

would have recorded it ; or the Lord actually here ceased, and

Nicodemus was constrained to go, in which case it would have

been so said, instead of the discourse being apparently continued

with yap once and again repeated ! And that in a connection

where "no boundary marks are found." ^ That great and won-

derful saying in ver. 16, the most sublime and simple expression

of the eternal mystery of redemption which the Scriptures con-

tain, the "Bibel in Kleinen" as Luther calls it,^ which the

adoring gratitude of Christendom ever has and ever does receive

from the lips of Christ, is now stolen from His mouth and appro-

priated to His disciple. The acute but ambiguous Erasmus was

the originator of this piece of criticism, which he introduces with

^ Jul. Miiller : "in the midst of time, the possession of eternal life is

offered thee."

^ For that ya.p evidently shows the commencement of an explanatory ap-

pendage of the writer, as Neander thinks, is palpably opposed to the conunon

sense of every unprejudiced mind.
^ (Bible in miniature.) As the negroes in South Africa come and ask

for the book which contains the beautiful words—So God loved the

world I
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a modest " videri poterant verba EvangelistaB ;" but now the

moderns, following the captious Rosenmiiller, have come to

maintain it without any reservation. Even the excellent Fiken-

scher, in his practical exposition, feels himself constrained to

repeat it with an unhappy deference to probability, and Kling

(Stud. u. Krit. 1836. 1) refers to it as a recognised view. 01s-

hausen concisely and without any scruple declares that the

Apostle appends here to the Lord's discourse a warning designed

especially for the disciples of John ! Liicke, however, is bold

enouo;h to admit that the more ancient view is " not altos^ether

without foundation," and would mediate by explaining that the

hand of the narrator is more visible henceforward than before in

enlarging and developing the Lord's words.-^ Baumgarten-

Crusius, an unprejudiced authority, first to our great satisfac-

tion contradicted this ; he says, what no honest reader can deny,

that " there follow now no such detailed explanations of what

had been said as St John might indeed have given, but newj

progressive, and conclusive truths. The conversation would break

off too abruptly at this point, while ver. 21 gives a harmonious

conclusion." Rightly spoken ! Luthardt has at last effectually

overturned the view which had been becoming predominant.

We therefore are all the more determined to hold fast our former

exposition of the question. But what, then, were the grounds

for closing the colloquy with Nicodemus at ver. 15, and for

which so many respectable expositors challenged so much re-

spect ? Let us hear them.

The application to Nicodemus, and the individual element in

the conversation, are said almost entirely to disappear from ver.

16 onwards. While we put the best construction on this modest

^'almost," we are bold enough to deny the entire statement.

The dialogue foi^m certainly ceases, for the very natural reason

that Nicodemus no longer protests or questions, but has become

a listening disciple. Being such, can we suppose that the Master

would not give him further instruction ? That which He says

1 Yet worse de TVette :
—"The Evangelist, after having before, especially

vers. 13-15, put his own words into the mouth of Jesus, releases himself

entirely from ver. 16 onwards." For here it is dishonourably avowed

that he wrote down his own words as the words of Jesus ! Procul este

profani

!
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in vers. 16, 17, is so entirely directed to the pharisaical Jewish

individuality and exclusiveness, as to be perfectly adapted and

necessary to this Pharisee ; and then vers. 18-21 are warning

and quickening appeals to the conscience, than which nothing

could have been better adapted to bring to a full decision the

man who was inclined to believe and yet kept back by some

restraint—as our exposition will show, tracing those appeals

down to their significant conclusion :—only come thou to the

light, thou visitor of the night-season ! There is much reason

to suppose that there were other rejoinders, as St John only

gives an epitome of the whole ; but inasmuch as Nicodemus'

further words were no longer strictly characteristic, and not, in

the sense of his former words, generally typical and symbolical,

but more individual, St John omits them, his object being to

record the Saviour's testimony, and not to give a complete ac-

count of the conduct of Nicodemus. Finally, it may be sup-

posed more than probable that some words passed, not immedi-

ately connected with the great subject, on his departure ; but

that they also for the same reason are left out, and every Nico-

demus who now reads left to the undisturbed impression of the

concluding words.

Further, the past tense, used as it is after ver. 19 concerning

the pcpi(Tigy in rjyocTrj^aocv and tjv—is thought to be unsuitable to

this early period of our Lord's manifestation. Others object in

addition to the shouzsv of ver. 16. But what pettiness is this—to

deny to our Lord Jesus what is abundantly seen in all the

Prophets, the liberty of speaking prospectively and comprehen-

sively as He here does ! Was He not as inwardly conscious

of all this, as of His being in the future lifted up? Was
He not under the necessity, after He had carried forward His

thought to the condemnation which threatened and awaited un-

belief, to go back to the cause of that condemnation as a thing

accomplished? Was it not so at that very time among the

people and Scribes of Jerusalem ? Does He not Himself turn

back to the present in vers. 20, 21 ? Why is it not argued

from the avcc(^s(^rj%,sv of ver. 13 that the Evangelist only could

have said that too ?

Further, and this is Liicke's first objection, this second part

of the discourse bears marks of St John's peculiar phraseology,
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especially the fjbovoysvrjg which is distinctively his. But it may
be asked, with all deference—How come we to be so certainly

acquainted with the boundaries between the phraseology of Jesus

and His disciple, as to be able to use it as an argument against

the most evident marks of a connected discourse ? Why may
we not conversely argue—Jesus Himself uses here, according

to St John's account, the word [jjovoysr/jg, and therefore it is

not absolutely peculiar to St John. Assuredly it must be

allowed that the disciple's^ entire phraseology and vocabulary

would take its fashion from his Master's, just as is the case with

well-instructed pupils of our own day ; how much of transition

from the one to the other, and how much common to both in

their expressions, must there necessarily have been, thus defying

all attempts to define the peculiar language either of Master or

disciple ! I think, indeed, using my own privilege of being in

turn the assailant, that such a remarkable term as fjboi/oycvfjg

would never have been used by the disciple without his Master's

precedent. Moreover, the word is here, as we shall see, used

with some allusion to the offering of Isaac.

Finally, it is said that the Evangelist elsewhere gives examples

of the same practice—that of appending his own comment to

the word of another ;—many indeed declare that he often does

this, and call it his ^* customary manner;" just as they speak

of St Matthew's custom of joining together sundry and diverse

discourses. We ask—^AYhere ? and Tholuck answers,—" We
have three instances, ch. i. 16, iii. 16, and iii. 31." To begin

with the last, it is imagined by the expositors ; as is the second,

though the great Bengel in this instance is among them. If

we were commenting upon the entire Gospel and not upon the

discourses of our Lord only, we could prove in detail that ch.

iii. 31-36 must be regarded as the continuous testimony of the

Baptist, nay, that vers. 39 and 31 are essentially connected

together. As to this we must be permitted to set our assertion

against their assertion, reserving a few words in defence of it

for another occasion. We do not deny that the Evangelist

and not the Baptist spake ch. i. 16, as the Tjijjiig 'TrdvTzg hXoi-

fiofjbsv incontrovertibly proves—but that is altogether another

^ Who, however, as Lutkardt remarks, has only used the word /xoifo-

yevvjs twice in the Gospel (i. 14, 18), and once in his Epistle, iv. 9.
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case. First : it is the Baptist's and not the Saviour's word

which precedes ; and then it is in the prologue where the JEuan-

gelist generally speaks ; or rather he is citing in ver. 15 alone a

sentence from the Baptist's mouth which he takes up into his

narrative, using the general fjjuprvpsl: afterwards beginning

anew the historical record in ver. 19 with a new scene. This

would be the only case of the kind, though it is not strictly of

the same kind. We know also a fourth place, which, however,

M'ill admit of no collation with this in the third chapter. It is

ch. xii. 44-50, where the Evangelist sums up in conclusion

utterances of Jesus earlier delivered ; but they were actually

earlier utterances, and it is so recorded.'^

No, as the double yccp (vers. 16 and 17) renders it in the

highest degree grammatically hard to make here a demarcation

between the words of Jesus and the words of the Evangelist, so

we can further appeal from learning to the simple readers, and

ask them if they do not read on to ver. 21 as the continued

words of our Lord Himself. Would St John, being about to

say that Jesus went from Jerusalem into the land of Judsea,

thus previously interpolate his own reflections? No Apostle,

least of all St John, would be bold enough thus to incorporate

his own words with the words of the Lord without explanation,

and thus confuse the reading-congregation of believers in all

future times. St John is extremely scrupulous in his com-

munication of our Lord's discourses ; and often on that account

distinguishes the Lord's proper words from his ovm comments

;

he does not represent the Lord as saying all that which he in

his Gospel teaches concerning Him—for instance, that by Him
the world was made, and so forth. This is acknowledged by

Baumgarten-Crusius, who further says that " it almost appears

as if he took more than ordinary care in this portion, not to

give anything other or more than the strict original."

Let the reader now call to mind what we preliminarily

indicated upon ver. 11, as to the connection of the whole dis-

course down to ver. 21. Assuredly the Lord's testimony would

^ The transition from what was said to Peter to the instruction for the

Galatians, which we admit to be gradual in Gal. ii., is compared by Tholuck

with our case (Glaubwiirdigk. S. 335) ; but the instances are quite distinct,

as it is only an Apostle who is speaking, and the same who writes the episLk,
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have been left imperfect and uncompleted, if broken off at ver.

15. Can we suppose that He would have stopped short at this

obscure word without carrying on His reference, according to

His constant wont, from Himself the Son of man, to the

Father ? Would He not here . also introduce Himself as the

Son of God, as chap. ii. 16 in that word which had been His first

utterance in Nicodemus' hearing? Would God, as His Father,

be unreferred to further than in the expression '' kingdom of

God," though he owed to Nicodemus the true explanation of

his "come from GodV Would He not refer back what Moses

did to the counsel of God, and that disertis verbis ? ^lust He
not declare Himself to be the Son of God, when faith in Him
as lifted up involves most assuredly no less than—This is the

Son of God ? ^ Would He abruptly break off, without follow-

ing this hard and severe discourse (Jacobi :
" till now He had

spoken, as it were, in tongues"), by a simply attracting and

warning appeal to faith, as on every other similar occasion?

Would He not go on, after all his preparation, to enlarge His

word for the whole world, and at the same time, tell the repre-

sentative of Israel what He had to say to the people and the

scribes in common ?

Most assuredly there is the clearest connection and the most

essential unity of purpose in the entire discourse. The apparent

close passes into the For, which is a new beginning of the over-

flowing words, leading to His last and best revelations. First,

there is the comprehension of all that had gone before in its ulti-

mate principle, the everlasting love of the Father to the world,

" After the dawn, in which there remained much obscurity, the

clear, bright sun arises"—so comments the Berlenburger Bibel

on ver. 1 6. We give now the plan of the whole, from this cen-

tral point looking backwards and forwards, keeping in mind the

tri-unity of the whole subject as the Church has conceived it,

which has appointed the two halves of the one great text as the

Gospels for Whitsunday and Trinity Sunday.

^ Richter :
" The For of ver. 16 shows, what every child must feel, that

the Lord is still speaking. Christ rises in His discourse from the Holy

Spirit to the Son. TTould He pass by the Father? Assuredly not!"

Alas, we afterwards find the groundless assertion that " the Evangelist

begins to speak in vers. 19-21."
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The whole might be summed up in the following statement

:

—God gives up His only-begotten Son,, as the Son of man for

the world, to death (upon the Cross), in order that every one

who believeth in Him may have power to enter into the king-

dom of heaven through the Spirit of regeneration (water of the

new life) obtained by that death, and imparted through its virtue.

I. A birth of the Spirit from above is necessary for the en-

trance of the man, who is flesh born of flesh, into the kingdom

of God.

1. This assertion itself, which immediately meets the in-

quirer as he enters.

a. In its most general expression

—

horn again, ver. 3.

h. The explanation of this in defence against the objec-

tion : and first, explanation of the entire statement

—

of water, and of the Spirit, ver. 5 ; then, of the two

main ideas, hirth and Spirit, through similitude and

contrast with physical birth, ver. 6 (Leading to the

ground of that necessity).

2. The maintenance of this assertion, as an absolute testimony,

a. In its most general expression—marvel not ! ver. 7.

h. For free, certain, though inexplicable as its symbol in

physical nature, is the Spirit Himself, and every one

that is born of Him, ver. 8 (that is, immediately I,

Myself, with My present testimony— transition to the

second part).

II. This eternal life (or the Spirit of regeneration from God)

must be obtained for all believers, by the Son of man come down
from heaven and ascending up to heaven, through a "lifting up"

(a paradoxical death of shame which yd lifts up towards heaven,

an exhibition and glorification upon the Cross).

1. Introductory requirement of faith :—it must be received on

the testimony of the Spirit whose influence is felt.

a. The (earthly) need in human nature for a new birth,

which a master in Israel should have known, ver. 10

—and which is testified by the true " Teacher come

from God," by Him who has come from heaven, ver. 11.

h. But also the (heavenly) mystery inseparable therefrom,

concerning the person of this preeminent " Son of

man," ver. 12.
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2. The declaration itself to be believed :

—

a. Only this one heavenly Son of man hath the new life

of God in humanity. No other (son of man) bringeth

it down ; but He that came dow^n from heaven

—

hath

it already for Himself, inasmuch as He is still in

heaven, ver. 13 ; but must become capable of impart-

ing it to others, as having come down to earth, through

His own death and ascension to heaven, ver. 14.

h. And then all who believe receive it from Him, ver. 15.

HI. And this is the superabounding gift of the Fatlier^s love

to all the world, from which only persevering unbelief excludes

itself

1. It is a gift of the universal love of God only conditioned

by faith.

a. God so loveth the world, that He giveth His only-he-

gotten Son (that is, this Son of man !) for the life of

every one that believeth, ver. 16—consequently the

whole world, (if the whole world believed), should not

be condemned, but should be saved.

b. The decision and judgment stands in our believing or

not believing in the name of the Son of God, ver. 18.

2. But our faith in Him loho has come must consist in our

coming to this light, and thus by deeds of sincerity laying

the foundation for a new manifestation of the works of

God.

A. The light is come into the world ;

B. But there is a distinction made among men, since

a. The unbelieving come not to the hght, because men
generally by nature love rather the darkness of their

deeds, ver. 19—and he who thus persists in sin,

hateth and fleeth from the light, ver 20.

h. They who believe, on the contrary, perform in their

coming the only work of faith possible to them, and

thus attain to the works of God (ver. 21). This is

the concluding word which comprehends under one

the gentle beginnings of faith, and the lofty consum-

mation of the new birth !

Ver 16. God loved, because He is God, from eternity—such

is His nature and His essence ! this utterance of our Lord is
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already equivalent to that equally deep and beautiful saying,

which was reserved for His Apostle

—

God is love. "It is

nothing wonderful that God loves. The light shines, for to

shine is its nature. The fire burns, for to burn is its nature."

(H. Miiller.) God loved, in the most general sense, the world

before it was created, for only in love and for love He created it.

Since it has existed, His love hath upheld it ; what else would

have become of it ? The love of God appears and approves

itself in all that is not God. Thus speak we with perfect know-
ledge, but thousands delude themselves concerning it, and do

not penetrate to the great mystery of that love which is spoken

of in this saying, which is quite new, and based upon other than

the general and common ground. In this is manifest the love

of God, the Apostle repeats, 1 Jno. iv. 9—as if otherwise and

before it had been revealed in nothing. The world tov z6(Tf/jOi>,

not the universe or the creation generally, but ol dvdpco'Troi, ver.

19, lying in wickedness, the lost world of sinners, which in its

sin and darkness hateth God, as appeared when His express

image and likeness was manifest, and experienced—the world

hateth Me 1 When that begins to be understood, the wonder

arises anew, and can never cease, in the contemplation of the

XPV<^76rr]g ?cat (ptXcci^dpcijTria, Tit. iii. 4, of the love of God to sin-

ners and enemies, Rom. v. 8, 10. From this no man is excluded,

but there is consolation and assurance even for the vilest of

those who appertain to this evil world ; for xoafjuog can never

signify a company of the elect (according to Lampe the univer-

sitas electorum !) What love is that which avails to bring to

gether again God and men ! Love gives—God gave the greatest

imaginable gift. Himself in the Son of His bosom. Love takes

pity unto salvation—God does His part, 7v(x, (Too^ri o xofffJbog.

Love surrenders itself, stoops, enters into the woe and pain of

others, when their help demands it—the Son of God as the son

of man devotes Himself to bear man's sin and curse. For such

is the connection of this ovra^g with ver. 14 : it continues it and

gives its reason, and thus both furnish an overwhelming and

ever-recurring answer to the 'Troog hvvccrcct of all questioners.

Certain it is, though often overlooked, that on that very ac-

count this ovTug does not indicate simply the astonishing,

immeasurable greatness of that love ; as if it were

—

so much I
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" The Gospel does not only establish the position that God loved

the world, but lays down the way and manner in which He
loved it."^ Only in the Son, and His sacrifice : not in any other

way than that ; for the Divine love, with all its compassion, can

never be sundered from that justice which reveals, judges, and

righteously takes away sin. The MffrSj also, which here occurs

alone in St John, has hence a most impressive emphasis. When
it is not rationistically slurred over, but admitted and confessed,

as it here and in the whole Gospel is plainly declared, that the

love of God itself could and would save man only through the

self-sacrifice of His son ;—then, on the other hand, it becomes

plain, that here, as in the whole Gospel, love is set forth as the

ultimate, everlasting ground of all, and consequently that, in the

ordinary sense of the old dogmatic, we should not speak of any
" reconciliation of God^ They who stiffly rest upon that notion,

hesitate not to comment thus :
—" To perceive the depth and

breadth of this expression, let it he reversed—So God abhorred

the ruined world, that it needed the surrender of His only-

begotten Son—!"^ But our inmost feeling revolts against this

inversion, and although the inverted sentence may admit of a

sound interpretation, yet it is most significant that the Lord did

not and could not use such language. The entire Scripture

knows nothing of the typus doctrinse which would make anger

or abhorrence prominent over love.^ In this giving up it is God
Himself who loves, gives, and reconciles.

He who was before designated as the Son of man who came
down from heaven, is now also appropriately named the Son of

God : and this expression would direct the thought of Nicode-

mus to ch. ii. 16, and then to the prophetic word. In addition,

He is the Only-hegotten, Heb. l^n^, for the Lord refers to a pro-

phetic type, the offering of Isaac, of which this form of expres-

sion would have reminded almost any Israelite, especially one of

their Scribes. The LXX. express only the ayccTT^jrog : but

1 Remaxk of a friend in J. G. Miiller, vom Glauben der Christen, T. 431.

Ovra; in 1 Jno. iv. 11, also, is not merely—so much !

2 Otto von Gerlach on our passage.

^ And the question arises (as MUnchmeyer says)—^whether even Eccle-

siastical dogmatic theology knows anything of thus typus doctrinae. That

is indeed the question !
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here it stands as in Heb. xi. 17, literally and significantly accord-

ing to the Hebrew, (jbovoyivrig^ Thus all holds well together,

and it is made clear that 'ihoo^civ cannot possibly intimate a

simple gift. Of course it rests upon the general fundamental

idea of giving, which is also found in 'TroL^ibuziv, Rom. vii. 32

(where ovx, spBiffccro incontrovertibly points to Isaac's offering),

so that there must be included in it the sense of ^a^iaiTon.

Here is the foundation, too, for the h/^iv Z^cor^v olIojviov ; and

Christ is from the beginning, as sent into the world (ver. 17),

' the ^^pga rov 0bov, as He terms Himself to the woman of

Samaria. But to deny (as Hofmann does, Schriftbeweis 1. 197)

, the transition into Tccpihcu^csv, and reduce, as many do, this

) 'i^oozzv to a mere osTScrs/Xsi', contradicts the entire connection in

I
which ver. 16 announces it by yap as explaining the v-^oofftg.

It is, indeed, more than the mere echo of the v-^aj&rjVDci which

Jacobi admits. Baumgarten-Crusius, who recognises the allu-

sion to Abraham's history, approaches more nearly to the truth

when he refers to other expressions of Christ Himself, such as

ch. vi. 51; Matt. xx. 28; Lu. xxii. 19; and says—"with or

without additional words the being given and giving one^s self

refers to death, in almost eveiy language. It is to be offered, to

offer one's self." He signifies, of course, when a living person

is spoken of, and then he is undoubtedly right. Let it be ob-

served, further, that this 'ihcozev stands absolutely, there is no r^

y,off[jjco after it. Luthardt would insert it : but we cannot help

laying emphasis upon its omission. Even viewed as a gift, it is

y an inestimable boon which the world cares not to receive : but

\ God gives it in His immeasurable love for the world's good,

whether it be accepted or—rejected and trampled under foot.

The gracious repetition of the following clause

—

7voc 'TToig 6

'TTiaTivoov 7i. r. X.—is designed to afford the most encouraging

assurance possible, as a counterpoise to the sternness and

severity of what had preceded. E;V ctvTov also thus derives an

additional emphasis. Before—Whosoever believeth on Him
thus lifted up, the type of a curse, for blessing : Now, more

than that—He that believeth on Him^ who was given up to this

^ As it regards the discussion and explanation of this type, I may refer

to orthodox expositors generally, and to my exposition of the Epistle to the

Hebrews.
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by the love of God ! Tot verba, tot pondera—may be said of

this inexpressible and inexhaustible word, beyond all others ; a

word, which the children of Christ's flock having once learned

never afterwards forget ; which is for ever evincing its power

to comfort the believer through life down to the article of death.

But the fulness of its consolation lies in the absolute universality

of the love it testifies ; in that one only condition of helievingy

by which, though we can never comprehend the great truth,

yet may apprehend it to the joy of our souls. The foundation

of all is the everlasting love of God towards the world : the aim

and end of all is eternal life derived from God, and consum-

mated in Him : the means connecting these is faith only. Then

be not terrified at the pre-established necessity of the new birth

in order to entering the kingdom of God ; it is made easy by

faith. But on the other hand—make not too light of this faith

;

for it is the instrument of a new birth, and must receive a

Divine principle, and issue in the holy practice of a Divine life.

Ver. 17. " The Divine aim of love corresponds with its Divine

principle and ground.^^ God's will is not to judge, that is, to

hand over to deserved perdition, but to preserve, to save, to bless

through His Son, even the whole world of mankind. It is for

the enforcement and confirmation of the paradox

—

God loved

the ivorld—that there now follows this negative and positive

repetition. The positive, and corrective ov yap 7va, zpivri was

necessarily associated with iva, (rajdri 6 zo(r[jjog, for the sake of

Nicodemus ; inasmuch as the pharisaical Jewish doctrine and

phraseology understood by ^cofffijog only the idolatrous, reprobate,

rejected world of heathenism. In order to annihilate this idea

the Lord leaves Israel (of whose dignity and calling, however,

the Lord had before given something out of Scripture for the

correction of his knoivledge) unmentioned, and involved in the

common zofff/jog : yea. He does this still more emphatically by

descending to the simple, common expression ccTrsffreiXe, appro-

priating a term hitherto limited to Israel, to the whole world of

mankind. Here, as in Eom. iii. 9, 'TrpoyjTiocffccfJijsdoc yoip, 'lovhociovg

rs zcci^YXKj^vag Tocurccg v(p afjuccprtocv slvoct, even as in ver. 6 all

distinction was abolished between them. Judgment was indeed

expected at the first coming of the Messiah : but the Pharisees

hoped to stand so secure, that they should only behold with their

VOL. IV. 2 G
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eyes the punishment of the heathens, and the glorification of

Israel. It was indeed, as Ebrard says, the presumptuous spirit

of the Pharisees " to desire not to be saved, but to be judged !"

How significant was this continuation of the discourse to Nico-

demus ; how calculated to take the veil from his eyes, that he

might see the whole breadth and amplitude of the coming re-

demption of the world! And yet men will say, that the refer-

ence to him now ceases, and that the colloquy with him here

ends

!

The zptvsiv, as the opposite of the acuZjeiv through love, the

dealing with man according to strict right and giving him over

to ccTcoXiioc, remained in the power and justice of God : He might

have sent the Judge instead of the Saviour, as the ov yap pre-

supposes. But will not then the Son actually, according to His

own testimony elsewhere, also judge the world? To meet this,

a qualification is sometimes inserted in the exposition—" not to

begin His kingdom with judgment, but with the proffer of gene-

ral grace," or that He was not this first time sent for judgment.

So we find it inserted by Nonnus

—

7va, zpmts 'Trpocjpiov—before

the time. But this is ruinous to the universal, unconditional

meaning of this aTiarzikiv. The Lord is not to be sent a

second time ; this expression is never used of His coming to

judgment, for the Son is sent as a servant, not in the majesty of

the Father.^ The ha denotes that one design of God in the gift

and sacrifice of His Son, His sole and constant design that all,

if possible, should be saved ; as is abundantly attested by the

equally universal " therefore am I come," e.g., Lu. ix. 56

;

Matt, xviii. 11, 14. The \yoj ov zptw of Jno. xii. 47 extends

forward to the final day of judgment. What the Lord says in

apparent opposition to this in Jno. ix. 39 is quite otherwise to

be explained : The result which follows and was foreseen is quite

another matter. These passages are the normal examples of the

various use of tva, in subsequent Scripture. It is now still further

developed that the judgment springs not from the first gracious

design of God's love, but proceeds from the self-condemnation

of unbelief

Ver. 18. That immeasurable thought—that the world might

^ Hence even Acts iii. 20 should not be interpreted of the second coming.

See my Reden der Apostel Th. i. S. .91.
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be saved ! however certainly the Divine counsel provided for it

in redemption as possible, is never, alas! reduced to reality.

Christ died even for the lost, that they might not and need not

have been lost ; but the world, that is, its far greater portion,

which must therefore retain its exclusive name in contradistinc-

tion to the new Israel, will not be saved hi avrov, which words

therefore emphatically stood last. The believing alone con-

ditionates and decides all. Again and again this believing in-

stead of Nicodemus' "we know!" The Lord's present word at

the beginning corresponds with Plis words at the end. Mar. xvi.

16 ;
just as it corresponds with the closing words of the Baptist's

testimony in ver. 36 of this same chapter. 'O 'ttigtwoov ov

xpivsrai—compare the development and establishment of this

afterwards in ch. v. 24. "But as redemption does not reject

the believing heathens, so also the judgment does not spare the

unbelieving Jew." (Lange.) We cannot perceive in this jjht]

KiK^iTai a mild and gentle expression, which contrasts with the

terrible one in ver. 36, as if not the positive, permanent cc'^rsidelv

as much as the first exclusion is spoken of.^ It is as severe and

rigorous as it can be ; and shows, with ver. 19 following, that the

Lord is here disclosing and exhibiting the final cutting off in its

first principles. The gentleness of it lies in this, that the Lord

would not condemn ; but so much the more awful is the judg-

ment of the self-condemned. The zifcpirat becomes, as it were,

Hithpael in its sense ; he has condemned, and cast himself out,

since he despises the method of salvation (ver. 14) :

—

on is

not merely therefore, on that account, but in that he believes not.

''He hath not believed,'^ it is said in the solemn perfect tense; "he

hath chosen, decided against himself!" (Lange.) The condem-

nation " is not an external act ; it is rather a work that proceeds

from a man's self, from within." (Baumgarten-Crusius.) The

hardness of unbelief is already condemnation, judgment drawn

upon themselves by those who believe not : comp. 2.Thess. ii. 11,

12. It is not without significance that it is repeated here—g/V

70 ovo[/jCc tov (jjovoyzvovg vlov; for it is precisely against this name

of the Son of God, crucified as the Son of man, that unbelief

stumbles. This is infinitely more than what Nicodemus began

^ Liicke in the Jirst edition ; but this, and the whole contest with Knapp,

he has struck out subsequently.
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with, ver. 2 ; it is not the hearing and learning the Teacher's

words which will suffice, but the appropriation of the Person and

work of the Redeemer, in the believing acknowledgment of His

Divine dignity and redeeming might.

And now may a new question arise—Is this possible? God
sends, gives up in love, and exhibits to the world His only be-

gotten Son—and are there such as believe not, and lay not

hold upon Him ? Yea, verily, alas ! There are only too many
who exhibit, to all that see the kingdom of God in the world

with open eyes, the proofs of a present condemnation, no longer

concealed in their own consciences. In the wilderness of old

nearly all believed, because their bodily life was concerned;

here, where the salvation of the soul is at stake, few only be-

lieve. So manifest is it, and so has it ever been, since the light

of God shone into the world, and the darkness comprehended

it not.

Ver. 19. It is not merely a condemnation, but the condemna-

tion which is now spoken of. Avrr} 5g Iffriv—thus does it pro-

ceed; this is the "ground, nature, and evidence of condera

nation." Certainly, as we remarked before, such separation

and distinction of characters began already plainly to exhibit

itself, so that Jesus, referring to what already was taking place,

prophetically beheld its whole process down to the end. Why
came not all the Rulers, as Nicodemus came, to the miracle-

working Son of the Father, that they might at least propose

their questions to Him, and ascertain His character? Why
did not all the people hang upon His words, from the time of

His manifestation to them ? Kpiffig like zptf/jOCy chap, ix. 39,

must be conceived according to its fundamental signification of

separation and decision, which are necessarily involved in every

act of judgment and condemnation ; but we cannot agree with

Liicke, that ver. 21 may also be embraced here under the double

idea of this xpifftc, for it stands in too close connection with the

previous zptr/], zpinroti, xszpiToci to allow this. So that it only

refers to one side of the separation ; the separation from life of

the lost, who thus exclude and shut themselves out. The life,

ver. 16, is at the same time, and at first, the ligJit of men; it

comes at first into the dead, dark world to reveal its darkness,

exhibiting the true condition of things in sin, and also the plan
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and counsel of God's salvation : see afterwards chap. viii. 12-26.

(The Lord was speaking in the night-season, and the light of

His word was now beginning to penetrate the darkness which

Nicodemus brought with him.) "We can have no manner of

doubt that here also the Redeemer speaks of Himself̂ ^ says

Schleiermacher, though even in preaching there was no need to

say that. ^YXrikuhv returns evidently back to the first iXrikv&ciQ

ver. 2, and graciously admits the truth now of that }>ih6LC!KaCt^og

which was then so discordantly added. Most assuredly, whether

in teaching or bearing witness, it is the first office and work of

Him who has come to shed the light of truth into the darkness

;

but even in this first testimonv the hVht must be the licjht of

life, the Teacher must announce Himself as the Kedeemer, and

only He who accepts and inwardly receiv^es this, seeth the light.

Nicodemus conversely at first desired mere light and teaching

before life ; but the Spirit of life blew upon him in words quite

new to him, and gave him effectual answer to all his Trojg by

the twice-repeated ovTojg. Hence the assurance repeated now,

when he could much better understand it—I am such a Light

as this, a teacher unto life, whose testimony is. Believe and live

anew ! Had not many like him heard this testimony—if not

all the world, yet enough for the foundation of his general con-

clusion that thus it would be to the end ? (Let the previous

—

Ye receive not our testimony—be recalled to mind
!)

Men—the explanation of the %,6(7f/jog, expressing a slight anti-

thesis with the One who is more than ai'dp&jTog, while it points

at the same time to the natural corruption of these men. For
these 01 avdpcoTroi constitute ever so decidedly the great majority

of mankind, that it is spoken in the form of absolute generality:

—like men generally, according to their human nature (except

in the few exceptions which are accessible to the entrance of

the superhuman, divine light which worketh faith), all who
have continued mere men and acted as such, have thus loved

darkness and have thus opposed themselves to the light which

was never altogether absent from the world, even in the ages

before that light had fully and properly come among men. It

is to us at least perfectly clear that this is what the Lord would

intimate, when He joins the strong YiyaTrriaav m the retrospect

with the universal ol di/dpaj'TTOi ; He exhibits the unbelief which
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He Himself met with as only the continuation and consequence

of all former unbelief in Israel and in the world; nor need

we any better defence of the much-contested past tense, than

the new answer which this gives to all objection. The ex-

position which begins with <ra^ yap, vers. 20, 21, has its

current truth in all ages, for the dark world hath never been,

and nowhere is, without a Oojg which prepares for the manifesta-

tion of Christ.

But how must we understand the striking and unexpected

qualification of fjuaXkov'^. Men have been very prompt with

their solution, after the manner of Rosenmiiller,—hie opposi-

tionis est, non comparationis ;
^ an assertion w^hich the language

would admit, but not the matter itself. Bengel's keener insight

saw the truth :—Comparatio non plane impropria. Amabihtas

lucis eos perculit, sed obhseserunt in amore tenebrarum, conf.

Jno. V. 35. Similis comparatio c. xii. 43. The result is,

indeed, that they love potius the darkness, instead of that light

which is alone worthy of love, and so far the (JjoKKov retains a

sharp tone of mournful and complaining irony
; 3^et this very

guilt and perversion presupposes that the liglit previouslyapproves

itself to them as worthy of their love, that it at least has en-

lightened and afiPected them {(poori%2i chap. i. 9). This is the

meaning of Bengel's aptly chosen perculit. The light every-

where enforces, at the first moment of its shining, a minimum
of love ; to stifle this, to restrain this truth in unrighteousness

is the inmost, and first guilt of voluntary unbelief, which thus

consciously (hence ^hrj yAzpirai) makes an evil choice. (Cyrill

:

Tpozpii^ovrsg,) Yet more, for the '^yccTrrjffccv impressively refers

to the Yiyot'Trriffiv of ver. 16 ; the light of God in the Only-begotten

reveals to us a compassionate love which has no parallel, but it

avails not to enkindle man's love in return, not even to induce

their acceptance of it; man will not submit to be loved, and
render the passive return of an appropriation of the unspeakable

gift. " This is the awful perversion w^hich sin effects in man's

nature ; it induces him to hate the light, and to love the dark-

nessV'^ • Thus this perverted and unnatural love for the darkness,

which, however, to corrupted man is become natural, though

^ Origen also compared (pi-h'/^avoq y.a.'h\oy »j—2 Tim. iii. 4.

2 Oetinger in his Evangelien-Predigten.
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only according to 2 Cor. iv. 4 to be explained by a co-operating

counterworking of Satan, makes all the might and energy of the

eternal love of God in Christ impotent and of none effect.

And what is this darkness, which accomplishes so fearful a

work as the obscuration and repulsion of the light of God ? Not

a mere ignorance, any more than the light is a mere doctrine

or "communication of perceptions." No man, since Satan's

delusion first betrayed human curiosity, ever prefers stated igno-

rance to the enhghtenment of his mind. It is siriy the Tov/jpov

come into man from the '7roi'r]pog, but which has now established

itself in him, and develops itself into one great complex whole

of 'ipya, 'TTOvrjpd. This is the meaning of the last clause, as

introductory to what follows. In these spyotg, however, as in

the 'TrpccffffStv and 'ttoibiv afterwards, we are not so much to

think of the external act as such, but of the inmost and most

essential deeds of the man's inner being, which are afterwards

outwardly embodied. The deeds are here concerned, they are

the ground of decision; and the Lord sets this forth to the

learned scribe, intimating to him that there is a secret love for

the darkness which consists in rejecting that truth, and vainly

tarrying in mere dead theory. Faith or unbelief is an act, comes

from the acting of the soul and leads to it again ;—this is the

last lesson which is given to Nicodemus and to us all at tlie close

of this impressive testimony.

Ver. 20. Every attentive reader and hearer of our Lord's

words must clearly perceive that here, at the close of His dis-

course, the (pavkoL 'Trpocffasiu and the 'ttoisTv rriv akyjdciav must

have a meaning which corresponds to the zpidig between faith

and unbelief. They cannot signify respectively, as indepen-

dently of this connection they might signify, the latter the walk

of the regenerate in truth, the former the living in wickedness

and sin simply considered. For how then could any distinction

take place, so that not all the evil-doers persisted in their hatred

of the light ? Let us endeavour to mark how this distinction is

effected, and observe its process.—It has appeared to us that

simple readers of our common translation have rightly thus

caught the meaning :—every one that doeth evil, especially, that

is, the utmost evil work which consists in loving rather the dark-

ness of his sinful deeds, in desiring, maintaining, and persisting
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in that darkness. But how is this found in (pccvKd Tpoiffffcov—^?

First of all, let the distinction, which- is far from meaningless,

between w^dffaoov now and 'ttoi^jv afterwards, be observed ; upon

which Bengel says, Malitia est irrequieta, est quiddam operosius

quam Veritas ; hinc verbis diversis notantur, uti c. 5, 29. Which
passage, indeed, is certainly of great importance for the illustra-

tion of this word to Nicodemus, there, as it were, repeated. But

unresting activity in evil is not of itself the critical point of deci-

sion, it is rather a sign of its being already effected ; 'prpccao'Btv

originally implies the carrying on or pursuing any matter, and

always points to a certain devotion and subjection to the work

carried on. Thus it is he who persistently practises evil, who
has given himself up to it, who is bent on continuing in it

;

comp. the remarkable epydrat 77Jg ahiziccg, Luke xiii. 27, and

our note upon it. (Vol. iii.) Then (pavXcc gives yet more

intensity to the meaning, and indicates the worthlessness and

Gontemptihleness of the deeds which are chosen and delighted in,

in opposition to the proffered treasures of the love of God, of

eternal life. Rieger has excellently said—" Although the deeds

which fill up their time may not, in all instances, have a gross

and vicious appearance, they are nevertheless (pavXoCy foul, con-

temptible, useless, and without value as it regards any results

permanent in eternityT There farther lies in these last words

another distinction, which Alford has very emphatically and

well pointed out (supplementing and completing the meaning

which I had, however, indicated) ; viz., that 'Trpdaciiiv is more

the habit of action, without fruit and result, iroiziv^ on the con-

trary, is the true doing of good, good fruit, good that remains.

He who Tpda-ffBij has nothing but his Tpdyi/jcc, he that ttoisi has

his Toirjf/joc—he has abiding fruit ; his luorks do follow him.

Though the thought thus expressed requires some modifica-

tion, inasmuch as the (puvXcc also have their effect upon the final

judgment.-^

1 The subtle allusion to the (pZg, which Liicke (I. Aufl. S. 606) was dis-

posed to find in the etymon of cpuv^og^ seems to be somewhat unintelligible.

For in this etymon ((paAo'j, (pccKvg^ from (puu^ (pxlva, equivalent to pale,

wan, languishing) there is, indeed, something originally related to light,

something good ; hence, also, (puv'hog corresponds with a^AoD?, and Wahl
rightly observes that this word like our schlecht has passed from a good to
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III the process of this persevering commerce with the worth-

lessness of sin and ungodliness there is developed an opposition

to the good and the true, which having been latently present,

indeed, from the beginning, ripens into an actual hatred of the

light shining into the darkness, a hatred which already betrays

and exhibits itself in the avoidance of physical light. For it can

scarcely be denied that this latter allusion is included, according

to the proverbial reference to wickedness shunning the light

which is found among all nations, as well as in holy Scripture.

This proverbial allusion to the notorious desire of evil-doers to

withdraw from the external light, in order to illustrate the

internal abhorrence of the true light which that symbolizes,

leads us to the very point of conviction in our Lord's words. Let

the passages collated by Grotius and Lampe^ be consulted, and

the double-meaning of 1 Thess. v. 7 be compared, as well as

Job xxiv. 16 liN ^vy^ i<?, in ver. ,13 yet more profoundly Vn

"iiN"nniDii. " In every sense of the word wickedness hates and

avoids the light" (Baumgarten-Crusius).

This proverbial and general transitional saying is now followed

by the declaration which discloses its full meaning :—he there-

fore cometh not to the light, in the highest and most proper

sense, that is, in this case preeminently, cometh not to Me, who
have come a Light into the world. Thus even after the appear-

ance of this light there is essentially necessary on our part a

voluntary responsive turning to it ; and even if the coming to

the light is only regarded as standing before it, and not flying

from it, yet this itself infers an act of the will in coming. Thus

helieving on Him who is come approved itself to be a coming

before Him and to His light, although, on the other hand, the

drawing of the Father from above is efficient in such coming

(Jno. vi. 44), and must ever be presupposed. How can faith be

a thing and work of unthinking and unconsidering blindness, as

is perversely said in fear or in scorn, when it is in reality nothing

an evil sense. But the phraseology of the New Testament knows only of

its bad meaning—^vilis, as is shown in the three other passages in which it

occurs, Jno. v. 29 ; Tit. ii. 8 ; Jas. iii. 16.

^ Among the most striking parallels, is that of Eurip. Iphig. in Taurus

V. 1066, KT^e'TTTuu yacp jj i/y|, r^g Is ccTindeiocs ro (pSg. And Seneca ep. 122,

gravis malse conscientiae lux est.
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but the submlttincf to be enlicrhtened into full and clear self-con-

sciousness ? But this is just what the lovers of darkness do not

desire ! "ha f/UTJ iKz'YyJiy)^ roi gpyoj ccutov : lest their life and

actions should be revealed and convicted of being (pccvXoVj and

reproved with a wholesome and gracious judgment, different,

however, from the previous zptvsiv. The word answers, indeed,

to the subsequent (pavspoodri, compare Ephes. v. 11-13. The
evil man discerns, by means of the indwelling (TVfJb<p7]fJbt tco

(poori (Rom. vii. 16) which is excited against his will, that such

a revelation and reproof threaten him, that in this light even his

" good works " and excellent traits will be exhibited as merely

(pccvKcCf that he will be required to retract and renounce his

opera omnia ; and discerning this practical consequence to im-

pend, he prefers to remain in doubting unbelief, and busily

endeavours to defend himself against faith by disingenuous

theoretical arguments. Let it be noted how here our Lord

directs and justifies us in adopting the same plan with the un-

believing learned of our day—confidently to urge against their

consciences, for their profit, that unbelief which they impose

upon themselves.

But what is the precise reference here to Nicodemus ? We
must allow, first of all, that he came actually to Jesus, that is, to

the light, under the impulse of a desire to know the truth. We
may consequently give him his portion, as Rieger's New Testa-

ment does, in the later words—the Lord reckons his act as done

in God. Nevertheless it is not "marvellous" that in these words

of ver. 20 a reproving allusion to his coming by night should

have been discerned. Herder's scornful outcry

—

^' petty appli-

cation ! contradicts itself and has no foundation in the Scripture.

Nicodemus sought the light itself in the darkness." For when
we observe that the Evangelist, as was mentioned at the outset,

twice subsequently alluded to the vvx.7og with a tone of censure,

we may reasonably suppose that he learned to do so from his

Master. If, further, the allusion in ^JjIgziv to (pcog was based, as

cannot be denied, upon the actual exhibition of the shunning

of external light among evil-doers, we cannot but perceive some

monitory force in it for this timid night-guest. We hold, there-

fore, with the Evangelist and the tradition of the church, that

some blame is here imputed to the coming by night ; and agree
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with Ebrard that "the necessity of decision was at the same time

hinted at in our Lord's allusion, a decision which would not

shrink from the light (of day)." We are glad that Lange also

acknowledges this, and thus speaks upon vers. 20, 21—"this

conclusion is purposely framed to be the last word, with which

Jesus dismissed Nicodemus. If we might suppose that Jesus

came with him to the door of the house, and spoke these words

to him under the dark canopy of the heavens, what force of im-

pressive warning does this dismissal assume !" And afterwards,

" for the Lord gently reproves his coming by night, and seems

solemnly to warn him henceforward to come to Him in the broad

light of day." Assuredly, to speak with Draseke, the great ex-

hortation was given to him for his reflection on the way

—

do iJiou

the truth I But wherefore were the previous words uttered to

such as Nicodemus was ? One may answer : to arm and fortify

him against the offence of the Cross, against the hatred of the

world, against the predominant and ruling unbelief of the age

;

and we must necessarily admit, for it is clear as day in this his

coming by night, that Nicodemus was not a bold and resolute

conquerer of the world. For what purpose did he seek Light in

the darkness ? Because, forsooth, something of that fjjKreTv still

adhered to him, because he was still involved more or less in the

KOfffJjOg, and his coming was not altogether a pure coming in light

to the light. " He apparently placed himself by his coming in

the night too much in the fellowship of those who prefer the

darkness for their deeds." The Lord first blames this self-con-

tradiction of his procedure, which was more than merely apparent,

and then proceeds to encourage and animate him in the follow-

ing words.

Ver. 21. The word of dismissal, however, hastens so quickly

to its close, that this last verse contains many things which are

merely hinted at, and interwoven together. The discourse

presses briefly and concisely forwards to the goal of a faith which

finds its consummation in act ; and gives, as it were, a mystery

to Nicodemus' reflection, the solution of which must be found

in his own conscience and in his future life. Have not then all

oivG^co'TToi as such gpya Trovrj^d and nothing else to present—are

there any who in a state of nature do good deeds? It is, in-

deed, presupposed, as we have just said, that he who cometh in
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faith must abide the conviction and reproof of all his past works

:

hence we do not find it here ex opposito, o hi 'TTOtotJu ayocdd or

Toi ayaddy to ocyocdov. But it is r^p aXrjkiav. This, again,

cannot indicate that " walking in the truth," which, as the fulfil-

ment of the law, is the high prerogative of the regenerate and

sanctified only ; for the Lord is speaking of that first faith which

is the condition thereto. To do the truth, in as far as it is here

one with coming to the light, or rather the internal principle of

that coming, the true act in this critical and decisive doing, can

be no other than the first great work of sincerity which is

followed by all other good works, and is the only one which re-

mains in our own power. As before the (poivXcc which gives its

character to the TTpdacTcov was placed first, so now with signifi-

cant meaning the 'ttoiojv precedes, which shows the invigorated

man voluntarily placing himself in the presence of the light.

For TTOiiiv " points not so much like Trpdmiv to the deed and
work, but to the moral tone and condition of the entire spirit."

(Liicke.) The man who comes in honest sincerity perceives

and confesses, so soon as that truth humbles and reproves him,

that the truth is a new and another life, that it is not to be

learned and reasoned about, but to be lived and done ; he him-

self would fain do it by the guidance of the light, and thus

deciding for the truth against himself he doeth the truth as far

as in him lies, and it is to be carefully observed that this his act

is no other than his coming out of his previous darkness to the

light. What can then befall him, but that which the opposite

character hates, which he, however, acknowledges, desires and

seeks as wholesome and salutary to his soul—the conviction and
reproval of his evil works ? If we thus naturally understand

this second parallel /W., we discern another remarkable variation

in the expression. That which to the former was a dreaded

l'ksy')(^d7jvat, is to the latter a more gracious (pczvepcodrjvat. Is it

not better for me, he thinks, to stand before God, manifest in

the light of His truth, as I really am ? Further, in the former

case the spya came first, which the evil man desired to keep in

concealment ; but in the latter case there is a striking change,

it is avTov rot, 'ipyct, since the sincere man desires to expose

and yield up to view hirnself, and thus approves himself, on his

side, as a sincere confessor of his sin, who finds grace from
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God.^ Behold me, a miserable sinner I is his language ; but

the response with which he is already greeted is—Mercy and

grace to thee in thy sincerity 1 Then are all his previous evil

'i{iy(x> transformed into confessed and forgiven sins.

•At this critical turning-point the Lord adjoins a final sentence

which with impressive and appropriate conciseness interweaves

the consequence of this transition from the darkness to light with

that transition itself.^ The acknowledgment and confession was

the first work done in God, and all others that ensue flow from

that. To do works in God, must be equivalent to the beinor

born again, born of God. That cannot be merely, as Miinch-

meyer maintains against me, the preparatory Ix. rov hov shai

of ch. viii. 47, or ex, rrjg cckrjdsiocg of ch. xviii. 37.^ To have

gpya h h^ eipya(rfjijii>a, is the great and glorious end to which

the first TTOiiiv Tyjv aXrjd&iav in submitting to reproof and confess-

ing sin, preparatorily leads. Hence the on is comprehensive

and stops not short of this meaning. Compare the connection

and progress in St John's first epistle from ch. i. 5 to ch. ii. 10.

That which is here condensed and briefly intimated, is there

expanded ; and with a prospective reference to the great day of

God, when the children of light, walking in the truth, shall be

made manifest I What then are the stages of faith according

to the testimony of Jesus to Nicodemus ? First, there is the

ceasing to marvel—then an acceptance of the testimony—then

the coming to the light to be reproved and convicted by it, this,

however, being at the same time a Triffrevsiv etg avrov (as lifted

up to be beheld), and a consequent receiving of life—and in all

this a doing, first of this great work of sincerity, then of the

further works wrought in God. " With this farewell word

Jesus dismissed Nicodemus that he might behold Him again

in light." (Lange.)

Thus " the master in Israel had learned more in one night

^ Bengel's qui se non pudefactum iri novit is somewhat premature ; the

novit must in any case be understood in a very unconscious sense.

2 Miinchmeyer " cannot understand " my exposition, simply because he

is not accustomed to appreciate the profound condensation of meaning in

such discourses.

^ Or merely according to God's will, works well-pleasing to Him, as

Nonnus T)resses down the meaning—Tu'Tnp xoinas &iou nrz'hia^ivoe, ySovXji.
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than Judas in three years." Seed had fallen into his heart

which time must be left to fructify, "that it might take root

downwards and bear fruit upwards." For a considerable time

yet he remained a fearful believer, without making his open

avowal, as we see in ch. xii. 42. The Evangelist is silent as to

his departure, and his subsequent internal development. "It

speaks for the simplicity and historic truthfulness of our Evan-

gelist, that he adds notliing more, and even leaves untold the

immediate result which the discourse had." (Baumgarten-

Crusius.) And question thou not about this, but as far as thou

art thyself this Nicodemus, take home the word of Jesus to thy

heart! Believe, come, do the Truth! Ask no longer—how
may these things be ? but let them he in thine own experience

!

For it is not revealed how the sunbeam penetrates the plant,

and how light and life come down upon thee from above ; the

new-born thing in thee thrives gradually as is the case with

gi owth of all kinds ; and finally thy living and acting in God
will gloriously become manifest^ as in the consummation of all

the Divine works, whether of nature or of the Spirit

!

END OF FOURTH VOLUME.
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